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P R E F A C E

The Tenth European Regional Meeting of the IAU we held in Prague, Czechoslovakia from August 2* to
29, 1987. The meeting was attended by 387 European as well as non-European astronomers. Basic information,
including the list of participants, the scientific programme of all conferences and the directory to the
whole meeting can be found in a special Volume of the Proceedings (Publications of the Astronomical Insti-
tute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences No. 65).

The present Volume of the Proceedings covers the scientific programme of several different meetings
of stellar astronomers, which took place during the Prague Regional IAU Meeting, namely:

1. The invited discourse FROM TYCHO BRAHE TO PRAGUE 1987: THE EVER CHANGING UNIVERSE delivered by
Dean-Claude Pecker;

2. Workshop RAPID VARIABILITY OF SINGLE, BINARY AND MULTIPLE STARS, which consisted of five morning
sessions;

3. One afternoon session on ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR SPECTRA introduced by an invited paper delivered
by A.A. Boyarchuk;

*. One afternoon session devoted to HIGH-ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS and
5. Two afternoon sessions on BINARY STARS.

Let me to say a few words about each of the conferences.
The workshop on rapid variability of stars was prepared by the Scientific Organizing Panel (SOP here-

after) consisting of the following scientists: A. Baglin, M. Breger, A. Cherepaschuk, M. Hack, P. Harmanec
(Local Organizer), A. Hearn, H. 3erzykiewicz, and 3.-C. Pecker (Chairman). Very regrettably, only three
members of this Panel succeeded to come to Prague.

The central topic of the workshop was to seek the answer to the question how can one safely distin-
qulsh between non-radial pulsations, rotating surface or near-surface inhomogeneities ("spots" and "spo-
kes"), unrecognized duplicity (multiplicity) and other causes of rapid stellar variability in particular
objects. Although - not very surprisingly - no definitive answer to this question was found during the
meeting, a rather general agreement on the strategy and methodology of the future research in this area
was achieved in my opinion, as well as a definite progress in sharper and more concise formulation of argu-
ments for, and against each of the considered models.

The SOP decided to ensure enough time for discussions during the meeting by admitting only invited
contributions for the oral presentations. There were several invited review papers. Moreover, the SOP has
also invited for the oral presentation several contributed papers, which were felt to be of a general impor-
tance for the audience. All other contributed papers were presented in the form of posters, which were
displayed during the whole week of the meeting.

Discussions were basically recorded by the participants themselves on special sheets of paper. (I
must appreciate the discipline of the active participants because the great majority of these discussion
sheets was indeed returned to us, properly filled In!) I did only very few editorial changes in this part
of the discussion.

The situation was less favourable (for me!) during the Panel Discussion at the end of the meeting.
Several participants, Including some of the panelists, relied apparently on the fact that this part of
the discusion was tape-recorded, and had not returned their contributions in the written form.
The strict dead-line for the publication of these Proceedings did not permit sending individual panel
discussions for the authorization. I thus did my best to re-write the important panel contributions of
Drs. A. Baglin, C.T. Bolton, D.S. Hall, 3.-C. Pecker and M. Rodono from the tapes. I tried to minimize
editorial changes, to preserve the live style of each speaker and to save all presented arguments. This
means, of course, that I took over a serious responsibility, and I want to apologize in advance to ail
of the above-mentioned colleagues for possible unintentional errors in English style, grammar or even
sense of their contributions. The advantage they are gaining in this way is, of course, that they can
easily deny in the future what they said in Prague, making me responsible for the confusion. (Be cautious
when doing this, however, the tape recordings are still here!)

Individual scientific sessions during the workshop were skillfully chaired by Drs. 3.-C. Pecker,
D.S. Hall, C. Sterken, and G.A.H. Walker. A typical attendance of the workshop was around V) to 50 people.

The afternoon session on Ultraviolet Stellar Spectra was prepared by Drs. A.A. Boyarchuk and D. McNal-
ly (Chairman) and by Drs. P. Hadrava and 3. Horn as Local Organizers. Drs. M.3. Plavec and A.A. Boyarchuk
acted as chairmen of the two parts of the session.

The session on High-Energy Astrophysics was organized by Drs. G. Bignami (Scientific Organizer) and
R. Hudec (Local Organizer) and was chaired by Dr. 3. Grygar.

Finally the sessions on Binary Stars were prepared by Dr. P. Koubsky and chaired by Drs. C. de Loore
and R.S. Polidan.

In all cases, the discussions were recorded by the participants on paper sheets distributed during
the sessions.

I use this opportunity to thank all the people who contributed to the success of the meetings. Special
thanks are due to the chairmen as well as all other members of the Scientific Organizing Panels, to all
invited speakers for their invariably very good presentations, to the chairmen of the scientific sessions
and to all active participants. I also wish to appreciate the technical assistance of Drs. 3. Kubat and
S. Stefl and Messrs. T. Graf, 3. Havelka, V. Kocourek, R. Pefesty, and F. ZSarsky as well as a careful
typing of some of the manuscripts and all the discussions by Ms. A. Sehnalova and 3. Vavrova.

October 31, 1987 Petr Harmanec
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FROM TYCHO BRAHE TO PRAGUE 1987: THF EVER CHANCING UNIVERSE

Jean-Claude Pecker
Laboratoire d1Astrophysique The"orique

du College de France
98 bis Boulevard Arago

75014 Paris

When Tycho arrived in Prag, in 1599, he was
already a very faraoua astronomer indeed.
Although this might have not been universally
recognized by then, he was certainly, probably
s t i l l more than Copernicus, the person who had
consciously put down the aristotelician dogmas
in the waste basket.

Let us go back two thousand years before
Tycho.

"or the school of Aristoteles, the universe
id indeed made of two quite different parts.
On our s ide , the Earth and a l l what i t
contains , impure, ephemeral, putrescible ,
subject to all kind of evils and to devilish
passions • The sublunar world is made out of
intricate mixtures of the four basic elements,
a i r , earth, fire, and water* All the trouble
comes, precisely, from the combinations, from
the mixing, from the symbol ic impur ity. Our
atmosphere is crossed by meteors of all kinds,
t e r r i f y i n g , unpredictable, coining quickly
without warning, and going away quickly
-storms and comets, aurorae and lightnings,
volcanoes and frightful panicmongers. The
s u b l u n a r world i s such, - tough and
unpredictable.

At the opposite, the sidereal universe is
that of perfection. All can be predicted,
eelipses, and motions of Sun, Moon, planets,
on the dark starry background. All is perfect.
All motions are circular and uniform. All
bodies are eternal. Predictable, and perfect,
such is the as t ra l universe, thus made,
necessarily, of a single element, a fifth one,
the aether. A look at the sky is an aperture
-on eternity; and this eternity is by itself a
reference.

That was the fundamental dogma behind the
astronomy of tne Middle Ages, but also behind
i t s astrology* i t s alchemy, and even i t s
medicine. The sublunar events, human and
t r ag i c ; -the quiet purity of the eternal
heavens.

Hut, by one clear night, in the evening of
November the 11th, in 1572, these ideas had
come to a point where they had to surrender to
observations. Tycho was then a young man 26
years of age. Interested by everything, he was
working late in the laboratory of alchemy,
with his uncle Steen. Going out, after a long
evening of hard work, he looked at the sky, a
sky he knew perfectly well indeed. To his
greatest surprise, a new bright star is there,
in Cassiopeia, very near the star Kappa, one
of the lower points of the W-shaped
constellation- A star which he has never seen
before, 4 new star , so to say. Tycho is
s tar t led , at once; and other people around
him, and other people in Europe as well. But
new objects in the sky, that is not a novelty;
one has already discovered many star-l ike
objects; but they all soon appeared as moving

amongst the s tars , like bona fide planets:
generally, they were comets, and, soon or
later , after wandering in the starry sky, and
displaying their nebulous appearance, they
disappeared for ever.

Was the newly discovered object such an
er ra t ic light cloud, nebulous and soon to
disappear elsewhere, after some erratic walk?
Was i t a premonitory sign of the furor of God,
three months af tar the Saint-Barthelemy
k i l l ings? To that, only the observation could
reply.

The matter has been given, primarily under
the strong impulse of the energetic Tycho, a
very thorough attention. Everywhere in Europe,
people ha /e followed the fate of the bright
new object: Maestlin, at Tubingen, Digges in
England, others elsewhere. . . Everyone, day
after day, and of course Tycho himself, found
the same bright star at the same place in
Cassiopeia. Unlike comets, or planets, i t was
absolutely fixed in the sky, as a part of the
heavens. It was definitely much further than
the Moon; and it was the first obvious flaw in
the aristotelician doctrine: A sidereal object
was "new", the proof indeed that the sky was
not a permanent and immutable background for
the human follies. The sky was also touched by
a sign of madness... Unbelievable! The very
explosion which had set fire to the 1572 new
star has deeply shaken the stable and quiet
universe of the Antiquity.

Yet Tycho believed in i t . His treatise "De
Nova Stella" was perfectly clear on that
matter. And a few years later, Tycho, puzzled
by the question of comets, determined, through
a quite perfect geometrical construction, the
distance of a comet observed in 1577- i t was
at least 6 times more distant than the (toon;
f i r s t intuitions were confirmed: a comet is a
celestial body.

But l e t aside now the a r i s to te l ic ian
concepts. The discovery of Tycho opened a new
field of investigation, the study of variable
s t a r s , amongst which the new stars, similar to
Tycho1s.

And by the way, other supernovae, as we
cal l them now, or novae, which do not reach a
so large intrinsic brightness, have since been
discovered in old historical records.

A fascinating case has been the one of the
supernova discovered in 1054 by Chinese
astronomers, a discovery known in Occident
only at the beginning of this century. The
Chinese supernova, of which we have clear
r e c o r d s , is observed nowadays as the
remarkable combination of one expanding nebula
( the well-known Crab Nebula), and one
"pulsar", what remains of the collapse of the
central parts of the exploded star.

Another well-known case is the Kepler1 s
supernova, discovered in 1604. s ince that



time, many supernovae, somewhat similar to
these, have been found in our own Galaxy, and
in others; but they were never visible at the
naked eye, except the supernova of the year,
SN 1987 A, of which exceptionally complete
observations have been and continue to be
done. But SN 1987 A is not yet associated with
an observable pulsar, nor i t is with an
expanding nebula.

Not all explosions are so violent} not all
variations in stellar behaviour are explosive.
We shall see many examples, when proceeding in
the course of this survey.

Let us cone back to the XVIth century. The
Universe was then opening widely, put in l i fe
by Tycho's discovery. A new attention was
given to the starry sky. The first important
change discovered aifter 1672 Tycho's. new star
vas, in 1596, the discovery of one of the most
interesting variable stars, up to now, Mira
Ceti, the wonderful star of the Whale's neck,
in the Southern sidereal hemisphere. David
"abr ic ius was then a minister in East
Tie8land; and he later died ki l led by a
peasant member of his flock, a peasant whom he
had cursed from his parochial chair. But in
the meanwhile, at t!<e age of 32, on the
evening of August the 3rd 1596, he discovered
Mira (he informed Tycho of his discovery by a
letter' dated August the 11th, received by
Tycho on the 28 September); and ne had later a
continuous correspondence with Kepler. He was
survived by his son, Johann Fabricius, to whom
we owe the discovery and many studies of solar
spots (and not to be mistaken for him!). Of
course, what David Fabriclus noted was the
brightness of Mira, an unusual brightness
indeed. But i t s periodicity was discovered
years later. Fabricius himself observed the
red Mira only during some months as a star of
t h i r d magnitude, never noted in old
catalogues. And it appears «B a slightly lass
bright star in Bayer's charts, with the letter
omicronn, as a star of fourth magnitude. In
1638, Holwarda noted i t s v a r i a b i l i t y ,
confirmed through careful studies by Hevelius,
between 1648 and 1662; Bonlllaud determined
the first value of the period: 333 days, and
one then understands the difficulty of the
detection, the period being the Sana, roughly
speaking, as that of the motion of the Earth
on i ts orbit, and the observation of the
southern stars being hampered by the seasonal
phenomena. Rerschel, and later Argelander, got
a more accurate period, now known to be 3 31
days, 8 hours, and 4 minutes.

The amplitude of the brightness variations
of Mira is considerable, one of the largest
known: 7 magnitudes altogether!

Mira Ceti is the type of a large family of
variable stars of which now we know some
thousands, the so-called long period variable

stars. It may be interesting to say that, in
view of the procedures of time allocation on
large t e l e s c o p e s , the study of their
l i g h t - c u r v e s is mostly l e t to amateur
astronomers, those united for example within
the soc iet ies for variable stars observers,
notably the AAVSO.

Another his tor ica l essential discovery
occurred in 1669. The star Beta Persei, or
Algol (in Arabic, l i t era l ly : the monster,
represented by Medusa's head, in the hands of
Perseus the heroe, on sky maps of the time),
Algol behaves strangely. Hontanari notes its
bizarre variation of brightness. Normally of
second magnitude, i t decreases to fourth
magnitude and stays so, during about six
minutes, the period of variation lasting no
more than a few hours, the constancy, at
magnitude two, being maintained for days.
Hontanari discovered the phenomenon in 1669.
But i t was studied in detail by the british
astronomer Goodricke at the end of the
XVIII-th century, and i t s period then
determined as being of 2 days, 20 hours and 49
minutes.

Again, Algol is the type of an important
category of variable stars, the eclipsing
binaries • Although none of the two stars
members of the couple is intrinsically either
variable or even abnormal, they rotate around
each other; as we are located almost in the
o r b i t a l p lane , we are forced to see
success ive ly each of the two companions
eclipsed by the other; and the period of the
phenomena is that of the orbital motion (or
half of i t , in appearance, if the two stars
are almost identical in brightness and size).
The number of eclipsing binaries is now known
to be of about 2500; thay are of different
types, whether the two stars are quite distant
from each other, as in the case of Algol, of
much nearer to each other* as in the star B&ta
Lyrae, discoverad by Goodiicke as periodically
variable, in 1784; the fact that the two stars
nay be either almost identical, or definitely
d i f f e r e n t , g ives of coarse d i f ferent
appearances to the light-curves.

On elaborated nod*Is of these binaries, we
can see that the fact for a star to belong to
a clO3e binary system induces variability of
both its components; this is a very important
aspect of our modern views on these stars.

But l e t us come back to h i s tor ica l
developments•

At the end of the XVIIIth century, more
variable stars were discovered. We should give
a special care to the discovery of Delta
Cephei, again by Goodricke. This star varies
regularly of about one magnitude from m = 3.7
to m » 4.9 in 5 days 6 hours and 47 minutes,
-a period which Flammarion typically notes as
"very short"! Delta Cephei is the type of a



whole category of stars which we now call
cepheids , —and which conta in several
subclasses, according to the shape of the
light-curve.

So the discovery has proceeded regularly.
An astronomer contemporary of Goodricke
counted 8 variable stars in 1786. They were
s t i l l 113 in 1865, as catalogued by Chambers,
"lammarion, 1913, had a "complete" l i s t of 271
variable stars. But the third catalog of
^ukarkin and Parenago and their collaborators,
in 1971, contains 17779 variable starsl And we
may be confident that, with the magnificent
tools given by the space orbiters using
elaborated devices such as Hipparcos, the
space observa t ions complementing the
"undamentalen "Catalogs of Kopfff and ?ricke, as
well as the sky mapping efforts made from the
ground, -with al l that, at the end of the
century, we shall probably count more than ten
times the last figures quoted; 200000 variable
stars will possibly be known by then. If not
catalogued.

I shall not try to enter any more In an
his tory , star by star, of the successive
discoveries; I shall not even attempt to give
an historical perspective of the development
of the new ideas.

Obviously, in front of the tremendous
wealth of the data, some taxonomic effort is
necessary. Not all stars can be labelled in
the four categories so far mentionned: the
"new stars", supernovas or novae, -following
Tycho; the "Mira-stars", following Fabricius;
the "Mgol-type stars", following Montanari;
and the "Cepheids", discovered by Goodricke.
Let us forget now the fathers, and the types,
as originally discovered. A selection effect
has obviously played a part, favoring close-by
objects, or objects of a period definitely non
in phase with either the year, for the more
southern ones, or the day, for all of them.
What are then the main parameters of this
necessary taxonomy?

"irst , of course, the llght-carveB. And we
should not forget the modern improvement of
time-resolving power, "rom a few hoars, at the
time of the earlier photographic photometry
measurements, to fractions of a second (and
very small fractions indeedl) at the present
time, when using CCD-type devices , for
example.

The light-curve indicates first, the order
of magnitude of the time-scale of the stellar
variabil ity. Tt indicates also the amplitude
of the variability, be it very small, -a small
fraction of a magnitude, or rather large,
-several magnitudes.

Sven when the light-curves indicate l i t t le
v a r i a b i l i t y , i t may be that the spectral
characteristics are changing. In other terras.

a spectral variability might well be a very
interesting argument. Moreover, even in a
single star, i t is a good indicator of the
physics of what is varying in the outer layers
of the s tar , those responsible for the
observab le r a d i a t i o n . In p a r t i c u l a r ,
wave-length shifts of spectral lines indicate
radial velocities, and help to differentiate
the various emitting media, when they differ.
But line intensities are a good tool as well,
as they display (for example) the varying
importance of the chromosphere and corona of
the stars in consideration.

Another excellent indication should really
be the image of the star, and of its vicinity.
Tt may be premature to say that! but the X~f*y
mapping of Buch a strange star as SS 433 haa
been done, showing very clearly its symmetric
je t s of ionized matter; and it seems, from the
work of Labeyrie or of Roddier, that Je are
soon reaching the s tage when s t e l l a r
interferometry will unable us, even in visible
l ight , to map the disk of several stars, after
Betelgeuse and Mira Ceti.

This i s probably not sufficient to allow
for a physical description of a given variable
star . We have to understand where i t comes
from, how had the observed i n s t a b i l i t y
started. Hence the location of the star in the
Hertzprung-Russell diagram is a very good
i n d i c a t i o n indeed of the t h e o r e t i c a l
requirements. St i l l better (but we can apply
this only in the case of some supernovas 1) is
the appearance, type, behaviour of the
progenitor, that of the later phenomena
(expanding nebula and pulsar) and that of the
neighbouring phenomena, in the specific case
of a supernova.

The next stage in our understanding of the
variable stars is to build a good model of a
given object . I t f i r s t requires a vivid
imagination. But this does not seem to have
been lacking, at the contraryl It requires
also some rigour, which is more difficult: a
geometrical model is after all nothing but a
working hypothesis; one has s t i l l to work out
the details, to compute, in a strict respect
of the laws of hydrodynamics and of transfer
of radiation, the observable behaviour of the
model, and to compare i t with the observed
data. The result generally leads to the use of
s t i l l more imagination, -as the fit is rarely
very goodl

We shall of course not examine all kinds of
variable stars, and we shall give only a few
typical examples.

Let us start with the Algol-type stars,
which we have already labelled as "eclipsing
binaries". Such stars are very numerous, -ao
we have said. The interpretation of their
l i g h t - c u r v e i s q u i t e s i m p l e . The



velocity-curve, if deduced from the spectral
analysis, is just as simple, and indicates the
amplitude of the actual radial velocity of the
companions, in their orbit rround the other
star . Both curves allow to fix, through the
use of Kepler's law, the absolute stellar
diameters, the distance of the star, and the
true luminosity of the two stars of the
couple. Some spectroscopic variables, which
are not eclipsing, can also be analyzed and it
g ives not only the per iod , but the
excentricity of the orbit, and some other
quant i t ies of interest , notably indications
concerning the inclination of the orbit with
respect to the direction from star to Earth.

Close-by eclipsing binaries exist also,
possibly produced by a simultaneous birth
(whenever ordinary distant couples, such as
«Vlgol, might have resulted from s te l la r
encounters and subsequent captures, the two
members of the couples being then of different
composi tions, ages, and stage of evolution).
Close binaries have smoothed light-curves,
difficult to account for. Otto struve was, T
believe, the first one to propose a model to
explain the light-curve o-f the typical close
binary Btta Lyrae; Struve introduced an
exchange of matter between the two components
deformed by tidal effects. Hence, in addition
to the eclipse, the evolution of these jets of
matter might influence the apparent stellar
var iations of each of the components, making
almost necessarily, out of each of the two
members of the couple, a variable star of its
own, an intrinsic variable star, of the kind
we shall now look at, in a moment.

Rut the first major type of intrinsically
variable stars to look at are the so-ral led
pulsating s tars , consisting of the type of
stars known as "classical cepheids", named
after Delta Cephei, but also of stars of a
shorter period, such as RR Lyrae, or again
stars of a peculiar light-curve, such as W
Virginis.

Wi; hout the slightest doubt, these stars
are indeed pulsating, as the radial velocity
curve is showing i t clearly. Alternatively,
they expand and contract, these radia l
oscillations being combined with a change in
color and brightness, leading to the features
of the light-curve.

"*he theory of pulsating variables is
relatively well-known, and we shall certainly
not enter here in theoretical developments•
Vhen a star evolves, its representative point
Moves in the H-R diagram. Tt enters an area
where the hydrogen ionization zone is quite
extended and reaches the surface* Therefore
ins tab i l i t i es r under the stimulus of small
per turbat ions , can take a ra ther large
amplitude, and force the star to pulsate as a
whole- The instability strip of the HR diagram

is the one in which cepheids and RR Lyrae are
found.

Incidenta l ly , the theory predicts good
relations between the period, on one side, and
the d e n s i t y , as well as the absolute
b r i g h t n e s s , on the other , the period-
luminosity law being slightly affected by the
color of the star; we know that this last law
has been instrumental in determining the
distance of close-by galaxies , and the
Hubble"s constant; however i t s calibration
with cepheids of known distance has been a
d i ff icult problem, linked with the difficulty
of measurements of the visual absolute
brightness, strongly affected for distant
galactic cepheids by the interstellar galactic
absorption.

Pulsation is not a simple phenomenon. In
the l ight -curve of some RR Lyrae stars,
several irregularities appear; a given cycle
is not identical to the following; for these
s t a r s , the fundamental mode, if s t i l l
dominating the phenomenon, has to be completed
by the cons iderat ion of at least its first
harmonic, as can be seen easily for example on
the relatively simple light-curve of the star
SX Phoenicis, or for G Scuti stars.

The Sun ip lying outside the instability
strip of the HR diagram, where cepheids and RR
Lyrae are pulsat ing. S t i l l i t seems to
p u l s a t e . Par from being explained by
appearances and disappearances of sunspots at
the limbs of the solar disk, clear variations
o f luminos ity have been observed, through
accura te space determination;_they are
extremely small, of the order of 10 ; but are
they periodical? Hard to say, as we did not
observe rfith a sufficient accuracy for more
than a decade or two. Sven with this in mind,
we shall know very l i t t le about the changes of
tota l solar brightness, so long as we shall
not have been able to launch some solar
telescope out of the ecliptic. Such a machine
would see the Sun from the pole, from above so
to say, whenever our biased view of our star
is pointing at it almost from its equatorial
p l a n e , -from the s ide . When the to ta l
luminosity of the Sun will be measured in an
unbiased way, would it then be constant, s t i l l
allowing some redistribution affecting the
respective luminosity of pole and equator? -Or
would some true variation of solar energy
output become obvious? How could we know, now?
But at l e a s t , the solar radius seems so
change, at a large scale, i t even seems now
that the Sun pulsates radially; the lower is
i t s activity, the larger is i ts radius: sush
are the results recently derived by Ribes et
al - , from the old scrap-books of the XVIIth
century astronomers Picard, LaHire, and
Hevelius. This global pulsation has been
recently directly measured at the CERGA, with



•odern techniques, by Laclare and associates;
and if the association of radios with solar
activity gens clear froa their data, the
existence of another periodicity of about 3
years is s t i l l lore noticeable. Neither of
these periods, if really there, confirm the
Eddington's period-density relation.

Radial o s c i l l a t i o n s i s one thing. It
happens that we know that the Sun is also
affected by non-radial oscillations, formed by
stable combination of waves. The non-radial
oscillations fora a vast complex of stationary
waves, distributed over a great number of
harmonics. The maximum of energy occurs for
these harmonics oscillating at a frequency of
about one oscillation in five minutes, as
well-lcnown; and the corresponding sizes of the
vibrating elements cover an interval from
about granular size (500 km) to about S000 km
or more. Could this phenomenon be detected In
stellar spectra? Obviously, it would give us a
way to know directly what happens in the deep
layers of the star, and how to build a better
model for such a star. And indeed, it is the
case: The star Alpha Centauri, a sister of our
Sun, is affected by oscillations similar to
those seen on the Sun, and of a non-radial
nature; the differential behaviour is already
indicative of how sensitive the phenomenon may
be to differentiate the structure of two
stars, otherwise almost identical. We have
seen some detailed discussion of these
phenomena during this meeting, due to the
communications of Dr Noels and Baglin.

r̂om the very short-period oscillations
which affect non-radially the surface and the
interior of our Sun, to the long period
variables such as Mira Ceti, there are indeed
an enormous range of oscillations of al l
aorts, more or less well-known. The study of
a l l the old records, back to antiquity,
including of course old but precise Chinese
•ky maps, could reveal stars oscillating with
• t i l l much larger per iods , years, or
centuries, than known at present. Some non
periodical variations, of unknown origin, have
been of course detected, such as in the case
of the well-known star Eta Carinae, or for the
stars that Aabartsuaian calls "Fuors", -from
the naae of the typical star FU Orionis.

Actually, one may wonder why we have
discussed successively the pulsations of Delta
Cephei and the non-radial oscillations of the
•olar - l ike stars. It certainly puts the
eaphasis on the physical fact that the
formation of oscillations, of permanent wave
patterns, results, just as in acoustics, or in
opt i c s , froa interferences; propagation
phenoaena are certainly essential; in the
spectra of soae stars one can actually see
very well the successive waves concurring to
build a coherent pattern.

But, being on the Sun, let us stay on i t
for a l i t t le while. The Sun is , at our eyes,
primarily a magnetic machine, a sort of
gigantic and strange dynamo.

The most remarkable so lar variable
phenomenon is , without any doubt, the cycle of
a c t i v i t y . Solar activity is not strict ly
cyc l ic ; the eleven-years period is only
approximately determined; not only it seems to
result from phases of about 18 years of
activity migration towards the equator, with
an overlap of about 6 years; but one has also
to state that there are other periodicities in
the solar behaviour, a 75-80 period (the
so-called Gleissberg cycle), and the 314 years
period inferred by Link (with less accuracy)
3ome twenty years ago, and recent ly
discovered, with that accuracy, through the
geological effects of solar activity, by
Williams... But let us limit our statement to
the fact that there exists in appearance an
11-year c y c l e , during which magnetic
properties of the Sun are changing, and during
which the chromospheric intensity (such as
measured by the emission cores of some
spectral l ines, H Alpha, H & K, e t c . . ) is
changing accordingly. The chromospheric
brightness is indeed greatly enhanced in the
vicinity of active regions, which explains why
one can measure a c t i v i t y through the
chromospheric spectral lines.

One should therefore not be surprised to
see that, just like the Sun, several stars
e x h i b i t c y c l e s of ac t iv i ty of various
durations and amplitudes, discovered some
years ago by Olin Wilson, and extensively
studied ever since, mostly through the study
cf the spectral lines such as H and K formed
in the stellar chromosphere. There is indeed
a l so a whole c lass of magnetic s tars ,
generally variable, where the magnetic field
largely exceeds that of the Sun.

The cycle of activity results from the
appearance and migration, at the surface of
the Sun, of spot-forming regions. The heart of
the active region, the spot, is characterized
by its darkness and by the importance of the
magnetic field therein. It constitutes the
emerging part of soae twisted tube of
condensed magnetism, stemming from the deepest
depths of the Sun, below the convective zone.
Around the magnetic tube of force, around the
spot, a bright region is observable in both
the photosphere and the chromosphere: i t is
the facular plage. And the active region is of
course closely linked with the shapes of
coronal streamers, whether they display either
a close or an open surface.

The spot on the stellar surface is a good
indicator of i t s rotation. The Sun thus
rotates, a rotation in 27 days or so. Hence
the idea of looking for the effect of possible



spots on the surface of some other star. And
not through their magnetic effects , but
through their darkness- And the rotation of
the star, which brings In the spot and takes
i t away, gives us a direct information on the
period of rotation, as well as on the
locations of spots, and on tbeir brightness.
Thece studies may start from a feu arbitrary
parameters that are adjusted on both the
velocity curves and la* light curves. Dr
Rodono has shown us, dosing this neeting, the
aost recent developments of these techniques,
leading us to see how beatfktfnl can bo the
fitting of data, but how ambiguous might s t i l l
be the diagnostic, especially when on* is
forced to pot- two or three spcte. Instead of
only one, at the serf ace of the star, or
eventually to teke flares Into acoount.

There are interesting cases where the
rotat ion combines I ts af fect with the
variation of activity, and this has the marked
consequence of being visible as a dispersion
of data o( the curve reprssemting the activity
index as a function of tiae-

The Sun being such a fascinating rotating
and magnetic machine, we should not be
surprised to see that its active regions are
rich 'in various phenomena. They may be linked
with the motion Imposed to the natter ejected
from the solar surface by the strong magnetic
fields developing around the spot and extended
quite far in the corona. They may also be
directly linked with the evolution of unstable
magnetic s t ruc tures . The evolution of
prominences, of flares, are indeed, although
of short duration and limited in size, quite
spectacular for the terrestrial viewer, even
if quite small at the solar scale. In the
corona, they provoke radio emissions, and
X-rays of a non-thermal character; no only one
can study them spectrographicallv, with time,
but also obtain splendid Images of their
motions, often peaceful, bat sometimes
violent.

-i-i-i-:-

Portunately, the Son Is not a double star.
Us we are in i t s equatorial plane, or
approximately so , we would have been
undoubtedly painfully affected by the eclipses
of i ts companion; and we would have had on
Earth strange landscapes, -and an Impossible
climate!

But the active and eruptive phenomena on
the surface of the Sun are nevertheless quite
impressive.

He already know that some stars, such as
Tycho's supernova, can explode- Let us
therefore turn now to the eruptive stars, such
as the supernovae, or less active stars,
possibly affected by phenomena similar to the
eruptive features seen on the solar surface.

Supernovae are the most important of all.

by far. The explosion concerns the totality
of the stellar mass. In the outer medium, i t
ejects processed material, enriched in heavy
elements by the evolution of the adult star,
prior to explosion. Thus, they play a
considerable part in the evolution of the
Galaxy as a whole, and through the emission of
active particles; they even strongly affect
the l i fe of galactic inhabited plauets, such
as Earth; one s t i l l may think that the great
dinosaur catastrophe has been due to some
close-by supernova explosion.

Why i s tha supernova exploding? The
quescion is s t i l l quite a difficult question.
First of a l l , all snpernovae ave not well
understood} some, and the SN 1967a was a good
example, have a rather well understandable
spectrum; but others, the so-called supernovae
of type I, are s t i l l largely purzling the
analysts of stellar spectra. One thing however
i s sure; The supernova is a star at the end of
I t s adult l i f e . I t may be located in a
crit ical area of the Galaxy, and explosion may
be triggered there by some yet-unknown
mechanism. The plates show, at the place of
the explosion, but before, another star, the
"progenitor". In the case of SB 19B7 », the
progenitor, well visible. Is clearly a double
atari one member of the couple may have been
influencing the other, created violent tides,
and finally *ay have been the cause of the
fa ta l i n s t a b i l i t y . But nevertheless the
supernova was an nid star* The most likely
scenario for its explosion is the following:
After the normal l i f e of the star, the
hydrogen in its center is burned Into helium,
and the theory of internal structure shows
that the star must become a large supergiant,
and red. But helium is there, and the high
temperature might give place to its nuclear
reactions, making out of i t Borne oxygen; then
the central temperature is not any more 15
millions degrees or so, like in the solar
center, but some 200 millions degrees I It is
the so-called "helium flash". Then will come,
at s t i l l higher temperatures, the oxygen flash
and the carbon flash. These phases are very-
short. Once the dominant element has become
iron, the more stable, the less consumable of
all nuclear compounds, i t remains to the star
only one way to evolve: contract violently
from the stage of supergiant it had reached.
I t i s a dramatic c o l l a p s e indeed .
Gravitational energy mainly becomes neutrinos,
which have been observed at the time of the
explosion of SN 19S7 A; the collapse continues
t i l l the central temperature exceeds 200
bil l ions degrees, and the central part becomes
opaque to neutrinos; the collapse is then
stopped. The high temperature at the center of
the collapsed star is then communicated to the
external layers, where there is s t i l l some



neon, some oxygen, some carbon. The stars are
violently unstable at these temperatures; and
necessarily comes the fatal explosion of the
collapsed star. The remnants of the explosion
are manyfold: most of the i n i t i a l
gravitational energy of the progenitor is lost
as such in the collapse, but transformed,
instead, in the flux of energetic neutrinos.
The collapsed star keeps its angular momentum,
and its rotational speed is thus accelerated.
The fast rotating star formed Is a "pulsar",
of^an extremely high density (perhaps 10 to
10 grans per cubic centimeter, a billion
tons in a volume comparable to that of a
f lea l ) . And the ejected gaaaa, rich in heavy
elements processed in the exploded star before
i t s explosion, disperse In space, and. extend,
at • velocity, of, say, 1000 km s~ , their
strange and filamentary shapes. After many
many years, Stiloyoars or nagayesrs, the
supernova remnants are s t i l l visible, as in
the Cygnua thin loop, or In many other known
nebulosities. The totality of the explosive
process i t se l f , alnce the nuclei had been
transformed into the overetabla nucleus of
iron, had lasted only a fraction of a second)
and the energy then released Is comparable to
what the Sun could radiate, at Its present
luminosity, in a billion times Its whole l ifsl

Let us stay for a l i t t l e elms on the
co l lapsed o b j e c t , the pulsar, already
mentioned. Its name is misleading! this Is not
a pnlsating star, despite the approximative
etymology often given to this word. It is
essentially a very fast rotator. Just think
that a mass comparable to that the Sun, with a
radius of the order of that of the Sun, is
collapsing; in the collapse, the angular
momentum of rotation is conserved (la other
term, the product of the mass by the angular
velocity and by the square of the radius). The
mass being constant, a collapse to, say,
1/1000th of the initial radios, increases the
angular velocity by a mlllioni in starting
from a velocity of one rotation in a month,
like that of the Son, one reaches already an
angular velocity of one tarn In a few seconds I
Actual ly pulsars are of ten much more
condensed, and turn much faster than this
quick estimation has been able to show.

Such a fast rotator is s t i l l surrounded by
an atmosphere in which magnetic processes
become strong; there some non-thermal
radiation i s emitted in highly directive
beams. So the beams are turning just as fast
as the star, rich in radiations of all kinds.
Tt is precisely through their radio-emission
that pulsars have been discovered (quite
recently -in 1969-, by Bell and Hewish).

Pulsars have thus regular light-tops,
indicat ive of the rapid rotation of the
co l lapsed s t a r , just l i k e a powerful

lighthouse. Pulsars are q'enarally , as we have
said, residues of exploded supernovas; but a
massive star could perhaps terminate its life
aa a pulsar, or even as a black hole, whatever
the evolving processes leading to that
tremendous collapse.

Let us come back to the supernovae.
Fortunately, there is a supernova only every 5
or 10 years, in any given normal galaxy. In 20
bi l l ion years, the assumed life time of the
oldest galaxies so far observed, it would mean
only 2 to 4 billions supernovae, of a total
mass at least 10 times smaller than the total
mass of the galaxy. But one should s t i l l have
doubts about the age of galaxies i and this
quick computation might very well be wrong, by
underestimation of the mass processed through
the successive supernova explosions.

I shall not enter in the subtle differences
between supernovae of different types. And I
shall turn now to novae.

Eruptive stars, certainly) but, by far,
nothing as catastrophic as supernovaei They
are juat as spectacular, in a sense; but i t is
only because, statistically speaking, they are
much closer than supernovae. Seemingly, novas
are aeabers of a double system; one of the
members of the couple acts as a cannibal: the
mass of the other is swallowed by it; and the
resul t of this voracity i s of course, as
usual, a very unpleasant vomitory process. So
the overfed star expels in the vicinity some
of the accreted matter, -and we s^e the
expanding nebnla, which • disperses it.< the
interstellar material, just like in the case
of a supernova. Nova 1975, in Cygnua, or Nova
Persei 1901 are very good types of novae.

Again, this is a phenomenon linked with the
very nature of the progenitor. But it seems
that some stars are having abrupt, and
unpredictable explosions, possibly closer in
nature to the solar flares, -local accidents
in a way, but obviously gigantic in comparison
of their solar analog. Recurrent novae, dwarf
novae, explosive novae, which explodes once
every fifty days of so, stars fluctuating In
their brightness by 2 or 3 magnitudes in less
than an hour, flares lasting only minutes, and
visible also in radio waves or in X-rays, or
even In the gamma-domain,-all these are very
common in the sky. Are they of the type of
so lar flares? Or are they due to some
a s — y e t - u nknown new type of magnetic
instability? He know that some stars have a
very strong magnetic field. But the complexity
of t h e i r atmospheres, the geometrical
irregulari t ies of thei : chromospheres and
coronae, might also explain some of the
observed irregularities- Some flaring stars,
such aa OV Ceti stars, are typical. Some
others, such as the T Tauri stars, have also
variations that can hardly be accounted for by



the magnetic activity. We have to assume that
their relative youth is an important factor in
their behavlour - Not ye t arr ived on the main
sequence after their initial contraction, they
s t i l l accrete protostellar matter. T Tauri
stars are young cold stars; but young hot
stars are possibly s t i l l much more of a
problem: they have already burned their
central hydrogen - it takes only 10 years for
a BO star-, and the protostellar cloud in
which they are formed is s t i l l in i ts way of
being accreted. These stars appears oftan as
strangely variable , especial ly in the Lr
spectra l f e a t u r e s . A star l ike Gamma
Cassiopeiae is sometimes a banal Be star,
sometimes a Be star with a clear shell around
i t , -and sometimes a quite ordinary B star
without any emission features; the variations
of H Alpha l ines are striking; and the
epidermic diff iculties of these young stars
are obvious. Is the variability linked with
the fact that the star is young? Certainly, in
some cases. In other cases, it is clear that
i t concerns an old star belonging to a close
binary system in which exchanges of matter are
the dominating process. In others, the
magnetism in the outer layers is a dominant
process. And we have to cons ider that i t
prodjces non-thermal phenomena, just like in
the solar case, observable in X-rays or in
gamma rays, quite similar to solar flares, at
a larger scale possibly.

Amongst the ste l lar families, we thus
recognize an enormous wealth of variable
stars. Periodic or eruptive, intrinsic, or
owing their var iabi l i ty to their binary
nature, everywhere in our Galaxy, -variable
stars. But what we observe in the galactic
realm of s tars , we see i t also in the
extragalactic universe. Quassrs have been
discovered, through their radio waves, and
quasars are only an extreme case of galaxies
having act ive nucle i . They are strongly
variable, such as the famous typical close-by
quasar 3C 27 3 , and this puts limits to the
size of the active regions which cannot be
extended more than a few par sees. They can
conta in several components which are moving
with respect to each other with considerable
v e l o c i t i e s . They expel gigantic j e t s ,
observable in the visible (such as from the
nucleus of M87) , in the radio wave-lengths
(the case of Cygnus A is typical and there
exists many other double radiosources), but
also in the X-ray domain, which indicates the
tremendous energy liberated in the titanic
explosion.

We s h a l l not say more about thLi
extragalactic variability, except to note the
very great generality of the explosive
character of celestial bodies, sometimes noted

(by Ambartsunian notably) as the essential
aspect of the universal evolution• The
so-called Big Bang is possibly the ultimate
example -unless we see only another fractional
explosion of only a small part of the
Universe, the Universe of which our present
views are necessarily oversimplified.

Thus we are facing a Universe quite
different today from what i t appeared to the
predecessors of Tycho Brahe, and to Tycho
h ims elf. The vast vault of the heavens is not
the eternally peaceful background, always
equal to itself above the terrestrial furors,
and the cold witness of the short fates of the
Ear thians. There is no star which is not
variable, at large or short scale,-not even
the Sun; there i s no galaxy which i s
completely quiet, -not even our own. They all
emerge out of diffuse matter, they live a busy
and unresting l ife, and they finally explode,
spreading all over the space their processed
matter, uhere births will take place again and
again. In one single observation, in one
single dark night, Tycho has put down the
comforting image of the sky that had been
b u i l t for mankind by c e n t u r i e s of
anthropocentrism. There is no doubt whatsoever
that the new explorations of space r be they
conducted by large ground telescopes or by
subtle orbiting instruments, will reveal to us
new kinds of variability, new processes of
instability, new problems of fine physics. The
universe has now been put to l ife for ever;
and astronomers, year after years, will be in
a better position to describe its evolution,
to understand its behaviour • And to be, what
is s t i l l more, important, conscious of its
immensity, and of its beauty. The beauty of

l ife
- ; - : - : - : -

Mota bene. It is quite impossible to give
here even a shortened bibliography about the
vast subject of stellar variability, no more
than i t i s poss ib le to print the 70
i l l u s t r a t i o n s of the ta lk . Most of the
historical aspects are covered in classical
treatises; many of i ts modern aspects have
been discussed at the workshop on "rapid
var iab i l i ty" , during the Tenth European
Regional Astronomy meeting of the IAU, held in
Prague (24-29 August 1987); this workshop has
been organized by P. Harmanec; and the author
i s indebted to hint, and to the participants to
th is workshop, for various informations prior
to publication- The author is indebted also to
H. Counil, 5. Laloe, L. Lericque, J.P. Martin,
P. War in who have helped him, in various
capacities, to gather the proper documentation
and to finalize this presentation.
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Tlte-SCALES AND PHYSICAL PROCESSES

Annie Baglin

Observatoire de Nice, B.P. 139, 06003 NICE Cedex, France

After some general remarks, a few observed time-scale in stars discussed in this colloquium are pre-
sented. Characteristic times in stel lar models for the internal structure and the outerlayers are
reviewed. Examples of mode identification are discussed. In the low frequency d&nain, the situation
is quite simple. But the high frequency region is more d i f f i cu l t to decipher as many phenomena occu-
py the same domain: orbital motion, rotation of a non-uniform body, spheroidal g modes and Rossby
waves. The linear framework is not always relevant and the nonlinear dynamic is more d i f f i cu l t to
characterise. In general timescales alone cannot permit a mode idenf i t icat ion. Additional informa-
tions on energy content, amplitudes, coherence, mult ip l ic i ty , stat ionarity are necessary to discrimi-
nate among the dif ferent possibil i t ies.

I- Introductory remarks.

A31 observers wi l l t e l l you that a variable star is
more fun to observe than a constant one! Var iab i l i ty
in celestial objects certainly te l ls us more than
constancy, as we observe them in different states, and
then, have a deeper insight in tneir structure.

The improvements of observational techniques, the
lowering of the threshold in photometry, the advent
of high signal to noise rat io spectrographs, the
increase of the time resolution have lead to the
discovery of more and more variable signals from very
different objects. Then the problem is to understand
them and we must admit that they rise more questions
than they solve.

How to characterize va r iab i l i t y , a concept which co-
vers the whole range of time dependent behaviours? A
description of var iab i l i ty rel ies on time scales, co-
herence, amplitude, spectral domain, localization in
macroscopic parameters.

When astronomers are talking about a time scale obser-
ved in a object, they refer to different possible s i -
tuations as for example: a wery well defined period
or a preferred range in the frequency domain, a peak
in the Fourier spectrum more or less broad or only a
phenomenon which seems to occur quite regularly . . .

Fourier analysis has given some support to the concept
of timescale though as we shall see later i t remains
quite "fuzzy".

The underlying physics can be extremely different
from one phenomenon to the other. A time-scale is
meaningful only when compared to a predicted one,
which implies some knowledge of the object.

I t is certainly impossible to cover a l l possible me-
chanisms leading to time var iabi l i ty . A schematic re-
presentation of observed time scales in dif ferent
types of stellar objects (Fig. 1) i l lustrates the
extend of the subject! Time scales are equally popu-
lated from milliseconds to decades showing the
selection effect due to the lifetime of an astrono-
mer or of modern astronomy!

Let us now ask a few preliminary questions:

How can we. define "rapid variability"?

The f i r s t definition which comes to the mind is a sud-
den variation of the variat ion, i . e . a sudden varia-
tion of dx/dt (x ( t ) is an observed quantity). Such a
definition would correspond for example to explosions
l ike in novae or f lares.

ZZCtH

Sun
Hsla

DnrfNra
Xblwta
Puln istnroaer lifclin

•» •» >I2 - I t 'It

Figure 1 . - Observed time-scales.

But the term rapid var iabi l i ty is used most of the
time in a dif ferent and, to my opinion, incorrect
way: the existence of one or more high frequency
component.

Then, immediately the question comes: High compared
to what? I t seems to depend essentially of the astro-
nomer and not of the value of the observed time scale
as shown by these sentences found in our good jour-
nals.
"A itvieui o£ the. napixlty oicMating Ap itanj,"
refers to periods of the order of 10'.
"Uoit Be ttaAA beXuzen Bg and 8^ ihoui ihonX te>m
voniiatumi" concerns the domain from hours to days.
"Some long pixLod line, pnoiileM vaniabte. itaAi" refers
to the same phenomena as the preceding ones
"a change, by a {acton, two i/iixhin £i.ve dayi de-
motetna£eJ> that iome. deZtctabte. napid vaAAjitiom do
exii-C".
"Fait oiCAjEJla.tU.onA in ua/Uable. X nxuj &ouJicej>" corres-
ponds to timescales of the order or less than a
second . . .
"Shont teJim voJuiabiZitij ofa chn.oma&phwLc Ca 11 in -Cafe
type, itanj," refers to phenomena occuring on dura-
tions of a few minutes to hours.

The best definit ion seems then: rapid var iab i l i ty is
a var iabi l i ty on a time scale shorter than the pre-
viously known ones. I wil l then forget about this
"rapidity" and discuss the possible scaling of the
stel lar timescales which wil l permit to compare them
on more rel iable grounds.
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Where does the variable signal come from?

The global mass of inner parts of the star is optical-
ly thick, in thermodynamic equilibrium, self gravita-
ting. Pressure and gravity, and possibly centrifugal
force in a rotating body, are the only restoring for-
ces. The geometry is one or at least two dimensional.
It produces strong periodicity with high degree of
stability, and can be referred as a good clock.

The outerlayers contain a small fraction of the total
mass of the star. The optically thin, low density gas
is strongly influenced by rotation, magnetic field, by
the underlying matter. )t experiences large departure
from static and thermodynamic equilibrium, nonthermal
processes with light coupling one region to the other,
in a three dimensional geometry. All sorts of
hydrodynamical instabilities can develop and generate
lots of time dependant processes at all frequencies
with a low degree of coherence. This medium can then
be considered as a a bad clock.

| forcing frequency. w

From
and

u)
6 =

_ r

• Y

= 1.19

= 0.06

= .46

= .57

Guckenheimer
Holmes, 1986.0 ( 2 3 4 V

frequency

Figure 2.- Power spectrum for the Duffing equation

I t can be singly periodic, a relaxation oscil lation
can occur and in some cases a chaotic behaviour is
present. I t gives rise to variable Fourier spectra
strongly depending on the length of the run and of
i ts position on the attractor (Fig. 3).

Is variabil i ty a central feature or a perturbation of
an otherwise steady flow?

If the energy variation is small, l ike for example in
Delta Scuti stars (4m = 0.1) or in ZZ Ceti (Am = 0.01)
the global structure of the star is only slightly
perturbed, and a linear analysis close to a static
configuration is appropriate. On the contrary, in Be
stars for instance, variations of 30 J are frequent
in H a ; in X rays bursts the flux can increase
by a factor two, in a supernova explosion by a factor
ten. The phenomenon has then to be treated by i t se l f
and the reference to the static situation is no more
relevant.

What can we learn from a time scale, or what is the
information contained in the Fourier space?

- for a linear oscillator: x + w2x = 0
the time scale 1/w is well defined. I t measures the
strength of the restoring force.
- for a linear damped oscil lator: x + Sx + w2x = 0
an additional time scale is associated to the damping
time scale 1/s.
- a forced oscillator is already more complicated:

x + sx + w2x = A cos at
In most cases i t oscillates at the forcing frequency
a and the information on the proper frequency w is
lost.
A stochastic excitation leads to a broad spectrum
even i f the oscillator is deterministic.
- nonlinear effects change completely the situation.
General properties are more d i f f i cu l t to extract. Let
us i l lustrate this by a few examples.
- The Duffing equation x - BX + x^ = 0
leads to l imit cycles of more or less complicated
shapes, giving rise to harmonics in the Fourier space.
The ratio of their amplitudes in principle describes
the shape of the cycle but the correspondence is not
t r i v i a l !
- Adding an external forcing plus damping,

x + «x - BX + x^ = y cos at
increases the dimension of the phase space.
Depending on the values of the parameters l imit cycles
or strange attractors are produced. In this last case
the power spectrum has a continuous component and the
forcing frequency emerges sl ightly with a few sub-
harmonics (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986) as shown
on figure 2.
- A simplified model for an ionization zone (Auvergne
and Baglin, 1985) shows a variety of behaviours depen-
ding on the values of the coefficients:

x- + x + (a + BX 2) x + yx = 0

Figure 3.- A one zone non linear ionization zone.

(From Auvergne and Baglin, 1985).

In astrophysical objects, we are faced with all these
situations and the nature of the interpretation, the
insight into the physical processes differs, depen-
ding on the scenario at work.

II- Time-scales associated to the internal structure.

The time dependant equations governing a non-rota-

ting star, i.e. a mass of self-gravitating gas in

thermodynamic equilibrium are written in their sim-

plest form, with symbols having their classical mea-

ning:

equation of motion:

d£r = 1 dP _ G M(r)

at2
 p dr r2

equation of energy:

T — = pe - div F
dt



equation of nuclear evolution

!£•• f(Xi, Xj, T, P)

To each of them corresponds a time-scale
the nuclear time-scale

tN = 31017 - ,

the Kelvin-Helmotz time-scale

* • ! ?
and the dynamic time-scale

t c = (R3/GH)V2,

proportional to the mean density of the object.

The equations of energy and of nuclear evolution,
except in very special cases, have much longer time-
scales than the equation of motion. Typically for the
Sun, the Kelvin-Helmoltz time scale is a mil l ion year,
the nuclear time-scale ten bi l l ion years and the dyna-
mic time scale associated to the equation of motion
is one hour!

We w i l l then restrict our discussion to the timesca-
les generates by the equation of motion. I t has two
restoring forces: pressure gradient, gravity. I f
some rotation is present, the centrifugal force acts
as a third restoring force. An equilibrium is possi-
ble i f the gravity is aable to contain the repelling
action of the pressure gradient and/or of the centr i -
fugal force. This condition corresponds to

(3 y - 4) >( l a thermodynamic condition

n? < GH/R2 a condition on the rotational
period.

In the case of an orbital motion, the orbital f re -
quency is subject to the same condition, correspon-
ding to an orbit radius equal to the radius of the
object i tse l f .

Radial oscillations of the non-rotating star.

The equilibrium equations and their boundary condi-
tions are submitted to a radial perturbation. The
linearization procedure allows a separation of the
space and time variables, and ends up with a Sturm-
Liouville eigenvalue problem. The solution is then
an inf in i te discrete spectrum of eigenfrequencies.
(See for example Cox, 1980; Ledoux and Walraven,
1958). The frequency of the fundamental mode is wr i t -
ten as

o c2 = <3r - 4> —

The corresponding period Po is directly related to
the critical period tc.

po * 1 t(.

The harmonics are not integer multiples, the ratios
depend on the detailed structure of the star.

For the Sun Po = 1.06 hours. On the main sequence Po
varies slowly. In the early domain R - M3'"' and5/8 R MVZ
varies slowly. In the early dom
Po - M

5/8. In the later part R and Po

The giants have larger R so longer Po, whereas the
degenerate stars, with smaller R, have shorter Po.
Figure 4 shows the curves of constant Po in the H-R
diagram. Remark that PQ is almost always smaller
than the astronomer l i f e ; then radial pulsations of
stars are easy to observe!

wo;

iS 3.7 35 log*

Figure 4 . - Schematic HR diagram showing the position
of different groups of variables and curves of equal
PQ from 10 s. to 100 days. The masses of ste l lar
Budels on cne main sequence are given in solar uuits.

The radial spectrum gives information on the global
structure of the star, as shown on Figure 5. The
eigenfunctions remain large even in the inner layers,
the higher harmonics being more and more superficial.
From the value of Po one can in principle measure H
i f R ( i .e . L) is known.

Figure 5 . - Radial eigenfunctions from Ledoux and
Walraven (1958).

The ratio of the frequencies of the successive harmo-
nics give information on the outerlayers, on the
treatment of the convective transport, of the opacity
of the equation of state, ...

The non-radial oscillations of a non rotating star.

A classical development in spherical harmonics is
conducted in the same perturbation framework.Now, the
two restoring forces behave differently with respect
to the non-radial perturbation and give rise to a
double infinity of modes for each value of the degree
1 (see Ledoux and Walraven, 1958; Cox, 1980; Unno et
al., 1979; Noels, 1987, for more details). When the
star is spherical (no rotation) the eigenmodes are
independant of the azimuthal number m. The pressure
modes (p modes) dominated by the influence of the
pressure gradient have period smaller than Po, where-
as the gravity modes (g modes) have generally longer
periods.
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As shown on Figure 6 the spectrum is very dense every-
where, so that in most of the cases, the value of the
period does not characterise a mode. The period of a
given mode P(n,l) depends on the detailed structure of
the model. Periods of p modes are essentially sensi-
tive to the temperature stratification, whereas pe-
riods of g modes depend on the degree of superadia-
baticity.
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Figure 6.- Sketch of the non radial spectrum for a
standard 1 MQ model.

The asymptotic behaviour of the non radial spectrum
for large values of n, the number of radial nodes,
gives a mean to identify the modes and to obtain in -
formations on the model.

P modes are, at the f i r s t order, equally spaced in
frequency; the spacing is sensitive to the envelope;
the deviation from this spacing is more sensitive to
the center (Fig. 7a).

. fl " ° 2 U U + 1) + e ' l

1 f
R dr

2 o c

J ^ I
o r

where c(R) is the sound velocity.

G modes, on the contrary are equally spaced in pe-
riods; the interval is sensitive to the radiative
regions (Fig. 7b).

<" • ! - £ •

Figure 7.- Schematic spacing of high order non radial
modes

a. p modes

b. g modes

From Provost and Berthomieu, 1985.

Time-scales associateo to rotation.

Rotation is probably the easiest way to obtain a sin-
gly periodic signal. The condition of disruption
limits the angular velocity n2 << HQ2. Then Si is not
constrained by the global structure of the object
and then does not depend directly of the macroscopic
parameters (L, M, Te). I t is determined by the quan-
t i t y of angular momentum present in the i n i t i a l
cloud and on the later processes of losses: mass loss
and rotational breaking. So a large scatter of pe-
riods in the same family of objects can be observed.

Rotation creates var iabi l i ty in different ways
- inhomogeneities
One frequency is generated with a high coherence; a
large kinetic energy is involved. I f spots migrate
on the surface some slow change can occur (see for
example Rodono, 1986).
- Rossby waves are generated by the centrigal force.
Their frequency is mainly determined by the rotatio-
nal frequency (Fig. 8)

2n?

The corresponding periods P(l, m) can be as small as
Pn or even smaller if m is large.
- the dynamo process, i.e. the interaction of rota-
tion and convection creates a variable magnetic con-
figuration in stars having external convective zones
(M < 2M 0). (See for example Hoffatt, 1984).

N2 . g2
dunp

dr T\ dr

Nz is the Brunt-Vaissala frequency.

16,16 8,8 85 84 8,3 82 8 1

4,4 4,3 4,2 2,2 0 4,1 2,1 L og

Figure 8.- Periods of Rossby waves.
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The equation of evolution of the magnetic field is
written as

E + . . . with E = oB
dt

a is related to the helicity of the flow

H = <u . vu>

and scales as

a = Q tr
2 <WZ>

COS 8

where tc is a coherence time of the blobs, w the ver-
tical velocity field and Hn the pressure scale
height. An additional azimutal effect due to dn/de .
enters the theory. Up to now no scaling is available
to predict timescales. Observed timescales are quite
long compared to PQ. The Fourier spectrum of the so-
lar spots number illustrates the complexity of the
problem (Fig. 9).
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Figure 10.- Classification of radiatively driven
instabilities in hot stars and their estimated growth
rates from Martens (1985).
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Figure 9.," Fourier spectrum of the 6oLar spots number
from Otaola and Zemeno (19R3).

I l l - Times scales associated to the outerlayers.

As we have already say, the external layers of stars
experience a wide variety of instabi l i t ies at any
wavelength and timescale! Many processes have been
proposed, strongly dependant on the physical condi-
tions.

Tht external layers of hot stars are dominated by
radiative forces. The absorption of the photospheric
radiation comes from the continuous opacity and from
the numerous resonance lines of highly ionized atoms
like carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. They are then depen-
dant on the abundance of these trace elements, of the
details of the radiation transfer, . . . The radiative
acceleration can be as high as several g. and w i l l
produce instabi l i t ies and create the wind. Martens
(1985) has proposed a classification of these insta-
b i l i t i es reproduced in Figure 10.

The outerlayers of the cool stars are governed by their
outer convective zones, which gives birth to magnetic
configurations through a dynamo process. Magneto-
hydrodynamic phenomena dominate the behaviour of the
gaz. A large variety of physical processes are able
to produce variable fluxes at different levels:
saussage and kink ins tab i l i t ies , magnetic reconnec-
t ion, catastrophes from one equilibrium state to the
other, magnetic buoyancy, f lar ing, wind and massloss,
. . . No global theoretical framework and no direct
scaling of timescales are available.

I w i l l then exclude from the discussion these super-
f i c ia l phenomena.

IV- Sone possible Mode identification procedures.

Figure 11 shows the different observed timescales
presented on Figure 1, but scaled to the characteris-
t ic time of the object t c , and compared to the pre-
dicted time-scales associated to pulsation or rota-
t ion.
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Figure 11.- Scaled observed time-scales.

Let us remark here that a d i f f icu l ty comes from the
uncertainties due to our unprecise knowledge of the
global parameters of the star. The uncertainty on
t c = (R3/GM)1/2 can be estimated in this way.

H is directly measured only in binaries, the uncer-
tainty depends on the distance (AM/M = 3ad/d) and
i f H is determined indirectly through the position in
the HR diagram, i t depends also on the photometry,
and then is badly known!

R is not measured directly either and i t s determina-
tion rely on either gravity or luminosity through
L = 4nR2aTe*.

Then, 4P/P = 3 Ad/d + f(A L/L, fiTe/Te,
as high as a factor 2 or more!

can be

1. In the high frequency, short period range
(P < Pr) the mode identification is generally easy.
Only two possibi l i t ies exist:

- p modes
- radial modes
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Periods of low order p modes and radial modes are com-

parable, but several arguments exist which can help

distinguishing:

- the ratio of the frequencies of the radial modes
are not very sensitive to the detailed structure of
the model. If such ratios are observed, they can be
considered as a good indication of a radial spectrum-
However, for the few known double mode Cepheids, the
ratio P\/PQ corresponds to a mass incompatible with
the position in the H-R diagram (Petersen, 1978). This
discrepancy can be due to the modelisation and spe-
cially to the treatment of the envelope, or to the
fact that those modes are not the two first radial
ones.

- multiperiodicity generally indicates non radial be-
haviour in a few stars, and specially in the Sun a
large number of modes have been seen. The spacing of
the frequencies (and eventually the rotational split-
ting) is the signature of p modes (Fig. 12). The com-
parison of the observed and calculated spacing is
given in Table 1. Somme difficulties still exist, es-
pecially for a Cen.

HD6043S J0Z44b72B B SRRD • CBR50

I to I ID i n I to I.M I to

fRtOUENCt irt
Figure 12.- Power spectrum of HD 60*35 from Kurtz
(1986).

Table 1

Spacing VQ

observed
calculated

Solei l

136
136

a Cen

165.5
105

Procyon

79.4
95

HD 60435

52
75

2. In the low frequency, long period range (P > Pn),
the situation i s more messy, as at least four possibi-
l i t i es exist:

- rotation of a non uniform body,
- keplerian orbi ts,
- spheroidal gravity modes,
- Rossby waves.

Informations on tha system obtained from the time
scales are then completely different for these four
possibi l i t ies. The orbital period determines the
distance from the central body and eventually i t s
mass; variations due to a rotating object can be used
to map the surface of the object; a spheroidal gra-
vity mode wi l l give information on the internal state,
whereas the characteristic times of Rossby waves are
only related to the rotational frequency.

Tables 2 l is ts a few cr i ter ia which can be used for
an identif ication.

Table 2

Rent. : Calculated Vg correspond for the ZAHS model
rxc;pt for the Sun and probably explains the discre-
pancy found for Procyon and HD 69435, which are
slightly evolved.

Second order effects have been seen only in the Sun and
not yet satisfactorily reproduced (Fig. 13).
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Figure 13.- Echelle Fourier spectrum of the Sun: ob-
servations oA+ versus computationst From Shibahashi
ct a l . (1983).

a- The spotted rotating H star.

Periods of several days are seen in photometric l ight
curves of late type stars with amplitudes of the
order of 0.1 to 0.2 magnitudes (see for instance
Rodono, 1986).

As periods are much longer than PQ and as amplitudes
are large, g modes should be of very low degree;
their surface amplitude would then be very small, as
they are evanescent in the extended outer convective
zones.

Spotted rotating models seem to be the best solution.
A large number of unknown parameters enter the mode-
l izat ion: incl inat ion, l ight level of the unspotted
star, spot location, number, extend, temperature of
the spots; and the solution is not unique.

Profiles variations at a quite low level have now
been detected, accompanying the photometric varia-
tions, and Doppler imaging techniques are being de-
veloped (Vogt, 1987). Though several quantities s t i l l
remain to be prescribed, this technique is very pro-
missing and wi l l provide a large number of informa-
yions on the act iv i ty , i t s link to convection and
rotation, and the seal ings tu the global parameters
which are up to now badly missing.

b- The pulsating star.

The existence of l ight and velocity variations, the
stabi l i ty of the period, the mult ip l ic i ty favours
very strongly the pulsation hypothesis. Let us take
a few examples.

. The 0 Cephei stars show very stable frequencies,
often multiple. The domain of periods is close to
the fundamental, where many possibi l i t ies exist.
Rossby waves seem to be excluded because l igh t varia-
tions are quite large, and the very small rat io of
the pulsation to the rotation period would corres-
pond to high m, then high 1, with a small v i s i l i b i t y .
Due to the lack of precise determination of masses,
luminosities, evolutionary stages, the choice is not
possible on the basis of frequencies (Fig. 14).
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Figure 1A-- Periods of the first radial p and g modes
for a 10 Mg star close to the main sequence from
Unno et al. (X979).

In ZZ Ceti stars, mode switching and variability of
the Fourier spectrum is a signature of non linear ef-
fects (Fig. 15). P/Pg, of the order of 10, favours
the g modes hypothesis, though the uncertainties on
the model are too large to give strong constraints.

. The line profile variable early type stars are nice-
ly represented by c Ophuici.

Figure 15.- Power spectra of the ZZ Ceti variable
G 29-38 on different runs from Robinson (1979).

. The line profile variable early type stars are nice-
ly represented by z, Ophuici.

The variabil i ty is described by
- line profi le variations of 1 % of the photo-

spheric l ines,
- almost no detectable brightness variations, no

variations of the centroTd position,
- characteristic times of the order of a day, not

very regular,
- bumps in the prof i le have a retrograde motion

in the corotating frame,
- largely distributed in the 08 domain

"vlnMtktly aJU. nonmat itau with tpzcZnat type.
86 on WAJU.UA" [Baade., 1986).

Successive interpretations have been proposed:

i - spots at the surface of the star would lead to ro-
tational velocities larger than those obtained
through the line broadening, and the acceleration pro-
f i l e would be sinusoidal and not linear as observed
(Walker et a l . , 1981).

i i - spots in an obscurimi disk would solve those two
problems, and a reasonable f i t to the profi les can be
obtained (Vogt and Penrod, 1983). This model has been
crit icized on the basis of predicted l ight variations
of .05 magnitude due to the dark spot which are not
observed. But some people remain in favour of i t
(Harmanec, 1984).

i i i - non radial pulsations sectorial g mode permit
also an acceptable f i t to the profi les. However some
lack of coherence is present (missing bumps), in
contradiction with a well established pulsation. The
modelisation of the line profiles assumed to be
broadened only by the variable velocity f ie ld (see
for example Vogt and Penrod, 1983) uses a certain
number of unknown parameters:

V = vrot + W r o t u r b + VP e i u l t

with

Vr = A pm (cos B) e1"1

Vfi = k A d P m
od l

V = k A I
sine

(cose ) e'ra

P̂m (cos e) °. e™

Among them, k, the ratio of the vertical to the hori-
zontal amplitudes is in principle theoretically
prescribed: it is derived from the boundary condi-
tions:

P is the period of the mode and t c the characteris-
t ic time defined in § 2. This ratio is larger than
one for g modes, whereas profiles f i t t i n g needs
small values of k.

iy- Rossby waves produce also travell ing bumps, as
has been shown by Osaki (1986). The pulsating velo-
city f ie ld is then:

Vp B — Pfm (cos e) eim

B 2 P« (cos e) ± e1m

sin e l d

These two last possibil i t ies correspond to very di f-
ferent physical conditions. I f the mode is a sphe-
roidal one, i t implies a dynamic deeply rooted in the
internal structure and needs an important driving
mechanism to be sustained. The amplitude, then the
energy of such a mode, is large in the deep interior,
and we would observe only the evanescent superficial
part.

On the contrary, a Rossby wave has almost no vert i -
cal component and is confined in the extreme outer-
layers, as a sort of transient propagating wave.
Almost no energy is involved in i t . Hissing bumps
would be easier to interpret as the degree of cohe-
rence of such a low energy mode is probably smaller.

V- Concluding rks-

Time-scales, when scaled to the characteristic times
of the object, can give information on the object
and its underlying physics, but the density of the
different possibilities in the frequency domain is
generally too large to determine the nature of the
variability from timescales alone. A precise know-
ledge of the global parameters (mass, luminosity,
effective temperature, chemical composition, ...) and
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of the structure of the object is necessary, and addi-
tional observations on the nature of the variation
permit in some cases to exploit the information in
terms of a physical description of the star, on its
internal structure and/or on its outerlayers and
environment.

However one has to keep in mind that the simple linear
framework is not always at work and that non linear
effect can puzzle the whole thing.

The improvements of the observational techniques and
of the theoretical framework have already helped to
make significant progress. The modern methods of
treatment of the information win be valuably applied
to this field.
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Discussion

Bolton: Rossby waves may be to easy an out to ex-
plain "missing bumps" in early type line profile
variables. Extra features and "missing bumps" in
the line profiles of these stars are only "extra"
or "missing" in the context of a specific NRP model.
Their existence may only be an indication of the
inadequacy of the model due, for example, the fail-
ure to account for (or detect) the presence of
more than one NRP mode. Some recent work by Doug
Gies (Univ. of Texas) has shown that most such
features in the line profiles of Epsilon Per can
be accounted for by four g-modes rather than the
two or three that have been considered in the past.

Baglin: For me the argument in favour of r-modes
is that there is no reason why they should not
exist! They just need a very small kinetic energy
that they get from rotation '.

Pecker: It is interesting to note that Flammarion
- about one century ago - considered Delta Cephei
as a "very fist variable".

Harmanec: I am happy that you have exposed the
controversial problem of Zeta Oph. I would like
to add some additional comments. First, Vogt's
and PenroQS objections against the spoke model
can be challenged. As I argued (Harmanec 1987,
IAU Col. 92, 339), the light variations predicted
by the spoke model must be much smaller than esti-
mated by Vogt and Penrod as two or three spokes
are projected against the stellar disk at any mo-
ment. A periodic light curve of Zeta Oph (P=1.075
days) showing as many as six maxima and minima
(reminiscent in fact of rotating spokes) has recent-
ly been obtained by Balona and tngelbrecht 1987
(IAU Col. 92, 87). Second, Ninkov, Yang and Walker
1983 (Hvar Obs. Bull. 7, 167) have found the depen-
dence of the line-profile variability on the excita-
tion potential of the lines studied. Finally, the
problem of missing bumps is more easily solvable
within the concept of roughly equally spaced inhomo-
geneities in the circumstellar rotating disk.

Baglin: Vihat is the size of the spokes in the disk?
Should not they be quite unstable?

Harmanec: The diameter of "spoke tubes" in the
model by Vogt and Penrod was 0.34 of the stellar
radius. Due to inclination of the rotation axis,
each spoke covers about 5 per cent of the visible
disk. The stability of the hypothetized spokes
must, of course, depend on the mechanism producing
them. I can only observe that the solar spots and
streamers, the Red Spot on Oupiter and spokes in
Saturn's rings are all at least temporarily stable
configurations, and they do exist '.

Bolton: I don't see how one can seriously
consider the spoke model for the line profile varia-
tions. Most of the observations of these effects
have been made in the lines of He I or metallic
ions. Small features seen in these lines imply
strong features in the Balmer lines, features so
strong that they would easily be seen in photo-
graphic spectra, in which case they would have
surely been detected long before the advent of
electronic detectors.

Moreover, we have an example of a star with
spokes, Sigma Ori E, which has absorption features
from these spokes which were detected in photo-
graphic spectra by Groote and Hunger. The He I
and Si III lines in the spectrum of this star are
also variable, but their variations do not resemble
those seen in Zeta Oph.

Baglin: How reliable was the detection of several
periods in Epsilon Per?

Bolton: The time series that detected 4 periods
in Fpsilon Per was 4 nights long, but the periods
involved are relatively short (less than 4.5 hours).
There- is evidence that at. least one of the periods
found !';a5 been present for more than a decade,
but it is not possible to say whether the oscil-
lation at this period has been coherent throughout
this time.

Walker: I would like to she* a region of the spec-
trum of Zeta Oph which shows both neutral dnri ion-
ised He lines together with the variance in the
residua] spectra determined from an extended time
series. You can see that there are no variations
in the He II 4541 A and 4686 A lines above the
noise.
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EVIDENCE OF RAPID VARIABILITY IN EASLY-TVPE STARS
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Though the evidence of rapia variability in early-type stars is rather old, we
have passed through the ignition stages of a more recent information explosion on
this subject. This explosion started with introduction of new detectors capable to
detect even very subtle variations. But the old evidence based on much important
changes remains. Different types of rapid variability in 0, B, MR and CPZ stars
and their relation are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the observation
and interpretation of the rapid variability
in early-type stars. The rapid variability
is here defines as a variability in the time
scale approximately 0.2 to 2 days, though in
some cases shorter time scales are discussed,
too. The spectral types covered include U-R
stars, MS and higher luminosity 0, B and A
stars and "special" types of 0, B and A
stars, the latter group being the most at-
tractive set for the students of rapid varia-
bility. The rapid variability of early-type
stars pertains to photometric /polarimetric/
and speetroscopic measurements in various
parts of the spectrum. The main interest
among the observers is given to broad band
photometry, shape of the spectral lines and
the radial velocity in the optical and satel-
lite ultraviolet regions. A very forceful
demand has to be made for careful, persist-
ent, and systematic studies of these varia-
tions. The reality and the character of the
claimed rapid variability should be checued
before any attempt to interpret and model
these details is made. This point is very
important in case we are dealing with random
variations.

2. UOLF-RAYET STARS

Wolf-Rayet /U-R/ stars are objects with
strong emission lines in the optical region.
They are very rare type of hot stars in our
Galaxy. The most recent catalogue by van der
Hucht et al. /196 i / lists only 159 objects.
The most recent reviews of the character-
istic features of U-R stars are by Abott and
Conti /i937/ and Conti /1986/. A new approach
in understanding U-R stars was proposed by
Underhill /I986/.

Many vl-R stars appear to show variability
in the continuum light, subtle effects have
been detected in the line profiles, and
there are clear indications of the radial-
velocity variability based mostly on the
position of emission lines.

There is no clear evidence for variability
of W-R stars on the tine scales from seconds
to O.i d /Vreux, ;986/. This conclusion is
also supported by the results of the rapid
spectrophotoraetric scans ootiined by Lacy
/\977/. A large body of data on U-R stars
/photometry, line profiles and radial velo-
city/ hjs been accumulated since early seven-
ties uhen search for J-.i binaries s'orted.
Moffit and :Jhjru /.V36/ concluded frou the
first systematic study of the uroad band
photouetry of '.l-il stars that:

•|. more thin 50% of U-R stars are variable
with amplitudes A = 0.02 mag. or greater
/and more than 70% i/ith A = 0.01 mag./,
with the exception of the well-estab-
lished binary systems, there is no defini-
tive claim as to the source of the varia-
bility in the remaining stars.

2. The Light variations of the undisputed
U-R binaries can be fulLy accounted for
by the smooth, phase dependent Light
curves. But there are several exceptions.

i. Intrinsic variability is present in WN8
stars.

Vreux / "i 98 5 / h^s undertaken a survey of
observations and periodograms of the U-R
stars sometimes suspected to have a compact
companion in order to search for shorter
/^ c d / periods. He pointed out that al-
lusions to periods shorter than the ones
published exist in number of original papers.
In several papers the possible appearance
of second periods of the U-R star has been
announced /Gosset and Vreux, i 987 - EZ Cflaj
Smith et a . I985 - HO 96548> Vreux, 1985 -
HB 90657; Vreux et al., I985 - HD 192163/.
Those wor;;s are the strongest hint at the
possibility thdt many U-R stars may be
periodic intrinsic variables with short
period. Vreux /1985/ sugaested thai the
intrinsic periods of II—R stars obey certain
selection rules. This finding together with
the possible existence of the short periods
in the W-R stars could indicate effects of
the nonradidl pulsations /NHP's/. The pros-
pects of H R P ' S hypothesis of ll-R stars are
discussed by Baade /<986/. But one should
not overlook other important facts:
1. recent surveys she. that opticaL bright-

ness and pole' ization of sor.ie U-R stars
are nearly perfectly constant on the
short to medium time secies whereas it is
mostly binaries which dispLay periodic
variations and significant amplitudes
/3asde, .936/.

'.'.. ,ili. observabLes in 1J-R stars are very
noisy /emission contamination of the
broid band photometry, inac urate RV,
very few high S/N spectroscopic djta/.
Sue to the Lack of good observations and
theory it is still impossible to deter-
mine the sources of v^riobility, more
than one of which could be operating
simultaneousLy, are

../ oin^ry orbit modulation,
b/ pulsetions,
c/ rotation,
d/ random variation in the density and

temperature of the wind.
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3. NORMAL MAIN SEUUENCE AND GIANT 0, B AND
A STARS

Physical properties of 0 stars can be
found in Underhill /1983/ and in several
chapters in the nonograph volune on 0, Of
and U-R stars from NASA/CNRS series on non-
thermal phenomena in stellar atmospheres
Zeds. P.S. Conti and A.B. Underhill/. A very
good review on B stars is given in another
volume of this series /B Stars with and
without Emission Lines, eds A.B. Underhill
and V. Doazan/, while still another volume
of this series - The A - Type Stars: Problems
and Prospectives, ed. by S.C. 'doIff provides
an excellent treatment of the observation and
interpretation of the spectra of A stars.
The photometric variation of the main se-
quence C stars are not well studied. The
amplitudes are probably smalL, but the varia-
tions are definitely present. In the list or
probably variable 0 stars given in the paper
by Morrison /1975/ six /rv50Z/ are main se-
quence stars, .lore is .;nown about the radial
velocity and line profiles of some of these
stars. Smith /1978/, /198 i/ showed that
subtle line profile variations were present
in the spectrum of id Lac and •yOri. His
observations are based on very good S/N
spectra. It seems that in 10 Lac the varia-
tions discovered by Smith /1978/ ore compa-
tible with older /photographic/ spectroscopic
reports. See Smith /1978/ for the references.
Smith interpreted their variations as a conse-
quence of NRp's. Single-mode line fitting
suggested time scales between a few hours
and one day. In some cases however, the beha-
viour of the stars were not quite regular.
A systematic spectroscopic survey of bright
0 stars for NRP's was recently begun by
Fullerton, Sies and Bolton. Their first re-
sults will be given in thii Jor .shop.
/Fullerton et al. 1988/.

The main reason to search for rapid varia-
biLity among B stars was to investigate the
domain surrounding the j} Cep strip in the
H-R diagram. Smith and Karp /1976/ defined
a new class of variable stars - the line
profile variable /LPV/ B stars or 53 Per
variables. Their spectral types range from
B5 IV to 09 V with small v.sin i /iO Lac
mentioned above is also a member of this
g'roup/. The variation in the line profiles,
which is the defining characteristic, ta:es
place with periods in the range fron 5 to
22 hours. The periods and amplitudes then-
selves vary with time scale of about a
month. Vlhen the periods change they do so in
characteristic factor of 2, but this is not
a general rule. The same period is often
observed from time to time. The instability
and the lengths of the periods are difficult
to understand in the framework of the gene*
rally accepted NRP's theory. The most drama-
tic example of these variations is found in
the spectrum of the bright Q-type star £, Per
/BO.7 111/. The line profile variability is
so pronounced that the star was identified
as a suspected double-lined spectroscopic
binary. The variations were examined by
Smith /1985a,b/. Smith et aL. /i987/, and by
Gies and Kul lavanijaya /1987/. Smith et al.
/1987/ explained^the variations within the
framework of NRP's /-m=l=A, mean period 3.85
hours; -m=l=6, mean period 2.25 hours/. Gies
and Kullavanijaya /1987/ found multiperiodi-
city corresponding to modes m=-3, -4, -5 and
6. Harmanec /1987c/ claimed that all the
periods are in fact overtone of a period of

i.ii days which could be the rotational
period and concluded thut £. Per is u rapid
variable star. Dr. J. Horn and I found that
indeed the profiles /published so far/ of
£. Per varied uith this period. /This note

was added in proof/. Balona and Engelbrecht
/1985/ monitored three 53 Per Variables -nd
one broad line st-r for Light variations.
The coherent periods detected do not agree
with those found from spectroscope. The
results by 3uta and Smith /.97V/ and Smith
et al. /i984/ clearly show a very compli-
cated picture of the photometric behaviour
of 53 Per. ..f:er re-analyzing their djti
Balona and Engelbrechl /i985/ concluded
that: "The question as what is really hap-
pening in this star oust remain open until
more observations ire .^vailjole." They _liO
outlined the difficulties of I U P ' S as .;n
expljnution Tor the Light and profile varia-
bility. The problem of Light v-riuDility of
3 stars on the short-time S C U L J W - S studied
by Lynds />95W. ;iael;ens -nd Xufener /.vG5/
discovered a number of photometric variable
stjrs with periods between one ..rid three
days and suggested th-it these variable mid-
3 stars could be identified aiih 53 Per
variables. The ones suggested oy Jlruve anJ
later disclaimed, the Main st_rs /37 III -
A3 III/, •••ere recently studied by i1cBa«urs
/i985/, /see also this poper for the his-
torical o^c ground 6nd references/. It seems
tdjt the non-existence of Maia variables .is
a special class of variable st^rs is con-
firmed and thdt these objects are ulso re-
lated to 53 Per variables.

Wolff /i983/ stcites thit: "i, practical, but
not entirely rigorous, definition is that
normal n type star is one that dt the clas-
sification dispersions shojs none of the
anomalies characteristic of the magnetic
Ap, Am, Jl Boo, or other types of peculiar
stars". Short-period variability of normal
A star is therefore little studied. Uolff
/I983/ also reviews the question of the
variability of Vega and other early A nornal
stars.

4. 0, B AND A SUPERGIANTS

Access to the literature dealing with
the early supergiants can be found in the
sane papers and boots as indicated at the
beginning of Section 3.

Photometric variations are commonly seen in
early supergiants /for references see Bur;i,
et al. 1978> Percy and Uetch, ;983> Maeder,
J9 8 0 . The tine scales are often ill-defined.
Percy and Welch /1983/ confirmed variability
on various time scales from about 2 t o ) i 0
days. They found no evidence of hour-to-hour
variability and stated that the possiole
existence of variability on a time scale of
0.25 to two days Has more probLem.it i cs L. The
radisl velocities of early supergi.-nts have
been studied by <s number of authors. /0 -
Garmany et ..1. ;980; 3 - Ster.en, 1976} A -
Abt, ,957/. Apparently the time scales found
in av variations mimic the situation de-
scrioed in photornet••y. dome highly luminous
A supergiants jre -no./n to vjry on ^ time
scale of hours /Appenze I ler, .')7'\-r 3ter.en,
•976/. In the particular case the pattern
of the RV vjri-bility can be <uite :ompli-
coted .5 illustrated oy the study of ot Cyu
/one of the feu supergiants whose v-iriwole
velocity .us subject to Jn extensive inves-
tigation oy Lucy /i9.*6/. .ne v..ris-tion or



RV of ovCyg can be accounted for fay at least
16 discrete pulsational modes with the per-
iods ranging from 6.9 to 100.8 days. It is
not the best example while the periods are
out of the range of this study, but in other
cases the periods can be shorter. Also the
commonly accepted periods /or semi-periods /
in the light or radial velocity variations
of the supergiants / B U T K I , 1978; Maeder,
1980/ are longer than the interval defined
in Section 1. But keeping in mind the ap-
parent uncertainties in the observational
data outlined above, one should try to ob-
serve more individual supergiant stars be-
fore trying to interpret the data. It should
be also stressed that the interpretation o*
the semi-period-luminosity-colour relation
in terms of NRP's was disputed by Harmanec
/1987a/.

The accuracy of the radial velocity measure-
ments in spectra of early type supergiants
is probably also influenced by variable
shape of the line profiles /emission com-
ponents and asymmetry/. Ebetts /1982/ /see
also this paper for the review of the litera-
ture dealing with Hot profiles in early-type
supergiants/ tried to establish time-scales
on which the Hot activity occurs. There was
little evidence of changes within one night.
The majority of the variations occur on time
scales from days to a week. He was not able
to see clear evidence for periodicity in any
of the variations, but this was mainly due
to the fact that the data are too scanty. It
is Interesting that the changes occur as
rapidly in the slowly rotating B supergiants
as in shorter-period 0 stars.

Smith and Ebbets /1981/ obtained high qual-
ity Reticon spectra of fLeo over three
years. They found variations of a few per-
cent on the time scale of 3 hours or less
in the Si III absorption lines and in the
Hot, profile as incipient emission. No radial
velocity changes were observed, only large,
correlated changes frequently occured in the
strengths and shapes of the silicon lines.
The strength of the emission component of
H * is well correlated with the major changes
in the Si III lines. They were not able to
derive any periodicity in the data, but in-
terpreted the results as indirect indications
that multimode NRP's were responsible for
these variations in if Leo. Baade /1983/ and
Baade and Ferlet /1984/ studied the varia-
bility of Si III lines in the spectrum of

01 Ara. They found at least 3 small second-
ary absorption components in each profile.
They derived the RV of the components and
found a "forced" period of 0.87d. and the
second one equal to 1/5 of the former -0.17d.
/see their paper for further details/. Baade
and Ferlet /1984/ claimed that the above men-
tioned observations /16 profiles over 22
days/ led to the discovery of the first
stable NRP's in an early-type supergiant.
The periods are identified with two sec-
torial modes 1=2 and 1 = 10.

5. SPECIAL TYPES

5.1 . p Cep Stars

The Beta Cephei stars are a group of
early B stars which have long been recogni-
zed as variables in the light and spectrum.
The properties of /5 Cep stars have been
reviewed by Lesh and Aizenman/1978/, Lesh
/198<>/, LeContel /1983/. They exhibit light
and radial-velocity variations having the

same short period. The amplitudes of the
light variations are of a few hundreths of
a magnitude /in the visible/ while the
amplitudes of-jthe RV variations range from
5 to 100 kms~ . The periods equal i to 7
hours. The light maxima lag about a quarter
of a period behind the radiaL»velocity
maxima. In a Large portion of the stars the
search for periods leads to the identifica-
tion of several periods. The character of
the variability of the periods has been
studied in several stars. Chapellier /1985/
concluded that both positive and negative
period jumps occured rather than continuous
variations. The light curves are nearly
sinusoidal and their amplitudes increase
with decreasing wavelength. Barry et al.
/1985/ reported the observations of BU Vul
covering the wavelength range from 912 to
22 000 A! Host of the velocity curves are
sinusoidal and in few extreme cases the
curve appears to be discontinuous. This
phenomenon is attributed to the variations
in the absorption-line profiles. The lines
are narrow and deep on the ascending branch
and brood and shallow on the descending one.
The profiles also exhibit a change of the
asymmetry, which can include the splitting
of the Line into two or more components.
Weak absorption or emission components have
also been observed on both sides on the main
lines. It appears that only few systematic
spectroscopic studies have been performed so
far. In an effort to study /*> Cep variations,
waUer et al. /1982/ and Fahlman et dl.
/1987/ obtained series of high S/N spectra
of Spica with good time resolution. Spica
/ «. Vir/ is the primary of a detached
4.01-day binary in which a 4-hour pulsation
mode die>i out in the mid-seventies. They
observed a number of features which progres-
sed systematically through the line profile
from blue to red /He I 6678, Si III 4554 A/.
Similar observations were performed by Smith
/1985a, b/. fahlman et al. /1987/ interpret
their observations as NRP's of l=m=-8
/prograde/ mode, while Smith /1985a, b/
ascribes these variations to four NRP's
modes. He found that all of the safely
identified modes were connected to the or-
bital period. However, Fahlman et al. /1987/
stressed that this relationship remained
open. The idea of interpreting the <&Cep as
non-radial pulsotors is not new. It was
proposed by Ledoux /1951/ and later examined
by Osaki /1971/. Jerzykiewicz /1978/ shewed
that for 12 Lac the proof that it undergoes
NRP's came from the analysis of the fre-
quencies hidden in its light and radial
velocity variations. However, other 0 Cep
stars are believed to be radial pulsators
/RP/. At present, the observations /and the
theory!/ are not sufficiently precise to
distinguish between HRP's jn RP s.

5.2. Peculiar Stars

The early-type stars with anomalous
spectrj are sometimes called chemically
peculiar stars. The spectral .nomjLies in-
volve helium, hydrogen and certain metallic
lines. The hottest peculiar stars e.re hot
subdwarfs. Due to the lac. of data nothing
can be said about their spectral or light
variability. The same is true for the
extreme helium stars. The hottest of the
3p stars are the He-strong stars. The ma-
jority of well-studied H=-strong stars hdve
Sfong magnetic field. There is a very
strong correlation between the presence of
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a detectable magnetic field and periodic
light and spectrum vari at ions, in some cases
even variable H OK emission. There is an
evidence for three distinct subgroups of
He-weak, stars: One group in which P and Ga
lines are enhanced, probably forms an exten-
sion to the higher temperatures of the Hg-Mn
stars. The second group has strong Si lines,
and the third group is characterized by the
strong lines of Ti and Sr. Magnetic fields
and photometric and spectrum variability are
frequently observed in the latter two groups.
On the other hand, Hg-Mn and He-weak P-Ga do
not have detectable magnetic fields and are
not light and spectrum variables. The Ap
stars are characterized by unusually strong
lines of one or more of the following ele-
ments: Si, Cr, Sr, Er and other rare earths.
Changes are seen in strengths of the spectral
lines, in the magnetic field strength, and
in the light and colour. In a given star the
period of variation is the same fcr all of
these quantities. The variability of the
magnetic peculiar stars /periods days to
decades, in a few exceptional cases/ has been
discussed extensively in the context of ob-
lique rotator model originally developed for
Ap stars. The detailed discussions of the
recent properties of early-type peculiar
stars can be found in Lesh /1982/, Wolff
/1983/ and Bolton /1983/.

In addition to these, light, spectrum and
magnetic field variations which are due to
the rotation, variations on time scales of
minutes have been found in Ap stars. Reviews
of these observations can be found in Weiss
/1986/ or in Kurtz /1986/ and references
herein. The extremely low photometric ampli-
tudes of these stars, which are typically
feu mi limagnitudes in B, and the short peri-
ods, ranging from few to about 15 minutes,
make these stars difficult to discover and
a considerable amount of telescope time is
required to accumulate data for reliable
analysis of the frequency spectrum. These^
variations seem to be associated with NRP s
and have been explained in terms of the
oblique pulsator model. Attempts have also
been made to study spectral line profile
variations for the purpose of the mode iden-
tification /Hathews et al. 1987; .'ichneider
et al. 1987/. Mathys /1985/ tried to inter-
pret the rapid light variations of the Ap
stars in the framework of spotted pulsator
model which differs from the oblique pul*-
sator model by the assumption that the pul-
sating mode is symmetric about the rotational
axis.

5.3c Delta Scuti Stars

Delta Scuti stars are short-period
variables of spectral type A and F situ-
ated on or above the main sequence. The
periods range from 0.02 to 0.3d, light am-
plitudes from 0.01 to 0.8 mag., while 2K
is less than 10 km.s . In many stars, both
the amplitudes and lengths of the cycle
vary. There are two possible explanations of
that kind of variability: quasiperiodic
variations or interaction of two or more
pulsations with stable period. The available
data establishes that the majority of well-
studied {* Scuti stars exhibit stable period-
icity. Whether or not the amplitudes associ-
ated with these frequencies are stable
remains an open question 'Uolff, 1983/. The
pulsational characteristics are also not very
clear. Seme authors stress radial modes.

while the evidence ot the NRP s rests
mainly on the observations of the unusual
period ratio? in multiperiodic stars.
Variations in line profiles and radial
velocity can also be used to determine the
mode of oscillation. NRP's have been detec-
ted in number of iTscu stars /Yang and
Walker, 1986a, b;, UaUer et al. 1987; Smith,
1982 and references herein/. In summary,
in many S Scuti stars, several radial modes
are excited simultaneously. NRP's occurs
through out the entire instability strip
but is not seen in every £ Scuti star. RP's
and NRP's may be coupled through resonances
or rotat ion.

5.4. Be Stars

Be stars are B stars, with emission
lines in their optical spectra. The most
recent summjry of their properties can be
found in the proceedings of the 92nd
Colloquium of the IAU held at Boulder, Co.,
August 18-22, 1986 /Physics of Be Stars,
ed. A. Slettebaic and T.P. Snow.

Rapid variability of Be stars has quite a
long history. Guthnick observed the Light
variations of o And as early as during WWI
/Guthnic;., 1941/. Later, some more evidence
of rapid light variability of Be stars was
found /EW Lac - W a U e r , 1953 ; V 923 Aql -
Lynds, 1959/.

A number of papers dealing with rapid spec-
troscopic variability of Be stars, namely
the variability of the emission-line com-
ponents can be found in the literature /see,
for example, the discussion and bibliography
in Slettebak and Reynolds, 1978, and Reynolds
and Slettebak., 1980/. These observations
were generally less certain, mainly due to
the fact that the short-period changes
seemed to be usually small and of a random
nature, /see also the discussion of Lacy,
1977/. Rapid spectral variability on the
time scale of several hours were reported by
ChaUbaev and Hal I lard/1983/ - Hex - jpCas,
u>Per and 59 Cyg - Reticon data. On the
other hand, observations obtained with si-
milar equipment brought no evidence of such
variability: Fontaine et al, /1983/ - H H -
)j>Cas, ICAqr.

High - S/N spectroscopy has uncovered moving
patterns also in the absorption lines of
Oe/Be stars.
/ f Oph - U a U e r et al. 1979; Vogt and Penrod,
1983; 28 CHa - Baade, 1979; A E M - Bolton,
1982/. The identifioation of stable periods
revived the interest in the search for light
variability of Be stars on the short-time
scale. This effort has been very successful,
and at present time about two dozen Be stars
are known to be rapid periodic /or quasi-
periodic/ light variables. The amplitudes
are typically a few hundreths of mag. /oc-
casionally exceed 0.1 maq./.

Whenever the observations allowed a period
search, at least strong indication of
periodicity were found. The question of the
stability of these periods remains open also
due to the need of the adjustment of the
long-term variations. The periods are in the
range between 0.3-2 days. Amplitudes and
shape of the light curves change substantial-
ly on the different time scales. Harmanec
/1984/ has shown that the ligh.t curves of
some Be stars are better depicted if they
are assumed to consist to two rather than
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one wave. BaLorta and Engelbrecht /1987/ and
Stagg /1987/ confirmed this phenomenon in
many more Be st-rs. The rapid spectroscopic
variability seen it high dispersion and high
S/N ratio can be character-zed by changing
asymmetry, on which narrow components are
sometimes superimposed. Besides, continuous
changes and also transient events have been
reported. Host of the observational evidence
of the continuous rapid spectroscopic varia-
bility of Be stars have been accumulated by
Baade, Walker, Penrod and Smith. See the
review paper by Baade /1987a/ for detailed
references. Unfortunately, the best material
is described in still unpublished doctoral
thesis work by Penrod.

The spectroscopic period is the same as the
photometric period, where both are known. If
the spectra are observed at lower resolution
or 5/N ratio, the variability may tjke the
form of radial-velocity changes or V/R varia-
bility. A fairly complete list of the rapid
variable Be stars can be found in the review
paper by Percy /1987/. There are in fact
four possible explanations of the rapid
variability in Be stars> puLsation, rotation,
duplicity and presence of the material in
orbit around the star. At present, the cur-
rent techniques, the observational coverage
and the difficulties in modelling, make it
impossible to select one single explanation.
Penrod /1987/ has shown that line-profile
variations of Se stars can be interpreted as
NRP's of long-period 1=2 mode /large scale/
and often also of a short-period high I mode
/small scale/. Apparently the small-scale
variations are probably present in many types
of the early type stars. Due to the observa-
tional problems the nature of the small-scale
variations is not well understood /compare
for example the studies of fU/Cen by Baade,
1984 and Baade, 1987b/. This fact weakens a
little the argument of multiperiodicity,
which is the strong point for NRP's. The fact
that the periods of the large-scale varia-
tions are d o s e to the rotational period is
the strong point for the theories explaining
the rapid variability in Be stars by effects
due to the rotation. In the past feu years
many discussions dealing with the interpreta-
tion of the rapid variability in the Be stars
were published /Percy, 1986;, Smith and Penrod,
1984; Baade/1978a, b> Percy, 1987;. Smith,
1986* Harmanec, 1987bj Balona and Engelbrecht,
1987/.

There is some evidence that changes in the
amplitudes of rapid variability may be cor-
related with changes in the emission. Bolton
/1982/ was the first to draw attention to the
possibility that the short-term variability
of A Eri is smaller during phases of strong
Hoi emission. The same correlation was also
claimed for { Oph by Vogt and Penrod /1983/.
It should be stressed that Niemeia and Mendez
/1974/ observed strong H o emission in f Oph
and the stellar obsorption lines were asym-
metric in shape. This observation /lower re-
solution, photographic plates/ probably indi-
cates large amplitude of the rapid varis-
bi lity in this star.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Rapid variability is the inherent prop-
erty of the early type stars. The present
evidence of this variability is strongly
biased not only by the scales of these varia-
tions but also by "generally accepted trends'.1

This is the main reason while for example
the light curves of Be stars were disclosed
3D years or even more /o And/ after the
first hints. To understand the nature and
importance of the rapid variability we need,,
as always, more and better data. This per- '
tains namely U-R stars and the supergiants.
In the field of Be stars the evidence of the
rapid line-profiLe variability and the
photometric variability is very rich. As
there is some evidence that this var1aT|ions
might be correlated with the mass ejection,
and that the character of these variations
in Be stars is different from simitar bjehav-
iour of other early-type stars, one would
expect a major effort to overcome the uncerr
tainties /better evidence for correlation:
short-term variability/ long-term behaviour^
to loot; for the difference between B stars
and Be stars in the period when they LOOK
like the B star and for the difference
between Be/Bn stars, to explore the later
types till Ae stars} so far no rapid varia-
tions were observed in Be stars later then
B7, to study the rapid variability in Be
binaries/. While we have multicolour /from
OV to R region/ light curves of "classical"
variables / /I Cep, Ap, 6 Scu/, the present
knowledge of the light behaviour of Be stars
in other spectral region is very poor.
Namely, the UV photometry should be pursued
As to the other early type stars one should
LOOK for short periods /'minutes/ in the Ap
stars having the longer periods of tens of
days, to study the influence of the compa-
nion stars in (S Cep binaries and to try to
answer the question: are the 53 Per and

(.Per variables very unique or quite common
objects?
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Discussion:

Hubert-Delplace: I don't understand well the dif-
ference between the Bn star and a rapidly rotating
B star. Could you explain it?

Koubskf: The letter "n" indicates broad shallow
lines (i.e. rapid rotators).

Bolton: Bn stars are normal rapidly rotating B
stars. The n indicates that their absorption lines
look nebulous when observed at the spectral reso-
lutions commonly used for spectral classification
(1-2A). In practice, this means that they have
projected rotation velocities greater than 200-250
km s"^. The terminology goes back to the early
days of spectral classification (Pickering, I think).

Hall: The "n" (in Bn spectral type) means "nebu-
lous", i.e., appearing fuzzy in the spectrum as
a result of broadening. The "nn" (in Bnn spectral
type) means very nebulous or very fuzzy or very
broad.

Alfaro: We have studied a variable star that was
classified Bn from spectroscopic data and that
Is considered to be a Beta Cep variable in Hill's
study. Our photometric results place this star
outside the Beta Cep strip in the HR diagram. From
the photometric (Stromgren) and H beta data the
star can be classified as B Ib.

Sterken: Which star is it?

Alfaro: It Is star No.S (Hoag catalogue) in the
cluster NCC 2169.

Haraanec: I would bet that the object Is a Be
star In fact, judging from your description. In
cases of the most often observed positive correla-
tion between the H I emission and light variations,
Be stars move from the main sequence to supergiant
region in the HR diagram (see Harmanec 1983, Hvar
Obs. Bull 7, 55).

Sterfcen: From your notes on variability of W-R
stars, I recorded two statements, on which I would
like to comment:

1. All observables in W-R stars are very noisy,
and

2. Emission and absorption profiles are very
variable.
Photoelectric photometry is usually done in a broad-
band or an intermediate-band photometric system
or filter set. Now, if the passbands of the system
you use are not very stable or if the photometric
system you use is not rigorously reproducible from
one observer to another, you will record information
each time in a slightly different spectral region.
Since the observables (the spectrum as a function
of time) are very noisy, one will artificially
add noise, and this will complicate the determina-
tion of, e.g., periods present in the variation.
Worse even, if you use quasi-rectangular passbands
(as is the case in a number of modern photometers),
and if a large fraction of the passband covers
an adjacent emission/absorption feature, it may
happen that due to small changes of the passband
edges (e.g., due to temperature changes or improper
alignment of the interference filter) totally dif-
ferent spectral features are measured. Even if
the emission/absorption feature does not change,
a large apparent change may be recorded. In order
to truly understand the variability of these compli-
cated stars, one should be sure that the measure-
ments are done correctly.

Pecker: Are the W-R stars still generally consi-
dered to be "necessarily" binaries? Or are some
of them just W-R stars belonging by accident so-to-
say to a binary system? Is the W-R phenomenon imply-
ing necessarily the binery character of the star
or not? I must say that I am rather reluctant to
believe this:::

Bolton: The systematic radial velocity studies
of W-R stars by Hoffat, Massey and others in the
last decade have shown that there are a number
of W-R stars for which there is no convincing evi-
dence that they are close binaries. Absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence, but there
are enough of these that it is unlikely that they
can all be "pole-on" systems. Thus the current
opinion is that duplicity is not necessary to pro-
duce a W-R star.

Treoko: Only a small part of W-R stars are known
as eclipsing binaries. We can therefore suppose
that at least some W-R stars are single. Their
variability thus must be caused by some other mecha-
nisms not connected with binarity.

Harmanec: Concerning the question of possible
duplicity of the W-R stars: You cannot safely ex-
clude duplicity solely on the basis of photometric
evidence as only eclipsing or ellipsoidal variables
can be detected in this way. The problem is quite
tricky because some of evolutionary scenarios assume
that W-R stars should sometimes form pairs with
small degenerate objects. These hypothetical low-
mass companions can be very hard to detect because
of very small radial-velocity and light variations
associated with the orbital motion of such objects.
Or. Cherepaschuk and his colleagues have started
a search for such W-R plus low-mass objects bina-
ries, but I suspect that only the signal-generating
detectors can help us at least to set up stringent
limits on maximum possible masses of hypothetical
companions.

Bolton: What is an unresonable mass ratio?

Haraanec: Corresponding to the secondary star
massess below the mass of Dupiter, say.

Bolton: That will be very hard to demonstrate:

Baglln: Could the observer quantify the word "strong"
emission or "strong" variations? In other words
is variability a small perturbation around an equi-
librium configuration or is it a strong unique
variation, i.e. A E / E = 0.001 o r A E / E = 0.3? The
interpretation in the two cases is very different.

Koubskf: I would say that "strong" emission means
tens of percents above the continuum (at least)
and "strong" variation is A E/E = 0.1 or more.

Bolton: The comparison of the line profile behav-
iour of Lambda Eri in the "strong" emission phase
with that seen by Niemela nay be misleading. When
I described the emission in Lambda Eri as strong,
the comparison was with other epochs of Lambda
Eri. The strongest emission seen to date in Lambda
Eri is weak in comparison to Niemela>s star, where
the H emission is strong enough that line profile
asymmetries in non-H lines might plausibly be at-
tributed to emission. Such is not the case in Lambda
Eri.

Koubskf: I wanted to stress that the correlation
of the oscillation amplitudes with the episodes
of the emission presence in Zeta Oph is not so
certain as presented by Vogt and Penrod (1983).
Niemela and Mendez (197*) observed H alpha emission
above the continuum and asymmetric profiles in
the absorption lines. (They obtained two succesive
spectra in one night). These asymmetries can be
attributed to bumps, but also to the emission compo-
nents as we have just heard from Tom Bolton. And
just this is a delicate point of the interpretation
of the bumps in the absorption lines. How to distin-
guish between NRPs and emission components?

Hubert-Oelplace: Are there some early-type stars
except Beta Cep variables, for which the same period
was obtained from spectroscopy and photometry?

Koubskf: Yes, there are - several Be stars, for
example.
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Fullerton: Epsilon Per has the same period (3.{»ni
in both high S/N absorption line profiles and UBV
photometry (Smith, Fullerton and Percy 1987 ApO
Sept. 15). The photometric amplitude is small but
the detection is secure.

Polidan: In your review you commented that UV
photometry of stars is not being obtained. [ would
like to remind you that UV photometric observations
are regularly obtained with the Voyager Ultraviolet
Spectrometers. Our instruments are sensitive in
the 500 to 1700 A range and are capable of long
duration observations. You have referenced our
work on BW Vul. There are other papers published
or about to be published from our group. Anyone
interested in obtaining UV photometric observations
should contact me.

Koubsky": Thank you for your interesting comment.

Bolton: Your comment that the range of spectral
types over which "NRP" has been detected is not
the same as the range of spectral types over which
the Be and shell phenomena are observed is an im-
portant one. We must remember that Be stars, broadly
defined, may be formed by a variety of mechanisms.
The mechanism that produces Be and *shell stars
later than B6 may not produce all of the earlier
Be and shell stars.

Baglin: We should keep in mind tlie problem of
the localization of the variable signal, i.e. try
to answer the question: Where does the variable
signal come from? The photosphere reflects the
behaviour of the global star and there we should
find stable, well-defined frequencies. The internal,
global body of the star is a "good clock". The
outer layers, on the contrary, are subject to many
instabilities - the matter is not strongly tight
to the global star, and we expect to find there
a large variety of instabilities giving rise to
non-periodic motions, low degree of coherence at
all time scales. In other words, the outer layers
are a very "bad clock".

Hubert-Delplace: Rapid fluctuations in the H alpha
•» emission profile could reveal phenomenon related

to the star itself as non-radial pulsation...

Sterken: What Dr. Baglin s'ays is :?en, for in-
stance, when you observe short-period variability
in a main-sequence B star (a Beta Cep or 53 Per
star) and in a luminous supergiant of the sane
spctral type. In the former case visual photometry
deals with the photosphere, in the latter, one
is more likely observing effects, which are influ-
enced by the extended atmosphere.
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We present preliminary results from a spectroscopic survey for absorption line
profile variations among the 0 stars. Our data consist of more than 1000 high
quality spectra of 46 bright 0 stars which were obtained with sufficient time
resolution to sample variations with timescales of hours to days. Most spectral
types and luminosity classes are represented. We find that about 31% of these
stars exhibit photospheric variability which probably arises from organized
velocity fields. The remaining stars are either constant (31% of the sample)
or possess variability associated with their winds (43% of the sample, including
2 of the photospheric variables). We present examples illustrating each of
these classes of behaviour, and discuss preliminary implications and future
directions of this work.

1. Introduction

The study of line profile variations
in early type stars has been revolution-
ized over the past decade by the availabil-
ity of solid state detectors capable
of delivering high signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) observations. This technology has
been amply exploited by Smith, Walker and
collaborators, Baade, and Penrod, to name
a few. These observers have shown that
absorption line profile variations are
extremely common among B and Be stars, and
have interpreted their observations in the
context of nonradial pulsations (NRP) with
a considerable degree of success. While
the proximity of this sort of pulsation to
the Beta Cephei instability strip is
interesting in its own right, there is a
growing body of evidence which suggests
that NRP may play a fundamental role in
the episodic mass loss events which char-
acterize mild Be stars (see Baade 1987 for
a recent review). We are interested in
determining whether pulsations might have
similar consequences for the atmospheres
and winds of 0 stars. As a first step,
we have undertaken a systematic survey of
the brightest 0 stars to detect analogous
absorption line profile variability.
This paper presents the preliminary results
of our study.

2. The Sample

Our observing list contained 46 bright
(V&7.1) stars north of declination -45°,
each of which has been classified as
type 0 by Walborn (1972,1973). The magni-
tude limit was set by the performance of
the CFHT coude spectrograph and Reticon
detector, and by the desire to obtain
high S/N (about 300) spectra of the faint-
est stars with exposure times of 30 minutes
or less. These constraints bias the
sample towards intrinsically brighter or
nearer stars. Neither the projected
rotational velocity (vsini) nor binarity
were considered when selecting the sample,
although binary systems known to possess
extensive emission from circurtistellar gas
were avoided. In the end all of the
double line spectroscopic binary systems
were excluded because of the complex
binary-related line profile variations

they exhibited. Several other stars were
dropped because we did not obtain suffi-
cient observations to warrant an assessment
of the variability of their spectra. Our
final sample contains 35 stars; their
distribution in the HR diagram is illu-
strated in Figure 1.

3. The Data

We have collected approximately 20 spectra
for each of the stars in our final sample.
1ii= orighter stars were observed with
the coude spectrographs and Reticon detec-
tors of the McDonald Observatory, while
the fainter or more southerly stars were
observed using similar instruments at the
CFHT. The spectral resolution was spectro-
graph dependent/ but was never worse than
0.25 R over two pixels. High S/N ratios
(typically 200 - 500 per pixel in the
continuum) were routinely obtained even
though exposure times were seldom longer
than half an hour. The observations for
individual stars are spaced so that time-
scales ranging from roughly 1 hour to 1
week are sampled well enough to detect
nonradial or rotational variability in
most objects (the possible exception
being slowly rotating supergiants).

We observed the wavelength region from
>5760 to »>5900 A, which includes the
C IV doublet at 7^5801, 5812 A, and
the He I triplet at X5876 A along with
several diffuse interstellar bands and
the interstellar Na I D lines. The C IV
lines and the He I line are in absorption
for all O stars. The He I line is sensi-
tive to NLTE effects and frequently shows
a weak P Cygni profile, particularly among
luminous stars. Both the high temperatures
required to excite the C IV transitions
(the ionization potential of C III is
47.86 eV while the excitation potential
of the transition is 37.54 eV) and their
radial velocities suggest that these lines
are photospheric, although emission has
been observed for a few extremely luminous
objects. For vsini 5̂  100 km/s the blue
component of the C IV doublet blends with
the interstellar feature at -*5797 A, and
the members of the doublet blend with each
other for vsini > 250 km/s. Although weak,
the C IV lines remain useful indicators
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of variability even for such rapid rota-
tors. In general the detection of subtle
profile changes is greatly aided by the
simultaneous observation of these 3 lines.

4. Analysis and Results

We have developed an extensive series of
computer programs to analyze time series
of line profiles for variability object-
ively; but we have not yet processed all
our data in this manner. Instead, the
preliminary results presented here rely on
detailed visual inspection of our spectra.
We checked specifically for symmetry or
shape changes and large radial velocity
shifts, using this subjective approach
we have classified 3 types of line profile
behaviour which ve label "NRP", "Wind",
or "Constant" (see Figure 1).

The "NRP" stars are characterized by
two or more absorption lines showing
similar asymmetries or "bumps" which
progress in a manner consistent with
NRP, usuc.lly from blue to red across
the line profile. None of these variations
are accompanied by large radial velocity
shifts so there is no confusion with
the asymmetries caused by radial pulsations
(see e.g. Campos and Smith 1980) or unre-
solved double line apectroscopic binaries.
An example is shown in Figure 2a. Eleven
stars (31.4% of the sample) fall into
this category, three of which have been
detected by other investigators: 10 Lac
(Smith 1978)/ Zeta Oph (Walker, Yang/
and Fahlman 1979; Vogt and Penrod 1983),
and Zeta Pup (Baade 1986). The remaining
68.6% of the sample do not appear to
have absorption line profile variations
of the type associated with NRP.

However/ a number of these objects (15
stars, or 42.9% of the sample including
2 stars which also qualify as "NRP" vari-
ables based on the behaviour of their
C IV profiles) exhibit variability in
the shape or strength of their He I P
Cygni profiles which is a clear indication
that the structure of their winds changes
on short timescales. These changes occur
frequently and are almost certainly related
to the Hoc variability observed by Ebbets
(1982) in a sample of OB supergiants.
Figure 2b portrays a dramatic example
of this "Hind" variability which is ob-
served in almost all supergiants and
several bright giants in our sample.

Finally, 11 stars (31.4% of the sample)
do not reveal any line profile variability
with amplitudes or timescales which we
can detect. We classify these stars
as "Constant" although we recognize that
we probably have not obtained sufficient
observations over .a long enough temporal
baseline to establish that these stars
are strictly constant. Several "Constant"
stars appear to be newly detected single
or double line spectroscopic binary systems
(see Figure 2c).

We caution that while a certain type
of line profile behaviour has been labelled
as "NRP", we do not claim to have esta-
blished convincingly that these variations
arise from pulsational velocity fields.
Different mechanisms (e.g. "starspots")

could qualitatively reproduce many of
the observed features of the variations,
although the physical arguments for the
existence of alternative mechanisms in
normal early type stars are not compelling.
Work is in progress to characterize the
"NRP" variability according to amplitude,
period, etc. in order to test the NRP
hypothesis rigorously.

5. Discussion

Only one third of the 0 stars in our
sample appear to be "NRP" line profile
variables. We have attempted to isolate
the properties which distinguish the
"NRP" stars from line other O stars (some
of which have the same spectral classifi-
cation) by correlating behaviour classi-
fication with stellar parameters. No
firm relationships have been discovered.
However, all of the stars in the sample
with vsini »150 km/s are "NRP" variables;
they account for 10 of the 11 stars given
this designation. The remaining "NRP"
star (10 Lac) has the smallest projected
rotational velocity of any star in our
sample, so the division does not appear
to be the result of an instrumental selec-
tion effect. At the present time the
physical significance of this peculiar
distribution of rotational velocities
is a mystery.

A great deal of work remains to be done.
Our first priority is the "objective"
analysis of line profile variability
for the whole sample. We also plan to
investigate the compatibility of the
observations of "NRP" stars with the
NRP hypothesis. Finally, we are engaged
in a large collaborative effort to correlate
line profile variability in the photo-
spheres of several "NRP" stars with the
appearance and behaviour of "narrow com-
ponents" in the UV resonance lines formed
in the winds of these stars (Henrichs
1984, Prinja and Howarth 1986). We hope
that the complimentary aspects of these
projects will permit a realistic assessment
of the nature of line profile variations
and their impact on the structure and
behaviour of the 0 stars.
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Figure 1.

An observational HR diagram showing the
distribution of the sample stars and
their variability classification. Dia-
monds represent "NRP" stars while "wind"
variability i s indicated by "x". Crosses
denote "Constant" stars. The two stars
which are both "NRP" and "wind" variables
are shown by squares.

St.Min.into)

K> 210039 06 K»> HJO 244MI0.B5B7

Figure 2a.

A sequence of spectra illustrating "NRP"
variability in >Cephei. The time of
the first observation (top) is listed
in the title. Subsequent observations
are offset by amounts proportional to
the time elapsed since the first spectrum,
where 10% of the continuum corresponds
to a time difference of 1 hour. Note
the similarity in the changes of the o
C IV -KX5801, 5812 A and He I 'X5876 A
profiles. The He I P Cygni profile
exhibits "Wind" variability en longer
timescales.

5770 5790 5810 5830 5850 SS70 5890 5910
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Figure 2b.

A sequence of spectra illustrating "Wind"
variability in 9 Sge. The spectra are
offset as in Figure 2a, only 10% of
the continuum corresponds to a time
difference cf 1 day. Note the large
variations in the blue wing of the He I
line. Other features visible in the
spectra are the diffuse interstellar
bands at -X5780, -\5797, -X5849 A and
the interstellar Na I D lines.

HO 199579 06 V HJD 3446607.0790

30 5770 5790 5R10 5£JO 5B50 5B70 5B90 5910

Figure 2c.

A sequence of spectra of the "Constant"
star HD 199579. The spectra ara offset
as in Figure 2a with 10% of the continuum
corresponding to a time difference of
1 hour. No changes are apparent in
any of the lines. This star is known
to be a single line spectroscopic binary/
but at the high S/N ratios of these
observations the secondary is detected
netur continuum of the He I line.



Discussion

Bag1in: In a strong "wind" variable star - are
you able to detect "NRP" variability to the same
level as you can do it for a star which has no
wind?

Fullerton: The stars which exhibit the most dramat-
ic "wind" variability in the He I line do not seem
to have "NRP" variations in their CIV profiles.
In principle, though, I believe that "NRP" could
be detected to the same treshold despite "wind"
activity, simplv because the two Forms of behaviour
are manifested in lines formed in different regions
of the stellar atmosphere.

Walker: When \ou talk of variable or nonvariable
you define it in terms of the treshold for the
observations, for example Gamma Cas was said at
one time to show no NRP but we find clear evidence
for NRP at less than 0.5%.

Fullerton: I agree completely that tr: si olds for
detection are extremely important and «e are in
the process of establishing such limits quanti-
tatively. Of course, some of the line profile vari-
able OB stars seem to be sufficiently perverse
that the detectability of activity may be a function
of time for a fixed instrumental detection treshold'.

Walker: Briefly, what do you plan for future analy-
sis?

Fullerton: Our first priority is to quantify varia-
bility by comparing the variance within a line
with the variance of the continuum for residual
spectra. This will permit us to define variability
more precisely, and to set our detection treshold
in a proper manner. The "definitive" results of
our survey await the completion of this analysis.

Next, we intend to determine amplitudes and
timescales for the "NRP" stars as best we can from
our data. I stress that our survey was defined
to detect line profile variability rather than
estimate the parameters. Consequently for most
stars we have insufficient data to properly map
out the behaviour of the variability - more observa-
tions will be required, but at least we know which
stars are worth intensive monitoring: Nevertheless,
1 think that we will be able to say something about
the timescales of variability by performing peri-
odogram analysis on the time series of "NRP" line
profiles on a point by point basis through the
stellar absorption lines. The successful completion
of this portion of the work ought to constrain
the origin of "NRP" variation. By the time those
analyses are finished, it will probably be time
to go back to the telescope to observe the details
of variability in our "NRP" 0 stars.

Harmanec: First, I would like to stress that you
have started an extremely interesting investigation.
Similar data were missing so far. I suggest that
you should also use them to the determination of
the effective temperatures and, more generally,
to the check whether the correlation between T
and the spectral appearance for earlier-type 6
stars is so badly defined as claimed by Anne Under-
bill in 1983 (Hvar Obs. Bull. 7, 1).

Second - I would like to ask you what do you
see for 10 Lac?

Fullerton: In response to your comment, let me
say that we intend to exploit these data fully.
Our plans include the measurement of equivalent
widths of the stellar lines, for comparison with
the results of the most recent "wind-blanketed"
models. This information may eventually help resolve
the issues raised by Underhill.

Rfgardino 10 Lac, we have only a few observa-
tions but they corroborate the type of line profile
variability reported by Smith.
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VARIABILITY IN THE STELLAR WIND OF 68 CYGNI - NOT 'SHELLS' OR 'PUFFS', BUT STREAMS

Raman K. Prinja & Ian D. Howarth

Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, UCL, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, England

Abstract

Results are presented from a study of variability in the stellar wind of 68 Cygni [07.5 III((f))], based on 33 WE high
resolution spectra taken over ~ 7 days. Significant changes are evident in the Si IV resonance line profiles on timescales
as short as ~ 1 hour, characterised by broad absorption enhancements at relatively low velocity (0.5 to 0.7 of the terminal
velocity, "ad which evolve into high velocity discrete absorption components (at > 0.8 to ) over a period of ~ 1 day. The
recurrence timescale for the appearance of the broad features is ~ 15-20 hours.

Three well monitored consecutive sequences of progressive opacity enhancements are described. Their properties are
parameterized and incorporated into a self—consistent phenoiuenological model where the opacity enhancements and 'un-
derlying1 wind are r%Jiatively coupled.

The model results show that the absorption enhancements do not propagate from the photosphere in any simple way,
and are not due to spherically symmetric phenomena. We conclude that the discrete absorption variability in 68 Cyg is not
due to 'shells' or 'puffs' of matter, but instead arise from material passing through perturbations in the flow, which may be
illustrated in terms of spirally wound-up streams.

1, Introduction

The advent of high resolution ultraviolet spectroscopy with
the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IVE) satellite has shown
that changes in P Cygni profiles in the UV resonance lines of
early-type stars are commonplace. The nature of this variability
is, however, poorly defined, resulting in a need for intensive ob-
servations to investigate (short timescale) progressive changes in
the morphology of the UV resonance line profiles (see e.g. Prinja
fc Howarth, 1986; hereafter PH86).

Recently, Prinja ei al. (1987; hereafter PHa) presented the
results of such observations for the O7.5 giant ( Per. The data re-
vealed dramatic changes in the Si IV profiles, on timescales down
— 1 hour, with variable broad low velocity absorption enhance-
ments (at ~ 0.5 ?•„) evolving into high velocity narrow absorption
components at > 0.8 Voo-

We present here, briefly, results of intensive WE observa-
tions of a second star, 68 Cyg (HD 203064; O7.5 III((f)); v, sin(i)
± 274 km s"1), which include a much longer run of continuous
coverage than was achieved with f Per. The observations were
designed to allow us to establish with confidence the recurrence
timescale for the absorption enhancement episodes, and to ob-
tain direct empirical measurements of the properties of different
episodes..anil in particular the acceleration as a function of time.

2. Observations

The 5 high resolution spectra available in the WE archive
prior to this study revealed variability strongly reminiscent of
that rrportrd by PH1 for ( Per. We therefore selected 68 Cyg
for an intensive WE observing campaign, which resulted in 33
HE high resolution SWP spectra taken over ~ 7 days in August
1986.

2 1 DATA REDUCTION

All sppctra were uniformly extracted using the WEDR soft-
ware (Giddings. 1983a, b) available on the SERC's STARLINK
network of VAX computers. The data reduction procedures fol-
lowed wrrr those described in detail by PH86, supplemented by
an optimization of the echi'lle ripple correction function using the
mrtlinil described by BarLer (1984).

2.2 THE STELLAR SPECTRUM

For stars of the spectral type of 68 Cyg, the lines in the WE
domain most sensitive to mass-loss are the resonance doublets of
NV AA1238.82, 1242.80, Si IV AA1393.76, 1402.77, and C IV XX
1548.20, 1550.77.

However, only Si IV is present in 68 Cyg as a well developed,
but unsaturated, P Cygni profile which can be used to monitored
stellar wind variability. The C IV and N V profiles are too opti-
cally thick to be useful in this study but yield a terminal velocity
~ 2800 km s~*.

Some examples of Si IV spectra analysed are shown in Fig.
1, where in each case we also show a fixed template (section 3.1).

29015 26th 1914

29019 26th 23:05

29023 27th 02:00

29027 27th 08 0B
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29031 27th 11:07

29035 27th 14 11
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29043 27th 21 00

29047 28th 06:42

29051 2Bth 10:02

29055 2flth 11 59

-1000 0 1000

Velocity (km/s)
Fig. 1 - Some examples of Si TV spectra in 68 Cyg. A fixed tem-
plate (dashed hue), date in 1986 Aug., and VT time arc shown.



These 68 Cyg data show dramatic variability, characterised
by discrete broad low velocity absorption enhancements (first de-
tectable at ~ 1400 km s~'), and variable narrow absorption com-
ponents located close to the shortward edge of the profile. Three
particularly clear examples of broad features evolving in time and
velocity into high-velocity narrow absorption components are ap-
parent in Fig. 1 (labelled A-C).

3. Characteristics of the Si IV absorption enhancements
The most anified description of the observed variability and

velocity characteristics, is one based on the assumption of a con-
stant underlying P Cygni profile, with superimposed variable dis-
crete absorption features (PHJ). We therefore adopt this inter-
pretation to provide objective means of quantifying the observed
central velocities and widths of the absorption enhancements.
Other empirical techniques would yield similar values for these
parameters, and no specific physical model for the formation of
the opacity enhancements is implied by the procedures described
in this section.
3.1 PROFILE FITTING

The procedure we adopt for profile fitting in order to deter-
mine the velocities (and strengths) of the discrete components are
now well documented (see e.g. Henrichs et al., 1983; PH86; PH2).
Briefly, we first use a Sobolev code to compute a constant 'un-
derlying' P Cygni profile (shown in Fig. 1). The observed WE
spectrum of A Ori A [O8 III((f))] is adopted as an explicit inner
boundary to the calculation in order to account for the photo-
spheric lines spread throughout the Si IV region of the spectrum-

After adopting this 'fixed' underlying P Cygni profile, the
excess, or discrete, absorption present in each doublet profile was
modelled using a Gaussian opacity distribution for the absorb-
ing material. The optical depth at line centre for the bluewards
component, the velocity displacement (uc), and the broadening
parameter (v,) are the free parameters for each velocity feature
present, and were optimized by least squares.

3.2. VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS

The central velocities (uc) of the discrete features are plot-
ted as a function of time in Fig. 2, which further illustrates the
evolution of individual features from as initial appearance at, typ-
ically, ~ 1400 km s"1 to high velocity (~ 2400 km s"1). There
are at least 8, and possibly 10, features recorded over the ~ 7
days of observations, implying a recurrence timescale of 15-20
hours. There are three sequences which can be clearly followed
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, labelled 'A', 'B' and 'C therein, and we will
concentrate on their characteristics.

The accelerations, dv/dt, of these three sequences are plotted
in Fig. 3 as a function of velocity. These data can be modelled
using a velocity laws of the form:
u(r) ~ 2530(1 - R./rf1 km s~' (sequence A);
v(r) ~ 2740(1 - fl./r)91 km s"1 (sequence B);
v{r) ~ 2520(1 - B. / r ) 3 8 km s"1 (sequence C).
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Fig. 2 — The central velocities (vc) of the discrete absorption
components as a function of time.
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Fig. 3 - The observed acceleration of the absorption enhance-
ments as a function of velocity.

If the observed velocities of the absorption enhancements in
a given sequence correspond to the motion of a mass-conserving
feature, then these results would imply that the discrete absorp-
tion features at high velocities occur at radial distances of up to
~ 45 R..

4. A seir-consiatent model of radially propagating opac-
ity enhancements

The profile fitting described in section 3 incorporates the
implicit assumption that the 'underlying' profile and additional
absorption enhancements are radiatively decoupled. The results
for the additional absorption are, however, consistent with an
opacity enhancement propagating with velocity laws like those
described in section 3.2, in velocity, acceleration and width.
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This observational description of the absorption enhance-

ments may be extended, therefore, to a self-consistent model,

with the underlying and additional absorptions radiatively cou-

pled. The basic model is an a development of the work of Prinja

fc Howarth (1985). It incorporates a fixed velocity law, shared

by both the ambient wind and the opacity enhancement, a fixed

width for the opacity enhancement, and a simple description of

the degree of opacity enhancement as a function of velocity.

4.1 THE OPACITY ENHANCEMENTS

We assume that the opacity enhancement begins at R^, and

moves radially with the (single-valued) velocity law of the wind,

which it does not affect. For convenience, wv assume that the

change in opacity at a given velocity (or radius) is, as a function

of time, a Gaussian; that is,

Tiot(w) - r«, X fa

where TW is the 'ambient' optical depth, and

Here Fa(w) and a are strength and width parameters respec-
tively; 10(r) is the time at which the optical depth peaks at ra-
dius r. Fit parameters were obtained for each of the absorption
enhancement sequences in Fig. 1.

4.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.2.1 Column densities

The Si3+ (absorption enhancement) column densities im-
plied by the model typically range from ~ 3 X 1013 on"1 to ~ 3
X 10H cm"1 over the intervals for which observable features are
present, with changes of a factor of ~ 3 on timescales of < 1 day.

4.2.2 lonizacion balance, masses & mass-loss rates

We discuss here some simple descriptions of the relative ion-
ization in the enhanced and 'underlying1 material, and the impli-
cations of assuming spherical symmetry, as implied by the model.
n?(St3+)/n;°(S;3+)- The ratio of Si3+ space density in the opac-
ity enhanced region relative to the ambient wind is plotted as a
function of velocity in Fig. 4(a) for the three episodes A-C. The
values rise with increasing velocity, eventually giving a Si3**" space
density for the enhanced material which is > 5 times larger than
in the ambient flow.

n"(Si3 +) /n"(Si)- The relative ion fraction of Si3+ in the am-
bient wind, 5™, is plotted in Fig. 4(b) for sequences A-C, using
a mass-loss rate = 5 X 10~6 jlf0 yr~ l (estimated by a luminos-
ity scaling from the value for ( Per; PH1), and the velocity laws
listed in section 3.2.

Ma 9?— If we assume that the opacity enhancement is due to
material distributed in a spherically symmetric manner, then the
implied mass Ma ex Na rj/j*, where Na is the column density
at radius ra, and g° is the (unknown) ion fraction of Si3+ in the
enhanced material. The product Ma q° is plotted in Fig. 4(c); it
approaches a maximum value of ~ 10"'° MQ.

4.3 THE PREDICTED MODEL PROFILES

Some examples of the calculated model profiles are shown
in Fig. 5. Within the constraint of monotonic velocity laws we
can only treat one sequence at a time. The overall agreement
between the observations and the model is rather good; however,
when the models are extrapolated back to early in the life of the
enhancement the following points arc apparent:
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Fig. 5 — Examples of model profile fits to opacity enhancement

episode 'B' (Section 4).

(i) Extrapolation to < 10 hours before the features are first de-
tectable results in the prediction of significant absorption en-
hancements at lower velocities, which are not observed. This
is emphasised by the arrows in Fig. 5, which shows the predicted
positions for enhancement 'B1.
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(ii) Only minimal changes are apparent in the ooserved emis-
sion parts of the Si IV profiles. However, the models predict
considerably larger disturbances near zero velocity, as a result of
the assumed spherical symmetry. Modified models with opacity
enhancements confined to the Hne-of-sight will be described else-
whore (Prinja k Howarth, submitted to MNRAS); thesu results
give better agreement with the observations.

5. Discussion

5.1 SHELLS?

The 'shell' model lias often been discussed as an explanation
for discrete absorption components {e.g. Henrichs ei a/., 1983;
PH8G). In this model, the number density in the wind is in-
creased due to a 'shell1 of material arising from a short-lived en-
hancement in the mass-loss rate.. The phcnomcnological model of
section 4 can readily be identified with the shell model, where the
radially propagating opacity enhancement is due to an increase
in the number density of Si3+ ions. In fact, the results of the
self-consistent model offer the foil awing arguments which make a
strong case against the shell scenario:

(i) The velocity laws — there are no theoretical or observational
O star results to support velocit)' laws as slow as those derived
in section 3.2.
(ii) Behaviour at low velocities - We would expect a density
enhancing shell to yield substantial absorption features at low
velocities, which are not observed.
(iii) Emission profile constancy - A spherically symmetric shell
would be expected to disturb the emission components of the
resonance doublets; no such disturbance is observed.
(iv) Shell masses — The data in Fig. 4 suggest that each shell
would remove ~ 10 x the mass of the photosphere, without any
observed effect on the photospheric spectrum. Also the mass-loss
rate in shells would be ~ 3 X the total mass-loss rate!

Note that although a model with only a 'puff' of radially
propagating material in the line of sight gets round the problem
of the mass and constancy of the emission profile, it doesn't help
with the problem of the slew velocity laws, or answer why we
only see the 'puffs' at high velocity.

5.2 'WOUND-UP1 STREAMS

The observational constraints described in the previous sec-
tions suggest a model in which the overall structure of the wind is
essentially steady with time, but with a wind perturbation which
occurs above most of the stellar surface with different heights
at different stellar longitudes and latitudes. The slow velocity
laws can be explained if a given absorption feature is caused by
different material at different times.

To offer a specific geometry we can picture an instability
which forms in the wind (~ 0.5 »,»), which is confined in longitude
but extended in latitude, and which trails the direction of stellar
rotation. This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 6 where we show
the flow streamlines implied by the velocity laws for sequences
AC, assuming we observe 68 Cyg equator on. In the stellar rest
frame of Fig- G, the observer's line-of-sight rotates anti-clockwise;
some sample cases are drawn.

When the sight line first encounters the perturbation a rel-
atively large velocity gradient is traversed: with increasing time
the sight line becomes increasingly perpendicular to the perturba-
tion, and the vi-lority gradient p'duces. This gives a qualitative
explanation of the progressive broad and narrow absorption rn-
hanrt ments in the Si IV profiles.

Fig. 6 — The paths of wound up streams of material for the
observed duration of the absorption enhancement sequences. The
streamlines are marked in units = 0.02 to, and a scale marked in
units of 10 R* is also shown.

5.2.1 Corotating interaction regions

Our empirical constraints lead to a picture which has much
in common with Mull an's (1964, 1986) concept of corotating in-
teraction regions (CIRs)- The streamlines illustrated in Fig- 6
would then correspond to the CIRs proposed by Mullai to occur
at the interface of fast and slow streams of material in the stel-
lar wind. The observed evolution from broad to narrow opacity
enhancements may (qualitatively) be explained by the different
velocity gradients sampled during the rotation period, as the lines
of sight intersect different parts of the CIR.

Ultimately, the CIR model can only be quantitatively tested
and applied once it predicts the form of the UV resonance line
profile in OB stars.
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Discussion:

Pecker: In a diagram such as the ones you have
been drawing the spiral shape being due only the
combination of radial motion of matter and the
rotation of the star, it seems to me that the de-
scription of the physics is obscured by that kind
of hybrid description. Could there be any real
spiralling motion? But we do not understand why
It should be so ...

Prinja: The "spiral" shape exists in both the cor-
otating frame and the observer's rest frame. There
is no physics in this diagram, just algebra and
morphology.

Fulleiton: Could the theoretical P Cygni profi-
les at low » be discordant due to the failure of
the Sobolev approximation?

Prinja: The models extrapolated to only about 10
hours before the features are first detectable
predict signigicant absorption enhancements at
about 0.4 of the terminal velocities. The model
profiles are not, therefore, seriously affected
by the Sobolev approximation at such high velocities.

Harmanec: In my opinion, the strong point of the
model of a local outflow of material from the sur-
face of a rotating star (as modelled, e.g., by Bates
and Haliwell 1986 Hon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 223,
673) or from the outer Lagrangian point in a binary
system (as proposed by Harmanec 1987 IAU Col. 92,
339 on the basis of unpublished trajectory calcula-
tions by P. Hadrava) is that it can explain how
the discrete absorption components are formed by
a continuous outflow of matter. Moreover, the calcu-
lations carried out by my colleague Dr. P. Hadrava
show that - depending on the binary mass ratio
- the outflow from the binary can either spiral
out or to form a stable envelope around the system.
May I ask you to comment on this point?

Ksl Per was considered to be a 7-day binary
in the old astronomical literature. Recently, Gies
and Bolton 1986 (Ap3 Suppl. 61, 419) suggested
another period, 7.388 days. Have you tried to cor-
relate the variations you observed with these peri-
ods?

Prinja: The main point is that we are illustra-
ting material flowing through a perturbation, and
that a given discrete absorption feature is caused
by different material at different times, as opposed
to, for example, the same mass-conserving feature
at all times.

We have not yet attempted to correlate the
observed variability in Ksi Per with any binary
periods. Although it is clear that the recurrence
timescale for broad features evolving into high
velocity discrete components in Ksi Per is shorter
than about a day.

Howarth: I just wanted to emphasise what Raman
has said: the "spirals" shown in the figure (which
is drawn in the co-rotating frame) are not to be
interpreted as streamlines. They are merely the
locus of some (unspecified) "perturbation" in the
wind, which produces the observed UV profile varia-
bilitv. The actual streamlines are most probably
more '„ than shown, so that materal flows through
the pertuioationl

Haraanec: Ves, I agree that different material
is observed at different times. Consider, please,
that what I am proposing is documented observational-
ly in the extreme case of the "separate" shells
of novae during outbursts - and novae are binaries.

Bolton: Your "morphological" explanation of the
observed properties of the narrow-line components
is very attractive, but it sounds like some of
those who have just commented are trying to use
the spiral form of the disturbance you have drawn

to justify particular models for the origin of
the disturbance. If so, I think it is worth noting
that a localized disturbance in a rotating, expand-
ing flow will always propagate along a spiral path
irrespective of the source of the disturbance.

Haraanec: Tom, the advantage of the binary model
is that you have not to assure a velocity law.
The velocity law is defined by the properties of
the binary system.

Hadrava: Is the same enhancement of the absorp-
tion lines observed simultaneously in different
lines of the same ion or different ions of the
same element?

Prinja: Both the N V and C IV resonance line doub-
lets in 68 Cygni are too optically thick for a
quantitative discussion on variability, but fluctua-
tions are, however, discernible in the N V lines
which closely follow the corresponding evolution
of absorption enhancement sequences in the Si IV
profiles. It appears that whatever process is respon-
sible for the Si IV variability, it also acts in
other ions - this is generally true for the majority
of OB stars.



SHORT-TIME SCALE VARIABILITY IN SOME Be STARS

H. Hubert, B. Dagostinoz, A.M. Hubert, M. Floquet.

Observatoire de Paris, Section d'Astrophysique de Meudon, France.

The short-time scale specfroscopic variability of some Be stars has been investigated with an optical
fiber spectrograph and a CCD camera. We have found on time-scale of hours and days: -1) weak changes in
the Ha emission line profile of pCas; -2) changes in the structure and the intensity of the Ha emission line
core and sometimes in the wings of the Hel A 6678 of pPer; -3) notable variations in the Hel photospheric
line profile A6678 and in the core of the Ha absorption line of o And, which do not seem correlated with the
photometric period 1.57 days given by Harmanec (198*).

Introduction

Short-time variability of Be stars could be understood by non
radial pulsations, Baade (1986), or by rotation of inhomogeneous sur-
face brightness distribution, Balona and Engelbrecht (1986).

Short-term spectroscopic variability of i Cas, 0 Per and o And
has been investigated in 1986 august and September at the 1.93 meter
telescope of the Haute Provence Observatory, equipped with the
optical flbcr spectrograph ISIS of Felenbok et al. (1986) and a CCD
camera.

Observations have been carried out with a resolution 0.18 A and
0.70 k in the AA 6500-6700 wavelength range. The signal to noise
ratio S/N, measured in the continuum is between 300 and 500. Expo-
sure times were for resolution 0.18 A in the range of 10 mn (•» Cas),
40 mn (# Per) and 20 mn (0 And).

Flat-field spectra and wavelength calibration (thorium-argon
lamp) were obtained every night As atmospheric H,O vapor absorp-
tion lines affect the structure of Ha, we have considered the subtrac-
tion of consecutive normalized spectra to study the variability of this
line.

All data reductions have been done on the VAX 8600 computer
of the Meudon Observatory.

2-3

<-5

Results

T Cas

* -a) The Ha emission line fluctuations of 7 Cas have been
searched on 21 spectra taken on five consecutive nights (1986, Sep-
tember 19-24), at the resolution 0.18 A.

For each night of observation, we have subtracted consecutive
spectra, see for example fig.l (difference of spectra of 10 mn expo-
sure time covering about 2 hours interval). We have found very weak
variations at the center of the Ha emission line (1% in relative flux
Fx/Fe) at the limit of detectability of a CCD camera

As it has been showed by Chalabaev and Maillard (1983), such
apparent increase or decrease at the center of this emission line could
be explained by a slight variation in the continuum teve! value, how-
ever sometimes the difference of 2 consecutive spectra has an asym-
metric form which could be indicative of changes in the photosphere
of the star (as non radial pulsations).

Weak night to night variations (about 5% in relative flux FA/Fe)
have been only detected between the last 3 nights, fig.2. Subtraction
of line profiles averaged on each night are strongly disturbed by
atmospheric lines variations.

-b) The Hel A 6678 A line observed on 1986, September 24 with
a resolution of 0.70 A present a double asymmetric V > R emission
superimposed to the broad photospheric absorption.

No variation on an interval of 1-2 hours (3 mn of exposure time
for individual spectra) has been detected in the core and in the wings
of this line.

-Fig.l: Differences in the Ha line of 7 Cas between conse-
cutive spectra, over a fraction of night (1986. September 22) :
6 spectra of 10 mn exposure, from UT - 20h 49mn 10
UT = 22h OSrnn.

I Per

-a) 8 Ha line profiles at the resolution 0.18 A and 0.70 A have
been obtained in 1986, September 20-24. This emission line exhibits a
complex structure (several peaks) with significant changes in its core,
fig. 3 a and b.

On September 22, a notable weakening of the central depth
(12%) and of the equivalent width (6%) has been noted between two
consecutive profiles obtained at UT » 3H 30mn, fig.3 (spectra 6 and
7).

Rapid variations of Ha in terms of sequential attenuation of
light was previousl> reported by Chalabaev and Maillard (1983) who
speculated on the nature of this phenomenon: a moving body crossing
the envelope or a local variation of the source fonction.

However in our observations of September 22, the attenuation of
intensity over the Ha core of the first profile affects a broad spectral
interval corresponding to AV - 400 km"1. Stellar surface activity
could explain such rapid fluctuations of Ha intensity.

During 4 consecutive nights, a gradual enhancement of emission
as well as an inversion of the most prominent peaks have been
observed, fig.3 a and b.
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(10.9je)-(I1.9JW)

-FigJ: Night to fight variations of the Ha profile of
t Cos : Ha profiles are taeraged on each night.

The blue emission peak had a maximal intensity in September 21
and 22, then it slightly faded as the central peak became prominent
Subtraction of consecutive spectra show the progression of an addi-
tional redshifted emission.

Such variations could result from a temperature and density in-
crease by travelling of shock waves in the cool envelope, induced by
non monotonic winds.

-b) At least the Hel line A 6678 A has exhibited an asymmetric
red winged rather narrow emission at the center of the broad photo-
spheric line, (resolution 0.70 A). Some disturbances seem to occur in
the red photospheric wing on September 22, when rapid changes in
Ha have been detected.

o And

Short-term spectroscopic and photometric variability of o And
has been previously reported but the period value is not certain
(1.37 d - 1.60 d).

Horn et al. (1982) have contested the existence of a real periodi-
city, but recently Hartnanec (1984) has found a period of 1J71272 d
of the light curve, this one being of variable amplitude and shape.

o And is proposed as a non radial pubator or a rotating star with
density inhomogeneities of its atmosphere, Hannanec (1984), or abo
as a binary system with a high eccentricity, Singh (1983). Ghosh et
al. (1986) reported that an occasional enhancement of Ha by a frac-
tion of 1.64 over a duration of 300 s was found during I98S Sep-
tember from narrow-band Ha photometric.

33 spectra of the Hel A 6678 A and Ha absorption lines have
been obtained in 1986 august, 14-22 and September, 19-23, fig.4 a
and b and fig.5 with a resolution 0.70 X and S/N-3O0-5O0 with an
exposure time 20 inn.

-a) Hel A 6678 A
No variation in a time scale of 2 hours has been detected. So the

spectra obtained over an interval 2 hours have been averaged.
Changes in line profile have been observed from night to night

and over one night: presence of asymmetry, spikes and changes in
asymmetry.

-Fig 3a et b: Ha line profile of $ Per. Julian day
(2446600 +) is indicated on each profile. Numbers in brackets are
order numbers of each spectrum during the period of observa-
tions.

a) R - 0.70 A
b) R - 0.18 It

Asymmetry is more pronounced in august than in September.
A poor correlation has been established between the RV of the

centrolds and a period of 1.51 d., for august observations.
Line profile variations do not follow the photometric period of

1.57 d. but would probably have a longer time scale.

-b)Ha
Though this absorption line was affected by telluric lines

strongly variable during our observations, some conclusions could be
drawn by examination of the series of profiles and from subtracted
spectra.
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Fig.4a el b: Variability of the Hel line X 6678 of o And.
Number of averaged spectra and Julian day of observations
(2446600 +) are indicated on each line profile. S/N is 300-500,

a) 19S6, august 14-22.
b) 1986, September 19-23

-FigJ5: Example of differences between, consecutive spectra
in the Ha absorption core of o And, over a fractim of night,

JD : 24466583-603

Changes in the absorption core have been observed from night
to night and over one night; they seem correlated to changes of Hel
line profiles.

In conclusion, no short-time scale periodicity has been found
from our spectroscopic data though variability < 1 day have been
noted in the Ha and Hel absorption line profiles. Additional mid-
term variability in favour of duplicity of o And (several days) has
been deduced from RV analysis of our spectra.
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Discussion:

Walker: Yang, Ninkov and I have just submitted
a paper to PASP demonstrating that Gamma Cas does
show apparent NRP with • about 12 with an amplitude
of less than 0.5%.

Hamnec: Concerning the photometric variability
of o And: Thanks to the 1983 minicampaign of Cana-
dian, Chinese, Yugoslav and Czechoslovak observers
and to the continuing UBV observations of the star,
it seems pretty sure now that there is a stable
1.57-day photometric period in o And. However,
the light curve changes significantly from season
to season - sometimes even during one season -
and these variations seem to be phenomenologically
similar to those of RS CVn stars (see Harmanec
et al. 1987 1AU Col. 92, 456, Stagg et al. 1988,
in preparation, and Harmanec et al. 1988, in prepara-
tion) and correlated with the strength of the H
alpha emission.
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ANALYSIS OF NONRADIAL OSCILLATIONS OF RAPIDLY ROTATING 6 SCUTI STARS

Cordon Walker, Stephenson Yang, Gennen McDowall, Gregory Fahlman

Geophysics and Astronomy Department, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., VST 1W5, Canada

reported elsewhere the discovery of apparently high-degree nonradial oscillations tor
rapidly rotating (120 kins ') 5 Scuti stars: 21 Mon K2 BO UH d 1 E i

show several peaks, some of which can be identified with the degrees of oscillation found in
our preliminary analysis. In the latter, values of |m| were estimated from the suB-feature
accelerations and delay in transit of the features. While one mode tends to dominate it is
clear that often more than one is present The sub-features are not always equally spaced and

lenge is to combine the results from many lines plus higher spectral reso
visibility of the time varying features by at least an order of magnitude

1. Introduction

For a distant observer, stellar rotation broadens
the intrinsically sharp absorption lines formed in
the photosphere. Contributions to the line profile
from longitudinal strips on the stellar disc are
displaced from the line center by their projected
velocity which transforms the line profile into a
one-dimensional 'Doppler view' of the stellar disc.
Velocity perturbations caused by motions whose
phase is a function of longitude (nonradial),
displace the contributions of the various
longitudinal strips create bumps and dips which are
carried by rotation and wave motion through the
line profile.

Travelling sub-features have been seen in the
absorption lines of the" primary spectrum of Spica
by Walksr, Moyles, Yang, and Fahlman (1982), Smith
(1985), and Fahlman, Francis, Fraser, Thibault,
Walker, and Yang (1987); in the rapidly rotating 0
star f Ophiuchi by Ualker, Yang, and Fahlman
(1979), and Vogt, and Penrod (1983) and the BO.7
III star t Per by Bolton (see Gies and
Kulljvanijaya 1987); and several Be shell stars
e.g.: 7 Cassiopiae and 28 CMa by Ninkov, Yang, and
Valker (1083) and Baade (1984), respectively. Vogt
and Penrod (1983) reproduced the sub-features in f
Ophiuchi with model profiles distorted by nonradial
oscillations with equal harmonic and azimuthal wave
numbers for the associated spherical harmonic (i.e.
I - |m|). Smith (1985b) and Fahlman et al. (1987)
have found a similar solution for Spica where the
non-radial oscillations apparently have a prograde
motion parallel to the equator with a phase
velocity which is only about 10% of the rotational
velocity.

When the phase velocity is small compared to the
rotational velocity, one can estimate an
approximate value of |m| and the rotational period,
i. , from the relations:rot'

|ra| - 2u(vsiniVfa At) . (1)

(2)

where a and At are the acceleration at the line
center and the average delay between the sub-
features, respectively (see Yang and Walker 1986).
This technique essentially amounts to counting the
number of non-radial oscillation cycles around the
star. It was this technique which we adopted in
our preliminary analysis of the rapidly rotating S
Scuti stars (Walker, Yang, Fahlman 1987).

While the velocity perturbations introduced by
nonradial motions provide a satisfactory
description of the observations, there is no
agreement about the underlying mechanism which
could sustain them or the range of spectral types
and luminosities over which they occur (Cox 1984).
Although azimuthal temperature fluctuations could
also generate similar sub-features, our
observations show that, in some stars, the sub-
features regularly broaden and divide in a way
which is difficult to model credibly by temperature
variations alone.

The best test of nonradial pulsation is a
detailed comparison of the various line profiles
with those predicted theoretically (for example
Stamford and Watson 1980, Smith 1982, Vogt and
Penrod 1983). Since It is our impression that
nonradial pulsations cannot fully describe all of
the variable phenomena which we see, our approach
has been to isolate the time varying components of
the profiles to reveal the complexity of the
motions before attempting to fit models. While
elegant fits of model profiles can be made in
individual spectra, there may not be a consistent
set of p-irameters which gives the best fit r~ the
other profiles in the spectral series.

2. The 6 Scuti Star Observations

The S Scuti .variables have pulsation periods of
less than 0.3 , are of spectral types A or F and
generally lie above the main sequence. Good
reviews can be found in Breger (1979) and Wolff
(1983). Smith (1982) found that nonradial harmonic
indices of 1>2 gave the best fitting line profiles
for five 5 Scuti stars. Recently, we presented
evidence for nonradial pulsation of a high-degree
(m - 14) for the 6 Scuti variable o1 Eridani (Yang
and Ualker 1986) which was the first for an F star.
As the latter probably has a convective envelope
there may be important implications both for
stellar structure and the excitation mechanism.

We were assigned two nights on the Canada France
Hawaii 3.6m telescope, 1987 February 12 and 13
(UT). Observations were made throughout the first
night but for only half of the second. Details of
the program stars, the observations, and the
quantities derived from our preliminary analysis
are given in Table 1. The dominant photometric
periods, P , , have been taken from Breger (1979),
vsini, spic?fal types and luminosity classes are
from Hoffleit and Jascheck (1982). The exposure
time is the average per spectrum, T is the totjal
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TABLE 1

The 5 Scutl Variables: Observations and |m|

21 Mon K Boo .. UMa Eri

Sp. Type A8 Vn A8 IV F2 I\ F2 II-III

vsini (kms"1) 121 127 110 96

P phot ( d ) 0.10 0.066 0.132 0.081

Exp. Time (s) 850 525 800 500

T (d) 0.115 0.099 0.160 0.181,0.087

S/N per diode 227 450 820 544

At (d) 0.104 0.045 0.066 0.047

925 1280 660 800

P _ (d) 0.82 0.62 1.05 0.75

8 14 16 16

a (kms'V)

rot

l-l

length of the time series expressed as a fraction

of a day (o Eri was observed on both nights), S/H

is the average signal to noise per sample point in

the unsmoothed, processed spectra. The

acceleration of the sub-features at the line

center, aQ, and At, the average time delay between

the sub - features, were both measured from plots

such as that shown in Figure 4. The values of \m\

are derived from equation (1) and P from
equation (2) . rot

The stars were observed with the f/8.2 camera of
the coudfe four-grating mosaic spectrograph
(Brealey, Fletcher, Grundman, and Richardson 1980)
using a refrigerated RL 1872F/30 EG&G Reticon as
detector (Walker, Johnson, and Yang 1985). The
grating, blazed at A8000, gives a reciprocal
dispersion in the second order of 2.4A • ' at
A4500. This corresponds to O.O35A per diode on the
Reticon array and a spectral coverage of 65A.

3. The Line Profile Variations

Figure 1 shows the spectral time series for K 2

Boo. The numbers to the right of each spectrum
correspond to the mid-exposure time expressed as a
fraction of the barycentric Julian Day 2446838.
Mid-exposure times weighted by the output of the
exposure meter were calculated automatically to
within 5 seconds. The principal spectral lines are
identified. The original spectra were normalised
both with an incandescent lamp spectrum and to a
continuum defined by a low order polynomial. The
latter eliminates residual spectral curvature. The
spectra have been smoothed with a Gaussian profile
having p-0.042 A

The sub-features are the ripples running through
all of the lines and they are seen in high contrast
in Figure 2 which shows the residual spectra
generated by taking differences between the
individual spectra and the mean for the time
series. Such a plot is insensitive to non-varying
features in the line profiles such as rotational
broadening. The modulation of the weaker lines
appears to be greater than that of the stronger
lines which is also a characteristic of the early-
type srars in which nonradial oscillations have
been seen. The net effect of tnis inverse
dependence on line strength and the many blended

TO
Rrac

4480 4500 4520

UluiUnglh

Fig. 1. Spectral tine series for it2 Boo. The
numbers at the right are fractions of the
barycentric JD 2446838.

Fig. 2. Residuals for K BOO formed by
differencing the spectra in Figure 1 with the mean
spectrum. Weaker lines show a larger modulation and
line blending introduces phase shifts in the ripple
pattern.

lines is the appearance of an almost continuous

ripple travelling through each of the residual

spectra which is best seen with the eye almost In

the plane of the page.



4. \m\

figure 3 shows the time series of the residuals
for it2 Boo in the neighbourhood of the A4508 Fe II
and A4501 Ti II lines. These lines are of moderate
strength in all of the spectra but sufficiently
free of blends Co avoid interference effects from
neighbouring lines. The values of a^ and Ac

suggest there may be a standard deviation of order
20% in |ffl|.

\ /

vS

1 ' ' • — I — ' — • — • — * -
• ' BOD

\ hf\ A

A Jl/W

^ ^ ^ ^ 1.07B

»-s*>Wvw 1-DB-*

r-V-^VV* 1.091

^ w 1.097

-A^vAjV 1.112

v^s/Snyv L U G

Vw-*i/V* 1.131

VtA^A-W* 1.137

tt\J**-t~\i 1.131
V
s/*\_/-\A*- 1.157

('vw-wV^r 1.170

4500 .1505 4510 4S15

Ua ue length

Fig. 3. As Figure 2 for it2 Boo showing the largely
unblended lines of Tl II X4501 and Fe II X4508.
Motion of the ripples is best seen with the eye
almost in the plane of the page.
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Fig. 4. Acceleration of the six obvious sub-
features in Figure 3 for it2 Boo.

Although the straight lines satisfactorily
represent the data, there are systematic departures
of the observations from them which are easily seen
by sighting along the sub-features in Figure 3. In
Spica, Fahlman et al. (1987) explain these second
order effects by azimuthal motions having similar
velocity amplitudes to the radial component of the
motion. However, i t should be stressed that the
time series for each star covers only about one

photometric cycle . I t can be seen from Table 1
that At i s e i ther equal to , or half of, the
photometric period. As a result, the mean profiles
from which the residuals are formed In Figures 2
and 3 are not independent of the detected sub-
features since the lat ter only move of the order of
twice their width during the series . This causes
systematic e f fec ts of phase, amplitude and profile
through the s e r i e s .

To circumvent the systematic e f fect of the
limited time ser ies we have f i l tered Che mean
spectrum with a f i l t e r which transmits the 6 to 25%
band of the Nyquisc frequency. This f i l t e r was
found by t r i a l and error to ef fect ive ly eliminate
contributions from the sub-features. The
improvement in the mean profiles of Ti II i4501 and
Fe II V.5O8 of o1 Eri Is shown In Figure 5.

MEAN SPECTRUM

FILTEBJED MEAN SPECTRUM

55

Fig. 5. The mean profiles of the Ti II V.501 and
Fe II A4508 for o Eri before and after applying a
band-cut filter.

Q
P
H

% nyquist frequency.

of the residualFig. 6. Average periodogram
spectra of o Eri formed by subtracting the
filtered mean of Fig. 5 from the spectral series.
The dashed line is a polynomial f i t .
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A new sec of residual spectra has been generated
for o Grl using the filtered mean profile of
Figure S. The mean periodogram accumulated from
individual periodograms of each residual spectrum
is shown in Figure 6. A polynomial has been fitted
and is shown by the dashed line. The peaks at
approximately 14%, and 7% of the Nyquist frequency
correspond to 33.3 and 66.7 km/a, respectively.
Formally, these correspond to the product a .AC to
give values of |n;|-18 and 9 from Equation 1? The
former is similar to the value found from the
analysis of the accelerations and tine delays.

Periodogram analysis has the merit of combining
information from all of the lines but it does not
include the time dependent information as we did in
the a , At analysis. The periodogram analysis
appears to confirm both the high value for |m| and
indicates the presence of a lower degree mode which
is suggested by the appearance of the residuals.
Recently Gies and Kullavanijaya (1987) presented
evidence for multimode nonradial pulsations of c
Per by examining the power spectrum at each point
in the line profile of a spectral time series based
on much more extensive data than we have here. It
is clear that some such technique which combines
the data from many lines coupled with improved
resolution will be needed to further enhance the
visibility of the more complex variations.
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Discussion:

Hamanec: Cordon, may I ask you how do you explain
the fact that the photometric periods of some of
the stars you were talking about are twice as long
as the periods obtained from spectroscopy?

Walker: Many of the stars are multi-periodic and
we give the dominant photometric period. Our resid-
ual spectrum technique is visually insensitive
to low degree oscillations - that Is we can "see"
the higher m features more reuiiily but tin.- period-
ogram analysis clearly shows that lower values
are present. Photometrically, the high degree varia-
tions would be heavily diluted and would be much
more sensitive to the low degree m.
Pecker: Would an improved time resolving power
help to put in evidence some azimuthal component
in the wave motion that you could miss in your
observations? And if so, could this help you to
discriminate rotation effects on line behaviour
from other effects?

Walker: It doesn't seem that the behaviour of the
sub-features Is seriously undersampled and we do
see departures from linear acceleration which sug-
gests an azimuthal velocity component.

Baglln: A comment: Your Fourier spectrum seem to
indicate strong non-linear effects acting on one
(or several) modes.

The second comment: g modes are very sensitive
to the convective zone - they propagate only in
radiative zone. Then a different behaviour should
be seen between the hottest and coolest stars you
have observed.

My questions are: 1. How can you obtain large
1 and m g modes with periods so close to PQ? Which
modes do you suppose?

Z. Can you see a difference betrveen the results
for F2 and A stars?

Walker: 1. The period of Lrjnsit of the subfea-
tures is almost certainly dominated by the rota-
tional period - that is the basic assumption of
our preliminary analysis, i.e. v much smaller
than v.

2. No, there is no obvious difference in charac-
ter at the level of our detection between the appar-
ent NRP in the A and the F stars.

Fullerton: A common criticism of the NRP hypothesis
has been that, in the preliminary reports, only
a small number of modes - often only one - have
been observed. This surprises theoreticians who
expect a full range of modes to be excited, by
rotational splitting at the very least. It is very
encouraging that observers have now progressed
to the point that more than one mode can be detected
in an objective manner, and it seems appropriate
to throw these new observations back to the theoret-
icians for explanation.
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THE VARIABILITY OF THE RUNAWAY STAR 53 ARIETIS

**
C. Sterken

Astrophysical Institute
University of Brussels

Pleinlaan 2
B 1050 Brussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT

From photometric and spectrographic observations of the runaway star 53 Ari we
confirm that the star did not exhibit detectable light- and radial velocity
variations. The star is definitely not a beta Cephei star.

1. Introduction.

53 Arietis = HD19374 = HR938, together with
AE Aurigae and n Colombae, are the most
famous runaway stars. These three stars
are at about the same distance from us as
the Orion stellar association and the great
Orion nebula. They seem to have escaped
from the association respectively 5, 3 and
2 million years ago. Fig. 1 illustrates
the location of these stars, and also their
computed paths. Blaauw(1961) explained
such runaway stars as stars which in their
earlier stages of evolution were the less
massive component of a binary system. The
principal component of such a system
exploded as a type II supernova event, and
this sudden destruction of the main
component together with a fast process of
ejection of matter allowed the secondary to
make' a tangential escape from the orbit.
But not all these systems must necessarily
disrupt: some may remain binaries with an
unseen companion, such as a neutron star or
a black hole (Paczynski 1971). The upper
bound of mass for a hypothetical compagnon
for 53 Ari is 0.6 Ms ("pkenstein and Bowers
1974), and this is o.u.y slightly higher
than the minimum mass for a neutron star,
so 53 Ari could in fact have a collapsed
companion. Such a compagnon could cause
tidal effects at the surface of the optical
scar, and this ellipticity effect, if
detectable, could be visible as variations
of the light output.

Light variations, and also radial velocity
variations, have been reported before:
Munch and Flather (1957) found radial
velocity variations on a time scale of 4
hours, and Van Hoof and Blaauw (1964) found
a period of 0.15275 days. Bondal (1967)
saw light variations with the same period
and with an amplitude of several hundreth
of a magnitude. These coherent light- and
radial velocity variations are typical for
/$ Cephei stars, and it was concluded that
53 Ari was one of them. If this idea would
stand firm, the confirmation of lonq-lived

' i Constellation Perseus

I
Arietis

:-x-:-x^x-x:x:- I

O r i o n

!

• Sirtus

/
* Columbae

Fig. 1. Location, and computed path for
53 Ari, u Col and AE Aur.

* Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory, La Sil la , Chile

** Research Associate, N.F.W.O. Belgium.
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Pig. 2. Observational H-R diagram taken from Jerzykiewicz and Sterken (1979). Filled symbols
are known beta Cephei stars, open circles are stars found constant. The full line represents
the ZAMS, the interrupted lines represent the boundaries of the instability strip (the
vertical boundaries are those given by Sterken and Jerzykiewicz (1983)). The position
of 53 Ari, 53 Psc and iota Her is indicated. The corresponding qj values were computed
with the procedure outlined by Shobbrook (1983).

radial and/or non-radial pulsation in a
star with such a traumatic evolutionary
history would certainly give important
hints towards the understanding of the
origen and the driving mechanism of the
oscillation seen in this peculiar group of
otherwise apparently normal stars. Fig.
2, from Jerzykiewicz and Sterken (1979),
represents the observational H-R diagram.
Filled symbols correspond to 0> Cephei
stars, open circles represent constant
stars. The location of 53 Ari, 53 Psc and
iota Her is indicated. 53 Psc is a B3V
star for which Sareyan et al. (1979) found
short-period light and radial velocity
variations and which they classified as a ft
Cephei star. Recently Wolf(1987) reported
light variations of 53 Psc with an
amplitude of 0?035 and a period close to
the o-is given by Sareyan et al.(1979).
iota Her is a B3 IV-V star for which
Chapallier et al. (1986) found short
period low-araplitude light- and radial
velocity variations. In the case of 53
Ari, however, the claims of variability
were never solidly confirmed: photometry
carried out by Jerzykiewicz (1974) revealed
no significant light variations, and
Lane(1976), from a high-precision radial
velocity analysis of spectrographic plates,
concluded that the amount of variability
seen in the velocities is most probablv
insignificant.

2. New observations

In order to find out whether this star does
or does not show small-amplitude short-term
variations, we undertook a series of
careful photoelectric and spectrographic
measurements. The photometric observations
were collected during many nights between
December 5, 1977 and January 7, 1984. Part
of these observations were provided by the
Long-Term Photometry of Variables project,
a coordinated photometric programme at ESO
(Sterken 1983). Also twenty 12 A/mm coude
plates were taken in 1977; these plates
cover a large fraction of the assumed
period of the variable star.

3. Old observations

The original photometric measurements of
Bondal (1967) could not be retrieved.
Fourteen Mount Wilson 10.2 A/mm
spectrograms obtained in 1956 by Miinch, and
21 McDonald 34 A/mm spectrograms taken by
Blaauw in 19 56 were kindly given to us by
their owners. All plates were remeasured
with the same measuring machine (Grant
spectrocomparator) and with the same
precision as those taken by us. Lane
finally provided us with detailed tables
with radial velocities of individual lines
obtained from her David Dunlap Observatory
plates.
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4. Results

a. Photometry.

Our extensive photometry does not give any
significant evidence of short-term
variability with amplitudes larger than
0.005 mag. There is also no light
variability on a night-to-night level.

b. Radial velocities.

Radial velocities of (Oil, Nil, Silll),
(CII, Hel) and H-line groups were
calculated. The CII and Hel-lines have a
systematic higher radial velocity than the
lines of the (Oil, Nil, Silll) group, but
there is no convincing evidence in either
group for radial velocity variations on a
time scale of several hours. The results
for each line group are represented in
figures 3, 4 and 5. The presence of an
indication of a possible long-period
variation, as remarked by Blaauw and van
Albada (1963) must be attributed to an
instrumental effect, since the radial
velocities of the measurable Call K
interstellar lines show the same trend.
This is visible in fig. 6, where radial
velocities of the Hel line, as obtained
from the McDonald Observatory plates are
plotted in function of Heliocentric Julian
Date. Any scatter on an hour-to-hour basis
must probably be attributed to possible
line profile changes.
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5. Conclusion

We conclude that 53 Ari does not show
coherent light and velocity variations, and
that the only support for the existence of
an extension to the P Cephei region is
still given by 53 Psc and i Her.
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Discussion:

Pecker: 1. May 1 recall an old "proverb" (which
can of course be turned all ways!): "Whenever an
observer says something, everyone believes him
- but himself. Whenever a theoretician says some-
thing, no one believes him - but himself:1'

2. One might expect that a runaway star expel-
led by some SN explosion might have been "polluted",
therefore might have a chemical composition dif-
ferent from "normal" stars with which one may guess
possible similarities. - and therefore it might
be located in a quite different part of the Hertz-
prung-Russell diagram.

Baglin: Do you have any indication that 53 Ari
has a different metallicity than the Population
I objects?

Sterken: The spectrum of 53 Ari is the spectrum
of - a very normal main-sequence B star. The metal-
llcity is normal.

Bolton: I would like to make two points about
the runaway stars. First, in our study of the duplic-
ity of the runaway 06 stars, Doug Gies and I found
no evidence for any chemical peculiarities in the
spectra of any of authentic runaways. Second, we
showed that there is good reason to think that
most, if not all, of the runaways are produced
by dynamical interactions in dense, young stellar
clusters rather than as the result of the kick
of a supernova explosion.

Sterken: Supernova explosion is certainly not the
only mechanism that produces runaway stars. Also,
such systems aust not all disrupt: some may remain
binaries with, e.g., a neutron-star companion.
Also in such a case it is important to monitor
such runaways, because one may detect light variabil-
ity caused by ellipticity effects due to the compan-
ion.

Bolton: Not all runaway stars have been observed
in the X-ray region, but none of those that have
been observed have X-rays fluxes in excess of those
observed for normal 06 stars.

Hoaarth: Didn't your study show that all of the
runaway stars are single?

Bolton: No, two of the 20 authentic runaway stars
, defined in our study) are double-lined binaries.

All others were apparently single with 3 sigma
limits on their variability smaller than 10 km/s
in many cases.

Bartolinl: Some Cepheids are sometimes variable
and sometimes constant. Could 53 Arietis present
a similar behaviour?

Sterken: All stars that are constant at one time,
could be variable at another time. But for a speci-
fic star one may only make such a conclusion if
there is clear evidence that the star at one time
varies, and at another time not. In the case of
53 Ari, all evidence (except the one night's photo-
metry reported by Bondal) points to constancy.
When two investigators study the saae spectral
plates and come to a different conclusion, it has
nothing to do with a change of the star's behaviour,
but with different application of measuring tech-
niques. The one-night photometric evidence is not
very strong, since the photometry was done using
only one comparison star. That comparison star
even has a much later spectral type than 53 Ari
has. So, there is no convincing evidence that 53
Ari has ever been seen as a variable.

Hekela: This is just a general comment, maybe even
not relevant to the topic above. The question is
about Halted diagnostic Information of observed

spectra. Generally there is no proof or even plain
demonstration of uniqueness of interpretation.
When you obtain synthetic spectrum as a result
of sof'.isticated model-dependent calculations,
and that spectrum agrees quite well with the ob-
served one, you cannot be sure that your model
is real, even roughly!

The reasons are twofold, mutually related.
First underlying numerical methods, second physics.

First: Maximum information we might have is
the best fit of the observed and calculated spectra.
But the equations for emergent line profiles are
integral equations along the line of sight and
across the whole observable disk. Any information
about structural functions (like temperature, elec-
tron density, velocity fields, abundances, etc.)
are averaged and smeared in an ill-defined manner.
I mean it is almost impossible to talk about spatial
distribution of structural functions, inhomoge-
neities, spots, complicated geometries of multiple
systems and so on. In mathematics such tasks are
called "ill-conditioned problems". Unfortunately,
this is exactly what we are facing in interpretation
of spectra.

Second: The observed samples of spectral line
profiles (usually about tens) are just small fluctu-
ations on the run of mass, momentum and energy
described by transport equations. So, how can you,
from such small fluctuations, determine the global
structure of whole atmosphere or even multiple
system?

Finally, I would like to remind audience an
old joke recently quite cited: "With two free para-
meters you can make an elephant, and with three
you can make its left eye wink." Thank you.

Bolton: First, I can't let the previous comment
on the information content of spectra pass. It
may be possible to argue that we don't know how
to extract all of the information in spectra, but
if there is no information present, than most of
astrophysics is pure fantasy!

Second, I think it is worth pointing out that
it is much more difficult to establish objective
upper limits on spectral variability. The manipula-
tions required to register spectra destroy the
independence of individual points in the spectra
and lead to a situation where the variance of a
point in the spectrum depends on the slope of the
spectrum at that point as well as the usual photo-
metric error. Several groups are groping toward
a solution of the problem, but it is possible that
a fully objective method will not be found.
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SEARCHING RELATIVISTIC STARS AMONG O-B RUNAWAYS.I: V568 Cyg = HD 197419

C. Blanco1, A. Mammano2*, G. Baratta3, R. Coluzzi3, V. Croce3, R. Hargoni", R. Stagni*. U. Hunan", I. Dalmeri5

1. Institute of Astronomy, University of Catania, and Catania Astrophysical Observatory; 2. Department of Mathe-
matics, University of Messina; 3. Monte Mario Astronomical Observatory, Rome; 4. Asiago Astrophysical Observa-
tory, Padua; 5. S. Cristoforo al Lago Observatory.

V56a Cyg has been observed photometrically, spectrccopicaily and photographically during a cam-
paign on 0-B runaways. These may contain either postsupernova binaries or stars dynamically ejected
from young associations. Whereas even its variability was doubtful, we have recorded photometric
minima deeper from V to U as well as strong inversion of colour indexes, the star becoming redder as
the minimum gets deeperj

1986 1987 July 30.86 August 2,86
(mean value) (mean value)

B-V
U-B

- 0.26
- 0.63

- 0.23
- 0.59

+ J.74
+ 1.30

+ 1.62
+ 1.05

Hew transient Ha emission episodes have been observed. The equivalent widths of absorption lines of
hydrogen, except Ha, change in a correlated way reaching their lowest value sometimes at photometric
minima. Eclipse of a hot object with a possible disk, by a late type giant in an eccentric orbit,
seems the most viable explanation. The ephemeris J.D. 2446641.5 + 152.12 days may help the search for
further primary minima.

V563 Cyg = HD 197419 has been observed during the
last five years to Investigate the nature of 0-B run-
aways, which could be, according to Blaauw (1961),
massive binary systems surviving supernova explosion.
This suggestion appears to have been confirmed by some
results of Cherepashchuck and Aslar.ov (1984). From a
large set of selected stars, Gies and Bolton (1986)
reached a different conclusion, I.e. 0-B runaways are
objects dynamically ejected by associations, usually
as a single star, or possibly,as a binary with two
normal components. In our investigation we paid par-
ticular attention to V568 Cyg because of transient Ha
emission phenomena, which could indicate activity
similar to that found in il-ray binaries. Here we pre-
sent photoelectric and spectroscopic observations
carried out at Catania and Asiago Observatories re-
spectively, with a complementary photographic survey
in B and V, from S. Cristoforo al Lago.

The photoelectric observations were carried out
at Serra La Nave, the stellar station of Catania
Astrophysical Observatory, using the 91-cm reflector
equipped with a photon counting system and UBV fil-
ters. We observed V568 Cyg together with three compar-
ison stars (HO 197292, HD 197293 and HD 197310). About
every ten nights, to compute the U,B,V magnitudes and
colour index, we observed four standard stars (HD
19253B, HD 193369, HD 194317, HO 194335). We collect-
ed 9 nights In 1985, 37 nights in 1986, and 20 nights
in 1987 up to now. In Figure 1, versus J.D., the
U,B,V magnitude differences(V568 Cyg - HD 197310) are
presented. The strong loss of light (AU = 3°>.7, AB =
= lm.8, AV = CP.3), observed on July 30 and August 2
1986, especially in U and B, 1s evident. After
checking whether an accident either in the observa-
tions or in the instruments had taken place, we tend
to believe that a minimum of light was observed
because at the first day a minimum occurs also in the
equivalent widths. The strong change of colour indexes
from early to late type stars confirms this sugges-
tion. No clear evidence of light modulation of the
order of CP.OS appear at maxima.

au
-2.46

-1.75

-1.04

-0.33

+ 0.38

+ 1.09

AB
-1.04

-0-33

+ 038

AV
- 1 .04

-0 .33

•

-

-
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1 1

1 1 1
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6613.49 6849.44 J.D

Fig. 1. Photoelectric U,B,V magnitude differences
(V 568 Cyg-HD19731O) versus J.D.. Each dot represents
the mean value of a single night.



The longer photographic set of B and V magnitude
of V 568 Cyg, secured with a 30-cm telescope, implies
an error in V of the order of the amplitude recorded
at Catania in the same band, confirming that minima
deeper than 0.3 magnitude in V are uncommon in V 568
Cyg.

Low, medium and high resolution spectra have
been recorded since 1982 at Asiago, mostly with prism
and Echelle spectrographs. Usually the observed lines
show early type features, like in the optical counter-
part (HDE 245770) of the transient X-ray binary
A0535+26 (Hargoni et al. 1987). Particular attention
was paid to Ha emission. We recorded new transient Ha
emission episodes, the last ones being reported by
Bertaud (1959) and Gies and Bolton (1986). Double
peaked emission was sometimes clearly recorded at Ha
in the high resolution plates. In the first days of
August 1987, 3 nights of observations to search short
period variability, showed neither double peaks in
Hoe nor general spectroscopic variability. In Figure
2, versus JD, we summarize average equivalent widths,
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Fig. 3. Distribution of radial velocities of V 568
Cyg, obtained from Hel Petrie l ines assuming a B3
spectrum.
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Fig. 2. Average equivalent widths, versus J.D., of V 568 Cyq spectra. Error bars indicate standard errors 0.5a
apart.

with error bars indicating levels 0.5a apart. Strong
variability is quite apparent.

Our radial velocities were obtained from Hel
Petrie lines assuming a B3 spectrum. We note in pass-
ing that the average radial velocity is slightly po-
sitive (+ 5 Km s"1) whereas the smaller set by Gies
and Bolton (1986) gives negative values. The distri-
bution of our radial velocities is represented in
Figure 3. It may be considered reminiscent of an ec-
centric binary (cf. Hargoni et al. 1987).

Fourier analysis with the Deeming (1975) algo-
rithm, has been applied to: i) the sat of Asiago
radial velocities; ii) the Asiago equivalent widths
of hydrogen (averaged from Hy to Hio), HB, Ha absorp-

tion and Ha emission, Hel lines; iii) the B and V
photographic magnitudes. The highest peaks occur at
short periods, like 0.505, 1.24, 1.5, 1.93, 2.81
days. But, folding Catania photoelectric data with
these periods implies overlapping of maxima with
minima. Also the August 1987 Asiago high resolution
spectra leave out the previous short periods. For
the same reason of the overlapping, about twenty
photometric peak periods up to 1000 days had to be
rejected, except 112, 152 and 456 days.

From the colour index at minimum and from the
light loss, strongest in U (3m.7) and lowest in V
(tf"^), we infer that the late companion of the hot
star should be a giant. Among the candidate values
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Of period, only P=152.12 days admits a spectroscopic
orbit . The resulting elements are:

Period = 152.12 ± 0.34 days
Baricentric velocity = + 5 ± 3 Km s"1

Eccentricity = 0.56 ± 0.27
Periastron angle = 52" + 30°
Periastron passage = 45868 t 5MJD
a sen i = (25±8) 106 Km
semiamplitude = 14 ± 5 Km s"1

mass function = 0.027 ± 0.027 mg

standard deviation = ± 14 Km s"1

These elements support an appropriate position
in theoccultationof the hotter star. By assuming one
solar mass for the late type companion we can infer
an upper l im i t to the mass of the hot object to be
(5 ± 9 y) sen 3 / 2 ! solar masses, where u is the
unknown standard error of a late type giant mass.
Disk structure indications and the high eccentricity
could confirm the hypothesis that at least some 0-8
runaway stars might result from supernova explosion.
Therefore further studies of V 568 Cyg are required.

The authors would l ike to express the i r thanks
to 6. Umana, R. Ventura, G. Santagati and E. Poretti
for their collaboration in the photoelectric observa-
tions and to P. Bruno for the precious help given in
computer reduction of Catania data. This work has
been part ia l ly supported by the I ta l ian Ministry of
Education.
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Discussion:

Pecker: Why are the time variations of H alpha,
H beta, H gamma, etc. . . so poorly correlated with
each other? Have you a model to explain i t?

Blanco: Different space location of regions of
line formation, l ike those occuring in a non-homo-
geneous disk, may account for these phenomena.
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13-COLOH PHOTOMETRY OF HD 184279.

Alvarez, Manuel (1) and Ballereau, Dominique (2)
(1) Inatltuto de ABtrono*£a, Ensenada, B.C., Mexico.
(2) Observatoire de Paris-Heudon, France.

From the analysis of the 13-color photometry and spectroscopy of
HD 184278 (V 1294 Aql), we have found that for the laat 10 years, this star
presents a pseudo period of 5.0 years both in light and radial velocity. There
Is a" phase difference of 0.148 P (8.9 ninths) between the maximum of light and
the Minima of radial velocity. The magnitude of the star changes by 0.4 sag.
and the radial velocity shows a range of 185 ka/eeo. A comparison with
theoretical aodela give us an Teff.<=28,700 K with log.g<=4.0 in agreement
with spectroscopic determinations.

Tha star is reaching the maximum of light and aome cf their
Bhell features are decreasing, a probable indication that the star may return
to a quiesent stage on its evolution, or it will continue the cyclic behaviour
that has characterize it for the last 10 years. Its observation in UV and IB
wavelenghts should be very important to measure the wind that may be present
in the well developed shell surrounding the star.

1.- INTRODUCTION.

HD 184279 has been followed by us in a
13-Color photometric survey of Be and Shell
stare started in 1977. Originally, we were
interested to found a possible relationship
between the infrared and ultraviolet excess
(deffect) present in some of these early
type objects. He have found instead, some
interesting and important features that all
along our survey have allowed us to study
the variable behaviour of these early B
stars.

The 13-Color photometric system aa
described by Johnson and Mitchell (1975), ia
a narrow-band filter system well suited to
study the early type stars. This photometric
system,, allows us to have a good
determination of the continuum and give us
also a measurement of the Balmer
discontinuity (Alvarez and Schuster, 1981)
and from this analysis, several physical
parameters can be obtained.

Horn et. al (1982), Ballereau and
Chauville (1987), and Alvarez et al.(1987)
have done a good summary of the reported
spectroaoopic and photometric observations
of this star that was reported as a Be star
by Merrill et. al (1932) from observations
of 1929. The first photometric measurements
(HO Catalogue), reported a value of V=6.78.
It remained around this value until 1959. It
was chosen as a secondary standard and was
frequently observed. These observations
showed a continuous decrease in magnitud
until 1973 reaching V=7.22 (Tempeati and
Patriarca: 1976 reported V=7.51 on July
1973). A few sporadic measurements showed
the star to brighten again reaching V=6.99
on 1974 and V=6.83 again on 1977. During the
last several years, it seems to show a
cyclic behaviour with a period of around 5.0
years, both in photometry and spectroacopy.

Figure 1 ie a plot of the mag(58) and
the Rv. against phase, considering this
period. A sinusoidal curve has been fitted
to both with the parameters shown. There is
a phase difference of 0.148 P (aprox. 8.9
months) between the minimum of Rv. and the
maximum of the photometric curve. This
anticorrelation on a "long term" basis has
been suggested by several authorB on a few

common observations (see for example
Hubert-Delplace et al.: 1982). The points
narked 1 and 2 in the Rv. curve, correspond
to July 1971 (an individual measurement
probably prior to the activity period) and
Sept. 1976 (a very large range on Rv. as
shown by Ballereau and Chauville:1987).
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Lynda (1959) showed a alight
variability of the star on a time scale of
days. This can be seen also on our 13-Color
photonetry and is probably present all along
the whole set of measurements as the
observed dispersion is much larger than the
individual noise. Peroy: 1987, has obtained
differential photometry on this star during
1986 and it seems to show a possible
variation of >0.05 mag. on filters V and B
within several days. His data also show
abrupt changes occurring within a few days
and without any apparent pattern.

2.- 13-COLOR PHOTOMETRY.

From the 13-Color photometric system,
we have determined the flux distribution of
the star after applying Johnson and Mitchell
(1975) calibration. Figure 2 shows this flux
distribution for some of the observations.
During Aug. 1977 (1), the star was at a
maximum of light with mag(58)=6.83 and a
minimum of Rv=-83 km/sec. On June 1978 (2),
the star was in the descending part of the
light curve with mag(58)=7.02 and Rv=+55
km/sec. Around September 1980 (3), close to
the minimum of light, mag(58)=7.17 and Rv is
decreasing reaching Rv=-70 km/sec. On August
1981 (4), mag(58)=6.98 with the Rv showing a
minimum of -100 km/sec. The observed
relative change on flux (IF(3)-F(1)]/F(1))
between 1977 (max. light) and 1980 (cloae to
the minimum', is of the order of 20-28 X,
showing a small gradient of about 7-10 X
between the UV and near IR part of this
energy distribution. These changes are
surely due to the well developed shell of
the star.

From the work of Schuster (1984),
Alvarez and Schuster (1978), Schild
(1976,1978), we can consider as a working
hypothesis that the (40-45) color is not
strongly affected by interstellar reddening
and applying the reddening ratios determined
by Schuster, we can compare our flux
distributions with Kurucz (1979) models. We
obtain a reasonable agreement only for the
Balmer discontinuity, that seems to be a
good signature of the underlying star,
although it seems to be a small excess
present at these wavelenghts. Divan (1979)
and collaborators, Chalonge and Divan(1973),
(see also Underhill and Doazan-1982) ,
through the study of this Balmer
discontinuity, have shown that this feature
seems to be a very good indicator of the
effective temperature of normal B starB. For
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Be stars, usually there is a flux excess due
to the hydrogen emission lines filling the
continua. On the contrary, for some 'strong'
hydrogen shell lines, the opposite effect
may be present and in a few cases, even a
small deffect may be apparent at these short
wavelenghts. For HD 184279, the analysis of
this part of the energy curve can give us a
limit on this effective temperature and
effective gravity. He characterize this star
with Teff<=28,700 K, log g<=4.0. The red and
near IR part of the energy distribution
shows a large excess due precisely to the
extended atmosphere of this star that
resembles a 'cooler' object.

Schuster (1984) defines several
reddening-free temperature and luminosity
indices for B type s'ara. Table 1 shows the
•1' and 'tau' indices for HD 184279 (a Bl
IV-V star) and from his Table 9, the
corresponding values of Teff are also shown.
For 'tau'=-1.05, during the phase of max.
light (Aug. "77), Teff=28,700 K. One year
latter, on the descending part of the curve,
•tau'=-1.01 (Teff=26,900 K). During 1983,
close to a second maximum of light,
•tau'=-1.05 (Teff=28,600 K). From the
spectroscopic lines, Ballereau and Chauville
have determined for the star Teff=27,100 K
and log g=3.72, in close agreement with our
determinations.

T A B L E

Aug.
Jun.
Sep.
Aug.
Apr.

'77
•78
'80
'81
'83

Jul
+ 2'

3 ,
3 ,
4 ,
4 ,
s,

13-C Photometry

.Date 1 lambda beta
440,000

385.0
689.9
501.7
832.3
450.5

-.730 -.508 - .570
-.692 - .506 - .525

-.791? - .474 - .609

reddening-free,

lam

luminosity parameters
1 = [37-45] - 0.467[40

bda = [33-37] - 0.307[40
beta = [37-40] - 0.355[40

HD 184279 (Bl IV-V)

tau gamma delta

-1.053 -.949 -
-1.0T0 -.901 -

-1.050 -.932 -

reddening-free,

.024

.019

032

T eff Sp Type
<K)

28,700 B0
26,900 B0.5

28,600 B0?

temperature parameters
tau=[35-40]

gamma=[35-40]
delta=[33-35]

- 0.304(40-5
- 0.882(40-4
- 0.365(40-4



3.- SOME IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS.

The radial velocity and light
variations are surely due to the extended
envelope of the star. At firBt glance, the
whole evidence of the observational data
allow us to give some suggestions about the
physical mechanisms responsible to the
appearance and disappearance of their
features. The photometry although rather
scarce at the beginning of the century,
suggests that until I960, it was a "normal"
Be star without apparent changes on light,
showing a shell component with H DC in
emission at several epochs and no apparent
variability on Rv. Around 1960, with H CC in
absorption, its activity started, developing
a strong and continuous shell episode. The
absorption line started to be filled-in
until a well emission line was apparent on
1973. From 1968, a clear variation on V was
present with a relative long period {P<10
years (max. light around 1968, Bin. light
at 1973-74)}. From 1977 to date, a period of
5.0 years describes its behaviour and at
this moment, we expect the star to reach a
third maximum on light.

All of these features suggest that for
this star (and probably other stars of the
same type), there has to be a triggering
•echanism that starts their activity. There
may be either an internal cause for the
start of it, or an external influence that
affects the equilibrium of the system
producing a new situation that may last for
several years, until the star reaches its
previous status.

If the start of the activity of the
envelope is due to an internal mechanism, it
has to be related to the liberation of some
excess energy that through the years has
been accumulated at different layers of the
star's atmosphere. This excess energy can be
kept by a combination of several physical
paraaeters, like gravity, opacity, magnetic
activity, etc. For these hot stars, the
first two are probably the most important,
and when they are not strong enough to hold
it, then the envelope develops. For a
situation like this, the shell episode is
probably of short duration and it may be
recurrent with relative long periods of
time, according to the values of the opacity
and the excess energy accumulated and
liberated through the shell episode. Its
behaviour may or may not show any
regularity.

If the Btart of its activity is
triggered by an external cause, (a companion
with a very large excentricity (?) for
example), it may happen that when the stars
are very far-away from each other, the Be
star behaves regularly (either as a 'normal'
B or Be star), until both are close enough
to be gravitationally affected by its
neighbour. The high rotational velocity,
its large mass and relative low gravity, an
excess of energy accumulated on the star,
may produce the necessary ingredients to the
initiation of this activity. For a situation
like this, the evolution of the activity of
the star may show some irregular pattern: a
relative quiescent stage, a transition phase
to a regular behaviour, modulated probably

by the rotation of the star until the
envelope reaches an equilibrium situation.
Eventually, we may be fortunate enough to
find that the star reaches again its initial
stage or a new one after the presence of the
triggering mechanism has dieeapeared. Of
course, the time between the events
mentioned above, will be different for each
other and the whole situation will take long
periods of time.

It may be very important to continue
monitoring this interesting star, not only
on visible wavelenghts but also on the UV
and at the IK, to study the well extended
atmosphere, the wind that may be Btrong
and very important and the possible, (if
any) companion of this hot star. A search
for rapid variability both in photometry and
spectroscopy may give us some clues on the
fast changes that must be associated with
the strong activity present on the envelope.
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ABSTRACT

Photometric and spectrographic observations of this $ Set variable are presented in Fig.1
of this paper. A comparison of photometric data over a period of 17 years indicates a binary
nature of this variable. A tentative period of seven years has been derived. Applying relati-
ons applicable to this group of stars it has been shown that this variable is a giant star with
a radius of about 2.6 Ra pulsating in its first overtone.

1. INTRODUCTION

The variability of AZ CHI (HR 2989, HD
6»37) was discovered by Percy (1971). He classified
the star as a £ Set variable with a period close
to 0.09 days. It is a relatively bright star
(V=6.29) of spectral type FO. The light varia-
tions Made in the UBV bandpasses exhibited a
sinusoidal curve with an amplitude of 0.03 mag.
He also derived the absolute visual magnitude
of the star as 1.4 and shoved that the star satisfied
the period-luminosity relation for £ Set variab-
les.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The present series of photoelectric observati-
ons of AZ CHI began in the spring of 1983 and
continued yearly until 1987. Two colour photometry
In the B and V was conducted in Waterloo while
at Skalnate Pleso observations were made in three
spectral windows of the UBV system. The brightness
of the variable star was compared with that of
HD 62323 of spectral type FS.This star was chec-
ked against HD 61887 of spectral type AO. The
observations were corrected for the effect of
differential atmospheric extinction. The check
star appeared to be constant. On the average
the magnitude difference between the two stars
was

fly= -LOW) AB= 1.566 flU= -1.631
. 40.006 m.e. *0.006 ra.e. one obs.only
the check star being the brighter star.

The short period of this star derived by
Percy (1971) seemed to satisfy our observations.
However, combining observations over a period
of a f«w years showed that a simple linear relation-
ship does not apply. Therefore we have collected
all available epochs of maxima and fitted them
to the following expression:

ZK^*-<e\ ( 1)3.D. max = E o +p t + P t
2 + A cos

o ( f )
The epochs of maxima have been' listed in Table
I along with the number of epochs elapsed since
the zero epoch and the residuals, 0-C, with res-
pect to the linear term only. By the method of
least squares the following elements were found
to satisfy equation (1):

*0 = 2Vt 0886.0373 i0.0076 days

P = 0.09526590 40.000 000 096 days

P = 6.214x10"12 ± 4.63x10"13 days/day

«f = 0.010Z1 ± 0.00021 radians

A = 0.0296 • 0.00W AU/c

The period P. has been adopted as being
2625 days (7.2 years). To improve this
period would require a long series of obser-
vations. The residuals resulting from equa-
tion (1) are listed in the last column
of Table I. The distribution of the residu-
als has been plotted in Fig. 1. Only two
residuals exceed 0.01 days (15 min). These
two maxima have been extrapolated from
a short series of observations.

Fig. 1

3. THE LIGHT CURVES AND THE VELOCITY CURVE

The light curve of AZ CHi is sinuso-
idal with a range as a function of bandpass.
It increases from 0.06 mag in the V band
to 0.07 mag in the U band. The light curves
as a function of phase have been plotted
in Fig. 2a.

In the spring of 1987 spectrograms
of the variable having a dispersion of
12 A/mm have been obtained at David Dunlap
Observatory and their radial velocities
have been determined. In addition, in the
files od D00 four plates taken with the
prism can* .-a and having a dispersion of
33 A/mm have also been remeasured and their
velocities derived. The data have been
presented in Table II. The velocity variations
as a function of phase have been plotted
in Fig. 2b. The scatter appearing in the
diagram is due to the fuzzyness of the
spectral lines caused by the extended expo-
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sure times. The velocity curve is shifted with
respect to the light curves and it reaches a
minimum at the time of the maximum light of
the variable. This situation is the rule for
cepheid variables and it seems to apply to the
6Set stars.

" I « * : I « - / - . . . . . .

• * * •-—•••....,.. „.,»
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Fig. 2

if. DISCUSSION

The contribution of the quadratic term
on the right hand side of equation (1) is about
one third of that of the harmonic term. The
inclusion of this tern reduced the residuals
by a factor of three.

The relation of the two differential colour
indices to the ligth curve has been investigated.
At the time of maximum light both indices are
slightly bluer (by about 0.01 mag) than at mini-
mum light indicating a small change in the ra-
dius and surface temperature of the star. The
average colour index obtained via the data given
In section 2 and those of the check star yield
the B-V of the variable equal to 0.20 mag.
This value compares well with the observed value
of 0.21 published In the Photoelectric Catalogue
(Blanco et al., 1970).

The 7.2 year periodicity of the epochs
of maximum light indicates an orbital motion
of the variable about its centre of mass. Assuming
a mass of 2 Ha for the variable and 1 H for
its assumed companion the separation or the
two components is about 5.4 A.U. The angular
separation as seen from a distance of 95 pc
is only 0.05 arcsec. Since the pulsating star
is a giant it is possible that its companion
is a degenerate star (white dwarf) as a result
of mass transfer from this star to the former.
Thus its detection may have escaped visual double
star observers.

The distribution of periods of known S Set
stars is between 0.02 to about 0.22 days and
it satisfies a Gaussian distribution. The variable
lies close to the maximum of this distribution.

Since the 6"Sct stars are closely related
to the classical cepheids with periods <f10
days, they satisfy the relations derived for
the latter group. The radius and the quantity
Q = Pl^y^are given by the following equations:

log R = 1.16 + 0.72 log P
log Q =-1.4 + 0.2 log P

For AZ CHi we obtained the following values:
R = 2.6R8 Q = 0.025 days

The first result satisfies the log R - log P
relation for pulsating stars (Burki, 1986).
The second result indicates that the star's
pulsation is radial in its first overtone (Breger,
1979).

In conclusion it has been shown thai M
CMi is a short period SSct variable. The distri-
bution of the residuals indicates a binary nature
of the system. The companion is assumed to be
a generate, perhaps a white dwarf star. Further
observations will be needed to find more precise
period for the binary system. The radial velocity
variations follow those of the light variations
and indicate a contraction of the star at the
time of maximum light.

One of us CG.A.B.) would like to acknowledge
a financial support of this project by the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada.
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Table I

Tiaea o< Na«1aa of »Z CN1 and thejr RatlduaU

J.D. he l .

244 0886,
5418,
5419,

.0713

.6013

.5514
5425.5563
5763.5954
5767,
5769

.6021

.5991
6091.5924
6131
6816
6816
6827
6827

.6077

.4623

.5603

.4145

.5096
6830.5550
6831
6831
6832
6832

J.D. he

.4168

.5070

.4628

.5541

t

0
47578
47588
47651
51199
51241
51262
54642
55062
62251
62252
62366
62367
62399
62408
62409
62419
62420

Table

0
- 0 .
- 0 .
- 0 .

0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .

I I

Radial Velocities

I . Phaae Vr

243 0821.534 0.
1087.
1460.
1504.

244 6872.
6872.
6872.
6872.

794 0.
728 0 .
612 0.
551 0.

5588 18.
5270 15.

k a .

.32

.71
4809 16.37
5189 16..07
0477 15.21

.583 0.3836 12,
,614 0.
,645 0.

6872.677 0.
6873.,529 0.
6873.638 0.
6874.,591 0.

7090 16
0344 13
3703 13
3137 11
4579 15
4614 13

.85

.58

.78

.90

.37

.25

.39

a.

t

0129
0155
0123
0247
0330
0267
0226
0263
0171
0198
0138
0136
01 OS
0129
0092
0130
0090

: o* *

. . . k.

2.22
2.30
1.80
1.12
1.70
1.41
1.28
1.09
1.54
1.15
0.83

I 0.88

0.0044
-0.0049

0.0010
-0.004B
-0.0066
0.0111
0.0074

-0.0120
-0.0090

0.0031
0.00S9
0.0020
0.0003

-0.0026
0.0018

-0.0032
0.0000

-0.0040

I CM

i l 1 No. 01 lines aeas.

20
18
19
19
18
25
24
26
26
26
29
29
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A MULTIFREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE SHORT-TERM VARIABLE Be STAR KY AND

K. Pavlovski

Hvar Observatory, Faculty of Geodesy, Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Broad-band UBV light and color observations of KY And obtained in September 1982
at the Hvar Observatory have been analysed. It was found that no single frequency
satisfied the data well enough, hence, a multifrequency fit has been determined.

In spite of recent observational effort
there is no satisfactory explanation of the
short-term photometric variability of the
Be stars. Quite long time it is known that
Be stars exhibit pronounced short-term
light variations. Recently, Percy (1986)
reviewed this field. However, sometimes
rather complex and erratic variations with
mostly pseudo-periodic characteristics
attracted little attention among observers,
and short-term light behaviour are well
documented only for few of them.
The Be star KY And (HD 218674) is the

prime example of the complex behaviour of
brightness changes. The star was found
to be light variable in the course of Hill's
(1967) survey of the B-type stars in search
for the variables of the Beta Cephei type.
It's variability was subsequently confirmed
by Hill et al. (1976) and Harmanec et al.
(1980) .
The star was also studied both photometri-

cally and spectroscopically in the context
of the association Lac OBI of which it is
member. In their paper on the stellar rota-
tional velocities in galactic clusters Abt
and Hunter (1962) refering to KY And have
written: "Probable double-lined spectrosco-
pic binary. On November 13.165, 1957, the
velocities from three line pairs were pri-
mary (sharper lines), + 51.1 ± 19.2; secon-
dary, -121.7 ± 10.6 km/s. "Levato and Abt
(1976) classified it as B4Ve-shell type
star. Blaauw and van Albada (1963) colected
a large set of radial-velocities, and
find that its radial-velocity is variable in
the range of 20 km/s, with possible period
around 30 days. It is obvious that new
spectroscopic study of this star is highly
desirable.
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The new photometric broad-band UBV observa-
tion were done on the 65-cm telescope of Hvar
Observatory in September, 1982. The star was
observed in a sequence with another two
Be stars; EW Lac and KX And. As comparison
and check star 5 And and HR 8800 has been
used, respectively. Other details concerning
observations could be found int he paper
dealing with EW Lac (Pavlovski 1987).
For the present analysis observations made

during seven consecutive nights has been
used. Because time base is rather short
quite large uncertainity in the frequency
determinations is expected. At all 136
measurements in each filter were processd.
In period analysis Deeming's (1975) discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and Stellingwerf's
(1978) phase-dispersion minimization (PDM)
techniques have been applied. Both DFT and
PDM give almost the same results, and the
frequency spectra are very similar for
different rassbands. Apart from the pronoun-
ced low-fi'equency peaks, the most signifi-
cant frequency peaks are around 1.1 and
1.3 c/d. Phase diagrams plotted with these
frequencies are not very convincing, hence,
a multifrequency fit has been attempted.
A simultaneous non-linear least-squares
solution was determined fot the B data set.
Routine PERDET after Breger ( 1982) was
employed throughout these computations. It
was found that three-frequency solution gives
the best fit, reduce residual standard
deviations almost to the level of observat-
ional errors (6res = 11.6 mmga). The best
fitting frequencies are 1.3281, 1.1323, and
2.3625 c/d with amplitudes 37.1, 19,6, and
24.5 mmag, respectively.

Fig. 1 The light curve of KY
And from B band observations
folded onto the 0.753 d period.
Tick marks are spaced at
intervals of 0.02 mag.
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There la no straightforward explanation
of these frequencies. They could be
eigenfunctions of the non-radial pulsations,
but, surface inhomogenities carried aecors
the disk by the stellar rotation can be
described with truncated spherical harmonics.
It is interestig to note that U-B color
index varied in the range of 40 mmag, while
B-V index is in the range of the observat-
ional errors. Similar behaviour is also
found in 53 Per stars, group of non-radial
pulsators (Waelkens and Rufener 1985).
Full account of this work will be published

elsewhere.
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SEARCH FOR RAPID VARIABILITY IH SPECTRUM OP ALPHA AHHHOMEI1AE
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V. Bychkov
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Radial velocities of OT - H9 and Ca II K linea on 27 high diaperaion (0.27 nm/mni)
spectrograms of tha HgMn-star Alpha Andromedae were measured. While radial veloci-
ties of Balmer linea show no significant changes, radial velocities of Ca II K
line vary In the limits from 5 to 13 km/a. A frequency analysis of the Ca II E RV
values leada to two different frequenciea of 27.86 and 35.20 c/d. Their superposi-
tion results in B 196 m-tn beat-phenomenon period. Halfwidth of the calcium line
varies in the way which could be explained by nonradial oscillations.

1. Introduction

In a frame of international cooperation
we deal with the problem of short-term vari-
ability of CP stars. H. Polosukhina Initia-
ted a program of radial velocity measure-
ments on high dispersion spectrograms of
Alpha Andromedae.

Alpha And (HD 358, m^ = 2.07, B9p III)
Is one of fewness HgMn-stara manifesting
photometric and spectroscopic variabilities.
Some of them are In agreement with the rela-
tively low rotational period, 0.963 d,
others, mainly linea In the UV spectral re-
gion are connected with the short-term vari-
ability of 185 min, Rakos and Kamperman
(1977), Rakos et al. (1981). It was recogni-
sed as a apectroscopic binary, Kohl (1937).

In this contribution we deal with the
results of our radial velocity measurements
of HJ - H9 and Ca II K lines and measure-
ments of the halfwidth of the calcium line
on 27 spectrograms obtained during the night
of November 2/3, 1985 measured at the faci-
lities of Astronomical Inatitute in Tatran-
sk£ Lomnica.

2. Observations and measurements

The spectrograms of dispersion 0.27 nm/
mm were obtained by the 6-m telescope of
Special Aatrophysical Observatory, the USSR
Academy of Sciences, Nizhni;] Arkhie, USSR.
A total of 47 spectrograms was obtained In
four nights from October 30th to November
3rd 1985 by Poloaukhina, Ilalanuahenko and
Bychkov. Radial velocitiea were measured
with TV-Abb^ comparator with a laser-inter-
ferometer in Astronomical Inatitute in
Tatranaka Lomnica and with oscilloacoplc
comparator in National Astronomical Observa-
tory, Bulgaria. The spectra are considerably
overexposed and widened in order to reach
better signal to noiae ratio, what brought
disadvantages in the course of wavelength
measurements. Instead of enlarging optics we
had to uae a reducing one in order to get
both the stellar and comparison spectra into
the field of view. An extremly strong light
source had to be used, aa the stellar spect-
rum in the continuum was exposed to the va-
lue of D » 1 . Nevertheless, only the hydrogen

and Ca II E lines could be measured with
sufficient accuracy.. Each spectrum was mea-
sured three times with two reading of each
Btellar line. Measured spectra and the cor-
responding radial velocities are listed In
Tab. I. The errors are rms for the hydrogen
lines, while In the case of calcium also the
accuracy of the polynomial fitting and the
difference of two readings were taken into
account.

Table I

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Bate HJD
2446372. +

.20637

.21332

.21991

.22755

.23346

.23936

.24526

.25151

.25880

.29283

.29942

.30672

.31296

.32304

.33102

.33762

.34352
•35046
.35637
.36296
.37130
.37616
.38171
.38657
.39143
.39560
.39942

RV H
km/a

- 0.2
0.4
0.7

-11.5
- 0.2
0.0
0.0

- 0.2
- 1.7
- 0.9

0.8
- 0.1
- 0.2
- 1.5

0.8
- 1.2

0.1
- 1.2
0.9
0.4

- 0.6
0.0
0.7

- 0.7
0.7

- 0.2
- 0.9

Error
rms
.5
.6
.5
.3
.8
.3

1.0
.7
.3
.9
.6
.7

1.2
.8
1.2
•4

1.1
.7
.3
.3
1.2
.9
.6

1.0
.7
.9
.9

RV la
km/b

- 3.6
- 6.0
- 1.3
- 4.0
- 3.4
- 2.2
- 2.9
- 3.2
- 4.5
- 6.2
- 0.8
2.0

- 1.1
- 7.4
- 2.2
1.5

- 0.4
- 4.7
- 2.9

0.0
- 2.7
- 1.0
- 2.6
- 3.6
- 3.0
- 6.8
- 5.8

Err oj

.7
1.6
.7
•7

1.0
.8

1.2
1.3
.7

1.0
1.0
1.6
• 9

1.1
1.6
2.2
1.2
1.1
.9

1.8
1.1
1-3
1.0
.9

1.3
1.5
1.0

Mean - 0.2 .8 - 2.9 2.4

Note: The errors of the mean are
standard deviations.
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3. Results and discussion

While radial velocities of five Balmer
lines H*1 - H9 show no significant changes,
values of the ca.-ium line display sizable
oscillation, espr ially in the middle of the
observational run (spectra No. 10 - 18),
Pig. 1. As we had no knowledge of the cause
of the interruption in the observations
(JD: .259 - .292), a auapition arose that
these oscillation had been caused by aome
instrumental effect after the break. After
careful investigation of intensity tracings
we found that the profile of Ca II K line
is variable. Profiles of this line in four

extremal points (spuctra Nos. 10, 12, 14,
16) are on Fig. 2. Positions of the hydro-
gen lines were measured approximately one
to two thirds of their depth. This repre-
sents a distance of ± 0.25 nm from the line
center and an amplitude of 180 "km/a for Hi
line. Deformations of the Doppler core do
not interfere in such a distance and weak
shifts of line wings could not have been
measured because of their slope. From these
reasons the radial velocities of hydrogen
lines remain practically stable over the
whole observational run.

The mean radial velocity of hydrogen
lines, - 0.2 km/s, differs from that of

km/s

- 2

km/s

• 2

I—I—I—I—I-—I—I—I I—I

iM

I—I

RV Call-K
(12)

- 2

- A

- 6

- 8

nm

.14

.12

-i 1 1 h H 1 1 1 H 1 1 1 1 H H 1

HW Call-K

.20 JD 2446372.+ .25 .30 .35 A0

Pig. 1. a) The radial velocity of HI* - H9; b) The radial velocity of Ca II K line: the das-
hed line represents superposition of the frequencies 27.86 and 35.20 c/d. Serial numbers of
the spectrograms are indicated at the extremal values; c) Halfwidths of Ca II K line.
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Ca II K line, - 2.9 km/a. This will be a
matter in further progression of the work.
The star's radial velocity for the time oi
observations derived from the orbital motion
according to orbital elements given by
Batten (1978) is RV = - 3.4 W s .

Fig. 2. The intensity profiles of Ca IT K
line on spectrograms with extremal RV values.

Frequency analysis of Ca II K radial ve-
locities data, using Stellingwerf's (1978)
PDM method and Fourier technique (Deeming,
1975, Kurtz, 1985) resulted in two signifi-
cant frequencies, 27.86 and 35.20 c/d,
Fig. 3. Difference of these two frequencies
is &£ = 7.34 c/d, corresponding to a beat
period 0.136 d = 196 min. Dashed line in
Fig. 1b represents the resulting course of
the radial velocities after superposition of
the frequencies according to the realtion
RV = - 2,9 + 1.97 sin(27o86 T - 1.01) +
1.98 sin(35.20 T + O.63), where T = 2iTxtime.
The value 3 h 16 min of the beat period is
quite close to the one of short period vari-
ations, 3 h 5 min, found by Rakoa et al.
(1981) based on UV spectra of Alpha And from
Copernicus satellite. They pointed out com-
plicated profile and radial velocity varia-
tions of some lines with two different maxi-
ma and minima within the 3 h 5 min period.
Their observations consisting from individu-
al scans separated by 100 min could have not
revealed those short time changes (superpo-
sition of 52 and 41 min periods) as shown on
our Fig. 1 but the beat period was evidently
disclosed. On the contrary, considering the
length of time span of their observations,
which compared to our 0.2 d is essentially
longer, we hold the value of 3 h 5 min as
more correct.

The beat phenomenon can be explained as
a result of rotational splitting of a fre-
quency of nonradial oscillation, (Unno et
al., 1979). The magnitude of the splitting
is At = m(1 - Ck , )f ., where m is the a-
zimutal quantum mmber Of the oscillation
and 0 < C J C J I < 1/2 a constant depending on
the stellar model used. Assuming m i 2 , be-
cause for larger 1 the oscillations would
have to cancel mutually, and Prot = 0.96363
d (Rakos et al., 1981) we came to the fre-
quency splitting flf < 2.08 c/d. This means
that the two frequencies derived from our
data do not result as rotational frequency
splitting. Moreover, a frequency of nonra-
dial oscillation is aplitted by rotation in
to 21 + 1 components separated by At.
However, a splitting amounting to 2 c/d can
not be found from our data, as their time
base admita resolution • 1/( At) = 5 c/d.

20 30 40 50
FREQUENCY C/D

Fig. 3. a) The power spectrum of original
Ca II K radial velocity data; b) The power
spectrum of the data after subtracting the
frequency 27.86 c/d; c) The residual power
spectrum after subtracting the both periods.

The halfwidth of Ca II K line indicates
possible variations during the maximum of
the beat amplitude, Fig. 1c. If we interpret
the variations of the calcium line profile
as nonradial oscillations, then the half-
width curve and its phase shift relative to
the RV curve points out a wave traveling in
the opposite direction to the star's rota-
tion, (Unno et al., 1979). But absence of
observations between JD: .259 and .292 as
well as the fact that our observations cover
only one beat period space of time prompt us
to be cautious in interpreting of presented
observations.

4. Conclusions and purposes

Our firat measurements of high disper-
aion spectrograms indicate a possibility of
two nonradial oscillations with periods 52
and 41 min, auperpoaition of which leads to
a beat period of 3 h 16 rain. More accurate
determination of found frequencies as well
as finding of their rotational splitting re-
quire observations over a longer time base.
To verify the results indicated it would be
desirable to arrange all-night observations
covering 3 ~ 4 beat periods in several con-
secutive nights. Spectra should be obtained
in lower photographic density enabling com-
fortable measurements of more metallic lines.
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Confirmation of these first results
would allow to create a corresponding model
of nonradially oscillating HgMn-star Alpha
Andromedae.

Our sincere thanks are due to Mrs. Pet-
rikova, who made intensity tracings and all
drawings in this paper.
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VARIABILITY IN CHROHQSPHERICALLY ACTIVE STARS - AT ALL TIME SCALES

Douglas S. Hall

Dyer Observatory, Vanderbllt University, Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A.

Chromospheric activity is found in ten types of stars, both single and binary. Variability at
many time scales is reviewed, from minutes to centuries. The emphasis is on what is not understood,
incorrectly understood, and understood but not appreciated. Observational results in hand include
photometry, spectroscopy, spectrophotomet<:y, speckle interferometry, magnetic fields, and orbital
period variations. Certain physical mechanisms responsible for variability are discussed, making
the distinction between the well-established, the suspected, and the possible. Specific topics
include flares, rotation, differential rotation, synchronization, circularization, starspots, spot
models, migration periods, spot cycles, magnetic activity cycles, sector structure, Maunder minima,
pulsation, light curve solutions, convective envelope changes, mass transfer, mass loss, and orbital

period variations. Specific directions for future research are identified.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of chromospherie activity (CA)
occurs in stars at several quite different stages of
evolution and is found in both single and binary
stars. Stellar CA includes all of the features of
solar activity, but ouch more extreme and/or on a
much larger scale: chromospheric emission lines such
as Ca II H & K, far-ultraviolet emission lines such
as Kg II h & k, spots, coronal x-ray emission, radio
emission, flares, anomalies in the continuum energy
distribution (ultraviolet and infrared excess), mass
loss in a Hind, and magnetic fields. For CA stars in
binaries we add orbital period changes to the list.

Chromospheric activity is found in the following
groups of stars: (1) RS CVn binaries of the short-
period, regular, and long-period subgroups, as de-
fined by Hall (1976), (2) stars like AY Cet, 29 Dra,
and HD 185510 which most people would consider RS CVn
binaries but, because of the white dwarf secondaries,
(Fekel, Boffett, Henry 1986), fail the Hall defini-
tion by a technicality. (3) BY Dra variables as de-
fined by Bopp and. Fekel (1977), sone of which are in
binaries and some of which are single, (4) flare
stars = UV Cet variables, which are found generally
to overlap with the BY Dra variables, (5) solar-type
(mostly G) single dwarfs (Baliunas and Vaughan 1985),
(6) T Tau variables, as discussed recently by Appen-
zeller and Dearborn (1984), (7) V UBa binaries, as
suggested long ago by Hall (1976) and discussed more
recently by Eaton, Wu, Rucinski (1980), (8) FK Com
stars (Bopp 1983, table III), (9) single, rapidly
rotating giants with CA not strong enough to qualify
them as FK Com stars (Fekel et al. 1986), and (10)
the cool, contact component in semi-detached Algol-
type binaries, such as the G8 IV star in U Cep (Olson
1984, 1985).

The stars in all 10 groups are linked together
by the sane two factors (rapid rotation and convec-
tion) which almost everyone now agrees are fundamen-
tally responsible for the CA. Note that bmarity is
relevant in producing rapid rotation (by spin-orbit
coupling) in stars which otherwise (as single stars)
vould be slow rotators. Otherwise, oinarity seems to
be irrelevant to CA, at least to first order. In
order to compare observation with theory, usually
dynamo theory, it has become customary to parameter-
ize the combination of rotation and convection with
the Rossby number. The wisdom of using the Rossby
number, however, has been questioned by Basri (1986).
It may not be the best parameter and/or may not be
the only parameter needed, especially if CA in stars
of all 10 groups is to be understood quantitatively
and in detail. For example, it does not measure dif-

ferential rotation (as a function of stellar lati-
tude) , which is diminished by tidal forces if the CA
star is in a binary (Catalano 1983, Rodono 1986). I
think this is an important point to pursue.

Some people scoff at the profusion of groups and
subgroups of various types of stars. Indeed, we have
listed the ten groups known (so far) to embrace CA.
But this criticism is not entirely fair. Observa-
tional ly defined groups of stars play an essential
role in the eventual understanding of the relevant
physics, which then can simplify the picture greatly.
First a phenomenon or family of probably related phe-
nomena must be recognized. Second, the raw material
for study is collected, by gathering together all
stars displaying those phenomena. Third, following
interplay between observation and theory, the physics
is understood. Let me give an example. In the early
1970's, less than 15 years ago, virtually all of the
manifestations of CA in the RS CVn systems were in-
stead considered manifestations of mass transfer in
close binaries; the RS CVn binaries themselves were
not even recognized as different fron the Algol-type
binaries in general (except by two or three astrono-
mers) and the RS CVn group had yet to be formally
defined. Consider the dramatic starspot phenomenon,
which today is taken for granted by all astronomers
except two or three. It was observationally apparent
in the light curves of eclipsing CA systems obtained
even before World War I but explanations considered
during the next half century were pulsation, tidal
lag, the periastron effect, anomalies of photographic
or visual photometry, heating by the interstellar
medium, third star companions, gas streams, circum-
stellar rings, and precession. The first mention of
spots in eclipsing binaries was not until after World
War II, by Kron (1947, 1952), and then not again un-
til by Hall (1972). So, the first two steps have
been taken (finally in the right direction) and, be-
cause the third step (good physical understanding)
is not yet complete, the utility of various groupings
of stars is not entirely spent.

My focuj in this paper will be on (1) signifi-
cant facts and understandings which are published but
seem not to be generally known or effectively assin-
ilated, (2) published observations and statistics
which probably are spurious or misleading, and (3)
important observations or analyses which should be
made but have not been. All that is known and cor-
rectly understood has filled entire book-length con-
ference proceedings and comprehensive reviews. Just
a few examples are "Solar Phenomena in Stars and
Stellar Systems" (Bonnet and Dupree 1981), I.A.U.
Colloquium Ho. 71, the first five of the "Cambridge
Cool Star Workshops", and reviews by Linsky (1980)
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and Baliunas and Vaughan (1985). Relevant papers
nuober in the many thousands.

The order of presentation will be generally ac-
cording to time scale: from flares to long-term
cycles. A final section, however, will cover pulsa-
tion on time scales from ainutes to decades and will
ask if CA spotted stars also pulsate and if the gen-
erally acknowledged pulsating stars also have spots.

2. Flares

Bona fide flares, with time scales of minutes,
are wall known on the sun and on three groups of
stars which overlap to a great extent: the flare
stars 1= UV Cet variables), the short-period RS CVn
binaries, and the BY Dra variables. According to the
canonical explanation, we expect flares to be readily
observable (tenths nt a magnitude) only on stars of
relatively low luminosity. A flare of sufficient
power to cause the continuua light of a luainous star
(such as a giant) to increase by even 1% would be
very surprising. There have been several reports of
continuun flares on luminous stars, and there have
been discussions questioning the reality of those
observations (Catalano 1983, Stencel 1983). Until
inarguable evidence to the contrary, we can say that
convectiwe stars more luaiuous than the sun do not
experience flares in the continuua with amplitudes
exceeding a few percent or so.

Photoaetric irregularities with tine scales of
hours, not minutes, are sometimes called flares, but
the distinction should be fcide clear. One such ex-
ample (up to 0*2 in the V bandpass within hours) was
reported by Barbour and Reap (1432) on the G8 IV-III
star in lambda And, although the rcjity of that
observation was questioned by Boyd et al. (1983).

3. Ellipticity and leflection

The effects of ellipticity (tidal distortion)
and reflection (differential heating) are familiar to
all photonetrists of binaries. These do occur also
in CA binaries as expected, apparently not much in-
fluenced by any starspot activity which nay be pre-
seat simultaneously.

He know of CA binaries, both eclipsing and not
eclipsing, with most of the eight possible combina-
tions of the three: E, R, and S. Some interesting
examples, all of theo having strong or moderately
strong H S K emission, are given in Table I.

Table I.

Multiple Periodicities in CA Binaries

HD
RS
e i

185151
CVn
iota Tri

V35O Lac
BR
xi
W

5110
UMa (B)
(ton

E
-
E
E
-
-
E

-
R
-
R
-
R

S
s
-
-
-
-
s

Lines et al.
Blanco et al
Hall et al.

(1987)
. (1983b)
(1980)

Berbst (1973)
Burke et al.
Ball et al.
Blanco et al

(1980)
(1986)
. (1983a)

These three effects (E, R, S) produce periods of
= Porb/2, = Pom, and = Port,, respectively. They can
be sorted out by careful Fourier analysis of photo-
metry of adequate accuracy and phase coverage. In CA
binaries where ellipticity causes the only (or pre-
dominant* photoaetric variability nr^iimiparv la-

ports can falsely announce detection of starspot act-
ivity and/or suggest a rotation period which is half
its correct value. For HD 185151 as an exanple, com-
pare Bopp et al. (1982) with Lines et al. (1987).

4. Rotation

It is not generally realized that rotational
periods of CA stars can be determined by four
different methods: (1) vsini measures of rotational
doppler broadening, (2) rotational modulation of
apparent sagnitude in a broad bandpass, resulting
from an irregular surface distribution of starspots,
(3) rotational modulation of Ca II H 4 K intensities
(Baliunas and Vaughan 1985 14.4) resulting from
irregular surface distribution of plages, and (4)
periodic changes in absorption line profiles distort-
ed by starspots (Rucinski 1986). Baliunas and Vaug-
han (1985, 13.2) and Hall (1986a) have enphasized the
power of aethod (2) over method (1) in cases where
the star is small and/or the rotation is slow and/or
the inclination is not known.

When the CA star occurs in a binary, one can use
a determination of its rotation period to study and
answer many important questions regarding synchron-
ization, sometimes called spin-orbit coupling. It
was realized early on (Hall 1976) that most, but not
all, were examples of very nearly synchronous rota-
tion. That continues to be the case. There are two
basic areas of interest here: (A) which ones do not
rotate synchronously and why not and (B) which ones
rotate very nearly synchronously but why are there
consistent small (3% to 0.03%) but real differences
between Prot and Port.. Let's consider these in turn.

4.1 Asynchronous Rotation

Several earlier studies have been flawed by not
realizing that synchronization in a binary with an
eccentric orbit is achieved with Pioi < Feri> the
exact value of Prot/Porb prescribed by the value of
the eccentricity. Theory has been provided by Zahn
(1977) and Hut (1981) and observational confirmation
of its validity provided by Hall (1986b). Synchroni-
zation in an ecentric orbit has been dubbed "pseudo-
synchronization" by Hut (1981).

An amusing consequence of pseudosynchronization
is that photometric observers and those who saarch
for periodicities in photometric data oay overlook a
clear periodicity because they are looking in the
wrong place. In the extreme case of pseudosynchroni-
zation found by Hall (1986b), the large (e = 0.68)
eccentricity in HE 7578 causes the rotational period
to he only 17* of the orbital period. Thus, period
searches restricted in the frequency domain, even
between 0.5 PorD and 1.5 Porb, can fail completely.

Taking values of Pr°i and Porb and e mostly from
the new "Catalogue of Chronospherically Active Binary
Stars" (Strassmeier et al. 1987a) one finds approxi-
mately 15 binaries of the 168 total in which Proi
differs by 5% or more from the synchronous value
(Porb if e = 0) or from the pseudosynchronous value
(if e ^ O I , Questionable values of Prot and obvious
errors of 2X were ignored. Except for Capella B (for
which Prot = 8 days and Porb = 104 days) and for the
G5 IV component in the triple system HR 6469 (where
Prot = 83 days and Porb = 201S days), the rotation is
slower than synchronous, with the extreme case being
Prot/Porb = 4.75 in HD 181809 (Hall and Pazzi 1987).

A histogram of log A P / P over the range -1.5 to
+0.5 is flat, as would be expected if the synchroni-
zation process occurs with a characteristic e-folding
time (Zahn 1977, Hut 1981! rather than directly pro-
portional to time. Moreover, the four, probably five
cases nf ;..seudosynchruM:'.?tion tound by Hall (!98*>b}
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indicate that some systems have synchronized before
they circularized, entirely consistent with theory
shoving Tcirc looser than Ti,ac (Zahn 1977).

Giuricin et al. (1984) have argued plausibly
that asynchronous rotators can be found in young
binaries, such as BY Dra systems recently arrived on
the main sequence. Hall (1986b)) has argued that
asynchronous rotators in giant systems with circular
orbits must result fron relatively rapid post-aain-
sequence evolution of systems which were previously
synchronized on the Bain sequence. Grossly asynchro-
nous rotation in giant or subgiant systens with
clearly eccentric orbits (HD 10909, BM Cam, HD 71071
and HD 202134) may pose a serious problea, however,
with apparently evolved (old) stars in asynchronous,
eccentric (young) orbits. Capella is still unique,
with its F9 III star rotating more than 10 times
faster than synchronously.

This is an opportunity to stress that Porb is a
very poor parameter with which to study phenoaena,
such as synchronization and circularization, associ-
ated with tidal interaction (Hall 1986a). An order
of aagnitude separates soae short-period CA binaries
which are not synchronous froa soae long-period
binaries which are. Sinilarly, aore than an order of
magnitude separates soae short-period CA binaries
which have eccentric orbits froa some long-period CA
binaries which have circular orbits. A physically
more aeaningful paraaeter would be R/a, where a is
the semi-major axis of the binary orbit, and evolu-
tion certainly plays a second critical role.

This aay be alaost too trivial to point out but,
in studies of period-activity relations, it is the
star's rotation period and not the binary's orbital
period which should be used. I have seen laabda And
plotted in period-activity diagrams with P = 20*5,
whereas the active star has been known for SO years
to have a 54-day rotation period.

4.2 Synchronous Rotation

Row we coae to the case of very nearly but not
quite synchronous rotation, which accounts for about
85% of the 168 binaries in the Strassaeier et al.
catalogue fcr which both Prot and Port as well as the
eccentricity is known. Here "very nearly" is taken
to Bean AP/P > 5%.

Much effort has been expended trying to under-
stand Prot, its saall difference froa Pert, its
change with tiae, and correlations with other para-
Bet ers, all in teras of the model proposed by Hall
(1972). That aodel supposes that starspots will
evolve as sunspots do throughout the 11-year sunspot
cycle. Catalano (1983, figure 3) explains very
clearly how Prot, total spotted area, and stellar
latitude should be interrelated if this aodel i;
meaningful, and summarizes some cases of apparent
success.

One question posed by Catalano (1983) was why
cases of Prot < Forb outnumber cases where Prot >
Fork. If, throughout a spot cycle, spots spend equal
tiae above and below the "co-rotating latitude" de-
fined by Hall (1972), one would expect equal numbers.
One unknown in this matter, and an important one, is
the location of the co-rotating latitude. There have
been very few determinations (model-dependent or
otherwise) of its location, but there is one which
should prove very useful. For HK Lac, Olah et al.
(1986) found fTcoroi = 32° t 2° by one method and
Peorot = 28° ± 15° by another. A second unknown, im-
portant also, is the range of stellar latitude affec-
ted by starspots. One can ask is it similar to the
solar case, where spots are restricted to within
about 40* of the equator, or can it be very different
on other stars. There are numerous exaaples of

spotted stars, for which the photometry has been
aodelled in detail, thought to have spots at very
high latitudes. Moreover, it has been argued (Young,
Skumanich, Temple 1986) that very rapidly rotating
stars do and should fora spots predominantly at very
bigb latitudes, much above the solar range. Yet
another problem is the influence of orbital eccentri-
city. When Prot is compared directly with Porb for
the nearly synchronous rotators in the Strassneier et
al. catalogue, those with Froi < Porb outnumber those
vith Proi > Porb, consistent witb the statistics of
Catalano (1983). When Prot is compared with the syn-
chronous rate expected in the eccentric orbits, how-
ever, the division is very nearly equal. Whether or
not this result is accepted here and now, all subse-
quent studies of the details of synchronization must
not neglect proper consideration of orbital eccentri-
city. Vith an orbital eccentricity of only 0.01, the
observed 10-year migration period in RS CVn would in-
dicate exact synchronization. Ironically, the eccen-
tricity in RS CVn has never been determined; in all
published spectroscopic orbits it has been assumed to
be exactly zero.

In their plots of inferred differential rotation
versus orbital period (AP/P vs P), Catalano (1983,
figure 6) and Rodono (1986, figure 6) raised two
questions. (1) Why are the differential rotation
rates much smaller than in the sun, smaller by 1 and
2 and alaost 3 orders of aagnitude. They suggested
that the same coupling torque which imposed spin-
orbit coupling might act to suppress the tendency
towards solar-type differential rotation inherent in
the CA star, the idea originally proposed by Hall
(1972). (2) tfhy is the dependence of ̂ P/P on P
contrary to that implied by various dynamo theories.
Both questions were treated theoretically by Scharle-
mann (1981, 1982). We can shed light on both of these
questions from an empirical point of view, in two
ways: better statistics and more meaningful analysis.

Better statistics, from the Strassmeier et al.
catalogue, show that, for the the nearly synchronous
rotators, &P/P ranges almost continuously from 0.03%
up to 3%. The upper end of this range implies
differential rotation quite close to the solar rate,
within a factor of 3.

To make better sense of all this, building on
the idea that tidal forces partially inhibit differ-
ential rotation, I suggest studying the relation be-
tween AP/P and r, where r is the relative radius of
the CA star in its binary orbit. Clearly r, not P, is
the operative parameter in tidal interaction. It ap-
appears as ra in tidal force, as r° in synchroniza-
tion time scales, and as r* in circularization time
scales. Although the radii of stars in non-eclipsing
binary systems can be approximated only crudely from
their luminosity class (V, IV, III, etc.) or perhaps
somewhat better from vsini measures, they aay prove
adequate to show that AP/P in the tidally locked
binaries is a function of r to some power which might
be more consistent with theory. This has not been
done yet, but should be.

5. The Large Spot

Of particular interest to me is the huge spot
which characterizes almost all CA stars. It is tru-
ly remarkable in two respects. First, the area is
•normous. The largest spo' coverages found have cor-
responded to 20% of the total stellar surface area
(or 40\ of the visible hemisphere when most of the
coverage has been confined to one side of the star).
Such areas are two orders of magnitude greater than
the total area covered by sunspots at solar maxiaua,
only 0.2%, and even aore if coaparison is made with
individual spots or spot groups. This heavy spot
coverage is one of the aspects of extreae chromo-



spheric activity and finally is beginning to attract
the attention of. theorists. Second, it really is one
large spot, or perhaps two as we discuss below, but
the spotted area is definitely not distributed uni-
foraly. If it were spread uniformly on the star's
surface or even uniformly only in stellar longitude,
we would see no photometric variability and to this
day perhaps would not even be aware of the phenomenon
of extreme spot activity. But, thanks to this uneven
distribution, we can use photometry (and spectrosco-
py) to derive rotational periods, deduce differential
rotation, derive temperature differences between
spatted and unspotted photospheres, etc. 1 find it
ironic, therefore, that the phenomenon of the large
spot itself is the least understood phenomenon in the
CA stars.

5.1 Bright Spots or Dark Spots

The study of cool spots (dark regions) in CA
stars was troubled for a while by reports that some
spatted stars showed evidence of bright spots, at
certain epochs. Bright spots in continuum light would
be very difficult for magnetic theory to explain.
Several years ago Poe and Eaton (1985) showed these
purported bright spots to be an artifice, caused by
using inappropriate limb-darkening coefficients in
the spotted regions when performing modelling of
multi-color photometry. Sometimes this reference is
overlooked.

5.2 Non-Uniqueness

One of the most serious and best known problems
with starspot modelling (transforming a light curve
into a u p of the star's surface brightness) has been
the non-uniqueness problem. There are two directions
of attack which have not been pursued as aggressively
as they should be.

The relatively new technique of doppler imaging
(Vogt and Penrod 1983) promises to yield even more
detailed maps of star surfaces and be somewhat less
prone to non-uniqueness problems (Collier Cameron and
Borne 1986). The next important move, with the first
steps taken only recently (Gondoin 1986), is to com-
pare star maps derived by the two techniques, from a
light curve and from a sequence of line profiles,
both of the same star at the saae epoch. Strassmeier
(1987) is planning to do this for HD 26337 = El Eri.
If the resulting comparison is positive, that would
be a fundamentally important result. Moreover, it
might turn out that the commonly employed two-spot
models of light curves are meaningful second-order
approximations of the "true" surface brightness dis-
tribution. This would be useful to know because (1)
a light curve is much easier to obtain and its model-
ling much easier to perform than are doppler images
and their modelling and (2) doppler imaging is effec-
tive only for very rayidly rotating stars.

Relatively little use has been made of the fact
that starspot modelling in eclipsing binaries should
be much more determinate for three reasons. (1) The
eclipse of the spotted star will show asymmetries and
other distortions which detail the starspot distribu-
tion more sensitively and uniquely than can rotation-
si modulation alone. Examples are Eaton and Hall
(1979) and Eaton and Poe (1984). (2) The inclination
of the orbital pole, equated to the spin axis, merci-
fully removes one important unknown in the modelling
process. (3) Bocause the inclination is very nearly
90*, all of the stellar surface comes into view,
meaning there wi.ll be no unseen polar cap where huge
spots can bide and escape detection.

5.3 Two Spots ?

Although early consideration of starspots (Chu-
gainov 1966, Hall 1972) considered just one spot, we

now know that two or more are needed to model the
light curve of many CA stars. If one supposes circu-
lar or elliptical or rectangular spots (the last two
orthogonal to stellar longitude and latitude), then
the existence of any asymmetry in the photometric
wave indicates the presence of at least two spots.
Well over half of the stars with observed photometric
waves have shown such asymmetries at one or more
epochs; many have shown double-humped light curves,
clear indication that at least two spots were
present. Actually the question now is becoming: does
any CA star have only one spot at all times? This
should be answered.

As a trivial aside let me mention that the pre-
sence of two spots can sometimes causes a preliminary
determination of Proi to be too small by the factor
two. An example is HD 91816 where Porb = 6?86569 but
Bopp et al. (1984) reported Pr°t = 3!1448.

Is it possible that all CA stars have basically
two spots and not more? Of the 168 CA binaries in the
Strassmeier et al. catalogue, 80% have an entry in
the "wave amplitude" column. So we have good statis-
tics. Of those, fewer than 10% are observed to be
"constant", meaning AV i OtfOl. All but 2 or 3 show
AV > 0?02, up to a maximum of hV = 0?43. Strassmeier
(1986) has shown that wave amplitude drops dramatic-
ally if a large spotted area is divided into two
spots sitting on opposite hemispheres, is reduced to
the limit of easy detectability if three spots are
equidistant in stellar longitude, and is virtually
unobservable in the case of four spots. I suggest
that available statistics (showing that virtually all
CA stars do show easily observable waves) combined
with careful analysis (allowing for observational
selection, inclination effects, amplitude dilution by
a more luminous companion, etc.) may be used to argue
that two large spots, and not more, is the rule. At
least this approach should be explored.

Eaton and Hall (1979) explored the possibility
that a two-spot rule, if substantiated, might be
related to the "sector structure" of "preferential
longitudes" which might exist in our sun. If this is
so, then we would have another, entirely different,
link in the solar-stellar connection. This promising
path has gone largely untrodden during the 10 years
since Eaton and Hall (1979) suggested it.

If a two-spot rule proves to be true, it will bz
a lucky coincidence that the two-spot model, the one
most commonly used, would be a genuinely appropriate
model, not just a second-order approximation to a
more complicated phenomenon.

5.4 Spot Lifetimes

A single spot is taken to be a large dark area,
cooler than the surrounding photosphere, which main-
tains its identity for some interval of time. Loca-
tion on the stellar surface is deduced from light
curves and repeated observation at the same (or only
gradually shifting) location is taken to mean the
same spot has persisted. Hall (1981) reviewed the
situation, citing 10 stars with good observational
records. His conclusion was that lifetimes of at
least a decade were common. To this we can add the
20-year lifetime for the large, gradually migrating
spot on the prototype RS CVn, based on 20 years of
excellent continuous photoelectric photometry (Blanco
et al. 1983b), and the 17-year lifetime for the two
persistent, very slowly migrating spots in HK Lac
(Olah et al. 1986).

It is not fully appreciated that this time scale
poses serious theoretical problems. (1) Individual
sunspots or even sunspot groups never have lifetimes
longer than about 100 days-. (2) A large spot with
considerable latitude extent may not be able to with-
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stand the shearing effect of differential rotation,
even differential rotation diminished compared to the
solar case. Surprisingly, this problem has not been
worked out in any detail even though the observation-
ally determined parameters needed are available for
many systems. Disruption time scales can be computed
from: spot areas (from which latitude extent can be
determined), the difference between Frot and Pom
(from which the differential rotation rate can be
computed), and Pom (from which cycle numbers can be
converted into units of time, such as days or years).
If the observed minimum spot lifetimes given above as
T = 10 years are longer than the coaputed disruptive
timescales, then we have a problem. If they are not,
then we will have learned something anyway. (3) Even
if it turns out that shear does not limit a large
spot's lifetime, we know that new spots must be born
as large spots, to explain why we see large spots on
virtually every CA star.

Baliunas and Vaughan (1986, 14.2) have emphasiz-
ed that good photometry with adequate phase coverage
at various time scales is required to determine spot
locations and lifetimes reliably. To this warning we
add that the presence of two spots, especially if
they have different rotation periods, will complicate
the light curve considerably. In such cases it may
require spot modelling to determine the location of
and study the persistence of the spots.

There is another important question which I fear
might be virtually impossible to answer: can we det-
ermine if and when a large spot ceases to exist? The
difficulties mentioned in the above paragraph will be
exacerbated if a spot becomes smiller and/or loses
its temperature contrast with the surrounding photo-
sphere and/or moves more rapidly in latitude or
longitude. The wave it produces in the light curve
will become difficult to trace. Therefore it will be
logically impossible to argue that a "new spot" is
not the same "old spot" which only temporarily shrank
or warmed or moved. For an argument that large spots
(or "centers of activity") bave average lifetimes of
only 5 or so years, however, see Hohin et al. (1985).

5.5 The Nature of the Spot

The question of "one large spot" or "a group of
many little spots" was asked clearly by Rucinski
(1973). Observational tests have not yielded an
answar (Rodono 1986) and theory has offered little
real help. This is an important unanswered question.

Let me add one bit of possibly relevant observa-
tional data. In several binaries we see one well-
defined wave rotating with a constant period for an
extended period of tise. In such cases we can V.no«
that the wave is produced by one large spot which has
not disappeared. Six such cases are HD 185151 (Lines
et al. 1987). HD 26337 (Hall et al. 1987), AY Cet
(Poietti et al. 1986), sigma Gem (Fried et al. 19S3),
UX Com (Popper 1981), and CG Cyg (Sowell et al.
1987). These demonstrate that save amplitudes (from a
single large spot) can change in the V bandpass by a
factor 2 within about 100 days. This should provide
a characteristic time scale useful to theoretical
understanding of the nature ol the mysterious large
spots. Unfortunately 3n amplitude increase could be
produced by iEore than one factor: a larger spot at^a,
an increased number of little spots within the jarce
area, a decreased spot temperature, a decreased temp-
erature ir. the photosphere immediately surrounding
each little spot, or changes in relative umbra -
penumbra sizes. Hulticoior photometry, especially if
it included the I bandp.inE, could help limit the
possibilities by tracina temperature changes which
sight occur.

One simple numerical experiment should be per-
formed. Assume a large dark region is composed of n

sealler spots, each with a characteristic life tine
ot a typical sunspot (perhaps 3 days) or a typical
sunspot group (perhaps 30 days) and each evolving
independently of the others. What value of n would
be required to reproduce the 100-day characteristic
lifetime for a factor-two change in wave aoplitude.

6. LOBG - TDH CYCLES

With both the systematic photoelectric photo-
metric coverage of RS CVn (Blanco et al. 1983b) and
the spectrophotometric monitoring of Ca II H and K
eaission irom solar-type dwarfs (Wilson 1978) now
past the two-decade nark, it is fitting that much
interest is being directed towards finding long-ten
cycles, perhaps analagous to the sun's 11-year cycle,
in other CA stars. See Baliunas and Vaughan (1985).
Host would agree that such cycles will turn out to be
manifestations of the waxing and waning of magnetic
activity, as is the case with the sun.

6.1 Migration Cycles

Probably this do<;3 not need to be said, but let
us avoid the potential of confusion. The so-called
migration period in a CA star with a photoaetric wave
is nothing more than the beat period between the or-
bital period (of the binary) and the rotation period
(of the star, at the latitude where the spot lies).
The relation is 1/P.ior = 1/Prot - 1/Port>. If rota-
tion is faster (or slower) than synchronous, then the
wave moves towards decreasing (or increasing) orbital
phase in a light curve, the migration is termed "re-
trograde" (or "prograde"), and P.mr has a positive
(or negative) value.

Migration periods are customary, and useful, in
systems where the difference between Prat and Port, is
extremely small. A 10-year aigration period in RS
CVn, for example, where Porb = 4?798, corresponds to
a period difference of only 0?006 or 0.1%. Have
migration does not, however, directly correspond to a
cycle of any actual activity.

6.2 Two-Spot Long-Term Cycles

A curious long-term cycle also not related to a
bona fide magnetic activity cycle has been hypothe-
sized and se ched for in many spotted stars which
show evidence of having two large spots. If the two
spots have long lifetimes, reside at different lati-
tudes, and rotate at different speeds due to differ-
fcntial rotation, then the resultant light curve will
go from single-huisped (spots aligned in longitude) to
double-humped (spots on opposite hemispheres) and
back again with the beat period of the slightly dif-
ferent rotation periods of the two spots. Bartolini
et al. (198.1) found a 3-year cycle of this sort in
V711 Tau causing the wave amplitude to range between
0̂ 22 and 0?04. Hall and Osborn (19S6) suggested
there might be a 17.5-year cycle of this sort in BH
Caa. Though very interesting and draaatic to observe
in a light curve, it should not be confused with a
cycle of waxing and waning aagnetic activity.

t>, 3 RCH Long is Long-Term ?

We art aij very f*n;iliaf vit:* the sun's 11-year
cŷ 'le. Frobibly analagous cycles found on other
solar-type st»:s range fro.- as short as 3 years to
"longer than 20 years (Baliunas and Vaughan 1935). In
the sun «e know of additional, longer periodicities
and/or characteristic tine srales. One, called the
Gleissberg cycle, is around SO years. It shows up in
sunspot counts (Eddy 1978!, in solar radius varia-
tions (Gilliland 1981), and in terrestrial mean temp-
eratures variations (Gillilind 1982b). Another is
around 180 years. It shows up as the interval sepa-
rating the Maunder ninimua (centered on 1680) and the
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Sporer minimum (centered on 1500) and also in studies
of terrestrial Cl« (Eddy 1977).

In searching for long-term cycles on other CA
stars we can thus (it the sun is a guide) anticipate
cyclicities having tine scales of years or decades or
centuries. Kith perhaps aore than one type of cycle
in the sane star. On the other hand, we should also
be prepared to find that, in stars vith chromospheres
much more active than the sun's and vith spot cover-
age two orders of nagnitude greater, long-tern nagne-
tic behavior night or night not be strictly analagous
to that found in the sun. So, in many respects, the
situation is quite complex, nore complex than nany
people nay have realized.

6.4 How to Determine Long-Term Activity Cycles

The aethod successful in having revealed long-
tern cycles in the most stars is Wilson's technique
of monitoring Ca II H 4 K emission. Results have
been reviewed by Baliunas and Vaughn (1985, 14.1).

A second aethod is to monitor for possible long-
term luminosity changes which supposedly would re-
flect changes in areal spot coverage and, by infer-
ence, changes in magnetic activity. Reviews by Bali-
unas and Vaughan (1985, table 5) and Catalano (1983,
table 2) list stars studied in this way: V808 Tau.
BY Dra, CC Eri, II Peg. lambda And, ¥Y Cnc, XY UMa,
and RS CVn. Only the last four of these are based on
photoelectric photometry, a tiny fraction of the 168
known CA binaries and the even more CA single stars.
This simple and relatively direct (not seriously
model-dependent) method for probing magnetic vari-
ability seems to have been sadly neglected. In
Table II are listed other possible cycles of mean
luminosity extracted from the literature but not in-
cluded in either of those two reviews.

Table II

Cycles in Mean Luminosity

Star

IK Ari
SS Boo

AY Cet
CG Cyg
29 Dra

sigaa Gen1

MM Ber
HR Lac

DM UHa

HD 185151

Aapl.

0?20
.07
.18
.15
.10
9%

.05

.18

.14
0.04

P

10':
> 6

>12
>15
2.0
2.7

irreg
7:

> 5
4:

Cycles

1.5:
<1
<1
<1
1.8
3
-
2.5:

<1
1.5:

Reference

Hacker, Guinan

Vilson et al.
Poretti et al.
Sowell et al.
Osborn

Strass. et al.

Sowell et al.
Olah et al.

Hohin et al.

Lines et al.

(1986)
(1983)

(1986)

(1987)
(1987)
(1987b)

(1983)
(1986)

(1985)
(1987)

A third method is to follow wave amplitude, sup-
posing that it will indicate total spotted area.
There are many reasons why this is a very dangerous
supposition. (1) If a spot extends nore than 180° in
longitude, increased spot area will decrease wave am-
plitude. (2) I£ the inclination is not near 90°, all
spottei area in the always-visible circumpolar cap
will not contribute to the vave amplitude and all
spotted area in the never-visible opposite polar cap
also cannot contribute. Thus, latitude changes could
produce enormous amplitude changes even though total
spotted area remained constant. !3) If there are two
or more spots, wave amplitude can vary dramatically
{at a function of longitude seDaratiun between the
u o spors ev«r ap tfc: sta-'r. fr^r; gpMte.' .: . it- re-

This method does have one advantage over the
second method. Because it is basically a result of
inferential photometry and because wave amplitudes
are very nearly independent of wavelength, poorly
standardized or even unstandardized photometry fron
different observatories, techniques, and epochs can
be combined meaningfully to trace long-term behavior.
The result has been studies of considerably longer
base line, such as RT Lac, from 1892 to the present
(Eaton and Hall 1979).

A fourth method relies on changes in the rota-
tion rate (deduced from photometry of spotted stars)
to trace changes in the latitude drift (assuming a
solar-type differential rotation law is operative).
If the rotation rate goes through cyclical changes,
then one suspects an analog of the sun's 11-year
cycle has been observed. This was the method used
originally (in conjunction with the third method) by
Ball (1972) in his study of RS CVn, and it has been
tried on many other systems over the subsequent 15
years. It has one rather serious weak point: it must
assume the 11-year solar cycle, in all respects, can
be used as an accurate analog. This aay or may not
prove to be true, or it may prove to be true only for
some systems.

A fifth method is to nonitor flare activity (in
dwarf stars) for long-term cyclicity. The total
amount of observing time . aquired for meaningful sta-
tistics is enormous and one must be careful to per-
form the. statistical analysis properly. A recent
finding (Pettersen and Panov 1986) report an 8-year
cycle of flaring frequency on AD Leo.

k sixth method, applicable only to CA stars in
binaries, is exciting but vulnerable to criticism at
several points. VanBuren and Young (1985), building
on an idea first suggested by Matese and Whitmire
(1983), suggest that magnetic fields appear (or dis-
appear) , the radius of the CA star expands (or con-
tracts) in response to the added (magnetic) pressure,
the moment of inertia increases (or decreases) as it
must, the rotational period lengthens (or shortens),
and the orbital period lengthens (or shortens) also
after spin-orbit coupling. Long-term alternating
period changes, i.e., increases and decreases observ-
ed in the same system, have been seen in a few CA
binaries (Hall and Kreiner 1980). At that time such
changes were considered extrenely puzzling and could
not be explained satisfactorily by any known theory.
In two cases at least the orbital periods are corre-
lated, in the proper sense as dictated by the theory
of VanBuren and Young theory, with epochs of maximum
and minimum magnetic activity, if we can believe
those epochs deduced by Blanco et al. (1983b, figure
2) and Catalano (1983, figure 7) using the fifth
method. The implied cycle lengths are 100 years for
RS CVn and 30 years for AR Lac. Additional cycle
lengths, if we look at the long-tern orbital period
changes alone without corroboration and presume they
are correlated with aagnetic activity, would be 60
years for SS Cam (Hall and Kreiner 1980) and > 12
years for CG Cyg (Sowell et al. 1987). Two other
cases of cyclical changes in the orbital period, for
SV Can and V471 Tau, could be included but VanBuren
(1986) suggests these two (only these two) might
instead be a consequence of orbital motion around a
yet-to-be-discovered third companion.

One difficulty with the VanBuren-Young theory is
a factor 10E error in their computed spin-orbit coup-
ling time scales (Hocnacki 1987). They were wrong to
introduce a factor Aw/w = 10-' to reduce T»»»C fron
10c years to 1 year. So the (juestioii arises whether
or not the coupling tine is really short enough to
nake their theory work. Not mentioned by VanBuren
aod Young was the fact that DeCampl; anr Saiiupss



with possible cycle lengths of 10 or 100 years to
explain, we need a coupling time of 1 or 10 years.
So perhaps the regaining discrepancy is only two or
three orders of magnitude. More theoretical work may
resolve the Batter pro or con. DeCanpli and Baliunas
themselves say that uncertainties in the nagnetic re-
connection theory "lay be many orders of magnitude".
My own suggestion is that soneone should recompute
the coupling force taking into account the mass flow
(10"' KQIY* according to Hall and Kreiner) which
occurs inside the connected, highly magnetized loops
deduced by Siaon, Linsky, and Schiffer (1980), per-
haps finding T»»«c is short enough. 1 do not think
this has been done.

A dramatic prediction can be made if the theory
is correct. The orbital period both in RS CVn and in
AR Lac (both now at the short-period extreme of their
respective cycles) should begin increasing signifi-
cantly sometime in the next few years. The rotation
period, derived froa photometry of the spotted star,
in both CS CVn and AR Lac (both now at the short-
period extreme of their respective cycles) should
also begin increasing in the next few years, in con-
cert with the orbital period.

7. Do ChroBospherically Active Stars Pulsate ?

There are three ways to go about answering this
question. First, are the ubiquitous = 071 variations
seen in CA stars a consequence of pulsation in the
usual sense? Second, if the answer to that first
question is no, do the; change radius by soae other
aechanisa, on probably different time scales? Third,
do the generally acknowledged pulsating stars (Ceph-
eids, Hiras, etc.) also have dark spots?

7.1 Does Pulsation Cause the Have ?

The answer is no. The evidence, both direct and
indirect, is overwhelaing that spots, not pulsation,
produce the wave.

1. The tiny color changes observed are inconsis-
tent with pulsation and in agreement with hypothesiz-
ed dark spots.

2. By using differential apectrophotoaetry, com-
paring the light of II Peg at naxiaua and ainiaum
brightness, Vogt (1981) proved that the agent respon-
sible for the loss of light was a region on the stel-
lar surface characterized by spectral type H6 IV, in
contrast to the photosphere at maxiauu brightness,
which bad a spectral type of K2 IV. The correspond-
ing teaperature difference was &.T = 1200°K 1 100°K.

3. Distortions in absorption line profiles are
consistent with spot distributions deduced indepen-
dently from broadband photometry (Fekel 1983) and
cannot be explained by pulsation.

4. Marked asymmetries in the shape of secondary
eclipse, when the supposedly spotted star is the one
eclipsed, are consistent with spot distributions
deduced independently from the out-of-eclipse light
variations and inconsistent with pulsation (Eaton and
Hall 1979, Eaton and Poa 1984).

5. Inferred pulsation periods are alien to any
radial pulsation theory.

5. Strong l)siloffaus.= ) isagnetic fields and polar-
ization effects, required by a spot interpretation,
have been observed (Keep et al. 19S7).

7. Radius change? ol - 104 corresponding to wave
amplitudes of -. in*.. if pulsation nere the cause,
nave not bv;a ub.'jeî :* i;v rr-i-'tiGus of Ii7ht curves

8. Position in the H-R diagram is instructive.
A plot of spectral type versus Hv for the CA
components of all entries in the Strassmeier et al.
catalogue shows them clearly avoiding the domains
occupied by the acknowledged pulsators of all known
type: classical Cepheids, RR Lyr, H Vir, RV Tau, beat
Cepheids, Hiras, irregular and semiregular variables,
delta Set, beta Cep = beta CMa, S Dor, dwarf Cepheid,
Al Vel, and ZZ Cet. The catalogue includes only CA
binaries. If the other types of CA stars, identified
in Section 1, are added to the H-R diagram, they too
clearly avoid the domains of known pulsation.

The pulsating and CA domains are separated by a
no nan's land quite wide in all directions. (1) At
the BF = 0" level, no CA giant is later than K4 III
(HR 1908) whereas Hira variability begins rather
sharply at MO or Ml (Percy 1985). At the H» = +2?5
level the earliest CA subgiants are the two F9 IV
components of 54 Caa whereas delta Set variability
extends no later than F5 (Cox 1980, table 3.1). The
aost luminous CA giant is the K2 III-II star in BK
7428 at Hv = -1" whereas the G-type and E-type RV Tau
variables are supergiants around Hi = -3" (Cox 1980,
table 3.1). FK Coa and the two giant components in
Capella come somewhat close to the base of the Ceph-
eid branch, but detailed studies of those important
stars aake it clear that CA is the important mechan-
ism responsible for their characteristics.

7.2 Do Chroaospherically Active Stars Change Radius ?

Let us explore this question, which is very
interesting but seldom asked, in four different ways:
(1) possible rapid, probably low-amplitude variations
in radial velocity, (2) consequences of luminosity
variations, (3) direct measurement of radii by solv-
ing eclipsing binary light carves, and (4) changes in
orbital period.

1. Radial Pulsation. It is now well known that
the sun does pulsate or, as most people say, oscil-
lates (Tooare 1986). Two mechanisms seea to be
operative: accoustical waves where pressure is the
restoring force (p waves) and gravity saves where
buoyancy ia the restoring force (g waves). The most
prominent ocsillations are p waves which occur in the
vicinity of 5 minutes but are very low in amplitude,
corresponding to radius variations of only &S/S =
10-' (McCurnin 1986). The sun is a chroaospherically
active star, though one would say weakly.

If other CA stars do pulsate radially, then the
period vs mean density relation (assuming q - 0?03)
woulil indicate pulsation periods around a half hour
for a typical BY Dra star, around 5 hours for the
active subgiant in RS CVn, and around 20 hours for
the active giant in a typical long-period RS CVn
binary. Because well observed radial velocity curves
of spectroscopic binaries containing CA stars are fit
by Xeplerian orbits with very little residual scatter
(~ 2 tan/sec), one can expect to detect radial pulsa-
tions only if they produce radial velocity variations
in excess of ~ 2 km/sec. Dsing the above theoreti-
cal pulsation periods, this translates into radius
variations of AR/R = 0.2% £or the dwarf, 0.6* for
the subgiant, and 0.8% for the giant. This test has
not, to ay knowledge, ever been done, bur it should
be. Analyze residuals from existing published radial
velocity curves and sake sure the periodogran analy-
sis covers the range fron several minutes to several
hours. A positive result would be exciting- a nega-
tive result would be ueful it fisms an upper liniv
to AR/F arismc froa radia; pulsations.

itx Tsrintions. stsrspots cause sos:.
CA stats to vary b"" "n* i= liainosity. If total soo
coveia'je were to disappear .^a^deniv (or reappear suo
ilenly). the tota' luminosity of tic !>. »-i?h. I:-t\ ?



Subsection 6.4, long-term variations in mean bright-
ness of this order are seen in a number of cases,
four of them as large as 50%. The incisive question
posed by Hartnann and Rosnar (1979) was: how does tha
star respond to such changes in luminosity? To date
there haa been no satisfactory answer. The physics
is far too complicated (Gilliland 1982a) for theory
to provide the answer.

If the average (over all 4 IT steradians of the
stellar surface) effective temperature stays constant
during a 10% increase in luminosity, then a radius
increase of 5% Bust result. Conversely, if the
radius stays constant, then a 10% increase in lumino-
sity lust be accompanied by an increase of 2.5% in
the average effective teaperature. For a star of
spectral type Kl with Tirr « 4000°K, this would cor-
respond to an increase of 100°K or a change of spec-
tral type froa Kl to K0. To decide between the two
extreae possibilities empirically, one would need to
do long-term multicolor (VKI) photometry capable of
determining effective temperatures much better than
100°K and spot modelling capable of determining frac-
tional area of spot coverage. Probably eclipsing
binaries should be the targets, to avoid the polar
cap problem. The accuracy required is perhaps beyond
the capabilities of currently employed techniques,
but not by very much.

Perhaps the sun can again be our guide. In
trying to understand the interplay between magnetic
pres pressure, convective efficiency, luminosity, and
radius in the sun, Gilliland (1982a) and Hewkirk
(1983) stressed the intractibility of the complex
problem froa a theoretical approach. One important
parameter, not reliably or unambiguously determined,
was V, where dR/R = V dL/L. Therefore let me see if
available observational results can provide the ans-
wer for now.

Gilliland (1981) finds that the sun varies in
radius on three timescales: by AR/R = 0.02% (full
range) with an 11-year cycle, by AR/R = 0.04% with a
76-year cycle, and by £>R/R = 0.04% with a secular
trend. All three of these time scales show up in
counts of sunspot numbers. Moreover, all three are
in phase in the same sense: more spots - smaller
radius. With respect to bolometric luminosity we
have an important recent contribution (Newkirk 1983,
figure 4). The sun's bolometric luminosity decreases
when spotted areas are in view. The decrease is up
to 0.2% when very large spots or spot groups are pre-
sent. It is awkward that this new result, nhich is
direct and undisputed, pertains to a timescale (the
solar rotation) vhich is different from the three
tiaa scales (11 years, 76 years, secular) at which
Gilliland (1981! found radius variations. Neverthe-
less, there is almost a consensus that the sun's
luminosity does vary in phase with sunspot coverage
(more spots, less luminosity) at longer tiaescales
also. Correlated with tha 11-year cycle we have A U L
= O.m (Newkirk 1983, figure 6), A L/L = 0.4% ICurrie
1979, 1981), and AL/L = 0.1% (Gilliland 1982b).
Correlated with the 75-year cycle we have A L/L =
0.04% (Gilliland 1982b). To get the last three of
these values I have coavarted the mean terrestriil
taaperature variations A T/T quoted, with the approx-
imate relation AL/L = 4 AT/T. Combining the
obsetved AR/R valuea with the associated probable
AL/L values, we jet an empirical determination of
S » +0.1, which applies to both the 11-year and the
75-year tiae scales. Uamg this we can now expect
that the larger 10% variations in stellar luainosity
tben would translate into 1% variations in radius.

3. Radii from eclipsing binaries. Kith accurate
photoelectric photometry, good phase coverage, rela-
tively uncomplicated binary system*, favorable geom-
etrical configurations, a physically realistic model,
and a well-written code for solution, one can now

derive stellar radii which should be reliable to much
better than a percent. If the same eclipsing system
is studied at different epochs, one can determine di-
rectly if the radius of either star is varying by 1%
or more. To date this has been done almost not at
all. The vast majority of eclipsing systems have
light curve solutions at only one epoch. For those
observed at more than one epoch, various problems or
unfavorable circumstances have conspired to make
claims of 1% radius variations questionable.

Olson (1982), however, is one who has tackled
the problem, in several semi-detached Algol-type
eclipsing binaries. He claims to have found a 2% or
3% variation in the G4 IV component of U Sge but
later (Olson 1987) shows that was a spurious result,
caused by a recent period change which shifted the
eclipse branches in tiae.

Eaton and Hall (1979) presented evidence that
the G9 IV component in the CA binary RT Lac increased
its radius by 5% somewhere around the end of World
War I. Although eost of the starspot activity occurs
on the Kl IV component, the G9 IV star also shows Ca
II H t % emission and hence is also chrooospherically
active.

Good light curve solutions of the well known
eclipsing binaries containing CA stars obtained at
different epochs are capable of showing whether or
not those stars undergo radius variations of 1%, or
larger. This has not been done but should be.

4. Orbital period changes. The previously men-
tioned period-change theory of VanBuren and Young has
the radius of a CA star increase in response to the
presence of additional (magnetic) pressure and de-
crease with the removal of that pressure, as the star
goes through a supposed activity cycle. A change in
the radius of gyration would produce a change of 2X
that aaount in the rotation rate and, after spin-or-
bit coupling, also in the orbital period. The alter-
nating period change in both RS CVn and AR Lac is
around AP/P = 10-', although VanBuren and Young
worked with a value 10X smaller. If the star expands
homologously, then a change of onlyAR/R = 5 x 10~°
is required. If, however, the change affects only
those layers above the base of the convection zone,
then less mass would be involved (around 1%) but and
radius change would be greater (around 0.1% or 0.01%
depending on the interior structure). Note that this
radius change is one or two orders of magnitude less
than and in the opposite direction from the 1% change
I argued would be expected for the V = +0.1 value
derived above. This, however, is good. Such behavior
(deeper layers contract slightly while surface layers
expand much more, or vice versa) is exactly snat
Gilliland (1982a) shows should happen in response to
3uch magnetic perturbations in the stellar structure.
And, afterall, it is the surface (photospheric! lay-
ers which deteraine a radius which is measured obser-
vationally.

Olson (1984) showed that the Eass-losing G8 IV
star in the semi-detached binary U Cep varies in
brightness by about 10% with a period of about six
years, as lu.iged by :he magnitude during totality
when only tiat star is seen. He suggested that Eight
be indication oi a 6-year migration period. Let UB
consider, alternatively, that it is a 6-year activity
cycle instead. Then, at epochs of maximum ^Tightness,
one uiaht expect, again using V = +0.1, that the
radius is larger by IV This could reasonably pro-
vide the missing mechanism for the variable mass
transfer observed in U Cep, as toe outer layers are
lifted aboup the Roche lobe. There are four plausi-
bility arguments for such a theory.

First, note that the amount of mass contained in
the outer 1% of a subgiant like the one in U Cep is
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is a known quantity. Whereas alternating period
changes a la Young and VanBuren should result in no
net increase or decrease, the long-term net period
increase of &P/P = 2 x 10"7 per year observed in
U Cep (Hall 1975) indicates an average mass transfer
rate of 1 x 10"7 M0/yr (Hall 1975, eqtn. 6). During
each 6-year activity cycle, a total of 6 x 10~7 N g
is transferred. According to Allen (1963, 1103)
10~" H Q lies above the photosphere of a G8 subgiant,
the exponential scale height of which is 0.003 R Q .
The outer 1* of a 5 J?Q subgiant, namely 0.05 R Q i
probably contains at least 2 x 10-7 M Q . This
compares favorably with the above value 6 x 10~7 H Q .

Second, Olson (1984) has established that epochs
of spasmodic observable mass transfer occur only when
the subgiant is near maximum brightness. So the pic-
ture is consistent here, too.

Third, the basic theory of VanBuren and Young
(1985) can be applied to explain the puzzling period
decreases which are observed in U Cep as well as in
virtually all other Algol-type binaries with convec-
tive secondaries (Hall 1975), including Algol itself.
In U Cep they are of order iP/P = 5 x 10"3, larger
even than found in RS CVn and AR Lac. It will be
necessary to explain why epochs of observable mass
transfer do not correspond to epochs of orbital
period decrease (Olson 1984). Perhaps the keys are
(1) as explained by VanBuren and Young, we do antici-
pate a phase lag, depending on exactly what the
actual spin-orbit coupling-time constant is, still
unknown at this time and (2) the difference in time
scale for the deeper and shallower layers of the star
to respond to the magnetic perturbation (GiMiland
(1982a).

Fourth, detailed analysis of the 90-year pboto-
aetric history of U Cep (Hall 1975) shows the tell-
tale period decreases occurring at mean intervals of
9 years with an rns deviation of 4 years, consistent
with the one 6-year cycle length seen by Olson. This
would indicate that activity cycles on the subgiant
in U Cep have been occurring for a century.

7.3 Do Pulsating Stars Also Have Spots ?

Recently Dupree et al. (1987) asked if the peri-
odic variability they discovered in Betelgeuse was
produced by pulsation or by spots (they concluded it
was pulsation) but people seldom have asked if pul-
sating stars also hive spots. I have no answer, but
offer a few directions to follow.

Speckle photometry of the nearest red super-
giants, which are typically irregular pulsators,
might reveal starspots by direct imaging. If a spot
is seen and is a real feature, then sequential
speckle images should show it rotating across the
stellar disk. Attempts to see spots on such stars
have not yet been convincing but firm results are
probably not very far away.

Photometry of known pulsating stars, especially
the irregular and/or semi-regular red variables,
should be studied tore thoroughly to see if perhaps
two or aore different periodicities are interacting
to make the total light variation complex. True ro-
tational periods in such stars, as traced by spots,
•h'juld be strictly periodic, at least moreso than
are thair typically quasi-regular periods of pulsa-
tion. A recent attempt to do this, for V CVn, was
made by Loeser et al. (1986). The:' did find two
different periodicities, one aore regular than the
other, but did not conclude either one resulted from
rotation.

Advocates of the Rossby number approach should
compute what rotational velocity would be needed,
given the convective turnover time in M giants and

supergiants, to make chromospheric activity (and con-
sequent spot activity) likely. I do not think this
has been done.

Recently stellar companions to several Hira-type
variables (including Hira itself) have been detected.
If photometric variability is ever found to have a
period very close to the established orbital period,
then one can (assuming the rotation is synchronous)
suggest starspot modulation is producing that varia-
bility. Any reflection effect would probably be
quite small and would have to phase exactly with
times of conjunction. Any ellipticity effect also
would have to phase exactly with times of conjunction
and would produce variability with half the orbital
period.
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Discussion:

Walker: Apart from saying the spots are dark can
you ascribe a magnetic polarity to them? Do the
spots have strong fields?

Hall: The strong (kilogauss) fields expected have
been detected, with difficulty. The strong trans-
verse component (overlying the dark area and inter-
connecting the parts within the region) is what
is seen. The large dark region is certainly not
just one big North-South spot pair.

Pecker: 1. About the "bright spots": I may be
late in my bibliography, but if there are no bright
spots, there may be at least spots not very dark,
but with different spectra (because of magnetic
fields!); amongst the convincing works devoted
to this type of spots, in Am and Ap stars, I can
mention Khoklova's observation of a magnetic varia-
ble. The solar spot is indeed i. a place where
B is high, and 11. a place where radiative flux
is inhibited (by B?), hence a place which is dark.
These two qualities (strong magnetic field and
low brightness) are not necessarily highly cor-
related from star to star.

2. Along the same lines, what about the pos-
sibility of finding bright facular areas through
the observation of the K line, or H alpha, versus
photospheric lines?

3. In the solar case, the radius seems to
be larger, when the magnetic field is low (for
example during the Maunder minimum). How do you
reconcile this with your suggestion about the radius
of the star being increased during high magnetic
field period?

Hall: 1. The Am and Ap stars are early enough
in spectral type that they do not have a convective
atmosphere such as in the Sun and other chromosphe-
rically active stars. Thus the connection between
B and luminosity will not. necessarily be the same.

2. My spots are dark in the star's photosphere.
Yes. bright regions arc expected and are observed
when one observes in Ca [I H and K and in H alpha.
These generally do overlie the spots in the photo-
sphere bnt arise from the hhjher, chrcmospheric
layers.

3. My application of the Van Buren - Young
theory nould be successful only if deeper, denser
layers expanded with increased B while simulta-



neously the less dense surface layers contracted.
I believe such non-homologous expansion and contrac-
tion might be plausible but my knowledge of current
theoretical understanding tells me that the detailed
consequence of magnetic perturbations cannot be
predicted reliably. More help from the theoreticians
would be greatly appreciated here.

Olah: Lclipsing binaries are rarely used for model-
ling the spotted stars, because first you must
solve the binary light curve and it is not easy,
and second - the simple presence of the secondary
star drops down the amplitude caused by spots signi-
ficantly.

Hall: Those are good points. I am right that spot-
ted eclipsing binaries should be more valuable
to study but unfortunately (as you say) they are
also more difficult to study.

Haraanec: To do analogies with the Sun is certainly
tempting, but 1 am wondering whether it is not
misleading at the present stage of investigation.
You are dealing ».ith rather large light variations
in many of the GKMe stars while the Sun has only
small spots and you would hardly observe any light
variations in the optical wavelengths using the
standard techniques from a distance. Let me there-
fore to ask you: How sure one can be that the light
variations of, say, RS CVn stars are really caused
by spots and not by something else?

Hall: In my review paper I list eight pieces of
evidence why we are certain that dark spots cause
the photometric variability.

Haraanec: Yes, but would not you also observe
something similar for pulsating stars at maximum
and minimum light, I mean energy distributions
corresponding to different temperatures?

Hall: In that same section of my review paper,
some of the eight pieces of evidence actually prove
that pulsation cannot be causing the photometric
variability.

Gesztelyi: Was there observed any X-ray variability
for some spotted stars? I ask because in the case
of the Sun we can see bright X-ray spots in the
corona.

Hall: X-ray emission from chromospherical ly active
stars is about 10 times stronger than from the
Sun, due to a hotter (about 10 K) and denser coro-
na.This is discussed in my review paper. The emis-
sion is also variable as a function of phase when
large spots are present.

Baglin: If the Sun were a distant star, would

you classify it as a "chromospherically active"

object? Are you sure that the same physical mecha-

nisms are at work in the Sun and in "chromospherical-

ly active" stars? Do we really know some interme-

diate stars?

Hall: We speak of "chromospheric activity" and
include also other phenomena of solar-type activity:
spots, flares, X-rays, radio, magnetic fields,
etc. Most of my stars are very active whereas the
Sun is only weakly active by comparison. The dif-
ference is many orders of magnitude in most re-
spects. Yes, we do Know of intermediate cases.
The most important connecting link is clearly rapid
rotati on.
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Hall: The case of Jupiter is v r ; interest inn
indeed, but 1 ask if we knon of cases on the Sun
or solar-type stars where lanje Hrliw- ri'i|ions
can withstand disrupt ion In dirfcrcnti.il riX.it inn.

Rodono: In respunse tu liaylin's quest inn •iliuut
the possibility Lo detect solar activity I'rom ̂ tii-
lar di5tam:rs: We would certainly In un.ible to
discover sunspots, but v>v would tx- .iljlc to ditrd
solar chromospher i i' and i-orim.il riurcu (I ntm lite-
H aipha or Ca II line patrol 1 iny ,wti X-ra> ur mi'-rn-
wave observations, respectively) as well as the
11-year activity e j d e - .15 demonstrated In tti I L.UI. • c
observations of the Sun's scattered liqht.

As far as starspot lifetime is runeerned,
the question is far frnm beinq clear. In fact,
what we observe are spot-induced variations in
a large spot-covered area and we are not in a pusi-
tion to study a single-spot format io/i and decay.
Moreover, most of the light-curve variations are
due to spot migration. Long-term studies can give
a better indication of spot lifetime.

Hall: As I said in my review paper, there is evidence
of spot lifetimes which are very long, up to about
10 years. Such lifetime badly need a theoretical
explanation.

Bolton: I think it is clear from the data you present
on the size and frequency of changes in the photo-
metric amplitude of the single-wave stars that
either the number of spots in a spot region must
be very small or else a large fraction of an ensemble
of small spots must be in pha^e so thai they form
and/or disappear more or k s s at the same time.
The former seems more p'^'^iule to me.



STELLAR ACTIVITY
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Abstract

After reviewing the various aspects of solar-type
magnetic ac t iv i ty , which occur in the atmospheres
of late-type stars on time scales ranging from
tens of seconds to years, the principal characte-
r i s t i c s of inhomogeneous localized structures,
such as starspots and plages, as derived from
modelling the rotation-induced modulation of conti-
nuum or line fluxes and high-resolution UV emission
line profiles of Mg I I by the Doppler imaging
technique, mere c r i t ica l ly presented by taking
into account the present observational l imits.
I t was shown that the geometrical and energetic
characteristics of magnetic activity phenomena
on stars overcome by orders of magnitude the cor-
responding solar phenomena. However, stellar ac-
tivity appears to be solar-like as far as it con-
cerns its origin and evolution: active stars have
deep convection zones and, possibly, differential
rotation, so that solar-type dynamos can effici-
ently operate. Nevertheless, in order to detect
strictly solar activity signatures on stars, the
photometric precision, the spectral - and time
- resolution of stellar observations need to be
Improved by at least one order of magnitude. In
particular, the time scales of stellar flares
and the accurate timing small solar-type spot
appearance on and disappearance from the visible
disk of a rotating star were indicated as priority
observational objectives for the purpose of estab-
lishing the mini/nun flare duration and spot size,
which are important parameters to constrain theo-
retical models. The new generation of very large
aperture ground-based telescopes (e.g. , ESO-VLT)
and space telescopes (e.g., Hubble Space Teles-
cope), together with existing radio observatories

(e .g . , VLA, vLBI), w i l l need to be used.

The topic of Stellar Activity has been addressed
by the present author and collaborators in sever I
recent reviews and papers, to which the reader
is referred to for detailed information. Selected
references are listed below.

Rodono, M.: 1986, "Starspots and plages", in High-
l ights of Astronomy, 3.P. Swings (ed), Reidel
Publ. Co., Dordrecht, p. 429

Rodono, M.: 1986 "Rotational modulation of continu-
um and integrated line fluxes, in Proc. Fourth
Cambridge Workshop on Cool Stars, Stellar
System and the Sun, M. Zeil ik and D.M. Gibson
(eds), Springer-Verlag, Berl in, p. 475

Rodono, M.: 1987, "The atmospheres of H-dwarfs:
Observations", in The atmospheres of M, S,
C stars, H.R. Johnson and F. Querci (eds),
CNRS-NASA Monograph Series on Non-thermal
phenomena in Stellar atmospheres, in press.

Rodono M., et a l . : 1986, "Rotational modulation
and flares on RS CVn and BY Dra stars. I .
Photometry and spot models for BY Dra, AU
Mic, AR Lac, I I Peg and V 711 Tau (=HR1099)",
Astron. Astrophys. 165, 135.

Rodono H., et a l . : 1987, "Rotational modulation
and flares on RS CVn and BY Dra Stars. I I I .
IUE observations of V 711 Tau (=HR1099),
I I Peg and AR Lac", Astron. Astrophys. 176,
267.

Walter F.H., et a l . : 1987, "Rotational Modulation
and flares on RS CVn and BY Dra Stars. IV.
The spatially resolved chromosphere of AR
Lacertae". Astron. Astrophys., in press.



Discussion:

Hall: I agree tli.it rapid rotation is the important
factor in producing chromosphrric activity and
thill blnarily is important mainly for producing
rapid rotation. Hut the same tidal forces which
causi; the necessary spin-orbit coupling also inhibit
the degree of djrfcrrfitl.il rol.ition, by more than
I wo orders of magni tude in some cases. This, then,is
.1 second effect of a binary companion, which should
make appl ie.ition of dynamo theory different between
single and binary stars. 1 suggest studying dif-
ferential rotation rale as a function of r-R/A.
Note that, .is r approaches zero, the chromospherical-
ly active star in a binary approaches the case
of an effectively single star. This has not been
done but should be. Such an approach is simpler
than making .1 binary st.ir single or putting the
Sun in a binary.

Pecker: Could >ou be slightly more specific (you
were indeed right to be prudent!) about t lie had
represent at 1 on of differential rotation behaviour
h> the .1 Ipha-omrga "usual" dynamo models? In all
cases, I feel we should use now axisymmetric.il
dynamos. Hut I would appreciate having some more
details about what has been done.

Rodono: It seems to me that - at the present stage
of alpha-omega dynamo model development - d detailed
comparison of theoretical prediction and observa-
tional data, as far as it concerns differential
rotation regime or other parameters, is not worth
of the effort. That is the main reason why I only
briefly addressed this question. As it is known,
the axisymmetric kinematic linear a 1pha-omega dynamo
predicts an increase of differential rotation toward
spectral types later than K, but is unable to pro-
vide its absolute value. This predicted trend is
not observed. On the other hand, I would not push
further on this observation-theory comparison be-
cause the new generation of non-linear numerical
models (e.g. Oilman's and collaborator's dynamical
model) are at present somewhat qualitative and,
being necessarily based on extensive numerical
calculations, have not worked out in full details.
These models are quite promising, however, as for
example predict poleward migration of the spots'
forming region, as sometimes observed in stars,
or the possible dynamo regimes (dynamo with or
without cycles, or no dynamo .it all) by taking
into account the influence of rotation on dynamics
that may drastically reduce the alpha effect (c.f.
Gilman's review at IAU Symp. 102). Apparently no
cyclic dynamos may be produced on stars with rota-
tion period shorter than about ?0 days, while well
known active stars, such as II Peg (P about 6.7
days) or BY Dra (P about 3.8 days) do show long-term
activity cycles with time scales of 10 to 50 years.
On the observational side, only foi a few stars
differential rotation has been reasonably well
determined. My obvious conclusion is that additional
theoretical and observational efforts are needed
in order to progress significantly in the under-
standing of the active-star physics.

Sterken: Would you give more details how you obser-
ved the dip in the light curve of BY Dra? Could
you monitor the comparison star continuously during
the event?

Rodono: Ihe observations of BY Dra light dip were
obtained with a double-beam photometer observing
simultaneously and continuously the variable and
a nearby comparison star with about 1C s integration
time. The comparison star did not show any varia-
tions within the observational accuracy. However,
we cannot exclude a priori some malfunctioning
of the variable-star channel. Additional evidence
is certainly needed.

Stcrfcen: I have ever observed a similar phenomenon
with a single-channel photometer in the light curve
oT the A?-hyperqiant HD 160V9. Though the event
occured on two diffeienl nights, I remained scepti-
cal because I had no absolute guarantee that the
effect was real.

Rodono: In fact, only simultaneous observations
of a reference star can guarantee against sky tran-
sparency variations.

baglin: I wonder whether the Doppler imaging me-
thod, using a maximum entropy principle, favours
solutions with small number of spots, as it forces
the "simplest" solution, the one with minimum infor-
mation? Can you comment on that?

Rodonor It is trt-"* that both the Doppler imaging
and spot modelling methods using maximum entropy
criteria favour the "simplest" solution, but I
would say that it will be the solution with the
"maximum" possible information that the present
observation limit allows us to derive.

Hall: Doppler imaging and light-curve modelling
have similar but different problems with their
uniqueness. Therefore, if the two techniques, with
their different problems, give the same maps, that
is a good proof that both are correct.

Rodono: Yes, indeed. Simultaneous spectroscopy
and photometry of active stars is essential in
order to derive a presumably correct physical pi-
cture. When these observations are available, consis-
tent results are obtained with both methods, as
in the case of Vogt's and Penrod's Doppler imaging
of HR 1099 line profiles and a spot modelling of
a simultaneous light curve obtained in the fall
of 1981. When conflicting results are found, this
means that one of the methods meets serious uniqu-
eness problems. They may partially be avoived if
a series of synoptic observations is available
and analyzed with the same method. Doppler imaging
or spot modelling of one single light curve may
lead to ambiguous or even deceptive results.
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RAPID TIME VARIABILITY IN THE SHORT-PBRIOD
RS CVN-TYPE BINARY SV CAMELOPARDALIS

F. Scaltriti, M. Busso, and L. Corcione

Osservatorio Astronomico di Torino
1-10025 Pino Torinese (Torino) - Italia

The eclipsing binary SV Cam shows photometric features that suggest its
membership to the RS CVn group. The existing light curves (covering the
period 1947-1986) have been analyzed in order to isolate the contribution
of the wave-like distortion; all the observations support the presence of
an activity cycle, with a duration of about 10 years. By suppressing the
contribution due to the stellar activity, we have derived an "average"
light curve, cleaned from the effects due to the spots; this light curve
has been analyzed by means of the Wood computer code in order to get the
physical parameters of the system.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the compilation by Hall
(1976), the eclipsing binary SV
Camelopardalis (BD +82°174, HD 44982, SAO
001038) belongs to the short-period group
of the RS CVn-type stars. It shows weak
Call K emission (Hiltner 1953) and flaring
events or short-term light variations
(Patkos 1981, Cellino et al. 1985);
however, since the first photometric
observations of SV Cam, the most striking
feature is represented by the remarkable
changes in the out-of-eclipse trend,
where, according to the general accepted
picture, the usual reflection and
ellipticity effects are modified by a
migrating wave due to dark spots.

SV Cam has been extensively observed
since 1947. Light curves have been
obtained by van Uoerden (1957, who lists
also a series of observations performed by
other authors), Hilditch et al. (1979),
Patkos (1982), Cellino et al. (1985), Tu
Hwan Rim et al. (1985), Milano et al.
(1986), Scaltriti et al. (1987). The
considerable amount of the available data
allowed us to analyze in some detail the
behaviour of the migrating wave in the
interval 1973-1984 (Busso et al. 1985),
inferring the presence of an activity
cycle of about 10 years and pointing out
that the wave shifts are sometimes
extremely rapid (0.5 phase units in few
months).

In this paper ve take into account all
the existing photoelectric observations
(since 1947) in order to: a) derive
informations about the phase shifts of the
migrating fluctuation, b) reconstruct an
"average" light curve presumably free from
the complications due to the vave and
consequently deduce the actual parameters

characterizing the system.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE LIGHT CURVES

a) The Migrating Vave

Table 1 summarizes all the data we
could deduce from the existing literature;
the columns give: the interval of Julian
Days covered by the observations and the
corresponding mean epoch, the phase
position of the wave minimum (maximum spot
visibility), the amplitude of the
distortion. As previously quoted, though
the observations of the interval 1947-1952
can be found in van Voerden (1957), they
were carried out by several authors. In
any individual light curve, we grouped
together all the data obtained in time
intervals short enough to prevent us from
possible rapid changes in the overall
trend; moreover, when observations from
different equipments have been combined,
shifts in the Am scale have been applied
in order to obtain the best fit. Finally,
we analyzed separately the phases relative
to primary and secondary minima and those
corresponding to the out-of-eclipse light
curve; to be safe, we assumed &4 =0.1 as
phase limits for the eclipses.

Any light curve was analyzed vith the
statistical method described in Busso and
Scaltriti (1983) by means of a Fourier
expansion up to the third order. This
procedure allowed us to determine (see
also Section 2b)) a mean value of
the ellipticity coefficient A , whose
contribution was subtracted 2from the
observed luminosity; the resulting trend
was assumed to be due to the wave
fluctuation. The corresponding amplitudes



TABLE 1
Epochs and Wave Features for SV Cam

Year

1947.25
1949.01
1949.28
1949.73
1951.34
1951.50
1951.76
1952.26
1969.96
1973.34
1973-61
1973.76
1973.83
1973.92
1974.17
1974.98
1975.13
1975.15
1976.89
1977.68
1978.13
1979.02
1980.94
1983.89
1984.00
1984.11
1984.94
1985.28
1985.90

Int. JD

2432265-2287
32876-2967
32978-3058
33179-3190
33741-3803
33812-3844
33916-3932
34082-4133
40574
41807-1835
41900-1905
41959-1961
41983-1984
42019
42106-2108
42404-2405
42460-2461
42465-2466
43102
43392-3394
43554
43878-3880
44582
45656-5657
45695-5697
45739-5741
46041-6043
46089-6197
46383-6412

4>(Min)

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
-0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.
1,
1,
1
1
1
0
-0
-0
0
0
0
0

65
71
73
69
72
71
69
72
70
06
21
37
50
.71
79
.92
,00
.00
.20
.16
.16
.05
.96
.24
.04
.47
.60
.81
.72

Arapl

0.08
0.07
0.10
0.06
0.16
0.14
0.18
0.14
0.12
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.11
0.04
0.12
0-13

0.09
0.07
0.05
0.08
0.14

0.12
0.07

Ref

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
5

1) see van Voerden (1957); 2) Hilditch et
al. (1979); 3) Patkos (1982); 4) Cellino
et al. (1985); 5) Scaltriti et al. (1987)
6) Tu Hvan Kim et al. (1985).

and wave minimum positions are listed in
Table 1 and plotted in Figure 1. It is
evident (as already pointed out in Busso
et al. 1985) that in the interval
1973-1981 a regular cycle occurred in the
binary and that, starting from 1984, a
similar trend is being developing, with an
initial very rapid phase shift of the wave
minimum. It can be noticed that the light
curves carried out by Milano et al.
(1986) in February and Nay 1981 show good
agreement with the expected position of
the vave. Moreover, the inferred cycle
duration, when extrapolated backwards to
the period 1947-1952 agrees vith the vave
position detected in those years. From
our analysis ve expect the next phase or
rapid movement of the distortion around
1993-1994.

Less reliable conclusions can be drawn
for the time-dependent amplitude trend
(see Figure 1); ve may just notice that at

Figure 1. Trend of * and amplitude of
the distortion vave in " the past years.
The arrows show the duration of a cycle

epoch 1975.1 and 1985.9 (nearly at the end
of the rapid phase shift of the vave) ve
found a sudden drop in the amplitude vhose
nature is still unclear.

b) Reconstruction of a "clean" light curve

As can be inferred from Figure 1, ve
may assume that the light curves used in
the analysis outlined in Section 2a)
describe the whole history of distortions
in SV Cam. Assuming that the time series
observed in the various years are a
superposition of a repetitive wave form
(due to intrinsic geometric phenomena) and
of a random disturbance, it is possible to
reconstruct an "average" light curve, free
from the complications due to the spots.

TABLE 2
Average Fourier Coefficients for SV Cam

0.9306
-0.0068
-0.0001
-0.0433
-0.0123
-0.0022
-0.0023

±
+

±
±
+
±
±

0.0141
0.0183
0.0179
0.0079
0.0080
0.0070
0.0043

Table 2 gives the Fourier coefficients we
derived taking a simple mean of the
corresponding ones calculated by the
individual light curves of Table 1. The
errors indicate that the "clean"
out-of-eclipse trend of SV Cam is
dominated by the ellipticity effect..
Thus, we reconstructed the light curve
around the maxima assuming the formula;
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L - 0.931 - 0.0433 cos(26); this has to be
considered as a simplification because, as
can be seen from Table 2 there is also a
small contribution of the term B . In
any light curve of Table 1 unit luminosity
vas assumed around the brightest maximum.

As far as the minima are concerned,
after a transformation of tan' s into
luminosities, we considered all the minima
together, taking simple means for
luminosity over phase steps of 0.005; this
reconstruction revealed that the ascending
and descending branches of the two minima
are spread over a band whose width is
approximately 0.1 in luminosity and that
the secondary minimum is definitely total,
a result already found by Hilditch et al.
(1979). Owing to the quite high scatter
in luminosity and just to get a
preliminary solution, we forced the
branches of primary and secondary minima
to be symmetric around phases 0.0 and 0.5,
respectively. Despite those corrections,
and though the minima and the outside
eclipse parts of the light curve were
reconstructed in different ways, we had to
apply only a small shift (0.015 in
luminosity) in order to get continuity
through the entire light curve.

3. SOLUTION OF THE LIGHT CURVE

The light curve reconstructed as
outlined in Section 2b) represents the
unperturbed status of SV Cam. Therefore,
we applied to those data the Wood method
in order to obtain the physical parameters
of the system. The preliminary data
concerning radii, inclination,
temperatures, limb darkening coefficients,
mass ratio were taken from the available
literature; the wavelength of the
observations was assumed to be, as a mean,
5500 A).

Ve allowed to vary simultaneously
i (inclination), R (unperturbed radius
of the hotter component), K = R /R
(ratio of the two unperturbed radii),c h

M (total magnitude at quadrature); then ve
solved for the parameter T , checking the
consistency of the solution by varying
T . The mass ratio vas kept fixed at the
value obtained from the spectroscopic
mass function. The reflection albedo
giving the best result is 1.0 for both
components (radiative atmospheres) and the
gravity brightening exponents vere assumed
to be 0.25 as typical for radiative
atmospheres (Lucy 1967). The primary
minimum turns out to be an annular eclipse
and the secondary one a total occultation.
Table 3 lists the set of parameters which
give the best fit.

TABLE 3
Physical,Geometrical Parameters of SV Cam

(X = 5500 A)

M(c)/M(h) = 0.7
S(h)= 0.336
a(h)= 0.356
b(h)= 0.342
c(h)= 0.332
T(h,eq)= 5734 °K
T(h,pol)=5907 °K
u(h) = 0.46
v(h) = 1.0
l3(h) = 0.25
L(h) = 0.964

i = 87°.7
K = 0.651
a(c)= 0.225
b(c)= 0.220
c(c)= 0.217
T(c,eq)= 4209 °K
T(c,pol)=4261 °K
u(c) = 0.91
v(c) = 1.0
P(c) = 0.25
L(c) = 0.036

The less satisfactory result vas
obtained for the limb darkening
coefficients. For the K star ve found
u = 0 . 9 1 that is quite close to the
value 0.87 given by Al-Naimiy (1978) for a
temperature T = 4200 °K. However, the
best 0-C values vere obtained assuming
u =0.46 for the G star, a value that
should rather represent spectral type A0.
Ve have not a direct explanation for this
discrepancy; hovever our analysis suggests
that the hotter star is the active one (as
early noticed by Sarma (1986)) so that
spot perturbations could be in part
responsible for anomalous colour
distributions on the surface.
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Figure 2. 0 - C residuals of the "average"
light curve according to the parameters
of Table 3. The curve is folded around 0.5
phase units.

Figure 2 gives the 0-C trend ve have
obtained with the set of parameters of
Table 3. The fit is reasonably good
despite the very small systematic trend in
the phase interval 0.64-0.88.

Ve are currently analyzing the
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solutions ve can find from the
non-symmetric light curve; these results
will appear in a forthcoming paper
(Scaltriti et al. 1987).
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Discussion:

Pecker: What is the meaning of the difference
between the polar and equatorial temperature (T -TE-
=200° ?) which you found? We do not know for We
Sun, really!

Scaltriti: This is a result you can often find
solving for the parameters of eclipsing binaries
by means of the Wood computer code. On the other
hand, the errors in temperatures determined in
this way (not given in Table 3) may rise to one
hundred degrees: this nay be particularly important
for SV Cam whose light curve has been "reconstruct-
ed" in the way described in the paper.

Hall: In your "mean light curve", does your star
have average spots or does it have no spots?

Scaltriti: The method of reconstruction of the
light curve leads to component stars without spots.

Hall: What was the behaviour of the mean brightness
in the V bandpass over 10 years or so?

Scaltriti: It is difficult to say for SV Cam be-
cause observers have not used the standard UBV
system and because different comparison stars were
used. Usually, only instrumental magnitudes are
reported.



STARSPOT PROPERVMOTION IN HK Lac
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Abstract

In a recent paper (Olah et al . , 1985) we found that the active areas of HK Lac exhibited sometimes
small, sometimes large scale motions.

In the case of the Sun it is well known that new spots exhibit large proper motions while the
old ones move almost together with the surrounding photosphere. On HK Lac both a newly formed
active area and an existing old one showed rapid motions at the same time. A possible
interpretation of this phenomenon is that new spots appeared in both the new and the old active
areas simultaneously. This time coincidence may be accidental, but if spots originate in deeper
layers, than spots of common deep origin may appear in remote places of the stellar surface at the
same time. Similar phenomena are seen on the Sun, when we observe simultaneous emergence of new
flux in various parts of an extended active region (Zirin, 1983).

The distribution of the active areas on the surface of HK Lac during the past eight years, is
discussed.

Introduction

HK Lac is a long period RS CVn system (P orb.=
24.4284 daya) with complex behaviour due to spots
on the surface of the primary. Significant spot
changes occur on long time scales (years) , sometimes
changes are seen over a few stellar rotation
(months). We try to interpret these occasional events
as spot proper motions on the primary star of the
system. We identify young spot groups which are
moving faster than the old ones, a pattern which is
seen also in the Sun.

Method

In a previous paper (Olah et a l . , 1985) we found
that some parts of the observational material allowed
us to study the possible short time scale variations
of the spot parameters. In order to detect the spot
motions we made step-by-step modelling for the
interesting parts of the light variation. We
determined the spot coordinates for overlapping
segments of the light curves, shifted by about 0.2
steps in phase. In the present paper we continued
the work using new observations available to us.

Results of modelling

In Figure 1 we display the observational data in
V light together with the results of the step-by-step
modelling. The upper panel shows the observed light
curves of the star. In the middle panel longitudinal
phases of the spot centres are plotted. The lower
panel gives the latitudes of the spot centres.

Small (almost no) motion was detected in winter
1980 (see Fig. la) . In 1981 the resulting coordinates
of the spots reflected rapid motions (Fig. lb) . The
rapid motion has already slowed down a year later
(Fig. 1c). This is even more evident in the next year
(Fig. Id) when no proper motion is detectable. Note
the slow latitudinal drift of both active areas
towards the equator during the last modelled interval.

Discussion

1. In the case of the Sun it is well-known that
new spots exhibit large proper motions while old ones
rotate almost together with the surrounding
photosphere. This has already been described by
Waldmeier (1941) in his classical work (see also e .g .
Gesztelyi and Kondas, 1983, Fig. 2) . As a result of
the proper motion, the young sunspot groups show
considerably faster rotation than the old ones at
the same latitude. Fig. lb shows, that both spotted
areas on HK Lac were rapidly moving, roughly
similarly to the motions of new spots in the Sun.
This feature has two possible explanations:

a. magnetic interconnection (e .g . loop) between the
two areas, although there is no evidence that this
kind of connection is able to transfer motions, or

b. more likely new spots formed simultaneously in
both the old active region near phase 0.3 and in the
new active region near phase 0.6. The appearance of
new magnetic flux at two places is reflected by the
common behaviour of spot motions. This time
coincidence may be accidental, but a physical
connection would be established if spots originate
in stellar interiors. Spots with a common deep origin
may then appear simultaneously in remote places at
the surface of the star. Similar phenomena are seen
on the Sun when we observe emergence of new flux
in different parts of an extended active region at
the same time (Zirin, 1983).

Indirect evidence of this phenomenon exists also
for other stars. In V711 Tau Bartolini et al. (1983)
showed that new spots can develop before the
complete decay of the old ones, with obvious
photometric complications and rapid light curve
variations (see also their Fig. 1). The very active
RS CVn binary II Peg showed short time-scale changes
in its light curves during the last decade, caused
by spot groups at different latitudes (e .g . Byrne,
1986, Cutispoto et al . , 1987, Wacker et al. , 1987).
Mekkaden (1987) remarks that changes occur on a
short time scale at about the end phase of a spot
cycle in II Peg. These rapid changes can be well
described by proper motions of newly developed
areas as suggested by us for HK Lac.
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2. The phases of active areas existing on the
surface of HK Lac during the past 10 years are
displayed in Figure 2 using spot model results given
in Olah et al. (1985, 1986). Letters a, b, c, d
correspond to the observed time intervals of Figure 1
marked with the same letters. From Fig. 2 we see
that active areas are forming around phase 0.6.
Spotted areas on HK Lac may last as long as 7 years.
At the end of the last interval investigated here
(Fig. Id), the two active areas may have merged into
one. This is the second example of the old active
region ceasing to exist near phase 0.3, with the
subsequent formation of a new spotted region at
phase 0.6.

Acknowledgement: Our thanks are due to dr. B. R.
Pettersen for many encouraging and helpful comments
in giving the final form to this paper.

Discussion:

Hall: The long-term persistence of two spots on
HK Lac and your mention of a certain longitude
where each new spot is formed reminds me of two
possibly related phenomena on the Sun: "sector
structure" and "preferential longitude". I f we
are seeing this in spotted stars, then we w i l l
have another link in the solar-stellar connection.

Pecker: When speaking about the solar-stellar
analogies, one should be careful about the fact
that only the newly formed spots seem to display
the phenomenon of "preferential longitudes".
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Abstract

Within the framework of a large canpaign of coordinated multifrequency observations of the T-Tauri
star RU Lupi, Me present simultaneous UV, optical and IR energy distributions secured in the years
1984-86.

The observations have been carried out with IUE satellite and ESO optical and IR telescopes.
Strong variations on different tine-scales' have been detected in UV and optical regions. On June

30, 1986 a large flare was observed.
An analysis of the different energy distributions indicates that the variability of RU Lupi is

aalnly due to a strong activity in the surface layers of the star.

1. Introduction

RU lupi is a typical T-Tauri star. Its Bain
characteristics are: spectral type = late K, Teff =
44QO-K, Lbol = 2 U . R = 2.4 R», d = ZOO pc (Gala et
al. 1975). The optical spectrum is characterized by
strong emission lines due to H.Call.He I, Fe I and Fe
II (Lago et al. 1982; Appenzeller et al. 1983). Balmer
lines show P Cygni profiles Mbich give an indication
of the existence of an extended outflowing envelope
with Vout = 100 km/s and density n = 10**10 cm**(-3)
(Gahm et al. 1979; Schwartz et al. 1981; Lago 1982).
Forbidden lines of |S II| and |0 I| are also present,
indicating the presence of a more extensive but less
dense region with n a 10**6 C M * * ( - 3 ) and Te - 2*10**4
•K (Lago, 1982). A n s s outflow with Vout - 10 k»/sisal
so present in this region (Schwartz et al. 1981).

The detection of a H20 Baser source near RU
LUPI (Sealise et al. 1981) and the presence of the
Herbig-Haro object HH 55 placed 2" south-west of the
star, strongly support the stellar wind Model .The obser
wed strong, ilft excess in RU Lupi could be due to this cir
Cumstellar envelope(Gahra et a1.1975;Gahm et.a1.1979;Appen
zeller1333).A large excess both in near and far UV spec"
tral region of RU Lupi is also observed. The nean value
of U-B is - 0.87 (Gahn 1980). In the IUE spectral region
the luminosity of the star is - 0.3 Le (Gahn et al.
1979). This fact neans that a powerful chromosphere is
present. The fluxes in emission lines such as
CIII, C IV, Si III, Si IV, N V etc. are of
the order of 3*10**5 times greater than those of the
Sun. On the other hand the X-ray observations from
HEAO-B satellite did not detecte an X-ray flux above
1.2**10**(-13) erg/cm**2*s in the range 0.5 - 4.5 kev
(Gahm 1980). This value is too snail if one takes sim-
ply a scaling with the Sun. This neans that the struc-
ture of the upper layers of RU Lupi is very different
from that of the Sun. New X-ray observations in the
range 2 - 2 5 kev were carried out by ASTRON Soviet Sa-
tellites in 1983, 84 and 1985 (Giovannelli et al. 1986).
A positive detection of fluxes was in the range 2 - 6
kev. The values ware 3*10**(-11) erg/cm**2*s in 1983,
and < 10**(-11) erg/cra**2*s in the other two cases.

Bisnovatyi-Kogan and Lamzin (1977, 1978) propo-
sed a model for the T-Tauri stars in which cool
(10**4°K) clouds are formed In a hot (10**6°K) out-
flowing corona owing to thermal instabilities. But
such a model, applied to RU Lupi, predicts a very
high X-ray luminosity of the order of (1 - 0.3) L».
The observed low X-ray flux of RU Lupi might proba-
bly be to the absorption of X-rays in a circumstellar
envelope, but in this case one must expect the exi-
stence of forbidden coronal lines such as {Fe XIV|
(5303 A ) , |Fe X| (6375 A") and |Fe XIV| (1O74G A). The
se lines were not detected (Giovannelli et al.1986).
So, the low X-ray flux could be due the absence of
the high temperature regions. In this case, the rela-
tively cool gas must be accelerated by magnetohydrody_
namic pressure (Giovannelli et al.1986).

In the past few years we have planned multifre-
quency simultaneous observations of RU Lupi by using
international facilities such as ASTRON and IUE sate1

lites and ESO telescopes. In two previous papers
(Giovannelli et al. 1986; Bisnovatyi-Kogan et al.
1977, 1978; Bisnovatyi-Kogan et al. 1980; Giovannelli
et al. 1984) we presented partial results of this lajr
ge campaign of observations. In this paper we present
the results of RU Lupi energy distribution monitoring
in the UV, optical and IR regions. A strong variabilj
ty on different time-scales is detected.

2. Observations and results

Many observations were performed within our COOT
dinated campaign of monitoring of RU Lupi in UV (1200-
3200 A ) , optical (3500 - 8500 A) and IR (1.2 - 5.3 u).

2.1. Ultraviolet

The observations were got by NASA-ESA-SERC-IUE
Satellite from VILSPA ground station. Many low disper
sion spectra both in LW and SH regions were taken from
July 1983 to June 1986. A value of E(B-V) = 0.10 t 0.02
mag. was found by using Seaton's extinction law (Sea-
ton , 1979) applied to 2200 8 interstellar band.
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More than f i f t y nights were allocated at the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) at la Si l la in Chî
le from december 1983 to June 1986. Several spectra,
in the range XX 3500 - 8500 A and with different rec i -
procal dispersions, namely 59, 114 and 228 A7mm, were
obtained at the f/15 focus of ESO 1.52 m telescope wi-
th a Boiler and Chivens spectrograph. An Image Dissec-
tor Scanner(ins)was used with a double 8 arcsec aperture
decker. Furthermore UBVRI photometry was carried ou..
at ESO 0.5 m telescope.

2.3. Infrared

IR photometry and spectrophotometry were car-
ried out at ESO 1 m telescope from March 1984 to June
1986. JHKLH observations were secured with a photome-
ter equipped with an InSb detector. Three different
Circular Variable Filters (CVFs) were used to cover the
ranges 1.4-2.4y, 2.4-4.2u and 4.2-5.3^ for spectrophoto
metric measurements. The resolution is X/AX = 100.

2.4 Energy distribution

In Fig.! we present the simultaneous UV, opti-
cal and IR energy distributions of RU Lupi got in 1984,
85 and 1986. The observed calibrated fluxes were correc
ted for interstellar reddening using a colour excess
E(B-V) = 0.1 mag. In Fig.la is also presented the UV
energy distribution got on April 7, 1984.

3. Discussion and conclusions

A preliminary anlysis of RU Lupi energy distri-
bution minitoring shows a strong variability in UV and
optical regions. Small variations were detected in the
IR region. In particular we observed a large flare

(.'U = 1.2 mag.) on June 30, 1986 (see Fig.1c).
The energy distribution got on April 17, 1984

is very similar to the one obtained by Gahm et al.
(1974). According to Gahm et al. the energy distribu-
tion of RU Lupi is described by a stellar continuum
of Teff = 4400CK, an optical thin chromospheric hydro
gen free-bound and free-free emission and a black bo-
dy radiation from a 700"K dust envelope. Our results
evidenziate that the energy distribution fitting pro-
posed by Gahm et al. is only indicative of a particu-
lar activity stage of RU Lupi, but it is not valid, in
general, for the other observed energy distributions.
On the other hand an analysis of the energy distribu-
tions seems to support that the variability of RU Lu-
pi is mainly due to a strong activity in the chromo-
sphere and to large scale flare-phenomena.
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A SEARCH OF TIDAL INTERACTION IN THE BINARY SYSTEM >. AND
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ABSTRACT. 31 UV spectra obtained with the LWR camera of the IUE satellite in the
period 1978-83 were analysed. Changes of Mg II h and k emissions are evident but
there is no evident correlation between emission intensity of Mg II and orbital or
photometric phase. Using three various methods of analysis of possible periodicity
in variation of Mg II h and k emission intensities we have found real chafes in
h+k fluxes with period equal to the half of the orbital one, 0.5 P .= 10.2606.
We interpret this effect as evidence of direct influence of tidal interaction of
secondary component on the chramospheric structure of the primary. Evident minimum
of the Mg II h and k intensity is observed when the tides are on the line of sight
and maximum when both tidal bulges are visible. Difference between maximum and
minimum of total flux of k line is equal to about 20%, while the shape of the pro-
file is practically unchanged.

1. Introduction

X And is a single lined spectroscopic
binary of the spectral type G8 III-IV and
belongs to the "long-period" group of RS CVn
stars. Absolute magnitude of the primary is
equal to +1.9 +_ 0.2 and T {f= 4670 K. The
companion of X And is ipectroscopically
unseen. There is a remarkable difference
between the orbital period of 20.5212 and
the rotational (photometric) period of
537952. Period light variations of small
amplitude suggest the existence of large spot
or spots group in the photosphere. Strong
Ca II and Mg II emissions are connected with
chromospheric activity. It is generally
believed, that the increased rate of rota-
tional velocity forced by tidal interaction
is responsible for the enhanced chromosphe-
ric activity in RS CVn type stars. >And, one
of the brightest RS CVn stars was observed
many times with IUE satellite in the years
1978-83. In the present paper we analyse in-
tensity variations of Mg II h+k emissions
and suggest that direct tidal modulation of
chromospheric activity can be present in ^ A d

2. Observational Data

31 spectra of fs. And obtained with LWR
camera of the IUE satellite received from
VILSPA archive were reduced by means of the
software developed by 3. Borsenberger at the
Paris-Meudon Observatory. The spectra were
absolutely calibrated using the flux calibra-
tions provided by Holm et al. (1982). Re-
sults of measurements are presented in
Table 1. Phases given in column 4 and 5
were calculated according to the following
epheraerides:

Orbital (Batten et al., 1978):
JO = 2429202.389 + 20?5212 E
Photometric (Scaltriti et al., 1984):
JO = 2427318.7 + 53T952 E.

3. Results

First of all we have chacked, if there
is a correlation between total fluxes in
Mg II lines and photometric or orbital phase.
Our result was negative and we conclude,
that there is no evident relation between

Table 1
Observational data

Image No.

LWR
1B23
2178
3162

3178-82
9806
3817
3837
6287
13796
13803
13818

14367-71
146S2
14638
14668

14804-09
15303-08

16890
16894

JD

43702.11
43748.88
43836.69
43838.71
44157.81
44158.95
44164.06
44210.23
45180.12
45181.05
45182.13
45279.90
45290.87
45291.68
45292.98
45311.33
45382.61
45606.10
45606.80

He 11
10 *°
i
i
1
1
i
i
:

.36

.62

.32

.40

.57

.34

.29

.67

.24
L.32
L.33
L.44
1.35
L.48
L.34
L.49
L.30
L.74
L.47

h *

erg

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

k flux
2 —1CM * S *

04

09

04

Phase

urbiiai

0.57
0.85
0.10
0.20
0.78
0.83
0.08
0.33
0.60
0.64
0.70
0.43
0.99
0.03
0.10
0.00
0.46
0.35
0.39

rnotoa.

0.67
0.S3
0.S3
O. 37
0.11
0.13
0.23
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.91
0.11
0.13
0.13
O.SO
0.81
0.96
0.97
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Fig. 1. Periodograro for Hg II h and k fluxes.

Mg II emission intensity and the photometric
or orbital phase (see also Glebocki et al.
1986). Therefore we try to find if there is
any other periodicity in variation of Mg II
flux. We have used three methods of period
analysis: periodogram, phase dispersion
minimization (PDM) described by Stellingwerf
(1978) and period extraction technique
described by Brosius et al. (1985). Periodo-
gram results for Mg II fluxes are presented
in fig. 1. The highest maximum is obtain-
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for the period P = 10.262. In POM method
the value of Q defined by Stellingwerf
approaches to minimum at the correct period.
For our data, statistically significant
minimum value of Q is reached at F - 20725
(fig. 2a). Reality of minimum at P = 2075
(orbital period) and at P - 54 days (photo-
metric period) is very low (fig. 2b and 2c).
This analysis strongly supports results
of periodogram. The period extraction
technique is applicable only for high signal
to noise ratio. Although our data are not
suitable for such analysis, we applied this
technique to Hg II fluxes with very incon-
clusive result, that period about 1072 can
be present.

Obtained results suggest that we observe
real changes in h + k fluxes with period
equal to the half of the orbital one,
0.5-P h= 1072606. We attribute this perio-
dicity to the tidal influence of secondary
component on the chromosphere of primary.
Assuming phase equal to zero when the tides
are on the lins of sight we present in fig.3
changes of h+k fluxes with tidal phase. Mean

010 05 QD

Tidal phase
D/dayJ

Fig. 2. Values of © defined by Stellingwerf
(1978) as a function of reciprocal
of period.

Fig. 3. Total flux in Mg II h+k lines
versus tidal phase. Phase zero is
assumed for the configuration when
tides are on the line of sight.
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observed profiles of k line obtained for the
phase 0.4 - 0.5 (maximum) and 0.S5 - 0.15
(minimum) are shown in fig. 4. Difference
between maximum and minimum total flux in
k line is equal to about 20\, while the
shape of the profile is practically unchan-
ged. Higher intensities are observed at the
configuration when both tidal bulges ate
visible. This increase of the flux can be
attributed to the effective increase of
stellar disk caused by tidal deformation
(value of &a/g - 0.003). Therefore the
observed variations of the flux are probably
connected with significant changes in the
chromospheric model of the primary.

It would be very interesting to find if
the Ca II H and K emissions display similar
behaviour. It is known that the tidal inter-
action influences chromospheric activity
in late type binary systems but so far there
were no indications that chromospheric
structure can depend on tidal phase.
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FLARE ACTIVITY ON HD 12211

P. ROVITHIS*1) and H. .ROVITHIS - LIVANI0U(2)

(1) Astronomical Institute, National Observatory of Athens, P.O.Box 20048, Athens
118 10, Greece.

(2) Section of Astrophysics - Astronomy and Mechanics, Dept. of Physics, Athens
University, Athens 157 83 Zografos, Greece.

Abstract : In this paper the flare like phenomena observed in the eclipsing bi-
nary star HD 12211 are presented.

1. Introduction.

The star HD 12211 (X Tri ) is known to be
a semi-detached eclipsing binary with varia-
ble period (Frieboes - Conde and Herczeg,
1973; Mallama, 1975). Its period which is a-
bout 0?9715 introduces many observational
difficulties. For this reson, although there
are many minima times for this binary (e.g.
Mallama 1975; Tiifekcioglou, 1977, Stephan,
1977 and 1978 and many in BBSAG) there are
not as many light curves. It has been obser-
ved only by Dugan (1928) and Jordan (1929).
Analyses for its eleaents have been made
by Modesitt and Martin (1934), Kopal and Sha-
pley (1956) and Shaw and Kusler (1973) while
spectroscopic analysis has been made by Stru-
ve (1946).

X Tri is also refered as JDS 3257 A with a
visual compagnion (3257 B) of 13?3 at a dis-
tance of about 7" (Batten et al. 1967; Hall
and tfeedman, 1971).

2. The Observations.
X Tri has been photoelectrically observed

during 1982, 1983, 1984 and 1986. The obser-
vations were made using a two-beam, multi-mo-

de, nebular-stellar photometer attached to
the 4.8-inch Cassegrain reflector at the Krjo-
nerion Astronomical Station of the National
Observatory of Athens, Greece. The two interme-
diate pass bands of the filters used were in
close accordance to the international UBV sy-
stem and the photomultipliers were cooled
using dry ice.

The stars HD 11781 and HD 11680 were used
for comparison and checking, respectively.

From our photoelectric observations a to-
tal of 1543 individual points were obtained
(769 in B and 774 in V colour) which almost
rovers all phases of X Tri. The corresponding ligrt.
curves together with an analysis for its ele-
ments will be given elsewhere. Here, empha-
sis is given to two sudden increases of in-
tensity which were detected during our obser-
vations. The first one was detected on 16/17
September 1983 (Rovithis and Rovithis-Liva-
niou, 1983; hereafter refered to as report I).
Since tbsn, X Tri was observed again and again
to find out if a similar phenomenon would be
repeated. In fact, on August 27/28, 1986 a
similar increase of magnitude was reobserved
and is presented in Figure 1.
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3. Discussion.
The sudden increases in intensity of X TH,

which were detected during our photoelectric
observations, have the shapes of a typical
flare : That given in report I (first obser-
ved flare) has two peaks, a magnitude diffe-
rence Am (in V) of 0?37 and lasted for start
35 minutes, while that presented in Figure 1
(second observed flare) has one Peak, a mag-
nitude difference am (in V) of 0?62 and its
duration is about 20 minutes.

Using the epheneris formula of Kukarkin
et al. (1969):

Min I(Hel.JD) = 2437572.1994+0d9715382.E

the two detected flares corresponds to pha-
ses: 0.2725 - 0.2975 the first and
0.7683 - 7819, the second, respectively.
Thus, the observed flare activity of W12211
was detected just after maxima. The first
after Max I and the second after Max II.

Moreover, in Figure 2 ( a and b ) the
portions of the light curve of X Tri ( in V
colour ) around the two observed flares are
presented.
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General discussion on late-type stars:

Rodono: I s the Sun a typical star?
Pecker: The Sun Is not "typical", but only "banal";
i t Is not a representative of a "group" of stars,
I t is Just one among many stars, and i t Is not
right to speak about "solar-type" activity!
Haraanec: How sure can one be that there is no
significant amount of clrcumstellar matter around
late-type "spotted" stars and that changes in this
material are not responsible for the secular varia-
tions In the shape of the light curves presently
modelled by migrating spots on stellar surfaces?
Olih: If there would be some circumstellar matter,
you should see It In the spectra, but it Is not
the case.
Haraanec: I t may not be so easy. You can easily
recognize shell lines in rapidly rotating early-type
stars, but it may not be so easy in relatively narrow-
alined spectra of late-type stars, which are more-
over crowded with many spectral lines.

Moll: I think that the orbital periods are quite
close to the rotational periods, it proves that
the dark regions must be on the surface.
Bolton: We see interstellar lines In the Ca II
H and K and Hg II h and k lines. We would also
see lines from circumstellar material in these
lines unless they are extremely broad. We don't.
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FAST VARIABILITY IN LOU-HASS X-RAY BINARIES

Jan van Paradijs

Starrtnkundig Initituut, Univcrsiteit van Aasterdaa, Roetersstraat 15,
1018 UB A«sterda«, Holland

•bout *: • H2 tj3! l > l2 d 1" ? « e m " < ° K « '«P°', "ith frequencies in the range between
Hi and IO'H* have been detected 1n the X-ray flux of 10 lo—.ass x-ray

S i S ! - / b M e f ov#ptfi" »*" »>• a<««" of the ..in characteristics of these
QPO, and the associated red noise, -1th emphasis'on the following topics:

- The relation betxeen 9P0 and the spectral properties of the LHXB;
" I«S IIIV«!!hi ""T'" 2 S " obi-rwtd 1n different X-ray photon energy bands,

and the possible role of Colonization In the formation of x-ray spectra of
lOH—ajess Kmray binaries*

Discussion:

Are the X-ray bursters so far observed
necessarily associated *ith dsuble-star systems?
If so, for what kind of quantitative arguments?
After all, the Sun is a "mini" X-ray burster!

Van Paradijs: On a purely phenomenologlcal level
we know, e.g., of Gamma-ray buists - radiating
occasionally a non-negligible fraction of their
energy In X-rays - which nay well originate from
single objects (we do not know). In the case of
X-ray bursts, which are the result of thermonuclear
flashes, typical burst energies and recurrence
times (although these vary over large range of
values) require "fuel" replenishment rates into
the neutron star, which do require a companion
mass-donor star.

Hall: Do other low mass X-ray binaries show the
same long-term variability which Her X-1 shows?
I do not mean the 35-day cycle but rather the sever-
al-year on-off cycle.

Van Paradijs: Yes, some do, for example 4U2129+47
has been observed to be off for some years now.

Hadrava: You have mentioned that in some case
"Roche-lobe overflow" and "stellar wind" take place
together. The existence of two classes of X-ray
binaries cannot thus be explained by two different
mechanisms of mass exchange (which are in fact
only two representations of the same process) but
by different evolutionary stages of these binaries.

Van Paradijs: There is observational evidence
for a contribution of Roche-lobe overflow to the

mass transfer in some massive X-ray binaries (e.g.,
Cen X-3, SMC X-1), but there are many others in
which there is no such evidence. I agree that wheth-
er or not Roche-lobe overflow occurs in a aassive
X-ray binary Is related to the evolutionary state
of the system.

Hubert-Delplace: X-ray binary systems containing
Be stars as their optical components represent
probably an Intermediate case between massive X-ray
systems and low-mass X-ray binaries. There are
several Be/X-ray systems for which the optical
counterpart has not a sufficient stellar wind to
induce a mass transfer in agreement with the density
of the accretion disk around the compact object.
So the surrounding cool envelope (disk) around
the Be star could overflow the Roche lobe and con-
tribute to the effective mass transfer Into the
X-ray star.

Van Paradijs: I think that the existence of a
gap in the distribution of masses of the component
stars is not put into doubt by the existence of
Be/X-ray systems. After all, these systems typically
have rather early B primaries, with corresponding
masses not too far below about 20 solar masses.

Hall: Again asking about the long-term on-off
cycle in Her X-1. Is there a theory to explain
this?

Van Paradijs: There Is no agreement as to what
causes long-term (average), large changes in the
mass-transfer rate of low-mass X-ray binaries.
An "off state" might also be caused by a thickening
of the accretion disk which then shields the previ-
ously observable X-ray source from direct view.



IS OMICROM ANDROHEDAE A QUADRUPLE OR EVEN QUINTUPLE SYSTEH?
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1) Astronomical Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 251 63 Ondfejov, Czechoslovakia
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1. Introduction

o And (1 And, HR 8762, HO 21767576, BD+41° 4664,
GC 32095, SAO 52609, R.A. (1950) = 22h59m36.9s

Declination (1950) = 42°03>25") is a bright, vari-
able B6e star (V=S.6-3,tim, B-V=-0.12m, U-B=-0.52m)
with a long and complicated history of investigation.

The authors of the HO catalogue classified
o And as a B5_ * A2p binary ami assigned it two
HD numbers. Their 1890 classification spectra indeed
show strong (though diffuse) Fe II and Ca II lines,
in addition to the broad B-type spectral lines
(Williams 1°30). However, already in December 12,
1894 Vogel and Wllsing (1899) observed only very
broad and shallow H I and He I lines. Although
several subsequent descriptions of the observed
spectra of o And are clearly indicative of an oc-
casional presence of a shell spectrum, the star
was only announced as a Be shell star by Slettebak
(1952) who reported the discovery of H alpha emis-
sion in its 1946 spectrum (by Hansen and Morgan)
and the presence of a strong shell spectrum on
his 1949-1951 spectrograms.

It is now well established that the spectrum
of o And varies cyclically between B and Be shell,
with a possible characteristic cycle of 8.5 years
(Harmai:«c 1984; also Gulliver et al. 1980 and Koub-
sky 1984). The most recent spectral classification
of the star is B6 III e by Slettebak (1982).

The multiple nature of o And was only disco-
vered through micrometric and speckle-interfero-
metric observations (Wilson 1950, 8Id2it et ai =
1977, HcAlister 1979 and many subsequent papers
- see later). These studies revealed two companions,
5 3nu S, at separations of about 0.05" and 0.30",
respectively. B is only 0.5 to 1.0" fainter than
the primary (HcAlister, priv.com.) so that it may
contribute up to 40 per cent of the total flux.

The complicated history of attempts to find
some regularity in the light and spectral variations
of o And has been summarized by Harmanec (1983).
Perhaps for no other star have so many different
periods been proposed and refuted during the last
fifty years. Only some of the more important results
are covered here.

Photoelectric observations of the star began
as early as in 1915 (Guthnick and Prager 1918).
Guthnick (1941) announced that o And is an eclipsing
binary with a period of 1.5765 days on the basis
of his photoelectric observations (which have never
been published). Archer (1958, 1959) pointed out,
however, that the light variations had a large
amplitude only when the shell spectrum was present,
and suggested that the star might be a pulsating
variable with a period of 0.78823 days. Iqnoring
Archer's arguments, Schmidt (1959) revived the
idea of a close eclipsing binary on the basis of
his three-colour photometry and suggested a period
of 1.5998398 days, which survived in the astronomi-
cal literature for many years until Detre (1969)
again called attention to the fact that the light
of the star was essentially constant in the early
sixties. The star once more attracted the attention
of photometrists after Koubsky's (1975) discovery
of a new shell on Ondfejov spectra, and it has

been quite systematically monitored ever since.

Harmanec (1984) collected both published and
unpublished photoelectric observations of the star
since 1915, reduced them to a comparable system
and analyzed them for periodicity. He concluded
that the light variations of o And arise from the
superposition of the following phenomena:

1. a strictly periodic double-wave variation
with a period of 1.571272d,

ii. a long-term cyclic variation with a possible
period of 8.5 years, and

111. a possible medium-term modulation on a
time scale of 11 to 15 days.
The amplitude of the 1.57-day variation is largest
(over 0.1m) at the epochs of 4 well-developed shell
spectrum. Both, the amplitude and shape of the
curve vary along the 8.5-year cycle. The presence
of the 1.57-day period has been confirmed by the
results of the 1983 minicanpalgn and by continuing
UBV observations from several stations all over
the globe (see Stagg et al. 1985, Stagg 1987, Harma-
nec et al. 1987), and seems now to be well estab-
lished, although the exact value of the period
may still need a slight revision.

There have been many spectroscopic investiga-
tions. Early radial-velocity studies, though nume-
rous, revealed no clear pattern of variability.
The velocities observed were typically in the range
-30 to 0 km/s (see, e.g., Tremblot 1938). Fracassinl
and Pasinettl (1977) and Fracasslnl et al. (1977)
measured radial velocities on a large collection
of the medium-dispersion spectrograms from the
nerate Observatory and reported large negative
values up to -ICO km/'s during the 1975 shell phase.
Combining these velocities with other published
velocities from 1976, they suggested the presence
of three possible periods in the velocity data:
8583-day (23.5-year) period (connected with the
re-appearance of the shell), 72.3145-day, and 1.5845-
-day period. However, Harmanec et al. (1977) and
Gulliver and Bolton (1978), from high-dispersion
spectrograms obtained in the same, or nearly the
same dates as Fracassini's et al. clearly demon-
strated that the velocity variations of o And were
only in the range from about -30 to 0 km/s and
that there were serious problems with the Merate
velocities so that they should be rejected from
future analyses. (Breger et al. 1979 arrived at
the same conclusion about the Merate velocities
for two other stars). Despite this warning, Pastor!
et al. (1982) again advocated the 8583-day period.
Horn et al. (1982), analyzing by far the most nu-
merous collection of radial velocities, averaged
over 50-100 days, with the exclusion of the Merate
data, proposed that o And is a spectroscopic binary
with a period of 9478 days. Unfortunately, their
period seems to be contradicted by the medium-disper-
sion velocities published by Baade et al. (1982).
Gulliver and Bolton suspected a quasiperiodiclty
of 0.84 days in their 1972-1976 He I velocities
of the star.

A period of 31 years for the re-appearance
of the shell spectrum has been suggested by Schmidt
(1959), Pasinetti (1967, 1968) and by Fracassini
and Pasinetti (1975), but the well-documented re-ap-
pearances of the shell soectrum in 1966/8, 1974/6
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and 1961/3 make this untenable. The available re-
cords seem in fact to favour period of about 8.5
years suggested by Harmanec (1984). Gulliver, BoVton
and Poeckert (1980) and Koubsky (1984) argued that
the overall r haviour of the shell may be more
complicated ' «.n simply periodic.

Gulliver and Bolton (1978) and Gulliver, Bolton
and Poeckert (1980) reported the presence of 2-3
variable weak narrow absorption components in the
core of the broad Hg II line. They showed that
the narrow components survived the disappearance
of the shell and varied in velocity, but they found
no periodicity in these variations.

In an attempt to understand the line-profile
variations of o And and their possible relation
to the 1.57-day photometric period better and search
for rral stellar radial-velocity variations we
began a spectroscopic monitoring program with the
University of British Columbia 0.42 m telescope
at Vancouver, and the Dominion Astrophysical Observ-
atory 1.83 m telescope at Victoria.

2. Observations

The University of British Columbia (UBC here-
after) 0.42 m telescope in Vancouver was used to
obtain 45 spectra on 44 nights between Hay 7 and
3uly 29, 1987. Before that, 6 spectra were obtained
on 3une 1, 2, and 3, 1986. The spectra were taken
with a liquld-nltrogen-cooled RL 1872F/3O Reticon
on the coude' spectrograph at a dispersion of 17
A/ta, which corresponds to about 0.26 A per diode.
A description of the detector and data reduction
procedures can be found in Walker, Johnson and
Yang (1985). The spectral coverage was 488 X centred
at 4460 A. The exposure times were between 1.5
and 2 hours.

The Cassegrain spectrograph of the Dominion
Astrophysical Observatory (DAO hereafter) 1.83
m telescope was used to obtain spectra of higher
tine and wavelength resolution. These observations
were at 10 #/mm (0.15 A per diode) using identical
Reticon. The exposure times ranged between 2 and
15 Minutes. Altogether 85 spectra were obtained
on 4 nights in August, and 3 nights in October
of 1986.

The principle lines present In both the 0A0
and UBC spectra are Fe II 4233; C II 4267; H gamma
4340; an unresolvable blend of Hg II and Fe II
4385, He I 4388 and Mg II 4391; He I 4471 and Hg
II 4431 A". The spectra are dominated by the rota-
tional ly broadened lines of the B6 e star o And
A. Our first analysis of the narrow features which
is reported here is restricted to velocity measure-
ments of the Mg II lines.

3. The radial velocities

Figure 1 shows the 'eglon of the lines of
He I 4471 and Mg II 4481 for M.1 the 1987 UBC spec-
tra. All the 4388 blend profiles obtained at UBC
are shown in Fig. 2. The spacing of the spectra
along the vertical axis is scaled by the Oulian
dates of their mid-exposures. The two narrow compo-
nents discovered by Gulliver and Bolton (1978)
are clearly seen in Fig. 1, and at least the stron-
ger one can also be traced in most of the He I
profiles. A closer Inspection of Fig. 1 reveals
that the velocity behaviour of these narrow lines
is reminiscent of the orbital motion of a double-
lined spectroscopic binary with a period of about
33 days! This prompted us to measure the radial
velocities of both features.

To this end, the average of all spectra for
which the binary lines were blended was used to
determine the shape of the underlying broad profile
and this was subtracted from all spectra prior
to measurinq the line positions. The line positions

4470 4480

Utu*length

4490

Fig. 1 Reticon spectra showing He I 4471 and
Hg II 4481. The resolution is 0.7A. The
S/H ratios are typically 400 to 1.

were measured using the weighted mean of the pixels
in the line profile with the depth below continuum
of the pixels used as weights. The average of iron-
argon hollow-cathode arc lamps taken before and
after each exposure were used to set the wavelength
calibration. Resulting radial velocities corrected
to the solar-system barycentre are presented in
Tables I and II. The rest wavelength used was the
average of the doublet rest wavelengths, 4481.228
A for the Hg II line.

The tabulated DAO radial velocities represent
averages for each night as no dramatic variations
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Table I
UBC Radial Velocity Measurements

4380 4390

Uawalingth

4400

Fig. 2 Reticon spectra showing the blend at 4388A.
The resolution is 0.7A. The S/N ratios
are typically 400 to 1.

in the position of the sharp features during a
night were found. The standard deviation about
the mean for each night is typically 5-6 fcm/s.
A small part of this could be phase smearing but
the majority probably comes from variations in
the underlying absorption profile. The latter,
which appear to follow the 1.57-day photometric
period (or its half) will be the subject of a forth-
coming paper.

When we analyzed all radial velocities of
'.he stronger Mg II component, including the photo-

BX
2,440,000+

6582.992
6583.925
6584.921
6922.965
6923.951
6932.943
6935.929
6936.919
6937.919
6938.916
6939.912
6940.916
6948.897
6949.901
6950.896
6952.890
6953.901
6954.890
6960.882
6962.882
6963.856
6964.889
6965.873
6966.877
6969.877
6970.880
6971.883
6972.886
6973.888
6974.888
6975.685
6976.890
6977.887
6978.886
6986.897
6988.892
6989.886
6990.892
6991.894
6992.892
6993.899
6997.892
6998.912
7000.880
7004.841
7004.918
7005.841
7006.823

DAO

B30
2,440,000+

6669.89
6671.76
6673.87
6674.83
672C.82
6722.95
6723.77

Radial

n

20
3
5
6
13
14
24

v

-5.6
•9.0
-25.9
.68.8
-76.8
+24.5
+25.3
+25.8
+23.9
+27.1
+25.6
+9.8
-28.9
-40.5
-55 6
-' .1
• "'..9

i.6
-20.8
-1.8
+11.9
+19.7
+30.5
+26.7
+30.5
+29.3
+29.1
+17.5
+16.7
+13.7
+6.9
-1.0
-4.3
•8.5
-70.5
-80.8
-77.7
-68.0
-55.9
-32.9
-13.3
+24.4
+24.4
+35.8
+25.4
+25.2
+27.3
+10.4

Table II

Velocity Measurements

Si/.
+26.8
+22.3
+20.4
+23.0
-54.6
-72.0
-74.9

v

+75.0
+48.6
-67.5
-73.0
-72.9
-72.2
-79.7
-62.2
-43.8

+11.5
+33.4
+52.2
+52.3
+71.5

-43.1
-51.3
-59.1
-75.2
-81.3
-65.9
-71.4
-68.2
•63.2
-49.3
-50.4
-39.7
•54.8

+61.5
+74.3
+66.1
+63.9
+46.3
+21.8

-65.9
-70.3
-73.1
-61.4
-64.9
-64.2
-63.9

Efi/s
-61.4
-81.4
-64.8
-64.9
+39.9
+60.7
+68.6

Notes to Table II:
Velocities given are average per night
number forming the mean In column 4.

with the
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Fig. 3 Radial-velocity curves for the photographic
(upper panel) and Reticon (lower panel)
velocities based on solution 1 of Table
III (P=33.0847 days).

graphic data by Gulliver and Bolton (1978), for
periodicity using Morbeys (1978) period finding
technique we found that only periods close to 33.08
days could be satisfied - shorter periods down
to the pseudo-Nyquist frequency being safely ex-
cluded. This strengthens the case for the sharp
Mg II features being in fact stellar lines of a
double-lined spectroscopic binary with an orbital
period of 33.08 days.

We thus computed several sets of the orbital
elements using a Fortran IV program SPEL (written
by Dr. 3. Horn). Some solutions are presented in
Table III. Despite the lower accuracy quoted for
the photographic data the agreement of Reticon
and photographic data is encouragingly good. In-
dependent solutions for only primary, and only
secondary lines (not presented in Table III) confirm
the consistency of the elliptical-orbit parameters,
which strengthens the binary interpretation of
the data.

Figure 3 shows the phase diagram based on
solution 1 of Table III (all data) plotted sepa-
rately for photographic (upper panel) and Reticon
(lower panel) velocities. Some of the more deviant
points near the conjunctions may be due to the
Inability to resolve the primary and secondary
lines in the photographic spectra, but despite
this the overall agreement of both velocity curves
is remarkably good.

4. The Geometry of the Multiple Systea

The first question one has to ask is whether
the speckle-interferometric companions B and a
are physical or only optical companions.

To this end, we have collected and plotted
In Fig. 4 all available measurements of the angular
distance and position angle for component B. The
smooth variation of both quantities between 197$
and 1985 is beyond any doubt, thus proving the
physical association of components A and B. Consi-
dering the observed angular separation, probable
distance of the systea, and the third Kepler la*
for reasonable values of the total aass of the
system, one can estimate that the orbital period
of the o And AB binary aust be well in excess of
100 years.

Although only a few observations of the compo-
nent a are available, there are large variations
in its position angle. Given the 180° ambiguity
of position angle, It is possible to construct
an orbital motion with a period of about 4 years
on the basis of the available measurements. The
distance and separation would call for a period
of about 9 years, which could be Identical to the
suspected spectroscopic and photometric period
of 8.5 years (Haraanec 1984). The available data
still do not unambiguously assign component a as
a close coapanion to A or B.

We find that the difference between the sy-
stemic velocities of the narrow Hg II lines between
1986 and 1987 from the Reticon spectra is less
than 0.3 km s . It thus appears reasonable to
identify the spectroscopic binary with component
B of the systea. However, if the orbit of a is
seen more or less pole-on, and tills can be the
case considering very saall variations in the separa-
tion observed, the above conclusion need not be
valid and the 33-day binary may be in fact component
a of the systea. Finally, it is Just possible that
it Is a new object, not Identical with any of the
three known stars.

RA.

19750 19K.0
Year

19850

Fig. 4 The angular distance (upper panel) and
position angle (lower panel) of o And
AB plotted as a function of tiae. Data
compiled by HcAlister and Hartkopf 1984,
and aore recent observations by HcAlister
et al. 1987, Bonneau et al. 1986 and
Tokovinin 1983, 1985 are used.

Table 4 shows possible basic properties of
the binary system based on solution for Reticon
velocities calculated for various possible inclina-
tions of the orbit. Spectral types were assigned
according to masses of the stars (assuming that
they are essentially normal main-sequence objects)
using a calibration based on Popper's (1980) and
more recent accurate binary masses fHarmanec, in
preparation).

Since no UV or IR excesses have been observed
for o And (Polidan 1987, priv. coran.), solutions
with three stars of similar spectral types (i=70-
80°) are preferred at the moment. This fortunate
circumstance should help in determining the orbital
inclination of the binary system within quite narrow
limits in the future.

Any apsidal motion of the binary orbit caused
by other bodies in the system should be observable
after some years of systematic observations, which
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Table III

Various orbital solution for o And B. Solution 1 refer to combined photographic (D00) and Reticon (UBC and
DAO) data. Solution 2 and 3 refer to only Reticon, and only photographic data, respectively. Numbers in
brackets are the probable errors. Epochs are in H3D-24000DD, all velocity data are in km/s.

Solution 1

p

.periastr.
jnax RV
linf.conj.
sup.conj.
e
A
1

oDAO
8-000

^si l
A^sin i /R*
p.e. of 1 S
Mo. of RV
(prim/sec)

33.0847(10)
45006.631(167)
45015.996
44996.166
45008.688

0.288(11)
229.3(2.4)
53.0(0.9)
70.5(1.0)
-14.8(0.6)
-15.3(1.6)
-13.2(0.8)

3.24
2.43
77.4
5.68
99/62

33.0847 fixed
46759.887(169)
46769.852
46749.613
46762.229

0.266(9)
226.2(2.0)
53.6(0.7)
72.1(0.7)
-14.7(0.4)
-15.3(1.0)

3.50
2.60
79.2
3.73
55/47

33.0847 fixed
43088.131(348)
43096.246
43077.371
43089.672

0.339(29)
235.0(4.8)
53.2(2.2)
65.6(2.7)

-12.9(1.1)

2.64
2.14
73.1
7.54
44/15

could further improve our knowledge of the geometry
of the multiple system.

A search of the existing photometry of o And
should also be carried out in an effort to detect
possible light variations with the 33.085-day period.

At the time of writing there is no spectro-
scopic evidence for the fourth star in the system
- either a or B if the other is the 33-day binary.
Observations are being made to search for it.

Finally, we should recall that we see some
evidence of real radial-velocity variations of
component A with the photometric period of 1.57
days. At the moment, we are inclined to believe
in other than a binary interpretation of the finding
(if confirmed:). However, the possibility that
there is also a fifth star in the sy-.tem, identical
to the companion hypothetlzed already by Guthnick
(1941), cannot be fully dismissed at present.

S. Conclusions

Using new Mg II radial velocities from high
S/N Reticon spectrograms as well as published velo-
cities from photographic spectra, we have clearly
demonstrated that a companion to o And is a double-
line spectroscopic binary with an orbital period
of 33.085 days. Harmanec (1982, 1987) srgued that
duplicity (multiplicity <r. the present case) of
Part.ic.ll2r Se stars can be responsible for

i. some of the spectral variations observed,
and

ii. for the formation of the Be envelope via
interaction between the stars.

Our study certainly confirms his point 1. It is
clear now that the complicated spectral variations
of o And can hardly be understood xithout taking
into account the multiple nature of the object.
As to point ii, the answer may depend on whether
further observations and data analyses will prove
or disprove the suspected commensurability of the
possible 8.5-year cycle of re-appearance of the
Be shell spectrum of o And with the orbital period
of the speckle-interferometric companion a. From
analogy with the previous two cycles, one would
predict that the first spectroscopic signatures
of the re-appearance of the shell spectrum should
be expected by the end of 1988 or in 1989.

Table IV

Possible masses M. and H? of the binary components
of o And B, the distance A between their centres,
and spectral types deduced from the component
masses on the assumption that they are normal
main-sequence objects. All the estimates are based
on Solution 2 of Table 1.

i

90°
80
70
60
50

•VH.

3.50
3.66
4.22
5.39
7.79

H2/H.

2.60
2.72
3.13
4.00
5.78

A/R,

79.2
80.4
84.3
91.5
103.4

SP

B7
B6.
B5.
B4
B2.

1

5
5

5

SP

89
B8.
B7.
B5.
B3

2

5
•>

5

A related important question, which should
"0" be settled beyond any doubt is: Is the H alpha
emission i^^Sd i^uo-Idted with o And A or does
it originate elsewhere in the multiple system?
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Discussion:

Baglln: I wonder how much the velocity measurements
on Mg II lines can be perturbed by the line-profile
variations. Can you comment on that?

Walker: The 0.8-day velocity variation is based
on the wings of the 4481 Mg II line excluding the
region of the sharp features - it Is a formal meas-
ure of radial velocity which could be due to a
line profile variation or to displacement of the
line as a whole.

Pecker: I was impressed by the strong dependence
of assumed value of 1 upon the inferred spectral
type (from B8 to B3, I think?). It means that we
have a bad estimate of the spectral type of that
star. Could we hope that some foreseeable improve-
ments of spectral-type determination will enable
us finally to determine 1 with some reasonable
accuracy?

Harwanec: The trouble is that me have no reliable
independent estimate of the orbital Inclination
of the 33-day period binary. I hope, however, that
a continuing systematic effort can help us at least
to restrict this uncertainty. One can use, for
instance, the difference between the observed and
predicted continuum energy distribution. Moreover,
we can see the lines of at least the brighter coapo-
nent of the binary also in the He I, C II and H
I lines. This indicates it must also be a B star.
We plan to subtract the lines of the broad-lined
B6 star from the observed spectrum and then to
measure line ratios of the narrow components and
thus estimate their spectral type directly. At
present, I would consider inclinations in the range
from 60 to 80° as the most probable.

Polldan: *hat were the magnitude differences deri-
ved from the speckle data for the two companions
to o And?

Hananec: The inore distant component B, which
we believe Is the 33.08-day spectroscoplc binary
was estimated to be 0.5-1.0"1 fainter than o And
A (McAlister 1987, priv.com.to C.A.H. Walker).
No such estimate is available for the closer compo-
nent a - as far as I know.

Koubskf: What is the rotational velocity or the
components of the SB2 system?

Hananec: We estimated v sin i to be about 40k»/B
for both of them, but it is a very preliminary
estimate.
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RAPID SPECTRAL VARIABILITY OF MA33IVE X-RAY BINARIES AND RUNAWAYS

Olga E. Aab

Special Astrophyaieal Observatory, Niznij Archya 357147, Stavropolskij kraj, USSR

During 1976-1986 years apeotral investigations of X-ray binary AO535+26 = HDB
245770 and runaway supergiant HD 188209 were carried out with the 6-m telescope.
She probable orbit of Be-star HOB 245770 with P»35d1 is suggested. F. Hartnanec has
also found a period of 0d187 in radial velocities. At times of - 1 h HJJ emission
profiles are variable. A search for pulsar period (P=104 a) in positional and pho-
tometric parameters of H^ •mission has given no positive results. H^ profiles of
the runaway HD 188209 varies from night to night. The orbit with P=18d84 is found
together with probable nonradial pulsations at times of ~ 1 day.

Ihia communication is not a review. It
Qonttias rather the questions that the ana-
wera to them. This is an outlook on the pro-
blem of apeotral variability of early type
stara - supergiants and Be - from the point
at view of the observer. The purpose of this
communication is to illustrate observational
possibilities and constrains in solving of
this problem. This shall be demonstrated by
a number of concrete examples.All the obser-
vations have been made on the 6-meter teles-
cope of the SAO USSR AS.

Example 1. Search of very rapid variabi-
lity of HDE 245770 = AO535+26.

The transient X-ray source AO535+26 dis-
covered by Ariel 5 sattelite in April 1975
(Eyles et al., 1975a) was identified with
the Be star HDE 245770 (Liller, 1975). Fur-
ther observations soon discovered that the
x rays are pulsating with a period of 103.83
sec (Eyles et al., 1975b). Even at times of
the maximum the X-ray luminosity of the sys-
tem reaches no more than 3% of the luminosi-
ty of the optical star (Wade and Oke, 1977).
Nevertheless the idea of searching optical
apectra variations with the X-ray pulsation
period was very tempting.

The star HDE 245770 (B-9?4) was observed
on the night of 1980 February 9/10 at the
prime focus of the 6-m telescope. The UAGS
speotrograph was equipped with a UM-92 image
tube operating in its "aolf" mode. The spec-
tra were 0.8-0.9 mm high; the dispersion was
56 A/mm. Each spectrogram, covering the AX
5070-7070 A around the H^ line, was exposed

for 10 sec; 43 exposures were made overa
total observing time of 860 see We have no
reserve in decreasing both the time of ex-
posure and the intervals between the expo-
sures (also 10 sec). The system was not in
the X-ray flare state.

The Iurkewich (1971) method was employed
to search for periodicity in such an obser-
vational data as equivalent width, central
intensity, FWHM, and radial velocity of the
emission H^ line. The period search covered
the range from 10 aec to 10 min. We are fai
led to reveal a single period of any signi-

HDE245770/AOS35+26 P=-fO3.X3 s

Pig. 1. Behaviour of equivalent width of H^
emission line in the spectrum of HDE 245770
with the phase of 103.83 s period.
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ficance at all for any of quantities mentio-

ned.

In Fig. 1 are presented the equivalent

widths of Hj, in the phases of the 103.83 s

period. The line shows the averaging in the

intervals 0.1 if , the scatter of values is oc

casional. In Fig. 2 is the same for the ra-

dial velocity of Hj, .

-R.V.

kms)

80

40

0

HDt

Id

24577O/A0535+26 P=1O3.83 s

• •

* •

-

i i i

as 1.0

Fig. 2. Behaviour of H^ radial velocity of

HDB 245770 with phase of 103.83 s period.

The negative results of the search of va-

riability in the optical spectrum at the pu-

lsar times have been obtained by Wade and

Oke (1977), Margon et al. (1977), Aab et al.

(1982) and Janot-Pacheco et al. (1987). The

observational prospects are not clear. Co-

operation is hardly needed.

Example 2. Detection of pulsation of

p> Cephei type (?) in the spectrum of

HDE 245770.

The stellar magnitude of HDE 245770 (B=

=9.4) allows to obtain spectrograms of high

and moderate dispersion only on large teles-

copes. Ueasurments of radial velocities of

lines in the spectrum of HDE 245770 are dif-

ficult due to a high rotational velocity of

the star, vsini»250 km a'1 (Aab, 1985).

Homogeneous series of radial velocity me-

asurments for HDE 245770 have been made by

Hutchings et al. (1978) and ourselvs (Aab,

1984).Our observations were made with camera

II of the Main Stellar Spectrograph of the

6-m telescope. The dispersion was 28 A/mm on

the spectrogram.-] 0.5-0.6 mm in high. The ob-

servations covered the period January 1979-

Hovember 1983; March 1986. By the present

time 28 spectrograms have been measured

(blue region, Al 3500-3800-5000 A ) , 17 more

spectrograms are being reduced. The measu-

red radial velocities are presented in Tab-

le 1,the Julian date, mean radial velocity,

its r.m.s. error and the number of lines

measured (after filtering of unreliable on-

es; detailes in Aab, 1984) are marked.

Dr.Harmanec (private communication,1985)

analysed 27 our velocities and 27 velociti-

es by Hutchings et al.(1978) by Stelligwerf

(1978) method and found a probable period

P=0.187084 day, which is quite remarkable.

Fig. 3 shows the correlation of the radial

velocities with the phase of this period;

the moment JD 2442758.742 iw-i been taken as

zero epoch,the beginning of observations by

Hutchings et al. (1978). The solid line i3

Table 1

Radial velocities (km s~1) of HDE 245770

JD-2440000

3884.342
3884-360

3884.376

3885.265

3902.132

3902.145
4155.501
4155.530

4275.266

4275.426

4276.423

4280.404
4281.143
4284.146

4284.181

4287.151

4287.264

4295.247
4298.183
4481.528

4482.485
4482.550
4483.500

4626.264
4626.340

4626.459
4886.514
6510.288

RV

-43.1
+15.7
+10.2

-106.5
+11.9

-28.3
+39.0

+58.5
-21.8

+1.5
+15.0

-55.7
-47.3
-26.4
-2.4

-57.3
-48.3
+0.6

+19-0

+27.9
-37.2

-25.9
-41.8

-50.4
-18.2

-19.3
+12.8

-16.8

r.m.s.e

13.8
27.8
13.0

12.4
8.9

11.2
9.6

8.1

7.5
23.0

10.7

10.4
8.1

9.6

7.5
7.7
9.6

17-6

4.7

5.1
11.4
11.2

6.8

7.4
11.2

8.4

8.3
2.8

n

11

6

9
11

13
10
11

10

12

8

14

15
18

17
16
20

14
12
16

21

15
12

14
12
8

13
20

18
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drawn Xor the averaging in the interval 0.1

^. Assuming that the scatter of velocities

within the interval is caused by roeasunnent

errors,and using the statistics of F-distri-

bution (Kendall and Stuart,1968),we have de-

termined that the probability of this rela-

tion to be causal makes 15&.

R.V.
(kms1)

+40-

-80

HDE 245770/AO5S5+26 P=Q187O84 d

0 CL5 1.0

Fig. 3. Radial velocity variations of absor-

ption lines of HDE 245770 with period P =

= 4h29m. Open circles are the data by Hut-

chinga et al. (1978), filled circles are for

our data. Mean errorB for individual values

make 10.6 and 11.7 km s respectively.

The variability of radial velocities of

HDE 245770 with the period P=4h29m is unex-

pected, since the variations of these radial

velocities has traditionaly been ascribed to

the orbital motion with greater period. A

simple question arises : which relation is

more reliable, this one, with P=4n?-9m, whose

possible explanations consists in nonradial

pulsations of the star,or the orbital curve?

Example 3. Search of the orbital motion

of HDE 245770.

The observational data is the same as in

the example above. A number of authors (Ros-

siger, 1979; Warwick et al., 1981; Hayakawa

1981; Nagase et al., 1982; Hutchings, 1984;

Janot-Pacheco et al., 1987) are apt to con-

sider that the orbital period of the system

AO535+26=HDE 245770 is IIId. in Table 2 pre-

sented are two variants of the orbit with

P=111 , we are calculated using our 18 nor-

mal places, 24 of Hutohinga et al. (1978)

and 4 of Janot-Pacheco et al. (1987). The

two orbits are still rather bad.The Feriodo

gramic analysis by Deeming (1975) does not

note the period of 111d as considerable.The

orbit with P== 35.06 day (Aab, 1984) we have

assumed earlier fits badly to the data by

Hutchings et; al.(1978). In Pig.4 it is mar-

ked by open circles in the phases of our

orbital solution drawn by the solid line.

R.v. (HUE
(km s i

+40

0

-40

-80

-
•

\
\ \ .\\

r»

o

0

-

245770/AOS35+26

•

./o - \ • o

°./0' ° \
o • / . \ o

. o / o • \ •
7 \

y / § ° o. \
V ^ o o. V.

o ° •• • o •
o

0

I I

P=35.06d

•A \0 / o N

*/
•° / ° .°

> o -
o °

•
o

-

I
05 1.0

Pig. 4. Orbital solution from atsoxbtion li-

nes of HDE 245770 with P=35dO6 according to

our data (filled circles; AabT 1984).

From the general collection of data it

has been impossible so far to perform a new

calculation of the orbit with P=35d06 : the

orbit will not solve.

It is curious that one suoceedes in cal-

culating the curve with P=0.187 day. It is

presented in Table 2 and is better than the

orbits with P=111d(compare £ ) .

The question of the true period of radial

velocity changing for HDE 245770 requies a

detailed study. The reserve of spectrograms

with D=28 A/mm is avialable (17) and shall

be added in September 1987 and l=ter on.

Cooperation is extremely desirable with ela-

horation of equal methods. Unrealised rema-

ins the suggestion of P.Harmanec (private

communication, 1985) on obtaining of a num-

ber of spectrograms for HDE 245770 during

one night, which would make it possible to

establish variability hours.The task can be
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Table 2

Orbital solutions for HDE 245770 and HD 188209

orbital element

P, days

T (2440000+)

Vo, km s"
1

K , km a"1

e

6
asini, 10 km

£ , tan s~

1

111.0424+0.0020

5648.33

-26.6+3.3

12.7+4.4

0.08+0.64

132+22

19.33+7.06

0.023+0.025

3.32

HDE 245770
2

111.0175+0.0020

2744.17+1.53

-28.7+3.0

33.8+7.7

0.92+0.05

53+15

19.61+13.09

0.024+0.028

3.05

3

0.187084

2758.665

-24.9+2.7

31.2+5.9

0.89+0.06

300+12

0.037+0.019

0.000+0.000

2.69

HD 188209

18.8422+0.0020

4179.08

-7.7+0.7

4.7+1.0

0.04+0.69

171+12

1.217+0.270

0.000+0.000

0.69

realised on the 6-tn telescope, the mean ex-

posure time is -1 , the reserve for incre-

asing the accuracy of radial velocity deter*.

initiation are avialable and tested (see JD

2446510 in Ta'ole 1). This can be achieved by

moving to the blue region of the spectrum

(up to H^g) and greater broadening of the

spectrum (up to 1 mm).

Example 4. Radial velocity variation of

the runaway supergiant HD 188209 - orbi-

tal or atmospheric?

A.t the present time the problem of runaway

OB-stars remains unsolved. According to evo-

lutionary calculations (van den Heuvel and

Heise, 1972; van den Heuval, 1976;Massevitch

et al., 1976) thousends of OB-stars in pair

•with a neutron star must exist in the Galaxy.

The observations (Garmany et al., 1980; Sto-

ne, 1982; Gies and Bolton, 1986) hardly de-

tect a dozen of such systems. The small se-

miamplitudes of radial velocity curves (~10

km s~ ) require thorough methods which would

allow to separate the phenomena connected

with unstable outflowing atmosphere of a su-

pergiant from the star motion as the whole

Such method ha3 been realised by Stone(1982)

and Gies and Bolton (1986) and also in our

work (Aab et al., 1987).

From September 1985 till December 1986 19

spectrograms with the dispersion 9 A/tnm in

the blue region {XX 3800-5000 A) and 8 red

spectrograms {XX 5OOO-7OO0 A) with the dis-

persion H A/mm were obtained for HD 188209

on the Main Stellar Spectrograph of the 6-m

telescope. About 50 stellar lines were mea-

aured in. the blue range. By a sequential ite-

rative procedure from the matrix of radial

velocitiea (19x50 values) the differential

shifts of individual lines and mean radial

velocities for each spectrogram were sepa-

rated, thier errors were determined. F-tes-

ting (Kendall and Stuart, 1968) has shown

that variations exist both from plate to

plate and from line to line with a probabi-

lity greater than 99.95*.

The binary nature of HD 188209 discovered

by Stone (1982) is confirmed toy our data.

Presented in Fig. 5 is the probable orbital

curve with P«18d84 found by the method of

Deeming (1975) in the general set of data

Stone's (1982) and ours. The mean value of

the r.m.s. error of radial velocity for in-

dividual spectrogram is 5 = 1.1 Ion s~ for

ours and 6" = 2.8 km s for Stone's; with

R.V.
(km s)

+20

HD 188209 PM8.64 d

0 1.0

Pig. 5. Orbital curve of HD 188209 with P=

=18^84, calculated by us from data by Stone

(open circles) and from ours (closed circ -

les).
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tha orbital solution & a 0.69 km a""1 (aee Ta-
ble 2).

Differential line shifts (after exclusion
of blinding affaots) of HB 168209 are real
and caused by relative motions of atmosphe-
ric layers. The variable Balmer progression
is aooompained by evident variations of H^
profile (aee fig. 6), variable is also the
shape of the relation "velooity-excitation1*.
The oharacteristio tine of suoh variations
la daya or even traction of a day (for de-
tails aee Aab at al., 1987). It is moat pro-
bable that variable differential ahifta of
lines evidence of atmospheric motions of ty
pe of pr-Lsationa.

^ r^ 58

"—\W^ 5 9 - .,-••

-10 +10 8 C «

6. H 4 line profiles and Balmer progres-
sion of HD 188209. The vertical lines mark
the level of continium and radial velocity
saro point (mean over the spectrogram); the
dlfltancia between them are 10% and 20 km a" 1

The point for discussion consists in the
difficulty to separate pulsation component
froa orbital. In formation of the mean velo-
city over tha plate we took into account on-
ly the constant part of the differential
shift. For ideal case one has to observe the
•hole orbital cycle, obtaining a aeries of
spectrograms every night, which will make it
possible to allow tor differential shifts mo
re reliable.The task requires further solu -
tion and improvement of the methodioal side.
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DUPLICITY OF THE Be-STAR 59 CYG

A.E. Tarasov
Crimean Astrophysical Observatory

Nauchny, 334413 Crimea, USSR

I. Tuominen
Observatory, University of Helsinki

Tahtitorninmaki, 00130 Helsinki, Finland

High resolution and high signal to noise ratio CCD observations
of 59 Cyg show periodic variations in the radial velocities of
the components of Hot-line, i.e. of the absorption component,
and of the intensity ratio of the blue and red emission compo-
nents. The period 29.14 d suggest duplicity of this star.

1.Introduction

59 Cyg is a well known Be-star with
spectral type BllVe. During the years
1970-80 it showed twice an active phase
characteristic for Be-stars: strength-
ening of emission in hydrogen lines,
long-term variations in the ratio of
intensity of blue and red components of
the emission in H« (V/R), in equiva-
lent width of Hix , and in other charac-
teristics of the spectrum (Hubert-
Delplace, 1981; Doazan et al., 1981).
Barker (1982) and Doazan et al. noticed
also variations of V/R in a time scale
of a month.

2.Observations

The present observations were made
in May-July 1986 in the Crimean Astro-
physical Observatory with the coude
spectrograph of the 2.6-meter tele-
scope. Spectra in Hot-region were
observed with the first camera an
second order of grating, and registered
with the Helsinki Observatory eco-
system (Huovelin et al., 1986), using
the GEC red-sensitive CCD, and the
hardware package CCD 2000 from Astromed
Ltd (former Cambridge Electronic Ima-
ging), Cambridge, England.

The linear dispersion of 3 A/mm
gives a resolution of 0.053A/pixel, and
hence the length of each spectrum was
about 31A. The spectral resolution was
0.2A, and with an exposure of 20 min a
S/N ratio of 100-150 was obtained.
Reduction was made using standard meth-
ods, taking into account the sky back-
ground and the flat field. The
wavelength-scale was determined using
atmospheric water-wapor lines with a
correction due to the Earth's motion.
The standard error of the mean of the
wavelength is not larger than 50 m/s.
The number of spectra in H « -region in
the period May-July 1986 was 17.

The data are given in Table. In
Fig.l typical line profiles are pre-
sented. Notice the fairly strong emis-
sion reaching 1.7 times the continuum
value. In most cases a weak absorption
component divides the line into two
components, V and R, and in some
spectra the absorption is completely
absent. Nightly variations can be seen
in the blue and red components of the
emission, and in the depth and the
radial velocity of the absorption
component.

TABLE

Basic characteristics of He* -profile
of 59 Cyg: Julian date, phase, radial
velocity (RV in km/s) and the ratio of
blue and red components of the Hot -
emission (V/R).

J.D. (2440000+)

6570.48
6571.53
6573.45
6588.40
6589.40
6606.44
6607.31
6614.36
6616.38
6618.45
6628.35
6630.30
6631.32
6633.34
6634.28
6635.30
6636.32

3.Results

Phase

0.50
0.54
0.60
0.12
0.15
0.74
0.77
0.01
0.08
0.15
0.49
0.56
0.59
0.66
0.69
0.73
0.76

RV

-28
-30
-25
65
51
35
-
75
-
52
-29
-27
-25
7
-6
-
-

V/R

0.952
0.964
0.957
1.019
1.013
1.012
1.018
1.070
1.059
1.013
0.936
0.965
0.964
1.009
1.018
1.018
1.007

Parameters V/R and RV were used in
the analysis, their accuracies being
0.01 and 5 km/s, respectively. Periodic
variations were found to follow the
ephemeris

JDmax = 2446614.10+29.14E.
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Fig.l: Selected H<x-profiles of 59 Cyg.

In Figure 2 the phase diagram ror RV of
the absorption component and for the
V/R ratio are presented. The amplitudes
of the variations are 0.14 and 100
km/s, respectively. The period 29.14 d
has probably been present in HC\ for
ten years, as can be seen from the ob-
servations of Barker (1982) and Doazan
et al.(1985). They observed 59 Cyg in
its active phase, when the variations
of V/R were larger. At the beginning of
our observations in 1986, in accordance
with the results of Doazan et al.,
59 Cyg returned to a non-active phase,
the amplitude of the variations of V/R
remaining at the small value 0.14.

Periods in time-scales of 10-100
days are typical for many Be-stars, if
they are double systems. For this
reason it seems that 59 Cyg has a com-
panion. These variations possibly fol-
low from asymmetry of a gaseous disk
around a B-star. Similar variations are
well known in double stars with a Be-
component, e.g. ""ITau, 88 Her, is Per
o f r- ' '

In the case of 59 Cyg, the asymmetry
of the disk is visible in the H « -
profile at phases 0.65-0.8. During this
phase (see Fig.l) the absorption compo-
nent is absent. This phenomenon can be
understood if an eclipse of the high-
density region in the disk, and/or in
its most asymmetric part, occurs during
this phase. The companion may be in the
direction of this region. As can be
seen from Fig.2, the orbit of the B-
component is circular (e=0), and the
mean velocity of the absorption
component is 26 km/s. These values
formally give a mass ratio 0.513 and
a^ini = 31.9R0.

Duplicity of Be-stars may play an
important role in understanding the
reason for the formation of envelopes
on fast rotating B-stars. Still more
important is that the most active Be-
stars show duplicity (Harmanec, 1982).
For this reason ths high activity of
59 Cyg and its duplicity may be relat-
ed.
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Fig.2: a) Variation of the radial velocity RV of the
absorption component of uoi and b) variation of the
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enlaalon In 59 Cyg with the period 29.14 d.
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THEDRETICflL ASPECTS OF NQN RADIAL PULSATIONS

A. Noels

Institut d'Astrophysique, University de Liege
avenue de Cointe 5 B-4200 Qugree, Belgium

Abstract. An introduction to the theory of non radial modes of oscillations
is presented. Evidences of such pulsations can be found in numerous variable
stars. We discuss here some new results obtained in stars varying with
periods of the sr or longer than the hour, namely (5 Cep stars, line
pro-file variable stars and WR stars.

1. Introduction

The first question to ask if one wants
to study the stability of a star is the
following: "Is the equilibrium configuration
representing the star dynamically stable or
unstable ?". In a dynamically stable star, a
small overall contraction tends to increase
the pressure gradient in such a way that the
resulting force exceeds the increased
gravitational farce. So, there is a tendency
to come back to the equilibrium
configuration. If a perturbation is applied
to a dynamically stable configuration,
oscillations will take place. The amplitude
of these oscillations can eventually increase
with time, in which case the configuration is
said to be vibrationnally unstable or they
can decrease with time, in which case the
configuration is vibrationnally stable.

Although extensive studies have been
devoted to radial oscillations, as in the
case of Cephaid stars for example, the
attention has progressively turned towards
non radial oscillations. Actually, the Sun
has become in the last decade one of the most
famous variable star since the discovery in
1960 by Leighton and his co-workers of the
phenomenon called the "five-minute"
oscillation. But the best candidates for non
radial oscillations have since long been the
pCep stars. Recently some other groups of
stars have been added to the list. We shall
consider here only those with periods of the
order of or greater than one hour and
emphasize line profile variable stars and MR
stars.

2. Seneral Equations

We shall consider spherically symmetric
equilibrium models and ignore magnetic fields
and, in a first step, rotation.

The general method used in stellar
stability is the small perturbation method
<LedouK 19SB, 1969, Unno et al. 1979, Cox
19B0) in which a small perturbation is
applied to the model and the problem consists
then to follow the evolution of the perturbed
model. This is solved by linearizing the
general equations of:

- mass conservation
- momentum conservation
- thermal energy coriservation

Tn linearize these equations, one takes
-i variable, adds a perturbation to i t and
ariucei i +- in the equation, keeping only

the linear terms with respect to the
perturbations and taking into account that
these equations are satisfied by the
unperturbed variables. Me assume that the
solution of this linear problem is close to
the general solution of the complete nan
linear problem at least in a small domain
around the equilibrium state.

In that case, the coefficients of the
linearized system are time independent and
one can perform a separation between the tin
variation and the space variation of a
perturbed variable f, writing

(1)

The symbol » will be used for " 1 agrangian"
perturbations while the symbol ' will denote
"eularian" perturbations.

This separation of the time variable
transforms the initial partial differential
problem into an eigenvalue problem, <> being
the eigenvalue.

The linearized equations are then:

* ? ? <L1

mass conservation

momentum conservation

io- " - r iL -UA

(2)

(3)

thermal energy conservation

Poisson

(5)

where ? is the density, P, the pressure^£ ,
the rate of nuclear energy generation, F, the
flux of energy and ̂  , the gravitational
potential. P, and f, are the generalized
adiabatic coefficients defined by

r, =

6* f ' 5

(6)

(7)
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the derivations being done at constant
entropy S. Thje^symbol Ir is the radial
component of ir.
Except when C'is very small, a good
approximation is to admit that the
perturbation is adiabatic and the
conservation of thermal energy writes now

¥ (B)

3. fldiabatic case

We have four equations <2>, <3) , <B) and
(5) with the following boundary conditiun-r:

at the centers 5r is f in i te ,
(9)

at the surfaces ip = 0 and ,
continuity of f ' and ***

So, one deals with a fourth order in r
eigenvalue problem,^3 being the
eigenparameter. A complete discussion of the
solutions is given in Smeyers (19B4).

The solution may be expressed in terms of
spherical harmonics
Yj>(9If) of degree 1 and order m, in the form

for a scalar quantity and

(11)

Df
for a vectorial one. These modes are the
spheroidal modes, corresponding to <• "
different from zero.

Other displacement fields can also be
found. They are the toroidal modes defined by

if (•<•.:*) --
»-**« 3f

C12)

The eigenvalues are only different from zero
in a rotating s&ar. These modes are
divergence free:

V, = 0 (13)

4. Propagation of waves

For the sake of simplicity, we shall
neglect the eulerian perturbation of the
gravitational potential.
Let us adopt new variables

r» 't F

_L 9 P

(14)

(is)

in the case where T» is constant throughout
the star. If P» is not constant, we define

f» = exp [ J_
'o.,f\ -dl

Me obtain the second order systen

•d* vr- _!_(«•*_ N* ) A . IT r

(20)

(21)

where c is the sound speed and N, the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency defined by

'^i (22)

Let us suppose that the distance between the
nodes of v and w is small when compared to
the scale heights. In that case, we may study
the propagation of the wave in a United
region of the star and treat the system as a
system with constant coefficients in r, which
means a and
b constant. Such a system admits solutions of
the form . «

' C1 (24)

wn)=
with C, and C 2 constant. The coefficient k.-
in the exponential is the wave number.
Introducing those relations into the second
order system, we obtain the following
dispersion relation

A wave can propagate in the radial direction
if the wave number kr is real, which means a
positive value of kr- . If kr is negative,
the wave number is purely imaginary and the
amplitude of the oscillation varies
exponentially with r; the wave is said to be
evanescent.

Me have two critical frequencies:

&"« = N= (26)
o

which i s the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, and

— •=• L* {27»

which is the Lamb frequency.

There is propagation in the radial direction
if

G-1- > L=

a n d

and

(28)

(29)
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This can he seen in a propagation diagram
drawn in figure I where the two critical
frequencies are plotted in a CC",*/*)
diagram, R being the radius of the star. On
these curves, F is equal to zero.

Grtjioi

Fig. II
Diagnostic diagram

5. Classification of modes

This discussion clearly shows that there
is a distinction between modes. On the one
hand, there are the p modes oscillating in
the A region and, on the other hand, the g
modes oscillating in the G region. This was
originally introduced by Cowling (1941) who
showed that the eigenvalue problem tends
asymptotically towards a second order Sturm-
Liouville problem in the cases when
IC"L| -» «. and is"11 -»o-

Fig. I
Propagation diagrams

At the surface, Me have tf increasing to
infinity and La decreasing to zero.
Those diagrams represents the lowest
frequency for propagating acoustic waves and
the highest frequency for propagating gravity
waves. For a given value off", one can
easily see in which region of the star a wave
can propagate and in which region it is
evanescent. There are two well defined
regions, the A region and the 6 region where
pressure and gravity are respectively the
main restoring forces.
In these regions, a propagating wave is
mostly reflected at the boundaries, producing
a standing wave. Outside these regions, it is
spatially damped. So one can see that the
oscillation is mainly trapped in some layers
of the star.

Another interesting diagram is the so
called 'diagnostic di. jrara" which is a C1

versus k\ diagram, k^ being the horizontal
wave n y b w defined by

V

The second order equation writes

The dispersion relation becomes

(30)

(31)

Here again, a wave can propagate if kt is
positive.
Figure II shows a schematical diagnostic
diagram.

tV/-a (32)

with C 2 as the eigenvalue.

There is an infinite spectrum of strictly
positive discrete eigenvalues with an
accumulation point at infinity. They are the
p modes, numbered p , p ... and they are
dynamically stable.

ii. K 1 ! -. o

In this case, we have, defining u = r 2 or,

One can see that f z appears at the
denominator and the eigenvalue 1/C'is positive
if N 3 is positive and negative if N 2 is
negative. There is an infinite spectrum of
discrete eigenvalues with an accumulstion
point at infinity. So f 2 tends towards zero
with positive or negative values depending on
the sign of N3. The stable modes are called
g"*" modes. The unstable modes are associated
with convective motions and are called g~
modes.
The p modes and g~ modes are separated by the
so-called f mode or fundamental mode whose
existence has also been established by
Cowling. This mode has normally no node in
r and is dynamically stable. It is an
extention of the Kelvin mode obtained in the
homogeneous uncompressible sphere.
For a main sequence star, the distribution of
the dimensionless eigen— frequencies

(34)
en
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i s shown in -figure III.

Fig. I l l
Distribution o ( « a -for a main sequence star

A rigorous mathematical discussion has
been done by Gabriel and Scu-flaire (1979) in
the Cowling approximation. They discuss the
behaviour of v and w defined in re lat ions
(14) and (IS) , with respect to polar
coordinates V and 6 in the form, i l lustrated
in -figure IV,

Vcos«

sin 6

(35)

(36)

Fig. V
High degree p and g- modes in the

(w,v) plane.

A. Vibrational stability

In order to estimate the effect of the
non adiabatic terms neglected in equation (4),
one may use a perturbation method (Ledoux
1958). The first order correction to the
ei gen-frequency is written

v — V «. J (37)

Subscript a means the adiabatic value of C .
The time depedence of the perturbation becomes

-ft (38)

V

Fig. IV
Count of nodes of ar in the <H,V> plane

Hodes can be classified according to the
algebraic sum of nodes of Jr.
A node is counted positively if is
positive and negatively if iS is negative.
For positive values of 6*1 , v'has exactly k
nodes counted in that way. Positive values of
k are associated with p modes and negative
values of k with g modes. The fundamental
moda has k = O.

Summary

- Stable p modes, Ct > 0, k = 1 , 2 . . .
S rM has k nodes. Accumulation point = °"

l

- Fundamental f mode, * •> >0, k = 0
5 rc- has 0 node.

- If there i s a radiative zone:
stable g* modes, f^yo , Ic » - 1 , - 2 . . .
6 rfc has k nodes. Accumulation point • 0

- If there i s a convective zone:
unstable g~ modes, <•* •< < 0, k = 1, 2. - -
S r_ has (k-1) nodes. Accumulation point - 0

In the (w,v) plane, a high degrva p mode and a
high degree g- mode ire illustrated in figure
V.

So, an oscillation i s amplified when C is
negative and damped when C'is positive. The
coefficient of vibrational stability C
writes ,M t . . »

«•'-_-
(39)

In the right member of equation (39), all
quantities are expressed in terms of the
adiabatic solution.

The nuclear term, EM , is generally
positive and tends to amplify the
oscillation. Its contribution comes from
the central part of a core burning star or
from the intermediate layers of a shell
burning model.

The flux term, Er , is mainly
important in the external layers where it
is generally positive and thus contributes
to the damping of the oscillation.

7. Rotation

For a non rotating star, the
eigenfunction and the eigenfrequency C" of a
normal mode are independent of the order m
of the associated Legendre polynomial P~
(cos 6 > of degree 1 and order m. There is a
( 2 1 + 1 ) - fold degeneracy in m, which
simply comes from the symmetry of the
equilibrium structure around the rotation
axis. Rotation is thus able to remove the
degeneracy of a non radial mode of
oscillation and the modified
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eigenfrequencies are wr i t ten, in a ro ta t ing
frame (Ledoux 1969)

(T = Cfl - W. Cf -ft H i -- - l , •-• * ( (40)

where ô is the eigenfrequency obtained
when rotation is ignored, -A is the angular
frequency of rotation and d is a constant
depending on the model and on the mode. In
a homogeneous model, one has

meaning during a radial pulsation -for which
the relation

r (41)

3 O
Higher order terms in i l 2 are proportional
to ma, so there is not only a split t ing of
modes but also a shift in -frequency. In a
rest -frame, relation (40) writes

<r = (42)

8. Observation o-f non radial oscillations

In an ideal situation, when one can
see di-fParent parts o-f the surface o-f a
star, some o-f them expanding and others
contracting, there is no doubt that the
star is non radially oscillating. This is
possible for the sun and the solar -five-
minute oscillations are the mcst evident
proof that non radial oscillations do
appear in stars. But, Me will not treat
this case and, -for more distant stars, one
has to turn to speckle interferometry to
resolve the image into a disk or, more
generally, to turn to indirect
manifestations of a non radial movement.

1. If a star shows a period much
longer than the period of the radial
fundamental mode, one may suspect this mode
to be a g mode, the periods of such modes
tending to infinity as the order of the
mode increases, in opposite to radial, f
and p modes, which have periods smaller
than the radial fundamental mode. This is
observed in ZZ Ceti stars which we shall
not discuss here.

2. The so—called beat phenomenon is
also a good indicator of non radial
pulsations. If a star displays an amplitude
of oscillation modulated periodically, this
shows that two different modes are excited.
However, if the beat period is much longer
than the principal period, one may go
further and say that the two modes must be
very close in periods. To find really close
modes, one can turn towards the rotational
splitting of non radial modes, differing
solely in m, as defined by relation (40).

3. Periodic variations in line
profiles are not rare in variable stars. Of
course, radial pulsations would also
exhibit variations in line Doppler shifts.
But, if the change in line profile appears
without any change in the equivalent width,
then this must be the signature of
movements occuring differently in different
part of the surface of the star, in order
to keep the general absorption conditions
globally constant. This means again a
possibility of non radial oscillations.

4. Baade (192£>>'s test was used
originally to discard non radial
oscillations. It is simply based on the
notion o-f total radius, which keeps all its

L = It «.<; (43)

where L is the luminosity, R the total
radius and T., the effective temperature,
is valid throughout the pulsation. When
observing a variable star, one may usually
draw a light curve, giving L(t> and a
radial velocity curve, giving R(t). The
change in spectral type gives T.(t>. So, we
have two different ways of obtaining the
total radius as a function of time. First,
we derive it from relation (43), knowing
L(t) and T_(t) and second, we compute it
from the radial velocity curve. If the two
functions R(t) vary in phase, we have good
reasons to believe in a radial pulsation.
If not, as has been done by Walker (1954
a,b) for (3 Cep stars, we may welcome a non
radial explanation.

9. 0 Cep Stars

The ft Cep stars are the first variable
stars to have been strong candidates for
non radial oscillations after Ledoux's
suggestion (1951) to explain the
multiperiodicity present in some of them.
The observational properties of these early-
type variables havp been reviewed by Struve
(1955), by Underhill (1966) and by Lesh and
Aizenman (1978).Their spectral types are
between BO.5 and B2 and they belong to
luminosity classes III and IV. Their
periods range from about 3 to 6 hours and
the amplitudes of light variations and
velocity curves are rather small. Maximum
light appears at maximum compression, i. e.
at mean velocity on the descending branch
of the velocity curve. They are generally
slow rotators with rotational velocities
smaller than 50 km/s (McNamara and Hansen,
1961), compared to about 200 km/s for
typical B stars, although same of them, as
has been shown by Shobbrook and Lamb (1972)
and by Shobbrook (1972), reach 200 km/s.
Their location in the H-R diagram is shown
in figure VI.

Fig. VI

H-R diagram showing the location of
stars, after Unno(1979).

Cep
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Most (3 Cep stars are likely to be
radial pulsators with periods of the order
of A to 6 hours, typical of the radial
fundamental mode -for a B star. The
excitation mechanism for radially pulsating
(3 Cep stars is still unknown although the
helium opacity bump has been proposed
(Stellingwerf 1978). It is still
questionned (Lee and Dsaki 1982) whether
this mechanism can destabilize the whole
star or just act locally.

However, they also show evidence of
non radial oscillations. A good discussion
of the non radial nature of their
pulsations can be found in Unno et al.
(1979). The arguments are essentially the
line profile variations and radial velocity
curves on the one hand and the beat
phenomenon on the other hand.

1. Figure VII shows the radial
velocity curve and the variation in line
profile for G* Sco. There is a strong
asymmetry in the velocity curve, the
narrower lines occuring during the
ascending branch.
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Fig. VII

Radial velocity curve and variations in
line profiles for 6* Sco,

after Huang and Struve (1955)

It is very important to notice that,
although the shape of the line changes
drastically during the pulsation, the
equivalent width remains nearly constant.
Ledoux (1951) was the first to suggest that
the reason for this was a nan radial
oscillation coupled with rotation. Since
then, detailed line profiles computations
have been performed by Christy (1966),
Osaki (1971), Stamford and Watson (1976,
1977), Smith (1977) and Kubiak (1978). They
tend to confirm that suggestion.

Let us examine a quadrupole
oscillation, 1 = 2 . Fallowing Unno (1979),
the velocity at the surface of a mass
element in a non radially oscillating star,
is written

Vo -. A ( 1 fi. J_ _4.__L_) Pr"(£«») e
t m (44)

Dsaki (1971) has shown that the ratio of
the transverse to the radial velocity
amplitudes is given by

Rotation removes the m degeneracy and each
quadrupole mode gives five different aodea
<n = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, equally spaced.
Because of rotation, there are no standing
waves, except for • = 0, each Have
travelling along or opposite to the
rotation, according to the sign of •. Since
the eigenfunctions are written in the fora

the phase velocity is given by

dt
c1

(46)

C47)

Let us assume values for 1, a and k.
We have also to choose a value for i, the
angle between the axis of rotation and the
line of sight. The star's visible disk is
then divided into a large number of surface
elements for each of which we conpute the
velocity resulting from both rotation and
non radial oscillation. Each velocity gives
a Doppler shift and, adopting a limb
darkening law, we may add all the
intensities for all the elements to obtain
a line profile at time t. The only
parameter remaining in this computation is
the ratio of the radial amplitude of Vo, A,
to the rotational velocity VR. Figure VIII
gives an example of variation of the line
profile when the phase varies from 0 to
0.9, computed for A/V., = 0.4, k = 0.15 and
i = 90° in a 1 = 2, m = 2 oscillation.

Fig. VIII
Theoretical line profile variations for

A/VR = 0.4, after Unno et al.<1979)

A peak on the short wavelength side moves
progressively towards the long wavelength
side. The line asymmetry is well marked
except for <p = O.?5 and f = O.75. For
values of f greater than 0.5O, the profile
flattens and two components appear at 0 =
0.8O, but very weakly. In order to
reproduce a more pronounced line doubling
as observed in some fl Cep stars, one has to
choose a greater value of A/V , as can be
seen in figure IX.
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Fig. IX
Theoretical line variations for

A/V. 1.4, after Unno et al. (1979)

Figure X shows the radial velocity defined
from the position of the deepest point in
the profile- for A/Vn = 0.4.

Fig. X
Theoretical radial velocity curve for
fl/VR = O.4, after Unno et al. C1979)

Such discontinuities in the velocity curves
are observed in |3 Cep stars showing line
doubling. The variation in line width cones
froa the variation in the resulting
velocity, obtained by adding vectori ally Vn
and Vo.

(lore detailed computations of line
profiles in the presence of various
velocity fields have been described by
Caapos and Saith (1980). Observational
results obtained for *" Peg, 0Cep, $ Cet
and C Sco are best reproduced by a radial
pulsation in the presence of rotation and
shocks. It is difficult to distinguish
between a radial node and a nan radial one
with a = 0 but, for a random inclination,
the amplitude should be much greater in the
non radial case. The interesting effect is
that a radial pulsation combined with
rotation introduces an asyaaetry in the
line and a variation in the line width, as
observed in these (J Cep stars. Their radial
velocity curves show no discontinuities.

Soae () Cep stars could be radial
pulsators and others non radial pulsators.
It should be interesting to investigate
whether the non radial candidates could be
found preferentially in a binary system or
not.

2. About one half of the stars of the
Cep group shows a beat phenomenon, which
is generally correlated with variations in
line width. Although other explanations
have been proposed, such as an accidental
degeneracy between the radial fundamental
mode and the non radial 1 = 2, f mode
(Chandrasekhar and Lebovitz, 1962), but

questioned by Osaki (1975), or a tidal
deformation produced by a -ampanian (Fitch
1967, 1969), we shall only retain the non
radial oscillation in a rotating star.

Qsaki (1971) has computed the
rotational velocity from the difference
between the two beating frequencies, giving
rise to a beating period Po with 1 = 2 , for
m = 2 and 0, that is from

c- 2TC - i c. n.
P

(48)
b

This relation is derived from the
rotational spl i t t ing formula (40). The
angular frequency of rotation is simply
VR/R, the total radius R being computed
from the luminosity and the effective
temperature. The comparison with values of
VR obtained from the f i t t i n g of line
profi les is generally good except for (3 CMa
for which other values of the parameters
could explain the discrepancy.

10. Line Profile Variable Stars

High precisian spectroscopy has
permitted the discovery of a new class of
early type variable stars, the so-called
line profile variable stars. Their
variation appears -ifi the profiles of
photospheric absorption lines, with time
scales of hours or days, but only very
weakly in luminosity or radial velocity,
which distinguish them from their sisters,
the (1 Cep stirs. In the H-R diagram, they
surround the (i Cep stars, their spectral
type var- ing from B5 to OB and their
luminosity classes from II to V.

Line profile variable stars subdivide
into two classes (Osaki and Shibahashi
1986, Osaki 19B5).

The 53 Per stars (Smith 1977)

They are sharped lined variables,
slowly rotating, with periodic variations
in line width and line skewness. They are
located in the H-R diagram at the edge of
the classical (J Cep region. Smith (1977)
has shown that it was possible to explain
their variation, in line profiles with low
1, equal to 2 or 3, nan radial pulsation
modes of travelling wave type.

The f Qph stars or SCAS stars (Vogt and
Penrod 1983a)

These stars are rapid rotators of
spectral type 6 or Be and luminosity
classes III to V. They seem to undergo
phases of ejection of matter leading to the
formation of rings, during which their
brightness decreases. They show variations
in line profiles where travelling bumps are
seen to move across the rotationally
enlarged line. Vogt and Penrod (1982) have
suggested that this type of variations
could well be explained with non radial
sectoral modes for higher values of 1,
about 6 to 10- The choice of sectoral modes
is rather arbitrary. Some authors dare say
that it is just easier to work with 1= m .
One generally beleived that it was unlikely
to observe non radial modes with such high
values of 1 because- too many varying
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regions on the visible disk Mould cancel
each other and this would put the variation
of light and radial velocity under the
noise limit. It Mas also said before that
rapid rotation Mould prevent the
observation-of line profile variations
because it Mould give a diffuse aspect to
the absorption lines. It turns out that
rapid rotation helps the observation of
high 1 nodes since it resolves the star's
disk into different components in the line
profile, through rotational Doppler shift
by the method called "Doppler Imaging".

Vogt and Penrod (1983a), Penrod 11986)
and Osaki (1986) have suggested that the Be
phenomenon Might be episodical in a B star.
As a result of nan radial pulsations,
angular momentum is Injected in the
atmospheric layers. A aass ejection in the
equatorial plane follows and nan radial
pulsations are then daaped. After a while,
the whole Mechanism is repeated. Non radial
pulsations in B and Be stars have been
shown to affect the structure of the
atmospheric layers in such a way that a
stellar Mind can appear (Hi 11son and Bowen
1985).

It may well be that those two
subclasses are different aspects of only
one class, the observed values of 1
depending on the rotational velocity. Smith
(1980) has suggested that 0 Cep stars might
Oily Melt be the "tip of the iceberg" in a
global class of line profile variable
•tars. Even nan variable stars in this
region of the H-R diagram could be variable
in line profile if high enough
mpeetroscopic resolution Mere achieved.

Among this global class of variable
•tars, Spica has the peculiar property to
having lost a four hour radial pulsation
mode about ten years ago. Spica is the
primary of a 4.01 day binary. The
disappearance of radial pulsations could
result from a redistribution of angular
momentum within the star. Another
hypothesis has been advanced by Balona
(19B5). This mode could be a non radial
1=2, m=Q mode whose pulsation axis, assumed
to coincide with the rotation axis, precess
with a period of about 2OO yr. The observed
light and velocity curves would then vary
with tine. This star has been extensively
studied by Smith (1985a, 19B5b). The
observation of Spica seems to be very
difficult from the northern hemisphere and
some photometric results have been
questionned by Sterken et al. (19B6I. Its
spectral lir.e profiles exhibit very complex
variations, with bumps and travelling
spikes. Bumps are typical of non radial
oscillations and it has been possible to
reproduce the variations in line profiles
by assuming the simultaneous excitation of
•four sectorial modes.

1- 1 = m = 2. This is an equilibrium
tidal mode with a 48-2 hour period.

2. A quasi-taroidal mode, responsible
for the travelling spike pattern,
with an ^irioarent per i ad ; measured
in a re'-^ irwdie, of S.05 hours.

3. 1 = -m = 8 i l . This sectorial mode
has an apparent period of
6 . S 1 i 0.02 hours.

4. 1 « -m = 16 £ 2. The apparent period
is 3.2010.016 hours.

The ratio of the apparent periods of
the two last modes is nearly exactly two,
which is also the ratio of their 1 values.
In other words, we can say that when two
modes are mxcitmd simultaneously in a star,
their phase velocities, given by relation
(47), tend to be identical. So sectorial
modes commensurable in apparent periods are
also commensurable in m and 1. Such a
commensurability has been observed in other
(1 Cep stars although this property seems to
be less and less certain, the only
candidate remaining could well be f Sco.

If one accepts the idea of
commensurability, one can derive an
interesting result, showing the presence of
a differential rotation inside the star.
Let us apply relation (42) using the
apparent frequency of the 1 - 1 6 mode,
C M »», with an angular frequency of
rotation at the surface, ft- m derived from
estimations of R, VR sin i and i. This
gives the intrinsic value C 1 A . This mode
is the more superficial of the modes
appearing here, so A s may enter relation
(42). Owing to the commensurability
property, we can derive C . simply by
dividing by two the value of C ,*. From Cm
and from the apparent frequency of the 1 -
8 mode, C m m, mm than derive Xla, which
might be the angular frequency of rotation
in the interior of the star. It turns out
that the period of rotation at the surface
is of the order of 2.3 days while it is
only of 2 days in the interior. So a
gradient in rotational velocity seems to
exist but let us remember that this
argument stc-ongly rests on the
commensurabi1ity of periods, which might be
wrong.

A toroidal mode can only be observable
in the presence of rotation because its
frequency would be strictly zero in a non
rotating star. These modes are the Rossby
modes observed in the Earth's atmosphere
and oceans (Greenspan 1969). The angular
frequency 6* for a toroidal mode 1, m is
given, in the rest frame, by (Papaloizou
and Pringle 197B>

\
(49)

So, a particular period can as well be
obtained by a spheroidal or a toroidal mode
-for the same values of 1 and m if 1 is
large enough since the term —in XI. dominates
in relations (49) and (42). This term
appears only in the rest -frame. So, another
interpretation, instead of a high 1 and m
toroidal mode, would be a spot on the
star's disk observed in a rest -frame.
Variations in line profiles in rapidly
rotating stars have been attributed by Vogt
and Penrod (19B3bi tn such dark spots. A
new method applicable to the "Qoppler
Imaging" technique has been derived by Vogt
(1987) and Vogt, Penrod and !1at:s= i'i")a7)
which DBf mi t -= to oh 1 ain a twr :.< i ̂ piiM'.nnal
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The presence of • quasi-toroidal aode
in Spica is based upon the axistatic* of. a
travailing spika. Tha problaa is nowi are
tax sura that we can distinguish between a
Moving bump and a travelling spike? Osaki
(1985) has investigated the possibility of
Rossby or toroidal nodes to eaplain line
profile variations. Froa. figure XI , Ma sea
that i t is impossible to distinguish
between a nun radial sectarian spheroidal
soda and a Rossby aode.

Line profiles produced by a 1 = - • » 8<a>
spheroidal and*) and <b> ftossby aode, after
Osafci (19S3»

A judicious choice of the ratio of the
aaplitude of the oscillation's velocity to
tha rotational velocity has to ba aade to
obtain such a siai larity. Rossby nodes have
the advantage of suppressing the so-called
K-problm, dealing with the value of k
appearing in relation <44). This parameter
has to be small to reproduce line profiles
with spheroidal aodes, otherwise there
should be a strong effect an the Mings of
the lines, which is not observed.
Observations suggest that i t met be large
since, according to relation (43), the
observed frequencies of oscillations are
generally low. With toroidal aode, there
are only horizontal components in the
velocity at tha surface and the K-problea
nay disappear.

Up to now, there are no clear
theoretical reasons invoked to explain the
excitation of a nan radial aode in the^e
stars. A few mechanisms have been advanced,
linked with rotation <Osaki 1974) or with
the presence of a companion (Kato 1974).

1 1 . Scti stars

These stars, located near the main
sequence, in the Cepheid instability strip,
have spectral types AS to F5. Their periods
range from one to a few hours. They show
complicated light curves whose aaplitude
vary with time. This property has generally
been attributed to a beat phenomenon
between two or more oscillations.

Most o Scu stars are assumed to be
radial pulsators on the basis on their
period ratios. Evidences of radial
oscillations have been advanced in S Scu
itself and in some others. Dziembowski
(1975) has shown that models of main

sequence stars which are unstable towards
radial aodes are also unstable towards nan
radial

12. WR stars

Classical HR stars are especially
known for their peculiarities in surface
abundances and do not generally appear in
any catalog of variable stars. The
evolutionary scenario proposed by Gonti
(1976) for single stars explains vary
nicely the abundance anomalies as a result
of mass loss through stellar «ind. Ma shall
not talk here about WR stars In binary
systems <de Loore 1980), although we are
fully aware that such situations arm
frequent but in the context of non radial
pulsations, attention haa mostly been paid
to single objects. The aain idea in tha
evolutionary picture ia simply that aaaa
loss removes all the unburnt material out
of the star, leaving at the surface matter
which has been previously processed by
nuclear burning. Evolutionary computations
have been made for numerous values of tha
initial mass. A review of the most
important effects of nasa lass has been
made by Maeder and de Loore (19B2).

A massive star evolves froa tha zero
age aain sequence laaing mass through
stellar wind and becomes an Of star. Once
it has lost all the material above the
maximum extension of tha convective core,
the chemical composition at the surface
changes drastically, revealing abundances
of C, N and 0 typical of CNO burning (Kaels
et al. 19B0).
The star has now most features of a MR star
although it is still difficult to fix
precisely the hydrogen abundance it aust
have when receiving its new naae. Mass loes
rate is then increased, up to values
observed in HR stars. Such changes can take
place during core hydrogen burning (Noels
and Gabriel 1981) or during hydrogen shell
burning (Maeder 1985) if the initial mass
is high enough, of the order of about 60 Ma
or more. The star can also go through a
Hubble—Sandage phase (Maeder 1985) near the
end of core hydrogen burning, with very
violent mass loss. This accelerates the
transformation of an • star into a HR star.

Helium burning may eventually start in
a star nearly homogeneous in chemical
composition and devoid of hydrogen. If its
total mass is then higher than the critical
mass for He burning stars, of the order of
16 Ma (Boury and Ledoux 1965, Noels-Brotsch
1967, Simon and Stothers 1969, Stothers and
Simon 1970, Noels and Masereel 1982), a
vibratianal instability towards radial
pulsations occurs, with periods less than
the hour (Noels and Gabriel 1981,1984,
Maeder 1985). It still remains to detect
some variability in the most massive WR
stars.

Such variability in the emission line
profiles of same MR stars has been
discovered by Meller and Jeffer (1979),
Vreux (1985) and Vreux et al. (1985). The
periods, of the order of a few hours, are
longer than the fundamental radial mode and
the best candidates far variability seem to
be found among the UN stars, i. e. stars
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with hydrogen still present in the external
layers. WC stars are devoid of hydrogen and
their spectra show abundances of C and D
typical o-f He burning. This gives two
reasons to discard radial pulsations
because, apart -from the disagreement: in the
periods, the presence of a hydrogen rich
envelope enhances the vibrational stability
o-f a helium star (Simon and Stothers 197O,
Noels and Magain 19B4). vreux (1985) had
already suggested the presence of non
radial oscillations in those stars. For
such modes of pulsations, it is worthwhile
looking far a vibrational instability in
shell burning models since the amplitudes
of these modes tend to zero at the center
(Simon 1957). Noels and Scuflaire (1986)
have found a phase of vibrational
instability towards g modes of degree 1=1,
with periods of the order of a few hours.
The e-folding time is about 1000 yr but the
duration of the unstable phase is rather
short, only about 5000 yr. For higher
values of 1, of the order of 5 to 10, an
instability occurs, some modes being
trapped in the hydrogen burning shell
(Scuflaire and Noels 1986). Periods are
similar to the observed ones but here again
the instability is rather mild and cannot
by itself explain the variability suspected
in WR stars.

Attention has recently been paid to
nan radial oscillations, not only in MR
stars but also in Of stars and this has
suggested a possible explanation for the
variability in their P-Cygni profiler.
Scuflaire and Vreux (1987) have presented a
method to compute the profile of P—Cygni
lines when the wind has neither spherical
nor axial symmetry. The method has been
applied to resonance lines only. Therefore
the results cannot be used directly in MR
stars as these lines are saturated. It
would be interesting to investigate Of
stars where resonance lines are not
saturated.

The detection of variability in those
stars is extremely difficult. First, most
of them are in binary systems and it is not
always easy to distinguish between an
orbital period and an intrinsic period of
variation. A possible way to discard
orbital periods would be to find a period
slowly varying with tide (Remy 1987).
Secondly, although the I LIE satellite has
revealed numerous variations in line
profiles, it is still not clear whether
these variations are periodic or not. Much
work remains to be done in this promising
field.
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Discussion

Pecker: I feel, that we should be very careful
In predicting waves (G-waves) behaviour from the
B.V. frequency as derived In models of stars with
deep and thick convectlve zones: We have now only
very first approximation aodels for the convectlve
zone, which are generally assumed to be adiabatic,
whenever they certainly never act strictly In this
assumed adiabatic way!

Walker: We observe Spica every spring and certainly
find 1=8 dominant. We have an indication that there
was a significant contribution from 1=16 this year
which, if true, would support Smith's finding.
We find also that k = 1.

Fullerton: I have two comments on this very clear
review. The first is that it is not at all certain
that we can relate the observations of nonradlal
pulsations in intermediate and rapidly rotating
stars with the theoretical expectations derived
from "slowly" rotating models. Dr. Maurice Clement
of the University of Toronto has been tackling
the extremely difficult problem of establishing
eigensolutlons for rapidly rotating models, and
his results are discouragingly complicated. The
• values derived by observers are surely a valuable
description of the pulsational activity, but it
will probably be some time before they can be linked
with "modes" that theoreticians find.

Hy second comment concerns the perception
that the preference observers express for sectorial
modes (I.e. 1= im| ) Is arbitrary. This is not the
case, at least for those stars with detectable
photometric amplitudes (e.g. Epsilon Per). Only
sectorial modes can produce such variations - other
patterns have too much cancellation across the
disk. Furthermore, there is evidence which Gordon
Walker presented on Monday that the pulsations
are confined to the equatorial band - again, this
is a property of sectorial modes. To be rigorous
we should check for photometric variations of ap-
propriate amplitude for each nonradially pulsating
star - a lot of this data exists for B and Be stars,
but not so much for 0 stars, but ray point is that
sectoriarl modes are a necessity, not a choice.

•alker: It is very hard to reproduce the amplitude
and sharpness of the sub-features in the line pro-
files for Spica unless l=lm|.

Sterken: What is the situation concerning the
light variability of Spica now? Do you know if
your colleagues of Nice Observatory have any recent
observations of it?

Baglin: The last campaign on Spica took place
in April/May 1987 but wa5 a complete failure due
to bad wheather conditions at Pico de la Veleta
Observatory.

Bolton: At this stage in our understanding of
variable phenomena in early-type stars, it is well
to keep in mind all possible models. In that spirit,
I welcome your emphasis on Rossby waves. However,
I think this is one of the easier ir.odels to reject.
As I understand it, Rossby waves with subsonic
velocities, such as are required to explain the
observed line profile variations, should produce
no photometric variations. But many of the best

Van Paradljs: I recall having seen a paper recently
in Astrophys. 0. Letters or short-term, small radial-
velocity variations in Ar^turus, but I can't remem-
ber the detailed number.

Bartolini: About the line profile variable stars,
do you think that periods shorter than one hour
are possible? At Bologna Observatory we carried
out spectr iscopic observations of a B3 star that
seems to display line-profile variations on a tine
scale of 20 to 30 minutes. Could sectorial modes
with l=-m=32 or £4 be involved?

fUglln: It should be a p mode.

Kuba't: How can non-radial pulsations start?

Baglin: Like a radial pulsation. If they are self
sustained, any small perturbation will grow and
start the motion. If - like in the Sun - they are
forced (probably by convection), they just decay
slowly till the next kink.

Kuhjt: Should not the AlfveVi waves be included
Into the theory?

Baglin: Alfven waves certainly exist in the ma-
gnetic configuration at the surface of the object,
but they are not global coherent perturbations.

s tuciiei.1
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lw INTBODUCTION, BASIC CONCEPTS

In this paper we would like to give some partial -

answer to the following question :

Hew to extract information from the temporal

variations at an ohjmrvabla hi variable star, In or-

der to eonatntc* a model &• simple a* possible T

• basic assumption is thai the object can be de-

scribed by a system at partial differential equations, or

even ordinary differential equations, and we are looking

for ways to determine the number and the nature of these

equations.

IB a tiUMi" WKMrfftilifttifiB i the system is described as

a collection of n independants oscillators, and the global

motion is qnasiperiodie. The Fourier spectrum is com-

posed of n independant frequencies. The trajectory, in

the phase space explores a subspace of dimension n, and

when n becomes large the time behaviour is more and

more complex

in the framework) the situation is completely

different; this one to one correspondance between com-

plexity and dimensionnality is no more valid. It is well-

known that even two or three non linearly coupled oscil-

lators can give a chaotic motion, which generates a large

number (or even a continuum) of freqaencies whereas the

system is described by a small number of low degree dif-

ferential equations.

Though a linear analysis has been proven to be suf-

ficient to interpret some stellar variability, as for instance

the five minute solar oscillation, many classes of variables

have a complicated dynamic (see for instance Auvergne

1983, Perdang 1986) which is hard to describe in the

linear framework.

Non linear mode coupling has been proposed for a

long tine as a possible explanation of amplitude limita-

tion (Ledoux and Walraven 1958). More recently, Bach! .-

et aL (M87) and Aikawa (1987) have shown that non -

fiscal mode coupling produces a chaotic dynamic using

tike amplitude equation formalism or a numerical simula-

tion of k sknplifled stellar envelope.

To confirm the presence of such non linear effects, the

traditional Fourier analysis is no more relevant. When the

spectrum b crowed, it cannot distinguish between a sys-

tem which explores a phase space of large dimension (with

a large number of degrees of freedom) or a system which

evolves nonKneariy on a low dimension strange attractor.

More appropriate concepts, coming essentially from the

theory of dynamical systems '.'ke dimension or Lyapunov

exponents describe the geomet ic structure of the attrac-

tor and the behavior of the tr;jectories in the phase space

(see for instance fuckenheioier and Holmes 1983, Shaw

1980, Eckmann and Ruelle 1985).

».- THE CASE OF WHITE DWARFS

Among the variable stars, white dwarfs are the best

candidates for this type of analysis.

They have complex spectra, variable components, mode

switching... Their behaviour differs completely from one

star to the other, and, up to now, no reliable classifica-

tion has been possible. The characteristic timescales of

the variations are mostly smaller than 1000 s, so that

many cycles can be observed in the same night.

The ZZ Ceti star GD 66 has already been studied

by Auvergne and Baglin (1986) and by Auvergne et al.

A different example is given here, a DB white dwarf

PG 1351+489 , which has a less complicated structure,

and look monoperiodic with h period of 489 s, probably

associated to a nonradial gravity mode.
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3.- RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TRAJECTORY

In principle, a reconstruction of the trajectory, in the

phase space is possible from a single observable. The

so-called time delay method has been proposed first by

Packard (1980), and Takens (1980) has demonstrated the

topologie equivalence of the "reconstructed" trajectory to

the "real" one, under a few constraints. Since then, it has

been exteasively used in different fields (see for instance

Roux et al. 1983, Malraison et al. 19S3, Auvergne and

Baglin 1986).

The applicability to astronomical date raises specific

difficulties due to the conditions of the observations, i.e.

a quite high sighnal to noise ratio and interruptions in

the data due to day/night alternance and/or bad weather

condition I The unavoidable noise problem needs special

care in data acquisition and reduction. Auvergne and

Baglin (1986) have shown that a dimension computation

is not almost unsensitive to interruptions if continuous

sets of data contain enough characteristic times.

The reconstruction of the phase space of PG 1351 +

489 has been done using a light curve of a 3.6 hours run

ofPG 1351 + 489.

A pre-filtering in the Fourier spectrum has been made

with the band pass \ut = 0.8, i/a = 7.87 on mHz]. The

time delay has been chosen as T = 80* to optimize the

visibility. Projections on the z(t), z(t+T) plane are shown

on Fig.l.

Fig. 1 : projection of the reconstructed phase space

of PG 1351 + 489 on the x{W\ z((,< +6) plane

4.- SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION

The applicability of tiiis method to variable stars is

extensively described and discussed in Auvergne (1987).

The same observations of PG 1351 + 489 as in § 3, have

been analysed in this way.

Projections of the trajectory in the phase space on the

plane (̂ >i, >̂j) and ($a, (j>&) are given on '/ig.2 where the

eigenvectors <j>u <i>3, fo correspond to the largest eigen-

values.

For comparison the actival phase space of the forced

one-zone model showed by Auvergne et al. (1981) in the

periodic domain, has been projected in the space of the

• * • ' . ' • • ' • • • - " • » • • : ' .

• < r ' ; * ' * ; i '*."<••••

-0.2 -0.1 0.1

0.1 0.2

Fig. 2 : projection of the trajectory of PG 1351 +

489. a) on the plane (^!, 0a) for the whole run of obser-

vations, b) on the plane ($3, 0S) for only approximately

one period.

physical variables : j/i, the thickness of the zone, J/J its

velocity and y3 its temperature. (Fig.Z)

One can recognize a similar s?symiuetry in the (0i, $3)
a n d (fi, J/a) planes, and the crossing loop structure in the

\<t>i, 0j) and (yx, y,) plane.

This can be interpreted as an indication that there is

the same amount of information in this light curve than



in the one-nme model and not more.

But, one should not identity at once the object and

the modeL This similarity is probably not unique and the

physics of the one-zone model might be too coarse for de-

scribing the processes acting in this non-tadially pulsating

star.

- 1 -0.5 0.5
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Semiregular and irregular variable stars owe their

names to the irregular features of their light and velocity

curves which manifest themselves by erratic changes b

amplitudes and in periods. Even to the so-called regmlar

pnbaton irregularities sometimes are observed (tor a re-

view about imgalarities in pulsating stars see Aovergu

(1083) and Perdang (1985)).

For nonlinear systems of differential equations as w«D

as in a large number of experiments, imgalar Unmoral

behaviors have been found to exist because of an uader-

Ijrtag deterministic ehaotie process (Univenality in Chaw

1084) it a process which, nnlflw a random process, is de-

seriptable with only a small number of degrees of freedom.

The question then arises whether the erratic behavior of

some pulsating stars could be of such a ehaotie nature

and eoold therefore be modeHced with only a small set of

differential equations. In fact it has been suggested that a

dynamical instability might be at the origin of the irreg-

ular variability of some of the giant and supergiant vari-

able stars. Indeed this mechanism Las been modelized by

different sets of three differential equations which result

either from a one zone model (Auvergne and Baglin 1985)

or from a technic of reduction to normal forms (Buchler

and Goupil 1987) and which give rise to chaos for some

range of values of their parameters.

The best way to investigate the possible determinis-

tic nature of an apparently random or erratic phenomenon

is a representation of its trajectory in phase =pace. For

given initial ci:ili'inus and after transients have died out,

the trajectory :>.";•• v.U'.'.t:, into I ir.r.ioii iu phase s p v -

which urnllc.: . . i:->MeaTtr:irr .r ( ^ - k r a i r - i n -uuiTJ-.i'm

•ponding chaotic attractor is characterited by a compli-

cated (fractal and/or strange) structure and a finite non

integer (fractal) dimension.

The reconstruction of the attractor and the calcu-

lation tt Ha dimension have already been attempted for

various astrophysics! objects like the Seyfert galaxy NGC

6606 (X ray variability, Me Hardy and Czerny 1987), tr

annspot solar cycle (Spiegel and Wolf 1987), the X ray

centra star Her XI (Voges et al 1086), the ZZ Ceti star

GG 68 (Aavetgu et al 1986).

On the other haad, sequences of numerical hydro-

dynamical models of population II Cepheids have been

found to follow either a typical Feigenu&om sequence of

period doubling bifurcations leading to chaos (Buchler

and Kovies 1087) or another typical but different route to

chaos, aPommean-Manneville tangent bifurcation (Buch-

ler et al 1987, Aikawa 1987). We point ont that these

routes to chaos exist for several range of values of the

stellar parameters in this part of the Hertzprung Russell

diagram. It is then not unlikely that such chaotic be-

haviors occur in real stars and can account for irregular

pulsations of semiregular or irregular variables.

As an illustration we present four models of one of

the sequences exhibiting a tangent bifurcation with the

effective temperature as the varying parameter (Buchler

et al 1987). The stellar parameters of these models are,

in solar units, 0.4 for tbe mass, 100 for the luminosity and

X = n.05, Z = 0.05 for the cli' -ical composition. The

effective temperatures are 5960 K, 5950 it, 5940 K and

.'890 K respectivel;- f-.r models n, b, c and d. Model a :s

.ii-al. On figiu-e 1 a?' i ;:-pic.al t.'

• fa to d n

.'•.••••i-



goes from one model to a cooler one until finally chaos

sets in (not shown here).

IU MO

Fig. 1 : selected temporal behaviors for the radius of

models b (top), c (middle) and d (bottom).

For this sequence, it is then found that over a rather

small range of temperatures , the oscillation changes from

periodical to chaotic. As a consequence, depending on its

temperature when the evolution brings it in this part of

the Herzsprnng Russell diagram , the star can be observed

to pulsate periodically (it would then be classified as a W

Virginis star ) or can appear quasiperiodical with inter-

mittent irregular oscillations or can pulsate in a totally

irregular way and would be classified as an irregular vari-

able.

The nature of the bifurcation which gives birth to

the above sequence is studied by means of the technics of

the dynamical system theory (Eckmann and Ruelle 1985).

First, the attractors of the models are reconstructed in a 3

dimensional phase space by using the time delay method

of Takens (1980) with the radius as the observable (Fig.

2)-

, 1 * IM 1M

Fig. 2 exhibits the projection of the attractor of

model a (top) and model b (bottom) onto a plane.

A Poincare plane of section is then chosen, the points

of the orbit which intercept the section are recorded and

a return map is plotted for each model. Fig. 3 shows

return maps for model b and d.

On Fig. 3, characteristics of the fact that a tangent

bifurcation has occurred between the periodical model a

and the model b (Pomeau and Manneville 1980) are the

appearance of points of the return maps almost tangent to

the bissector as well as the increasing departure of these

points from the bissector when the control parameter is

varied i.e. the effective temperature is decreased.

Though the upper part of the return maps clearly

exhibit a more complex character , the return maps are

quasi one dimensional near their tangency parts. Also

phase portraits in a 3 dimensional phase space as it is

shown on Fig. 4 for model b as well as a calculation of

the dimension of the attractor with the correlation inte-

gral method (Grassberger and Procaccia 1983) strongly
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suggest that the attractors have a small dimension d of

order of 3. They are therefore embeddable in subspaces of

the phase apace which have a dimension equal and proba-

bly less than 7 (Takens 1980). The models however result

from the integration of the complicated system of partial

differential equations which describe the pulsating enve-

lope of the star. It is then remarkable that the resulting

dynamics takes place in so low dimensionally subspaces

of the phase space.

m no

Fig. 3: Return maps for models b (top) and d (bot-

tom). A return map is a diagram (A'J+1,X,) where X, is

the abcissae of the ist point belonging to the intersection

of the attractor and the chosen Poincar£ section. The

bissector is plotted for reference.

We again emphasized the importance of identifying

the possible chaotic nature of the variability of a star since

one will need only a small number of relevant independant

variables for modelizing its dynamical behavior. The next

task will be of course to determiv these relevant vari-

ables. How to do it is still an open question. As it has

previously been mentioned, searches for chaotic processes

in stellar objects have already been done. In most cases ,

no definite conclusions can be established because of the

present quality of the observational data. An improve-

ment of the signal to noise ratio for example is particu-

larly needed if one want to be able to extract valuable

nonlinear informations from the observations of a star.

Fig. 4: Three-dimensional phase portraits of model

b. The attractor is rotated by an amonnt of 90° from the

top to the bottom figures.
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DISCUSSION OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION MODELS FOR STELLAR
PULSATIONS
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Recent studies have shown Interest in the evolution to steady nonlinear pulsation in stellar models. The simplest description
is nonreaonent interaction between the fundamental and one of its overtones, if one is only interested in the behaviour of a
few long]Wed nodes. - The generic form of coupled-mode equations is not dependent upon a particular stellar model, although
the precise determination of the coupling constents for a given stellar model will ultimately be very involved. Qualitative
ideas about the eventual evolution of the mode energies give different scenarios, depending mainly on the nonlinear coupling
constants and the linear growth rates, if the latter are both positive. According to one scenario, a double-mode pulsator is
possible. It is not necessary that all coupling constants be negative, if only the model is well behaved enough in excluding
unbounded solutions. With a linearly stable fundamental and a stable overtone another scenario shows a further possibility
for a double-mode pulsator, if one of the cross coupling constants is positive, so that the overtone nonlinearly grows before
saturating. Such findings show the need for additional theoretical and numerical modelling and a cautious discussion thereof.

Recent studies have shown interest in the evolution to
steady nonlinear pulsation in stellar models. Instead
of using a full set of hydrodynamic and thennodynamic
equations which model the star as a whole and thus its
pulsational behaviour, one tries to reduce the
description to a snail set of differential equations
for the nonlinear evolution of some coupled modes.
This is essentially done via an asymptotic expansion
technique based on multiple timescales (Nayfeh 1973),
whereby one separates the fast oscillations of waves
or pulsations from the slow modulations of their
amplitudes. The technique was adapted to the case of
classical radial pulsators by Bvchler and coworkers
(Buchler & Goupli 1984, Klapp vt al 1985, Buckler
1985). It is worth pointing out that one always gets
the sane generic form for the coupled-node equations
(Offis), regardless of the field of (astro)physlCF one
is working in, from the moment the problem at hand can
adequately be described by a set of differential
equations (Verheest 1976, 1982). It should therefore
cause no surprise that coupled-mode phenomena have
been found In nonlinear optics, plasma physics and
fluid dynamics, to cite only a few examples outside
astrophysics. Moreover, the Qffia we will study
furtheron have also found use in the modelling of
competing populations in biology.

The advantages of the coupled-mode approach are thus
twofold. First, as said already, the equations have a
generic form, so that general methods, either from
modern nonlinear dynamics or from computations, can be
used. Secondly, many different physical parameters
are lumped together in a few coupling constants
occurring in the CMEs.

In the present paper we vill address ourselves to some
of the qualitative aspects of the double-mode
pulsations as observed in some Cepheids, 6 Scuti and
KR Lyrae stars, or rather of the modelling of these
pulsations by CMEs. This discussion is based on the
nonlinear interaction between two modes, in a model
where all other modes are supposed to live only at the
noise level or to die out. altogether.

Substantial work in this direction has been done by
Buchler and Kcvacs (1986a-c, also Dziembovski & Kovacs
1984, Kovacs & Buchler 1986), who gave a combined
analytical and numerical discussion. However, the
linear growth rates for the tve ̂-.nviving modes vere
assumed positive, whereas all roniinear ccuplirig
constants were taken negative. 'Vhi]c nur:h 3 ~hr-.ee -.if
signs is piausible and h3S LI^PT; ^ispirLK1, bv nbi-t / : c /i:

fitti.T^* two questions remain ', •..> UC ntktr^spd :r> t n ; ;

paper:

(2) What are the possible implications for the modes

one usually neglects, more or less tacitly?

The nonlinear interactions between two modes are to
lowest nonlinear order either a 1:2 resonance between
the fundamental and an overtone, or a nonresonant
interaction involving cubic nonlinearities in the
CHEs. We concentrate here en the latter, as it is by
far the simplest possible case, since no special
frequency requirements are necessary.

2 Nonresonant coupling
between two modes

Such an interaction will be described by two coupled
complex differential equations for the slow time
variations of the complex amplitudes. To be general,
the starting point is some Fourier decomposition of
the linear variation of the quantity one is
interested in, e.g. the surface radius variation SR/R
given in general as

"lin
e*p i* kt f a (1)

Then the equations for the nonresonantly coupled
amplitudes a, are of the form (Verheest 1976, 1982)

f (2)

Here the superposed dot refers to the timederivative
with respect to the slow modulation timescale, as the
fast variations have been essentially averaged out.
In the CMEs (2) ofc refers to linear growth or damping
rates, and the \K. are cubic nonlinear coupling
constants- The physics of a particular stellar model
is hidden in these paraaeters. The computations of
the actual values of such coefficients involve a lot
of hard work on a given model, so that it is better
to continue with the perhaps deceptively simple form
(2).

One supposes that eventually onl> two modes survive.
This requires some tricky discussion about how one
decides which modes matter, are unstable enough to
grow out of the noise and must be included in (1).
We will return to this question later. Labelling the
quantities for the two interacting modes by a and B,

and putting a =a and a =b, we can rearrange (2) as
ci p

a = c a + u

u. ial~b

complex

. |bl"b

'iov i-i; ..-.-in l nesc

t ' i •»



which yields

A = Reo A + Reu A3 + Reu a B
2A

a aa up
B = Reao B + ReuQ A2B + ReuQa B

3

0 pa pp

Imaa ImUc

keeping in mind that the signs of these constants are
not yet fixed. That is also the reason why we prefer
to keep four constants in and leave the time variable
unsealed, so that (7) can rewritten as

(5) *X = K X - X + T XY

K.Y + T.XY - Y 2
(14)

One sees that the equations for the evolution of the
moduli A, B decouple from those determining the phases
«t> , * , so that one first solves for A, B and then
subsequently for the phases, if need be. In view of
the structure of (5), it is easier to concentrate the
discussion on the wave energies:

E i-r B (6)

If the set (3) or (5) were Hamiltonian -which it is
not as this would require the vanishing of all Reo,
and Reu. — then E , E could play the role of action
variables, with *a , *R the corresponding angle
variables (Verheest 1982, 1987). We hence rewrite the
first half of (5) as

(7)

The advantage of having everything in function of
wave energies E , E or X, Y rather than in function
of A, B is that^the nonlinearities are now quadratic,
so that they are studied more easily, even if
explicit analytical solutions are not possible.
Because of this last remark, we concentrate on the
long term or asymptotic behaviour of the mode
energies. There then seems little point in computing
the phases afterwards, because these will amount to
some nonlinear frquency shifts.

Viewing now the CMEs (14) as two nonlinearly coupled
dynamical equations, one uses modern stability
analysis to determine the ultimate evolution of the
system (Braun 1983). This means looking for fixed or
critical points and limit cycles in the X,Y-plane,
and trying to determine their nature.

Recent numerical fitting for a realistic RR Lyrae
model (Kovacs & Buchler 1986) would seem to indicate
that the coupling constants have all a negative teal
part. We will relax these conditions, but only sofar
so that (7) remains well behaved as a model for
coupled pulsations. Bu viztZ behaved we mean thaX. (71
admiXi no unbounded sotuttoni, which gives natural and
a -p>u.o>u. restrictions on the constants in (7). We
first note that a strict monomode solution to (7) is
possible and described by

aE
a

Reo
a
E + Reu E'
a aa -

(8)

or something similar, with a and B interchanged. In
contrast to (7), for which no analytical solutions are
possible, one can integrate (8) and finds that

Reo E

a (Reo +Reu E°)exp(-2Reo t . )-Reu E°a act a a slow eta a

If Rep were positive, then (9) always has an
explosively unstable solution, with E becoming
infinite in a finite time T given by

1 Reo + Reu E
. a eta q

(9)

2Reo Reu E°
qa a

(10)

provided, when Reo <0, that E is initially large
enough:

E > IReo |(Reu )"'q ' a1 aa (when Reo < 0) (11)

A fajiAt, ne.cznaim teatUtement <>oi bounded 4o£attoti4
*.& tlxat Reu and hence aZio ReuRR be neqattue, just
as in the numerical fittings of Buchler and Kovacs.
In the foregoing discussion we supposed neither Reu
nor Reufi_ can exactly be zero. In view of the many
uncertainties in the parameters, both observational
and numerical, which eventually make up the growth or
decay rates and the coupling constants, this is a
reasonable assumption, which will also be assumed in
subsequent discussions. One now rescales E and E to

X = E IReu
ct ' a

nd

i

t

puts for

ca = R e oa

<B = R e 0
P

simplicity

a i

, Tg = Reu

aS |ReuBSl

Ba lReuaa'

-1

-1

(12)

(13)

Leaving aside the monomode solutions, we deal with
two modes, both of which have initially nonzero
energies. The fixed points of (14) follow from

X = 0 :

Y = 0 :

- X + T Y
a

+ TgX - Y
(15)

The nature of these fixed points can be studied by
various techniques. Before that, however, we note
that (14) does not have periodic solutions or limit
cycles, nor, because of its two-dimensional structure
a strange attractor or chaotic behaviour.

X and Y are normalized mode energies and thus cannot
be negative. The discussion of fixed points and
their nature is restricted to the first quadrant in
X,Y-space. In view of the existence of monomode
solutions, a trajectory cannot cross one of the axes,
so that both mode energies, if initially strictly
positive, remain so or at most asymptotically decay
to zero. In this sense also, the model is well
behaved.

The fixed point 0(0,0) is stable when

K_ < 0 , Ka < 0 (16)

Following the notation of Buchler and Kovacs (1986b),
we next consider the fixed point A ( K ,0), which
exists in the relevant domain if
then it is stable when

-K < 0

is positive and

(17)

So if it exists, it is either a stable node or a
saddle point. Similarly, the fixed point B ( 0 , K )
exists if icn is positive and it is stable when

P
Ka + KBTa c ° • "Ka < ° ' ^18*

leading again to a stable node or a saddle point.
Finally there is a fixed point ABlIL.Yj) which
exists inside the first quadrant if

(19)

For the discussion of the stability we linearize
around A.B by putting
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x • xo Y (20) 2 : +KQT > 0
a p a

assume £ and n small and get from (14) that

-xn T X,

-Y,
(21)

The eigenvalues of the matrix appearing in (21) are
the roots of

x + (X 0 +Y 0)>. (22)

For A B to be stable, these eigenvalues are to have
negative real parts, which means that

X Q +Y 0 (23)

Again, one condition is satisfied when A B exists, so
that also A B is a stable node or a saddle point.

Because we have not vet fixed the signs of the
constants in (14), we will split the discussion in two
sections, based upon the signs of * and K , according
to whether both modes have positive linear growth
rates or only one has. The case where both modes are
linearly damped would be mathematically possible, but
leads to either total extinction of both modes or to
unbounded solutions, and so is astrophysically
uninteresting or unacceptable.

A Two linearly growing
modes

In this section, we thus take K and K positive,
making O immediately an unstable node and ensuring
that A and B exist. The different possibilities are
then connected with the signs of ic +icnT and <„+< Tn ." a B a g a B

K OT6 a 0

We see that A and B are saddle points. The only
possibility to have a well behaved model here, in the
sense of excluding unbounded solutions of (14), is for
A B to exist as a stable node. This is indeed the
case here, with the supplementary condition, if T and
T were both positive, that a

T To < 1a B
(24)

Because the only stable node is A B , the long time
behaviour of X and Y is

X - XQ > 0 YQ 0 (25)

regardless of initial nonzero conditions on X and Y.
Beth modu end tip nvitfi ecus-Cant nonz&nc eneAqie-i: a
modeZ net a ytapl'e nontoieaJt rioitfrCc-mc-rie jxiibctAoi.

This result incorporates what was found already by
Ruchler and Kovacs (1986b), but our analysis shows
that there is no a ft'iio'i-i reason why the cross
constants T and T , giving the influence of X on Y in
(14) and vice versa, should be negative for the CMEs
to model a double-mode pulsator. Indeed, the
discussion can be subdivided as follows:

(1) T and T positive and obeying (24);

With these conditions A B does not exist, A is a
stable node (even in the limit of the equality sign,
as one can show) and B is a saddle point. The
conditions are rewritten as

-1
< T

-1
(28)

requiring now T to be negative. If we let for
simplicity X refer to the fundamental and Y to the
overtone, then

X - x (29)

means that tdttunatcltt aSLl the eneig» eiutj up in the
i>uiiriaraciita' . leydtdtea o& the initial, eiieiqies o<>
hctix morfe.6, if each i n i t i a l l y has nonzero energy.
This is necessary to exclude the monomode solution
tending towards B , but th is is unstable against the
sl ightest perturbation anyhow and thus not likely to
occur in a real astrophysical situation.

Case 3: K +KDT SO K +K T > 0.

This is the converse of the previous case, because
again A B does not exist, but A is a saddle point
and B the stable node. The conditions here are that

\ '~t S I V • "KB "a' < TB ' (30)

so that T has to be negative. Here then

X - 0 . Y •» K . (31)

The awtij iwiviving mode in the end i.i tliz overtone.

C a s e A : < +K T < 0 , ic +K T O < 0.
a B a B i B

A first consequence of these conditions is that both
A and B are stable nodes. One sees that both T
and T have to be negative and such that

There then immediately follows that

T TDa &

(32)

(33)

and A B exists, but as a saddle point. While it is
theoretically possible to approach a saddle point
along some of the separatrices, such a finetuning is
not likely to occur in practice. Anyhow, the merest
shift in initial conditions means that the solution
is attracted to one of the stable nodes. As there
are, however, two stable nodes, the aatiopliy*-tco£
CfHoOiiiou ii> that it deuendi upon the iuLtMiZ value.*
&o*i the cnniiiieA in both modes tWictheA It L& the.

o-i the. ovajitone. tufuch JiinZl

As a conclusion of this paragraph one can say that in
three of the four cases considered the final picture
of the star is a monomode pulsator, whereas in the
remaining case a stable double-mode pulsator results.
These conclusions about the long time behaviour as
monomode or double-mode pulsators are dictated solely
by the values of the lineat grovth rates and of the
nonlinear coupling constants.

(2) T positive and T negative (or the other way
around) with

I V < KB K^ ; (26)

(3) T and T negative and such that
a B

I V < *„ <B' ' ! V < k8 ̂  • (2?1

The latter are essentially the conditions of Buchler
and Kovacs (1986b).

Furthermore, if what we see as a monomuue pulsator is
indeed the nonlinear saturation of an unstable mode,
the actual history of how this saturation was reached
is lost. 11 e.g. it is the fundamental X, its
saturated energy is determined only by its own linear
growth rate K (.and its self-modulation constant
|Reu |, which" was scaled to one). No trace is left
of oriier interacting mode(s), so that perhaps one may
as well use straighLaway the moncrnode solution as the
simplest possible approach, which has moreover the
advantage of an explicit analytical solution.
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with a. damped overtone

We now investigate what the possibilities are when the
interaction is between two modes, only one of which is
linearly unstable. This situation has interesting
consequences. To fix the ideas, we suppose that the
fundamental (with energy X and label a) is linearly
unstable and interacts with a linearly damped overtone
(with energy Y and label fl).

With K positive and K negative, one sees that O is
a saddle point, whereal B does no longer exist. The
further discussion then hinges on the sign of K +K T ,
because it influences the stability of A and tne
possible existence and stability of A B .

C a s e 1: K
s
+K

a
T

B > °-

Because A is now a saddle point, unbounded solutions
could occur, unless A B exi&ti and ii a itabte
attiaetoi. This requires that

< +K.T > 0
a B a

1-T T
a p > 0 . (34)

These conditions can be rearranged into

~-l0 < < T. T < T
3

(35)

showing that at least T has to be positive,
this regime it is quite possible a piioii to

So in
-..*- *egime it is quite^possible a piioii to model a
dcub£e-mpdc paliaton.. piei'ided the Lineally damped (01

itable.) oveJitone ii 10 nontimaiZy excited that it can

leach a finite enexgy.

O . jf -t,f T ^ fl

(36)

This condition can be rewritten as

and ensures that A is a stable attractor. If
exists, it can only do so as a saddle point, and this
could for some initial conditions lead to unbounded
solutions. We thus require the parameters to exclude
the existence of A B . For A B to exist, the
parameters have to obey, in addition to (36), also

K +KOT < 0
a 3 a

< 0 (37)

This cannot be done with either T or T or both
negative. If both are positive, ¥he molt stringent
requirement is the second inequality of (37). We thus
exclude A B by taking

0 ) • ( 3 8 )
-i

So in this case it is on£y the. tvneanty
&undame.nta£. uinicli eventuaUy 4uiv-cu&4. Nonlinearly
also the growth rate of the overtone is negative and
one is once more reduced to a monomode pulsator.

The interest of the cases dealt with in this section
resides in that they shed already some light on what
could happen to other modes, supposedly living stably
or decaying in the noise, when one just looks at their
linear decay rates. 1A aXZ the nontimai coupfcincj
conitanti aie indeed negative, then the pie-sent

anaJLuii* ihouw thai one can only haue a monomode

puZiatoi, coiieapondinq to the only LuieanJty u«4tab£e

mode. The modes which are linearly stable all decay
away to zero through their nonlinear interactions with
the fundamental.

If not all the nonlinear coupling coefficients have
negative real parts, however, then it should be clear
by now that it is not obvious at all that the linearly
damped or stable modes indeed remain at the noise
level and can safely be neglected.

Using CMEs to model in a systematic way the principal
characteristics of stellar pulsations is only helpful
if a small number of weakly nonlinear equations and
coupled modes are involved. This requires, both for
mathematical consistency and physical plausibility,
that one is somehow able to split the dynamical space
into a stable and an unstable manifold, the latter
including only a couple of modes or so, thn nonlinear
evolution of which one may discuss while disregarding
the influence of all modes in the stable subspace.
Qualitative considerations from the previous section
clearly indicate that one cannot class a mode in
either subspace solely by its linear growth or decay
rate, antea oil cub-ic conitantA have negative leal
POAXA. For only then, any linearly stable or
decaying mode decays even stronger nonlinearly, e.g.

NL - |T |X - Y < K S 0 (39)

We started the discussion of the long time behaviour
of two nonresonantly coupled modes without a wiio'U.
restrictions on the parameters occurring in (7). A
first indication of the sign of the self-modulation
coefficients Reu or ReuRft came from requiring the
monomode solutions to be bounded. The parameters
were then here and there further restricted by
excluding unbounded behaviour, thus leading to one or
sometimes two stable attractors. Other behaviour,
such as limit cycles or chaos, is not possible.

The fact that e.g. double-mode pulsators could be
modelled even when not alt cubic couptinq con-itants
have negative KeaJL paiti clearly indicates the need
for ^uAthen theoiettcai, numetieatl and obietvattonat
luoife to decaiveJiii etacidate tivii iiqn question, e.g.

by computing the said constants for some stellar
models through a hydrocode, even if it is expensive!
Furthermore, long time photometry covering all phases
of the pulsation period(s), especially of double-mode
RR Lyrae stars, seems very indicated, also for the
future relevance of the formalism based upon CMEs.
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RADIAL PULSATIONS AND VIBRATIONAL INSTABILITY OF MASSIVE STARS

HALIL KIRBIYIK

Physics Department, Middle East Technical Universty, 06531 Ankara, TURKEY

Abstract. By taking some evolutionary models of an initially 60 M -star, their radial vibrational
stabilities have been investigated. These models, evolving with mass loss, are in the advanced
stages of their evolution, and burn He in their cores. Calculations have been performed for the
first and second harmonics as well as for the fundemental mode; and some of these models were found
to be vibrationally unstable in the fundemental mode.

In this paper we study the properties of radial
oscillations in models, which are meant to represnt
the structure and evolutionary stage of single Wolf-
Rayet stars. Population I WR stars are divided
into two major spectral groups, the WN and WC
sequences with strong N and C-0 lines respectively,
in the visible spectrum. Further-more, two
subgroups are assigned to UN's according to whether
some H is present or not in their spectrum, WNL and
WNE, respectively. However, exceptions are known
to occur. There are two views to the effect of
explaining the spectra of WR stars, in the first
of which special excitation conditions and normal
chemical abundances are favoured (Fnderhill, 1980,
1981); while, according to the second view, there
is a real chemical composition anomally which
reflects differences in the aboundances of H,N, C,
and 0 relative to normal stars (Smith, 1973; Nugis,
1975; Willis and Wilson, 1978; Smith and Willis,1981)
According to our present understanding of these
objects both observational ly and theoretically-WN
stars expose at their surface CNO processed material,
while WC stars expose at their surface material
processed by 3o-reactions. Furthermore, among other
objects of the same luminosity, WR stars are known
to posses the highest rates of mass loss. The
average mass loss rates are of the order of
3.2xlO"5Mgyr"'for WN's and 4.7xlO"5Mgyr"' for WC's

(Barlow et al., 1981). Recently, Abbott et al.
(1986) calculated mass loss rates for 33 WR stars
from radio flux observations. Schmutz and Hamann
(1986) found, for those WR stars having effective
temperatures below approximately 60k K, that the
inferred mass loss rates must be enhanced by up
to a factor of 2.7. As for the mass wherever it
has been possible to determine this quantity, it
has been found to be significantly lower than
expected on the basis of the luminosity. Massey
(1981) obtained an average value of 20 Mg, w'th
a range from 10 to 50 Mg, while Niemela (1981)found
that WNL's are more massive than WNE's with mean
values of 38 and 7 Mg, respectively. All these

1. Introduction
observational hints led to identify mass loss by
stellar wind as the dominant mechanism making a
WR star from a 0-type star. Accordingly, many
groups .nave evolved massive stars in presence of
stellar wind under different assumptions for the
mass loss rate. Detailed reviews of the existing
theoretical calculations are by Chiosi (1981,1982)
and Maeder (1983). It suffices here to recall that
in the notion of WNL's, WNS's and WC's indicating
an evolutionary saquence (Conti, 1976), the desired
chemical anomalies at the surface can be obtained
either with very high rates of mass loss throughout
the entire evolution, or in a very advanced stages
of core He-burning. The latter makes difficult to
account for the relatively high percentage of WR
stars with respect of their progenitors, while very
high rates of mass loss during the pre WR phase
are not supported by current observations. In the
light of these considerations, other phenomena are
suspected to occur in addition to the stellar
wind. In this context, Bieging et al. (1982) put
forward that the physics behind the high mass loss
rates in WR stars may differ in some fundamental
way from that of 0B objects, for which the radiation
pressure mechanism is considered the main driving
agent. In fact, Barlow et al. (1981) showed that
the total kinetic energy ejected into the interstellar
medium via mass loss during the WR phase of a
massive star is comparable to that of a supernova
event. They suggested, therefore, that the winds
in these objects are energized by some deep seated
mechanism, possibly pulsational instabilities. To
verify this suggestion, Gabriel and Noels (1981)
studied the vibrational properties of radial
oscillations in core He-burning models of massive
stars. They found that whenthe mass of the burning
core has reached its maximum extension, radial
vibrational instability may set in if the remnant
mass is greater than some critical value which is
estimated to be around 16 Mg for pure He stars
(Noels and Masereel,1981). Inded Noels and
Gabriel (1981) found the vibrational instability
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with an e-folding time of 10' yr (v.hich is much

shorter than the evolutionary time-scalt) occurs in

the cases of 80 and 100 Mg. Arguing that such an

instability causes the rapid enhancement of the

mass loss rate, they repeated the vibrational

stability calculations for their models with mass

loss rate increased by a factor 10 to 250. They

obtained the result that stability is restored when

the material processed by 3 a reactions is exposed

at the surface. Noels and Hagain (1984) replaced

the outer layers of a pure He star by hydrogen-rich

ones, and calculated the effect of it on the e-utical

mass. They showed that the critical mass was extremely

sensitive to the presence of a small hydrogen-rich

envelope. Recently, Maeder (1985) has also studied

the radial vibrational stability of massive star

models of initial stellar masses 85 and 120 Mg,

in relation to WR stars. In the evolutionary

calculations .it theje models m:ss loss at observed

rates is considered. What the found is that his

models vibrationally unstable for radial oscilla-

tions: and any mixing process would enhance the

vibrational instability of WR stars. Both Noels and

Gabriel, and Haeder have concluded that they could

explain the high-mass losses in WR stars by instability

ot their radial vibrations.

The basic properties of the models are given in

Section 2. In Section 3 radial adiabatic oscillations

and vibrational instability are discussed, and results

are given in Section 4.

2. Models

We studied the vibrational s tabi l i ty of radial
oscillations in several models of i n i t i a l l y
60 Mg star with a chemical composition parameters
X=0.700 and Z=0.020. These models whose characteristics
are given in Table 1, have been computed with mass
loss by stel lar wind and overshooting from the
convective core as described in Bressan et a l . (1981).

TABLE 1

The characteristics of the equilibriim models. Masses are in
solar units . q is the fractional mass in the convective core
and H is the refraining mass of the star at the He-core burning
stage. Other quantities have their usual meanings.

Mr

37.27
32.40
28.00

Yc

0.902
0.282
0.019

log

8.32
8.38
8.46

>c

2.47
2.62
2.91

Pc/p

13400.
57.47
34.00

qcc pc

0.74 0.434
0.90 0.391
0.85 0.385

Xs

0.16

Y,. log
5 L \

0.82 6.16
0.98 6.07
0.16 6.02

logle

4.748
5.187
5.230

3. Radial Adiabatic Oscillations and Vibrational
Instabil ity
The radial adiabatic oscillations are studied by

applying the lineer classical theory as in Ledoux
and walreven (1958). In i t i a l configuration is in
hydrostatic equilibrium, nonrotating and nonmagnetic.
In perturbing the equations that govern the structure
of a star, Lagrangian perturbation is employed. The
linearized equations that govern the radial adiabatic
oscillations are used as given in Schwarzchild and
Harm (195J) and Ledoux (1969).

Following Castor (1971), i.e.when radiation
pressure is important, we used the outer boundary
condition given as in Cox (1980)

With the dependence of the perturbations of
the form exp ( ia,t-o't), the coefficient of vibrationa!

d

stability cr' is given (cf.Boury et al., 1975) by

M,!)„'= r i v . r j *

where

1= y fter/r )Z dm;

M_ appearing in the upper l imit of the above integrala
denotes the evel beyond which adiabaticity does not
hold. This level is determined as in Scuflaire
et a l . (1976). Infact Maeder (1985) found that the
nonadlabatic effects in the outer layers of hot
stars are very small. The adiabatic oscillation
period P =2n/o_ where o is the frequency of oscillations

2 2 3 °
and w =oa R/GM is the dimensionless frequency. G
is the gravitational constant, M, the total mass;
and R, the surface radius. The influence of convection
on vibrational stabi l i ty is treated as in Gabriel
et a l . (1975).

4. Results and Discussion

In the analysis of the stabi l i ty of radial adiabatic

oscillations the f i r s t and second harmonics, and

the fundemental mode have been considered. The results
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are tabulated in Table II. For the first and second

harmonics only the frequency and the period of

adiabatic oscillations are given. Since we found

vibrational instability only in the fundamental

mode, the values of the damping coefficient o'are

given in this mode. It is understood in Table II

that the periods of the oscillations are at most of

the order of few hou^s and they increase as we go

down from the second harmonics to the fundamental

mode.

The dimensionless frequency w is given (Ledoux

1969) as

a2 3

=- (3r,-4) { =a(3r,-4),
where V is the gravitational potential energy and I is

the moment of inertia. The ratio V/I(=a) is a measure

of model concentration and it increases with the

degree of concentration. Following the argument

given in Maeder (1985) w mainly depends on p |p ratio

which in fact determines the stability. For some

homogeneous and

TABLE II
The pulsational quantities associated with the fundaiental mode,

the f i r s t harmonic and the second.harmonic of radial oscillations.
The damping coeffiient is in s~ . M r m is the renaining
mass in solar units. Negative sign instability.

rem

f-ncde

1H

2H

i
Pfhr)
o(s)
\A ' (yr)
<6T/r)/(ar

4c
a

R('r)
w
°a
P(hr)

37.27
134 00.

lO.bl
7.56(-8)a

6.346
6.6911-8)
0.474

Mc 6.311(4)

14.42
1.0381-7)
5.418

24.74
1.7181-5)
4.140

32.40
57.47

3.44
7.061-6)
0.657

- 3.7261-12)
8.520(3)
3.132

12.53
2.572 (-b)
0.344

21.8*
4.485S-5)
0.261

28.00
34.00

2.14
1.361-5)
0.473

-8.401 (-12)
3.178(3)
2.015

12.15
7.770{-5)
0.198

22.62
1.446(-4)
0.145

Mntiers in parenthesis denote power of ten.

inhomogeneous models it has been found (Simon and

Stothers, 1969) that W2"3 line divides vibrationally

stable and unstable models. We plotted the variation

of w with the evolution, of the 60 M star in Figure

I which resembles Figures 4 and 5 in Maeder's (1985)

paper of the 120 Mn and 85 M. stars. Note, in
IS O

Table II, that the two models of masses 32.4 M and@

10.

8

6.

4.

2

- VIBR STABLE

6 0 % • V'6

« =0."

777///////////////////
VIBR. UNSTABLE i.=O.

7777.

2 4
-.2(10' yrs)

Fig. 1. Variation of the ncndimensional frequency w* with the
stellar age for the in i t ia l ly 60 M star. The unstable models
are indicated by an open circle.

28.0 M. have negative damping coefficients which

imply vibrational instability. The e-folding times

of these unstable modes are of the order of 1000

years which are obviously short compared with the

He-burning life time of these models. Thus one

expects that such an instability will certainly

have some effect in the life of a star. The model

of mass 37.27 M with shell hydrogen burning has

been found to be strongly stable. The nondimensiona!

frequencies of unstable modes have values less

than 3.50 which agree with what Maeder (1985) found

for different initial mass stars. Figure 2 exhibits

the behaviours of integral values cf nuclear

energizing and radiative damping terms for the three

models in question. As was commented in the previous

section, the integrals were computed upto a level

which is determined by the adiabaticity condition.

We see in Figure 2 that in the unstable models the

nuclear energizing term is always larger than the

flux term throughout the star.
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Fig.2. The behaviours of tie integrals of the nuclear energizing
term (L. ) and the radiative daiping term (u) for the corresoandinq
models bV the 60 HQ satr.

 F

5. Conclusions

Two of the models of an initially 60 H star,
which are believed to represent WR stars, were found
to be pulsationally unstable. When we closely
looked at Figure 1 we see that the most evolved
model (28.0 M e) with Xs (surface hydrogen content)
=0 is situated in the vibrationally unstable zone,
and the other unstable model (32.4 M ) with x =0
is seeoin the transition region; whereas the model
(37.27 Ma)'with X$ = 0.16 falls in the vibrationally
stable zone. Since w 2 is a function of pr/?, we
can conclude that the instability is determined by
this ratio. Noels and Gabriel (1981) for the 80
and 100 H 9 stars, and Maede>- (1985) for the 85 and
120 Mfl stars found similar results. Following
them, we may conclude that such instabilities may
enhance the mass ejection in WR stars. Consequently,
the observed high mass-loss rates in these stars
can be explained via such a mechanism.
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SMOOTHING THE 'SMOOTHING' CUBIC SPLINE FUNCTIONS

I.L.Andronov )
Universitats-Sternwarte
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(German Democratic Republlk)

Abstract
A new method to investigate periods and their variations is proposed. The phase curve is

approximated by the cubic spline-function with fixed number of equidistantly distributed in phase
characteristic points. Because such a smoothing function depends on the value of the initial epoch
it is proposed to use the mean of some spline-curves corresponding to various initial epochs for the
approximation. The mean quadratic deviation of observations from this best fit curve serves as the
test function. The best fit phase deviations of the 'season sets' of observations are used to study
period variations.

1. Introduction

During the last three decades methods applying
spline-functions (especially cubic splines) are com-
monly used in computational mathematics (see Ahlberg
et al., 1967 and Zavyalov et al., 1980 for detailed
reviews). Splines as approximating smoothing func-
tions were also used In astronomy (cf. Vondrak, 1969,
1977). In the present paper we are continuing the
approach made by Andronov (1985).

The periodic polynomial spline of power n and
defect k is a function, which might be calculated as
a polynomial of power n:

S(x)=B,n+B,.h+...tB, h" (1)
K r j i >

where h=x-x,; j=1 If x.3x<xT . ; j=L if x.*x. , or
OSx̂ x- (in this last case h=x+P-x,, where V is t

if
x^x- (in this last case h=x+P-x,, where V is the

period of the function), x. with j=1,...,L are the
arguments of the characteristic points of the spline.
It is usually supposed that x. <x,< ... <x. . The
coefficients B._,... ,6, are dependent on the number
of the subinteYval j.^No polynomial excluding the
trivial case S(x)=const. is a periodic function,
however, and so not all the derivatives of a periodic
spline are continuous at arguments x.. The defect k
shows that the derivatives of a periodic spline are
continuous only until the power (n-k). For example,
constant in the sublnterval (histogram) is a spline
(n=0, k=1), a linear interpolating function is a
spline (n=1, k=1), but the smoothest spline has n=3,
k=1 (see Forsythe et al., 1977). For our analysis we
use functions of the last type.

2. Spline-Functions: Approximating and Smoothing

Each set of L points with different arguments
might be calculated as a linear combination

L
(2)S(x)= 22 C.S.(x) ,

j=1 J J

where the basic functions satisfy the conditions
0, if it]

S 1 ( x l ) = < P 1 i < ' ( 3 )

J 1 ji N ^ lf l r j

with i, j = 1...L. Such a definition is very useful
because S(x.)=C. and for the same sets of arguments
one may calculate the basic functions only once and
then use different sets of C . If the basic functions
are splines with fixed n, k\ the linear combination
(2) is also a spline of the same power (excluding the
trivial case of S(x) being constant).

For smoothing one may use the splines with
fixed arguments of the characteristic points with
total number L-N, where N is the number of observed

1) On leave from:
Dept. of Astronomy
Odessa State University
T.G. Schevchenko Park
USSR 2700H Odessa

points yit=y(
)I(c)-

 O n e may use the method of least
squares (MLS) to obtain coefficients C. and the
accuracy of the determination 6".. An advantage of
this method is the possibility ofJdirectly evaluating
the accuracy of the function at the characteristic
points.

It should be noted that a smoothing spline does
not coincide with a spline interpolating so called
normal points (calculated as values of spline n=0,
k=1). The difference between them is of the order
S" (f» )/12L where fw is a phase in the interval

used for the determination of the given normal point
(cf. March-ik, 1980).

FORTRAN programmes and result? for certain
numerical examples were published by Andronov (1985).

To illustrate the results we used 100 artificial
points as 'observations'. These result from the
superposition of a periodic function and a noise
term:

yk=exp(sin(2»fk+0.3176sin(2«ffc)))+R(, .

Here f.=dec(x. ) is the phase and R. is a random
number rrom tne interval (-0.2, 0.2) (see Andronov,
1987c). Of course every table of real observations
could have been used. The approximations of these
"data" by various splines used in astronomy for L=5
equidistantly spaced in phase characteristic points
is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that splines (n=3,
k=1) give the best approximation.

All smoothing spline-functions depend on the
phases of the characteristic points, however, and the
number L is not the only parameter characterizing the
function S(f) for the fixed data set.

The mean quadratic deviation 6^. of points from
the best fit curve is calculated as usual. For the
same values of other parameters the mean quadratic
deviation depends on P., where P . is the phase of
the first characteristic point, and the arguments of
other ones might be simply calculated as
(j-D/L.

This dependence 6" (f") is shown in rig.2. Natu-
rally it has a period P';1/L, corresponding to the
phase shift between characteristic points. To avoid
this discrepancy between the different smoothinq
curves, one may use the mean curve

f-
J

S*(fh s ( f« fV
S( f ; f ) is the value of the smoothing spline with
the argument of the f i r s t characteristic point
P, (m-1)/ML. From this set of splines one may
calculate the mean quadratic deviation of the smco-
thing function from the mean value at a given phase

, , _M. -,
6 (H= -n-> [S ( f ;P , )-s"( f)3 ' . ( i)

M £-~•, lm
m-1
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1 -

Flg.1 Smoothing spline-functions for different fj and various methods as proposed by (a): 3urkevich
(1971), n=0, k=1; (b): Harraco nad Muzzio (1980), n=1, k=2; (c): Andronov (1985), n=3, k=2.
In (d) the "observed" poincs and S (f)+ 6(f) curves are shown.

3. Application to the Period Search

The quantity 6 might be used as a test
function for period search programmes. For each value
of the test period P the coefficients C. might be
calculated using MLS techniques and the corresponding
6"̂  derived. The period P_ corresponding to the
minimum of 6 would then be the optimal one.
Applying the Formula for the errors of the coeffi-
cients obtained from MLS (Tsessevich, 1979), one may
similarly obtain the error of the other parameters
being determined:

N
ft-3 (6)

Fig.2 The dependence of S - B I ff and the phase
minimum f on the phase of the°"f:irs? characteristic
point f. for our artificial daca set.

where 0 is number of degrees of freedom.
This method allows to compute the period's value

more precisely as compared to other algorithms. It
was applied, e.g., to the optical observations of
stars with maser emission (Andronov, Kudashkina, and
Romanenko, 1987).

The time to calculate the function S'is propor-
tional to the product of L,M, and N and one has to
choose the optimal values of parameters L and M.
Practically M=2 is sufficient to obtain a good
approximation of S. For 6(f) the value M=<» is needed,
which might be used only after the determination of
P_. With increasing H the function S* and correspon-
ding parameters are rapidly reaching their limits (M
towards infinity).

Another phenomenon is observed with increasing L.
As the Fourier analysis of functions S ^;^'i m' f°

r

different, m shows, the dispersion of Fourier coeffi-
cients increases for harmonics with numbers from
K=L/2 - 2 to K=L/2 + 2. So the smoothing (<t) works
as a frequency filter reducing the high frequency
noise. Increasing the numbers of parameters we
decrease 6 Q C but increase (> ..

4. Search for Possible Period Variations

4.1. The Simplest Case: the 'Season' Curves
If the observations of a star are approximately

homogeneously distributed in time one may obtain an
estimate of the accuracy of the frequency w=1/P from

7 6

§ .9:5 > A U T -T (7)
(cf. Andronov, 1987b). Here the periodic contribution
of the signal is supposed to be a sinusoid, of
amplitude R. The accuracy of the period is 5pxP fr .

The division of the observations into subinter-
vals, the 'seasons' , evidently decreases the accura-
cy of the results. Using the fixed optimal value of
the period, however, one may derive the seasonal
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moments of extrema in the lightcurve and then apply
the usual (0-C) technique (ex. Tsessevich, 1970).

Using the different splines S(f;f' ), one may
determine the phases of the corresponding extrema in
order to obtain the mean value and its accuracy. This
method was applied to study the period variations of
the polar QQ vul (Andronov and Fuhrmann, 1987), the
exotic binary system V 361 Lyr (Andronov and Richter,
1987), and some other stars.

>*.?.. Modified Method of Hert^sprung
Due to the small number of observations the best

fit curves S* of the previous section might be
different for various seasons. Thus the use of one
standard curve is to be preferred.

According to the method by Hertzsprung (ex.
Kurochkin, V)Gi) the observations are corrected with
the coefficients for each season curve. In our
FORTRAN programmes another modification was used. The
standard curve is varied in its amplitude.
S (f)-<S> i a es* (f)- <S> 3 ,
where <S> is the mean (over period) value of the
spline (but ncH of the observed points) and 'a' is a
coefficient to be determined. The best fit phase
shifts fj are determined for each season and the
quantity

o-c fc k k 1

is minimized (f* ; a). Here 1 is the number of the
season corresponding to the observation of number k.
The accuracy of the estimation of these parameters is
derived numerically from Eq.(6).

If ^Q.C** ^obs (dispersion of observed values y )
and the used value of the period is correct, then
a* 1. If the period deviates slightly from the real
one we obtain

(cf. Andronov, 1987b). The calculated best fit 'a'
might be outside the interval between those two
quantities.

The best fit phase shift f*. car. be easily
transformed to 'normal' minima (or maxima) and these
values might be used for forthcoming studies and
comparison with other data.
Using MLS (with equal or differing weights of input
data) one may investigate the possible period chan-
ges.

4.3. Adaptive Approximation of Period Changes
The most exact procedurp should use the whole set of
observations without division into subintervals. How
to do that? The following algorithm is proposed
(Andronov, 1987d).
To study the slow period varitions, one may write

VT0,PzFtQE
?t... (11)

In most cases higher terms might be neglected. In
this case the corresponding c ifferences (O-C)=T.--(T
+PE) w i l l l ie on a parabola. The two parameters
characterizing the period of the star and the
characteristic time of i t s evolution might be determi-
ned by minimizing the value of 6 . Direct applica-
tion of Eq.(H) needs a considerable amount of
computational time, however.
To avoid this we propose to use the corrected values
T'E=T +hp(2-p), where p=2(T-T.,)/D, M T -T ), and to
use the described linear period searcn procedure.
Here h is a new parameter instead of Q. The
parameters P and Q can be calculated as

P(E) P (Uith(1-p)/D),

2 2

The errors might be estimated from Eq. (6) with

3=L+3. The lines of equal 6 for our numerical
example are shown in the F&hc diagram of Fig. 3.
All these methods might also be applied together.

5. Concluding Remarks

The algorithms described above can be applied not
only to study variations of brightness or radial
velocities, but also to the investigation of variable
signals of other physical nature. The phase curve is
approximated by a smoothing function with continuous
second order derivative. Using the various sets of
characteristic points one may compute not only the
mean curve, but the accuracy depending on phase as
well. The number of characteristic points plays the
role of a frequency filter. Minimizing the sum of
squares of residuals of observations from the theore-
tical curve by parameter variation, one may determine
the parameters and their accuracy. Three methods are
proposed to investigate possible period changes. The
original FORTRAN programmes applying the algorithms
described here are presented elsewhere (Andronov,
1987c). The detailed discussion of these methods as
compared to others is presented by Andronov (1987b).
The computational time is relatively large, so the
methods should not be used for period search within a
wide range of test periods but rather for improving
previous results. Then fine analysis of a possible
period variation might be done.

0.996

Fig. 3 (a): Lines of equal 6" in P-h diagram, (b):
Profile of the cross-sectioi?~of this dependence at
h=0. The accuracy of the period determination ac-
cording to Eq.6 is indicated.
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ON THE SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR OF STELLAR ASTRONOMERS DOR INC ASTRONOMICAL MEETINGS

Petr Harmanec

Astronomical Institute, Czechoslovak Academ> of Sciences, 251 65 Ondrejov, Czechoslovakia

1• Introduction

This paper Is an attempt to deal with a largely
neglected, but apparently a very Important topic.
It is well known that the success of many astro-
nomical hypotheses depends not only on the strength
of the scientific arguments supporting them, but
also on who, where, how, and how often present
them.

In some cases, also the effect of what may
be called a national character can be recognized.
Thus, for instance, Frenchs are well known for
loving life In its endless variety. Conseguently,
French stellar astronomers only rarely study bina-
ries (with their annoyingly repejtable orbital
motion), but rather prefer unpredictable non-
periodic - or at least multiperiodic - phenomena.
That is why the st'idy of Be stars and Beta Cep
variables has a long tradition in France. Some
other nations prefer a high level of organisation
of their everyday life. This fact may provide
a clue to the question why so many theoretical
studies of stellar pulsations come from Switzer-
land, Germany or 3apan. Astronomers from .large
nations, like American or Soviet astronomers,
are often somewhat reluctant to accept the results
originating outside their countries, whil^ Czechs
are known to doubt about everything.

All this shows that if one really wants to
understand various astronomical papers, one has
to understand the character of their authors first.

Considering the lack of detailed knowledge
of the physical causes leading to different human
characters, it is clear that this first study
must only be restricted to a phenomenological
description of some distinct types recognized
so far.

2. Observational and reduction technique

The observations reported here were secured on
various astrunomi«*al conferences in the period
1982 - 1986, mostly through the SMC Takumar /̂ I00
macro, and 2/55 lenses of a single-reflex Asahi
Pentax ES II camera. Standard photographic mate-
rials Kodak Tri \, Fomapan F21, and Agfa Isopan
21 wer-.; used.
Exposed films tvere processed in ii s*:inddrd way
in Harmanecs private laboratory (my wife's bath-
room) . Czechoslovak Foma Brom Txtra papers were
used for the enlargements.

3. The basic types found

Several Interesting types of behaviour, recognised
or available photographs, are briefly described.

Leaders arc the most easily detectable cha-
racters. They are active in discussions, fuil
of energy and ideas. Figure la shows the specific-
case of a sport approach to running the astronomi-
cal conferences. Another typical example, who
is known to discuss after virtually every confe-
rence paper, is shown in lig. 1b at left.

F i g u r e l a

Fiqure 2 shows an outstanding example of
a non-alcoholic workaholic, who :s intcrnaticncjiy
«el i recognized for r.is stuoies rf one of the
brightest binary X-ray sources.

Perfectness in delivering lectures is nost
often observed anong the university professors
(see, e.g., Fig. 3!.

Another characteristic positive tync is repre-
sented ty the usually Hell-tempered astronomers
(see Fiq. U, a,b). A very pleasant characteristics
of this type of scientists is that they never
increase the sound level of their voicts over
a certain (medically recommended 1 jcvel, even
durinq the keen astronomical discussions.

On the contrary, sonc otner colie.iques e're
basically serious, devoted to astronomy even
durinq the coffee breaks (see M q . '• a,h!.

liqure n shows d typicd! example of a douhtinq
Thcnas. This particular type nas first recognized
l> Ninkov ct ai. (19PJ).

Quiet, but insistinp characters ere most
often found among women astronomers (sec liq.
7).
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i g u r e 1 b
F i g u r e Z

Concluding this preliminary investigation,
one can observe that only further systematically
obtained observations w i l l allow to address the
important questions of the evolutionary sequence
of the types described, dependence on their mass,
radius, luminosity, binary frequency, etc.

Conclusions

Importance of the social behaviour of astronomers
for the astronomical research has been pointed
out. Several distinct types of stel lar astronomers
have been described and classif ied. However, more
observational data are urgently needed before
a physically just i f ied classification w i l l be
possible.

Reference

Ninkov Z, Yang S., Walker G. 1983 Hvar Obs. B u l l .
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INTRODUCTORY C O K N T S TO THE PANEL DISCUSSION ON DISCRIMINATION
BETKEN VARIOUS POSSIBLE CAUSES OF RAPID VARIABILITY IN STARS

Petr Hananec

Astronomical Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
251 65 Ondfejov, Czechoslovakia

When displaying the final program of our
workshop on blackboard, 3ean-Claude Pecker suggested
that I should act as Excitator rather than Mode-
rator when chairing this Panel Discussion.

Well, I accepted this challenge.

First, however, I should frankly explain sever-
al things. Annie Baglin was quite right in her
excellent introductory review when raising the
question how appropriate the term "rapid variabili-
ty" was. As the person responsible for using this
term in the official title of the Hvar 1983 as
well as Prague 1987 workshops, I should perhaps
explain its origin. The term was originally used
by investigators of early-type emission-line stars
(OBA stars hereafter) in a purely comparative sense
- to distinguish between long-term and shorter
variations. At certain moment, it was felt that
understanding of OBAe stars could be facilitated
by comparing their variations with those of other
(hopefully better understood) types of stars.

I therefore do not think we should pay too
much attention to looking for an exact definition
of the term. Rather I suggest to agree on that
here the term "rapid variations" has been used
(or misused if you wish) as an abbreviation for
such variations which can be caused either by rota-
tion or pulsation or binary orbital motion for
the particular objects in question.

Already the discussions during the Hvar Work-
shop indicated that an unabiguous choice among
possible causes of rapid variations for a given
star may be a non-trivial problem. At the same
time, it was felt that the interdisciplinary discus-
sions of the experts from various branches of stel-
lar research were useful and inspiring for all
participants.

Here, we should make another step towards
the solution of the above question: recommend which
observational and theoretical studies will allow
us to distinguish between the effects of rotation,
pulsation and unrecognized duplicity in particular
stars.

This is how I see the problem right now:
1. In Table 1, I attempted to summarize very

briefly the character of light and spectral varia-
bility for several distinct categories of stars
discussed here. Please, forget for a moment canonical
interpretations of individual groups and investi-
gate Table 1 from the point of view of phenomeno-
logical similarities of the light and RV curves
observed and their mutual relationship. The follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn:

a) There is a close similarity between Beta
Cep and Delta ScL stars, but also between OBAe
and GKMe stars.

b) The Beta Cep and Delta Set variations could
also Formally be viewed as a strong reflection
effect in a close binary sysLnm, but rather extrr-.H-

assumptions would have to be done in many cases
about the masses and radii of such stars. Also
multiperiodicity, rather well established for several
such objects, would probably prevent this interpret-
ation.

c) The light curves of OBAe stars can also
be compared to those of ellipsoidal or X-ray binaries.
A question to be investigated is whether the model-
ling of these (secularly variable) light curves
for particular OBAe stars by ellipticity and reflect-
ion in a binary system would lead to consistent
results (e.g., variable Roche-lobe filling and/or
changing colour temperature from season to season).

There are, of course, some other supporting
arguments (such as colour variations or the presence
of measurable magnetic fields), which may help
to restrict possible interpretations, but even
here we are far from uniqueness depending on how
simple or complicated geometry and physics we are
able (and willing) to put into our models. It is
also clear that some pieces of information, e.g.
accurate RV measurements for more OBAe and Bp/Ap
stars, arc still lacking.

2. It follows from the above discussion that
the most controversial situation exists as to rapid
variations of OBAe and some OBA stars are concerned.
Consequently, my following comments will mainly
refer to those objects, although I shall also make
some provocative remarks concerning the interpretat-
ion of other types of stars.

Let us consider three principal causes of
rapid variability in turn:

A. The binary aodel A rather general feeling
is that the binary model of a particular rapid
variable is the easiest to verify or to disprove.
The app*'.ent reason for it is that there is a well-
-developed theory of the orbital motion and one
is able to model both the radial-velocity and light
curves. However, this is only true for "well-behav-
ing" binaries in more quiet evolutionary phases.
So far, we have no really satisfactory models of
mass transfer in binaries, mass outflow from the
system and formation of outer envelopes, possible
forced oscillations of binary components due to
orbital motion, possible spin-orbital resonances
and their consequences for the observational ap-
pearance of such systems.

Let me to mention just a few examples showing
the great potential of the binary model for interpre-
tation of many observed rapid variations.

a) Close binaries in a coanon envelope A simple
statistics of B-type binaries (see, e.g., Harmanec
1981) shows that most of the observed unevolved
binaries .are systems with orbital periods between
about 1 ond 3 days and wir.h mass ratio close to
one. Such systems must almost inevitably undergo
the so-called Case A of mass exchange (see, e.g.,
Plavec 1970 or de Loore in these Proceedings) after
cxhai'stin<j d fjart of hydrogen in the core due to
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Table 1

Observed patterns of variability

Group Light Full amplitudes

and RV curves (mag - km/s)

Typical

periods

Several

periods

Line

var.

Remarks

Beta Cep

BO-2 III-1V

usually below 0.1 var. 0.1-0.25 often

4

5-100 var orb i ta l

A,B,S larger l .c. ampl.
in UV, a l l l .c.
in phase, many in
b i n a r y systems

Delta Set
A - F

0.01 - 0.8

below 30 (often 10)

0.02-0.3d often A,B

Ellipsoidal l.c. \J~\J~ usually below 0.1

RV

usually

over 0.5d
No

X-ray l.c. \ / \ / * usually below 0.1 var. 0B:1.i.-20d orbital
binaries

GH: 1 hour tpulse

to 10 days + long

0B massive

CKM low-mass RV

l.c JLnJlru

RV

Pulse:sec.

to hours

Data for optical
radiation

Data for
X-radiation

Some B l.c. \ / X / ~ below 0.1
B0-B3

RV No. ?

1-3" No. ? A,B

Bp, Ap

RV

below 0.1

marginal

longer
than 0.;>d

No UV l . c . sometimes
i n a n t i p h a s e
w i t h v isua l l . c .

OBAe l.c. ~\/~\S' usually below 0.?
or

10-20

longer

than 0.3d
rapid No A,B,S

(orbital)

(long)

RV var. present

for known binaries

only

CKMR l.c.

RV

often below 0-2 longer

than 0.5d
No *) B,S + ) Phot. period

i s s i m i l a r but
n o t e g u a l t o
o r b i t a l ( R V )
per iod var. from
season to season

Note: Following abbreviations art-1 used in column "Line var." to distinguish among dif ferent types of l ine-
profi le variations: A... changing asymmetry of prof i les, B... t ravel l ing bumps, and S.. . variations in the
strength of l ines.
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nuclear burning. Such a. process must lead to a
aass outflow from the whole system and to the forma-
tion of a dense outer envelope. It can also substan-
tially change the initial mass ratio. Considering
the fact that the original unevolved systems are
numerous, one would also expect that many evolved
systems with common envelopes will be observed
as the time scale of core hydrogen burning in OB
stars is of the order of tO6 to 108 years only.
A logical question is: where they are?

I propose to Investigate seriously whether
many observed B-type rapid variables are not in
fact such cocooned systems. They may not be so
easily detectable because if the spectral lines
originate in a common envelope, the RV variations
due to binary motion are drastically reduced (see,
e.g., Krfz and Harmanec 1975). Pustylnik and Einasto
(1984) have demonstrated that the outer envelope
around a binary is able to simulate ellipsoidal
light'variations and I am convinced that a quantita-
tive modelling would also show phase-dependent
line-profile variations.

b) Contact binaries Even a simpler model
of a binary with one or both stirs filling their
critical Roche lobes is worth considering in particu-
lar cases. A remarkable property of the Roche model
is that the conical shape of the Roche lobe near
the Lagrangian point L. is nearly the same for
all mass ratios. Consequently, even a contact binary
with a very low-mass companion can appear as an
ellipsoidal variable. It means that even very small
periodic RV variations should be looked for with
signal-generating detectors.

c) Rapid changes of the amplitude of the perio-
dic light variations of S O K Be stars are often
quoted as a strong argument against the binary
model (se, e.g., Percy 1987). Fig. 1 shows the
light variations of CX Dra, a double-lined spectro-
scopic binary with a Be primary (Koubsky" 1978,
Penrod 1986, priv.com.), obtained In a joint Czecho-
slovak-Yugoslavian observing program at Hvar in
sunnier 1981 - Arrows show the expected times of
inferior conjunction from the spectroscopic ephemer-
1s. One can see very large cycle-to-cycle variations
In the amplitude of the light changes as well as
medium-term light variations reminiscent of other
Be stars. A period analysis of longer series of

as a valid argument against the binary interpret-
ation.

d) Travelling bumps in the line profiles of
some rapid variables are not directly explained
by the binary model. It should be recalled, however,
that Osaki (1986) mentions that the low-order non-
-radial pulsation (NRP) of observed properties
can arise due to a non-synchronous rotation or
eccentric orbit in a binary system. Smith (1985)
proposed that even the high-order oscillations
seen in Spica (a four-day period spectroscopic
binary) can be trigerred by the orbital motion.

e) Observed periods of rapid variations are
in most cases long enough to be caused by binary
motion.

My personal conclusion is, therefore, that
although the binary model cannot probably be put
forward as a general interpretation of the rapid
variations observed, it should be much more careful-
ly investigated and tested before being refuted
as the correct interpretation of rapid variability
in particular stars.

B. The oblique-rotator model This model has
been invoked to the interpretation of chemically
peculiar (CP) and late-type emission-line (GKMe)
stars (see Hall in these Proc). Walker (1953),
Harmanec (1984), Balona and Engelbrecht (1986)
and Clarke and McGale (1987) have used it also
to the interpretation of the light variations of
OBAe stars.

The available light-curve modelling based
on the oblique-rotator model is mainly geometri-
cal so far. One, two or more spots are assumed
on the surface of a rotating star (Budding 1977,
Hempelmann and Schdneich 1987). In the case of
magnetic CP stars, the spots can be identified
with magnetic poles. The attempts to find magnetic
fields in Be stars were negative so far. It is
interesting to mention, however, that when the
unpublished magnetic-field observations of the
Be stars o And, EM Cep, and LQ And (kindly put
at my disposal by Dr. D. Bohlender) are plotted
versus phase of their photometric periods, there
seems to be a suspicion of possible phase-dependent
changes.

One important thing, which in my opinion may

CX Dr» HP 174237 Mv»r I9B1 V photometry
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Fig. 1

photometric observations clearly indicated the
presence of the spectroscopic 6.696-day period.
The conclusion is: no matter that vre do not under-
stand why and how the amplitude of the light varia-
tions (reminiscent of a combined effect of reflec-
tion and ellipticity) can vary so rapidly, the
variations are there in real binaries! Another
example of such variations is the far-UV light
curve of Beta Lyrae shown by Ron Polidan during
the binary session. The rapid changes in the ampli-
tude of the light variations cannot thus be used

speak in favour of the oblique-rotator model for
OBAe stars is the remarkable phenomenological simi-
larity of the time behaviour of OBAe and GKMe stars.

In my view, this similarity involves:
a) the double-wave light curves of variable

shape, amplitude and possibly period;
b) long-term (typically on a time scale of

10 years) variations in the strength of the emis-
sion lines;

c) a correlation between the lonn-term light
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and spectral changes, including the correlation
between the strength of emission lines and the
amplitude and shape of the periodic double-wave
light curves;

d) the presence of some gas with higher than
photospheric temperatures (and also a similar X-ray
luminosity for those OBAe and GKMe stars, which
were detected as X-ray sources); and

e) the presence of travelling bumps in the
high S/N line profiles.
Should this similarity mean more than a pure coinci-
dence, one could also ask about possible deeper
physical similarities of both classes of objects.
For instance: Does the observed line emission origi-
nate from chromospheres or from extended atmospheres
in both types of objects? Some of you may certainly
protest against such a silly question. But is it
really so silly? Do not we rely too much on our
theoretical results saying that only cool stars
can have (or must have) chromospheres?

Vogt and Penrod (1963) attempted to apply
the Doppler imaging technl:,'e to the line-profile
variations of Zeta Oph (an 09.5e star) and con-
cluded that no spots on the stellar surface, but
only spokes in a circumstellar disk can account
for the variations observed. They argued that the
eclipse of the star by each spoke should cause
a light decrease for about 0.05m and used one night
of photometry of Zeta Oph (during which, as they
remarked, a more complicated pattern of line-profile
variability was incidentally observed) to refute
the spoke model. As I have already pointed out
elsewhere (Harmanec 1987), such an argument against
the spoke model is incorrect because according
to Vogt's and Penrod's model, the star is partially
eclipsed by two or three spokes at any time, which
must decrease significantly the amplitude of the
light variations observed. Since then, Balona and
Engelbrecht (1987) discovered that Zeta Oph is
a light variable with a period of 1.075 days. Their
light curve seems to consist of as much as six
light maxima and minima which could be identified
with transitions of the postulated spokes over
the stellar disk, in fact.

I am very sorry that Cies ana Kullavanijaya
(1987, preprint), in their otherwise very ellab-
orate paper on line-profile changes of Epsilon
Per, a B0.5IV star, again argued against the spoke
model for this star by quoting Vogt and Penrod
that the light variations due to spokes should
be as large as 0.05m, and stating that only 0.01m

is observed. Such a reasoning ignores:

i. the above-mentioned effect of the simul-
taneous eclipses by several spokes,

ii. the fact that Percy and Fullerton (1585)
observed variable aplitude of light changes (ampli-
tude was 0.03 on one night, for instance), and

iii. possibly different geometry of Epsilo^
Per in comparison to Zeta Oph, for which the 0.05
estimate was done.

I should also mention that a formal model-
ling of the observed light curves by stellar spots
is possible even for OBAe stars, but further work
will be needed to see whether this represents more
than a formal multiparameter fitting of limited
data.

My final remark to the oblique-rotator model
concerns pulsars in X-ray binaries. Far-reaching
conclusions have been drawn from identifying the
pulse periods with the rotational periods of the
objects In question. But what if the pulses are
connected with several spokes and the true rota-
tional periods are substantially longer in fact?
You may not like spokes, but look at the solar
streamers or at the spokes in Saturn's rings. Spoke-
like structures do exist in the Universe and we
should not omit them from our considerations only
because they seem too complicated.

C. The model of radial and non-radial pul-
sations This model is certainly applicable at
least as a good and rather consistent working hypo-
thesis to the variations observed for Beta Cep
and Delta Set stars. For these objects, the presence
of more or less sinusoidal -variations which are
shifted for about 0.2 - 0.25 with respect to the
light curves, and the range of periods (0.02 to
0.3 days) seem to indicate the presence of radial
pulsations. As I promised to be provocative, I
should add for completeness that the minimum pos-
sible rotational/orbital periods are something
like 0.18 , and 0.15 for main-sequence A0 and
F5 stars, respectively. One could therefore specula-
te about alternative models for at least some single-
-periodic Delta Set stars.

The situation is much less clear for OBAe
and some "normal" B stars. The observed periods
are usually long enough to be interpreted as rota-
tional/orbital periods and the only reason why
NRP were invoked is the remarkable similarity of
the observed line-profile variations with those
obtained from idealized theoretical modelling of
NRP in rotating stars (see, e.g., Baade 1984b).
One can ask, however, similarly as for the spot
models: Does this represent more than a formal
multiparameter fit to very limited data sets?

A very unsatisfactory situation arises from
the fact that there is no available NRP model which
would predict the observed light curves. It seems
that the light variations as large as 0.1m can
hardly be explained by high-order NRP.

In recent years, various scenarios about the
relation between photospheric pulsations,mass loss
and formation of the emission-line envelopes were
suggested. This brings me to an important point:
One should realize that a mere correlation between
two kinds of variations does not indicate whether
the first process causes the second or vice versa
or whether they are both consequences of some third
physical cause. It would be crucial to know for
sure whether the line-profile changes originate
in stellar photospheres or whether they are connec-
ted with some variations in the circumstellar mat-
ter. I would still consider the latter possibility
as the more probable one for OBAe stars since the
envelopes of these objects are known to be variable
on various time scales. Baade (198^a), for instance,
mentions a narrow absorption component of the Mg
II V&1 line of 28 CMa moving across a broader
line and the presence of a weak Mg II emission
wings at some phases. Ninkov et al. 1983 found
a correlation between the amplitude of moving fea-
tures and the exitation potential for various obser-
ved lines. All this seems to speak in favour of
non-photospheric origin of the moving features,
although it is also possible that the presence
of circumstellar matter interferes with photospheric
variations and complicates the detection of a strict
regularity.

A serious problem, which makes a critical
evaluation of the existing spectroscopic evidence
in favour of NRP difficult, is that only very limi-
ted data sets are usually analyzed and that the
analyses are often restricted only to the most
recent data obtained by the respective investiga-
tors. Let me to mention just one example:

Baade (198<fb) reported the presence of two
resonantly coupled periods, 0.505 and 0.101 days,
in the line-profile variations of the B2e star
Mu Cen and argued that coupling of two retrograde
NRP modes is probably to be expected in rapidly
rotating stars. Baade (1987) reports, however,
the presence of two periods, 0.505 and 0.391 days
in his April 1987 observation of Mu Cen. He consi-
ders them as evidence of a real multiperiodicity
(which cannot be caused by star spots), without
making comments on his previous conclusions about
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the resonant coupling.
No doubt, the progress on observational side

can come from concentrated observations and thorough
analyses of selected active line-profile variables.
As a good example, one can mention the recent stu-
dies of Epsilon Per by Smith et al. (1987) and
by Gies and Kullavianijaya (1987). The former authors
found two periods, 3.85 and 2.25 nours from the
line-profile and light-curve modelling, while the
latter detected four periods, 3.84, 2.26, 4.47,
and 3.04 hours, from a sophisticated power-spectrum
analysis of the wavelength-segmented series of
Octlcon spectra.

Finally, I would like to mention my"intuitively
theoretical" reason, why I hesitate to admit that
real rotating stars can indeed do such funny motions
as high-order NRP: In every rotating star, there
roust exist an interplay between the conservation
of the angular momentum, differential rotation,
pulsation and viscous friction which, I believe,
must work against any temporarily excited pulsations
unless they are triggered by some powerful external
excitation mechanism such as an orbiting close
companion in a binary system. I am convinced that
a very weak point of the present line-profile model-
ling in rotating stars is the unjustified assumption
of a constant angular velocity during pulsations.

I shall end my introduction with a few more
general remarks:

a) New observational and reduction techni-
ques allowed us probably to see some spatially
resolved details on, or near the stellar surfa-
ces. We thus must be prepared to abandon our old
spherically or at least axially symmetric models
- so attractive for their relative simplicity :

b) We should be rather modest in our statements
as we still know too little about the stars. For
instance, we do not know the radii and masses
of most of rapid variables we are dealing with.
We thus should not be too imperative in conclusions
about, say, possible rotational periods, because
our imposed limits can usually only be statistical,
i.e. order-of-magnitude estimates.

c) It seems to me that a substantial progress
in theory is needed if we want to achieve a real
progress in our understanding of stellar variabi-
lity. We need more physically consistent models
of NRP, stellar spots and interacting binary sy-
stems, which would allow quantitative predictions
of line and continuous spectra, including their
time variability, periods and their possible changes.

d) On observational side, complex analyses
of all good available data, qualitative analyses,
publishing and sharing data from different sites,
and especially well-organized international obser-
ving campaigns should become a common practice.

Recalling point a, i want to stress the need not
to restrict the period analyses on Fourier transform
technique only, but to search also for possible
highly non-sinusoidal variations, which can manifest
themselves as an apparent multiperiodiclty in the
usual power spectra.
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Panel discussion:

Pecker: Our worst problem here is that we face
an enormous number of variable stars of all type's.
Some of them are red! - most of them, of course.
(Thr Algol-type binaries are not real variables.)
But the diversity between some classes of variable
stars may be solely due to the position of the
Earth with respect to the plane of the orbit, with
respect to the rotational axis, etc... So the taxo-
nomy problem is a severe one, to which we should
address in a very responsible way - which is not
always the case !

In response to a question raised by Petr I
would like to show the following diagram illustra-
ting the physical differences between a chromo-
sphere and a.T extended atmosphere.

Harmanec: My question was whether we are able
at present to decide uniquely between the presence
of either a chromosphere or an extended atmosphere
in particular stars from available observations.

Pecker: Oh - that's a different story!

Sterken: I would like to point out some possibili-
ties concerning Bets Cep stars, which I think should
be investigated in the future.

The region around the Beta Cep instability
r.trip (see tig. 2 of my paper on 53 Ari) should
he- studied, as well as the instability strip itself.
Particularly we need unambiguous information on

1. variability in light, radial velocity and
line profiles of 5tars in and around the strip
(especially cases like 53 Psc and Iota Her);

<?. determination of pulsation modes for these
stars with special attention to conflicting con-
clusions for the same stars, in order to test the
pulsation mode typing methods and algorithms;

3. d"termination of rotational velocities;
remember tnat v sin i is not the rotational velo-
city, and

^. extensive search for multiple Beta Cep
stars, so that we can determine their properties
(also i and hence v) without relying on calibra-
tions.

All these results should be scrutinized by
theoreticians.

Also do not forget the extreme cases like
Spied. Baylin '>aid "...unfortunately we cannot
observe Spira now ..."; what is really meant is
that due to tin. absence of (observable) pulsation,
we cannot study the pulsation. 9ut now is the time
to study carefully Spica'S behaviour as an ellip-
soidal variable. This can only be done if the pulsa-
tion is nr\ visible photometric-ally. But be aware
that probably no professional photometric telescope
is small enough to observe this bright star. Also,
you need a good site in the southern hemisphere,
because there is also the problem of the large
angular separation between Spica and the few suita-
ble (much fainter) comparison stars. Because of
the difficult ellipsoidal period of Spica (very
close to four days), any successful effort will
be a coordinated effort with a good longitudinal
coverage. A pleasant side-effect of such work (also
the binary search) will be that one keeps the small
telescopes active, which will prevent them being
closed down for "economical" reasons.

My last remarks are the following general
recommendations:

1. Publish your observational data in extenso.
It is because of the fact that you could not see
an effect or phenomenon in your data that others
shall be able to extract in many decades data.

ii. Take care of the terminology used so that
we keep understanding each other and remain able
to talk to theoreticians. Too often the same term
is being used for two or more different phenomena.
The reviewer of the X-ray binary observations,
for instance, repeatedly used the term "pulsation".
The relevant situation is that an observer sees
an oscillatory signal in the X-ray data, which
he calls a pulse. But the system is not pulsating.
In such terminology, any banal eclipsing binary
may be termed pulsating.

iii. Do not forget the difference between
high S/N and astrophysical significance. During
the Nice Workshop on Pulsating B stars in 1981,
Harmanec begged observers of variable stars to
calibrate their measurements by observing standard
stars in order to transform the results to a stand-
ard system. One can have high S/N and detect a
new phenomenon, but one can be entirely wrong with
the mapping of the effect in, e.g., the HR diagram-
Pecker: Your remark about Spica is of a very great
importance. We should come to write an IAU resolu-
tion that would recommend the attribution of smal1

telescopes time to variable star observers instead
of closing them '.

Sterken: I fully agree with you.

Bolton: I would like to comment on the OB line-
profile variables and try to say something about
what various models might predict that is observa-
tionally testable. My approach here is quite a
bit different from Petr's.

First of all - the models we were dealing
with are all very rich in sense that they have
many free parameters and can predict many things.
That makes a very difficult to exclude them observa-
lionally because there are so many things you could
predict. You could reproduce almost any situation
no matter what test you rate. In a way, it is all
right that it was the very richness of the non-
radial pulsation (NRP) model that let to the consi-
deration of these other models, yet it has not
been as widely recognized that they are just as
rich - if not more so - as the NRP model.

Secondly, the ensemble of photometric and
line-profile variables in the OB stars certainly
includes several classes of objects mentioned by
Petr. We know examples of oblique rotators, of
NRP and Bela Cep stars, there is at least one obli-
que rotator that is also a spoked star in some
sense or another So there is a great deal of
possibility of confusion if we have little observa-
tions of any one member of that group and we should
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be very careful in our aproach to the interpretation
of the data. Fragmentary data or lower-quality
data does not advance the subject sery much.

By the some token, I think it is very important
then to define carefully the class of stars you
are talking about before you start making general
comparison with models,

I am going to do that for the stars i want
to talk about. Also here my approach is very dif-
ferent from Petr's. He spent a lot of time at his
talk talking about the emission-line stars. 1 think
talking about the emission,! ine stars at this stage
of game is very unfortunate. The emission envelopes
have a lot of richness and complication. I think
we should try whenever possible to work from the
simple to the complex, I am net putting down studies
of emission-line stars, they are extremely Inte-
resting and I have lots of work done on them myself,
but I don't think that the avenue towards them
offers a lot of progress on geometry at this stage
of the game. I would like to echo Chris- comment
that it would be nice to know a lot more about
the properties of 8 stars in the region around
the Beta Cep strip, to have systematic surveys
of various Droperties there.

I want to talk about the OB line-profile vari-
ables /LPVs hereafter/ and I am now going to define
what I mean by that.

1. They are the OB stars of the sort of line
profiles like those seen in Epsiion Per and Zeta
Oph, with bumps and dips, which move through the
profile, generally in one /blue-to-red/ direction,
but allowing for the fact that there may be inter-
ference effects, which may show up occasionally
so that there may also be transient stationary
features or features which might be seen to move
in the opposite /red-to-blue/ direction.

2. They show no or small changes in the equiva-
lent width of the lines.

3. They have no significant radial-velocity
(RV) variations measured to the lines taken as
a whole, with the understanding that it is a dif-
ficult measurement because of the presence of the
line-profile variations.

>t. They are stars, in which the line-profile
variations are more or less similar in lines from
different ions except that I allow for the possibili-
ty of a small level effect or for situations where
the lines are affected great deal by pressure broad-
ening and may have the features washed out in compa-
rison to the metallic lines.

5. They may show low-amplitude light variations
and the light variations may change the amplitude
or shape or may have different periods in different
short data strings. The periods of these light
variations - if present - must be related to some
periodicity in the line profile variations.

With that definiton, I have defined a very
narrow class of stars at the present time, because
I am -requiring quite a lot of observational know-
ledge. Those OB LPVs are the stars that are most
easy to justify the application of the NRP model
to, and where it is easiest to compare the predic-
tions of the other models. You have detailed data
and - knowing the predictions of the other models
- you can look for contraindications of those mo-
dels.

To talk about the models may be a little bit
dangerous thing. Some of the models have not been
developed to any detail at all, but I will do my
best to review my understanding of why these models
are all bad. A couple of the models I worry about
were commented already at the meeting. There were
some comments on the potential problem of the NRP
model: the variations of line profiles in the form
of bumps and dips and the contra indicat ion there
is the light variation, [kit there is a problem:
IT you have a very high order mode in the observa-
tional sense, you would not expect light vdricitions
for the other models, either. So, the presence

of observable light variations does not necessarily
leads to unambiguous situation.

The spoke model is quite possible to apply
with some success in some situation;: but the. e
are some contraindications in other cases which
probably allow to rule out this model.

First of all, most of the observations are
made on metallic and He i lines, and if you have
a half percent feature or one percent feature in
those lines, then - unless there is something very
funny going on, such as that the spokes were totally
clean in hydrogen - one would expect to see very
large absorption features at H alpha and the other
hydrogen lines, features large enough they should
readily be detected in the photographic spectra.
Some stars have a rich history of photographic
spectral studies and such features had not been
reported. In some cases, we actually have high
5/N data even for the hydrogen lines...

Secondly, considering the geometry of the
spokes it seems to me that the absorption features
would be strongest near the centre of the disk,
and weaker at the edges. Generally, ~tttat*Js not
what one observes or at least this effect is not
as strong as one would expect in the spoke model.

Thirdly, a probable multiperiodicity speaks
strongly against the spoke model.

Finally, it seems to me that the spoke model,
which has material outside the disk of the star,
should predict emission, at least at certain times
when the spokes are out of the disk. That is indeed
seen in one spoked .star we know (Sigma Ori E),
while there are plenty of examples of stars I am
talking about, which do not show emission at all
at times when bumps are strong.

So, I believe, all those are at least contra-
indications of the spoke model - if they do not
actually rule it out entirely for the OB LPVs.

The oblique magnetic rotator is a little more dif-
ficult to deal with. One can possibly argue that
structured magnetic fields affect the shape of
the star so that one can get line-profile and light
variations in that way. But that requires very
strong magnetic fields to produce the kind of ef-
fects seen in, say, Zeta Oph, including the changes
In the strength of the travelling features, missing
bumps and so on. I do not think you can simulta-
neously make the magnetic field to do all these
changes and to maintain the structure.

In the cases of known oblique rotators we
are dealing with abundance variation, the star
may appear cooler by 500 K at some phase of its
rotational period, there are lots of effects you
would expect to see, but we don't see missing fea-
tures disappearing at one cycle and reappearing
at another one. In cases when the study exists,
the periodicities are extremely constant. In con-
trast to it, what you see in the OB LPVs are things
that are very variable. So, I do think that the
characteristics of the OB LPVs that I defined argue
against this model.

The binary star model seems to be ruled out
by the lack of RV variation at sometimes very low
levels. The existence of multiple periodicities
that are not related in some evident way to the
fundamental period in some of the. stars again argues
against this model.

Hut I must admit that the binary star model
is very rich, especially in situations when you
get emission in the system, and one has to be very
careful in such situations.

The spot model There were some suggestions
- at least Petr touched on that in his talk - that
there might be spots on 08 sVars in the sense of
sunspots. 1 really do not understand the concept
of that model, so I prefer to end my talk here.
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Hamanec: Tom, is not it possible that the non-
detectability of spokes in hydrogen is due to the
fact that hydrogeh is a rich element and is there-
fore observed from many places in the cireumstellar
mantle, which may blend the contributions to the
observed hydrogen line profiles from the spokes?
That effect may be strengthened by the fact that
the visibility of the usually observed He I and
metallic lines depends more strongly on the density
and temperature in the atmosphere/mantle. If the
spokes are due to local magnetic fields, for in-
stance, they can be limited in extent because of
the decreasing strength of the field with the in-
creasing distance from star.

Bolton: If the spokes are confined by magnetic
field structures, it seems to me that hydrogen
should be as confined as the other ions because
it will be as ionized. The presence of ions like
Si III in many of the stars demonstrates that there
is more than enough energy in the radiation field
to ionize the hydrogen.

Walker: When we first saw the travelling sub-
features in the line profiles of Zeta Oph the spoke
model was a natural choice but it required an orbit
for the occulting material with a similar Keplerian
velocity to the surface rotation rate of the star.
Unfortunately there is no appropriate stable orbit
for Spica where the variations are very similar.
It is worth remembering that an occulting spoke
will tend to produce a spike of apparent emission
in the profile. On the other hand it is hard to
reproduce the sharpness of the sub-features without
making sweeping assumptions of 1 = |ml , large V
etc. When we p'ot the acceleration of sub-features
as a function of time these are usually best fitted
by straight lines rather than parts of sine curves
which is more appropriate to a spoke model.

Bolton: Your "spoke" model is different from my
"spoke" model. I was envisioning actual spokes
that extend more or ler<> |/'rpendicularly from the
surface of the star. These structures would have
to be maintained by a strong magnetic field. This
avoids some of your problems, but introduces other.

The "problem" of the sharpness of the sub-
features may be more apparent than real. There
could be several solutions. For example, we don't
know anything about the intrinsic profiles of the
lines. In most cases, we are dealing with lines
that are subject to NLTE effects and one of those
effects is to make lines deeper and sharper than
the lines calculated in LTE.

Hananec: I agree that we should begin with a
study of simpler cases, but

1. Is Epsilon Per a typical object?
2. You can never know whether you will not

find the H I emission in the spectrum of any B
absorption-line star tomorrow.

3. For a well-known eclipsing binary V356
Sgr, no evidence of circumstellar matter was ever
found in the optical spectra. Yet, Mirek Plavec
showed us yesterday afternoon that it has a very
rich emission spectrum in the UV region. It may
thus not be so easy in practice to avoid emission-
line objects and to choose the group of "simple"
OB line-profile variables, which you defined.

Bolton: It is not easy to find another Epsilon

Per because it is not typical of the class as we

know it. The strength of the subfeatures in the

profile is stronger than fcr any other star we

know, and the periods are much shorter than is

typical.

I am not convinced your second statement is
literally true, but even if it is I don't see the
relevance so long as we study the non-emission
phase.

Koubsky: Let me to express my impressions from
the workshop. From the observational point of vie*
I would like to stress the: evident u^f^I v:-is and

success of the systematic observational programs.
Papers presented here by Fullerton et al., Walker
et al., Harmanec et al. and by Tarasov and Tuominen
may serve as good examples. Those, who have no
access to the signal-generating detectors, should
still continue to use the photographic plates and
extract information, which in fact can serve as
a pointer to the observers working with the new
detectors. For instance, asymmetric He I profiles
with changing asymmetry can in many cases be de-
tected in the photographic spectra of B/Be stars.

Obviously, not everything can be solved by
mere extensive observations only. There is a need
of a better, observationally oriented theory. The
two papers presented here by A. Baglin may serve
as good examples of the existence of such approach.

One particular problem i nould like to stress
is the problem of the "clock" behing the observed
periods. It seems to me that the only stable "clock"
in the early-type rapid variables can be found
in the Ap(Bp) stars. In all other types of objects
the stability of the observed periods is not very
convincing, in fact.

Hall: Is it significant that the only star looked

at with high S/N - Spica - stopped pulsating?

Sterken: Influence of a companion on the Beta
Cep star behaviour is not more than a working hypo-
thesis which is derived from Fitch's explanation
for the Delta Scuti stars. In the case of Beta
Cep stars it is an example of thinking in analogies,
which of course may help, but one must await full
observational proof before accepting that explana-
tion.

Baglin: The situation in Delta Set stars is very
different from that for the Beta Cep stars and
I think we should be careful in pursuing the anal-
ogy. Delta Set stars are self-excited oscillators
by the kappa mechanism seated in the convective
zone and to keep the outer envelopes :ixed, i.e.
helium not fractionally settled, we need differen-
tial rotation. It may not exist in binaries, which
should rotate almost as solid bodies. So in bina-
ries, helium could be settled and pulsation stopped.
In Beta Cep stars the physical situation is very
different.

Bolton: Very few, if any, of the Ap and Bp stars
have periods that have been measured with sufficient
accuracy often enough to say anything about their
period variations. Since period variations are
not expected, they are rarely observed once the
shape of the light curve is known, and the period
is determined to a few decimal places.

On the other hand, there are at least a few
Be stars that seem to have stable periods on time
scales of at least a decade. Lambda Eri has been
stable for 15 years.

Rodono: I would like to emphasize 'the importance
of studying the stellar activity, Magnetic stellar
activity in particular. The importance of this
study is not just a "cosmetics". Magnetic fields,
as the main controlling factor of stellar activity,
are produced by dynamos. It means, they depend
on the way how the stars are built inside. Conse-
quently, studying '-he stellar activity on the sur-
face of stars, one can learn what is happening
in stelar interiors, too. I think we are now in
a "stillstand" of the theory of stellar activity.
The linear kinematical models available so far
have been criticized as they do not take into ac-
count one of the main features of stellar activity
- its non-linearity. Whenever there is a magnetic
field, there are magnetic structures and most of
the associated phenomena are non-linear. Therefore
non-linear, non-axisymmetric dynamos should be
worked out. Unfortunately, they cannot be obtained
as analytical solutions and numerical solutions,
wl.icl. require n loi of .ompui-ing Lime, i:iust bp
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used. Moreover, in numerical solutions it is usually
not so easy to understand the effects and mutual
relationship of various physical parameters.

Further, I wish to stress the importance of
the study of flares, which belong to the fastest
phenomena we were talking about here. The main
problem is that we need simultaneous multlwavelength
observations going from radio to X-rays, otherwise
we will not be able to understand the energetics,
and what is going on. Simultaneous observations
are inevitable also because each flare is a unique
event. Another requirement is a high Lime and spec-
tral resolution of future observations. It would
be desirable, for instance, to use the Doppler
imaging to see what is happening, whether there
are some bumps moving across the profile, to under-
stand how the structures on the surface are orga-
nized. These structures are actually tracers of
the magnetic fields. Spectroscopy can also provide
information on differential rotation, which is
one of the most important parameters.

Finally, I want to point out that the age
of stars may be an important parameter to study.
Sometimes we see different behaviour in two other-
wise similar stars. We should understand why and
how the age affects the stellar activity. So far,
rotation is considered as the main parameter control-
ling the stellar activity.

Olah. Another type of the rapid variability can
be the spot proper motion, which I mentioned in
my talk. Similar phenomena were observed, although
indirectly, in other stars, too. Only the long
series of observations obtained by observers orga-
nized by Doug Hall, made possible to study this
phenomenon in detail in one star. But this kind
of phenomenon can be important when we want to
understand the magnetic structure of the stars,
especially at those times when the structure is
building up. Certainly it has strong connection
with the internal structure of these stars.

Baglin: I would like to make only a few remarks.
First, a small one on terminology. Now, at the
end of this meeting, I think that we all have under-
stood that using the term "rapid variability" is
not a very interesting concept in studying the
stellar variations as we have been discussing pheno-
mena occurring on very different time scales. We
have learnt a lot from each other and I think that
the concept of "rapid variability" is no more per-
tinent and should be worked out further and trans-
formed into different concepts based more on the
unaerlying physics.

The second thing which I would like to mention
is what I understood when discussing with Or. Bo 1 ton
during the coffee break - that we are also comple-
tely fooled by the use of the term NRP, which means
non-radial pulsation. Dr. Fullerton was right when
he put quotation marks on this term during his
presentation because what you observe is a stationa-
ry periodic velocity field. This does not mean
that it is pulsation in the usual sense and when
people speak about pulsation, they just have in
mind a harmonic oscillator or something like that.
I think that this is probably one of the reasons
why people are looking for different interpreta-
tions. I would say that we do not yet know whether
we observe pulsation. Maybe, we should change the
name of these observed phenomena to something else.

Hamanec: Have you any particular proposal for
the new term?
Baglin: Well - before we discussed I wanted to
suggest non-radial perturbation, but now when I
understand that the velocity field is periodic,
we know for sure that it is multiperiodic and sta-
tionary, then perturbation is not a proper term.

Bolton: ...in one star!

Baglin: Yes O.K. Along the same line of reaso-
ning I think that we are too much impressed by

the harmonic oscillator and that we should sometimes
think in a different framework. We learnt a lot
from the linear models, but we now know from the
theory of dynamical systems that it is very easy
to create motions with irregularities. Theoretically
it is very easy to obtain irregularities. If the
real situation is non-linear, and it certainly
is at least in the outer layers, then in some cases
the non-linear terms work gently just to produce
a- limit cycle, but in other cases they certainly
produce a much more complicated behaviour that
we see. So, we should not be too much disturbed
by the observed irregularities, missing bumps,
and so on...

My third remark is that I have had some pro-
blems with the uniqueness of the fitting of dif-
ferent models with observational data, for example,
for the new technique of Doppler imaging. When
using it we have to choose between different pos-
sible solutions when we invert the non-linear imag-
ing. The maximum entropy method is usually used,
which means that we are looking for the simplest
solution. I wonder whether sometimes we do not
fool ourselves. Imagine that we want to make the
Doppler imaging of the Sun. Would we get the solar
spots from the maximum entropy method? I do not
know. I am just askinq this question.

It is certainly interesting to think in analo-
gies. However, when doing it we should keep in
mind all the underlying physics, which we already
know - and we know a lot. It may be very dangerous
to make analogies, for example, between late-type
and early-type stars. The underlying physics Is
completely different ...

Hy last remark is that Petr said that we badly
need consistent non-linear, non-radially pulsating
models. Hy comment is that we will probably all
die before these will exist: I think that we need
to work slowly, step by step towards increasing
complexity, making our models as simple as possible,
looking for the properties as general as possible,
which would be characteristic of the behaviour.
I do not think that putting all variables into
a big computer would help us at the moment. First,
we have to characterize the behaviour, both from
observational and theoretical side. We could learn
from what meteorologists do. We should find charac-
teristic patterns, which would tell us what the
dynamics of the system is.

Haiaanec: It is certainly much easier to ask the
theoreticians for sophisticated models than to
construct them. However - there is really an urgent
need for theoretical light curves of non-radial
pulsators. Consider that some Be stars show periouic
light curves with amlitudes up to 0.2"1, which usual-
ly inspire the proponents of the oblique-rotator
interpretation. The analogy between the OBAe and
CKHe stars may perhaps be misleading, but it is
striking, anyway. The light curves and their varia-
tions are similar, both grcips show emission line
variation cycles and both show travelling bumps
in their line profiles.

Rodono: It seems to me, too, that the wave-like
variation on late-type stars is too large (up to
0.3"1) and variable (on tlmescales of the order
of 10 days) to be accounted for by non-radial
pulsations.

Haraanec: And exactly the same is true also for
some periodic OBAe light variables. That is, why
I and some other colleagues suggested the oblique-
rotator model also for the early-type emission-line
stars.

Rodono: As far as the results of maximum entropy
method are concerned, I would say that if the obser-
vational data are adequately accurate, also the
single sunspots would be detectable. In the stellar
case, we must confine ourselves to a "simple" pic-
ture that the limited accuracy of present observa-
tions allows us to obtain.
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Walker: In demonstrating a good fit of NRP mode]
prediction and observation it would be much better
to plot (Observed-Calculated) as dc the photome-
trists. the NRP profiles are dominated by rotation
so that when overlaid on the observations give
an apparently good fit but there is often a syste-
matic departure at the level of the moving features
themeelves - to me that is poor agreement.

Hall: To avoid repeating of what 1 have said al-
ready, I would like to focus actually on one stuff-
two in fact as it is a binary. The study of this
one binary star promises to tie together and explain
a large number of phenomena that we almost comple-
tely do not understand. It is surprising how many
not understood phenomena one binary could have.
I am tclking about U Cephei. It is a semi-detached
mass-transferring Algol system. Here, we are talking
about star spots on chromospherically active stars,
but remember that we do have G or K subgiants in
many Algol-type binaries. They probably should
be included into our studies. The reason why they
had not been is that they are so much fainter than
their hotter primaries so that we photometrically
do not see them except - with a great difficulty
- at totality, when there is a totality, and the
circumstellar material does not prevent that. I
think nevertheless they are chromospherically active
stars.

This particular Algol-type binary as well
as many of the typical RS CVn binaries have orbital-
feriod changes, which actually to this day are
not understood. We have known they do exist ever
since Algol was discovered, but we had not been
able to explain them. One theory, which I take
is a coming and going of a magnetic field inflating
and deflating the star, thereby changing the moment
of inertia of one star and - if we have a spin-orbit
coupling - changing the orbital period. I think
it is the best theory, but it has many problems.
If that is right, we might be able to link together
the period changes in the Algols and the RS CVn
binaries - that would be fantastic!

In U Cep, the period goes back and forth,
back and forth, meaning faster - slower, faster
- slower, approximately every nine years, not strict-
ly periodically. That might be an indication that
there is a magnetic cycle operating in the cooler
star of U Cep. The magnetic cycle would imply a
radius change, but I am not sure whether deeper
layers and superficial layers move in the same
direction at the same time, this is so complicated
physically that there is no answer. Olsen has found
that the cool star in U Cep is variable in lumi-
nosity by about 10% in about 7 years. That could
be a possible sign of a magnetic activity cycle,
spots coming and v.i''~-j He also finds that mass
transfer is not constant. There are periods like
2-3 years when there is much more mass transfer,
and than some ten years later again, but not in
between. If a star has changed its luminosity hy
10% due to a magnetic activity cycle, the, it chan-
ges in radius by the same proportion that the
Sun does. When the Sun changes luminosity and radius
during the 11-year cycle, dR/R 0.1 cl/L. IT the
same ratio holds true, then the radius of the sub-
giant in U Cep should be varying by about 1%. If
the star will be expanding, the amount of mass
contained in the outer 1% of the radius will be
lifted above the Roche lobe. It is interesting
to note that this amount of mass happens to be
very close to the amount of mass which is transfer-
red in one of those 10-year cycles (<is deduced
from the period changes). These figures are quite
encouraging, but a lot of work remains to be done.
I would like to see the phasing problem gel worked
out, we might have a three orders of a magnitude
problem getting the spin-orhit couplinq time as
short as needed. We do not know in which way arid
how fast the radius really changes in response
to the magnetic cycle. 1 am also a little bit reluc-

tant to believe in cycles until we find at least
two, not just this one.

I would like to add something at the end.
When 1 prepared this talk, 1 only barely began
to ask some of these questions and I have not had
time to pursue them too much. I have had the impres-
sion that there are also similar period increases
and decreases in some Cepheids ana RR Lyr stars.
I think they are largely not explained. I know
people try to explain them by orbit around other
stars... I ask myself whether they could also be
related to the magnetic cycles...?

Tremko: U Cephei is a very good system for the
study of the morphology of the circumstellar mate-
rial. During the state of quiescence reliable geo-
metrical elements can be obtained and during the
period of enhanced activity the behaviour of the
circumstellar material can be studied. The lifetime
of the activity events is a few orbital periods
only.

Pecker: Warning No.1: The luminosity L of the
5un is not measured; what is measured is The solar
constant S, hence variations of L have nothing
to do with variations of S, which can be only due
to redistribution of energy with the heliographic
latitude.

Warning No.2: We know almost nothing about
the value of mass transfer rate due to the Roche
lobe overflow. The gas dynamics near the Lagrangian
point L. is almost an untouched field:

Hall: My using that ratio was to point out that
we might anticipate radius change of approximately
that amount. I have found it almost never mentioned
that there is a possibility that the convective
stars have radius changes of the order of 1%. If
it is happening, then it could be very important
to the mass transfer theory. The mass-transfer
people have until now been very unclear about the
details of the mass transfer...

Pecker: they did not give details at all!

Hall: I also wanted to allert people to the pos-
sibility that there might be approximately 1% radius
changes because light curve solutions of eclipsing
binaries can now be so accurate that they can detect
1% radius variations. But very seldom I have seen
In the literature that the light curve of the same
eclipsing binary be solved at two different epochs.
Olsen is just one of a few who is just beggining
to do it. 1 was quite excited when he reported
a 2-356 radius change in U Sge, a star similar to
U Cep, but he told me recently that he raaue a mis-
take, so that it is not clear. This is the area
of investigation which should be started. It would
be critical to the theory of mass transfer.

Walker: I would like to raise again the question
of differential rotation. Myron Smith (priv. com.)
has recently pointed out that this may be very
important in explaining the apparent NRP in Delta
Set stars. It would be valuable to know what the
observers can do and what can the theoreticians
provide

Secondly, I am very concerned that we are
still discussing the results for a handful of stars

there is an insufficient number of telescopes
with quality spectrographs and signal generating
detectors. There is a great need for wider monito-
ring of a wide range of stars. If you belong to
a country which does not enjoy such facilities
may 1 suggest that you lobby hard for them.

Harmanec: I am sorry to say that but our time

is nearly over, so I would like to ask you, whether

you still want to discuss particular problems or

to propose some conclusions.

Bolton: I don't see much point in further discus-
sion. 1 think we all have a good understanding
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of the questions, that must be answered, and the
controversies that we have had clearly are due
to insufficient data much more than disagreements
over the interpretation of well observed phenomena.
Therefore we should be worrying about how we are
going to obtain the required observations. This
is a major concern in an era when small telescopes
are often closed for budgetary reasons and even
medium-size telescopes in less optimum sites have
been closed or threatened with closure. These are
the very instruments that can he most useful for
our purposes, because we don't have to compete
with observers that require dark skies for the
observing time. We don't necessarily require dark
skies and penect wheather, but it is important
to obtain large blocks of observing time with mini-
mal periodic gaps of the sort that can introduce
serious aliasing problems. I think we should try
to organize an effort to get IAU to speak out on
the importance of devoting these Instruments to
long term studies of variability rather than closing
them down.

Pecker: We must absolutely continue to work, within
IAU commissions of variable stars, within the na-
tional committees, at getting the possibility of
continuous operating of telescopes (not so large)
for variable star observations so that stars be
follmed regularly.

Sterken: I fully agree, and I suggest that we
all send our arguments in support of keeping small
telescopes in operation to Dr. Pecker so that he
can formulate them. But, please, do not forget
that we also need large telescopes. If you, for
example, wish to do studies of astroseismology,
you will need very large telescopes. The only pro-
blem may be that one will have difficulties in
obtaining enough observing time to carry out such
programs, which need a lot of telescope time.

Haraanec: At this point, I would like to do a
statement on behalf of the whole group associated
with the Ondfejov 2-m telescope, which some of
you would now perhaps also put into the category
of small 'instruments...

Walker: — which you have is the small instrument?

Haraanec: ... that if we succeed in future to
equip it with a signal generating detector, we
shall continue the program of systematic monitoring
of relatively bright early-type stars in the manner
suggested by several of you. But I certainly fully
support submitting the resolution proposed here.

Bolton: Any resolution should also be forwarded
to Commissions 36 and 42, since research in their
areas also has similar concerns.-.

Harmanec: ...and to Commission ?9, too.

Now, it is time to close this meeting.. 1 am
afraid I cannot offer you an> conclusion from our
discussions but the usual profane one: We need
more accurate systematic observations anil a sub-
stantial progress in theory - neither of which
is easy to achieve.

I want to thank on behalf of till of you to
Oean Claude, Chairman of the Scientific Organizing
Panel, for the great effort he devoted to the prepa-
ration of our workshop, for all his enthusiasm,
and especially for creating the atmosphere of a
high mood during this meeting. I also want to thrink
all other members of the Scientific Organiciny
Panel for their help in the preparation of this
workshop; I regret that only a few of them managed
to come to Prague.

Finally, 1 would like to thank all of you
for coming here and participating in the discus-
sions. It was a great pleasure fur me to meet again
the old friends and to find new ones, t must apo-
logize to all of you for possible imperfections
or omissions on the side of the organizers. 1 hope
that you find this meeting useful despite inap-
propriate title "Rapid Variability", and that you
will support the idea to repeat it after some time
again - at Hvar, here or elsewhert. lhank >ou.

Pecker; I think I cannot let this meeting closed
without adding something to what Petr has just
said. Of yourse, I would not say that we need less
observations or less theory! But I think that this
meeting has been very successful. It has been suc-
cessful for several reasons but two of them should
be especially mentioned, and I would like to be
very clear about that.

Fi'st of all - we owe to the organizational
power of Petr for an enormous success of this meet-
ing. It was really his meeting, and he did it beau-
tifully. Thank you, Petr, for all that you did
and what you will still have to do to prepare the
Proceedings;

I would also like to express our thanks to
the person that had been running back and forth
in this room distributing the paper sheets during
the discussions. Thank you, Mr. Kubat for what
you have done for ail of us!

Thanks to all of you for coming here!
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UV-STELLAR SPECTRA - SOME BASIC ACRTEVEMEHTS
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ABSTRACT

Observations of stellar spectra in the TTV-region during twenty yearB are brief-
ly reviewed. Basic achievements have been made in the investigation of interstellar
absorption, effective temperatures scale, mass loss, stellar chromospheres and
non-stationary stars.

i. X::VROI)UC?JO:I

The development of rocket technique has
enabled scientists to launch their scienti-
fic devices out of the Earth's atmosphere.
This fact was significant especially for
astronomy. It was for the first time that
astronomers were able to study celestial ob-
jects in such electromagnetic emission range
that was earlier unapproachable for ground-
based observations-

First observations in the outer space
were performed shortly after the World War II
by means of vertically launched rockets. With
the development of rocket technique, astro-
nomical devices were mounted on the satelli-
tes, large orbital stations and finally spe-
cial space observatories were born. As a re-
sult of it, much accumulated observational
data radically changed our ideas about the
nature of many astronomical phenomena. In
the present review I shall dwell on a compa-
ratively sma3.1 field of space astronomy, that
is, on observations of the UV range of ste-
llar spectra.

Our Sun was naturally the first 3tar whose
spectra were obtained in the UV-range. The
observations had provided principally new in-
formation. There had proved to be a certain
amount of radiation excess in the energy dis-
tribution in the UV-range, as well as the
existence of numerous emission lines. These
facts found a natural explanation that in that
spectral region we observed mainly chromos -
phere radiation and transition region (TR)
while photospheric radiation was lov; due to a
decrease of its intensity when transferring
into short-wave region. This analysis proved
to be best in detecting and studying other
stars' chromospheres.

Stecher (19 65) w as the first to perform
stellar spectra observations with a compara-
tively low resolution by means of the spect-
rometer mounted on "Aerobee». aigh resolution
observations were carried out by Uorton and
Spitzerd966) also by means of rockets.

Later some nore rocket experiments were
performed giving inhomogeneous data for se-
veral stars. The s tu&tion was changed after
special orbital satellites were launched.

Special satellites such as 0A0-2, TI>-1,
Copernicus, AHS, Astron and especially IUE
have given a lot of information on UV-spect-

ra of different types of stars.
So I shall confine myself only with the

analysis of sorte of these results which
have radically changed our ideas about space
objects and which nov: nay be considered, as
fundamental facts. Of course many rather
important works will have to be left unmen-

tioned, behind the limits of my report.

II. EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES SCALE

FOR HOT STARS

First of all, it was necessary to solve
a problem of interstellar absorption. The
point is, that hot stars have high luminosity
and are located comparatively far from the
Sun, while interstellar absorption coeffi-
cient in this wave-length region is compa-
ratively high. The matter may be simplified,
because there is the maximum in theN=2200A
on the dependence of interstellar absorption
coefficient in the UV-regtai (Fig.1).
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Fig. 1. Interstellar absorption in
magnitudes as a function of inverse wave-
length (After StecheT 1970).

The value in interstellar absortion may be
determined from the value of an absorption
feature at X =2200 A. There is not such a
detail in the visible wave-length region.
Therefore the determination of the inter-
stellar absorption value by UV-spectra
has improved its accuracy, hence the accu-
racy of reduction of the observed energy
distribution will be also improved. Be-
sides, UV-obaervationa have broadened the
observing range up to 1100 A. It is of
principal significance for hot stars, since
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the major part of energy emission occurs in
the UV-region, ae we can see in Pig. 2.
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Pig. 2. The energy distributions in
the spectra of different spectral types of
Btars obtained from Astron Observation. The
zero-points for ordinates are arbitrary.

the presence of lines of high ionized ionn
such as SilV, CIV, BY and OVI (Jenkins,
1978). These lines have the width conside-
rably larger than that of low excitated
lines. Their widths correspond to the teni-
peratures ~ 106K, if the thermal motion
are the cause of the broadening.

The presence of OVI cannot be as a
sequence of photoionization from even the
hottest and most luminous 0 stars. Jenkins
and Heloy (1974) proposed that OVI
arises from collisional ionization in a hot
(T ~105-10°K) region of the interstellar
medium.

This high temperature region is due to
either an interconnected system of superno-
va remnants in the interstellar medium (Cox
and Smith, 1974) or the interaction of the
high velocity stellar winds of 0 and B 3tars
(Weaver, HcCray and Castor, 1977).

Bruhweiler et al. (1980) published u
strong suggestion that CIV and 3iIV lines
were formed in a region separate from that
invoked for OVI. This region has much lo-
wer temperature than the previous one.
Bruhweiler et al (.1980) have shown that
temperatures are in a narrow range around
50,000 K.

Thus, the interstellar medium is very
complicated and inhoino£eneous. It consists
of the dust and cool, warm hot gas.

High quality data obtained caused a re-
examination of stellar atmospheres models,
since a difference between the old models
and the current data had been revealed. The
improvement of the models was carried out in
two ways: the rejection of the earlier assum-
ption of a local thermodynamical equilibrium,
and taking into account new sources of opa-
city both in lines and in continuous spectra.
Non LTE effects were thoroughly analysed by
Mihalas (1972). It was shown that with the
deviation of the local thermodynamical equi-
librium taken into account, stars become
somewhat colder.

Kurucz (1979) included opacity coeffici-
ents by atoms and iona of all abundant ele-
ments up to silicium additional to electron
scattering. He also included blanketing ef-
fect by absorption lines, though it should
be stressed here that there are many uniden-
tified lines in the UV-region. With all the
above factors taken into account, Kurucz
(1979) obtained a somewhat lower intensity in
the UV-region. Stellar effective temperatu-
res «?ere determined by comparison of theore-
tical energy distributions with the observed
ones, lies values of these temperatures for
hot stars are by 10-15 percent lower than
those which were obtained by using ioniza-
tion equilibrium. This is a very important di-
fference which consequently influenced the
determination of distance to the stars as
well aB calculations of radiation field
around hot stars and radiation of gaseous
nebulae.

III, THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM

Aftfer lIV-ob3ervation our understanding
of the interstellar medium has changed dra-
matically. The classical picture of a basi-
cally cool gas with most of the ionization
provided in UV photons from hot stars is no
longer strictly valid.

The UV observations which were done by
the Copernicus satellite had clearly shown

IV. THE MASS LOSS

Before the epoch of space research only
some stars had been known to have steady
mass outflow. The Sun Is one of such stars
where the fact of mass outflow was establi-
shed by the analysis of the direct influence
of solar corpuscular streams on the Earth's
atmosphere. As shows the investigation of
the profiles of spiral lines, non-stationa-
ry stars of F Cyg type also loose their mass
due to steady matter outflow. But there had
been no indication of f.ny mass outflow for
most of the stars and this field of astrono-
my remained in the grip of doubtful specu-
lations.

That situation was radically changed
as soon as space observations began. The
point is that there are resonance lines of
such abundant elements as C, H, 0, Si, Al
in the UV-region, permitting to discover
stellar wind of much lower intensity than
that may be done by the lines of the visible
spectral region. Horton (1967) v;as the first
to obtain good evidence of the continuous
mass outflow having obtained UV-spectra of
the Orion belt stars. He found out many re-
sonance lines having profiles similar to
those of PCyg which proves the matter out-
flow velocity to be higher than the escape
velocity. After this event they began a more
active investigation of the mass loss prob-
lem. With this purpose, profiles of reso-
nance UV-lines were observed by Copernicus,
IUE, Astron and rockets. Pig. 3 presents
profiles of CIV lines in the spectra of se-
veral supergiants which were observed by
Astron. The width and the value of absorp-
tion are noticeably high. The position of
its short-wave edge corresponds to the ter-
minal velocity of up to 3000 km/a which is
3 times as much as the escape velocity,

A most extensive determination of mass
loss rate by hot stars was performed by
Gathier et al. (1981), Cassinelli and Abbott
(1981). Using these data as well as those
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Pig. 3. The pro-
files of CIV doublet
in the spectra or some
hot stare observed by
Astron satellite. The
velocities of the deep-
eat part of profiles
arr indicated.

by other observers, Ganaany and Conti (1984)
have determined that the higher ia the ste-
llar luminosity the more ia the rate of mass
loss (see Pig. 4); at the same luminosity the
maas loss rate in various stars may differ
by factor ten. Probably, there may be
some other reasons which can change the rate
of mass loss.

A more complete statistical investiga-
tion of the dependence of mass loss rate on
temperature and luminosity was performed by
de Jager et al. (1986).

Their results are presented in Fig. 5.
They have completely proved the dependence of
mass loss rate on luminosity and also ascer-
tained that the higher is the effective tem-
perature of a star, the more is mass loss
rate. There ia no functional relation here.
The scattering of value3 of mass loaa rate
around its mean value for the given tempera-
ture and luminosity is large. It means that
the mass loss rate value may obviously be
influenced also by other reasons, such as
axial rotation, non-stationary phenomenon,
magnetic field effect, change in stellar
structure. Conti and GSrmani (1980) have
shown that the mass loaa rate of evolved
stars is several times as high as of the main
sequence star3.

A comparison of the observed and the
theoretical profiles allov/s to postulate
the law of the outflow velocity change with
the distance from stellar surface. Unfortu-
nately, observational and modelling accura-
cies are not high, though it 3peaka in fa-
vour of the motion proceed with accelera-
tion.

Underhill (1975) was the first to draw
attention to the existence of descrete na-
rrow absorption components. These compo-
nents can clearly be seen in Pig. 6, Iioat
complete investigation of narrow components
v?wa made by Laners et al (1982) and Henrichs
(1986) and one may already draw some conclu-
sion.

1) Deacrete lines are always shifted in
the short-wave direction. Their position co-
rresponds to the velocity equal to (0.75+
0.15) Vao , where Y m is the terminal
velocity.
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Fi£. 4. The mesa-luminosity relation.
O corresponds to V»/Vfese>3 and • - to
Vw/Vfec^a}' V«o is terminal velocity,
determined by short-wave edge of line pro-
file. (After Garmany and Conti, 1984).

Pig. 5. The teiiperature-luaincsity
diagram. The numbers indicate the logarithm
of the nas3 loss rate. ?he dashed lines
correspond to the average mass loss rates
which values are indicated in small circles
(after de Jager et al. 1986).

2) Iheir width is much larger than
that of interstellar lines and corresponds
to velocities of 100-200 krr/sec.

3) Their intensity changes in the tiae-
scale during several days. Thecs changes
are v/ell-seen in Fi£. 6.

4} Descrete components v/ere observed
in nore than 50 per cent of hot stars
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(Henrichs, 1986). This value is the low
limit, bocuuse the components under consi-
deration may not always be seen in the spect-
rum of one and the same star due to their
variability. However, there exists a common
tendency, i.e. descrete components are
observed more frequently in brighter and
hotter stars.

The reason for the appearance of desc-
rete components still remain unclear,
though many assumptions have been made (see
review by Prinja and Howarth, 1986). Most
possible of them are the following. Descrete
components are supposed to be formed in in-
homogeneities of stellar wind. One of the
hypotheses assumes that due to the inner
stellar instability "parcel" of comparative-
ly dense gas flows off from its surface.
And in this gas the ompcments v-r̂ .er analy-
sis are formed. The other hypothesis postu-
lates, that at strong stellar wind there
may occur various instabilities also as a
result of pressure wave, forming density.
Descrete components are formed in these
densities.

1
1530 1550

WAVELENGTH (ll

Pig. 6. Two IUE observations of
the star HD 93250 (03V). Well-developed dis-
crete components are indicated by the arrows
in the bottom panel (Abbott, 1985).

This question is of a more principal
significance. It mould be impossible at all
to understand the structure of stellar wind
without understanding descrete components.

Estimates show that the star with 5015©
loses approximately 15 per cent of its mass
during its being on the main seauence, at
mass loss rate 10-5 u/year. This phenocanon
had not been predicted by the inner struc-
ture theory and had not been taken into ac-
count earlier It nay essentially influence
the estimates of star ages and the charac-
ter of stellar evolution.

V. OBSERVATIONS OP CHROMOSPHERES

AMD TRANSITORY LAYERS

Solar chromosphere was discovered during
observations of solar eclipses when the
disk of the Moon covered most of the Sun
leaving opened only its small edge. This
means that chromospheric radiation of the
Sun in the visual spectrum region is much
weaker than photospheric radiation. There-
fore it v/as impossible to observe stellar
chromosphere equal to that in the Sun, al-
though emission lines B and K Ca II ob-
served in the spectra of some stars, indi-
cate that these stars have chromosphere
much stronger that the Solar one. Besides,
theoretical investigations have also proved
that there may be chromospheres in a
wide class of stars. Chromosphere is usual-
ly understood as an outer atmospheric layer
having temperature higher than the lower
atmosphere. Chromosphere is heated by non-
radiative energy ( turbulent and wave mo-
tions of various kinds). The description of
heating mechanisms is beyond the limits of
this review. One can find it in other pa-
pers (see, for example, de Jager, 1980).

Observations in UV-speetrum region
provided wide data about stellar chromo-
spheres. Moreover, with them it became po-
ssible to observe the transitory region
(TR).

The intensities of highly excited lines
(CIV, NV) correlate clearly with X-radia-
tion intensities. Thus, UV-observations
allow one to judge also about coronae.

Much data have been accumulated by now
permitting to draw some conclusions about
outer layers properties of stars of various
types. (See review by Jordan and Linsky
(1987)). Stellar chromospheres and TR were
found to be observed in all cool stars of
various luminosity (up to spectral type P2
Simon, 1986). Special search for lines that
would indicate chromospheres or TR in stars
of A class (Bohm-Vitense and Dettmann,1980;
Crivellari and Prederic, 1982; Friere Perre-
ro, 1986) ended in failure. Only in spect-
rum of AOV HD 119921 Molaro et al (1983)
revealed weak absorption lines Si IV and
C IV with the centres shifted 70 km/s in
the short-wave direction.

The composition of the emission spectra
and hence, the chromosphere and TR property,
to some extent differ in stars of various
luminosity. So below we shall dwell on main
sequence stars and giant stars separately.

The compositkn of chromosphere and TR
spectra of late dwarfs ia similar to the
spectra of the Sun (See Pig. 7 ) . Radiation
fluxes of emission lines in many stars, how-
ever, in relation to their bolometric lu-
minosity, are much stronger than those in
the Sun. The emission intensity is variable
and in many cases is caused by chromosphe-
ric inhomogeneity and stellar rotation. If
matter outflow of the solar type did exist,
it was not possible to investigate it by
means of UK-telescopes.

The intensities of emission lines corre-
late to the value of axial rotation and age,
TR emission is decreased more rapidly than
the chromospheric emission (Simon, 1983).

C IV 1550 A emission line is the
strongest feature in dKe spectra. Many lines
of high excitation Hell, NY and SilV are
also seen here, which indicates a highly
developed transition region, while, on the
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contrary, in dM stars C IV 1550 line is
weak, and other high-excitation lines are
not seen at all. That means that the chro-
mosphere and TR in dH stars are systemati-
cally weaker than in dlle stars (Linsky et
al, 1982).

lines of singly ionized elements (Ugll)
and of high-excitation lines (CIV, NV). I-
ray radiation is also registered for these
stars (See Fig. 9).
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Pig. 7. IUE spectra of main-sequence
stars. Note the variability of the emission
lines of X'Ori and Proxima Centauri (Simon,
1986).

Among cool stars there is a rather
large group of them that are located above
the main-sequence not having reached it
in the course of their evolution. They are
of 1 Tau type stars (See Pig. 8). numerous
emission lines of once ionized metals whose
presence may be explained by chromosphere
existence, are observed in the visible re-
gion. Indeed, 01, SI, SII and NV, CW, SilV,
Hell lines typical of chromosphere and TR
and being 102_io3 times as bright as those
of the quiet Sun, are observed in the UV-
ragion. Their total intensity is about 1 per
cent of the bolometric value of a star. T Tau
stars are observed to have a relative weak-
ness of TR lines, which means that TR tempe-
rature is not higher than 105K. It is suppo-
sed that TR is cooled by such non-radiatiye
processes as mass loss which may be W 1 0 * -
10' times as high as that of the Sun.

The analysis of the emission lines in-
tensities and their relations has brought
one to the conclusion that the two-component
model of the chromosphere (dense, hot,
closed and cooler open values) nay be applied
here as weel as for the Sun.

UV lines intensity in T Tau stars spect-
ra changes both rapidly and slowly (hours,
days and months, years correspondingly). The
range of change in high-excitation lines
(CIV) is the highest (4-5 times), while low-
excitation lines (Mali) do not change so
much (1,5-2 times) (Giampapa, 1983).

Activities of T Tau stars which are cha-
racterised by the flux of radiation of emi-
ssion lines are 25 times as high as the so-
lar activity. Even if solar plages would
cover the total surface of the Sun, radia-
tion fluxes of emission lines in T Tau stars
would still be 4 times higher than from the
Sun. But during Solar flares the radiation
intensity from 1cm2 of TR is almost the
same as from the most active stars.

In the case of giants the situation ia
more complicated. Chromosphere and TR spect-
ra in giants hotter than KI do not differ
muchfrom spectra of dv/arfs including the
Sun. They consist of a number of emission

* - xnrl

Pig. 8. The observed ultra-violet
spectra of T Tau type stars: DR Tau, CoD-
350 10525 and AS 205. Hote that the ratio
of intensities of CIV 1550 and Mg II 2800
vary from star to star (Giampapa, 1983).
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Pig. 9. The IUE spectra otj& Gem, a coro-
nal giant, and of Tau, a star with only a
cool extended chromosphere (Brown, 1984).
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Spectra of giants colder than K1III ra-
dica l ly change. They consist only of s ingly
ionized metals being much stronger. High-
excitat ion l i n e s (CIV, HV) are absent, X-ray
emission i s not registered (See F i g . 9 ) .
These facts mny be explained by the absence
ot TR and coronae iu these s tars .

Linsky and Hai.sch (1979) were the f i r s t
to discover th i s boundary among cold g iants .
Latei" many researchers proved the existence
of th i s boundary (See Pig. 10).

means that a new chapter haa been open
in undestanding of stellar structure and
evolution.

,

Spectral Type
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Pig. 10. Strength of the CIV 1549
line for giants. The observed line flux iB
normalized by the apparent bolometric lumi-
nosity. Pilled circles denote luminosity
class III, triangles the Hyades giants,
open circles - hybrid stars, and half-filled
circles - luminosity clasa II. The dashed
line (T) Is the TR and coronal boundary.
(After Simon 1986).

Later it mas found out that bright
giants are beyond the franework of this pic-
ture. For example, Hartmann, Dupree and Ray-
mond (1981) have discovered the emission
line CIV in the spectra and TrA K4II, which
is behind the Linsky-Haisch's boundary line.
At the same time the profiles of Ugll lines
indicate the presence of warm wind. Later
several more similar stars were discovered.
They were called hybrid stars, all of them
being colder than K1II. There are also hyb-
rid stars among super giants, but they are
hotter. Their spectral class can be G. Hyb-
rid stars are not met among later super-
giants.

Both stellar wind intensity and TR in-
tensities change in time.

In giants chromosphere, TR intensity and
stellar rotation velocity decrease with age,
TR intensity decrease being more rapid than
chromoepheric ( Simon, 1986 ). It can be
seen in Pig. 11.

Thus, XTV-observations have radically
changed our ideas of stellar external layers.
The existence of mass loss and its value has
been established for stars of various types,
as well as the presence of chromospheres in
stars. Stars of certain types have been
discovered to have TR, while others have not.
Hybrid stars have been discovered where TR
exists together with warm wind, which

PiG. 11. Transition-region surface flux
density P T R (SilV+CIV+IfV) against chromo-
spheric surface flux density Pch (Sill).
Note that only UVe emission-line stars de-
part from the tight non-linear relation
PTR=5 • 5 JC 10-2,( p+.T. 3. (Schrij ver and Swaan,
1984).

VI. I-IOH-STATIOHARY ST.VRS.

Uany of non-stationary stars are binary
systems. One of the components is often a
hox star that excites gaseous components
fomed around the star tts a result of non-
stationary processes. The radiation of the
cold component usually dominates in the
visual region. Hydrogen reconbinational radi-
ation contributes nuch to the nearest UV-re-
gionj hot component radiation may hardly be
dominating anywhere. The properties of the
hot component had to be determined Dy radi-
ation of gaseous nebulae using Stroir.gren
and Zanstra theories and making various
assumptions about the geometry, optical
thickness and homogeneity of gaseous forma-
tions. Haturally, hot components parameters
obtained as a result of such an approach
could not be relied upon, they had to
be used with care.

To such types belong symbiotic stars,
stars of U Geminorum type; old nev; and
others.

The carried out observations have re -
vealed the hot component radiation to do-
minate in the common radiation already for
2500 A. and shorter wavelengths in the spectra
of the stars under analysis.

The obtained duta about energy distri-
bution in spectra of non-stationary stare
made it possible to perform a very impor-
tant investigation. Lately a new mechanism
of the origin of hot-radiation accretion
has been proposed. When the matter flows
fron one component into another, gravitation
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energy is transformed Into radiation energy.
16 understand the nature of non-stationary
stars, it is important to know when we deal
with the case of the hot component and when
- with the accretion disk (in this case the
component temperature is not significant.).
As a result of a thorough investigation it
has been found, that in symbiotic stars we
likely deal with the hot component (See
Pig. 12), while in stars of U Gem type -
with the accretion disk (See Pig. 13). Thia
makes us approach a problem of matter trans-
fer for these systems differently.

Since many of non-stationary stars are
unique, the information about their UV-radi-
ation is also very important. Such objects
may also be often observed by space tele-
scopes. Por example, in February this year
a supernova exploded in the Large Magella-
nic Cloud. It was the brightest super-
nova which appeared in the era of te-
lelcopes. It ia natural that thia event has
aroused great interest among astronomers.
Spectra of this star were observed also
by Astron and IUE telescopes. Fig. 14
present a spectrum of the Supernova, ob-
tained by Astron. A most remarkable peculi-
arity of this spectrum ia the absence of
any traces of the hot component during ob-
servations. At that time radiation was co-
ming from a huge expanded envelope of large
optical thickness. The radiation of the
rest of the components of the system was
remarkably lower at the noment of observa-
tions . Processes during the flares are de-
veloping rather rapidly and it is likely
that at the end of this year the relation
of the intensity of various sources will
have been radically changed, so we shall
be able to observe the radiation of the hot
component as well.
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Pig. 13. The Astron UV spectra of two
U Gem ty«e star HX And and S3 Aur. Pilled
circles denote Astron observation (I cha-
nnel), cross-Astron observation (II cha-
nnel), open circles - the ground based
telescope observation, dashed-dotted line-
black body radiation at temperature 6000K,
dashed line - the accretion disc radiation.
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Pig. 12. The Astron UV spectra of sym-
biotic stars E G tad. Pilled circles denote
Astron observation, open circles - the ground-
based telescope AZT-11 observation. The so-
lid line represents the radiation of K3III
star, dashed line - hydrogen recombination
radiation, dotted line - blt.ck body radia-
tion at temperature 60000 K.

In this review I have dwelt only on
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•Pig. 14. The Astron spectra of
nova Sfl 1«}87a. She ordinate is the lo
of the observed absolute fluxes, the
ssa is the wavelength. Da+u of observ
are indicated al3o.
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a radical change in our knowledge of ste-
llar and interstellar media, "any very in-

some of the results obtained by observations terestinc results are not included in ;.iy
in the UV-region wchih have brought about reviCw. I.everthelecr, it is clear now that

^ spa.ee xeciinolo^y has provided astronomers



with a unique p o s s i b i l i t y to extend t h e i r
imov/led^e of the "Universe.
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Discussion:

Plavec: How is the LMC supernova behaving now?
It is possible to explain the decline in the UV
flu\ after March by the development of an optically
thick wind after the outburst?
de Loore: Are your comments on SN 19B7A in disagree-
ment with the idea (or the belief) th^t the exploded
star was Sk-69 20?, a B3 star? I thought i t was
a gocri candidate progenitor for the SN.

Boyarchuk: Yes. It is possible that Sk-69 202
has exploded, though B3 type is too hot for th is .
But there i s , in principle, another explanation
for disappearance of B3 radiation. Very large enve-
lope around weak component of Sk-69 202 obscure
Sk-69 202 i t se l f and as a result we do not observe
B3 radiation now. I believe that Sk-69 202 has
exploded i t se l f .
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ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA OF ALGOL BINARIES

Mirek J. Plavec

Department of Astronomy, University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1562, U. S. A.

A systematic study of the ultraviolet spectra of the Algol-like semidetached bin-
ary stars is described. Revision of the traditionally accepted spectral types has
been found necessary, in most cases toward earlier spectral types. Superionized
emission lines seen at total eclipses show interesting differences in intensities.

The official abbreviation of the Interna-
tional Ultraviolet Explorer satellite, IUE,
means for me Intriguing, Unexpected Emissions
discovered in the ultraviolet spectra of many
interacting binary systems. It may well be
that the unusual emission spectra came also
as a surprise to some of those who prepared
the system of object categories for a clas-
sification of the targets. At least in the
initial list of categories, there was no
special entry for Algol-type binaries or for
interacting binaries in general, although
there was a special class No. 61 for "Eta
Carinae objects", with one known member, n
"arinae. Eventually, category 66 was intro-
duced for "Interacting Binary Stars"; it fol-
lows on the heels of another important class,
No, 65, "Targets observed by mistake"!

Perhaps one day a psychologist will study
the relation between the scientists' research
interests and their hobties. I find a puz-
zling anti-correlation, but so far only on
a sample of two cases. When I quoted, some
time ago (Plavec 1983), Arthur Beer's words:
"By crossing the borderland from the definite
realm of geometry into the wilderness of
astrophysics, we may run the risk of losing
our way — but there is also the happy pro-
spect of converting the wilderness gradually
into a paradise", my dear friend and esteemed
colleague Daniel Popper admonished me rather
sternly: "Wilderniss IS paradise"; and, in-
deed, he seems to be happiest in the Alaskan
wilderniss, completely isolated from any con-
tacts with civilization. However, in the
sky, he definitely prefers orderly, civil-
ized binary systems yielding reliable data
on component stars. I love civilization,
that is, after a day's hike in the mountains
I love to come back to comfort. But I have
always been attracted by the wilderness in
the sky, by all the peculiar, bizarre systems
we now call "interacting binaries".

The advent of the ultraviolet spectro-
scopy opened the door to another phase of
our efforts at understanding the complex
systems. Fig. 1 shows such a case which
definitely demands ultraviolet observations.
The object is one of the most famous puzzles,
W Serpentls. The need for ultraviolet data
stems from two aspects of the displayed
optical scans. Firstly, the continuum flux
indicates a rather cool object, spectral type
about mid-F; yet we observe strong emission
lines of hydrogen, normally requiring a 3e
star hotter than 10,000 K, and we also notice
the He I D3 line in emission, normally re-
quiring a Be star hotter than some 25,000 K.
Secondly, consider the depth of the eclipse
which occurs in a period of 14.16 days: The
depth is rather constant over a wide range of

wavelengths, but decreses monotonically as we
approach the Balmer jump and seems to vanish
at some wavelength not much shorter than 300
nm. No other eclipse is observed during one
orbital period.

Naturally, I looked at W Serpentis the
very first day I could observe with the IUE.
Fairly systematic observations since August
1978 did indicate the presence of a hotter
source in the system, but revealed little
about its nature and in fact made the system
even more mysterious. Fig. 2 shows the far
ultraviolet spectrum taken with the SWP cam-
era. Superposed on some kind of continuum
are very strong emission lines of highly
ionized species such as N V, Si IV, C IV,
Al III and Fe III. Considerable caution is
implied by the words "some kind of continuum"
since the uncertainty remains large. The
stumbling block is actually the unknown value
of the color excess of the object. W Serpen-
tis lies near the galactic plane in a region
of the sky where the interstellar extinction
can be quite large, but is locally strongly
variable, with scattered patches of dense ab-
sorbing clouds. The distance to the system
is virtually unknown, since we do not know
the luminosity class of the F star; in fact,
we do not know if it is a genuine star — it
could also be the cool edge of an accretion
disk. The other object, causing the eclipse,
has never been seen; there is no secondary
eclipse; the light curve is peculiar and var-
iable; the radial velocity of the primary
star is badly distorted by circumstellar
emissions and absorptions; we have no handle
on the masses of the components. With so
many odds against us, why bother with such a
system? I am tempted to say: "Because wil-
derness is paradise"! Or, less emotionally
and more scientifically, it is the strongly
interacting systems akin to W Serpentis that
promise to yield — eventually! — the most
important data on those phases of mass trans-
fer in interacting binaries when the rates of
mass transfer are very high and substantial
amount of mass may also be escaping from the
system. Or, as I argued elsewhere (Plavec
1986), in order to understand the circulation
in our atmosphere, one cannot study only
ordinary winds and breezes and ignore the
tornadoes and hurricanes. But it may be a
wise approach to start with the breezes first.
The gentle breezes among interacting binaries
are the Algol-like semidetached systems. In
these, the mass transfer process is very ad-
vanced, the rata of mass transfer is low, so
that the circumstellar matter does not hinder
us from recognizing the character of the com-
ponent stars. Yet the circumstellar matter
is present and shows similar features as in
the W Serpentis - type stars, only weaker.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE ALGOL SYSTEMS

While a typical Algol-like semidetached
eclipsing system is incomparably simpler than
for example W Serpent is or 6 Lyrae, it does
require careful analysis and observations
made both in the ultraviolet as well as in
the optical spectral regions. We have found
that spectrophotometric scans made with the
ITS scanners of Lick Observatory and covering
the range of wavelengths between about 320 up
to 820 nm complement very well the low-dis-
persion IUE spectra, since both have about
the same resolution, 7 - 9 A. Often our col-
lection of high-dispersion spectrograms also
becomes a good discriminatory tool.

A case in point is TT Hydrae. The hotter
star was classified several times as an A
star, and A5 III was widely accepted until
very recently. Thus, when Kondo, McCluskey,
and Wu (1981) discovered that the ultraviolet
flux from TT Hydrae is higher than expected
from an A5 star, they adopted a rather com-
plex model, described by McCluskey (1982) as
follows: "The far ultraviolet spectrum short-
ward of about 1600 A is primarily indicative
of a B5 star. The Si IV aud C IV resonance
lines indicate an even hotter region. The
spectrum "cools" longward of 1600 A arid the
mid-ultraviolet spectrum is close to A^ or
A3 although shell lines are present ana some
line strengths appear anomalous." A system-
atic study of the system at UCLA revealed a
simpler and consistent picture. P. B. Etzel
rediscussed the photometric UBV light curve
by Kulkarni and Abhyankar (1981) and found
that the primary star must be earlier than A0;
a combination with IUE spectra then led to
spectral type B9.6 V (Etzel 1988; Plavec 1988)
with no need to assume a composite spectrum.
How that concept may have originated will be
shown here. Fig. 3 shows the ultraviolet
spectrum of TT Hydrae outside eclipse, and
•compares it with two standard stars (suitably
shifted in magnitude): a B9.5 V star and an
A2 V star. It is immediately obvious that a
star as late as A2 or later cannot match the
far ultraviolet flux distribution in TT Hya.
The B9,5 V star gives much better overall fit,
and no other spectral standard or Kurucz model
atmosphere gives a better fit. Now in order
to demonstrate that B9.5 is about the correct
spectral type for TT Hydrae, we must explain
the depressions in its spectrum, compared to
the standard B9.5 V star v Cap, at wave-
lengths around 1555 A, 1775 A, and the very
broad depression between about 2125 and 2900A,
with only two apparent "emission lines" at
2647 A and 2815 A. This is done by examining
the high-disporsion spectra of TT Hydrae. We
find that the two peaks are no emission lines,
but rather the only two places where there
are no deep absorptions. In other words, the
two spikes mark the approximate continuum.
Just shorlward of the 2647 A spike lie the
very strong absorption lines of multiplet 1
of Fe II, a total of 13 lines depressing the
flux at places to only 10% of the continuum
level. The lines of Fe II and other singly
ionized metals are typical for A stars, but in
TT Hydrae they are not photospheric. Fig. 4
shows the spectrum of TT Hya taken at the
time when the primary component was totally
eclipsed. We see that the eclipse spectrum
is a mirror image of the out-of-eelipse one,
and we observe emission lines exactly at the
wavelengths where there are deep absorption
in the full light spectrum. Thus these lines
are predominantly formed in a circumstellar

shell. Fig. 5 shows a detailed comparison
of the out-of-eclipse spectrum of TT Hydrae
with its spectrum at totality. Except where
a peak is suppressed by a reseau, the exact
correspondence of the peaks and dips is ob-
vious. The circumstellar shell plays here
the role of a "reversing layer".

In all the Figures, the fli)xes are given
in units of ergs cm~2 s"1 A"1, only the mul-
tiplicative factor differs from one Figure to
another. Where magnitude scale is used, the
conversion formula is

mA - -2.5 log FA - 21.17.

The wavelength scale on the x-axis is always
expressed in Angstroms.

I I I 1 1 I 1_J L _ i — J 1 L_l l_l 1 LLJ

Fig. 1. - Optical scans of W Serpentis at
maximum light (phase 0.12) and at mid-primary
eclipse. Magnitude scale is used.
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Fin. 2. - Far ultraviolet spectrum of W Ser
(appearance is virtually independent of the
orbital phase).

Our systematic survey of Algol-type eclip-
sing binaries has shown that in many cases,
the spectral types of the primary stars are
earlier than has been assumed until now
This is true for BY Gem and RS Cep (Plavec
and Dobias 1987a,b), for P.W Per and RX Gem
(Dobias and Plavec 1987a,b), as well as for
TT Hya and S Vel. In t\v previous classific-
ations, the shell lines made the optical line
spetrum look later, and photometric determin-
ations were often affected by insufficient
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subtraction of the light of the secondary
component, which is stronger outside of the
total eclipse on account of the rotation of
the Roche lobe filling shape of the star.

Less easy to understand and therefore even
more interesting is the opposite case, when
the ultraviolet spectrum suggests a later
spectra1, type than the optical spectrum. We
found this case in RY Persei, a totally
eclipsing Algol with a period of 6.9 days.
Older spectroscopic studies as well as the
more recent spectroscopic and photometric
work (Popper and Dumont, 1977; Popper 1980)
show that the primary star as about B4 and
certainly cannot be cooler than B6. On the
the other hand, the IUE spectrum for the out
of eclipse phase 0.13 cannot be matched by
anything earlier than B9. The case is shown
in Fig. 6. The fact that the observed slope
of the Paschea continuum suggests a cooler
star than the Kurucz model for 15,000 K may
not mislead anyone. This is the typical case
of Algol-type binary systems that the slope
of the Paschen continuum is affected by the
much cooler secondary component. In the case
of RY Persei, the secondary component is a
relatively bright F8 III giant. J. J. Dobias
succeeded in matching the observed Paschen
continuum by a combination of the F8 III star
and the standard star 19 Tauri, B6 IV. The
Kurucz model selected for comparison, 15,000
K and log g =4.0, is in fact a conservative
lower limit for the temperature of the notter
component of RY Persei. Yet the ultraviolet
flux of the star lies far, far below the
model flux. A model atmosphere for an effect-
ive temperature of 15,000 or 16,000 K fits
the vicinity of the Balmer jump very well,
while anything like the 11,000 K model also
shown fails completely around the Balmer jump
while it matches the UV spectrum reasonably
well.

Two aspects should be considered when an
attempt is made to explain the puzzle of
RY Persei. The primary star is rotating very
rapidly according to Van Hamme and Wilson
(1986). And secondly, there is a circumstel-
lar envelope surrounding the star (or tne
system); and this aspect reminds me of the
binary shell star KX Andromedae (HD 218393).
The primary star in this non-eclipsing system
must be a B star, although I am still not
sure that the most often mentioned spectral
type, B3, is correct; moreover, this star is
most likely variable. In Fig. 7, the Paschen
continuum is affected (but to an unknown deg-
ree) by the later-type component. The near
vicinity of the Balmer jump is reasonably
well fitted by a Kurucz (1979) model with an
effective temperature of 12,000 K, which is
again a lower limit to the actual effective
temperature of the primary star. Yet again,
even this conservative model demands a much
higher flux in the ultraviolet. &tefl (1986)
has shown quite convincingly that in KX And
the opacity of the circumstellar shell in-
creases towards shorter wavelengths to such
a degree that in the far UV, the shell is op-
tically thick; this causes the apparent flat-
ness of the flux distribution seen in Fig. 7.

These few examples show that even the out
of eclipse spectra of Algol binaries display
a wealth of different configurations in which
the circumstellar material plays an important
role; and since this material originates in
the mass-transfer process, it is of primary
importance for our studies.

i—i—i—i—i—I—i—i—i—i—i—r~r~

Fig. 3. - The full-light ultraviolet spec-
rura of TT Hydrae, compared with two stars,.

TT HYDRAE
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Fig. 4, - The UV spectrum of TT Hydrae at the
total eclipse. The scale is flux x 10~13.
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Fig. 5. - A detailed comparison of the spec-
tra of TT Hydrae from Figs. 3 and 4.

TT Hydrae appears to be an intermediate
case where the optical thickness of the shell
is concerned. Fig. 8 shows that the shell
lines are very sharp and strong compared to
the spectrum of 6 Cygni (39.5 III).
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Fig. 8. - The shell lines in TT Hydrae stand
out clearly in this comparison with it star of
the same spectral type, S Cygni (B9.5 III).

SUPERIONIZED EMISSION LINES IN ALGOLS

The most unexpected feature of the UV spec-
tra of Algols is the presence of lines of
high ionization, such as C IV, Si IV, N V.
Evidence for their presence was found also in

the out-of-eclipse spectra, where they ap-
pear as absorption lines. They were first
seen in U Cephei by Kondo et al. (1978),
were then studied in that star by Plavec
(1983), and the study was then expanded to
other stars by Peters and Polidan (1984),
who also attempted to develop the first more
quantitative picture. However, the absorp-
tion lines are always contaminated by blends
and may be contaminated by emissions. It is
more advantageous to observe the superion-
ized lines in emission, but in the case of
Algols, one must patiently wait for a suit-
able total eclipse of the primary component.
I have pursued this strategy since 1981 and
succeeded in detecting the emission lines in
U Cep, RS Cep, RY Gem, TT Hya, UX Mon, RY
Per, V356 Sgr, U Sge, RW Tau, and S Vel. It
seems that every totally eclipsing Algol may
show them when adequately observed; thus far
only one spectrum of W Del in eclipse failed
to show them, and one of two spectra of RW
Tau shows them so weakly that we have to as-
sume that they are probably equally variable
as the Balmer emission lines in the optical
spectrum.

If probably every Algol system shows the
superionized lines, why spend time watching
them in ten systems? I will sbow several
spectra here, and mere showing them will be
enough to convince all potential critics.

TT MVDPAE

1-4OO 16OO IBOl

WAVELENGTH
Fig. 9. The emission spectrum of TT Hydrae.
Note the comparable strength of C II and C IV
and of Al II and Al III. Note the weakness
of N V and relative weakness of Fe III lines.

WAV6 IOLENGTHO

Fig. 10. The emission spectrum of RY Persei.
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Note that the relative strengths of the emis-
sion lines is quite different in RY Persei as
compared to TT Hydrae. In TT Hydrae, the C
lines are very strong, and the C IV linf? is
the strongest emission line. Both the C IV
and C II resonance doublets are much weaker
in RY Persei. N V, quite weak in TT Hya, is
the dominating line in RY Per. While the
ratio C/N may point to genuine abundance dif-
ferences between the two stars, other line
ratios indicate that electron temperatures
are different from case to case. Thus, Fe II
is strong in TT Hydrae (Fig. 4), while the
corresponding part of the eclipse spectrum of
RY Persei is •virtually flat. On the contrary,
Fe III lines axe weak in TT Hya but very much
in prominence in RY Per. That different eleo-
tron temperatures of the plasmas play a prom-
inent role is also indicated by the relative
weakness of C II compared to C IV in RY Per,
as well as by the weakness of Al II compared
to Al III and of Si II compared to Si IV. An
extreme case is the star V356 Sagittarii, see
Fig. 11. In that star, the N V resonance
doublet is very strong, Si IV is still prom-
inent, but these are the only strong emission
lines seen: there is no trace of C IV.

fer, but we are not yet sure. Too many im-
portant characteristics of these systems are
still uknown. I would like to point out that
a careful study of Algols and comparison of
properties may eventually offer clues to the
nature of the phenomena seen in the W Ser ob-
jects. I will show one example. If it is
assumed that the color excess of W Ser is
near 0.26 mag, then the shape of its mid-UV
spectrum reminds us of the Fe II emission in
TT Hydrae; but while TT Hya shows weak Fe III
lines, they are stronger in W Ser, which has
a more extended "superchromosphere", obvious-
ly more stratified. Fig. 12 compares the two
spectra.

4.0

a.o

V 3SS SAQITTARII

in total primary acllo

Fig. 11. - Eclipse spectrum of V356 Sagittarii
The flux scale is to be multiplied by 10-H;
for RY Persei (Fig. 10) the factor is lO-1^.

The easiest correlation of this interest-
ing temperature variation would be with the
effective temperature of the primary compo-
nent: V356 Sgr is the hottest, TT Hya the
coolest in this, sample. However, this may be
a deceptive correlation. The circumstellar
plasma cannot be ionized by the star, and the
excitation as well as ionization of the lines
must be predominantly collisional. The radi-
ation field of the star may contribute. Yet
we must bear in mind that an earlier spectral
type also implies larger mass, and two param-
eters are associated with larger mass: a
shorter thermal time scale, therefore the
likelyhood of a higher mass transfer rate;
and a larger extent of the region affected by
the CNO process inside the loser, therefore
a greater probability of observing genuine
abundance anomalies.

BACK TO W SERPENTIS STARS

, I will not comment here on the nature of
the W Serpentls systems (V367 Cyg, W Cru, B
Lyr, RX Cas, SX Cas, and W Ser). They may be
Algols with a much higher rate of mass trai,. .

7 .o T—i—i—i—I—i—i—i—I—i—I—I—i—i—I—I—I—I—I—r

W SERPENTIS
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Fig. 12. Comparison of W Ser and TT Hya.
This continuing project has been supported
in part by grants by NSF and NASA. I am
much obliged to Dr. C. D. Keyes for his help
in preparing the illustrations.
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Discussion:

Polldan: Later In this meetinr T «-ill present
results from a high dispersion IUE spectrum of
V 356 Sgr that was obtained during the total eclipse
of the system. Briefly, I found that the emission
lines were quite broad, with a full wlcth at tl.e
base of the line of appro: imately 2000 km/s. And,
indeed, no evidence of carbon emission was found
in the spectrum. Both these observations support
collisional process as the major ionization source
and a severe carbon deficiency.

Plavec: I agree with, you that the large ratio
of intensities F(NV) / F(CIVj IUSI. mean a signifi-
cant carbon underabundince, although this ratio
also depends on the electron temperature, as you
have shown in your ^p3 paper with Peters (ISS^!.

Koubsk/- What is Jie velocity field of the shell
lines in the spectrm of Tf Hva?

Plavec: We did not make a complete study of the
radial velocities of the shell lines. They do not

seem to reproduce the Keplerian orbital motion

and show a more complex pattern.

Polidan: Was your spectrum of TT Hya during eclipse
an observed or dereddened spectrum?

Plavec: The problem of interstellar reddening
does not exist for TT Hya. It is a nearby star
(193pc) rather far from galactic plane, and its
color excess is E(B-V) = 0.01 mag.

Kf/z: Is there any correlation between the intensi-

ty of emission lines and the period?

Plavec: I know that this is an important problem.
One would certainly expect a positive correlation
between the system size and tht emission line inten-
sity, simply because of the larger available volume
inside the Roche lobe. However, we both know that
nature loves to play tricks on us. Only an open-
minded analysis can decide. I cannot give you an
answer yet; the emitted powers depend critically
on the assumed distance to the system, so we are
modelling each system very patiently in order to
get a clue on distance- We have repeatedly found
that the data on absolute dimensions given In man>
surveys of binaries can be quite misleading.

de Loore: Can the Serpentids still be considered
as a separate class? I get irore and more the feelinq
that they are more or less the same type of binaries
as other Alnols, at least that is what I learn
from the examples you nave shown. So, as la'.her
of the Serpentids, are you not killing your onn
chi'dren?

Plavec: The Serpuntids probably ore Alool* nitr.
a hiqhcr rate of mess transfer, but we cannot he
sure until we determine their parameters. l\cn
then, I think, it wil! he useful to k e p U.em ,.s
a separate qroup because of their intrinsic- complex-
ity and because of their possiblv different evolu-
tionary btaqe. Their relation tr Alqols rw-,v be
analogous to the relation he Inert; Be .md B stdrs.

Stefl: H\ quest inn concerns your pod?" VTlr,.
usetl f u r t h e c o m p a r i s o n itilh {'. >• o h s e r v .: I i net..
I s t r e e f f e c t o f ; i'lf-hi.inkrt inc. ineiiidcd i;> u u . r
t h e o r e t i c a l cn.T(]> n i M r i h u t i o n : .'or. L.jfi tl 1 5 e f f e c t
i nf I IK-'MCC ! h e r e s e ! 1 ', ?

P M v e c : Y:iu ir.:y i'-i-.e r.V. ircil lh.:l n\ r,i>'.', i-i;.':ri ;in*
c o m p a r i :.i)ii^ vu-re mti(ii *itl n.il {••'ane.in!' *.;r i..
l!>is '•'. imi lid I c-. U: r i I I U 1 - ! : P >:• i > '•!•-:. .-IIK( '. : i-i:.

Uriel r v e i 1 ):--.-i
in m i n d thi ful
wor'< w i t h J a n O
f i t s ( i . e . ,.j;nr
t ) p e r e l a t i o n ;

u i / ;:vi!< I at i •;<,ph,T'-u . ' *.! :»!
ini^ l \ ' e l : . , t j.t at. ; i sin n in u-.-r
1..: kL:ruc.p mod( '. • , r r v i r t - <'i>r<<t

l l ; ! e , i i ! n | i l i . ' ' i - r f - •. p e e ' • .• i
t he i i p l i e . i l r e i j i un f u r . ' i ! •'

Hananec: Do you expect that new Kurucz models
mill remove the discrepancy in tr.e effective-tempera-
ture estimates based on the continuum distribution
of the optical and UV spectra, respectively?

Plavec: Yes, I think that the improved Fe II opaci-
ties in the new Kurucz models will remove the dis-
crepancy between the values of the effective tempera-
tures determined, for the same A star, tro>? the
UV and optical spectra, respectively. However,
the discrepancies UV / optical in RY Per and KX
And an- due to circumstellar shells (.ind/or also
possibly by rapid rotation), not by Kurucz models,
as you certainly understand (I am only mentioning
this to avoid confusion)

- i ^ t a r : ; . i:';'u i n t I " - ! ' V , \'<-\
l o w e r l e f t I h e n i n t l . e , , | . t i r . i u r l e f f l ( ' i " i ,
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FAR - ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS WITH THE VOYAGER 1 AND 2 SPACECRAFT

R. S . P o l l dan

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory - W e s t , U n i v e r s i t y of A r i z o n a , Tucson, AZ 8 5 7 2 1 , U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

A review of the capabilities of the Voyager ultraviolet spectrometers with

respect to astronomical observations are presented.

The Voyager 1 and 2 ultraviolet spectro-

meters (uvs) are objective grating instru-

ments capable of observing in the S00 - 1700

Angstrom spectral region. They provide a use-

ful complement a' shorter wavelengths to

IUE Low resolution observations. Astronomical

observations are regularly made during the

periods of interplanetary cruise between

planetary encounters. Approximately i00

astronomical observations are aade per year

with the Voyager UVS. Table 1 presents the

capabilities of the Voyager UVS. High tiae

resolution observations with the UVS are

also possible with the shortest integration

tine being 3.84 seconds. The instruments are

also well suited for long duration monito-

ring of variable objects, observing period

of 20 to 40 days are easily obtained. Current

programs concern the study of flux variabi-

lity in 0B stars, the effective temperatures

and surface gravities of hat white dwarfs

and subdwarfs, the physical properties of

accretion disks in cataclysmic variables and

other active binaries, and the flux distri-

butions and tine variability of galactic

nuclei. A catalogue listing the Voyager UVS

observations since 1979 is available. For

information regarding the possibility of

obtaining ne«i observations with the Voyager

UVS or using existing archival data send a

letter discussing your proposed investigation

°" Lunar and Planetary Laboratory - West

University of Arizona

901 Gould - Simpson Building

Tucson, AZ 85721

U.S .A.

This W O T K has been supported by NASA grants

NAGW-587 and NAG5-441.

Table !. Voyager UVS Capabilities

Spectral Range

Resolution

Limiting Sensitivity

Instrument Stability

Accuracy of the
Absolute Calibration

Approximate Limiting
Visual Magnitude

08 3 tars

Hot (T > 4 0 0 0 0 K )
Subluminous Stars

Catac lysmic
Variables

Active Galactic
Nuclei

5 00 - 1700 A
(500 - :300 A pea* sensitivity)

«I5 A
(9.26 A/channel)

— 13 — ̂  •" i — 1
—2 x i O erg ci Ls A

<2 X change in 5 years

«»20 i

9 - 1 2 (very dependent on reddening
and effective temperature)

14 - 16

12 - 13

1 2 - 1 3
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Discussion:

Harris: How many EUV sources have you seen and
do you see a future for FUV astronomy?

Polidan: To date we have only detected three EUV
sources. As for the future of EUV astronomy you
must remember that we are sensitive in the EUV
only in the spectral region between 500 and 912
A. It takes very little hydrogen to make the op-
tical depth in this region prohibitively high.
The 500 to 912 A sky is certainly not filled with
sources but I do not think that this is a shocking
revelation. As to what exists at shorter wavelengths
and greater sensitivities, I think we must await
RHOSAT and EUVE.
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ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPE OF THE SYMBIOTIC STAR AG PEGASI

D. Chochol ', Z. Komarek 2, A. Vittone 3

1 Astronomical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Skalnate Pleso Observa-
tory, 059 60 Tatranska LoiLr.ica, Czechoslovakia

2 Public Observatory, 071 01 Michalovce, Czechoslovakia
3 Osservatorio Astronomico Capodimonte, Via Moiariello 16, 8013T Napoli, Italy

High resolution UV spectroscopic observations of the binary symbiotic star AG
Peg obtained with the IUE satellite in the period 1978-81 ire analyzed. The va-
riability of the fluxes and the radial velocities of emission lines according to
orbital phase are presented. The observations support a binary model with mass
transfer from a hot rotationaly unstable subdwarf to a cool M giant.

1. Introduction

Symbiotic star AG Peg, which is still de-
clining from the outburst in the last centu-
ry, is related to the very slow RT Serpentis
type novae. It consists of a hot subdwarf
with a WM6 spectrum and a cool M3 giant (Bo-
yarchuk, 1966, 1985; Kenyon and Fernandez-
Castro, 1987). Orbital period derived from
photometric observations of 0.3 mag bright-
ness variations by different authors is: 827
days (Meinunger, 1981), 320 days (Belyakina,
1985), 816.5 days (Fernie, 1985), 813 days
(Paul and Luthardt, 1987). Belyakina (1970)
suggested that variations of brightness could
be caused by the reflection effect: UV radi-
ation of hot component heats up the facing
hemisphere of the cool M giant.

On the first spectra taken in 1893, forty
years after the begining of the outburst, AG
Peg lroks like a peculiar Be star with P Cyg-
ni profiles of hydrogen lines and faint emis-
sion lines of singly ionized metals. From
1922 the spectrum has been gradually develo-
ping features characteristic of symbiotic
stars evolving to Wolf-Rayet type. The level
of ionization continuously increased (Mer-
rill, 1916, 1929, 1932, 1942, 1951, 1959).
A detailed study of profiles, equivalent
widths and radial velocities of lines allo-
wed Hatchings et al. (1975) to conclude that
in binary system AG Peg with orbital period
820 days a hot subluminous star approximate-
ly 1 NL rotates rapidly and ejects material,
which streams toward the cool M giant with
the mass 3 - 4 M_. A bright region on M giant
responsible for 0.3 mag variations is hea-
ted by collisions from the impinging stream.
According to generally accepted model for
symbiotic stars the cool M giant is mass lo-
ser and hot component mass gainer. The model
of Hutchings et al. (1975) is in contradic-
tion with this model and leave the explana-
tion of the outburst of AG Peg a century ago.
According to Kenyon and Truran (1983) the
outburst of AG Peg was caused by degenerate
hydrogen flash un a cool white dwarf accre-
ting matter from M giant by stellar wind.

Pension and Allen (1985) tried to explain
from UV spect.cosccpy the puzzle of the oppo-
site stream in the frame of thermonuclear
event model. The hot component loses the mass
by the high velocity wind. The ionization of
the hot component extend close to the surface
of M giant and there give1" rise to the lower
-velocity emission. Ablation tail of this
emission gives the illusion of a stream of
gas flowing from the hot component to the
cool one.

The aim of our paper is to show that UV
spectroscopy suppor4 s the model of Hutchings

et al. (1975).

2. Data description and reduction

UV observations used in our study are
from databank of the IUE satellite and were
taken in the period 1979-8T by different ob-
servers. The journal of IUE observations is
listed in Table 1. All spectra are high dis-
persion (R-"TO ) and cover the region 1200
- 2100 A (SWP). The spectra were reduced at
Trieste Observatory using the standard
IUESIPS package. The radial velocities were
measured on intensity tracings and were cor-
rected for the motion of Earth and satellite.
The orbital phases in our gaper were compu-
ted according to Meinunger'a (1981) epheme-
ris: •.

Min. = JD 2 428 250 + 827a x E , (1)
derived from photometric minima of bright-
ness.

3. Results and discussion

UV spectrum of AG Peg shows a number of
strong emission lines. According to the line
profiles it is possible to distinguish three
types of emission lines (Fig. 1):
1 . Very broad emission lines with width

(FWHM) 600 - 1000 km/s: He II 1640 A,
N IV 1718 A, N V 1238, 1242 A.

2. Narrow emission lines with width (FWHM)
40 - 70 km/s: 0 III] 1661, 1666 A, Si Illl
1892 A, C III] 1909 X.

3. Combined broad emission lines with narrow
component: N IV] 1486 A, C IV 1548, 1550
A.

Observed emission line fluxes are given in
Table 2.

The broad emission lines are formed in
highly ionized region near the hot rapidly
rotating object. The fluxes of these lines
are higly variable near the orbital phase
0.2 (Fig. 2), when the stream from the hot
component (according to model of AG Peg pu-
blished by Hutchings et al. 1975) approaches
the observer. Variable outflow of matter
from the hot component could cause such va-
riations. The broad emission lines N V 1242
A, N IV 1718 A and C IV 1550 A" show broad
absorption in the blue wings of these lines,
which indicates the mass-loss wind (Penston
and Allen, 1985). The proof that the wind is
not iso+.ropic comes from the observations of
C IV 1548 A line, which is in 3ome phases de-
presses due to the blending with the broad
absorption component of the broad emission
line C IV 1550 A. Fig. 3 shows that the wind
from the hot component is variable and seems
to be more enhanced in the direction of the
cool component. The wind can easily drive
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Tabla 1
IUE high, resolution obaervationa of AG Peg

Mo. Sate Middle of expo- J.O,
aition (TO) 2440000

h m
Phase Exp, time

(mm.) Observer

2326 78-8-18
78-8-19

6355
652T

- 6809
7406
9087
10454
11004

10 OS
3 57

ta n
? m
4 431

83 11?
W 38
19 34
19 56
7 22
0 47

fafifets
4118.696
4132.470
4156,318
4222.315
4382.230
4534.806
4612.532

0.188
0.188
0.205
0,234
0.314
0.507
0.69t
0.785

20
100
40
30
30
70
66
15
30
24
24
1511004 a j H H * G_47 4612.532 0.785 15

Obaervera; LA - Lambert, SL - Slovak, PB - Pens ton, PL - Plavec, KE - Keyea,
citings, LI - Linaky

PL
LI

m
tt+il
LA+SL
PE
LA+SL
PL+KE
KE
SL

HU - Hut-

Xable 2
Obaerved emiaaion line f luxe 3 of AG Peg in unit a 10" ergcm a"

Phase ID.NO.
1238 E242

H IVl
I486

0 Bf
T548 1550

He II
1640

0 III]
1661 1666

S IV Si IUlO III]
1718 1892 1909

0,110
0.189
0.189
0.204
O.23J
0.319
Oi50T
0.692
0.729
SKT&O
0.786
0.797
HIV]

5669
6353
6355
6,587
6809
7406
soa?

tmu2326.
2334

T1004
2953

and C

t t
4.4
6.5
15
16
5,0
15
20
12
14
25
9 .8

29
34
24
64
60
20
63
67
50
56
73
31

4«1
3.2
5.3

12.7
9.3
5 . 8
19
13.5
9.2
11.2

1O.5
4.4

2.9
1.8
2 .8
4.5
a.2
6.7
27
20
4.4
3.5
22
2.2

IV - line flux of narrow

12
5.8

12.5
23
23
t l
26
22
17
7.4
19
t l

40
32
31
88

120
28
95
66

101
89
66
60

component

2,9
1.8
2 .3
4 .8
5 .8
3.5
6.6
3.6
5.7
5.6
2.9
1.8

6.7
3.5
5.0
16
16
8.2
20
12
11
13
9.3
6*6

16
10
13
29
29
9.3
33
12
36
27
20
T9

2.9
1.5
3.3

11.6
7.0
7.3

13.7
4.4
7-0
5.6
3.5
3.5

5.8
4.1
6.3
16
19
5.3
13.1
8.4
14
13
8.2
9.0

0.S PHASE 1.0

--<=.- ?- Lina flux«s of broad emission l i -
nes : o He I I 1643 iL A N IV 1718 S, • N V
123S 5 , » ! I V 124. A.

10 •

Fig.
np.s :

0.6 0.8 PHASE tO
3- Line fluxes of narrow omission l i -
• C IV 1548 I , « 0 IV W;? ."..
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the matter ejected by the hot component to-
wards the cool one.

The fluxes of narrow semif urtjiddtn emis-
sion lines of 0 III] , Si 111], C III], N IVj
are higly variable near the phase 0..".- tmd
reach the maximum near the phase 0.5 (Fig.4).
The radial velocities of seiniforbidden lines
(Table J) fit very well rudval velocity cur-
ve of the cool component (Fig, 5) indicating
that the lines are formed near M giant, in
the region when the stream from the hot com-
ponent fall down on II giant. Due to the fact
that the orbit is elliptical the impact re-
gion is best visible around the phase 0.5.
It is interesting to note that the radial ve-
locities of aemiforbidder lines in the spec-
trum 6355 resemble the shift - 15 km/s in
comparison with the spectrum 6353 taken only
4 hours before.Blue shift as well as variable
fluxes of the lines near the phase 0.2 indi-
cate that the narrow semiforbidden lines
could be formed also in the stream from the
hot (;omporif-nt towards the cool one.

Table 3

Radial velocities of narrow semiforbidden
emission lines in AG Peg

Image No. Phase Radial velocity
2326
2334
2953
5669
6353
6355
6527
6809
7406
9087

10454
11004

0.729
0.730
0.797
0.110
0.188
0.188
0.205
0.234
0.314
0.507
0.691
0.786

- 3 0 . 3 + 2 . 1
- 21.6 + 3.4
- 24.7 + 2.8
- 19.0 + 2.4
- 15.1 + 2.4
- 30.4 + 3.0
- 12.1 + 1.7
- 7.2 + 1.3
- 6.2 T 3.5
- 10.6 + 2.5
- 18.2 + 3-0
- 21.7 + 2.3
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Fig. 4. Line fluxes of narrow emission li-
nes: * 0 Ili] 1661 A, « 0 IIJj 1666 A, A si IHj
1892 A, o C H I ] 1909 A, • N IV] I486 A.

Fig. 5. Hadial velocities of 3emiforbidden
emission lines with r.it.s. errors. The data
for RV curve of the cool component (crosses)
were taken from the works of Cowley and Sten-
cel (1973) and Hutchings et al. (1975).

The model of AG Peg published by Hut-
chings et al. (1975) seems to be supported
by computation of spectroscopie orbit for
the cool component using the EV data taken
from the works of Cowley and Stencel (1973)
and Hutchings et al. (1975). The orbital ele-
ments computed for the periods 827 and 820
days using the code SPEL C'orn, 1987) are
given in Table 4. The photometric minimum,
which occur, when the bright region on 11
giant heated by impinging stream is on oppo-
site side of ffi giant, precedes the conjuncti-
on of stars computed from spectroscopic or-
bit. The shift is 0.092 of the period (76
days) for ephemeris (1) and 0.065 of the pe-
riod (53 days) for ephemeris given by Belya-
kina (1985): A

Min. = JD 2 439 000 + 820° x E . (2)

Table 4

Orbital elements of AG Peg

820
5.47 + 0.56
-16.6 + 0.4
0.23 + 0.09
216CT 26"

2440613+56
2440693"
0.0128

AG Peg is still declining from the out-
burst in last century. An envelope of hot
star is shrinking during the decline. The ro-
tational shedding of mass is expected in
equatorial.region of the hot star. As it was
shown by Krfz (1962) the star rotating at the
critical velocity forms the inner excretion
disk, which encircling the star. Excretion
disk takes away the mass, the angular momen-
tum and the rotational energy from the cen-
tral star. The disk could extend to the co-
rresponding Eoche lobe, where the matter
overflows to the companion. In AG Peg the in-
ner excretion disk is supported not only cen-
trifugally but also by the wind from the cool
It giant. Some kinds of the disk instabilities
could cause the outburst a century ago. From

p
K,
r
e
IO
T o
T°
fff

(days)
(km/s)
(km/s)

(JD)
mi <JD>
iV' (MQ)

827
5.49 + 0.45

-16.7 +" 0.3
0.15 + 0.08

221"+ 34°
2440645+78
2440731

0.0137

4. Conclusion
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evolutionary point of view the hot component
of AG Peg could be a helium subdwarf in the
"post case B" of mass transfer.
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Discussion:

Hananec: As long as you have the RV curve of
only one component, you obtain only the mass func-
tion so that you cannot say anything very definitive
about whether sone of the stars f i l l s the Roche
lobe or not.

Chochol: From the orbital period P=827 days and
the mass function f(m)=0.013 resul ts that the cool
star can f i l l the Roche lobe only for very unproba-
ble masses of components which would be in disagree-
ment with their observed luminosities.

Stefl: From which lines have you derived the radial
velocity curve in the UV region you have shown
at the end of your talk?

Chochol: Radial velocities of emission lines 0
III , Si III , C III , H IV in UV region f i t the
radial velocity curve of the cool component derived
from published radial velocit ies.

Plavec: I think there may exist a problem with
mass outflow from the hot s tar , which is a fairly
compact object. Therefore i t has a large surface
gravity, the demand on energy needed for ejecting
the stream would probably be considerable.

Chochol: Ag Peg is s t i l l on decline from the out-
burst in the last century. The conservation of
the angular momentum when the star shrinks can
lead to the rotational shedding of mass. The wind
from the hot component seems to be more enhanced
in the direction towards the cool component so
i t car. help to drive the stream.
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STKI.UB HINDS IN A-TYPK SDPBRG1ANTS.
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ABSTRACT.

In a previous study of the A-type supergiants observed with HIE lie divided
these stars In two groups, the most luminous ones, which showed clear evidence
of stellar wind and Bass loss in their line profiler, and the less luminous ones
which did not choir these character]sties.

New observations of some A supergiants confirm the difference between U-OSH
two groups. Moreover the less luminous (lb) A type superRiantr. do .show woak
signs of wind and Bass loss compared with the most luminous A supergiants and
their variation is aore spectacular.

1. IMTBODOCTIOH.

The supergiants are evolved stars in
which stellar winds and Bass outflow have
great influence in their evolution. In this
respect there is a clear difference between
the early type supergiants, with strong
stellar winds driven by radiation pressure
and the cool supergiants in which dissipation
of Bechanical energy is the origin of much
saaller Bass loss rates.

The A-type supergiants are just at the
boundary between these two groups. Their
spectrua shows evidence of stellar winds and
Bass-loss but at a saaller rate than the
hotter supergiants (typical mass-loss rates
for A supergiants are of the order of 10E-7
He/yr, Barlow ft Cohen 1977 ).

A study of all the A-type supergiants
observed with the 108 satellite has been
perforaed by Talavera & Gomez de Castro
(1987). In that work (hereafter Paper I) we
used the high resolution spectra contained in
the IUK archive at Vilspa. He studied the
resonance lines of singly ionized species
with special attention to the Hg II and Ke II
lines. The Bain conclusion of that work was
that A-type supergiants could be divided in
two groups. The more luminous superRiants
(la), which show asymmetric profiles and/or
shortward displaced components in the
resonance lines of Mg II, Fe 11, C II. Si
II,..., pointing out. terminal velocities of
the order of 260 km/s. Beside this j»ro>jp.
we found another group composed of two star.-,
of luminosity class Ib (the only ones
observed by I(IK) which did not. ;;h»jw th<::.<:
characteristics in their line profile:;.
Their resonance lines « « n : of symmetrical
shape and no displaced components were found.
The mass loss ra%o.s r^puri-ird tiy Harlow A
Cohen (1977) for these stars won: lower than
for the stars of the other gi.jup

In addition t<> that, we found that thi-*
relation betweei. t.he termi n.7i I aim i.he n:-.i ,i[-<-
veloci !.y was (i i I'fi:r../i t, ul' the >>nt: toumi by
Abbotl. (19Y8) fnr rariiatien driver, wiml.. in
0, H and A r.upftrfii an' •-,. Contrary <•.• f-h>"-!'..,
we found f.hat the terminal velni:'. ty iii A
superRian ts to:rt:ar.i'.r. wh«-n the . : : if'-
vel of:i ty iricrearie.--. -

In the faJI of 1986 we performed a new
series of observations of SOIDR A type
supergian'.c with the aim of confirming the
above mentioned division in two groups. He
wanted also to study the variations at. short,
term in the ultraviolet spectra of these
stars.

He report here the first results of this
new set of observations.

2. NKW
SDPBRG1ANTS.

OBSKRVATJONS OF A-TYPK

He selected a set of stars from the lint,
of A-type supergiants studied before (vee
Paper I, Tab.2). The observations were
spread over one month at intervals of about,
seven days. The list of spectra is River. in
table 1. After th* first. .lay of
observations, we concentrated our interest in
only four stars, which showed clear changes
with renpej-t to the archive data. These
stars and their oharaeteristies ar** f^iven in
table V..

All the spectra uftre obtained with the
1UK IonR wavelength speetroi'raph in liifih
reso 1 u I. i on mode .

:\ DKSCKIITION OK T1IK .;t'KCilM

:i l. Hi) <u;:ioii

T h e . s o , ' i t ;*r .->f 1 i t m ru>:. i 1 y i - l* : . : " 1 ri w h i > t h
i n V ' a p e r 1 s h o w e d syrnm*-t . r i <: p n . f i ] r : . i n t h e
H g I I ! i nf;:i -•uid l - f i t - r e T o r t : w.i:. i-lxi*:.i I if-ti HH
n h o w i t i / f r*o n i / r n . s u l , s! . t : l i a r w i n d , j> re ' " . en t r* i n
t h e new '•.|ij-.f:rv.-it i o n : . t h e m u s t « : i p i * : t a c : i i I a r
c h a n p r r . I I t h e n e w r - . | « - e t r / i (fir, I I w e <:an
S R r ( .he a p r ^ ' i r - . ; . : : - : ;ir..'! p v o l i i i . i o r : o f -1
s h o r t w . i r d s h i l ' t e i l f>,n.n. T - n t . ; I : I » ' P i mf<Kr»d .u :
t h i - n r o l i ! . ' " I t h e Hr. I I r . . : . . . n . . . , . < • l i n e : . . I ft
I..1 t i l e .1 Hi- rtivi! I h i - . • h , i r : i . - t . . T ! - - . t i . v . . f t l i i : .
r t .n innr i iMi) N<: ' . I ! M I h l e n - i - s K ; w i t h
l»l--' i .;;r,;. r • t I m i : ) i[.,ik. .. -i i !'! i (.ti M. t h e m f ; a s n r o
«'*' t.S<^ v . - j i - f i l y - , i l.'nt < •' <m:" '[u n t , :<i" • i a 1 1 y
i n t h e ':Hi!,tA Mr I i i ' n i -
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TABLE 1. Stars observed.

STAR Spectral Observi ng
Type Date LWP

HD

HP

HD

HD

HD

HD

46300

59612

14433

21389

12953

17378

At)

A5

Al

AO

Al

A5

Ib

Ib

la

lab

la

la

24/09/86
10/10/86
18/10/86
2&/J.0/86

24/09/86

24/09/86
01/10/86
10/10/86

24/09/86
01/10/86
10/10/86
18/10/86
25/10/86

24/09/86
01/10/86
10/10/86
18/10/86
25/10/B6

24/09/86

9163
9289
9318

9164

9166
9225
9291

9165
9226
.9292
9349
9406

9167
9224
9290
9350
9407

9168

The comparison with the spectrum of
Feb.79, the only one available until the new
observations, shows that in Paper I we
discarded a weak narrow component in the He
II profile at -310 km/s which was present in
that spectrum.

He have searched for components in the
Fe II lines, but no component has been
detected as it was the case in the archive
data of Feb.79. He have examined also the
resonance lines of C II and Si II in three
spectra existing in the IDE archive (Feb.79.
Apr.80, Feb.82) and He have not found any
variability. All these lines are symmetric
and they do not show shortward displaced
components.

3.2. HD 21389.

The ng II lines of this star, of
luminous class lab, were reported in Paper I
as being composed of several deep shorward
shifted componets. Its Fe II lines Here
asymmetric and slightly shot-ward shifted..

3, SO

2.40

27BS.0 S797.0 2B0B.O

LAMBDA

FiR.l. Hg II resonance lines in HE
46300. Spectra obtained in 1986 are compared
with archive data of Peb.79 (bottom). Flu*
is given in arbitrary units. Short.wanl
shifted components are marked.

TABLE 2. Characteristics of the observed stars. (*)

STAR S.T. Hb H(Ho) Teff R(Ro) Vsin(i) V«sc Vl.erro

HD

HD

HD

HD

HD

HD

46300

59612

14433

21389

12953

17378

A0

A5

Al

AO

Al

A5

Ib

Ib

la

lab

la

la

-5.2

-5.3

-7.3

-7.5

-8.2

-8.0

8

7

15

16

22

19

9730

8510

9230

9730

9230

8blO

34

.19

101

99

167

164

17

37

B

18

37

297

2b9

194

233

19»

174

-241

279

-209

-281

-276

(*) All data have been taken from Paper I.
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In the new spectra He see an important
change in the aspect of the components which
fora the tig II profiles. In fig. 2 »e
present the new spectra and in fig.3 we
compare the data of Oct.86 with those from
Paper I. Note that there is no apparent
change along the new series of observations .

3.3. HD 12953 and HD 14333.

He have not found variations in the
spectra of these two stars during our
observing campaign. The comparison with the
archive data of Paper I does not show any
variation either.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

In Paper I we classified the A-type
oupergiants in two groups, the Group I
composed of the stars of less luminosity,
which did not show evidence of Baas-loss in
their ultraviolet spectra, and the Group II,
composed of the most luminous stars which did
show clear evidence of stellar wind and mass
outflow.

However, mass-loss has been measured in
the infrared (Barlow & Cohen, 1977) for stars
belonging to both groups. How, we have found
a small evidence of mass outflow also in the
ultraviolet for one star of Group I. The
component observed in the Kg II line profiles
of HD 46300 raised the question of whether
the other star of this group studied in Paper
I could present this type of component as
well. He have searched again in the IDS
archive, and we have found two more spectra
of HD 87737 ( n. Leo ) in addition to the one
described in Paper I. The latter spectrum
was taken in Nov. 78 and it showed the
characteristics of Group I already mentioned,
while in the former ones obtained in Feb.79
with an interval of two days, a component In
the profile of the Mg II lines similar to the
one of HD 46300 3tarts developing. Therefore
it turns out that the A superglants of Group
I do show stellar winds and mass loss in
their ultraviolet spectra as well.

i.SO

1.20

0.00
24/SEP/B6

a.oo

4.00
X
3

0.00

24/SEP/86

13/NOV/78

2797.0

LAMBDA

Fig.2. Hg II resonance lines in HD
21389. Spectra obtained in 1986 Flux is
given in arbitrary units.

TABLE 3. Velocities of the component in the
He II lines in HD 46300.

DATE Hg I I Resonance L i n e s
2795.523 A 2802.698 A

24/Sep/86

10/Oct/86

18/0ct/86

25/Oct/87

-113 km/s

-212 "

-233 "

-261 "

140 km/s

-217 "

-226 "

-257 "
8768.0 2797.0

LAMBDA
2B0B.O

Fig. 3. Mg II lines in HD 21389.
Comparison of spectra obtained in 1986 and
1978 (archive data).

13/Feb/79 -306 km/s -313 km/s

20?



Moreover, these less luminous A
supergiants seen to be more active in s o n
way, since they vary faster and stronger than
the most luminous stars of Group II do. Of
course, the data available at present do not
allow us to determine a real periodicity in
the behaviour of the stars of Group I , nor
if if their shortward shifted variable
components occur sporadically .

The new observations of some stars of
Group 1] confirm the results of Paper I.
Variability is confirmed in the profile of
the MR IT resonance lines of some stars,
although this variability does not affect the
terminal velocity of the wind. The time
sea ].e of variati on is longer than in Group 1.

To explain the observed line profiles in
the most luminous A supergiants, we proposed
in Paper I that some kind of "puffs" or
shells could be ejected from the stars from
time to time. The reported component in the
Hg II lines of HD 46300 could be produced by
the same phenomenon.

On the other hand the observed life-time
of that component is compatible with the
rotation period of HD 46300, and therefore
the model of co-rotating interaction regions
produced by the merging of fast and slow
streams of material emerging from the stellar
surface, in which line components can be
formed (Hullan, 1980), could be valid as
well. However we would need observations
over more than one period to confirm that
possibility.

If we look at table 2, where we nave
ordered the stars by their absolute —gnit.nd,
and we use also the results presented in
Paper I , it seems that the features
indicating stellar mass outflow are stronger
in the most luminous A supergiants and more
steady, while the less luminous stars present
those features in a smoother but; Bore;
variable way.

Ne pointed out in Paper I that the
current theories of radiative driven Minds
might, not be valid for A supergiants- The
reported trend in the spectra of these stars
seems to confirm) that with respect to the
stellar winds phenomenology tbe A-type
supergiants are indeed at tbe borderline
between the hot and tbe cool supergiants.

Abbott D C, 1978, Astropty £ „ 22$. 893
Barlow H G, Cohen H, 1977, *f*-»»<̂ «yi«. i_
213 737
Italian J. 1984. fatreplws- J., 283. 303
Talavera A, Gomez de Castro A I, 1987,
f , 181, 300

Discussion:

Harmanec: Can you see some correlation between
the behaviour of your stars in the UV region and
the strenqth of possible H I emission in the optical
spectra?

Talavera: We have not searched for such a cor-
relation. Rosendhal has reported H alpha in emission
for some of our stars, and it seems that the emis-
sion is more intense in the brightest A supergiants.
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CALIBRATED IUE LWR LOW RESOLUTION SPECTRA OF G-TYPE STARS

M.L. Malranini1 , C. Horossi1 , L. Rossi3, T. valente*

1: Astronomical Department 2: Astronomical Observatory, via Tiepolo 11, 1-34131 Trieste,
Italy; 3: Istituto Astrofisica Spaziale, C.N.R., Frascati, Roma, Italy

We present here an example of the main features of the Atlas of calibrated
IUE LWR low resolution spectra of non-supergiant G-type stars whose preparation is
now in progress. The source of references for the relevant astrophysical data is the
Set of Identifications, Measurements and Bibliography for Astronomical Data (SIMBAD)
available through the C. D. S. (Strasbourg, France) .

We are preparing an atlas of calibrated
IUE LWR low resolution spectra of non-
supergiant G-type stars supplemented with the
observational - data given in SIMBAD together
with their bibliographycal references.

The main objectives of this Atlas are:
1) to provide the astronomical community with
a set of homogeneously reduced data for
studying, for example, spectral classifi-
cation, or for deriving astrophysical quan-
tities such as metallicities and effective
temperatures; 2) to provide researchers
working on cbromospheric structure and ac-
tivity with reference data useful for estab-
lishing possible links between stellar photo-
spheres and outer layers; 3) to create a
data-base for comparing atmosphere models
with observations.

The raw data have been obtained from the
IUE-archive. For each object, we selected the
best exposed spectrum, according to the ar-
chive classification, and, when possible,
more than one exposure of the same object
were gathered.

Data were reduced and calibrated with a
standard procedure and, when possible, aver-
aged spectra are obtained.

For comparing different G-type stellar
spectra with the solar energy distribution,
we will present in each plot both the star
and the Sun spectra in a suitable format.

As an example, we give here the figure
referring to HU 121370 where the stellar
energy distribution 4 thin line) and the solar
one (thick line) are compared after
normalization at 3000 A. Measurements and
related references are also given.

Coord. 1950.
Coord. 2000.

Gal

iAV?&
IV +19
IR 5235

FK4 513
ROT 2011
IE 1352.3 +1838

t uiue trn

HD 121370

13 52 18.168+18 38 51.36 Sp = G0IV
13 54 41.217+18 24 09.72 mb.p.mv = 3.26 2.68

gPfslos 0 0 1 2 1 3 7 0
PLX 3175
BD +19 2725A
GCRV 8204
SBC 503
CSI +19 2725 1

UBV M 19832
N30 3162
GJ 534
* 8 BOO
IDS 13499 +18.54A
UBV 12376
LTT 14060

SKY* 25509
TD1 17144
IRC +20..267
* ETA BOO
JP11 2455
YZ 18 5045
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GJ

UBV

UBV

UBV

UBV

UBV

UBV

l:Plx:p.e=.102:005; M abs&qual=2.72 B;
U=+8; V=-15; W=-2;
GLIESE B. <Ver. Astron. Rechen-Inst.
Heidelberg 22,1> Catalogue of
nearby s t a r s .

l:System=; V=2.70; (B-V)=+.59; (U-
B)=+.2O; Qual/Nmes=3; Rem=;
JOHNSON H . L . , MORGAN W. W.
<Astrophys. J. 117,313> Fundamental
s te l la r photometry for standards of
spectral type on the Revised
System of the Yerkes Spectral Atlas .

2:System=; V=2.666; (B-V)=+.6O2; (U-
B)=+.221; Qual/Nmes=13; Rem=;
GUTIERREZ-MORENO A . , ET AL.
< P u b l . U n i v . C h i l e 1> A s y s t e m o f
photometric standards.

3:System=; V=2.68; (B-V)=+.58; 1U-
B)=+.2O; Qual/Nmes=> 9; Rem=r
JOHNSON H.L..IRIATE B. , MITCHELL
R . I . , WISNIEWSKJ W.Z. <Comm. Lunar
Plan. Lab. 4,99(N63)> UBVRIJKL

Shotometry of the br ight s t a r s .
ystem=; V=2.684; (B-V)=+.577; (U-

B)="; Qual/Nmes=76; Rem=;
HAGGKVIST L. , OJA T. <Arkiv for
Astron. 5,303)
standard s t a r s .

5:System=; V=2.685; (B-V)=+.572; (U-
B)="; Qual/Nmes=4; Rem=;
HAGGKVIST T. , OJA T. <Private
Communication) Results of BV photome-
try 1969-70 (Uppsala refractor)
" ' "=2.682;_ (B-V)=+.584; (U-

K. <Publ.
78,546) 50

and blue

UBV photometry of

6:System=; V=2.682; (B-V)=+.584;
B)="; Oual/Nmes=122; Rem=;
JERZYKlEWICZ M. , SERKOWSKI

Soc. Pac.Astron.
standard stars for yellow
magnitudes in the UBV system.

UBV 7:System=; V=2.580; (B-V)=+.587; (U-
B)=+.211; Qual/Nmes=4; Rem=;
PIIROLA V. <Obs. Astrophys. Lab.
Univ. Helsinki Rep. 1> UBV and Uvby
photometry systems and extinction
condition at Metsahovi Observatory

UBV 8:System=; V=2.685; (B-V)=+.575; (U-
B)=+.196; Qual/Nmes=9; Rem=;
OJA T. <Astron. Astrophys., Suppl.
Ser. 52,131-134> UVB photometry
of FK4 and FK4 Supplement stars

UBV 9:System=; V=2.69; (B-V)=+.58; (U-
B)=+.19; Qual/Nmes=8; Rem=;
JOHNSON H.L., HARRIS III D.L.
<Astrophys. J. 120,196> 3-color
observations of 108 stars intended
for use as photometric standards.

UBV 10:System=; V=2.64; (B-V)=+.63; <U-B)=";

8ual/Nmes=3; Rem=;JA, T. <Arkiv Astron. 3,273>
Reduction to the UBV system of
photoelectric measurements made with
a 1P21 photomultiplier at the
Uppsala Observatory.

UBV ll:System=; V=2.68; (B-V)=+.6O; (U-
B)=+.2O; Qual/Nmes-6; Rem=;
ARGUE A.N. <Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc.
125,557) UBV photometry of 300
G and K type stars.

UBV 12:System=; V=2.67; (B-V)=+.6O; (U-B)=";

Eual/Nmes=S; Rem=;JUNGGREN B., OJA T. <Arkiv
Astron. 3,439> Photoelectric
measurements of magnitudes and
colours for 849 stars.

UBV 13:System=; V=2.66; (B-V)=+.56; (U-B)=~;
Qual/Nmes=5; Rem=;
NICONOV V.B., NEKRASOVA S.V.,
POLOSUINA N.S., RACHKOUVSKY N.D. ,
CHUVAJEV W.K.<Izv. Krym. Astrofiz.
Obs. 17,42> The color-luminosity dia-

fram for stars in the vicinity of theun.
UBV 14:System=; V=2.68; (B-V)=+.583; (U-

B)="; Qual/Nmes=65; Rem=;
SERKOWSKI K.<Lowell Obs. Bull. 5,157>
The Sun as a variable star. II.

UBV 15:System=; V=2.67; (B-V)=+.599; (U-
B)="; Qual/Nmes=2; Rem=;
HAGGKVIST L. , OJA T. <Arkiv Astron.
4,137) Photoelectric photometry
of bright stars.

UBV 16:System=; V=2.673; (B-V)=+.574; (U-
B)=+.2O2; Qual/Nmes=5; Rem=;
OJA T. <Astron. Astrophys., Suppl.
Ser. 57,357-359) UBV photometry
of stars whose positions are
accurately known.

UBV 17:System=: V=2.674; (B-V)=+.574; (U-
B)=+.2O1; Qual/Nmes=5; Rem=;
OJA T. <Astron. Astrophys., Suppl.
Ser. 59, 461-464) UBV photometry
of stars whose positions are
accurately known. II

UBV 18:System=: V=2.679; (B-V)=+.57O; (U-
B)=+.2O1; Qual/Nmes=50; Rem=;

UBV

UBV

UBV

UBV

pm

pm

pos

pos

GEN

MK

MK

MK

MK

MK

MK

MK

OJA T. <Astron. Astrophys., Suppl.
Ser. 61. 331-339.) Photoelectric
ghotometry of stars near the North
alacLi- Pole. II.

19:System=; V=2.703; (B-VI=+.565; IU-
Bj=+.2O7; Qual/Nmes=7; Reir.= ;
OJA T. <Astron. Astrophys., Suppl.
Ser. 65, 405-409> UBV photometry
of stars whose positions are
accurately known. III.

20:System=(Jl ; V=2.69; (B-V)=+.58; (U-
B)=+.19; Qual/Nraes=? 1; Rera=;
JOHNSON H.L. <Bol. Tonantzintla
Tac. 3,25,305) The colors,
bolometric corrections and effective
temperature of the bright stars.

21:System=(J); V=2.68; (B-V)=+.58; (U-
B)=+.2O; Qual/Nmes=9; Rem=;
JOHNSON H.L..IRIATE B., MITCHELL
R.I., WISNIEWSKJ W.Z. <Comm. Lunar
Plan. Lab. 4,99(N63)> UBVRIJKL,
photometry of the bright stars.

22:System=(E); V=2.69; (B-V)=+.6O; (U-
B)=+.2O; Qual/Nmes=? 1; Rem=;
MERMILLIOD J.C., MERMILLIOD M. <in

Sreparation) Catalogue of Eggen's
BV data.

1:PM ra[m.e]=-.063[ " ]; PMde[m.e]=-

BOSS B. < CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF
WASHINGTON) GENERAL CATALOGUE OF
33342 STARS FOR THE EPOCH 1950.

2:PM ra[m.e]=-.065[ " ]; PMde[m.e]=-

MORGAN H'.K. (Astron. Papers
prepared for the use of the

Ephemeris and
Almanach 13, part 13)

_ OF 5268 STANDARD
STARS BASED ON THE NORMAL N30 SYSTEM.

l:Coo=13 52 18.188 +18 38 51.08; m.e
coo="; Equinox=1950; Epochal893.8;
BOSS B. < CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF
WASHINGTON) GENERAL CATALOGUE OF
33342 STARS FOR THE EPOCH 1950.

2:Coo=13 52 18.176 +18 38 51.32: m.e
coo="; Equinox=1950; Epoch=1932.7;
MORGAN H.K. <Astron. Papers
prepared for the use of the
American Ephemeris ana
Nautical Almanach 13. part 13)
CATALOGUE OF 5268 STANDARD
STARS BASED ON THE NORMAL N30 SYSTEM.

1: (U-B)=1.467; (V-B) = -238; (Bl-
B)=1.079; (B2-B)=1.320; (Vl-B)=.992;
(G-B)=1.308; Wt:m.e(col)=4: .004;
Mv=2.706; Wt:m.e(Mv)=2: .011; Rem=B;
RUFENER F. <Astron. Astrophys.
Suppl. Series, 1976 26,275-351) 2nd
Catalogue of stars measured in the
Genova photometric system.

l:MKclass=/ GOIV;
JOHNSON H.L., MORGAN W.W.
(Astrophys. J. 117,313) Fundamental
stellar photometry for standards of
spectral type on the Revised System
of the Yerkes Spectral Atlas.

2:MKclass=OP/ G0IV;
DE VAUCOULEURS A. <Mon. Not. R.
Astron. Soc. 116,277) Equivalent
widths of the Kline.

MK

MK

American
Nautical
CATALOGUE

i Y R . V . ? G A S C O I G N E S.C.B. .
DE VAUCOULEURS A. <Mon. Not. R.
Astron. Soc. 114,490) Photographic
observations of monochromatic
magnitude at 6 wavelengths.

4:MKclass=P/ GOIV;
FEAST M.W. <Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc.
113,510) The absolute magnitude and
spectrum of the S star pil Gru.

5:MKclass=/ G0IV;
EGGEN O.J. <Astron. J. 60,401) The
color-luminosity array for stars
near the Sun.

6:MKclass=/ G0IV;
EGGEN O.J. <Astron. J. 60,65)
Magnitudes and colors for
Northern and Southern stars.

7:MKclass=P/ G0IV;
<Astrophys.
criteria

833

J. 129,362)
for the

of different population

GOIV;
<Astrophys. J. 126.5C?)

ti

BORGMAN J.
Photometric
separation
types.

8:MKclass=P/
OKE J.B. ,-.
Determination of
absolute magnitude
stars.

9:MKclass=P/ GOIV; .
BERTIAU F.C. <Astroonys. J. 125.696)
The orbits of the spectroscopic
binaries rho Ori. eta Boo and 32 Vir.

10:MKclass=G/ GOIV;
WILSON O.C., BAPPU V.M.K. <Astrophys.
J. 125,661) H & K emission in

J. 126.5C?)
spectroscopic

for late-type
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j rypr; stars: dependance if line
luminosity and relatedw 1 c

top- '.: s .
K K "; i ; M F. i -. I ,j s s - F / G 01V ;

STEBflTWS .;., KROM G.£. (Astrophys. J.
;21,-140; 6-color photometry of
stars VIII. The colors of 409 stars
of different spectral types.

KK ; 2 : f, Kcr i :i s .i -- P / G 01V ;
SljF.TTE&AK <\ . <AEtrophys. J.
1 21 , t-̂  3 > The- spectra arni rotational
Viicoitics of the bright stars of
Draper types AJ-C-0.

MK 13 :MKclsss-iV OOJV:
HERBIG 'o.H., SCALDING JR.J.
<Astrophi-s . J. 121, 118 > Axial
rotation and line broadening
in stars of spectral types F0-K5.

MK 14:MKclsss=0 / GOIVr
OKE J.B., GREESTEIH J.L.
<Astrophys. J. 120,3S4> The
rotational velocities of A, F
and G-type giant stars.

HK :5:HKclass=P/ GOIV;
JOHNSON H.L., HARRIS III D.L,.
<Astrophys. J. 120,196> 3-color
observations of 108 stars intended
for use as photometric standards.

Mi: 16:MKclas3=P/ GOIV;
KROK G.E., WHITE H.S., GASCOIGKS
S.C.E. <Astrophys. J. 118,502> Red
and infrared maanitudes for 128
stars observed as photometric
standards.

MK 17:MKclass=P/ GOIVr
ROMAN H.G. <Astrophys. J. 112,554>
A correlation between the spectro-
scopic and dynamical characteristics
of the late F and early G type

MK 18:MKclass=P/ GOIV;
OKE J.B. <Conun. D. Dunlap Obs. 40>
Determination of spectroscopic
absolute magnitudes for late-type
stars.

MK 19:MKclass=/ GOIV;
BUSCOMBE W. <Mount Stromlo Obs. Mim.
3> Spectral classification of
Southern fundamental stars.

MK 20-.MKclass=/ GOIV;
BUSCOMBE w. <Mount Stromlo Obs. Mim.
2> Spectral classification of
Southern fundamental stars.

MK 21:MKclass=/ GOIV;
GRIFFIN R.F. <M.N. 122,181>
Photoelectric measurements of the
5250 A Fe I triplet and the D lines
in G and K stars.

MK 22:MKclass=P/ GOIV;
MORGAN W. W. , KEENAN P . C . , KELLMAN E.
<Astrophys. monographs, Univ.
Chicago Press) An atlas of
stellar spectra with an outline of
spectral classification.

MK 23:MKclass=/ GOIV;
MUSTEL E. R. , GALKIN L. S. ,
KUMAIGORODSKAYA R.N., BOYARCHUK M.E.
<Izv. Krym. Astrofiz. Gbs. 18.3> A
quantitative spectral classification
of F0-K5 stars with well determined
distances.

MK 24:MKclass=/ GOIV;
NICONOV V.B., NEKRASOVA S.V.,
POLOSUINA N.S., RACHKOUVSKY N.D.,
CHUVAJEV W.K. <Izv. Krym. Astrofiz.
Obs. 17,42> The color-luminosity
diagram for stars in the vicinity of
the Sun.

MK 25:MKclass=P/ GOIV;
GASCOIGNE S.C.B. <Mon. Not. R. Atron.
Soc.llO,15> Relative gradients
for 166 southern stars.

MK 26:MKclass=P/ GOIV;
EGGEN O.J. <Publ. Astron. Soc.
Pac. 67,315> The masses of the
subgiants.

MK 27:MKclass=/ GO V SB;
EGGEN O. <Astron. J. 62,45>
Distribution of the nearer bright
stars in the color-luminosity array.

MK 28:MKclass=/ GOIV;
EGGEN O.J. <R. Obs. Bull. 51> Space-
velocity vectors for 3483 stars
with proper motion and radial
velocity.

MK 29:MKclass=/ GOIV;
GLIESE W. <Mitt. Astron. Rechen-Inst.
Heidelberg Ser. A> Katalog der
Sterne naher als 20 parsek fur
1950.0.

MK 30:MKclass=OP/ GOIV;
BOUIGUE M.R. <Publ. Obs. Haute-
Provence 4,52> Contribution aux
recherches de photometrie
photoelectrique dans la Galaxie.

MK 31:MKclass=P/ GOIV;

MK

MK

MK

JP11

32:f

33

34:

1:

IRC

uvby

uvby

uvby

the

J.

GRIFFIN R.F., REDMAN R.O. <Mon.
Mot. R. Astron. Soc. 120,287>
Photoeletric measurements of the 4200
CN band and the G-band in
GB-K5 spectra.
KKclass=P/ GOIV;
EGGEN O.J. (Astrophys.
112,141> Photoelectric studies
4- Color-luminosity array for
stars in the reoion of the sun.
MKclass=G/ GOIV;
KEEHAN P.C . , HYNEK J . A.
<Astrophys. J. 111,1> Neutral Oxygen
in stellar atmospheres.
MKclass^/ GOIV;
BARRY D.C. <Astraphys. J.
Suppl. Ser. 19,281> Spectral
classification of A & F stars.
U="; B="; V="; R="; I="; J=-; R=-;
L="; K=-; N=l. 57 (? ) ; H='•
JOHNSON H.L. <Astrophys. J. 149,345>
The colors of M supergiants.

JP11 2:U=3.46 (9); B=3.2§ (9); V=2.68 (9);
R=2.24 7 ; 1=1.95 (7 ; J=1.70 (9 ;
K=1.37 (9); L=1.31 (?); M=-; N=";H=";
JOHNSON H.L..IRIATE B., MITCHELL
R.I., WISNIEWSKJ W.Z. <Comm. Lunar
Plan. Lab. 4,99(N63)> UBVRIJKL
photometry of the bright stars.
K=1.31; Nb mes(K)=3; m.e(K)=.05; CHI-
2(K)=2.91; Rem(K)=; I=-4.99; Nb
mes(I)=l; m.e(I)=.01; CHI-2(I)=.03;
Rem(I)=«; Re».= ;
NEUGEBAUER G. , LEIGHTON R. B.
<Calif. Inst. Technology, NASA> Two
micron sky survey : A preliminary
Catalogue.

• — - ' ml=.2O3; cl=.476; Nmes=;
MERMILLIOD M. <Astron.

Suppl. Ser. 40,l-32>
ilect —

1:1

uvby 1: (b-y)=.376;
HAUCK B..

hAstrophys., __ _.._ ._
uvby-beta Photoelectric Photoemtric
Catalogue.

uvby 2:(b-y)=.378; ml=.2O6; cl=.474; Nmes=;
CRAWFORD D.L., BARNES J.V., FAURE
B.Q., GOLSON J.C., PERRY C.L.
<Astron. J. 71,709> Photoelectric H-
beta photometry for 1217 stars
brighter than 6.5 in visual,

uvby 3:(b-y)=.375; ml=.2O2; cl=.478; Nmes=4;
CAMERON R.C. <Georgetown Obs.
Monocram 21> Investigation of the
magnetic and related stars through
neirrow-band photometry.

4:<D-y)=.380; ml=.195r cl=.486; Nmes=l;
BARRY C D . <Publ. Astron. Soc. Pac.
81,339> Uvby photometry of A and
F stars.

5:(b-y)=.376; ml=.2O3; cl=.476; Nmes=S;
CRAWFORD D.L., BARNES J.V. <Astron.
J. 75,978> Standard stars for
uvby photometry.u b y photometry.
(b-y)=.37O; ml=.2O2; cl=.533; Hraes=ll;
STOKES N.R. <Hon. Not. R. Astron.
Soc. 159,165> Four-colour and H
bet photometry of some bright
southern stars.

uvby 7: (b-y) = .37C; ml=.219; cl=.469; Nmes=4;
WARREN W.H.. HESSER J.E. <Astrophys.
J. Suppl. Ser. 34,115-206> A
photometric study of the Ori OBI
association. I. Observational data,

uvby 8:(b-y)=.372; ml=.2O7; cl=-488; Nmes=4;
PIIROLA V. <Obs. Astrophys. Lab.
Univ. Helsinki Report 1> UBV and
Uvby photometry systems and
extinction condition at Metsahovi
Observatory.

PLX l:Plx:p.e=.102:005;
JENKINS, L.F. <Yale Univ. Obs.
ed. 1952> GENERAL CATALOGUE OF
TRIGONOMETRIC PARALLAXES.

PLX 2:Plx:p.e=.109:012;
GENERAL CATALOGUE OF TRIGONOMETRIC
STELLAR PARALLAXES <Yale Univ. Obs.>
stars observed at tic CORMICK Obs.
(20".8/mm).

PLX 3:Plx:p.e=.094:006;
GENERAL CATALOGUE OF TRIGONOMETRIC
STELLAR PARALLAXES <Yale Univ. Obs.>
stars observed at ALLEGHENY Obs.
(14".6/nrai) .

GCRV l:RV&qual=-.l A;
Disp=;
F WILSON R.E.
Washington D.C.
CATALOGUE OF STELLAR
VELOCITIES -
:RVtqual=-3.0; Nb mes=13,"
Disp=; APJ 21, 185;
:RV&qual=+10.7; Nb mes=12;
Disp=; APJ 21, 297;
:RV&qual=-3.0; Nb mes=13;

GCRV

GCRV

GCRV

GCRV

GCRV

Disp= LOB

Nb mes=113; Rem=;

Carnegie Ins t.
Publ. 601) GENERAL

RADIAL

Rem=V;

Rem=;

Rem=V;
84;

:RVSaual="; Nb mes=; Rem=V; Disp=;
PASP 17, 24;
:RSual=+2.2; Nb mes=7; Rem=V; Disp=;
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APJ 27, 301;
GCRV 7:RVSqual=-.2: Nb mes=24; Rem=O; Disp=;

RASC 4, 191;
GCRV 8:RV&qual=-1.4; Nb nes-8; Rem=V; Disp=;

APJ 48, 261;
GCRV 9:RVfigual=-1.5; Nb mes=8; Rem=; Disp=;

CAPE 10,8-95;
GCRV 10:RVSqual=-3.3: Nb mes=16; Rem=;

Disp=;PLO 16, 203;
GCRV ll:RV&qual=-.7; Nb mes=9; Rem=O; Disp=;

DAO 6, 207;
GCRV 12:RV£qual=-7.2; Nb mes=6; Ren=; Disp=;

APJ 111, 221;
GCRV 13:RV6qual=+1.0: Nb mes=114; Rem=O;

ROT

ROT

SAO

Hbet

Hbet

Hbet

Hbet

Hbet

Hbet

Hbet

BBRNACCA P.L., PERINOTTO M. <Contr.
Oss. Astrof. Univ. Padova in
Asagio 239,250,294> A catalogue of
stellar rotational velocities.

2:V*SinI=13; Nb mes=;
UESUGI A., FUKUDA I. <Contr. Inst.
Astrophys. Kwasan Obs. Kyoto No
189> Catalogue of rotational
velocities of the stars.

l:Pos 1950=13 52 18.168 +18 38 51.36;
m.e=.O3; PM ra("):m.e=-.064:001; PM
de:m.e=-.363:001;
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
CATALOG (S.A.O.) < SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON DC,1966>
Star catalog with positions and
proper motions of 258,997 stars for
the epoch and equinox 1950.0,
prepared by the staff of
Smithsonian Astrophysical Obs.,
Cambridge, Mass.

l:Hbeta=2.627; Nmes=;
HAUCK B., MERMILLIOD M. <Astron.
Astrophys., Suppl. Ser. 40,l-32>
uvby-beta Photoelectric Photoemtric
Catalogue.

2:Hbeta=2.627; Nraes=;
CRAWFORD D.L., BARNES J.V. , FAURE
B.Q., GOLSON J.C., PERRY C.L.
<Astron. J. 71,709> Photoelectric H-
beta photometry for 1217 stars
brighter than 6.5 in visual.

3:Hbeta=2.628; Nmes=4;
CAMERON R.C. <Georgetown Obs.
Monogram 21> Investigation of the
magnetic and related stars through
narrow-band photometry.

4:Hbeta=2.627; Nmes=S;
CRAWFORD D.L., MANDER J. <Astron.
J. 71,114> Standard stars for
photoelectric H-beta photometry.

5:Hbeta=2.630; Nmes=ll;
STOKES N.R. <Mon. Not. R. Astron.
Soc. 159,165> Four-colour and H
bet photometry of some bright
southern stars-

6:Hbeta=2.625; Nmes=2;
GRONBECH B., OLSEN E.H. <Astron.
Astrophys., Suppl. Ser. 27,443-462>
Photoelectric Hbet photometry for
bright O to GO type stars south of
declinaison +10-

7:Hbeta=2.621; Nmes=? 1;
BALIUNAS S.L., CICCONE A., GUINAN
E.F. <Publ. Astron. Soc. Pac. 87,969-
974> H alpha and H beta photoelectric
photometry of bright Be stars.
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INTERSTELLAR UV LINES

Alan H Harris

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chllton, Oxfordshire, UK

ABSTRACT. The use of different types of star as background sources for UV absorption tine studies
of the Interstel lar medium (ISM) i s reviewed In the context of selected recent investigations of
the local interste l lar medium (LISH), interste l lar gas in the galactic disk in gerKMl .ind halo
gas . Problems associated with the analysis and interpretation of inters te l lar absorption lines are
highl ighted.

1. URIODDCIIOH

To astronomers involved in s t e l l a r research the
numerous in ters t e l l ar absorption l ines found in UV
s t e l l a r spectra are largely Irrelevant features
which may contaminate their data and complicate the
process of analysis and interpretat ion. On the
other hand, those involved in UV studies of the ISM
are hampered by the s t e l l ar features which blend
with the in ters te l lar l ines and l imit the accuracy
with which their strengths or equivalent widths can
be determined. In general, the most sought-after
background sources for in ters t e l l ar work are hot,
rapidly rotating OB stars which emit strongly in the
UV and whose spectra show well-spaced and broadened
s t e l l a r absorption l ines i n re la t ive ly smooth
continua. Large numbers of OB s tars with distances
i n the range SO to 5000 pc have been used in surveys
of i n t e r s t e l l a r hydrogen column density , N(H), and
element abundances based on Copernicus and IDE data
( e . g . Bohlin et a l , 1976; Shull and Van Steenberg,
1985; Jenkins, 1987 and references therein) . How-
ever, a common problem in the derivation of element
column dens i t ies i s the high opt ica l depths which
are often encountered in the sight—lines to OB stars
i n the ga lact ic disk. Such s i g h t - l i n e s might inter-
sect a number of i n t er s t e l l ar clouds having
different radial v e l o c i t i e s , giving rise to an
absorption profi le which could be a complex blend of
saturated and unsaturated components and which would
be largely unresolved with the Copernicus and 1UE
instruments. There are, of course, considerable
uncertainties associated with the derivation of
column dens i t ies from equivalent width measurements
i n such cases .

For some aspects of UV Inters te l lar work, for
example studies of the local in t er s t e l l ar medium or
the ga lac t i c environment outside the disk, there are
r e l a t i v e l y few hot, early-type s tars available to
serve as background sources. In these cases
invest igators have to resort to other l e s s suitable
spectral types and face the result ing d i f f i c u l t i e s
i n unravelling the Interste l lar components from the
i n t r i n s i c features in the s t e l l a r spectra.

Z. THE LOCAL UTEHSTKLLAB N3D1UM

The immediate solar environment, out to about 100
pc, i s characterised by very low volume densit ies of
hydrogen. Values derived d irect ly from inters te l lar
Lya absorption, or inferred from measurements of
other strong inters te l lar l ines ( e . g . HI, Hgl l ) , are
i n the range 0.001 - 0.1 cm"3, compared to the mean
value for the disk of - 0 . 5 cm"3. Studies of the
LISH have shown i t to be very inhomogeneous : the
Sun appears to l i e at the edge of a cloud of neutral
hydrogen lying in the direct ion of the galact ic
centre , while around 1 - ZOO - 270° there appears to
be a 'hole* in the ISM and i n th i s direction very

low values of mean l ine of sight H density are
observed, e .g . 0.002 en"3 to 6 C Ha (Gry et a l ,
1985). The importance of studies of the LtSM l i e s
i n the detailed close-up perspective they give of
what i s , presumably, a typica l region of the inter-
cloud medium in the ga lac t i c disk. In addition,
knowledge of the variat ion of H density with
distance from the Sun i s of crucial importance for
the planning of future space astronomy projects in
the largely unexplored EUV/XUV band sandwiched
between the UV and x-ray regions. In this band,
with A < 912 A, v i s i b i l i t y through the ISM i s
c r i t i c a l l y dependent on the neutral hydrogen column
densi ty .

Apart from OB s tars , nearby hot white dwarfs offer
considerable advantages for UV studies of the LISH
i n having relat ively featureless continua and, in
many cases, distances accurately known from parallax
measurements. A major problem with white dwarfs,
however, i s the presence of very strong s t e l l a r Lya
absorption in their spectra which prevents i n t e r -
s t e l l a r HI column dens i t i e s from being derived
d irec t ly . Estimates of N(HI) have to be Inferred
from measurements of other interste l lar l ines such
as NI and HgH and assumed abundances re lat ive to
hydrogen.

Unfortunately, since there are very few bright, hot
s tars in the small volume of the LISH, investigators
have been forced to use other less well suited
spectral types as background sources: Freire Ferrero
e t al (1984) have pointed out that several hundred
A- and early F-type s tars within 100 pc can be used
for interste l lar s tud ie s . The price paid for the
large sample i s the problem of confusion with
s t e l l a r absorption l i n e s and the re lat ively weak
short-wavelength UV flux and consequent res tr i c t ion
to the use of the Hglt doublet at 2800 A in the
long-wavelength spectrograph of IDE. Other workers
have used even cooler, late-type s tars . In th i s
case the Interste l lar Hgll l ines are seen super-
imposed on chromospheric Hgll emission l ines ( e . g .
Vladilo et a l , 1985; Franco et a l , 1984; Geneva et
a l , 1986). Similarly, there have been attempts
using the 1UE s a t e l l i t e to measure HI and DI i n t e r -
s t e l l a r absorption l i n e s superimposed on chrorjo-
spheric Lya emission in late-type stars ( e . g .
Landsman et a l , 1986; Hurthy et a l , 1986). The Lya
profi le of £ Eri (K2 V, 3.3 pc) observed with HJE by
Murthy et a l , (1986) i s shown in Figure I. Contam-
ination of the s t e l l a r l ine by geocoronal Lyo can be
greatly reduced by the use of IUE's small aperture.
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Figure 1. The e Eri Lyo. profile observed with IUE
1B plotted as ±lo e£ror bars. Solid line is best-
f i t model profile (nH=0.12 cm"3, n ^ / n m - l ^ x K r 5 ,
buj=13.9 km s" 1 ) , while dashed line is a model with
the same parameters, except that the i n t e r s t e l l a r DI
density has been set to zero. Arrow shows the pre-
dicted centre of in te r s t e l l a r DI absorption. The
s te l l a r emission profile is modelled by a Gaussian
with a FWHM of O.52A. (From Murthy et a l , 1987).

While studies with the Copernicus and IUE s a t e l l i t e s
have demonstrated the potential of late-type s ta rs
for in ters te l lar absorption line investigations, the
accuracy of the resul ts has been severely limited by
the spectral resolution and signal/noise levels
achievable with these instruments. Similar pro-
grammes planned for the Hubble Space Telescope will
enable more rel iable analyses of the very complex
spectral profiles to be carried out and should
greatly advance our understanding of the local
hydrogen distr ibution and apparent variations in the
cosmologically important D/H ra t io .

3 . THE GALACTIC DISK

The large-scale dis t r ibut ion of neutral hydrogen in
the galactic disk can be surveyed direct ly by
f i t t ing the damping profile of the i n t e r s t e l l a r
X1216A Lya line observed against the re la t ively
smooth continua of early-type s t a r s . Using IUE
spectra, Shull and Van Steeubsrg (1985) have derived
HI column densities to ;!44 s ta r s , extending the
ear l ier major survey of Bonlin et a l (1978), based
on Copernicus data for 100 s ta rs , to distances of 5
kpc or more. Surveys of molecular hydrogen have
also been carried out, either directly by f i t t i n g to
the damping wings of the H2 Lyman baud lines around
1093A observed by Copernicus (Savage e t a l , 1977),
or indirectly by making use of an empirical re lat ion
between the rat io of molecular to total hydrogen and
reddening, E(B-V) (Shull and Van Steenberg, 1985)
(unfortunately the H2 lines are beyond the shortward
limit of IOE's spectral range).

Knowledge of total hydrogen column densi t ies , N(H) =
N(HI) + 2N(H2), in a large number of s ight- l ines
opens up the possibi l i ty of surveying element abun-
dances, relative to hydrogen, on a large scale in
the ISM of the galactic disk. Such surveys have
been carried out for a number of elements with UV
resonance lines accessible to Copernicus and/or IUE,
e.g. Fe (Savage and Bohlin, 1979); Cl (Harris and
Bromage, 1984); Mg (Murray et a l , 1984); S (Harris
and Mas Hesse, 1986); several elements (Ph i l l ips ,
Gondhalekar and Pe t t i n i , 1982; Jenkins, Savage and
Spitzer, 1986; Van Steenberg and Shull, I987i A

1 to raosL ot the
is the neg.it i ve

•Idi-ivu D hydrogen

• d is tani t ; ti back-
of c-Ie.mi-nts in the

of (.He ISM appear to be reduced ( i . e . the
elements appear LJ be depleted) in sight-lines
through regions of high density, presumably due to
the existence of dust, grains containing some frac-
tion of the total amount of an element in a region
which does not contribute to the column density
derived from the observed gas-phase absorption.

The correlations of element depletion with nj), and
the fact that correlations of depletion with column
density are not as strong (Harris, Cry and Bromage,
1984), have important implications for models of the
physical processes Involved in depletion and the
large-scale distr ibution of gas in the ISM (Spitzer,
1985; Jenkins, 1987).

Ths measurement of equivalent widths of element
absorption l ines in the spectra of OB stars is
normally straightforward, provided blends with
s te l l a r or other Inters tel lar lines can be corrected
for (normally by means of multiple-component profile
f i t t ing) and the s te l l a r continuum is reasonably
f la t . The derivation of column densities from
equivalent widths is also straightforward, provided
the lines in question are weak and unsaturated ( i . e .
situated on the linear part of the curve of growth).
However, a serious difficulty ar ises in the case of
strong, saturated lines which may be the result of a
superposition In the line of sight of a number of
absorbing clouds with different radial velocities
and optical depths. The resolution of —15 km s"'
and ~25 km s"1 afforded by the Copernicus and IDE
instruments respectively is insufficient to resolve
the complex velocity structure of absorbing compo-
nents along the sight-lines which Is known to exist
from high-resolution ground-based Investigations
(e .g . Hobbs, 1969). In order to side-step this
problem i t has become customary to make the assump-
tion that saturation of the absorption lines can be
accounted for by using a simple theoret ical curve of
growth valid for a single "effective" component with
a Gaussian distr ibution of absorber radial velo-
c i t i e s . If measurements of at least two lines are
available column densities can then be calculated
using a procedure similar to_ that of the doublet
ra t io method discussed by Stromgren (1948). It is
clear , however, that this simplist ic approach lacks
sound jus t i f i ca t ion and a number of authors have
pointed out that under certain circumstances i t
could lead to serious underestimates of column den-
s i t i e s (e .g . Nachman and Hobbs, 1973; Shull, 1986).
The errors would increase with optical depth and so
would be expected to be most serious for high-
density s igh t - l ines . Hence the real i ty of the
correlations of element depletion with mean hydrogen
volume density discussed above would appear to be in
doubt.

As a result of recent studies, however, i t Is becom-
ing clear that In general the single component
Gaussian curve of growth method may after al l be
quite re l i ab le .

Jenkins (1986) has demonstrated that the method is
seriously inaccurate only when the absorbing com-
ponents in a sight-line have unusual distributions
of optical depth and internal velocity dispersion
(e .g . bimodal). His results imply that use of the
single Gaussian approach for survey-type studies,
which include large numbers of s ight - l ines , should
give re l iable overall resul ts , although data derived
for any individual s ight-l ine cannot be guaranteed.
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W.0302)

Figure 2 . Plots of gas-phase abundance versus log mean hydrogen volume density, log optical depth and
equivalent width for SII, Fell and PII. The lat ter two parameters refer to the weaker line used in the
abundance determinations in each case. The only parameter on which abundance shows any significant dependence
i s nji- If saturation errors were the primary cause of the correlations with ny similar correlations would
also be expected with optical depth and equivalent width. (From Harris, 1987).

Harris (1987) has emphasized that saturation-related
errors in column density determinations should
correlate primarily with opt ical depth. Spurious
correlations of depletion with ng would arise only
as a result of the assumed correlation between
optical depth and mean density in the s ight- l ine .
However, abundance data for S, Fe and P, derived by
means of the single Gaussian method, show no depen-
dence on optical depth or l ine strength In the
predicted sense, in marked contrast to the depen-
dence of abundance on nji which i s apparent for a l l
three elements (Fig. 2 ) . Similarly, given that the
magnitude of saturation-related errors should depend
primarily on optical depth, abundance data flawed by
such errors would be expected to correlate better
with H coluan density than with mean H volume
density, ng (the s te l lar distance introduced in the
la t t er parameter would increase the scat ter ) .
However, the results of Harris, Cry and Bronage
(1984) show that in fact the opposite Is true.

In conclusion. It seenB that the correlations of
element depletion with ng are In general physically
meaningful and further study of this phenomenon, In
particular the laseatigation of the dependence of
depletion on local density In individual clouds
rather than aean s ight- l ine density, should lead to
greater insight Into the physical processes govern-
ing grain formation and growth in the ISM.

4. THE GALACTIC HALO

The existence of hot, highly ionized gas at tempera-
tures of —10s *K i n the galactic halo i s now well
established. Ihis gas i s characterised by SiIV, CIV
and NV absorption which has been observed in the UV
spectra of many early-type stars situated at large
distances from the galact ic plane (Pettini and West,
1982; Savage and Hassa, 1986). The origin of this
gas and i t s source of ionlzation remain subjects of
debate. Proposed nodels Involve photoionization by
s te l lar sources such as OB stars and hot white
dwarfs and the extragalactic EUV background and/or
coUlslooal ionlzation i n , for example, gas return-
ing to the galactic disk in the 'galactic-fountain'
scenario.

The l ines of SUV at 1394, 1403A, CIV at 1548, 1551A
and *V at 1239, U43A are a l l accessible to IDE. In
th« spectra of hot early-type stars narrow absorp-
t ion l ines of these species are often seen in
absorption against the well defined P Cygni profi les
producad by the strong s te l lar winds (see Fig. 3a) .
The spectra of stars later than about Bl have l e s s
well developed F Cygni profiles and confusion can
arise between the s t e l l a r and Interstellar absorp-
t ion l ines (Fig. 3b) . On the other hand, the
appearance of these absorption lines In the spectra
of stars earlier than BO mist be Interpreted with
caution. Such stars are capable of photoionlzing
significant amounts of circumstellar gas, thereby
producing local ised Hll-reglons. Hence narrow
absorption l ines of these species in the spectra of
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such stars nay originate in the region inmediately
surrounding the star, rather than the ISM in
general. Problem with contamination by circuor
stellar naterlal can also arise if the sight-line
passes close to hot stars in the foreground.

narrow 1348. 1551A interstellar (or
absorption lines of CIV stand out
the smooth stellar P Cygni profile
Wolf Rayet star (WC7)(a). The same
easily distinguishable from stellar
continuum of the cooler B2 III star
Both plots are from high resolution

Figure 3. The
clrcumstellar?)
clearly against
of HD 119078, a
lines are less
features in the
HD U4444(b).
IUE spectra.

The above two constraints define a rather narrow
range of background star spectral type ideally
suited to Interstellar studies of highly ionized
gas.

Finally, i t is interesting to ncire that due to the
problems of explaining the origin of early-type
stars found at large distances from the galactic
disk, It has been suggested that such stars are
really peculiar subluminous objects, situated rela-
tively nearby, whose spectra happen to resemble
those of normal stars. If true, this would clearly
have serious implications for studies of the halo
gas which make use oE these stars as background
sources! However, investigations of the nature of
these stars have confirmed that they are most pro-
bably normal aarly-type stars which have somehow
formed in situ in the galactic halo or have been
ejected from the illsk at high velocities (see for
example, Keenan, Brown and liennon, 1986; Tobin,
198b).
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Olacusslon:

de Loore: I have a question concerning the spec-
trum you showed as the WC7 star, HO 119078. Can
the C IV lines really be interpreted as interstel-
lar? I would think these are just the normal (540
and 1543 A features displaced toward the reo, so
I would Interpret them as circumstellar, reflecting
the velocity of outflowing matter.
Is this just one spectrum or do you have more spec-
tra and do you find the features at the same place
with the sane strength?

Harris: The narrow absorption lines I referred
to in the IUE spectrum of HO 119078 are the C I'-
lines at 1548, 1551 A. These, and similar lines
of other highly ionized species, are seen in the
spectra of many distant early-type stars. I showed
only a single spectrum of HD 119078. However, for
those stars for which a number of spectra taken
at different times are available in the IUE data-
bank, the lines are seen to be invariant in wave-
length and strength to within the limits of accuracy
of IUE data. It appears, therefore, that the lines
are not associated with the stellar winds. Whether
they result primarily from photoionlzed circumstel-
lar gas, or the general interstellar gas, is another
question which, in the case of such hot stars,
is very difficult to resolve. The problem can be
avoided by choosing cooler (BO or later) background
stars which are unable to photoionize significant
amounts of circumstellar gas.
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Is the Vela Pulsar Associated with the Vela SNR ?(•)

G.F. Bignami and P.A. Caravco

Istitutodi Fisica Cosmica del CNR
Via Bassini, 15

20133 Milano ITALY

Abstract Optical data taken in Jan.R7 from l a Silla compared In the dis-

covery plate of 1975.2 show no proper motion for PSR 0R33-45. while a

very significant one was expected if the pulsar originated in the miter of

the Vek SNR, so far associated with it. The data >icld a good estimate

of the position of the parent SN event, higly asymmetric with respect to

the present SNR and incompatible with all the Vela "centers' considered

so far at various wavelengths. If the PSR/SNR association is to lie kept,

either an extreme asymmetry of the SNR is required , or both objects arc

much older than so far thought. Both alternatives appear not easy, thus

possibly casting doubts on the reality of this classic SNR/pulsar associ-

ation.

(•) Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observa-
tory, I a Silla, Chile

Introduction

Because of the rough agreement between PSR 0833-45 "characteristic age*

P12P ~ 12,000 y and the remnant > 10,000 y age (as estimated hy its di-

ameter through the standard method, Clark and CaswcII,l97<i) the Vela

pulsar and the Vela SNR have been associated since their nearly contem-

porary discovery (large, Vaughan and Mills, 1%S), in the sense thai the

pulsar is considered as- the runaway remnant of the SN event which gen-

erated both objects. And "runaway' it must indeed be: if the distance es-

timates are correct (0.5 kpc), to have covered the required - I ileg.,

between its current position and that of the apparent center (if the

optical/radio/X remnant, it must be travelling at nearly i1, = 800 km/scr if

it (and the SNR) are ~ 10,000 years old (sec e.g. Radhakrishnan and

Srinivasan, 1983). Although not unthinkable, this tranvcrsc velocity is far

in excess of anything measured so far for pulsars (I .ync, Anderson and

Salter, 1982). On the other hand, forcing the pulsar birthplace e.g. at the

radio maximum of Vela X (Milne and Manchester, 19R6; Wcilcr and

Panagia,l9R0), located at 40' SW of PSR 0833-45, would not help, since

in this case the pulsar should move in a NF. direction with •', = 570 km/scc

(Hamden et al.,19R5), again a very high value. While the velocity prob-

lem, at least, could be marginally eased by assuming a smaller distance, the

implication remains of a distance-independent, high-prnpcr motion

tenths of arcsecs/y) being required for the Vela pulsar.

It is apparently very difficult to perform accurate proper motion fi r po-

sition) measurements in radio for a pulsar with big period irregularitic; like

Vela (Manchester, 1981), and, waiting for southern cmisphcrc VI HI data.

one should rely on measurements of the faint optical counterpart. I asker's

M star (tusker, 1976; Wallace et al., 1977; Peterson ct al, 197R;

Manchester et al, 1978). In this paper, we report new optical measure-

ments which constrain very significantly the birthplace of PSR OR33-45.

and thus of the SN event which supposedly generated both the pulsar and

the remnant. Given the shell-like shape of the remnant, Manchester et al.

(1978) predicted the proper motion the pulsar should have, had it origi-

nated near the SNR geometrical center, located in radio at n = Rh 39.0m

+ /-0.5m 5 = -44 40' + /- 9' as the center of the radio isophotcs of Day,

Canvell and Cooke (1972). This coincides reasonably well with the X-ray

and optical/UV centers, as determined by Kahn et al (I9R5) and Miller

(1973). The angular distance to the current pulsar position is about I

degree. Given the pulsar's estimated age and that of the SNR, the ex-

pected motion in this case is 0.33"/y, or more precisely,

u,, = 0.29"+/-0.04 and ug = 0.11"+/ -0.04 (see Manchester ct al.,

1978). From I asker's 1975.2 discovery plate to the date of our observa-

tion, 1987.1, one expects therefore a total displacement of 3.6' in W-S-W

direction, something that should be easily observable. Clearly, a compa-

rable displacement, albeit in different direction, would be expected for a

birthplace e.g. at the Vela X center.

Optical Observations of PSR 0833-45

In order to search for a possible displacement of star M we took a It-filter

30 min. image on the night of Jan.30 1987 at the FSO 3.6 m. telescope

using the F.SO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (see Dckkcr and

D'Odorico, 1985) equipped with F.SO CCD N.3, with a corresponding

pixel length of 0.675". Fig.la shows a blow-up of the PSR(»R33-4'> region

(after correction for dark exposure and flat fielding), where Ihc stars have

been identified following laskcr (1976), whose platr is shown fur com-

parison in Fig.lb. The cross marks the spot where star M, P'R W M 5

pulsing counterpart (Wallace et al., 1977; Peterson et al., 1<- "S; Man-.-U'stcr

et al.,197R) should have been detected, were it moving as predicted in the

example given above.

While it is immediately clear that star M is nowhere near such expected

position, one may wonder if it does move at all, since, as apparent, the

alignement between stars J, M and C is clearly present in both images.
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FIG,la: CCD image of the Vela pulsar field, taken on Jan..10 I9S7 with

the F.FOSC at F.SO, I,a Silla. Star M is PSR 083.1-45 optical counlcrpart.

The cross marks the spot where the pulsar should have moved (see lent).

FIG.lb: Reproduction of the discovery plate of I asker's star M, taken in

1975.2 (I asker,1976).

FIG. 2: Optical image of the Vela SNR field taken from Miller (197.1).

The geometrical center of the remnant is indicated (x) us well as the pulsar

current position (o). The circle around it has a radius of Ifl' and. following

our L'ppcr limit on the proper mo'ion, defines the birthplace region nf the

pulsar for an age of 10,000 y.
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Our estimated position for star M is o= 8h 33m 39.23s + /- II (13s

S = -45 00' 10.3" +/- 0.3', in agreement with I-asker (1976). Mnrcnvcr,

such flack of) proper motion can be e a % checked tin the basis of relative

astrometry to nearby stars in the field. Accordingly, we have computed the

distances of star M to stars A and K and compared our values In those

expected from previous measurements (l^asker ,1976; Manchester cl al.,

1978). Table I shows the values of A a and AS (in pixels), as mcasiira1.

from our plate and those computed from the astrometry of 1 askcrtfor

stars A and M) and of Manchester et al. (for stars K and M)

No evidence of proper motion can be found in Table 1. All distances .-ire

compatible within the errors, which in our case arise mostly from the

centering algorithm on star M (0.5 pixel). Thus, we can set an upper limit

on the proper motion of star M of 1 pixel (equivalent to 0.671") in 12

years. This implies a proper motion < 0.06'/y, or < l/6of thrrxpected

value (a preliminary announcement (Danziger, 19R3) with a much shorter

baseline, appeals consistent with this conclusion).

Discussion

The absence of observed motion for star M in the period 75-R7. in sharp

disagreement with the predictions, implies criticism to the underlying as-

sumptions. In theory, one should start to challenge the identification of

star M with PSR 0833-45. This seems impossible in view of the conclusive

results of Wallace et al.(1977), confirmed in Peterson ct al (1978),

Manchester et al. (1978) and Manchester et al. (1980). 'liius, nui upper

limit on the proper motion of star M implies that, if its true age is rum-

parable to the "characteristic" one, PSR 0833-45 was horn certainly not

more than 10 arcmins from its present position. The corollary is that the

SN explosion which supposedly generated both the remnant and the

pulsar happened somewhere within the 10 arcmin circle shown awund the

pulsar in Fig.2, taken from Miller, 1973. It is obvious that none of the Vela

"centers" considered so far in the literature (nor the Vela X center) fall in-

side such circle.

Can such an origin position be reconciled with the present shell-like shape

of the Vela SNR ? According to the byconical theory proposed by

Manchester (1987) this appears possible, while conventional SNR theories

would require a truly remarkable degree of asymmetry of the SNR ex-

pansion and/or interaction with the ISM. This, however, is the only pos-

sibility if one wants to keep the pulsar/SNR association, also hascd. it

must be remembered, on their common age of ~- 10,01)0 y. Of course tm-j

must also explore the possibility that both objects be much older than

previously thought. Alternatively, PSR 0833-45 and the Vela SN'R arc

completely unrelated and are superimposed by chance.

Actually, the (a posteriori) association of the two objects is based on the

compound probability of 1) having a pulsar inside any - HI sq. dcp. (the

size of the Vela SNR ) near the galactic plane, and 2) the pulsar having 'be

'same' age of the SNR. Both probabilities are not easy t" estimate, owing

to the non-completeness of pulsar surveys in the first case and io tlit* lim-

ited statistics on the second (see e.g. Helfand and Recker. 1984). II could

be safe to say that the association of PSR 0R33-45 anil Vela SNR n

probable but certainly not compelling (Manchester and Taylor. l()77j

Nor can one find support from distance estimates : with its 69 p* rnvl

dispersion measure, PSR 0833-45 could easily be at 230(1 pc. in

disagreeement with the SNR. However, pulsar and SNR h;tvc rotation

measures in reasonable agreement (Manchester and Taylor, 1477) Other.

not very strong, arguments in favour of the association could be the diffuse

optical nebulosity found near the Vela Pulsar (Hliot. (ioudis .mil

Meabum, 1976) and the possibility that the unpulscd. extended \-r.iy

emission from the PSR 0833-45 position be smoothly connected u iih the

diffuse X-ray emission from the SNR (Ilarnden el al., IW5|.

What happens, on the other hand, if one prefers to assume thai both nh-

jects are a factor of > 6 older? Stalling with the pulsar, this would imply

that the A = P\2P "characteristic age* estimate is, at leasl in this r:tse. un-

reliable. It can be shown, starting from the pulsar energy less /• - liiil

where £1=2 it/P, and I is the moment of inertia, that A has a vcr\ differ-

ent form depending on whether one assumes I or 1 U lo hi1 innslant

during the pulsar spindown. It all depends, then, on the one's iniiTpreta-

tion of the origin of PSR0833-45 glitches, known lo be very important in

this pulsar's history. How difficult it would be to acenmodate an inmvisi-

of > 6 in the PSP. 0833-45 true age remains unclear, a factor nl ^ In'inp

however within the uncertainties (Ametl and I crchc. 1981). On the other

hand , it must be noted that reasonable arguments have been put forward

by Stothcrs (1980) for just the opposite case, namely that 1'SR IISU-4S

be younger, 5,000-8,000 y old, having shown that A ran equally well be

an overestimate of the pulsar's true age.

The case of the Vela SNR being 60,000 years old seems mem- difficult

lo accept. As mentioned, the Vela SNR is assumed as a reference also on

the basis, among else, of its age assumed known. If the remnant is slill

in the Sedov phase, its diameter D(pc) and age I arc related Vn

;i) /) = 4.3x10 »(EJn)"5lM

.vhere Ef is the original explosion energy and n is the ISM density If the

:urrent distance estimates are correct, D=37 pc, and. for 1 60.00U y,

rmc obtains F.Jn= 1 .6x 1 OS'Vr̂ .v cm* , definitely low with rcsnccl Id the

canonical 5xl0Mer£.t fm1 of Clark and Caswcll (1976) Moreover. Kahn

ot al.(1983), using their X-ray measurements of the temperature of ihc

SNR coupled with the diameter value, obtain an age of 16.0(10 \ with an

EJn- 3x10"

Wciler and Panagia (I980),on the other hand, proceed to dcmonMr.-ile thai

Vela XY7. contains Vela X, a plerion connected genetically 1" tin- thinner

outer shell structure (see, however, Mi'nc and Manchester. I'?K6. (m a

discussion of the Vela X nature). Accordingly, they give its position m the
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plerion evolutionary path, described by the relation

(2) Sd>=lx\Vr°*

where S is the radio flux at 1 GHz, d the distance in kpc, I the age in years,

and the numerical constant has been evaluated from the Crab and 3('58

cases. For Vela, S= 1115 and d = 0.5, and eq.(2) thus gives 1 = 18,00<] y.

In summary, more detailed analysis would be needed for assessing accu-

rately the problems arising with an increased age of the Vela XYZ SNR,

which however seems very hard to accept at this stage, as it would require

major revisions to accepted SNR theories.

Conclusions

The possibility last discussed, i.e. that both the Vela SNR and PSR

0833-45 be much older, does not appear very attractive. The case nf a very

strong asymmetry in the remnant expansion, as dictated by our position-

ing of the birthplace of the pulsar could save the PSR/SNR association.

If supported, this would also provide an interesting new input to SNR

physics, since in this case one would know for the first time, with accept-

able accuracy, the starting point of the SNR expansion. Possibly, a

somewhat ad hoc mixture of the two alternatives (less extreme SNR

asymmetry and smaller age increase for both objects) could be invoked.

However, another, very natural possibility must be seriously considered,

namely that the two objects be not related and that they be a chance

superposition in the sky, for which the a priori probability is certainly not

small.

For sure the conventional wisdom about the Vela SNR and its pulsar

having been generated in the same event 10,000 y ago has to he ques-

tioned, at least in the face of the current evidence for no significanl proper

motion of star M.
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Search for Linear Polarization in Gamma-Ray Sources:

Possible Evidence for the Vela Pulsar.

P.A. Caraveo, G.F. Bignami, I. Mitrnfanov (*) and G. Vacanti

Istituto di Fisica Cosmica del C.N.R..Milano,ITALY

(*) Institute for Space Research, Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR

Abstract

'f"hc azimuthal distribution of planes containing p ' / r pairs from

high-energy photon materialization is reminiscent, through a qundnipolr

nents parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field and radiate their

transversal energy due to the magneto-bremsstrahlung mechanism (see,

anisotropy. of the degree and position angle or linear polarization ,,t the e-8- Bjornsson 1984; Taylor and Stinebring 1986). In this case, it is not

inconceivable that, irrespective of possihle different light curve

morphologies, also the pulsed high-energy T-rays b ; polarized.

The basic idea on how to search for polarization in high -energy

T-rays from cosmic sources has been proposed by KozJenkov and

Mitrofanov (1985, and references therein; hereafter KM), and is based on

the expected effect of quadrupole modulation of the azimuthal distrib-

ution of the planes containing the e*\er pairs produced in the y-ray

interactions. This anisotropy of the pair plane orientations is due to the

linear polarization of the incoming photons (Maximon and Olsen I%1;

hereafter MO). The expected effect due to this physical process as well

as the method of investigation are described in Sec. 2. Section ^ contains

incident photons. Data on open pairs in the COS-R spark ehambcr art-

used in a search for such an effect in > 50 MeV photons from bright

sources, such as Vela, Crab, Geminga and a reference galactic plane region

in Cygnus. After a description of the method and the related simulations

and tests, the analysis of the available data shows no anisoirnpv for the

other sources, but for the Vela pulsar a low-chance-prohabilily effect is

found apparently implying a high (~ 100%) degree of linear polarization

for the Vela photons. This is discussed in light of the physics of the pro-

duction mechanisms as well as of their geometry.

1. Introduction

High-energy y-ray astronomy ( 50MeV - 5OeV) after the COS-D

mission is facing the problem of the nature of the sources it has discovered

(see Bignami and Ilermsen 1983). This is obviously true for the uniden-

tified ones, the vast majority, but is also true for two of the surely identi-

fied, the Crab and Vela pulsars, for what concerns the precis.- y-ray for Vela In section 4-a the case for thr Vela pulsar is studied in more

emission mechanism. Tor example, since ?. generally accepted theory of detail, starting from its pulsation properties and from a polarization in-

y-ray emission from magnetic, rotating neutron stars is yet in the making tcrprctation of the observed anisotropy. Section 4-b gives a possible

(see e.g. Ruderman, 1987), it is not even clear if the y-rays from Crab and physical interpretation of the results in the context of pulsar y-ray cmis-

Vela come from electromagnetic or nuclear interactions, and a fortiori this

i, true for an object like Geminga, probably compel but still of unknown

the analysis wot* on the COS-B data for bright COS-B sources (Vela

,Crab, Geminga) and for s reference "background region" (Cygnus), and

presents results, indicative of a low-chance-probability anisotropy effect

mme ^^^^n, m i p r e s e n t s demands for fu-

^ t d a c o p e a „ d r a w n f r o m ^ coS-B experience.

A property like linear polarization would be very useful in under-

standing the origin of the observed T-rays. Certainly, polarization is a

common property of radio pulsars (e.g. Rankin 1983a.b, and Taylor and

Stinebring 1986, for a recent review). For instance, PSR0H.W45 is the one

2. Physical Expectations and Analysis Method

in a system with the z-axis along the wave-vector K of the incident

gamma's, the azimuthal distribution *(<p) of the e'\e. pairs has a

showing the highest percentage (-100% at 4.8 GHz) of linear quadrupole-like anisotropy wnh amplitude and direction determined, re-

polarization, and PSR0531 + 21 too shows very significant polarization in spectively, by the degree of polarization and by the polarization position

both the radio and the optical. The detailed properties of radio pulsar angle of the incident radiation. Such a distribution can be written as:

linear polarization are often complex, and include such features as rota-

tion or-the polarization position angle, presence of orthogonal modes, etc (|)

However, it is well possible that all such features be explained starling

from the basic fact that the radiating particles have acceleration compo-

) = A { 1 + RP cos[2(9 -
2n
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where <p0 is the polarization position angle, P is the degree (between (I and

I) of linear polarization, N, in the total number of observed photons, nnd

R is a numerical factor which depends on the intrinsic asymmetry ratio

in the process physics and on the detection characteristics^). In the

ultrarclativistic case ( E^ > > mtc} ), and allowing for screening (KM), a

value of 0.14 < R < 0.2 is obtained, considering also the COS-B delri-linn

requirements. This is consistent with the higher values proposed in MO.

'I"he quadrupole asymmetry of the effect allows for the use of :i simple

method (KM) for its determination: for Nt observed events, let N! and

N2 (with (Nl + N2 = Nt)), be the two numbers of observed events

corresponding to two intervals of the observed azimuth angle (ip.ip ̂  n/2)

and (<p + rc/2, qi + n); and let S(<p) be the quadruple deviation fund ion

(2)

Because of the theoretical law (I), the deviation function should have n

well-pronounced sinusoidal-likc shape:

(.1) .S

Using the function (2) one may then check the presence of quadrupole

modulation in the data: for the effect to be real, S(ip) should lake the

shape (3). In this case, from the minimum, S((p) = 0 of (3), one ran derive

the position angle, wh'lc from the maximum, S((|>) = S*. one r.in rsiim.itc

the degree of linear polarization:

(4)

F.ven for a totally polarized radiation (P= 1), the amplitude of the ex-

pected azimuthal modulation is rather small ( < 20%), and several fad or*

conspire to "blur" the effect, the most important of which is ccrt.iinK the

limitation on Nt, the available statistics. Accordingly, one may csiimatc

the Nt necessary for measuring a 100% polarization using S(tp) tn esti-

mate the probability that the observed azimuthal modulation a-sull from

a statistical fluctuation.For a constant phase angle, Ihc value S can be

considered as the number of standard deviations of the random variable

Nl (or N2) from the expectation value for the case of zero polari/ntinn.

in the assumption that its dispersion equals (Nl + N2)/2. The probability

(•) Values of R have been discussed both by MO and KM; however, for

clarity, let us note that the definition of /?M0 of MO differs from Ihnl of

RKuofKM, and

R - R»°~S -R

which shall be used in what follows.

of such deviation gives the probability of the zero hypothesis. Following

this method, for £y > 50 MeV , Nt is about 2,000 events.

Besides statistical error* one should of course also worry about

possible systematics in the data, whirh could mimic the effect, and devise

appropriate checks to be performed (e.g. on satellite spin, different sky

regions, etc).

However, another unavoidable physical effect, multiple Coulomb

scattering of electrons, should be evaluated, since this certainly works in

the direction of smearing out any intrinsic azimuthal anisotropy. The

electron paths are distributed inside a cone with axis along the initial

particle momenta and opening angle Q = (f/2)"3^/F.p), where t is the

absorber thickness (in units of radiation lengh), F.p is the particle: energy,

and F.s=21 MeV (sec, e.g., Rossi, 1952). For the COS-B telescope,

t-0.0419 (Bignami et al. 1975). Due to this process, one can define IHL

dispersion of the pair plane azimuth angles as < Aip1 > = C-)J/fl2 where

B is the mean instantaneous pair opening angle (Rossi, 1952). Clearly, if

B > > 0 (unfortunately a difficult situation to realize in any realistic de-

tector) scattering can be ignored, while if 9 < < 0 scattering dominates

and polarimetry with this method becomes hopeless. In the case of

COS-B, for E > 50 MeV < Aq>3 > - 1 and thus the influence of scatter-

ing is non negligible for our database. However, in reality the detection

of y-ray photons with a spark chamber telescope introduces selection ef-

fects which, working against heavily scattered particles, may help in

polarization measurements. In any case, it appears worthwile to perform

a search for the polarization effect in the COS-B data, also because for the

first time in the history of y-vzy astronomy, an acceptable photon number

is available for a few sources.

Besides the "deviation function" method outlined above (cqs. 2 and

3), another method is in principle possible for the anisolropy search and

significance determination: the statistical 'run test' on the azimuth dis-

tribution *£(<p). Clearly, if a regular shape is expected in the 'Il('p)

histogram because of its intrinsic sinusoidal shape, this should be very

well gauged by a regularity test like the run test, even if the amplitude of

the modulation itself is relatively shallow ( < 20%, as mentioned above).

in this case, the total phase azimuth interval (0,TI) should be divided in r

smaller intervals, naturally satisfaying the condition Nr = Nt/r > * 1. One

then expects t'.ial for half azimuth intervals the number of events per in-

t^.val be less than Nr, and for the other half be greater. Table evaluation

is then available for the chance probability of the effect {e.g. Beyer. 196R)

Fig. 1 gives, by means of a simulation, a summary description of the

method and expectations given above : Fig. I(a) shows the theoretical

expectation for N((p) azimuthal distribution in 10 deg pliasc inlrrvak for

200D incoming photons with P - 1 (assuming R = (U4. or a conservative

choice), and <^n=n/.V The run test on such curve, divided into two
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Results of simulatinn runs for the anisotropy search method

l(a): histogram of 20(10 events vs. PA for the conservative- asMini|Mion

of RP = (1.14, or a high polarization percentage (sec tcxt).niul i[i,, vl i

the actual expected modulation is. seen to be relatively shallow

Insets 1 and 2 : the same 2000 event distribution now grouped in Kin

90 deg P.A. bins, shown for P.A. = q)n and P.A. = <pn f n/4

l(b): "deviation function" S(tp) vs. azimuth expected for the l(:t) distrib-

ution. The unit* of S arc chi square over ' H o.f. 'Hie maximum deviation.

S*. is also shown.
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Fig. 2 Scheme of the actual e'je- pair geometry in the spark chamher.

XYZ: spark chamber reference frame. F T and FS: reconstructed clc

trajectories. ATx, ASx and BTy.BSy: projections of the two tnijci-lnri

on the X7. and VZ planes. The plane containing the two r ' / r traject

ries, n , intersects the spark chamber frame in P,R and Q.
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nine-bin families, has a low chance occurence probability nf 4x10 ' Nolc

that N(p) is akin lo the <J>(((i) of eq.l but for an integration in 10 ilcg hins;

therefore its apparent modulation is, accordingly, less pronounced The

insets show the same distribution with two 90 deg hins (containing Nl

and N2 events) computed for an initial azimuth equal In <|in (inset I),

where the minimum deviation in expected since Nl = N2, and (inset 2) fnr

an initial azimuth equal to <po+re/4 where the maximum deviation is

expected. Of course, the same result will be obtained for <pn - TI/4 because

the deviation function S(<p) (shown in Figure l(b)) has a characteristic

n/2 periodicity stemming from the sin3(2<p) term in (.1). ITiis will have

to be taken into account when determining the true celestial position .in-

gle of a possible polarization. For ip = q>0 + n/4 , S(<p) reaches its maxi-

mum S*. Fig. lb represents therefore our expectation for the evidence

of polarization in the incoming radiation, and, in what follows, a similar

distribution will be constructed using true astronomical data. This will

be done by shifting 45 times (in 2 deg steps) the initial position angle

value, thus covering the whole 90 deg range. Such a repetition process

has of course to be taken into account when assessing the statistical sig-

nificance of the final result. For this purpose, a Montccarlo simulation

will be used.

In summary, it appears to be possible to search for a quadrupole

azimuthal anisotropy in pair planes with the method(s) outlined above,

provided at least 2,000 events ( E^ > 50 MeV) are available, and in the

understanding that a reasonable chance for detection exists only for high

(~ 100%) intrinsic polarization. Of course, one must consider that, eg.

for a pulsar, the azimuth (position angle) value of a possible anisotiopy

may change in time as a function of the rotational phase, as observed at

radio wavelenghts. In this case, the limited y-ray astronomy photon sta-

tistics allows only for the presentation of lime-averaged results, lending

to a necessarily reduced "net" effect stemming from the sum of the in-

stantaneous orientations.

3. Data Analysis and Results

The data used were those of the COS-B mission. Briefly, the

COS-B satellite consists of a single-instrument, y-ray telescope which MSCS

a wire-grid spark chamber to identify the y-ray events and lo extract their

arrival directions (see Bignami et al. 1975, for a detailed description of the

instrument). In the chamber, sparks are created between orthogonal wire

sets for two-projection, digitised read-out; the photons arc materialized in

tungsten absorbers of 0.0419 radiation length thickness each Spark pat-

terns are recognised with an automatic programme the results of which

have been visually checked for all candidate y-ray events These .ire scp-

arated in classes, and in the present work only class "22" is used, i c only

events whi..h show the characteristic "inverted V , two-track signature of

a y-ray in both projections. An upper limit to the opening .ingle of the

pair is set to 20 deg for 50MeV < F < 150MeV and lo 12 den for

F. > 150MeV. In the COS-B chamber no provision is made for hardware

matching of individual tracks in the two projections; however in the

scanning process (especially in the manual one) observed track peculiar-

ities, like "holes" or "kinks", are used for track identification I or all good

COS-B events, the photon arrival direction was determined ;is Ihe

weighted bisector of the angle between the two directions best fittin|> ™ h

electron track. Using this same information on the directions of the two

electron tracks in space, it is easy lo determine the azimuthal distribution

of the plane containing the event. Fig.2 visualizes the geometry nf the

event plane in the observed orthogonal projections. Since the COSH

.satellite was spin-stabilized, each event plane has to be tmnsformcil Horn

the spark-chamber frame to the unmoving sky frame

During its — 7 year lifetime, COS-B performed 65 pointed cilwrva-

tions of -• 1 month each (Maycr-IIasselwander ct al. I9R5); we h:ivr used

the data of periods referring to the brightest observed sources In all cases.

only events of class 22 were used. The reconstructed arrival directions for

Crab and Vela were within 10 deg of the source for 50 • /• 150.7 ,|t.^

for 150 < F.y < .100 and 5 deg for F.y > 300 McV. while for ( k-minpi and

the Cygnus Region only events with arrival direction within *i de^ [rum

the source position were selected. Table I gives the details of tin- obser-

vation periods used with the relevant numbers of photons in the COSH

database and satisfying the standard selection criteria mentioned .incur

deg
photons relative
F > 50MeV sensitivity

Geminga

Cygnus
Repan

2
3
12
45
59

00
14
39
44
54
64

00
14
39
5-1
64

4
22
36
51
60
63

05
6 2
6
74
87

0.7
14.6
7.8
60
5-0
8 1

154
03
6.9
97
66

6.2
4 1
4 7
02
94
14

515
526
539
511
435

354
202
288
99
243
348

132
303
277
146
346

308
673
429
491
347
861

i :
1 3
09
0 7.'

10
092
07
066
048
(1 5ft

1.0
0.92
117
0 48
0 56

0 92
0.98
0 92
0 68
052
0 56

7 5.293
75-312
76-206
79-283
«1-099

75-229
76-274
79-053
79-241
80-248
82-IT49

75-229
76-274
79-053
SO-248
82-049

75-332
77-159
78-307
80-135
81-154
Sl-309

75-312
75-332
76-237
79-319
81-154

75-260
76-307
79-093
79-283
80-291
82-114

75-260
76-307
79-129
80-291
82-114

75-358
77-196
78-345
80-176
81-205
82-049

Columns content
column 2: observation number

" * 3- offset between source and observation pointing directi
" " 4: number of selected f'lotons with energy greater than
' * S1 instrument sensitivity relative to ohscrvahnn 00 (Sncin
* " 6-7: start and end date of ihe observation

(data from Maycr-Hasselwander cl al. 1985)
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l'ig.3 Curve (a) : deviation function S(<p) for the 2526 photons from Wla.

Following its definitior the numerical valuer of S arc equivalent to a

chi-square vafue wilh one degree of freedom. Overall charter ocrurrnre

prohabilily levels are also shown, according to Montccarlo simulations

(see tea).
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Curve (b): as above, but for 3109 photons from the Cygnus Region nflhc-

galactic plane (1 = 80 deg, b = 0 dcg).
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I;rom ihc azimuthal <I>{(p) distribulinn of the event planes one can Ihcn

estimate the amplitude and phr.se of their quadmpolc modulation using

the deviation function S(tp) for the numbers of events Nl and N2 as de-

scribed earlier. l:or the determination of the position angle of the cfTW I it

is necessary to vary the starting azimuth value in steps of 2 dcg. MI that

45 steps are necessary to cover the njl interval of the S((p) function. Such

steps are of course taken into account in the final evaluation of the- event

probabdity.

Fig.3 (curve a) shows S(<p) for the 2526 events from the 2CG2M-O2

source, or the sum of all the COS-B events satisfying out selection from

the Vela pulsar region. For comparison, curve b shows the same tlistHh-

ulion for data from another region of the sky, that of Cygnus, probably

dominated by diffuse emission and for which no polarization is expected.

Specifically, 3109 photons were selected from a region of 5 dcg radius

centered at 1 = SO deg, b=0 deg, I"he two curves arc very different: while

for curve a the suggestion exists of a well-ordered modulation of the

azimuthal dependence of the event planes, curve b docs not show any

effect, proving that the observeu anisotropy for the Vela data cannot be

due to some systcmatics of the spacecraft. To evaluate the statistical sig-

nificance of the effect, a Montecarlo simulatic.i was performed The

maximum value of the deviation function (S(<p)) was computed for

30(1,000 random 2500-evenl distributions, each going through the 45 steps

phase coverage cycle. The Montecarlo results thus give the chance

occurcncc probability for a given S value for the Vela data. Such :• prob-

ability is shown in Fig.3. From curve a, it is seen that a/imuthal

anisotropy for the Vela data has a chance occurrence probability - I *̂x

10 a. As a further check, we have constructed the same- type of distrib-

ution but with the event plane azimuths not corrected for the satellite

spin, i.e. in the sky of the spark chamber rather than in Ihc true one No

deviation from the random expectations was observed for I'.ic Vela or

Cygnus data, not any sign of sinusoidal modulation is present Therrfnrc,

the low chance probability effect is also not due to some systematic** of

the spacecraft.

Another COS-B source investigated was 2CGI85-5. the Crab A* in

the case of Vela, we consider all class 22 events with the usual source

distance selection, yielding 15.13 photons over 6 observing period Curve-

(a) of Fig.4 shows the result for this "total' Crab emission no significant

evidence is apparent for a modulation. On the same Figure, curve (hi

shows the distribution for the deminga (2CG195-I 5) Hala. referring In

1204 photons with the usual selections and coming from 5 observing pc

riods, most of which were in common with the Crab lien- inn im sig-

nificant modulation is present.

4. A Linear Polarization Interpretation

a-Pulsar Phase Analysis

Considering, aa mentioned earlier, the high degree of linear

polarization in radio photons from pulsars in general and for the Vela

pulsar in particular (up to ~ 100%), it seems natural to approach the

azimuthal anisotropy suggested by the data as due to linear polarization

of the incoming y-rays. In this case, according to the predictions of ihc

effect as outlined above, eq. (4), the value of S* = 20 (Fig.3, curve a) im-

plies RP = 0.14, or a very high degree of polarization (bigger than 50%,

and up to 100%, depending on the uncertainty on R) for the high-energy

Y-rays from the Vela source. One must now, of course, remember that

the majority of the COS-B y-rays from 2CG263-02 are in fact pulsed at

the period of PSR0R33-45 (see.e.g., Kanbach ct al. 1980), and il seems

worthwhile to investigate the effect in the various region of the pulsars

light curve (or phase diagram), even with necessarily reduced statistics.

The 2526 photons from Vela are shown in Fig. 6(a) folded at the radio

pulsar period as contained in the COS-B data base (Mayer-Ilassclwander

et al., 1985). This light curve for all the COS-B data from PSR0R33-45

(with the selections mentioned above) is very similar to that of Kanhach

ct al. (19R0); within it we define the following phase intervals and no-

menclature:

(1) First pulse : bins 10-14 containing 584 photons
(2) Second pulse : bim 31-36 containing 666 photons
(3) Interpulsc : bins 15-30 containing 791 photons

(4) Background : bins 1-9; 37-50 containing 4R5 photons

Accordingly, curves (1) to (3) of Fig. 6 show the usual S(tp) distributions

for the corresponding intervals, while curve (4) shows the total "pulsed",

or (l)+(2) + (3) and curve (5) shows the "background' emission, as de-

fined above.

The severe limitation introduced in statistics by such a breakdown

renders any firm conclusion from Fig. 6 very difficult, it looks, however,

as if the intcrpuise (plus may-be the II pulse) region is the one contrib-

uting most to the possibis polarization. It would also appear that the S*

values of the inierpulse and total pulsed radiation require RP to approach

its maximum value, or a — 100% polarized radiation.

As to the value of the polarization P.A., bearing in mind the ir/2

periodicity nf the S((p) function, from Fig 3 (curve a) and Fig. f» (curve

(4)) one finds - 130 + 15 dcg. A comparison appears natural with the

polarization results in the radio region, where, it should be remembered,

the light curve shape is completely different, featuring only one short peak

not in phase with the -y-ray peaks, but rather in a -/-ray "background" re-

gion (sre the arrow in curve a of Fig. 5). ITie classic refill of

Radhakrishnan ami Cookc (\9<W) shows a significant P.A. shift ( 1(1 dejM

centered at 120 deg or 154 dcg, depending nn the frequency, within Mil*

4 msec peak, Our data would seem In support a picture vet\ different
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Fig.5 COS-B phase histograms (light curvca) for the PSR0R3.V45(a) and

PSR0531 + 21(b). See text for photon numbers.
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from that at radio frequet in^z, considering also the high percentage value

requested '^ iiiterpret thr observed anisotropy as linear polarization: the

PA. of the polarization pl-ne either swings of a relatively small value (•

30 deg) or remains constant over a big interval of the pulsar phase

(= interpulse + II puls:, or 44% of the phase).

Going back to I ig. 6, since the interpulse data are the ones that,

taken singly, would set m to suggest some non-random behaviour in spite

of the limited statistic:, it appears interesting to look at the raw azimuth

distribution of the 791 event planes. This is shown in Pig. 7, with the full

n azimuth range coven d in 10 deg bins. It makes sense to use the run test

on such a distribution to gauge ils regularity of shape vis a vis the ex-

pectations. As apparent (and expected), the depth of modulation is

shallow, but the data cm indeed be divided in two separated 9-btn fami-

lies, yielding a chance probability of 4ilO"! (Deyer 1968). Note that Ihis

is a one-shot test, with the initial azimuth fixed and no steps performed

A similar pulsar ahase analysis, albeit in the context of worse sta-

tistics, can be tried for the Crab data. The total 15.13 events of Tig 5 (b)

were divided in phase corresponding to I peak, II peak and background

(see Wills et al. 1982) As could be expected from the result for the lotal

events, no significant deviation from random expectations is observed for

the Crab data subsets. One must also take into account the nebular

emission (see e.g. Clear et al. 1987), concurring in this case to hlur a

possible pulsar signal, expecially at low energies, where a lot of the Crab

events are. In any case, it would appear that a much better statistics is

necessary for a meaningful investigation.

4b-Implications on the Physics near the Neutron Star

If the azimuthal anisotropy data presented above can indeed be at-

tributed to linear polarization of the high-energy y-rays from the Vela

pulsar, a few interesting points can be made.

As mentioned, a generally accepted model fnr the hign-encrgy

photon emission from pulsars does not exist (Ruderman, 1987); however,

one can, a priori, consider that y-rays (> 50MeV) can be produced by two

types of processes: electromagnetic, e.g. in the avalanche creating the

e*le~ pairs and photons, assumed responsible for the radio pulsar activity,

and a nuclear process, related to decays of the neutral pions from energetic

hadron interactions. Clearly, a strong linear polarization is much easier

to explain in the context of the first class of processes than of the second:

polarization jf y-rays from a neutron star directly indicates an

electromagnet origin mechanism. An immediate consequence of such

consideration concerns y-ray polarization studies as a lonl for the under-

standing oi unidentified sources and/or production mechanism*. I'nr the

Crab, for example, our null results leaves open all possibilities however.

even a relatively modest increase in the statistics available should he •mf-

ficient for beginning to discriminate the basic production physics, hearing

in mind the complication introduced by a possible nebular component.

For Geminga, on the other hand, w h r t such problem docs not exist, a

more meaningful study of its photon polarization (or of its absence) could

help, for example, to assess the possible importance of the it" decay

mechanism, by itself not incompatible with the spectral data from ihis

source.

Even for an electromagnetic process, however, it is not very easy

to ensure a strong linear polarization of the emitted y-ray. '["he two main

mechanisms to be considered in this context arc the magncu*-

bremmstrahlung and the curvature radiation. For the first, il is v.:\\

known that photons radiated across the field lines owing to cyclotron

transitions have ~ 100% linear polarization perpendicular to the plane

containing the wave-vector and the magnetic field (see e.g. Gin/burg .-mil

Syrovatskii, 1954). However, this is true only in the classical limit if

quantum effects are taken into account, spin-flip transitions lead to

depolarization of the observable synchrotron radiation (Mitrofanov nnd

Posanienko, 1987). Such depolarization is quite strong for magnetic fields

in the region of > 10" G. Thus, at least for the Vela pulsar, one would

have to suppose a magnetic field strength < < 10'Y7. On the other hand,

the observed P and P values for Vela have grequently been lakcn as an

indication that the magnetic field cannot be much weaker, as also sug-

gested by Pacini's (1971) scaling argument between the Crab and Vela

pulsar optical emission. Another, purely geometrical reason can decrease

significantly the amount of linear polarization in synchrotron radiation:

small inhomogeneities of the magnetic field lines inside the radiating re-

gion can randomize the polarization vector directions, considering thnt if

the radiating particle moves along a field line with a rclativistic factor y,

photons with 100% linear polarization will only be emitted at an nnglc

~ 1/y to such line.

Curvature radiation arises owing to the relativistic motion of

charged particles along curved field lines, and y-ray photons should he

strongly polarized in a direction which is in the plane containing the

curved field line. I Iere possible depolarization arises only from the .ingles

between such planes throughout the radiating region, and cm therefore

be considered small fnr a reasonably ordered magnetic field and :i small

volume of space. It vould thus appear that curvature radiation is a

promising candidate For the explanation of strongly polarized gamma ra-

diation from a magnetized neutron star.

Beyond intrinsic effects due to the physics of Ihe production region,

y-rays from a neutron star propagating outwards through a magncti/cd

vacuum can be strongly polarized by 'selective' absorption processes

Pair production in a strong magnetic field is commonly thought to he

important in the formation of the electro-magnetic avalanche ahow Ihe

magnetic pole of an active pulsar. Near the process threshold, which c-nr-
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Fig/7 Raw data distribution: pair plane orientation histogram (N(l' A.))

for the PSR08.1.1-45 interpuise data (79! photons).
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interpretation.
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responds to the restmass of the created particles, and in the presence of

the necessary strong magnetic field (> 10" G), absorption depends

strongly on the direction of linear polarization (Daugherty and Harding,

198'i) Photon "splitting*, on the other hand (see Adler, 1971), while not

important for energies above the one-photon pair-production, is the only

absorption at work below such energy. This process is very sensitive to

the state of the photon linear polarization, so that only photons polarized

perpendicular to the plane containing the wave-vector and the field line

are free to escape from the magnetic space region, i.e. the region near the

neutron star with magnetic field > 10l]G.

In summary, the brief and only qualitative review given above

suggests that linear polarization of y-rays is indeed expected as a result nf

known physics near a magnetized neutrons star, and that it could repre-

sent a useful tool for its understanding.

In the case of PSR083V45, if we accept that the y-rays are strongly

polarized for a good fraction (>44%) of the pulsar phase with little or

no change in the polarization position angle, some geometrical constraints

arise on the system. In the elementary configuration proposed in l:ij>. H

one has a relative geometry of magnetic and rotation axis and (inc-of-sight

such tb.it the pulsar light curve may be. assumed ar. composed of Uvn

parts: the first peak, associated with a cone of emission centered on a

magnetic pole, and the "interpulse" plus possibly the second peak, due to

fan-like emission at large angles to the magnetic lines It is thus possible

that the (curvature) radiation from the polar region will not appear as

polarized, owing to the 360 deg range of orientation with respect to the

line of sight of the planes containing the curved field lines, thus totally

randomizing the polarization in the first pulse. On thr contrary, radiation

from the fan-like btam presents In the line-of-si>>'.il a constant orientation

of the plane containing the curved field li'.e, and thus of the photon

polarization plane. One can recall, in this context, that the optical

polarization measured from the Crab pulsar (Jones, Smi'h and Wallace,

NR1) has a nearly constant position angle for most of its phase (excluding

a swing in the I peak), notably in the interpulse region. Smith (liSd| liar,

actually proposed a geometry in which the high-energy Crab and Vela

emissions are unified, and which could also accomodatc a small swing of

the position angle of a higly polarized gamma-radialinn from the Vela

intcrpulse. Such a model also addressed the questions of the altilutc

above the neutron star surface of the y-ray production region. Of course,

other geometries could be possible to explain a strongly notarized intcr-

pulse; at face value, however, it would appear not easy lo reconcile it with

the classic "hollow cone" model of pulsar radiation emission, which has

met with some success at least as far as its geometry Much more work

is obviously needed in this field.

5. Conclusions

It is reasonable to conclude at this point that both the processes

of quantum electrodynamics and rather simple geometrical configurations

can lead us to expect a strong linear polarization in y-rays from pulsars,

especially in the context of the curvature radiation mechanism. The

method outlined above (Sec. 2-3) has shown that in spite of obvious dif-

ficulties it is meaningful to search for polarization in high-energy y-ray

data in the COS-B spark chamber data. A rather significant anisotropy

has been found for 2500 selected events from the Vela pulsar, and has

been shown not to be present in other strong sources or in the Cygnus

bright region of the galactic plane. With the proviso of the poor statistics

and of other experimental limitations discussed, a linear polarization of

the incoming photons appears as the natural explanation for this finding.

Unfortunately, not much more can be done now to improve the

significance of and confirm the experimental result of the COS-B data.

This task, for both the Vela and Crab pulsars as well as for other sources,

rests with the next generation of y-rav telescopes, now being built or

planned Those working in the pair production regime and using spark

chambers (e.g. EGRRTon GRO and GAMMA-I) should tr. to use (and

F.GRF.T already does) separate absorbers as thin as possible ut minimize

Coulomb scattering, the main limiting frirtnr in polarisation measure-

ments. Moreover, as accurate as possible measurements of each ti;?ck

individual energy could also be important for the overall physical analysis

of the pair production event Finally, while low-number statistics is a

rather unavoidable plague of high-energy y-ray astronomy, we have

hopefully shown that, at least for a source as bright as Vela, the incrcasred

photon numher expected e.g. from F.GRKT should be adequate lo per-

form meaningful and reasonably detailed measurements.

Other future y-ray astronomy satellite and balloon missions, such as

SIGMA, to be launched very soon COMPTO. on GRO, GRASP,

currently in the planning stage, ZI1BRA, and others work in a lower-

energy regime, below the pair production threshold. Here loo, however,

the photon interaction products, mostly through the Compton process,

is reminiscent of the incident polarization. Hence, it is of course impor-

tant that these instruments too be able to reconstruct the event interaction

geometry in space (as most of them indeed do): with lhe.tr rich eounl rale

even small azimuthal anisotropics, indicative of polari7A1ion, should be

relatively easy to detect.
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SEARCH FOR OPTICAL FLASHES FROM GAMMA-RAY BURST SOURCES

R. Hudec, J. Borovicka, R. Pefesttf, B. Valnicek

Astronomical institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
251 65 Ondfejov, Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

Preliminary results of an extended program of examination of the Ondfejov and
Sonneberg plate collections for'possible optical counterparts tD gamma-ray
bursters are presented. One optical image was found on 3 different plates at
the same position suggesting it may be related to gamma-ray burster 1979 March
25 B. Results of both archival and time-correlated searches are discussed for
GRBS as well as for the Perseus Flasher.

INTRODUCTION

Although some hints exist that the flashes
from gamma-ray burst sources (GRBS) are ob-
servable also in optical wavelenghts, no in-
dependent final confirmation exist. We cannot
be sure about the reality of detected tran-
sients, considering the great variety of pro-
perties of photographic emulsions and other
possible optical events not related to GRB
and occuring in earth atmosphere or near spa-
ce. More optical data are necessary in order
to make the final confirmation of optical
flashes related to GRBS passible. Here we
present preliminary results of the optical
search based on plates from Ondfejov, Sonne-
berg and Bamberg sky patrol archives (B)
presenting 6.5 yr of monitoring time. All
three archives exhibit the possibility to
verify images on duplicate plates. The plates
from the Ondfejov archive offer the possibi-
lity of obtaining very long monitoring in-
tervals as well as time-correlated studies
while the Sonneberg and Bamberg plates are
unique by their high sensitivity for some of
the fields. Several systematic searches for
optical bursts related to GRBS were carried
out in the last few years. Astronomical pla-
tes representing nearly 13 years of monito-
ring time were examined: 4.1 years by Scha-
efer (1,2,3), 0.4 years by Atteia et al.
(4), 0.1 years by Pedersen et al. (5), 1.2
years by Moskalenkc et al. (6), 0.6 years by
Greiner et al. (7) and 6.5 years by us
(8,9 and this paper).

Besides of 3 possible optical transients pre-
viously reported by Schaefer (1,2) nearly
10 similar objects were found by others.
Almost 100 star-like images were found by us
in or close to error boxes for well positio-
ned GRBS, most of them however being exclu-
ded as false images by verification on the
duplicate plate.This indicate that the false-
-event background is relatively high and the
search is to be done very carefully. The fi-
ve criteria established by Hudec et al. (9)
were used to distinguish between true and
false events.

More recently, first two optical transients
appearing on more than only one plate and
thus eliminating the possibility to be plate
fault or another false or background event,
were reported by Hudec (10) and Moskalenko
et al. (6).

REAL-TIME SEARCHES

This is the only way in optical studies of
GRBS not requiring any assumption. However,
tlie probability to get time-correlated op-
tical data for both time and position of
known GRBS is very low. Newertheless, two
such cases were reported by Grindlay et al.
(11) and three by Hudec et al. (9). Another
6 events were analysed now with negative re-
sults resulting in gamma-ray to optical
fluencies ratios larger than 300 (optical
V band). The corresponding optical flashes
must be fainter than my = 3.5 for 1 sec.
flash. The time-correlated search can be do-
ne also for GRBS without known positions.
Until now, this type of study has been ca-
rried out only by our group (9) because of
trailed plates not usualy available on ob-
servatories are necessary. 29 GRBS were stu-
died this way at the Ondfejov observatory
using plates covering a large fraction of
the full sky (8,9). Total area of the sky
covered for thesu events is nearly 35stf sr.
Unfortunately, the gamma ray fluences for
these events are either unknown or very low
resulting in my* 2.5 for 1 sec flash and
Er/E0 »(3 to 30).

ARCHIVAL SEARCHES

Here we present preliminary results of the
archival plate analysis for 20 GRBS positi-
ons, the total exposure time examined being
nearly 6.5 years. Following main plate types
were used: Opton fish-eye camera Ondfejov
(30 724 hours with limiting magnitude for
1 sec. flash m\/i = 3.5), Tessar camera On-
dfejov (16 245 hours with mv^ = 5.5), Tessar
camera Sonneberg (5990 houES with nji = 6.0)
and astrograph Sonneberg (1580 hours with
mgi = B.O). Supplementary monitoring time
was obtained by checking of different Bam-
berg observatory plates with sensitivities
between mg^ = 5.5 and 6.5.

Although almost 100 star-like images were
found in and close to error boxes of
20 GRBS studied, most of them were excluded
as false or background events mainly by com-
parison with another (duplicate) plate. As
already pointed out by Hudec et al. (9),
an object found on one plate only without
another support cannot be considered as a
reliable candidate. Only one object occurring
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on more than only one plate was revealed in
our research work (see next chapter).

Optical recurrence times were calculated
using both our data and compilation of our
data and data already published by others.
Ihe optical recurrence times T opt are lar-
ger than 2.1 years (99% confidence limit)
for max. detectable Ej,/Eo'~10 and t opt

hatyears for max. Ey/ED ~10Q. Assuming that the
objects found by Hudec (10) and Schaefer
(1,2) are real, representing true counterparts
to GRBS, then T o p t ? Q , 6 yr and < 20 yr for
max. E r/E o~300 and>-0.5 yr and< 14 yr for
E,/En .6 1000.

THE 25 GRBS MARCH 1979 B OPTICAL CANDIDATE

Reasonable optical candidate, probably the
best yet found, was found for the GRBS from
25 March 1979 b(10). This GRBS represents
the most intensively studied source by our
group. A total of 6 272 hours of exposure we-
re examined including 2 915 hours sensitive
enough to detect optical flashes with
m B ] £ 4 or Ej»/E0* 300.

The object appeared on 3 plates taken at the
Sonneberg observatory on 1946 March 28, 194b
August 31 and 1954 April 27 exactly at the
same position (RA - IB h 09 m 27 s ± 3 s, (T
= + 31° 23.0'+ 0.5', 1930.0) close (6.5 ar-
cmin from the centre) but outside of the
error box of GRBS according to Laros et al.
(12). The estimated 3-mannitudes are 6.3
+ 0.5, 4.0 i 0.5 and 3.7 + 0.5 respectively.
Ihis may indicatp exactly the same uptical
brightness of the main outbursts in August
1946 and April 1954 and lower brightness of
the precursor in March 1946. Ihe estimated
ratio '••{ E*.,'E0 is nearly 300 for both main
outbursts. There is no star image visible on
the PUSS prints on this position indicating
enormeous (larger than 16 magnitudes) am-
plitude of the brightening. One of the pla-
tes '1954 April 27) shows the object image
distnrseri by coma only, while star images
are affected both by coma and guiding error.
This indicate brief (less than 1 minute )
duration of the event.

We believe the object is of true astrophysi-
cal origin and probably the optical counter-
part to the IJRBS because of another possible
explanations can be ruled out (satelli+e or
plane flashes, head-on meteor, classical
variable 3tar) or aru extremely improbable
(5 plate faults occuring exactly at the sa-
me position). Moreover, the photometric profi
li> of the object image is similar to those
of stars and different frjm the shape of
a typical emulsion defect.

Ml PtRSLUS f I ASHER

U,e plates from the Ondrejov collection we-
re used to check the possible Perseus flas-
her s.13). In the first part of this study,
total 33H plates taken by Ondfejov fish-eye
painted camera (8) in the years 1975-1986
and representing about 1350 hours of expo-
sure, were i!sed. No real event at or close
to i: 30 aren in) the position of the flas-
her ' 1 .>) was revealed up to limiting magni-
tude of myi^3 (for 70% of the plates) or
myj/^2.5 (for 3U% of the plates). No images
up to mVj"2 (ior 70% of the plates) or

mvi~l (for 30% of the plates ) were found
in the box 10 x 10 deg2 around the given
position.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that the presence of optical
transients related to GRBS phenomena is pro-
bable, but rare and not yet independently
confirmed. The detection of an optical
transient simultaneously on 2 or more pla-
tes taken by widely separated (in order to
eliminate all events occurring in earth
atmosphere and near space) cameras is wit-
hout doubt the best way how to get the fi-
nal confirmation.

Analysing the real-time optical data, we
arrive at my*: 3.5 for 1 sec. flash and
E» /ED\/S300. On the other hand, from ar-
chival searches we have E» /EDg - 300 to
900 assuming that the objects found by
Schaefer and Hudec are true. The optical re-
currence times are then?-0.6 yr,< 20 yr for
max. detectable E .4*/Eg-" 300 and*- 0.5 yr,
< 14 yr for Ej./Eo~1000. We conclude that,
if true then *he optical transients rela-
ted to GRBS phenomena are more rare then
previosly expected. More optical data are
necessary to get the final confirmation as
well as to get more accurate optical recu-
rrence times.
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OPTICAL STUDY OF I-RAY SOURCES AHD SBARCH FOR OPTICAL COUNTERPARTS OF OAHKA-RAY BURST

SOURCES AT SOHHEBEEG OBSERVATORY

V. GCtz

Akademle der fflssensoheften der DDR
Zentralinatitut fto Astrophyalk
Starnwarte Sonneberg 6400 DDR

Some informations about optioal study of X-ray aouroes and search for optical
counterparts of Gemma-ray burst sources are given.

It should be well known that today only
a very small number of observatories around
the world provide an opportunity to etudy
the long-time behaviour of cosmioal objeots.
One of them is Sonneberg Observatory with
Its large plate oolleotlon. The first pla-
tes of this collection were obtained in the
year 1923. At the end of 1986 the number of
plates ease to a total of 205 500.

At present and for the years to come the
old plates and those oontinuelly being
added - their number amounts to about 4 500
per year - are used in the study of objeots
which have beoome of astropbysioal interest
for several reasons.

Thus, naturally, the deteotion of X-ray
sources and Gamma-ray burst sources from
orbital observatories has led to a search
for and study of their optioal counterparts.
Concerning the X-ray sources In most of the
oases we have been able to give light-curves
over very long spaces of time with a high
density of observations or are able to or-
ganise permanent observation of suoh objeots.

The density of observations, the high
sensitivity of plates and the possibility
of cheeking possible images on duplicate
plateB are also the main advantage in the
search for optical counterparts of Gannta-
ray burst aouroes. There may exist alto-
gether about 2 000 sky patrol plates for
each object brighter than 14?0 in B, and
1 3 % In 7 and with regard to fainter ones
the total number of astrograph plates may
be a few hundred. These statements are
valid for the study of the X-ray sources
as well aa for the search for Gamma-ray
burst sources.

The literature of the past 15 years
shows numerous publications of Sonneberg
Observatory consenting the study of the
optioal counterparts of X-ray sources by
means of our plate collection. The variable
X-ray stars investigated since about 1972
at Sonneberg Observatory are listed in
Table I. The objects given there belong
to several groups of variable stars, but
most of them are cataclysmic binaries.

Table I

Variable stars among the X-ray sources investigated
at Sonneberg Observatory

var.star
design.

V 603
V1343
TT
KR
BQ
AT
EL
T 635
71521
71727
DO
All
HZ
T
TO
DP
ST
E7
77
7 725
AIT
QQ

i *
Ari
AUT
Cam
Cno
CHa
Cas
ore
cyg
Dra
Her
Her
Leo
Leo
Leo
LHi
Lyr
Pup
Tau
UMa
7ul

X-ray souroe
design.

KPD 1846+0031
SS 433

7 0332+53

1B 06430-1648
4U 0115+634
Oyg X-3
4U 2129+47
3A 1140+7157
30 1809+50
Her X-1
PG 1135+036

E 1114+182
OT 1103+254
X 1905+4356 (H)
0812-189
A 0535+26
PG 1101+453
E 2003+2231

Type

5
E+X
UGZ
—
uoss+x
UG
UGSS+M
X HGP
X
E+XR
UG
AK+XR+E
XPR+E
UG
UG
ai
AM+X+E
HL, AD,
HL, AM,

HL, AH,

m., AH,

XS
XS

XS

perm.
observation

yea
yea

yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yea

3U 1956+11
2 S 0114+650
BXO 020528+1454.8 U7 yes
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The list In Table I contains the vari-
able star designation and as far as known
that of the X-ray sources. In moat of the
oases also the type of variability accor-
ding to the General Catalogue Of Variable
Stars (GCVS 1985) is given. The objects
under permanent observation at Sonneberg
Observatory are especially narked. Among
these stars there is the proto-type star
of a subgroup of cataclysmic binaries,
AH Herculis, of which, since 1982, more
than 500 plates in B, V and IT were obtained
with our Schmidt camera 50/70/172 em. Note-
worthy is also TT Arietis. In this case it
should be mentioned that our observatory
participated In the synchronuous petroling
of that object In the X-ray and optical
range some years ago. The list In Table I
Is incomplete because the photometric be-
haviour of a number of stars was studied
at our observatory years before the X-ray
nature of these objects was diacovered.

In reoent years the attempt to identity
Gamma-ray burst sources at optical wave
lengths has beoome one of the main experi-
mental problems in Gamma-ray Astronomy,
ilierefore, archival searches for flashes
In the regions of known Gamma-ray burst
souroes remain a powerful tool in the olu-
oldatlon of their obscure nature.

Assuming optical recurrent}* times of the
order of years or even tens of years one
oan expect optioal flashes to be found on
archival astronomical plates. Although va-
rious searches have been carried out, up
to now no optical counterpart could be con-
firmed. Therefore, the question wether op-
tical and Gamma-ray bursts are correlated,
is still open.
From this statement follows that

1. more optical observations are neoes-
sory and

2. the search for optioal counterparts
has to be continued.

Both claims oan be met at Sonneberg Ob-
servatory. To pick out a reoent example,
I only mention that In the past years more
than 10 error boxes of Gamma-ray burst
sduroes were examined on more than 18 000
photographic plates of Sonneberg Observato-
ry in cooperation with colleagues of the
Institute of Cosmic Research and. Dr. Kxdeo.
These results are or will be published like
those of the X-ray stars and show the extra-
ordinary importance of our plate collec-
tion in solving modern astrophysloal pro-
blems.
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GRAVITCMAGNETIC EXPLANATION OF COSMIC PHENOMENA WITHOUT USING COMPUTERS
II, Streaming of plasma along field lines after an impact - even without any energy supply

E.WOYK (Chvojkova)

Astronom. Instit, Czechoslovak Acad. Science, CS 12023 Praha 2., Czechoslovakia

Abstract: A particle path formula has been derived for charged particles spiralling

in extended magnetic and gravity fields. In part I (Book X, KS 1), a stationary di-

pole-like magnetic field has been considered in which particles of the highest ener-

gies slowly but continuousely diffuse up and fill the tops of very extended field

lines, while underescape charged pafticles diffuse down and separate from its top-trap-

ped highTenergy part. Below an impact which squeezes the magnetic tubes the field

strength H decreases less than before or even grows with altitude r, in this region.

Consequently the pitch anple of all down spiralling particles Increases less now and

vice versa; The plasma shifts down, it streams down even without having gained any

energy surplus. The bottom of the Van Allen belt shifts down there and rises as soon

as the impact has ceased. This explains the occurrence and disappearence of aurorae.

When the H(r)-variation changes so that H=const is passed, without gravity the mag-

netic mirror would immediately switch from the bottom on the top. In the gravity

field first a "hole effect" gradually reverses the path - between H=const and H~ r .

Phenomena occurring now apparently violate 3ome basic physical laws.

1. The main idea

Complicated physical problems are often

dealt with from different points of view.

Most usually by studying them from the field

theory and from the characteristic features

of ebepgeei particles or rays.

This is why the effect of the magnetic

and gravity fields on the plasma behaviour

has been studied on characteristic features

of charged particles arising after collisions

or after a change in the variation of the

magmetic field H.

The equation of motion of charged partic-

les in magnetic and gravity fields yields a

very simple path formula,(1), which defines

the variation of the pitch angle i with "al-

titude" o;in dependence on the radius vec-

tor o which has its origin in the gravity

centre. The pitch angle i is the angle bet-

ween the magnetic field line and the path of

the spiralling charged particle. H is the

field strength and

pendicular to the magnetic field .(most

usually the so-called magnetic mirror),

the level from which the particle is re-

flected back. See figures 1 and 2.

Since the plasma behaviour is governed

by the motion of the heavier ions, predomi-

nantly ions will be meant below when spea-

king of particles.

The resulting dimensionless particle

path formula is best written in the form

_n-l

-1
sin2i (1)

E/^v is the gravlto-velocity parameter,

E=2GM/rv2=(vesc/v)2 E ( )=E
(1)

and n is the magnetic parameter which

indicates the variation of the magnetic

field H with the radius vector r cro .

N.B. H is defined by the same variable ̂

by which also the gravity is measu red.

is the dimensionless distance of a point on

the path spiral from the gravity centre, r is

the same radius vector but in km and i"/,\ is

the level at which the pitch angle i=90 , i.

e. the level where the particle path is per-

The index ,,v refers to the level of reflec-

tion of the path rx (or y=l respectively).

By these reductlonsit has happened to

express the particle paths by only two

path parameters: by E , ^ and n.
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Few words to the magnetic field variation.

Usually om begins with the dipole-like field

with tim3 in cosmic atmospheres.(The effect of

latitude which does not surpass the ratio 1:2

is negligible with respect to H-top'tyl)"1'10^1

In an undisturbed atmosphere one uses with

advantage this dipole-like field H«<r~5althour;h

the real field often substantially differs

from the magnetic dipole.For disturbed media,

e»S» when the magnetic field strength H de-

creases less with altitude than beforej£as it

is the case below a point of impact shown

in figure 3, where the tube radius is smaller,

I.e. H greater, H diminishes smaller, n< 3

When H diminishes less than H-vp , n decreases

from 3 to zero which designates H=const.

When the atmospheres is as squeezed as in

figure 3 where the field strength H even grows

with r below the impact region, then n is ne-

gative.

Thus, by mean of the exponent n one avoids

the differential equations used earlier.

The path formula is independent of H IX-

self. It depends only on its variation with r.

Two particles of equal E/-,} and n define the

particle path but only vtBn respect to (1). Geor

metrically they differ. Their tube radii and

the number of loops per the same altitude

difference dr are not tbe same.

The real path-spirals, passed through du-

ring the mean free path are always parts of

a path spiral (1) determined by the"velocity"

E -and "direction" i at the level of collision

r in km.

Each particle spirals as though it had to

attain its magnetic mirror (or the level at

which 1=90°) with the velocity ratio E , ^

regardless that the next collision or a change

in the field variation will destroy the re-

cent path.

The upper formula 1.1) is valid only when

•the magnetic pressure exceeds the kinetic

one and when the cycltron frequency ex»

ceeds the coEJsion one; collisions include,

however, all effects which in some way dis-

turb the path.

Next to the individual kinds of particle

paths ensueing from (1) for the most diffe-

rent basic path parameters E/^\ and n.

2. The different kinds of particle oaths

arising from (1)

Figure 1. Path spirals according to (1):

Left: superescape paths, v> v
e s c« left under-

escape ones. Top: undisturbed atmospheres,

when nv 1> i.e. H decreasing with altitude.

Bottom: very distorted atmospheres when in

a region below the impact the magnetic

field strength even ^iws with altitude.

The paths between 0<n<l correspond to the

"hole effect" where some phenomena apparently

violate our deep-rooted physical laws.

It has been shown in the previous report

(Book 1, TS 1) that in an undisturbed atmo-

sphere (n"> 1) superescape particles very

slowly but gradually diffuse upwards, as

shown in figure 2, become top-trapped and

fill the highest parts of cosmic atmospheres

While underescape particles (right top of

figure 1) diffuse down as soon as they ap-

proach their upper level of reflection. -

Each particle diffuses away from the level

where i=90° where it is perpendicular to the

magnetic field. When spiralling towards this

path and it is more perpendicular and nego-

tiates shorter altitude differences than when

it spirals towards smaller 1. Underescapc

particles diffuse down if they have attained

high regions of the magnetic frame.

Next only briefly to the mechanism of the

top trapping of the high-energy plasma.
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Figure 2. Upwards diffusion of a mean super-

eacape particle (left top of figure 1) after

three collisions - assuming that it laterna-

tively spirals up and down after subsequent

collisions, that - after each collision - it

begins its new path with the same pitch ang-

le i, say 1=60°, and that the vplocity and

mean free paths have not changed at the

level of collision. After th^ee collisions

the particles spirals along an almost iden-

tical path but at a higher altitude.

3. The force-free streaming of plasma

along magnetic field lines after an external

impact - without having gained any energy-

supply from outwards.

Figure 3 shows a region with a strongly

disturbed atmosphere. The right side is abou\

dipole-like but the top of the left side has

been squeezed hy a strong impact.

i=90*

grav. a

Figure 3. Inside the impact region

(the arrows) the atmosphere is squeezed, the

number of field lines per unit area is even

greater than somewhat below, the field

strength H is, consequently, stronger there,

H even increases there , n is negative in this

subimpact zone. The pitch angle decreases less

with altitude than tefore the impact.

As shown in figure 3 there exists a

subimpact zone in wni^ijtj^fiiS^S^1 anSle °f

all high-energy particles^less than before.

E,g. when there were somewhere H=const, the

pitch angle i would be about constant. The

magnetic mirror would have shifted towards

r=0,the particles would spiral up and down

with the same deviation from the field line.

Its upwards shift /diffusion/ would not be

preferred as before. It would net negotiate

longer altitude differences in the upward

direction. Instead of diffusing upwards

it would be impeded from rising. And if n

were even negative all particles would

turn their pitch angle in the way as shown

at the bottom of figure 1.

In the impact zone and below it,the pitch

angle diminishes less upward and more down.

The particles spir il more rapidly down and

are rathpr impeddetf from rising so that it

looks as if the plasma streamed down,away

from the squeezed region £where i is high).

The plasma which diffused upwards dcffslower

so now; the magnetic mirror shifts down

(theoretically) the particles attain deeper

regions, imreded before the impact.

After an impact on the terrestrial Van

(Ulen radiation belt its bottom vould shift

slightly down into deeper parts of the atmos-

phere - f̂ urorae n̂d pô ajr cup_s would occur.

They would disappear as soon as the impact

would have ceased.

It looks as though the plasms were poured

from tht impact zone and sucked back as soon

as the impact has faded out. But this strea-

does not result from an energy supply. It

would i-Q SQ . without an energy increase,

only doe to the variation of the pitch angle;

The particles propagate down less perpe-

dicular now than before. Their upwards spi-

ralling has become slower since f.ey become

more perpendicular new.

During a variation of n also £ Q J find

r/,, varies, too. Turing its mer-n frefe path

each particle gains an apparent velocity

component in the same direction regardless

of whether the particle s; irals up or d'-wn.

(The down spiralling particles have smaller i)
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4. Propagation of the high-energy plasma

through thetiagnetlc holer

The hole effect is confined to superesc*-

pe particles only. It occurs when the field

strength H(r) varies from n«0 (H»const) to

n=l (H(r)-vr"1). See figure 4;

At the beginning, wht-n n>0 the path end

r,,v,at which 1=90° does not ly at the level

r=0 as one would expect for H=coBSt. Owing to

gravity it is still at the top as if H increa-

sed with altitude. As soon as n increases from

n=0 to higher values another path end, r/,\

with 1=90° shifts down from r= oo. The path

has become hyperbola-like. As soon as E,^=n

the two paths make contact. It is the boundaT

ry of the magnetic hole, where unexpected

phenomena occur:

When the two paths ends, from which each

particle should be reflected, touch each

other, the particle does not return back from

this "level of reflection". It passes through

it and enters into the other pare of the

path to which is has approached.

From this moment up to the next hole boun-

dary (E,.«=n again) t'neeexiste no path end with

1=90°, no level r,^.. The pitch angle has at

best a maximum which diminishes from both

hole boundaries, sometimes to rather small

values. The particles are no longer impeded

in their propagation towards i=90°. They ra-

diply pass through the hole.The particles of

the highest,"relativistic" velocities pass

the hole immediately afterwards their path

end is no longer at the top but at the bottom.

The slowest, i.e. escape-velocity particles

are late. An energy spectrum would accur

along the field line after a burst from n-=0

to n=l. Figure 5.

Figure 5 demostrates a possible streaming

through the magnetic hole. As long as the

magnetic tube oscillates but without changing

the tube radius (point 0 and \) H is const,

n=0. When it expands (point 2) n has rapidly

risen, the particle3 of the highest energies

have immediately risen and become top-trap-

ped while slower one are still impeded from

switching their path ends from the top to

the bottom.

Figure 5.

At the end two drawing will be presentea

One shows the high-energy plasma in the

stellar atmosphere which contains a large

amoht of top-trapped particles forming one

ring only, while the right star possesses

predominantly underescape particles which

spiral up and down along a level of v D m / 2 .
esc

This other is similar to planetaries with

two rings.

Figure 6. Two shapes of planetaries. Left:

predominantly superescape particles form

one ring at the tops of the field lines.

Right: The plasma is slightly underescape

one in the mean. It concentrates at the

sides of the field lines as two rings.

n=0

B. Hyp1 "Hole' Hyp2 A

Figure 4. Passing of a high-energy particle

through the "magnetic hole".
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Discussion

A general discussion followed after presentation
of individual contributions. Most of the questions
referred to the use of collections of astronomical
plates as presented by Hudec and Goetz. The two
plate collections discussed here (Sonneberg and
Ondrejov observatories) seem to represent the only
still operating large-extent sky patrol networks
in the world and are, therefore, of high scientific
interest. It was stated that the use of archival
astronomical plates represents a very economic
and simple way to get long-time optical monitoring
for X - and gamma - ray sources. Simiiar studies
were already carried but at the Sonneberg observa-
tory, yielding unique optical data that make pos-
sible detailed studies of relations between long-
term optical and X-ray behaviour.

The conclusions of the discussion can be summarized
as follows:

1. The optical candidate for the gamma-ray burst
source 25 March 1979 b, presented by Hudec et al.,
seems to be the best and most reliable optical
counterpart of the gamma-ray burster yet found,
since all spurious and/or background events can
be easily eliminated.

Z. It is recommended to continue the starch for
optical flashes related to gamma-ray phenomena,
initiated at the Ondfejov, Sonneberg and Bamberg
observatories.

3. It is recommended to establish a closer inter-
national cooperation in the use of the sky patrol
plates for the purposes of X - and gamma - ray
astronomy. It is necessary to have a closer coopera-
tion of institutions working in the fields of both
satellite observations. The results obtained should
be published in renowned journals and at conferences.

The gamma-ray source Geminga was proposed as one
of the important objects that should be examined
on all patrol plates available.
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ABSTRACT

Consideration of mass transfer and mass loss processes allows the explanation of the
existence of well determined groups of binaries , sued as Algols, cataclysmic
variables, massive and low mass X ray binaries. The characteristics of these groups
are briefly outlined, and evolutionary scenarios are discussed. The importance of
detailed observations for advances in evolutionary computations are stressed. It is
argued that, although the links between the mentionned groups of binaries and their
progenitors is rather well known, the situation is completely different if the
detailed evolutionary history for a given system is required.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nearly two thirds of all stars are members of binary
or mutiple systems, hence the study of binaries and
their evolution is extremely important. The
computation of evolutionary sequences for close
binaries has resulted in the discovery of the
physical laws determining the change of the
parameters which determine the internal structure of
both components, energy, temperature, pressure,
density, chemical composition, ..., and the
parameters of the system, the masses of the
components, their distance, the orbital period, mass
exchange and mass loss. Moreover series of
evolutionary computations for various masses, mass
ratios and periods allowed to determine for given
sets of binaries with common characteristics the
progenitor sets, e.g. for Algols, Wolf-Hayet
binaries, X-ray binaries, cataclysmic binaries, Be-
binaries and Be- X-ray binaries..
Mass loss modifies the internal structure of the
components, and their atmospheric abundances, as well
for the mass losing star ( loser or donor) as for the
accreting star ( gainer or receiver).
The reaction of the receiver to the inf ailing
material, - a drastic swelling of the gainer due to
rapid mass mass transfer or not,- is discussed in
section 2. Different treatments of the Roche lobe
overflow phase, conservative or not, and a discussion
of the parameters governing mass and angular momentum
losses, are discussed in the following sections. The
relation between given groups of binaries with well
defined characteristics and their ancestors and
descendants is reviewed. It is argued that although
the link between groups of binaries and progenitor
and descendant groups is rather well understood, this
is not the case for individual systems.
Progress has been accomplished during the last years
by simultaneous evolution , by making grids of
evolutionary models for various periods, masses and
ma3s ratios, by studying contact phases, and also by
the increase of observational data, on masses, mass
ratios, stellar radii, and chemical composition of
the atmospheres of the binary components, by
photometry and spectrosopy in different spectral
regionsC visible. UV, X rays, infrared, radio).
In the evolution of all short period binaries
containing compact stars the formation of a common
envelope is an important phase. Although this common
envelope phase is one of te least understood stages
of stellar evolution also here progress was made by
simulations of the production of common enelopes, by
making models ( Bodenheimer, Taam, 1984; Sawada et
al. 1984). Common envelope phases will be discussed
briefly.
It is impossible to cover all fields of binary

evolution. Therefore a selection is made among the
various known groups of binaries: Algol systems and
W Serpentis systems, cataclysmic variables,
symbiotics, low mass X ray binaries, Wolf-Hayet
stars, massive X ray binaries and transients.

2. MAS5 EXCHANGE IN BINARY SYSTEM5

The computation of the evolution of close binaries
during mass exchange stages is only possible provided a
number of approximations are accepted. Hydrodynamic
effects and deviations from spherical symmetry
(rotational and tidal effects) are generally not
considered and the binary orbit is assumed to be
circular. The rotation of the components is assumed
to be synchronized with the orbital motion. 5ystems
can evolve from detached into semi- detached and into
contact phases• For the treatment of the
gravitational field, the stars are considered as
point masses; in that case the geometry of the
equipotential surfaces may be described by the Roche
model (Kopal, 1978), and depends only on the mass
ratio q (=M /M ) of the two components. The gradient
of the potential vanishes in 5 points, all in the
orbital plane. Two of them are of pe^ticular
interest for binary evolution, both situated on the
line of centers: the first Lagrangian point (L,), and
the second Lagrangian point (L?), at the far side of
the less massive component.
For each component a critical radius R can be
determined, the radius of a sphere wi?R the same
volume as that enclosed by the lobe of the
equipotential surface passing through L , the Koche
lobe. When both stars exceed their Roche lobes, we
have a contact system. The stars are then physically
connected by a "neck" around L. and they fill a
common equipotential surface.
Evolutionary computations with the assumption of
conservation of mass and angular momentum during the
mass tranfer stage can explain the general features
of groups of observed binaries. When the
conservative assumption is no longer maintained the
duration of the first s^ege of mass transfer can be
drastically increased, anu the final system after the
mass exchange phase can be different from the
conservative case.
Mass leaving the system, either as stella" wind or
during mass exchange, will carry away angular
momentum. Since our knowledge of the behaviour of
the gas streams between and around the components is
rather fragmentary and of qualitative nature we can
only describe the effects of mass and angular
momentum loss from the system by introducing a number
of free parameters (e.g. Paczynski and Ziolkowski,
1967; Plavec et al., 1973; Giannuzzi, 1981). The
mass-loss and accretion rates are connected as
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• i l l / l i t = - f 6 d l i A . l t

where H am) il am the manses of loser and gainer.
In tliis rel.irion an eventual stellar wind mass loss
is not considered. The parameterft<l can be chosen
arbitrarily . The fraction (1 -£) leaves the system.
In a few cases the angular momentum losses associated
wLth iiid:j!i loss can reasonably well be estimated.

1. Stellar wind mass loss:

This mass loss may be assumed to occur according to
Jeans' mode (Huang, 1963), i.e. in a spherically
symmetric way; matter flows out at high velocity with
the specific angular momentum of the star.

2
A H = constant and P M = constant

M, A and V are the total mass, separation between the
components and orbital period of the system.
The angular momentum of the gas leaving, a component
at low velocity increases through tidal interaction
before it escapes from the system. Sawada et al.
(19U4) estimate for this situation a specific angular
momentum loss equal to 1.65 A , where A is the
orbital angular velocity. This is larger than for
the Jeans1 mode, where the specific angular momentum
loss is always smaller than A . It is in fact
comparable to angular momentum loss of material
escaping via L,.. However in stellar winds the
velocities are sufficiently large so that the Jeans'
mode is a good approximation. .

2. Mass and angular momentum through L_.
This occurs when a contact binary starts filling its
outer critical surface, the equipotential surface
throuyh !_„ „. The specific angular momentum loss is
about 1.75 A , independent of the mass ratio (Nariai,
1975; Nariai and 5ugimoto, 1976; Flannery and Ulrich,
1977; Lin and Pringle , 1977; Shu et al., 1979;
Sugimoto and Miyaji, lyBD). This is much larger than
the specific angular momentum of the system itself.
This anyular momentum is q (l -q).A , reaching its
maximum value of 0.25.A for q = 0.5. So the angular
momentum is at least 7 times larger than the specific
angular momentum of the system itself. fhis type of
mass lass leads irrevocably to a huge decrease of
urbital period and separation.

For other situations it is not possible to estimate
the mass and angular momentum losses, and a free
parameter to descri l»e angular momentum loss is
required. It may be assumed that during mass
transfer the orbital, angular momentum J depends on
the total mass M as :

J — M or, equivalently A 3/J = 1 - (1 -iH/H)

with - a constant to be fixed. From the masses of
the stars and the orbital sngular momentum the
orbital period and separation of the system may be
calculated, as well as the critical radii.
The Hoche lobe overflow phenomenon may be described
hy a simplified hydrodynamical treatment, of the kind
originally developed by Jedr/ejec (see Paczynski and
Sienkiewicz, 1972).

Accretion is treated according to a simple model,
used in most studies of accretion onto main sequence
stars (Ulrich and Burger, 1976; Kippenhahn and Msyer-
Hofmeister, 1977; Neo et al., 1977; Flannery and
Ulrich, 1977; Packet and De Greve, 197y). Matter is
supposed to settle on the surface of the gainer with
zero infall velocity and with the same specific
entropy as these surface layers. Thpse assumptions
suem to be justified reasonably well since only a
small fraction of the stellar surface is affected by
impinging matter,a spot oi. an equatorial belt, and
the dynamic pressure of the infalling matter may be
neglected (Ulrich and Burger, 1976; Webbink, 1976:
Neo ct al., 1977). The increase in kinetic energy by
the accreted matter will be dissipated in a shock
region a I. the stellar surface, and will be radiated

away in the form of UV and soft X-rays, due to the
high temperature of the shock (Ulrich and Burger,
1976; Webbink, 1976b . If not all the energy can
escape immediately , the effects on the stellar
structure can be significant (Webbink, 1976, 1985).
If the gainer or a possible accretion disk do not
expand too drastically, synchronism is maintained,
and the orbit remains circular. The conservative
treatment has been justified on dynamical grounds by
tubow and Shu (1975,1976), Prendergast and Team,
1974, Flannery (1975,a,b). The outstreaming gas with
low Mach number makes a sonic transition within a
small region aound L enters the Roche lobe of the
gainer and is trapped within that surface (5hu and
tubow, 19U1). If the flow impinges on itself or hits
the surface of the gainer, orbital energy is
dissipeted and the gas falls even deeper into the
potential well of the gainer. No mass leaves the
system. Even if a fraction of the angular momentum
is stored for a certain time lapse in an accretion
disk which is small with respect to the masses of the
two stars, the bulk of the angular momentum remains
in the orbital motion of the two stars.
The mass gaining star accretes matter on the Kelvin-
Helmholtz time scale of the loser (Paczynski, 1971),
which may be different from its own dynamical time
scale. The effects of rapid mass transfer on the
gainer have been examined a.o. by Benson (1970),
Yungelson (1973), Flannery and Ulrich (1973),
Kippenhahn and Meyer- Hofmeister (1977), Neo et al.
(1971) viho find that the gainer drastically swells in
size- fills its own Roche vclui.'a giving rise to
contact systems, so that the subsequent evolution is
dirrerent from earlier calculations.
Snu and tubow argue that the overluminosity and the
swelling found in models for accreting binary
components are due to the drastically simplified
assumptions for the entropy.

Thermohaline convection, occurring when nuclear
processed material of larger molecular weight ia
accreted, is assumed to cause instantaneous mixing.
During contact phases the mass transfer rate is
assumed to occur at such a regime that both stars
fill the same equipotential surface. This
approximation is sufficiently accurate; deviations
from the equipctential condition due to pressure
differences between the lobes of a common envelope
may be neglected (Nukamura and Nakamura, 1986).

3. EVULUT10N AND MASS TRANSFER.

We may consider 3 phases during which the star can
expand considerably and consequently can exceed its
Hoche voljme( Kippenhahn and Weigert ,1967).
CASt A: Ihe system parameters (mass, distance of
their centers) are such that the star is already
filling its Roche lobe, before attaining the first
relative minimum of the radius, hence during core
hydrogen burning. In the beginning the mass transfer
rate is very high, and occurs on a Kelvin-Helmhcltz
tiinescale; this is called the rapid phase of mass
transfer. After a certain time the mass ratio is
reversed. The rapid phase is followed by a phase of
slow mass transfer, on a nuclear timescele.
CASE B: l-:ass exchange occurs during the rapid core
contraction before the start of helium burning. The
outer layers expand rapidly, while hydrogen is
burning in a shell.
CA5t C: Mass exchange starts after helium ignition.

4. CONSERVATIVE AMU NUN-CDN5LHAIIVL EVOLUTION

During the sixties and seventies, sequencer of
evolving binaries were calculated with conservative
assumptions. During mass transfer phas <.u n.ass is
removed from the pritngrv and its internal structure
is res' ranged for o give*, time-step. The orbital
parameters, function of I be masses and the distance
of bo'.h enmpur-pnts can be calculated. ihe ati-'jr.turr-.
of the st?cor\dary i;. nut calculated and tne matter
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expelled by the primary is juat added to the
secondary.
The evolution of binaries of different masses, with
various periods, was calculated, and has been used to
explain observed systems and stellar groups, Algols,
Wolf-Rayet binaries, X-ray binaries, ...
In the middle seventies also the evolution of the
secondaries was calculated separately, i.e. after the
computation of the evolutionary sequence of the
primary the evolution of the secondary was followed.
The conservative evolutionary scenario is not always
valid and mass and angular momentum lasses have to be
considered in order to explain the parameters of
observed systems. Detailed non-conservative
computations for massive stars have been performed by
Paczynski and Ziolkowski (1967), Plavec et al. (1973)
and Vanbeveren et al. (1979); mass and angular
momentum losses were included by means of two
parameters. Also mass losses by stellar wind during
the detached phase were considered. With these
refinements to the evolutionary code the observed
short period Wolf-Rayet stars can be produced, and
the restrictive condition on the initial mass ratio
which was necessary when conservative assumptions are
used, disappears.

5. ALG0L-5VSTEMS.

Algol- systems are semi-detached (sd) systems, where
the less massive component is filling its Roche
volume, transferring mass to its companion. The
smaller component was initialLy the most massive one,
since it is more evolved. The initial mass ratio is
reversed to its present val.ie,
Giuricin and Mardirossian (1981) derived for Algol
systems the following characteristics:
A. the distribution of the mass ratio q = M./M is
single peaked, with a maximum at 0.2 - 0.3. 9
B. The masses of the more massive components have a
peak in the range 2.5 - 4 11 , with a concentration of
low masses; the masses of the more massive components
in mass exchange systems are smaller than for
detached main sequence systems. Possible effects of
accretion on the receiver: heating and compression
of the underlaying layers by the weight of the
accreted matter; a part of the kinetic energy of the
accreted matter may be transformed into heat and can
be radiated; the impinging stream can produce an
inwards directed force on a part of the stellar
surface.
C. most periods range between 1 and 5 days (see also
Farinella and Paolicchi, 197U, Kraicheva et al.
1978, 1979), biassed by selection effects. After
correction it is found that the periods are smaller
than for detached systems. According to Popov, 1970
this points to angular momentum losses during the
mass exchange phase.
D. probably mass ratio and period are not correlated.
E. the mass ratio increases with increasing M (mass
of the receiver).
The average mass of the donor in Algols is 1.96 M ,
that of the receiver 5.60 M , the mean period is B.?5
d and the average mass ratio (donor/receiver) is 0.22
(De Grave, 1980).
Gianuzzi (1981) studied the total mass and angular
momentum as a function of their mass ratios. For
detached systems the regression lines are straight
lines parallel to the coordinate axes, since the
studied quantitites masses and angular momenta are
independent of the mass radios. For semi-detached
systems o correlation exists. This indicates that
the total mass has decreased during mass transfer.
The s.d. systems with a small mass ratio (mass donor
/mass receiver) may be assumed to be in a more
advanced evolutionary phase.
Semi-detached systems are still in the phase of mass
transfer. A final-to-initial mjss relation was
derived by De Greve (1980),

M.f = M../(9 645 - 0.342 M..) for 3M < M . < 11 M
IT. = 0?&4 . M*. Q1 for 1?M < V < 30°M_

A comparison between these theoretical relations and
observations reveals that the observed stars have
still to transfer about half their actual mass. 5o
Algols are not at the end of the mass transfer.
Inclusion of overshooting (Doom, 1985; Giuricin,
Mardirossian and Mezzetti 19B3 a,b) has for effect
1. the final masses are larger for a given M.
2. the luminosity of the donors in the mass exchange
phase for overshooting cores is larger than for
Schwarzschild cores. This lead to still lower values
of M , and larger initial mass ratios.

6. W SERPENTIS STARS

A number of Algol systems with longer periods between
13 and 605 days were discovered by Plavec and Koch
(197B), and were studied in the viuel as well as in
the UV. They were defined by Plavec as the class of
the W Serpentis stars. All these W 5erpentis stars
show emission lines (Balmer lines) in the optical
spectra, compatible with the optical continuum of a
star too cool to excite the emission, hence
suggesting a hot source. The spectra of
"Serpentides" show as common characteristics strong
emission lines in the UV superposed on a hot
continuum of about 11500 K. The optical companions
are cooler. These systems are explained by a model of
a cool star with a hot companion, surrc .i.ted by an
accretion disk gaining matter. Examples of such
systems are Beta Lyrae, 5X Cas, W Ser. The emission
lines are probably related to the mass flow and the
accretion; the ionization is most likely connected
with a hot spot or a hot region in the interior part
of the disk. The matter surrounding the hot
component is not completely eclipsed when the star
itself disappears behind the companion, and certain
components of the shell lines remain viible against
the background of continuous hydrogen radiation.
Later on it was found that also shorter period Algols
show a similar spectrcscopic behaviour, and therefore
(Plavec, 1982) suggests that in general strong
activity may occur in all Algol systems.

7.EVOLUTION OF MEDIOM MASS CLOSE BINARIES.

By medium-mass binaries we mean systems with
primaries in the mass range 9-15 H
In order to examine the progress made in the
computation of the evolution of close binaries we
consider the case B-evolution of a system 9M +8.1H ,
with a period of 3.13 days, and compare tnis wi?h
earlier computations of o system of 10H + 8H . The
assuptions in both cases are different: °
1. conservative treatment where the evolution of the
primary only was calculated explicitly (De Greve and
de Loore, 1976).
2. simultaneous evolution with contact phases, where
conservative mass exchenge is assumed as long as the
stars are in their critical volume, and mass loss
during contact (Packet, 1987).
Packet calculated an evolutionary sequence of a
9M +8.1M . and a period of 3.13 days. This syaten
fo¥lows °the conventional track of conservative
evolution. The mass loss rate attains a maximum valje
of 1.6 10 H yr~ and the atmospheric hydrogen
abundance by mass drops from ^.7 to 0.21 for the
donor, from 0.7 to 0.67 for the receiver.
The remnant of the donor evolves through helium
burning and then expands again, so that 8 second
phase of mass exchange starts. This second phase of
mass transfer occurs for primaries in the mass range
of 3 to 10 M , consequence of the expansion of the
helium envelope resulting from the energy output of
the small helium shell source.
In the computations of De Greve and de Loore(1976)
the mass of the remnant after the first mass transfer
(1.66M ) decreases to 1.12M after the aecond mass
exchange phase, hence below the1 Chendrasekher limit.
When helium in the He-shell source is exhausted the
star shrinks rapidly owing to the important neutrino
cooling in the center.
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It was shown by L)e Greve and de Loore (1977) that the
upper limit for the occurrence of a second phase
(called phase BB by Delgado and Thomas, 1981) is
situated between 10 and 15 M .
From the results of DelgSdo and Thomas and from
computations of Paczynski (1971) for helium stars we
may conclude that a second stage occurs for systems
with primaries between 6 and la M . The remnants
after mass transfer of lower mass primaries evolve
into CO white dwarfs after helium exhaustion.
The results of the new computations of Packet agree
fairly well with those of De Greve and de Loore. For
a system of 9 H + 5.4M the evolution occurs in a
different way, In that auring the first mass transfer
stage a contact phase is encountered, about 14000
years after the start of the mass transfer, when
about 1 M of matter is tranferred. This contact
phase lasts°till mass reversal, for about BQuU years;
the contact is interrupted when the mass of the
primary has dropped to 6 Mo. The subsequent
evolution occurs like in the previous case.

8. SYMBIOTIC STARS.

5ymbiotic stars are low amplitude, long period
variables with optical spectra showing a strong red
continuum and absorption features characteristic of
later type giants, as well as a weak blue continuum
and bright emission lines. Periodically a symbiotic
star undergoes eruptions.

The radiation spectrum is rather peculiar, and was
for a long time not understood. The radiation is
very intense in the visible part of the spectrum; a
number of these symbiotic stars have an important
emission in the LJV, the IR and in the
radiofrequencies. Numerous hypotheses have been
suggested to explain the origin of this radiation.
The most satisfying hypothesis proposes the coupling
of a cool red giant and a small extremely hoi star
nearly in contact. The two stars are on orbits around
a common center of gravity.

On photographic plates only the red giant is
observed, the existence of the small hot companion is
revealed by detection in the ultraviolet.
Examples : HBV 475, with a period of 964 days, Z And
with a period of 760 days, V1016 Cyg, RR Tel, RX Pup.
CI Cygni. About 150 symbiotics are known; they seem
to belong to the old disk population. For reviews on
the observed properties of symbiotics see
e.g.Friedjung and Viotti (1982), Kenyon (1985). Most,
end perhaps all symbiotic stars are binaries. The
ooserved M-type features can be associated with a
late • type star (giant) while a hot component could
produce the blue continuum and the emission lines.
Plavec (1982) considered three types of symbiotic
stars, linked to Algol systems:

1. Algol- symbiotics: systems formed during the first
phase of mass transfer. The hot source is a main
sequence star surrounded by an accretion disk

2. Nova- like symbiotics: in the vicinity of the
reversed stage of mass transfer. The secondary
transfers a fraction of its accreted matter ti the
primary, which evolved into a subdwsrf. The
outbursts are caused by ignition of their hydrogen or
helium shell (Tutukov and Yungelson, 1976; Paczynski
and Rudak, 198U)

3. Planetary symbiotics: the hotsource is a hot
subdwarf.

Characteristic emission lines are shifted to the red,
a proof of mass transfer between the two stars. The
radiation of the cool giant dominates the continuous
emission spectrum of the disk in the visible part of
the spectrum. According to Bath and Pringle
energetic eruptions of certain symbiotic systems
prove the formation of large accretion disks, each
time a large quantity of mattei is transferred from
the red giant to the hot companion. For the
explanation of the characteristics of symbiotic stars
different theories exist, e.g. the accretion disk

model, ( Bath and Prlngle, 19B2), the thermonuclear

explosion model (Paczynski and Rudak, 19H0).

8.2 EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS.

How occurs the transition from a conventional binary
system to a symbiotic system? Only a restricted
number of symbiotic systems in our galaxy is known,
which means that, if all low mass binary systems pass
a symbiotic stage during their evolution, this stage
has to be extremely short, with a duration time below
a million years. The evolution of a binary system
could be determined by the initial mass, and the
kinetic momentum of the gas when the system is
formed. It is generally believed that red giants and
Mira variables have masses of 1 - 2 H . The mass of
the primitive cloud where a symbiotic system is
formed is at most a few solar masses. Perhaps the
distance between the stars at the onset of the
condensation of the gas cloud determines the final
phases of binary evolution. The symbiotic systems
wojld be completely different from the X ray emitting
binaries. The orbital periods of the X-ray binaries
are extremely short (between a few hours and a few
days) while the periods of symbiotic systems are of
the order of hundreds of days, hence the separation
of the two components of symbiotlcs is larger.

9. CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES

It is generally accepted that cataclysmic variables
are binary stars, consisting of a degenerate star, a
white dwarf (Robinson, 1976; Warner, 1976; Cordova
and Mason, 1983; Liebert and Stockman, 1985; Wade and
Ward, 1985), and a secondary, which might be a red
giant, a dwarf, and even a degenerate star.
The average mass of the white dwarf primary seems to
be about 1 M , much higher than the mean mass of
white dwarfs in close binaries in general, which is
about 0.6 M (Koester et al., 1979; Knester and
Weidemann, ¥980). In the standard model of a
cataclysmic variable (Robinson, 1976; Warner, 1976),
the secondary is a main sequence star. According to
Ritter, 1986, they are not different from main
sequence stars, they lie close to the main sequence,
they are hydrogen burning stars.

The orbital periods are known for about 10U systems
(Hitter, 1984); they range between 1 tnd 16 hours.In
the systems where the spectrum of the secondary is
known, this is of the spectral type G,K or M. In the
case the secondary is a dwarf star, it is a hydrogen
burning main sequence star. In other cases,
especially for the systems with periods below 2
hours, the secondaries cannot be observed directly,
and it is not sure that they are main sequence stars.
The secondary is filling its Roche lobe, and
consequently matter flows towards the white dwarf.
When no magnetic field is present, this inflowing
material forms an accretion disk around the primary.
The place where the stream of material hits the
accretion disk is the "bright spot". If a strong
magnetc field is present the field lines guide the
infailing material towards the magnetic poles of the
companion.

The white dwarf primary is, with one exception, EH
Cyg, the most massive component, at least if the
radial velocity measurements are reliable.
Various types of cataclysmic variables exist :

- novae : sudden nuclear fusion of hydrogen in the
hot envelope of the degenerate primary of a binary
system. Very large outbursts can occur, with a rapid
rise and a slow decline; they can erupt more than
once, with a recurrence time up to 10 years

- recurrent novae : same phenomenon as for novae,
but with smaller aplitude; the interval between
successive outbursts is 10 to 5U years

- dwarf novae : sudden increase in the brightness of
the accretion disk, due to an increase in the amount
of the accreted material;dwarf novae have frequent,
small outbursts. Novalike stars : They resemble
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dwarf novae in outburst, or novae before or after
eruption (UX Ursae Majoris stars) Magnetic accreting
stars: their radiation is circularly polarised -
they have alternating high and low states, lasting
months or years.

9.1 ORBITAL PERIODS OF CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES.

Periods are known for about 100 systems; they range
between 82 minutes (WZ Sge) and 16hrs 26min. Two
exceptions are known: T Coronae Borealis, a
recurrent nova with an orbital period of 227 days,
and GK Per, a nova with a period of 1.99 days.
Striking is the complete absence of periods between 2
hrs and 3 hrs, the so called period gap, and the
sharp cutoff in the period distribution below 80
minutes. These particularities cannot be explained
in terms of detectability of orbital periodicities,
since as well the period gap as the lower limit
cutoff fit an observing run of one night.

The characteristics of the period distribution seem
to require that only few binaries are formed which
come into contact in the observed ranges, and that
either interacting systems do not evolve into these
period ranges, or that they evolve very rapidly
through them. The period corresponding to a
degenerate hydrogen rich secondary with e mass just
below the lower limit of the ZAMS masses ( 0.085,
Webbink, 1979) is 30 minutes. The fact that periods
as small as 30 minutes are not found means that the
evolution of binaries, before becoming cataclysmic
variables, requires secondaries exceeding the minimum
mass for hydrogen burning

9.2 MASS TRANSFER.

The secondaries in cataclysmic systems are losing
mass. Direct indications of the mass loss are the
presence of accretion disks, hot spots, and
flickering. Moreover the dwarf nova and nova
outbursts are generally considered as manifestations
of the mass transfer. Indeed evidence has grown that
a dwarf nova outburst is due to a brightening of the
accretion 'disk, which in turn is probably the
consequence of a mass transfer instability of the
secondary (Papaloizou and Bath, 1975; Bath and Van
Paradijs, 1983; Bath et al. 1983; Whitehurst et al.,
1984; Gilliland, 1985) or from a limit cycle
instability of the accretion disk itself (see e.g.
Meyer, 1983; 5mak, 1984). The transferred matter is
hydrogen rich, in agreement with the presumed
evolutionary status of the secondary. The mass
transfer rate ranges between 10 " " and 10 ~ "
M yr (for details, nee Smak, 1982 and Patterson
(?984).

Mechanisms for driving the mass transfer are
gravitational radiation or magnetic braking. The
importance of general relativistic gravitational
radiation has been pointed out by Kraft et al.
(1962), and was later worked out by Paczynski (1967),
Faulkner (1971), who demonstrated that gravitational
radiation can become a dominant evolutionary
mechanism for cataclysmic binaries. Observations
show that gravitational radiation alone is not always
sufficient to drive the mass trsnsfer. Another
possible mechanism is magnetic braking by a
magnetically coupled stellar wind from the secondary.
Verbunt and Zwaan (1981) have derived a semi-
empirical relation for the rate of mass loss of
orbital momentum (see also Patterson, 1983).
Spruit and Ritter developped the "disrupted magnetic
braking" model. This model predicts high mass loss
rates above the gap, of a few 10 ~ M yrQ ~ and
lower mass loss rstes below the gap, < 10 M yr-1.

9.3 EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATIONS.

The evolution of close binary systems consisting of a
collapsed oject ( 1 - 2 M_) and a low mass companion

(<0.5 M ) with an orbital period of 3 hours or less
at the beginning of the mass transfer has been
carried out by Rappaport, Joss and Kebbink (1982).
The mass transfer is due to the decay of the orbit by
gravitational radiation. The mass.Loss rate is of the
order of a few times 10" M yr , in agreement with
the rates inferred from cataclysmic binaries.
At very short orbital periods the secondary is out of
thermal equilibrium, since its Kelvin- Helmholtz
timescale exceeds the gravitational radiation
timescale. At this stage a minimum orbital period is
attained of 60 to 75 min. as the secondary becomes
degenerate. This minimum period may be identified
with the short period cutoff in the orbital period
distribution for cataclysmic variables.
Law and Ritter (1983) examined the formation of
massive white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables through
highly non conservative case BB- evolution. A primary
of 12 to 15 ri in a close binary system passes twice
through a common envelope stage in their scenario,
and ends as a white dwarf surrounded by a helium rich
envelope, in a binary with a very small period.

10. WIJLF-RAYET STARS IN CLOSE BINARY SYSTEMS.

About half of the WR stars belong to close binary
systems, and in some 30S of the cases these systems
contain an 0 star. Most of the WR stars with 0
components are 5B2 systems, where the radial velocity
variation of both components can be determined,
although owing to the broad lines in the spectre,
these velocity shifts are not easy to measure, and
large uncertainties may occur. The masses of WR
stars range from 4-5 M to 4U-50 M , with as average
16.1 M for the WN starS, 13.5 M for the WC types.
The roSss ratios (WR/OB) are 0.5? for the WN and 0.42
for the WC stars.

The largest part of evolutionary computations of mass
exchange in massive close binary systems consider
case B of mass tranfer (Paczynski 1967 a,b; De Greve
and de Loore 1977; Massevitch and Yungelson, 1975;
Massevitch, Tutukov and Yungelson, 1976; Oe Greve, de
Loore and Van Dessel, 197B; Vanbeveren et al. 1979).
The mass transfer stops when the hydrogen abundance
in the atmosphere drops below 0.2-0.3; at this
moment the opacity decreases drastically, the star
becomes more transparant, the envelope contracts
rapidly, the star fills no longer its Koche lobe, and
evolves towards the left of the main sequence.
According to this scenario WR stars are formed
through a process of mass transfer from primary to
secondary. During core hydrogen burning the mass of
the primary decreases by stellar wind. Since the
effect is stronger for more massive stars, the mass
ratio of the systems (M /M.) becomes larger, and also
the period increases. During thj mass exchange phase
a large part of the primary is transformed towards
the secondary. The mass ratio drops to 0.2 for a 20
M primary and to 0.5 for a 100 M primary. The
peYiod increase ranges from 2 to 5. However, the
assumption of conservative mass ratio is inconsistent
with the observed mass ratios of WR binaries (De
Greve, de Loore, Van Dessel 1978): the predicted
mass ratios by conservative assumptions are too large
for all WR stars. The explanation of the observbed
periods of WR binaries poses no problem. Binaries
with initial perios of 5 to 10 days can evolve into a
case B of mass transfer, the matter lost from the
system can carry away angular moment. This effect
was parametrized by Vanbeveren et al.(1979). They
were able to reproduce the observed periods of WK
binaries by assuming reasonable values of mass and
angular momentum loss.

Comparison of the non conservative assumptions for
the mass transfer to the observed mass of WR stars
revealed that WR binaries are formed from massive
close binaries with primary masses > 4U - 50Mo
(Vanbeveren and de Loore, 19B0), with the implication
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that WR binaries and X-ray binaries originate from
different mass ranqes. The upper mass limit for
observtd X-ray binaries is 45M (de Jager, 1980)
hence these X-ray sources must°originate from close
binaries with primaries below 40 M , i.e. below the
mass range for WR binaries (de Loore and De Greve,
1981). But then the problem remains: how evolve
massive WH binaries?

Doom and De Greve (19B3) starting from the
evolutionary computations of Vanbeveren et al.(1979)
found for WR stars with OB companions an average mass
ratio (OH/WR) of 3.9 for conservative computations,
2.1 if alL the lost matter leaves the system. They
concluded from comparison with observation that leas
than 2US6 of the matter lost by the primary is
accreted by the companion. As average mass for a WR
star with an OB companion they found 12.4 H (in
agreement with the observed average of 14 M ).
In close binaries with primaries exceeding ?5 - 40 H
there is no case H of mass transfer if the period is
larger than 3 - 5 days. They move immediately to the
blue part of the HRU, and do not evolve into red
supergiants. The two components never interact, and
evolve as single stars. In the case of overshooting
large remnants are left; for a 20 M the remnant is
11.1 M , instead of 5.6 in the1 classical case.
Moreover1 less matter is transferred to the companion.
As a consequence the mass ratio after mass transfer
is smaller than in the classical case. Overshooting
leads to a better agreement of the predicted mass
ratios with the observations. Comparison of
overshooting models with observations shows that WR
stars are formed from massive close bineries with
primary components more massive than 15-20 H (Doom
and De Greve, 1983, Doom, De Greve, de Loore? 1986).
Massive X-ray binaries originate from binaries with
primaries between 15-20 to 40 M . Hence binaries with
massive primaries in the range 40-100 M do not
become X-ray binaries. This confirms the results of
De Greve and de Loore (1986).

Doom and De Greve computed the remaining lifetimes of
accretion stars after the mass exchange, and found
that they are shorter than the lifetimes of the WR
components, for mass ratios near to 1. The meaning
is that the hydrogen burning stage of the secondary
ends before the explosion of the primary and the
system evolves in two Wolf-Rayet stars, an old one
and one newly formed. Hence, more massive binaries
do not evolve into X-ray binaries. Systems like
AS422 could be in a double WK stage.
Another inportant effect of the inclusion of
overshooting on the evolution of massive close
binaries is that the radii attained during core
hydrogen burning are larger than in the classical
5chwar£schiId case; hence the maximum periods for
case A are also larger. This means that an important
fraction of the observed WR binaries must have been
formed through case A, or case AB.

Computations of Sybesma (1985, 1986) reveal that
massive binaries with periods of a few days evolve
into WR binaries according to case AB. During case A
the mass loss is domminated by the stellar wind, only
a small amount of matter is transferred to the
secondary. The final system is not much different
from a system which evolved through case B, but with
smaller periods.

In order to illustrate the characteristics of case A
evolution we compare the evolution of a 10M +8M
system, with a period of 2 days, calculated by
Sybesma (1987), with the evolution of a system of the
same masses, with a period of 3.15 days,
Schwarzschild criterion ( section 7 ). During the
phase of rapid mass transfer about 3.25 M is
transferred to the companion; this phase is followed
by one of slow mass exchange, where 1.7 M is
transferred. At a certain moment, 3.3 million years
after the stare of mass exchange, the original
secondary overtakes the original primary, and becomes
the most evolved star. It [".11s i'.a own Rocne lobe-

starts its own case A mass transfer, hence a contact
system is formed. When the reverse mass transfer
starts the luminosity of the original secondary
drops, in the same way as for a normal mass losing
star. The contact phase lasts for almost 3 million
years; the system loses about 1.58 M . After the end
of hydrogen burning of the secondary ¥he contact is
dirupted and case B of mass transfer starts. Finally
the system consists of a main sequence star of 6.37
M , with a central hydrogen content of 0.23 M and a
4T6Ho star that started helium burning. °

According to the classical scenario WR stars with
compact companions are the evolutionary products of
massive X-ray binaries after a second mass transfer
stage (de Loore, De Greve, De Cuyper, 1975). Possibly
an accretion disk may be formed, and an important
amount of angular momentum could leave the system.
Simulations of spiral in of a neutron star in a
supergiant (Taam, Bodenheimer, Ostriker, 1978;
Delgado 198U; Bodenheimer and Taam, 1984) reveal that
the envelope of the supergiant is ejected. The result
will be a short period binary, or a merged object

Doom, De Greve and de Loore applied this to X-ray
binaries; they found that mass transfer in such
systems could lead to the spiral in of the compact
object, and the ejection of the larger part of the
mass of the supergiant. They came to the conclusion
that WR stars with compact objects can only result
from X-rey binaries, more massive than 33 M where
the mass loss occurs by stellar wind, not By Roche
lobe overflow. This could explain that only the more
massive later WN stars with a compact companion are
found. However this is still a matter of debate.
De Greve and de Loore (1984) analysed the evolution
of the mass of both components of massive close
binaries with overshooting. They found that during
the SN explosion of a WR , with e progenitor more
massive the 40 M , more than 5O3S of the matter leaves
the system, Jeading to a large disruption
probability.

In this way massive X-ray binaries do not form, and
the subsequent evolution into a WR star with a
compact component does not occur. Instead a massive
UB runaway, a single star, which lost its neutron
star companion, with a mass > 35 M evolves into a WR
runaway by stellar wind mass loss.

10. X-RAY BINARIES.

1U.1.TYPE I - MASSIVE X RAY BINARIES, HXRB's

This group can be sub-divided into two sub-groups
with different characteristics.
1. The "standard" systems are permanent sources,
i.e. the X-rays have a regular periodicity and the
optical light output displays the ellipsoidsl
variations, characteristic of the tidal distortion of
the optical companion provoked by the orbiting
compact star. The optical companion nearly fills its
Roche volume , and the system can show regular
eclipses. Periods are short, comprised between 1.4
and 10 days (except for the case of 40 1223-62, with
a period somewhat larger than a month). The
progenitors of these systems ere OP stars. A number
of these X-ray sources are pulsating. The pulse
periods range between 0.75 and 14 min. Doppler
determinations of the X-ray emitting component and
visual observations in some of these sources allow
the determination of the orbits of the neutron star
and its optical companion. From these orbits the
mass ratios and the masses of the '_wo components can
be derived. All the determined neutron star masses
are of the order of 1.5 M , while the masses of their
optical companions range from 20 through 40 M .

2. Transient sources.

In this group the optical components are Be stars,
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not filling their Roche lobes. Eclipses are mostly
absent and there are no regular ellipsoidal light
variations. Their masses-lowet than those of the
standard massive X-ray binaries-, range between 10
and 2U H . The X-ray flux from a number of objects
belonging ?o this group is not constant, but shows
outbursts.

10.2 TYPE II - LOW MASS X RAY BINARIES, LMXRB's.

These low mass sources are generally not pulsating
and are mostly situated near the galactic centre or
in globular clusters. 5everal of them are bursters,
i.e. the X-ray intensity increases by several orders
of magnitude within a second, followed by a decrease
over tens of seconds.
The dominant source of light in these low mass
systems is probably the accretion disk, fed by matter
expelled by the companion. The similarity of the
bulge sources and the globular clusters suggests that
they form one single class. Moreover the optical
spectra associated with burst sources are similar to
those of the X-ray binary Sco X-l which shows a blue
continuum with Balmer emission lines, and emission
lines of He II (4686 A), N III, C III (4640 A). Thi3
in turn resembles the spectra of accretion disks in
cataclysmic variables. The low luminosity of the
companion and the short period of Sco XI (0.78 days)
suggest that the non compact star is a red dwarf,
comparable to the non visible component of the
bursters. Because of the ..high star densities in
globular clusters (10 -10 stars per pc ) the
formation of binaries by close encounters and the
subsequent capture has a higher probability than
elsewhere in the galaxy. Moreover as the relative
velocities of the stars are small, very little energy
has to be dissipated to lead to capture.

1U.3.THE EVOLUTION OF X RAY BINARIES

10.3.1.TYPE I - SOURCES - MASSIVE X-RAY BINARIES.

The permanent (standard) massive X-ray binaries and
the Be-X-ray binaries were formed directly from
massive close binaries by successive processes of
stellar wind mass losses and mass exchange, finelly
leading to a supernova explosion and formation of
collapsed objects, neutron stars or black holes.
The idea, now generally acteoted, is that a massive
close binary, consisting of two luminous stars,
evolves into an X-ray source by mass exchange and
through a final explosion, produces the compact
object. The first detailed computations on the
evolution of massive X ray sources were published by
de Loore and De Greve (1975). Several tens of such
systems are known, and are easily recognized by their
extremely strong emission lines. At a more advanced
stage the massive star also fills its Roche lobe, and
loses matter. The period of the system is reduced
drastically, and the neutron star spirals in. In this
way a second X-ray stage can be initiated, forming a
binary with a very short period. Finally the
secondary also explodes and two separate neutron
stars result. After the first supernova explosion
the system remains bound since it is the less massive
star which is exploding. The second explosion
however has a greater probability of disrupting the
system, although in a few rare cases, the system
remains bound, and two neutron stars remain together
in a binary pulsar with a very short period, of the
order of hours to a couple of seconds.

10.3.2.TYPE II- SUurtCE5 - LUW MASS X-RAY BINARIE5.

GLUBULAR CLUSTER SOURCES.

The incidence of X-ray sources in globular clusters
is high, 13 sources in 125 clusters, representing in
total about 10 M !l.3.10-6Mo-l). In the whole
galaxy we have Some 100 sources with X-ray

luminosities exceeding 10 erg, s~X, this is about 8
10-8 Mo-1.
At such high densities 10 - 10 stars per pc ) the
formation of binaries by close encounters, and the
subsequent capture has a larger probability than
elsewhere in the galaxy. The relative velocity of
the stars i3 low, hence relatively little energy
dissipation is already sufficient at the first
encounter in order to achieve capture. Sutantyo
(1975) suggested that globular cluster sources could
be formed by capture of a normal star by a neutron
star.
Since single stars in the range 4 a 5 to 50 M evolve
into collapsara, one may expect that in globular
clusters, during the first 10 years of their
formation thousands of neutron stars were produced.
A certain fraction of these neutron stars has left
the cluster, but a small fraction is still present.
They have masses exceeding the average stellar masses
in clusters, 30 they have sunk to the core of the
cluster. There the stellar density, hence the
collision probability is high, so that there the
capture processes have occurred.
The escape velocity from a globular cluster is about
10 kms ' At their birth radio pulsars received
runaway velocities of about 100 kms ' So only the
slowest neutron stars remained in the cluster.
The large runaway velocities of most neutron stars
are probably caused by explosion of the most evolved
component in binaries and disruption of the system;
the neutron stars with low velocities are the final
products of single stars.
The neutron stars in globular cluster, that started
their evolution in binaries, have become single stars
by disruption of the system, and have left the
clusters. The neutron stars in globular clusters
that started their life as single stars, remained in
the cluster, and could later capture a companion and
evolved into low mass X-ray binaries.

GALACTIC BULGE 50URCES

The stars in the galactic bulge have larger
velocities than those in globular clusters, and
moreover the stellar density is much lower; capture
is thus unlikely, although not excluded. It has been
found that carbon-oxygen white dwarfs near their
Chandrasekhar limit may collapse to neutron st8rs,
and it appears that this is also the case for O-Ne-Mg
white dwarfs in close binaries. The systems will
generally remain bound.
Possibly these X ray sources are the evolutionary
result of cataclysmic variables.
The observed characterstics af the X-ray bursts show
that these are sudden thermonuclear reections -
helium fusion on the surface of neutrons stars (Joss
1979, Lewin and Goss, 1981).
Low mass zero age main sequence binaries evolve
through a phase of mass transfer into systems
comprising a helium, or a carbon-oxygen white dwarf
and a main sequence companion, with periods in the
range of about 2 hours. At this stage the binary is
a cataclysmic variable as the stars show increases in
brightness, reach peak luminosities in a short time
and then very slowly return to their former
brightness. An accretion disk is present around the
white dwarf component. Gravitational radiation and
magnetic braking decrease the distance between the
two components, and when the distance has become
small enough, the Roche lobe of the companion, that
meanwhile has evolved towards the red giant state,
has become so small that the star overflows this
critical surface, and mass transfer towards the white
dwarf occurs. As a consequence of the accreted
matter the white dwarf mass becomes larger than the
Chandrasekhar limit, and evolves into a neutron star,
either in a soft way, or by a supernova explosion.The
systems will generally remain bound and after a few
billion years, due to gravitational radiation and
magnetic braking, the stars will be so close that
Roch lobe overflow occurs. In this way the sytem may
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become a low mass X ray binary. When the magnetic
field has decayed the system can become a burster.

11. IMPLICATIONS OF OBSERVATIONS OF GROUPS ON
COMPUTATION OF BINARY EVOLUTION

THE

Observations allow to test the validity of
evolutionary sequences, can provide information on
progenitors of binary systems, or can help to
discriminate between possible scenarios: mass ratio
determinations, mass determinations from spectral
variations, leading to radial velocities, spectral
type determination, radius determinations from
photometric observations, spectral analusis leading
to atmospheric aundances, different from ZAM5-
abundances. For a review on various stellar groups
and their characteristics see e.g. de Loore (1983),
and references therein, Popper 19B0, Plavec and Koch
(197B), Stencel et al. (1980), Robinson(1976),
Warner (1976), Plavec (1981), Paczynski (1980), Conti
(19B2).
For a number of groups the characteristics of the
progenitors, i.e. the ZAM5 systems are known : mass
range, mass ratios, periods. For other groups the
situation is less clear: for the progenitor group of
WUMa stare there remain doubts, as well as for
cataclysmic variables and symbiotic stars.

1. Intermediate mass ZAMS binaries with short
periods evolve into Algols (periods <14d)
2. Intermediate mass ZAMS binaries with long periods
evolve into W Serpentis (periods from 13 to 600 days)
Both classes evolve into white dwarf systems.
3.0- ZAMS stars evolve into Wolf-Rayet stars; the
most massive ones (M > 4UM ) accomplish this
transition purely by stellar wind mass losses,
without Roch lobe overflow; smaller ones undergo mass
transfer by Roche lobe overflow.
Binaries with primaries larger than 40 M do not
evolve into massive X-ray binaries. a

4. Massive ZAMS systems with masses below 15 M
evolve into Be-binaries later into Be-X-ray binaries.
5. Cataclysmic variables: One of the components
binaries is a white dwarf. The systems contain disks.
Magnetic braking is important for their further
evolution. They can evolve into low mass X-ray
binaries.

12. CONCLUSIONS

As mentionned before, the study of binary evolution
has been very successful in explaining the general
characteristics of well defined groups. The
production of the characteristics of a given well
observed system is much more difficultsince the nmber
of invoked parameters is so large. For a few cases
however it has Been possible to calculate a fairly
good scenario. As an example we examine the
analysis of the Wolf-Rayet binary V444 Cygni
(HD153576), performed by De Greve an Uoom(1987). The
parameters of the system are fairly well known, the
masses of the components, the radii, the
luminosities, the chemical abundances. These
quantities put rather severe constraints on the
system, and therefore it was necessary to calculate
an extensive grid of models, for various masses,
various starting periods, and various mass ratios,
for different conditions concerning mass transfer,
mass loss, and agular momentum loss. A series of
evolutionary computations for massive binaries,
passing through case A and case B mass transfer,
including overshooting and a detailed nucleosynthetic
network (Prantzos et al. 1986) were carried out. They
found that a massive binary with initial masses of 24
and 16 M , and an initial period of 1.91 d may
reproduce ¥he characteristics of the observed system.
In this way the small observed radius copuld be
reproduced; on the contrary the obtained luminosity
is smaller than that required by the observations

(Pauldrach et al. 19B5).

During the last decade a number of improvements have
been included in the computation of sequences of
close binary evolution. The use of larger computers
allowed the introduction of detailed nuclear networks
and simultaneous calculation of evolution of both
components of binary systems. Moreover detailed
studies enabled the computation of contact phases.
Packet (1987) calculated for intermediate mass
systems evolutionary sequences including contact
phases. His computations, with the assumption that
during the contact stages mass is leaving the system
in a spherical symmetric way, reveal that the
consideration af contact phases does not change too
much the evolution, compared with earlier work. The
systems after disruption of the contact, return into
a semi detached ph.se until the components shrink
back into their Roche lobes, and the mass transfer
stage comes to and end. The computation of the
detailed nucleosynthesis with an extended nuclear
network enables the determination of the chemical
abundances, and allows comparison with observations.
During the mass exchange process nuclear processed
layers are exposed at the surface of the donor, and
transferred cowards the companion, where they are
mixed with the original chemical species.
Observation with available observations allows to
check the theoretically derived carbon profiles.
This has been carried out for a number of semi-
detached systems by Cugier and Ur Greve (1987).
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Discussion:

Harmanec: I must say that I have been more and
more sceptical as to whether even the most sophisti-
cated mass-exchange calculations available so far
have anything to do with real stars. In my opinion,
only one thing is reasonably safe: the core of
the star which shrinks due to the depletion of
hydrogen continues to do so independently of what
is happening to the envelope. This means that the
envelope of such a star will expand until the igni-
tion of helium in the core. However, already the
variation of the orbital period depends strongly
on the mode of mass transfer, time development
and properties of the accretion disk, etc., which
are all open and controversial problems.
Moreover, the problem is that we observe stellar
spectra, and if you say some calculation succeeded
for instance, in reproducing a WR binary, you only
say that it suceeded to produce a He star. There
is no evidence, however, that such an object must
display a WR spectrum.

dc Loore: I can agree only so far with your com-
ment, that the last word on the binary evolution
is not said, and that the models are not able to
explain all observed characteristics.
On the other hand, I am persuaded that in the frame-
work of the limitations which are necessary to
allow evolutionary computations, (and especially
simultaneous calculations), i.e. spherical models,
non-rotating, with no magnetic fields,... the models
are able to explain the gross characteristics of
groups, such as Algols, X-ray binaries, Wolf-Rayet
binaries.

My opinion is that your remarks in this respect
are too crude, and somewhat unfair. We see at the
surface of WR stars, WN and WC the products of
nuclear burning, C, 0, Mg, Ne,... which are also
present in the computations. We can also explain
luminosities, radii, apart from the chemical compo-
sition. So I am not so pessimistic.

Plavec: 1 do not share the extent of Harmanec's
pessimism. I think that the calculated models have>
already explained a lot, and that continuing confron-
tation of theory and observations will bear more
fruit in the near future.

Hubert-Delplace: Is there a strong observational
evidence of duplicity of W-R stars?

de Loorc: Yes. About half of them are binaries
and we have evidence Tor the duplicity from spectral
variations; in fact, most of the WR binaries are
SB 2's, so it is possible to derive radial velocity
curves, and to determine mass ratio and even masses.
The fact that the hydrogen lines are present in
some of the WR spectra was used some time ago as
a proof for the duplicity, since the presence of
hydrogen was assessed to the accompanying 0 star,
since it was believed that WR stars do not show
H in their spectrum. However, this is not true,
and we know now that WN stars contain H in their
atmospheres. So the real proof for the duplicity
of WR stars consists in the determination of an
orbit.

Plavec: With respect to your final diagram of
various types of binaries against the initial mass,
I would like to ask if there exists a natural upper
mass limit for Algols; and if it does, what is
the cause of such a limit.

de Loore: The diagram you mention is not included
in the written version of my talk, so let me repeat

it very briefly.
For evolutionary scheme for binaries with primaries
of various masses, I see this possibility:
Stars between 15 and 100 M can evolve from 0^0
systems into HetO systems, i.e. into Wolf Ra\et

binaries.

In this group only the lower part, with masses
between 15 and kO-kb M will later, after the WR
phase, evolve into massive X ray binaries.
The more massive systems will either explode and
be disrupted, or will evolve "in tandem" in such
a way that the evolution of the secondary overtakes
the evolution of the primary, so that we end up
with systems consisting of two WR stars, or systems
where the secondary explodes shortly after the
primary.

Main
sequence
mass

100

Further evolution

g > 0 . 9 WR WR (WC

Case AB = Case A +
s t e l l a r wind mass

WN)

loss

WR
binaries Most massive stars :

no Roche lobe overflow
S u p e r n o v a e x p j o s i o n s
+ d is rupt ion

10

Evolve in to massive X ray binaries

Later evo lu t ion: WR • neutron star

Case A evo lu t i on - ^ea r 1 y type e c l i p s i n g
b i n a r i e s

1 < P < kd Algols (sd)

( d)

' w h i t e d w a r f sys tems
pre cataclysmic var iables

1 Case C-*W

WD in common
envelope

c a t a c l y s m i c v a r i a b l e s

5N I

2.5 Case B 2 WD's merging

low mass X ray
binaries

i s o l a t e d WD

Lower mass primaries will not evolve into Wolf
Rayet stars, but will become Algol systems. We
made already a guess earlier (de Greve and de Loore,
1975) on the bifurcation mass leading to a second
stage (case BB), and finally to systems with a
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white dwarf (between 6 and 14 or 15 M ). So I be-
lieve that lower mass systems, with primaries below
13-15 Mg will evolve into Algols or Serpentids,
if the periods are longer, and that higher mass
primaries will evolve into WR stars.
These WR stars show huge mass losses (rates up
to 10' M /yr), so that at the surface we see the
products oT the CNO cycle, N, later C, 0, Ne,...and
producing a large stellar wind with velocities
of 1 000 kms , showing in their spectra broad,
emission lines, unlike Algols or Serpentids, which
show other kinds of activities.
The difference sits even deeper: probably in these
massive stars the interiors become unstable with
non-radial pulsations.
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MOOEL ATMOSPHERES OF BINARY COMPONENTS
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Models of stellar atmospheres are based on assumption of their plane-parallel or spherical

symmetry. Violation of this assumption by tides and rotation in close binaries leads to incompati-

b i l i t y of hydrostatic ana radiative equilibria. Improvement of model atmospheres in this respect

is desirable for simulation of l ight curves and line prof i le changes. Moreover, atmospheres of

contact components of interacting binaries determine i n i t i a l conditions of dynamics of gaseous

streams and in this way influence the behaviour of the binary system.

I. Introduction

Stellar spectra are the only source of infor-

mation about most of stars. This is why the theory

of stellar atmospheres sets up to calculate synthe-

t ic spectra ( i . e . spectral distribution of emer-

gent radiative flux) using elaborated physics of

line formation, stat ist ic equilibrium etc. An impor-

tant additional information is available for bina-

ries. Especially in the case of eclipsing binaries

the l ight curves enable us to observe limb darkening

( i .e . angular distribution of emergent radiation)

nhich depends on atmosphere structure. However,

i t is obvious from simple s tat is t ica l considera-

t ion, that most eclipsing binaries are the close

ones. The presence of a close companion influences

the atmosphere structure by tides and radiation.

Both these effects violate symmetry, which is postu-

lated by classical theory for the plane-parallel

as well as spherical atmospheres. This makes assump-

tions of simultaneous hydrostatic and radiative

equil ibria, commonly accepted by classical theory,

mutually incompatible. I t is thus questionable i f

i t is worth to calculate precise non-LTE models

(whose underlying assumptions are not valid) for

the purpose of interpretation of close-binary obser-

vations. On the other hand, the limitations of the

classical theory of atmospheres cal l for a new de-

velopment in this f ie ld . These problems are even

more pressing in the case of interacting binaries.

One reason is that the deviation from the classi-

cal theory is extremely strong for them. Another

one is that the atmospheric structure of the compo-

nent in contact with the Roche lobe determines the

rate of mass outflow and in this way influences

the act iv i ty of the whole binary system.

t.Hydrostatic equilibrium

I t is well known that stel lar configuration

in hydrostatic equilibrium must be homogeneous on

each equipotential. This follows from the vector

nature of the equation of hydrostatic equi1ibrium

o V<P + VP = 0 , (1)

because the pressure P and density P must be fun-

ctions of potential if solely and following the

equation of state

P = P (?, T) ( 2 )

the same must be valid for the temperature T = T(4>).

The temperature distribution is determined by

the energy balance, mainly by radiative transfer.

The latter is the main problem of symmel'-ic ( i .e .

plane-parallel or spherical) atmospheres, where

tangential components of Eq. (1) are t r iv ia l and

both Eqs. (1) and (2) can be simply integrated-

However, i f the symmetry is violated e.g. by rota-

tion or tides, the homogeneity imposes an a pr ior i

restr ict ion on radiation f ie ld in different parts

of stellar surface. This restriction cannot be

generally satisfied, l l can be seen from Fig.1

where the source function S is plotted ( fu l l line)

for the gray atmosphere. I f g is increased, the

Figure 1
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hot inner layers are shifted to lower optical depths

(dashed line), what in agreement with von Zeipels

theorem corresponds to increase of effective tempera-

ture (dotted line). On the other hand, the surface

temperature (for r * 0) remains constant and thus

incompatible with the radiation coming from the

interior. When the surface layers are heated through

absorbing this radiation, the hydrostatic equili-

brium is violated in tangential direction and more-

over the tangential radiative transfer will take

place. The latter will appear generally also as

a consequence of different radiation dilution caused

by a variable curvature of equipotentials (see

the next Section). The incompatibility of hydro-

static and radiative equilibria should give rise

to a meridional circulations in the atmosphere.

The construction of model atmospheres as a mosaic

of one dimensional (especially plane-parallel)

models can thus be accepted only as the first appro-

ximation. Another violation of hydrostatic equi-

librium follows from the existence of stellar wind,

which will be discussed in Section h. Additional

complications arise if the binary component does

not rotate synchronously with the orbital motion,

particularly if the orbit is eccentric. Despite

the above-mentioned objections, the hydrostatic

equilibrium is a valuable approximation at least

for the inner layers of atmospheres. It is thus

advantageous to choose a coordinate system fitting

the corresponding shape of the atmosphere for the

further investigation. This is done by Roche coordi-

nates, where the first coordinate ^ is the effec-

tive potential and the coordinate surfaces J13= const

are perpendicular to equipotentials (taut generally

not mutually perpendicular). The generalisation

from Roche potential to a finit mass concentration

is also possible, but fortunately not essential.

3.Radiative transfer

The equation of radiative transfer can be

obtained as the relativistic Boltzmann equation

for photon distribution function F, which is pro-

portional to intensity of light. Following proce-

dure, the details of which will be published els-

where, it reads

(non-relativistically) with respect to inertial

coordinates fx:= x-(q*,t)] . Here n"|j,, are direc-

tional cosines with respect to a comoving ortho-

normal frame,

„ __ 3x;
c Jx' h _,„ >«

Regarding that gfj -h'Sir in Roche coordinates,

Eq. (3) can be rewritten in the form

1.SF.
c <Jt I. (5)

where ', 4>-q', capital indices run over 2 and

3 and g-1/h, is gravity acceleration. Let us sup-
g

pose — , F = 0 in the first approximation. Averaging

Eq. (5) over the azimutal angle, it can be simpli-

fied to

where

3 i F 1 ,&\

^ J f " c (7t I.-.'

is the mean curvature of equipotentidl,

B ( 7 )

D = (g«go- g/i)"

is the area of surface spanned by increments dq^

dq3 of Roche coordinates. Eq. id) for stationary

case (-^f = 0) is formally identical with the stan-

dard equation of radiative transfer in spherical

atmosphere. I ts zero-order moment nives conserva-

tion of radiative flux H

TJ oT1
tic

( 8 )

where d is opacity, S is source function, 3 mean

intensity and the optical depth

- - / i d * . ( 9 )

- £ O -nTRjn'W *£}.• & ] F =

1 *F.
c (Ji (3)

In a s imi lar way,

3K-3 dD
3f

1 ,JH. (10)

in the case of curvilinear coordinates Iq'i moving where K = f3 is the 2nd-order moment of intensity,
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f is the Eddington factor. Following Eq. (8) the

integral flux HD is conservpd if the radiative

equilibrium (3 = S) is valid. Its value is determi-

ned by specific flux H in deep layers

d , „ , 3f-1 .. dD „ g dS; Hf ( f 5 ) + "~2TT s W - - -fiSi

, . 1

(11)

where ^*~r. This agrees with von Zeipel s theorem,

if hydrostatic equilibrium (S = S(*)) takes place

In deep layers, and the atmosphere is geometrically

thin and consequently the change of g and dilution

of H (caused by change of D) through the atmosphere

can be neglected. On the other hand, if the hydro-

static equilibrium is strictly fulfiled even in

the upper layers of the atmosphere, S and 0 are

known functions of t- and the set of Eqs. (8) and

(10) must be solved (or actually Eq. (6), because

f is unknown). The emergent flux H at T = 0 is no

longer simply proportional to g, but it dependes

on the form of functions S(r) and D(f). Even in

the case of a plane-parallel atmosphere the depen-

dence HsH(g) is complicated, as it can be seen

from Fig. 2, where the numerical results for the

gray atmosphere are plottej. Moreover, the angular

Figure 2.

distribution (limb darkening) Is also more compli-

cated than in the classical theory. As an example,

it is plotted in Fig. 3 for several values of g

in the gray atmosphere. It can be seen from there

that the gravitational darkening is caused by the

dependence of limb darkening on g, while the inten-

sity at the edge of stelKir disc ( ̂ 0) is constant

in the case of exact hjdroslalic equilibrium.

4. Stellar wind

Density of a gas in thermodynamir equilibrium

is exponential function of the potential. This

is why it decreasrs to zero and m.iss (or optic.il)

depth is finite in upper layers of plane-parallel

atmosphere, where $-»oo. Howev. r * * 0 at infinity

for a spherical (or other finite) configuration

and consequently p -y oat>0 and mass depth would

be infinite for such a configuration in equilibrium

with its surroundings. If a real star is immersed

into vacuum, it must evaporate. Eq. (1) of hydro-

static ĉ uilzoriuiii must be thus replaced by equa-

tion of motion

3,u + (uV)u + 20MS * ?<P + ~VP = 0

/ and the equation of con t inu i t y

-- 0 .

(12)

(13)

This system of partial differential equations

can be simplified for a stationary flow ( dt - 0 ) ,

if the stream-lines

x - x (s), u = u n ,

are known (e.g. if they are radial for spherically

symmetric problem). Eq. (13) then reads

= 0 (13)

and its solution is

e h is

'afn-l i ne.

? = uTJ • (16)

flow of (.JJL ̂ . con5lrint along the

: 0 Lif b i i z cross- section of strcdm-
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-tube, determined by dilution of stream-lines

lnD = (Vn) .

Component of Eq. (1?) parallel to n reads

d u'
3? 7

(17)

(13)

The density can be substituted here from Eq. (16)

and if the thermal regime of the flow is known

(e.g. polytropic expansion or T= T(s) ), equation

for u - J(S) is obtained. It can be simply integra-

ted in the form

maximum; ^/(s,) = 4>, , u(s,) = uk . Its position can

be influenced or even dominated by the presence

of another repulsive force like radiative pressure

or centrifugal force. The latter is combined with

the tidal force in binaries. Crit ical point thus

depends on Roche potential along a particular

stream-line. I t determines the velocity in deep

layers, where the hydrostatic equilibrium is ap-

proached and density is the same exponential func-

tion of potential for each stream-lines. The flow

of mass is thus

h - exp(-J5^) (20)

f(u)

(19)
kT

for an idealised problem of isothermal flow ( 0k

is an integration constant). There are two solu-

tions u(s) u = V T̂ and u ( s ) S Uk o f t h l s e q u a t i o n

- see Fig. *+. The former is asymptotically hydro-
static while the latter corresponds to a free fa l l
for <J>t.,-»-co. An important feature is that the d i lu-
tion of stream-lines acts as a repulsive force
(nozzle) throught the f i rs t term on r.h.s. of Eq.
(19). The above mentioned solutions can be matched
in the cr i t ica l point ŝ  , where <&,, reaches i ts

Figure b.

in different directions. Results for a radial

wind are shown in Fig. 5 for several values of

mass ratio q and ratio G=M{J of thermal kinetic

to gravitational potential energy of a gas par-

ticle. The Roche potential is thus a potential

barrier for cool gas, which can flow only in the

vicinity of the l^-point, but the anisotropy of

stellar wind decreases with the increasing surface

temperature. In any case, the Roche-lobe overflow

and mass loss by stellar wind are not different

proceses as it is often reffered on, but only

two extreme pictures of the same physical process

- anisotropic stellar wind.

Figure 5.
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U B V LIGHT CURVE SOLUTIONS OF TT HER

F. BARONE, S. MAKCUSO, L. H1LANO

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES, ITALY

We introduce a new method of so lu t ion of the l i g h t curves o f ec l ips ing binaries based on the Wilson

and Devinney (1971) Roche model. We performed an in te res t i ng appl icat ion of the procedure to the

binary system TT Her.

INTRODUCTION

Light curve synthesis methods for photometric solut i-
ons greatly improved our knowledge of close eclipsing
binaries during the last f i fteen years. Two methods
received a world-wide diffusion:

a) Wink code (Mood, 1971) 'Geometry: t r iax ia l el l ips-
oids)

b) Wilson and Devinney code (Wilson and Devinney,1971)
(Geometry: Roche equipotential surfaces)

Both methods use differential correction procedures.
Common d i f f i cu l t ies of the methods, owing to the a l -
gorithm used, are (Wilson, 1986; Haceroni et a!.,1987):

1) Set of starting parameters;
2) Type of primary eclipse;

3) Unknown correlations among the parameters;
4) Second order terms of the Taylor expansion not ne-

gl ig ib le;

5) Problems of convergence;
6) Stabil i ty and uniqueness of solution;

7) Convergence cri ter ion;

8) Errors on the parameters

The best way to overcome al l these d i f f icu l t ies is a l -
so the straightest: to change the minimization proce-
dure .The importance of solving this problem is based
on the necessity of finding reliable mass ratio for
contact binary system from photometric l ight curves.
In finding the global minimum of a function of many
parameters, which are limited by physical constraints
and strongly correlated i t is clear that the method
doesn't exist. Infact there are so many sophisticated
purpose-designed algorithms nowadays that the d i f f i c -
ulty is to select the best in our case,
the methods of optimization currently available can
be divided, according to their structure, in two fu-
damental categories:

A) Algorithms fo r seeking a local minimum (ALH)

(Rosenbrock, 1960; Powell, 1964; Hooke and Jeeves,

1965; Nelder and Mead, 1965)

B) Algorithms for seeking a global minimum (AGH)

(Gel'fand, 1961; Goldstein-Price, 1971; Price,1976)

After a number of t r i a l s we adopted the algorithm of

Price.

THE METHOD OF PRICE(AGH)

The main characteristics of the Controlled Random Se-

arch optimization procedure (CRS) of Price can be su-

mmarized as follows:

a) I t doesn't require the function to be d i f ferent ia-

te;

b) I t doesn't require the variables to be continous;
c) I t combines random search and mode-seeking rout i -

nes into a single continous process;
d) I t can be applied easily to constrained problems;
e) I t can be used in interactive mide or in a comple-

te automatic way.

In the f ig.1 i t is shown the block diagram of the op-
timization procedure applied to the HD rode. The fun-
ction S we choose i s , as usual:

S =

where 1

* obs.i " comp.i

are the observed and computed'obs.i' comp.i
.intensities in light unit respectively.

WPUT
DATA

INPUT
PARAM.

—|

WD
CODE »

PRICE
CODE

OUTPUT
RECORDER

lOMPARATOR 1
Fig 1

Block diagram of the optimization procedure
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TEST OF THE METHOD AND ITS APPLICATION TO TT HER

In a previous paper to appear in Astronomy and Astro-

physics (Haceroni et al. 1987) we tested the method

by an extreme test proposed by F. van't Veer. We sol-

ved three light curves very similar to each other, but

coming from different sets of parameters (the maximum

difference in magnitude of the three light curves was

of only seven thousandths of magnitude each other.

We succeeded to discriminate among the different solu-

tions in a very satisfactory way.

Some remarks about the use of Price's algorithm are

as follows:

1) Minimum number of iterations is 30000 to be confi-

dent of the solution;

2) Time of CPU required every iteration on a 4 MIPS

machine (e.g. VAX 8600) is 30 sec ( to obtain a

complete calculus of a light curve);

3) Time of CPU spent to solve a lightcurve is about

11 days of CPU;

4) Number of Fortan 77 statements to code the algori-

thm of Price is about 100;

5) The search array needs a few kbytes of memory (20

in our case) which constitute a small fraction of

the large WD code.

TT Herculis, at the best of our knowledge

has been observed by photoelectric photometry by Hogg

and Kron (1955), van Genderen (1962), Landolt (1968),

Burchi et al. (1982). The analysis of some light cur-

ves was performed by Kwee and van Genderen, 1983(KvG)

and Kaluzny, (1984)(JK).

The main problems concerning the analysis are:

a) Spectral type of primary component inferred by spe-

ctroscopic observations very uncertain. Kaluzny as-

sumed a AE/9 spectral type from the b-y colour in-

dex of TT Her by Hi 1 ditch and Hill.

b) The results of the previous analysis are very dif-

ferent: a contact system for KvG while JK got dif-

ferent solutions switching the gravity darkening

between 0.32 and 1.

Taking into account these problems we started our se-

arch with the following searching domain, allowing to

vary also the temperature of the primary (see Table 1)

PARAMETERS

Inclination

T,

T2
fi1,2

mass ratio

L1

MIN. VALUE

60.0°

7300"K

3500°K

1.900

0.1

1.00

MAX.VALUE

90.0°

12000"K

6700°K

9.164

5.0

20.00

PARAMETERS

gravity darkening

gravity darkening

limb darkening 1

limb darkening 2

albedo 1

albedo 2

1
2

ASSUMED VALUE

1.00

0.32

0.4762

0.6162

1.00

0.50

Table 1 (continued)

In this communication we present the preliminary re-

sults we got for TT Herculis that are shown in Tablf

2. These results were obtained after 9000 iteration;

so they cannot be considered the final ones owing

to the fact that it is not yet possible to discrimi-

nate between either a contact or a semi-detached

configuration of the system. Anyway it is remarkabli

that we succeeded to obtain reliable values of the

temperature of the hotter component; these values

are near enough to the ones that are obtained using

the observed b-y by Hi 1 ditch and Hill.

PARAMETERS

inclination

T1
T2

'i
n2

mass ratio

h
fillip factor 1

filling factor 2

S

Tendency

SOL. A

81'

8160°K

448b°K

3.41(1

4.175

0.79

11.70

-2%

OS

0.007

contact
system

SOL. B

71"

7440°K

4330uK

4.130

4.312

1.23

1C.79

-1%

-26%

0.009

primary
in contact

Table 1

Table 2

We are confident to obtain reliable solutions con-

tinuing the iterations up to about 30000.
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Discussion:

CTjurasevic: I think that your method is not an
efficient wny to find the parameters of the close
binaries since it requires too long computing time.
The problem of the determination of the close-binary
parameters is nonlinear and we should find a method
which takes this fact into account. According to
my own experience the method of the differential
corrections using the non-linear least-square solu-
tion is a way how to treat similar problems. 1
am going to talk more about it during the presenta-
tion of my contribution.
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LIGHT CURVE VARIABILITIES OF CLOSE BINARIES

o j u r s s e w i c Goj ko

A s t r o n o m i c a l i. b s e r v . i l o r y , V o l g i n . ,

I n . l ie p<>per i< c o n s i d e r e d j p o s s i a i l i l y o f t h e d e l e r n u ' n j t ion o f the
p- ren te i e rs o f c l o s e b i n - > r i e s o f t h e t ype ft 3 CVn by me.ins o f v. c o m p a r i s o n o f t h e
l i s h ; c u r v e d e r i v e d f rom ohc toe I ; c ; r i c measurements t o .J s y n t h e t i c c u r v e o b t a i n e d
on t h e a j s i s o i j model o r •:. o i n a r y s y s t e m . The i n v e r s e p r o a l e m method based on
t h e n o n l i n e a r l e a s t 3 ,'U^re method i s u s e d . '. f e « t e s t examples ino ' u s h o r t e r a n a l y -
s i s o f J i e p roposed i.,ethod . . re g i v e n .

Discussion:

Bolton: Stefan Mochnacki of the David Dunlap Obser-
vatory has written a similar program, but the solu-
tion is obtained by the method of maximum entropy.
His program has been sucessfuliy tested by the
same methods you've used, but i t s aplication has
been limited by the lack of accurate multicolour
l ight curves for spotted stars.

Hall: Were your light curves of real stars or
was i t a r t i f i c i a l data?

Djurasevic: The curve is a test example, i .e.
i t is a synthetic light curve obtained for the
parameters given a pr ior i aimed at testing the
convergence of the inverse problem.

Horak: How many parameters you must choose as
a starting point for your method?

Djurasevic: To every i n i t i a l parameter one must
give the value, i f one wants the method to be appli-
cable. In principle the i n i t i a l values of the para-
meters are arbitrary and the maximal number of
parameters in this variance is ten. The convergence

is guaranteed regardless the i n i t i a l values of
the parameters.
Hadrava: How were the parameters of your test
l ight curve reproduced after the application of
white noise?
Djurasevic: Within the errors, which are also
calculated by the program.
Hall: Of your 10 parameters, how many parameters
are needed for the two spots?
Djurasevic: Every spot is characterized by three
parameters: longitude, latitude and diameter. To
determine the temperature of a spot, an independent
procedure is being developed. I t requires mult i -
colour observations.
Horak: How sensitive is your method to the observa-
tional errors?
Djurasevic: The method cannot remove the observa-
tional errors. The more accurate the observed curve
i s , the more accurate is the determination of the
parameters of the system.
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SPECTRAL INVESTIGATION OF ECLIPSING BINARY STARS AT THE STAGE OF MASS EXCHANGE

V.G.Karetnikov

Astronomical Department of the Odessa State University,27001**,Odessa,U.S.S.R.

From spectrograms with dispersion 9-37 A/mm the spectral characteristics of eight
eclipsing binary stars have been studied showing the effects of mass exchange. Spe-
ctral types of stars have been determined as well as temperatures of excitation,
parameters of damping, turbulent velocities, electron number densities, chemical
composition of stellar atmospheres and displacements of lines in radiation and ab-
sorption, variations in characteristics of lines, as the function of phase. It is
shown that appreciable differences of physical condiJ ions from normal ones have not
been observed. Schemes-models of studied stellar systems have been presented and
discussed.

1. The eclipsing binary stars being at the
stage of mass exchange are evolved objects.
At present they are at the evolutionary stage
the features of which are responsible for the
wide variety of further evolution of a binary
stellar system including variants of "conflu-
ence1,1 "recession" of the stellar pair and fo-
rmation of symbiotic, flaring and relativis-
tic objects. In so doing both initial absolu-
te parameters of the stellar system and vari-
ations in their properties due to the proces-
ses of energy release, ejection of matter and
accretion, are determining values. Therefore
providing the detailed study of properties of
eclipsing binary stars at the stage of mass
exchange one may find the way of their fur-
ther evolution and obtain the empirical mate-
rial needed for comparison with evolutionary
calculations.
The main peculiarity of the evolution of a

close system is due to duality determining
reciprocal influence of stars upon the evolu-
tion of each other. It is impossible to take
into account this influence exactly, and the
scientists have to investigate separate me-
chanisms of the influence. The most important
mechanism ?>x mass and angular momentum excha-
nge is being studied at present. The transfer
and loss of mass aud moment are usually obse-
rved when the ejecting star is close to the
Roche lobe or fills it up. This stage of the
stellar evolution is preceeded by that of the
protostar and main sequence star covering a
long, period of time. Now the star has a che-
mical composition changed in the interior, a
different physical structure and developed
circumstellar structures.
The ejecting matter of the star transfers

its mass, moment and physical properties to
the neighbourning less evolved star denuding
the internal layers of the ejecting star.
Hence one may expect differences of these
stars from normal single ones of the same
spectral types. The star leaving the main se-
quence aquires a later spectral type, a hig-
her luminosity class, and a new mass because
of the matter ejection. Being initially a mo-
re massive star of the pair,throughout the
evolution it becomes a less massive star and
the velocity of its evolution decelerates. We
do observe these objects at the stage of slow
ejection at the velocities of 10"6- 10-bWo/yr.
The stellar properties changed can be stu-

died by spectral methods which permit to de-
termine physical and chemical characteristics
of the stellar system. It is expected that
the chemical composition change will imply
the abundance increase in the products of p-p

and C'1 cycles. However, we should not exp-?ct
certain changes in the chemical composition
due to the fact that the evolved star acqui-
res later spectral classes, usually A-G, mo-
re frequently F, not containing strong lines
of these elements, whereas the accreting
star acquires a little chemically changed
matter of the envelope of the ejecting star.
Basic variations may be observed due to the
structure and physics of stars and the whoie
system.

2. For the investigation purposes we have
collected and studied at first the spectral
material including difraction spectr. grains
of reciprical dispersions 37, its and y X/mm
obtained at the Crimean and Special Astro-
physical Observatories of the Soviet Academy
of Sciences. The material contains spectro-
grams of 8 eclipsing binary stars being at
the stage of matter ejection and mass excha-
nge. The latter is confirmed by the variati-
on in the period, emissions in lines and
other anomalies testifying to the presence
of circumstellar gaseous structures and ejec-
tion and exchange of the matter in the bina-
ry system. The number N and dispersion D oi"
the spectrograms are given in Tab.1.
The study of spectrograms has shown that

composite spectra are observed in XI Cep,
V44U Cyg, Vkt>3 Cyg, HY Per, XX UMa. The spe-
ctrum of KY Gem contains lines of a bright
star onlyCftm=1I!'b) • The spectrum oX VibV Cyg
is of a complicated character and contains a
shell and stellar components. These include
only line Mgll ;\U461 A and Lhe wings of hyd-
rogen lines belonging to the spectrum of a
bright star. The spectrum of RY Set contains
strong nebular lines H(, H^, hel, fNlIj ,
/VelllJ , lines of envelopes and stars of the
pair (H^, hfj and Hel etc J. Vie failed to make
a clear distinction oetween the contributions
of both stars because oi' the unsufficient
number and low resolution of availaDle spec-
trograms, fur the rest of the sta,~s these
contributions were distinguished with tdKing
into account of their spectral types and ab-
sorption line displacements due to the orbi-
tal motion.
.For all the identified spectral lines we

nave uetermined equivalent widths, central
depths, halfwidtbs and line-displacements.
The data promoted to carry out a two-dimen-
sional spectral classification of stars(Bo-
jarchuk,1yi>7; Mustel et al.,iy5a; Kopylov,
lybuj, to the determination of electronic
concentration in the stellar atmospheres and
circumstellar features (applying the proce-
dure and results of Kopyiov,lyfal;lyfafaj, to
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Table 1

Parameters of the eclipsing binary stars

Star
name

XZ
V367
V448
V453
RY
RY
RY
TX

's

Cep
Cyg
Cyg
cyg
Gem
Per
Set
UMa

Period
(days)

5.10
18.60
6-52
3.89
9.30
fa.87
11.12
3.06

Sp-|

B1.1
B1
08.9
BO.4
A3.7
B5
05.5
B8

L1

III-V
III
V
III
V
V
V
V

op

B1.
B3
B1.
B1.
-

F6
BO.
F7

5

2
p

L2

II-III
III-V

I-II
III

IV
V
IV

M
"G

13.2
13.8
22.4
17.8
3.3
6.9
35:
6.1

M

6.8
9.7
17.5
13.8
0.7
1.3

18:
1.8

R

<

2.4
32:
9.6
7.6
3.8
3.7

2.8

R2
0

5.8
29:
24.6
6.2
6.6
7.3

4.9

The
gas

Disk
Env.
Disk
-

Disk
Disk
Env.
Disk

type of
stream

, Flow
, Flow
, Flow

, Flow
, Flow
, Flow
, Flow

N

20
44
19
;?

4
34

15

(A/mm)

9,28
9,37
9,28
9,28

28,37
'J.37
28
9,37

*) Sp - spectral classes, L - luminosities classes, M - masses, H - radii stars

the calculation of excitation temperatures,
turbulent velocities, parameters of damping
and chemical composition of the stellar atmo-
spheres by the curve-of-growth analysis. By
applying the theory of curves of growth, the
homogeneous model of Milne-Eddington has been
used as well as the theoretical curves of
growth calculated by Wrubel(1949). The osci-
llator strengths have been taken from Moore
(1945), Bojarchuk & Bojarchuk(1960), Corliss
& Bozman(1962), Bogudlov(1967), Kurucz & Pey-
treman(1975). For three stars studied in in-
vestigating line contours the Kurucz(1979)
atmosphere model has been used.

The detailed study of line contours has pe-
rmitted to find emission and absorption com-
ponents in them which originated in circum-
stellar gaseous formations. From their inten-
sities and displacements we can adjudicate on
the thickness and dynamics of gaseous media
in the systems of eclipsing binary stars stu-
died. The characteristics of spectral lines
measured, electronic densities, models of cu-
rves-of-growth applied and oscillator stren-
gths are presented by Karetnikov(1985), Gla-
zunova et al.(1985i1986), Karetnikov et al.
(1979-1987),.

3. Spectral and luminosity types of stars
(Tab.1) were determined by means of spectral
criteria for 6 stars, the error being 0.3 -
0.5 for the spectral subclass and luminosity
class I (XZ Cep, V44B Cyg, V453 Cyg, KY Gem,
TX UMa, shell of V367 Cygj. From the curves
of growth (RY Per, TX UMa) the error increa-
ses to 0.4 - 1.0 for the spectral subclass.
For V367 Cyg the spectral type of stars is
determined from "mass-spectrum", "mass-lumi-
nosity" relations that can be justified but
not quite certain. Spectral class RY Set has
been taken from King & Jameson(1979) as it is
difficult to use spectral criteria.

At some phases the spectral type of stars
studied undergoes changes into a later type
that is interpreted as the influence of a ci-
rcumstellar envelope. In XZ Cep near phase
0.1 - 0.5 the spectral class both stars muth
be estimated as B2 - B3, but from helium li-
nes - as B5 - B6. And near the primary eclip-
se the presence of line Hell >.4542 A requires
a class approximately equal to B1. In TX UMa
in spite of the determination B8 V + F7 IV
the relation "mass-spectrum" requires an ear-
ling class of the primary star approximately
being B4 - B5. For the star V367 Cyg the en-
velope spectrum observed is determined as A5
Ic though there is much evidence that it is
earlier than A0(Underhill,1954). But because
of the absence of helium lines this is in
doubt. However the relationship "mass-spect-
rum" and "mass-luminosity" defines it rather
reliably as B1 III + B3 III-V.

Of particular interest are orbital varia-

tions in characteristics of absorption li-
nes showing different character for diffe-
rent stars. In V367 Cyg and KY Per maximum
values of equivalent widths are observed
near the phase 0.5, for XZ Cep near the pha-
se 0.0, and for V448 Cyg, the two maxima
can be seen near the phase of primary and
secondary minimum loght. The 1.5-2 times
increase of the equivalent widths testifies
to the additional absorption at the mentio-
ned above phases in the circumstellar gase-
ous madia and permits to estimate their
thickness. In so doing as is seen from the
example of XZ Cep and V4<*U Cyg the variati-
on in the central depth and hall'width of the
lines occurs differently: in XZ Cep their
variation is similar, and in V4^8 Cyg it is
contrary (Fig.1). The variation in central
depths and halfwidths as well as the equiva-
lent widths is 1.5-2 times. For the depth
it can be interpreted as the variation in
the same number of times of the number of
acting atoms in the circumEtellar gaseous
formations surrounding the eclipsing star.
In V448 Cyg there seem to be two envelopes
near both stars. In XZ Cep there apparently
occurs gas condensation near the phase 0.8
when one observes the region of the flux
penetration into the disk rotating about a
massive star as well as the superposition of
the envelope surrounding the ejecting star
upon the pattern.
The increase of halfwidths of lines can be

interpreted as the purely Doppler broadening
that brings about 1.5-2 times increase of
temperature turbulence and determines the
conditions in the envelope surrounding a
hotter star of the system. This effect is
fairly well seen in the envelopes cf less
bright but earlier and massive stars of the
system XZ Cep and V^4H Cyg.
The emission type of the spectrum as cha-

racteristics of the objects studied. The li-
nes of the contours chosen are shown in Fig.
2. Emission in lines H,, and H/s in V3bY Cyg
and RY Set are the most remarkable and po-
werful ones. The emission details are seen
in the lines of other stars of our list.
The determination of their intensities -LS
rather difficult and we in our study have
confined ourselves to the determination of
their displacements.
The displacements of emission details of

contours of hydrogen lines determine the ro-
tational velocities of tne gaseous disk sur-
rounding the accreting star. For V446 Cyg
this velocity amounts to 300 km/sec, fcr hY
Per about 100 km/sec, for 1'X UHa the velo-
city of the ring ranges from 150 to 200
km/sec. For XZ Cep the emission displacement
in line Hfl gives the direction of the gas
flux motion from a bright but a star of low
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Fig.1. The variation in halfwidths AA , cent-
ral depths Ho and equivalent widths W^ of
spectral lines XZ Cep c.nd V448 Cyg.

mass to a faint accreting star of bigger mass
A whole set oi displacements has been obtai-
ned for TX UMa: the lines of hydrogen and K-
calcium contain 2 - 3 absorption and 1 - 2
emission components with a wide variety of
velocities. From these we determine motion
velocitiea of fluxes(50 km/sec) and of the
disk as well as the rotation of the primary
atars(40 km/sec; and the secondary star(60
Km/sec). A denser envelope VjSb? Cyg also ro-
tates and causes the displacement of emission
components Hj equal to 120 km/sec. Absorption

Fig.3. The comparison between the observed
and theoretical contours of hydrogen lines
XZ Cep and V4*»8 Cyg.

c-component (Fig.3) observed in hydrogen li-
nes V448 Cyg has a shift of a gaseous flux
and determines its presence. All these data
have been used for constructing schematic
models of structures of the system studied.
Some of these are shown in Fig.4.
The contours of hydrogen lines of 3 stars

are compared with those of theoretical ones
by means of the Kurucz(1979) atmosphere mo-
del. The comparison made for XZ Cep and
V448 Cyg has shown(t'ig.3) the sufficient re-
liability of the set of the parameters cho-
sen. The difference is determined by the in-
fluence of circumstellar gaseous media and

v-l
0.0.\ 17.5HQ \ 24.6 tf0 / <

/ : V

V4-46Cy<, ••

B3M-
U.0 \ 97%

V367Cys'

fig.2. The contours of spectral lines of RY Fig.4. Schemes-models of eclipsing binary
Set, V367 Cyg, X2 Cep, V448 Cyg, stars chosen.
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can be explained for the flux 5«1O~7 and
3-10-° MQ/yr, for XZ Cep and V448 Cyg respec-
tively. The comparison made between contours
of winfas of hydrogen lines of V3b7 Cyg belo-
nging to the primary star of the system has
provided ambigous results.

Electron concentrations in the stellar at-
mospheres determined by the Unsold method as
well as electron concentrations in the enve-
lopes calculated by lngiis-Teller formula,
show the orbital variations. The greatest
variations occur in envelope layers: in XZ
Cep maximum values are noticed near phases
0.1 and U./, in V367 Cyg - throughout all
the period - about 3 times and in KY Gem 2
times less than "normal" values. However,for
TX UMa these are not variable and exceed
mean values. For atmosphere layers of XZ Cep
the situation is similar to that of envelope
layers, in RY Gem the atmosphere concentra-
tion is of the order less than the standard
one and in TX UMa it is more than the stan-
dard, and(bright star) corresponds to the
A1 V - type ooject. The atmosphere concent-
ration is invariable and standard (according
to a spectral type of the object) for V367
Cyg (en/elope - A5 la), V44B Cyg, V453 Cyg
and KY Per.
The results of using the curves-of-growth

are as follows. The temperatures calculated
are confirm spectral types of stars found
earlier. The parameters of damping and tur-
bulent velocities are mainly consistent with
luminosity classes distinguishing in so do-
ing the influence of the circumstellar for-
mations. However in the envelope of V367 Cyg
the turbulence is high (V+,,(FeI) = 14 km/sec)
and two times higher for the level of line
formation Fell as compared with the level of
line formation of neutral iron. Chemical abu-
dance in the atmospheres can be considered as
the Sun's since separate anomalies are not
convincing well enough.

4. Based upon the analysis of the data
obtained the conclusions can be drawn on the
physical conditions and structure of the sy-
stem studied. The comparison made between
the characteristics of the stars and the sta-
ndard ones of the same spectral types has
not shown the significant differences, The
anomalies can be erplained by the influence
of circumstellar gaseous structures, the ty-
pes of which are given in column 9 of Tab.1.
The stars themselves are quite ordinary ones.
Thus one can make a conclusion, that the tra-
nsfer and loss of mass in binary systems is
a natural process of the evolution of binary
stars which at this stage does not result in
significant differences of the stars in bina-
ry systems from the single objects of the sa-
me spectral types. The difference is due oney
to the possibility of variation in mass and
therefore in the stellar model, the evolution
time and tne type of the final evolution
stage.
According to the structure, all our stellar

systems can be subdivided into three groups.
To tne first of the groups we can refer such
stars as KY 'Jem, .iY Per, TX UMa showing simi-
lar masses and spectral types. K-component
of those stars has a little mass and lumino-
sity it,fills its rtoche iobe, is surrounded
Dy an envelope and ejects the matter forming
a gaseous disk near the bright raassiva accre-
ting component of the system of an earlier
spectral type and luminosity class V. The se-
cond group includes the early massive objects
XZ Cep and V448 Cyg,in which a bright but
less massive star is ejecting, filling up
its Roche loDe. Near it one can notice an en-

velope within the surface of zero velocity
connected with the Lagrangian point(L2).The
gaseous flux from this star moves towards a
more massive but less bright star and forms
an accretion disk near it. Similar systems
were considered by Struve(1958). The third
group can involve V3b7 Cyg and possibly RY
Set,the stars showing powerful emission en-
velopes hiding and distorting stellar spec-
tra. These objects are similar to/5 Lyr.but
these are of more complicated structure.
The system yg Lyr shows a spectrum of a sing-
le star whereas V367 Cyg, for example, does
not. Its envelope is more powerful and the
ejection proceeds more intensively(Karetni-
kov, Menchenkova,1y8i). The structures of
systems representing all these groups is
shown in Fig.4. It might be noted that pos-
sibly the stars of the second and third gro-
ups represent one class of objects being at
close active phases of mass exchange and loss.
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TW CASSIOPEIAE - AH AIGOL-TYPE BINARY
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Photometric light curves of TW Cas do not exhibit any apparent complications.
Yet, a careful analysis of the light conditions in the system leads to aome con-
tradictory results. A nontraditional explanation is suggested.

1. Introduction

All the history of photometric research
of the eclipsing binary system TW Cas is con-
tradictional,, The fundamental questions, if
the primary eclipse is transit or ocaultati-
on and whether the system is detached or se-
midetached could not have been answered yet.

TW Cas is an eclipsing binary system with
orbital period 1.43 days. Its single-lined
B9 spectrum is characterized by fairly sharp
absorption lines of Ca II K and Mg II 448.1
nm. The radial velocity curve gives f(m) =
0.098 Mfl (Struve, 1950).

Photometric light curves of TW Cas were
obtained by McDiarmid (1915), McCook (1971),
Cester and Pucillo (1972) and Kandpall (1975).
Photometric elements derived from McDiarmid's
light curve by Plaut (1950) indicate that a
larger star is a brighter one so primary ec-
lipse should be transit. McCook (1971) ana-
lyzed his two colour (yellow and blue) light
curves of TW C&s and found by use of Russell
-Merrill method that the primary eclipse is
occultation. Combination of his photometric
solution with spectroseopic orbit led to se-
midetached configuration. Cester and Pucillo
(1972) confirmed from their own UBV photo-
metry, by use of Russell-Merrill method, that
the primary eclipse is occultation with geo-
metrical elements only slightly different
from the elements derived by McCook (1971).

Kandpall (1975) found from his own UBV
light curves and analysis by Russell-Merrill
method that primary minimum is transit and
that the system 1B detached. Reanalysis of
McCook's (1971) and Cester and Pucillo's
(1972) data performed by Mardirossian et al.
(1980) by Wood's WIBK method led to the con-
clusion that primary minimum is transit and
that the system is detached. The semidetached
configuration would lead to abnormally large

masses of the components (NL = 39 ± 24 MQ,
Mj = 6 ±. 3 M 0 ) for their corresponding spec-
tral types. The primary was classified as
B9 by Struve (1950), the spectral type of
the secondary on the basis of photometric
studies was suspected to be G5 (McCook,
1971) or P8 - GO (Cester and Pucillo, 1972).

The aim of the present paper is to show
that the contradiction: "transit or occul-
tation" can be explained by a model in which
the primary component is surrounded by an
accretion disk. To this conclusion leads a
careful analysis of the light conditions in
the system. The presence of the disk is pro-
bably a reason, why different authors got
contradict results when they solved photo-
metric elements of TW Cas using classical mo-
dels.

2. The sphere-sphere solution

The light curves of TW Cas observed by
McCook (1971) can be seen at Pig. 1. Pra-
castoro (1972) in his Atlas of light cur-
ves of eclipsing binaries states, that "TW
Cas appears as a quite regular eclipsing
binary, and its light curve is practically
without fluctuations".

We normalized McCook's and Cester and
Pucillo 's light curves according to Horak
(1968). The extrapolated light outside ec-
lipse was put equal to 1.00 for the phase
angle 0 = 0 . The average loss of light is
0.45 for primary-and 0.04 for secondary mi-
nimum. Maximum light does not exceed 1.05.
The external tangency angle is 8 = 29.6 .

An application of the limb darkening
scan technique (Horak, 1987) assuming sphe-
rical components, leads to inclination
i = 80 and to two different sets of radii:
one being an occultation with R = 0.20,
•f = 0.33 and second being a transit with
R = 0.33, r = 0.20. Both theBe sets of ele-
ments gave the same fit with observed light
curves. However, the most remerkable were
luminosities of the components.

We got about 40% of e-tra light for the
occultation. Such an amount of third light
should be observed in the spectrum, U.icl.
is not the case. So we declined the occul-
tation elements, hoping that the the tran-
sit solution will be better. To our surpri-
se it turned out that at transit exist also
a third light of about 40%, however not po-
sitive but negative I We faced the fact, that
the sphere-sphere model cannot explain ob-
served light curves, even when the curves
are flat outside eclipses, indicating that
the spherical model should be adequate.

The geometrical elements of Mardirossian
et al. (1980) do not differ considerably
from our ones. Theoretical light curve com-
puted from their elements seems not explain
the observed light curves completely: the
calculated depth of secondary minima is up
to five times shallower than observed.

3. The masking effect

The non-zero value of the third light
does not necessarily indicate presence of a
third body in the system. It also depicts
differences between the actual binary and
the model used to analyze system. So we
tried to find a model, which would give a
reasonable flat light curve outside eclipse
and would explain the observed depths of ec-
lipses.

The second author came with the idea that
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Pig. 1. Two-colour photoelectric light curves of TW Cas (McCook, 1971)

an accretion disk could be present in the
system. We considered four possibilities:
our occultation set of elements is valid and
the disk surroundB either primary or secon-
dary component, and the transit set of ele-
ments is valid with the disk either around
primary or secondary.

We found, that the cases with disk around
secondary component did not explain the ob-
served light curves. Two remaining cases are
shown on Pigs. 2 and 3. Oae can see that an
application of sphere-sphere model on the
"Saturn-like" binary leads to a "masking ef-
fect".

a) An occultation case

the disk ^ = 0.20 (i.e. calculated radius
of the primary component from the sphere-
sphere solution), r = 0.33 and assumed
R = 0.10. The following luminosities ex-
plain the loss of light: L. =0.40, Lg =
0.45, L, = 0.15 (for the primary and Se-
condary J component and the disk, respecti-
vely).

When applying a sphere-sphere model, the
disk is "marked" by a spherical primary of
the radius R = 0.20 and then the following
tasked" luminosities are calculated:
L, = 0.50, L, = 0.14, L, = O.36. This ex-
plains our value of theJthird light. The
actual "unmasked" values of luminosities
do not agree, however, with apectroscopic
observations - the secondary component is
not seen in the spectrum. Therefore, this
case does not explain the observations.

b) A transit case

2. Masking effect in TW Cas - an
occultation case.

For the sake of simplicity we assumed that
the loss of light in the primary mlnii mum is
r(0°) = 0.50 and in the secondary i*(180u)
= 0.05. Further, we took as the radius of

Fig. 3- Masking effect in TW Cas - a
transit caae.
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Here H = 0.15, r = 0.20 and <•> = 0.33 was
adopted, giving L- = 0.78, Iw = 0.12, L, =
0.10. The application, of the spherical model
gives masked values R = 0.33, Li = 1.35,
Iw = 0.05, l-i = -0.40. This explains our ri-
diculous negative value of the third light.
The actual "unmasked" luminosities of this
"Saturn-like" model do agree with observati-
ons.

4. Conclusion

Although our photometric elements explain
the observed light curve, the problem re-
mains, when we combine photometric and spec-
troscopic elements. Struve's mass function
and an assumption that the secondary compo-
nent fills up the Roche lobe lead to a very
large mass of primary component, likewise as
in the photometric solution performed by
Jlardirosaian et al. (1980). So it seems that
the system is detached. This is in agreement
with the fact that system is not active. The
question, why the accretion disk is present
in detached system remains unexplained.

Further spectroscopic observations of the
system are higly desirable.
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Discussion:

Kubat: Have you derived your model using only
photometric data or have you also used some spectra
in additon?

Horak: We have combined observed photometric data
and the existing (Struve, 1950) spectroscopic obser-
vations.

Djurasevic: How can you explain the possibility
of the existence of an accretion disc in your model?

Horak: By a careful analysis of the five photo-
metric light curves plus the existing spectroscopic
evidence (Struve, 1950).

Bartolini: You have compared the results obtained
from a spherical model. Have you tried to compare
the results obtained from the ellipsoidal models?

Horak: Yes. The geometrical elements of Hardi-
roasian et al. (1980) do not differ considerably
from ours. However, their elements give the calcula-
ted depths of the secondary minimum up to five
times shallower than observed.
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SOME METHODS TOR SOLVING VISUAL DOUBU SXMt ORBITS WITH
IHCLIHATION EQUAL TO 90 ' .

A. Abad J.A. Docobo* and A.Ellpa*

* Dpto de Astronoraia.Universidad de Zaragoza. Spa in .
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ABSTRACT.- In this paper, two different analytical techniques for solving visual double star orbits
with inclination equal to 90° are given. The f i r s t i s based on Docobo's method, and the second is de-
rived by using the Fourier Transform for angular distances. Both techniques are applied to the pairs
19192S2442 and 19338S2339-

1.- INTRODUCTION.

As it is well known, the classical analytical
methods for solving binary star orbits, present
singularities when the inclination of the orbit is
equal to 90 degrees, and this type of double stars
generally, are solved by using graphycal methods
(Ref.[l]-[4J).
Docobo and Petriz (Ref.[5)) derived an analytical
method for I = 90° by employing the necessary and
sufficient number of angular distances, but a system
of transcendent equations appears, which solution is
quite tedious of solving.
In the present paper, we give two new different
techniques for solving this type of singularity.
The first is based on Docobo's method (Ref.[6]l, and
the second is derived by using the Fourier Transform
for angular distances, in a similar way to the
employed by two of the authors (Ref.[7J) for solving
spectroscopic pairs. Both techniques are applied to
the pairs 19192S2442 and 19338S2339.

2.- FIRST TECHNIQUE OP CALCULATION.

The first technique that we exposse, is based on the
method given by Docobo (Ref.[6]), that we are going
to describe briefly:
This method is, essentially, an analytical procedure
valid for the complication of periodic orbits of
visual double stars. It is based on a mapping which
maps the interval (0,2 n) onto a set (E| of
periodic Keplerian orbits, whose apparent orbits
passe through three base points (6^, p^, t^)
(i=l,2,3) previously selected.

(0 2 It)

v (P,T.e,a,i,Si.(D)

The independent variable V, stands for the
difference of the eccentric anomalies corresponding
to the points 3 and 1, and it range belows to the
interval (0,2 K) if the three points are of the same
revolution, or (0,+<») otherwise.

This mapping generates a flow of orbits, and from
this, we have to select the orbit that appoximes the
best possible the remaining observations.
In practice, this is managed by choosing some epochs
(four are sufficient) where there are either
observations of great weight or a great number of
observations. These epochs are named ''control
epochs". We compare the computed ephemeris
corresponding to these epochs with the observation
data, so that the selection of the orbi* may be
performed after a short number of iterations.
It is worthy to notice the following points:
•) If the three base points are taken so that the
position of the main star bellows to the inside the
triangle whose vertices are the three points
(Ref.[6], Case A), the existence of elliptic orbits
is guaranteed whatever value of V.
**) The method, as other analytical ones, presents
singularity when I = 90°, and so, from a

mathematical point of view, we can not apply this
method for solving this kind of orbits. However, if
the three base points are chosen close to the nodal
line (apparent orbit when 1-90°), it is possible to
obtain orbits with inclinations as close to 90° as
desired, with the result that in practice the
method is also useful for this limit case.
This fact allows us to calculate the orbit for an
inclination close to 90°, which can be performed by
choosing three obsevation data so that the existence
of an orbit passing through these three points is
garantized.
This preliminar orbit obtained, we take as "solution
orbit" an orbit with inclination I = 90", and the
remaining orbital elements unchanged.

3. - SECOND TECHNIQUE (FOURIER TRANSFORM) .

In the orbit of a visual double star, the following
relations hold:

p. cos (9. - Q] = r. cos (U + f.)
i l l l

p . s i n ( 8 . - Q.) = r , s i n (ffl + f . ) c o s I

'3.11

But when the inclination is equal to 90c, we have

that 9̂  = ± ft, and the previous equation become into

p . = r . c o s (10 + £ . )
l i l

(3.2)

(The values < 0 or > 0 of the angular distance
indicate the position of the orbit respect the
principal star).
By means of the relations of the elliptic motion,
this expression may be written in terms of the mean
anomaly in the form:

0 - a cas © A F cos(n H) - a sin 0 V G sinln H) (3.3)
• " n • " n

where the functions Fn, Gn are well-known functions
of the eccentricity of the orbit (Ref.[8J). in order
to obtain a good accuracy of the solution for high
eccentricity, we take the coefficients Fn, Gn up to
third order-
By the other hand, the Eourier Transform of the Eqs
(3.2) is

eo on

p - a. + V a cos{n M] * V b sin(n M) -
u *™ n *™ p,

CO

V fa cos ln A) * b s in ln A)l cos n H + (3.4)
V

b cos(n A) - a sin(n A)
n n sin n H
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where M - 2 x (t - t o ) / P , t is the time of the
observation, and t 0 is the observer's zero ot the
time.

The observer's mean phase M and the mean anomaly
M are related by the parameter A through the
equation M - M - A, where

Base 'points: e
1959.76 264°101 0-100
1963.77 444°100 (84°I00) 0"125
1968.78 624°099 (264°099) 0-114

R = —O.54B25 O.87719

Control points: 1952.7, 1976.45, 1981.50 and 1985.52

First iteration:

1952.7 1976.45

210" 18.56y 89°999 264°100 0-213 264°100 0-192 84°100 0-104 264°0B6 0-00B
240° 14.67y 89°999 264°096 0-035 84°097 0-039 264°O4O 0-002 264°100 0-180
270° 12.30y B9°999 84°101 0-100 84°100 0-124 264°099 0-129 264°106 0-025
300° lO.BOy 89°999 84°100 0-123 84°103 0-065 264°101 0-093 84°100 0-125
330° 9.78y 89°999 B4°097 0-094 264°077 0-019 B4°094 0-059 B4°114 0-030

Second

290° 11

Third

284° 11
285° 11

iteration:

.23y 89°999

iteration:

.52y B9°999

.47y 89°999

84°100

84°100
B4°100

0
0

-118
-125

0-122
0-123

B4
84

"101
°102

84°101
84°10l

0-110
0-089

0
0

•103
-101

264°1OO
264°100

264
264

u100
°100

0-137
0-125

0-135
0-134

84°098
84°099

84°099
84°099

0-060
0-112

0-086

M = (t - T)
P

(T " V
Because of the orthogonality properties of the
Fourier series, we may identify Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4),
and the following system is derived:

Fo = a cos to = a0

a cos a = an cos(n A) * bn sin(n A) (3.5)

G a sin (0 = a sin(n A) - b cos(n A) , n = 1,2, . . .

The orbit corresponding to V=284° may be acceptel as
agreeing reasonably well with the control points.
The parameters of this orbit are:
P=11.52y, T=1961.93, e=0.0B6, a=0-130, 1=90°,
Q-84°l, co=295°5

4.1.2 Fouri.*r Tranafom
P-11.40y, T-1956.B7, e-0.020, a-0"123, 1-90°,
Q=84°l, (0=127o2

4.2 P i l t 1933BS3339

In this system, the four unknowns are a, (0, e and
A. In order to solve th is system (Eqs.(3.5)), we
take n = 3, and the system which has 7 equations and
4 unknows is solved by an iterative process.

4 . - APPLICATION TO THE PAIRS 19192S2442 AND
19338S2339

The two different techniques above expossed are
applied to the pairs 19192S2442 and 19338S2339. The
observations of these two pairs suggest that the
orbits have inclination equal to 90°, and under this
assumption the orbits were calculated by Baize

Third iteration:

4.2.1 Docobo'a mathod.

Base points: t

1950.00
1964.50
1981.50

R= -0.90000

e
154°400
325"399
325°401

P

0-190
0-114
0-1P8

S = •0.7460/

Control points: 1897.73, 1927.72, 1937.14, 1976.46

237° 47.81y 89°999 145°399 0"152 325°400 0-216 325°403 0-046 325°400 0"7OB

(Ref.[91) and Finsen (Ref.110]) respectively.
We have assigned different weights to the
observation data, according to authors' criteria.

4.1 1Q1Q2B2442

4.1.1 Docobo' s method.

In this case, we developpe with more detai ls the
process of calculation in order to manage a best
understanding of the way followed.

The parameters of this orbit are:

P-47.Bly, T-1953.31, e-0.095, a-0"20B, 1-90°,
Q-14S°4, (0=2B°3

4.2.2 Fourier Transform o

P-50.00y, T=1934.03, e=0.61, a-0-267, 1=90 ,

D»145°4, (0=266°

4.3 DLttmr

In the following tables appear the data
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corresponding to both pairs. The dates, observed
position, angles and observed distances are recorded
In the f irs t three columns. The fourth column shows
the number of mesures (on different nights), and the
fif th the mame of the observer. The last four
columns give the observed minus computed for the
position angles and distances for the f irs t method
are computed values as usual.

4.3.1 Paix 1919282442

t

1951.1200
1952.6900
1952.1000
1952.7000
1952.7000
1953.7300
1954.7300
1954.7300
1954.1500
1955.8000
1957.7900
1959.7500
1959.7500
1959.7600
1959.7700
1959.7700
1959.7900
1959.8000
1959.8000
1959.8000
1959.8100
1960.7B00
1960.7900
1961.7500
1961.7600
1961.1900
1962.7300
1962.7400
1962.7600
1962.7700
1962.7B00
1962.7800
1962.7B00
1962.7900
1963.7390
1963.7450
1963.1530
1963.7610
1963.7670
1963.7690
1963.7830
1964.7200
1964.7670
1964.7B30
1964.7890
1964.8050
1964.8130
1966.8020
196B.77S0
1968.7830
1968.7910
1976.3676
1976.3703
1976.4495
1976.4549
1976.6133
1976.6215
1918.7394
1978.7411
1919.7805
19B0.7227
1981.3840
1981.4735
1981.7028
1985.5231

1981.0000
1988.0000
1989.0000
1990.0000
1991.0000
1992.0000

e
91.1
81.9
19.9
BO.5

. 0
84.2

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0
83.4
97.1

103.3
100.2

95.1
96.1
B7.5
95.6
89.6
B2.9
89.3

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0
. 0

88.0
79.2
92. B
96.2
82.2
87.6

91.1
90.9
89.1
88.2
88.5

85. B
8S.3
90.6
85.5

100.0
10.7
81.7
79.1
84.3
19.9

. 0
79.9
73.9
77.1

255.9
250.4
256.7
257.2
258.6
255.0

. 0

. 0
81.0
7B.3
73.6
78.9
11.3
84.5

P

.111

.111

.115

.160

.116

.113

.098

.105

.102

.105

.115

.118

.101

.10B

.102

.101

.103

.096

.000

.098

.099

.104

.101

.109

.102

.101

.101

.101

.119

.109

.108

.099

.000

.091

.100

.108

.106

.101
.104
.108
.104
.120
.124
.114
.000
.129
.110
.099
.111
.115
.113
.096
.104
.104
.100
.101
.109
.000
.000
.094
.119
.115
.116
.115
.JB1

n

3
6
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

obs

FIN
FIN
B
B
VOU

FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIH
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN

FIH
FIN
FIN
B
FIN

Fin
FIN
FIN
FIH
FIN
FIN
FIN
FIN
He.
He.
He.
Me.
He.
H e .

1 s t method
A0

1 . 0
-2.2
-4.2
-3.6

(84.11
. 1

(84.1)
(B4.1)
(84.1)

(264.1)
-180.7
-167.0
-160.8
-163.9
-169.0
-168.0
-176.6
-16B.5
-174.5
-181.2
-174.8
(264.1)
(264.1)
(84.1)
(84.1)
(84.1)

3 . 9

-4.9
8 . 7

12.1
-1.9

3 . 5
7 . 6
6 . 8
5 . 0
4 . 1

4 . 4
1 . 7

5 . 2
6 . 5
1 . 4

15.9
-13.4
-2.4
-4.4

. 2
-4.2

-264.1
-184.2
-190.2
-187.0

Allster 171.B
Alister 11,5.3
Alister 172.6
Alister 113.1
Alister 174.5
Alister 110.9

Bonneau (264.1)
Bonneau (264.1)
Bonneau -183.1
He.Alister -1B5.8
Tokovinin -190.5
He.
He,
He.

.Alister -185.2

.Alister -1B6.S
Alister .4

(B4.1)
(84.1)
(B'.ll

(264.1)
(264.1)
(264.11

Ao

0.000
-.005
-.001

.038
-.006

.025

.067

.074

.072

.067
-.013

.018

.007

.009

.003

.002

.005
-.001
-.097

.001

.002

.069

.061

.011

.063

.060

.003

.0C2

.019

.009

.001
-.002
-.101
-.004
-.025
-.011
-.019
-.018
-.021
-.017
-.021

.010

.016

.006
-.108

.022

.003

.094
-.002

.001
-.001
-.010
-.001

.002
-.002

.005

.014
(.032)
(.032)
.002

-.001
-.019
-.016
-.016
-.005

(.125)
(.101)
(.049)
(.015)
(.016)
(.1201

2 n a method
AB

1 . 0
-2.2
-4.2
-3.6

184.1)
.1

(84.11
(84.1)
(84.1)

(264.1)
-180.7

-167.0
-160.B
-163.9
-169.0
-168.0
-176.6
-168.5
-174.5
-181.2
-174.B
(264.1)
(264.1)
(84.1)
(84.1)
(84.1)

3 . 9
-4.9

8 . 7
12.1
-1.9

3 . 5
7 . 6
6 . 6
5 . 0
4 . 1
4 . 4
1 .1

5 . 2
6 . 5
1 .4

15.9
-13.4

-2.4
-4.4

.2

-4.2
-84.1

-184.2
-190.2
-161.0

111.8
166.3
112.6
113.1
114.5
110.9

(264.1)
(264.1)
-183.1
-165.6
-190.5
-185.2
-166.6

. 4

(64.1)
(84.1)
(84.1)

1264.1)
1264.11
(264.1)

An

.016
-.001
-.009

.036
-.008

.002

.032

.039

.038

.101

.003

.024

.013

.015

.009

.008

.011

.004
-.092

.006

.006

.061

.064

.0B2

.015

.012

.011

.016

.033

.023

.022

.013
-.086

.010
-.019
-.011
-.014
-.013

-.016
-.012
-.016
-.001

.004
-.006
-.120

.010
-.009

.016

.014

.011

.015
-.020
-.012
-.009
-.013
-.001

.001
(.014)
(.0151
.015
.004

-.006
-.003
-.004
-.003

(.124)
(.123)
(.062)
(.004)
(.004)

(.1121
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1993.0000
1994.0000
1995.0000

(264.1) 1.134) (2C4.1) (.120)
(264.1) 1.114) (264.1) (.121)
(264.1) (.109) (264.1) (.036)

4.3.1 Pair 19338S2339.

t

1987.
1899.
1909.
1926.

7300
7500
7000
5200

1927.7200
1928.
1931.
1931.
1934.
1935.
1936.
1937.
1937.
1937.
! 938.
1 94 4
1950
1952
1952
1953
1954
1954
1959
1959
1960
1961
1962

6500
1400
7000
7600
3000
4000
1400
3000
1900
3000
7500
7700
6200
1200
7400
7300
7300
5600
7400
8000
7600
7800

1963.7670
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
19C4
1964
1964
1965
1975
1976
1977
1981
1981
1981
19B3

1984
1985
1986
1987
198B
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

7S90
7 830
7860
7910
7940
8130
6270
8300
1700
7190
4550
4817

.4653
4735

.7029

.7300

.000U

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

e
3 3 1

295.

322

329

31B

322
323

324

326

326

328

328

325

323

322

322

322

328

5

0
0

7

0

3
4
1

0
0

0

0

0

6

0
2

6
1

0

0

6

0

•
0
0

0

0
5

326.2
328.0
333

337
341
323
3 2 1

329

311
14b

327
326

. 2

. 8

. 7

.0

. 1

. 8

. 2

. 6

. 8

. 9
324.0
324

325
.4
. 9

.0

P

.160

.150

.000

.210

.240

.170

.110

.170

.115

.000

.000

.130

.000

.150

.000

.180

.189

.190

.157

.143

.153

.141

.000

.102

.107

.110

.114

.107

.105

.104

.108

.107

.103

.123

.119

.114

.120

.200

.197

.191

.148

.118

.148

.000

n

3
l

i

2

J

4

4

1

4

3

1

1
•1

b
2

1

1
?

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

4
4

2

obs

SEE
COG
I

B

FIN

B
B

FIN

B
VOU

vou
B
VOU

FIN
VOU

H

FIN
B

FIN

FIN

FIN
F!N
B

FIN

FIN
FIN
FIN
KIN
FIN

FIN
FIN

FIN

FIN
FIN
FIN

FIN
B
WOR

Me.Alls
Me.Alls
Mc.Alis
He.Alls
Mc.Alis
HF.l

1 s t method
A6

186.6
149.7

(145.31
-2 .6

3 . 7

-7.0
-2 .9
-2.2
-1 .3

(325.31
(325.31

. 7

(325.31
1 .3

1325.3)
182.9
183.3
17S.8
177.7
176.7
177.3
176.7

(14b.3)
(145.31
(325.3)
(325.3)
1325.3)

3 . 2
. 9

2 . 7

7 . 9
12.5
16.'.
-*2.3
-4.2

4 . 5

-14.1
-179.7

er 2.5
-er 1.6
-er -1.3
-er - .9
-er . 6

(325.3)

(325.3)
(325.31
(325.31
(145.3)
(145.3)
(145.31
(145.Jl
(145.3)
(145.31
(145.31
1145.31
(!4b.31

An
.134

-.029
(.077)
-.013

.023
-.039
-.036

.003

.011
(.092)
(.065)
.084

1.042)
.110

1.0161
.041

0.000
.015

-.016
-.016

.011
-.001
1.020)
.087
.092
.068
.044
.011
.009
.007
.011
.010
.006
.001

-.003
-.OOB
-.010
-.015
-.012
-.006

.019

.019

.024
(.077)

(.0701
1.045)
(.0191
(.007)
(.0331
(.0591
I.0B3I
(.107)
(.1281
(.147)
(.1621
(.1751

2 n d method
A9

186.6
149.7

(145.3)
-2.6

3 . 7

-7.0
-2.9
-2.2

17B.7
(145.31
(145.3)
180.7

(145.3)
i e i . 3

(145.3)
182.9
1B3.3
179.8
177.7
176.7
177.3
176.7

(145.3)
(145.3)
(145.3)
(325.3)
(325.3)

3 . 2
. 9

2 . 7

7 . 9
12.5
16.4
-2.3
-4.2

4 . 5

-14.1
-179.7

2 . 5

1 .6
-1.3

- . 9

. 6

(325.3)

(325.3)
(145.3)
(145.3)
(145.31
(145.31
(145.31
(145.3)
(145 31
(145.3)
(145.3)
(145.31
(145.31

Ap

-.015
-.019
(.019)
.010
.040

-.025
-.013

.035

.073
1.0751
(.130)
- .027
(.162)
- .01S
(,1B8>
-.036

.033

.060

.028

.029

.054

.042
(.021)
.084
.106
.095
.082
.059
.057
.056
.059
.058
.054
.058
.054
.049
.049
.003

-.003
-.009

.005

.005

.013
(.027)

E.Q09)
(.057)
(.1121
(.153)
(.181)
(.200)
(.2131
(.220)
1.2231
(.223
(.220
(.215
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF VISUAL AND ECLIPSING BINARIES
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The catalogues of visual and eclipsing binaries have been analyzed by means of a
multivariate statistical method, with the purpose of putting into evidence mutual
relations among the observed quantities as well as clustering properties in the
multi-dimensional space.

Preliminary results of the analysis show several interesting features, and a phy-
sical interpretation can be attempted. Nevertheless, observational selection effects
play an important role. The way back to the understanding of formation and evolutio-
nary properties is extremely difficult, and unbiased conclusions about fundamental
parameters as the initial period and mass ratio distributions cannot be obtained.

1.INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper (Fofi et al.,1983) the sta-
tistical analysis of spectroscopic binary
stars was performed, by means of multivaria-
te and clustering techniques. The purpose of
that paper was to look for suggestions and
constraints on the original properties of bi-
nary systems, with a particular attention to
the mass ratio, whose distribution has been
defined, in the literature, as peaked at low
values, as peaked at the unity, or as bimo-
dal.
The statistical program is now continuing:
we have examined both visual and eclipsing
binaries, analyzing their general statistical
properties and checking if a multivariate
approach can help in obtaining some kind of
unbiased information on the original proper-
ties.
This preliminary report gives account of the
general statistical characteristics and dis-
cusses how, even with the support of refined
methods, the way back to understand the main
formation properties is extremely troubleso-
me. In particular the mass ratio distribution
is severely masked by selection effects.

2. VISUAL BINARIES

The source of data for the analysis of visual
binaries has been the recent Catalogue by
Worley and Heintz (1983). We decided to take
into account only systems whose orbital para-
meters are enough reliable (observational
quality ranging from 1 to 3): the resulting
sample contains 483 objects.
The results of the classical statistical ana-
lysis are similar to those by Kraicheva et
al. (1985), even if the sample is not the
same. We remark some interesting features.

i) The distribution of galactic longitude is
not uniform, with few objects in the region
270° - 360° (see Flg.l).
ii) The distributions of spectral type, both
for the primary and the secondary components
exhibit very few early type objects. The

spectral type of the secondary is present
for about 100 systems only in the Catalogue.

152 r

/ ^

^ 4«O° /

103 XJ 61

v 125

\ o:

Figure 1: the distribution of galactic lon-
gitude.

iii)The irregularity in the distribution of
inclination has yet been found and explai-
ned in Kraitcheva et al. (1985).
iv) The typical eccentricities are quite
high. The distribution is not too regular
(Fig.2).

0 • • • • .%' ' ' '1

Figure 2: the distribution of eccentricity.
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v)The periods range up to 600 ys., with a
distribution obviously affected by selection
effects.

The multivariate analysis of the sample has
been performed, with the method and computer
code described in Fofl et al. (1983). After
testing various possibilities, we adopted the
following variables:
DMA: difference of magnitude between the com-
ponents, independent on the distance;
SP1, SP2 (spectral types of the components,
expressed by means of a sequence of numbers,
increasing from 0 to H), or DSP = SP1-SP2;
INcllnation;
ECC : log(l-e) (the reasons for this choice
are the same as in Fofi et al.: the case e=l
is physically "singular")
PER :logP (the use of logarithmic distribu-
tion is common in the literature, for every
kind of binaries; see also Farinella et al.,
1978, for a thorough discussion of this po-
int);
SEP: angular separation.

We report the correlation matrices, in both
cases:

DMA SP1 SP2 ECC PER SEP

DMA
SP1
SP2
ECC
PER
SEP

DMA
DSP
IN
ECC
PER
SEP

1.00
-0.11
-0.36
-0.02
-0.34
-0.51

DMA

1.00
0.40
0.07

-0.02
-0.34
-0.51

1
0
0
-0
0

.00

.81

.23

.15

.04

DSP

1
-0
0
-0
-0

.00

.05

.03

.35

.39

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
-0

.00

.21

.07

.28

IN

.00

.03

.04

.04

1
-0
0

.00

.15

.04

ECC

1
-0
0

.00

.15

.04

1.00
0.38

PER

1.00
0.38

1.00

1.00

The most obvious results are:

the planes formed by couples of variables,
we find a gap in the sample for stars with
DSP close to 0 and spectral type A5 • F3.

Finally we performed the computation of
factorial axes and the choice of the best
clustering (4 clusters). It is not easy to
obtain a physical interpretation of results,
even if the characteristics of one of these
clusters seem to represent the systems with
mass ratio different from unity. Given the
overwhelming selection effects, we suggest
that the problem of mass ratio distribution
cannot be analyzed fruitfully within the
sample of visual binaries.

3.ECLIPSING BINARIES

The source of data on eclipsing binaries is
the Catalogue by Kukarkin et al. (1970+1976).

While the classical analysis is yet well pre-
sent in the literature, multivariate techni-
ques are here adopted for the first time. We
studied three different samples:

l)The systems for which we know the period
(PER is its logarithm), the amplitude of the
eclipse (DMA), its duration in units of the
period (DUR), and the spectral type of both
components (SP1.SP2) : we have 142 such
systems.

2)The systems with only one spectral type
(724).

3)The systems with only the eclipse parame-
ters (PER.DUR.DMA) (2C76).

For the analysis we used both unweighted and
period-weighted (according to the method by
Farinella et al.,1978) data. Even different
weighting methods are now under scrutiny.

We report the correlation matrices for the
various cases.

SAMPLE 1 (142) Unweighted

-The correlation SP1-SP2 is strong: the sam-
ple contains mainly twin binaries (also DMA
is often close to zero); the selection ef-
fects are responsible for this result: the
definition of both spectral types in a visual
binary is easier if the components are simi-
lar.

-DMA is anticorrelated with SEP and, in a
less significant way, with SP2 (or -DSP) and
PER.
-The (obvious) correlation SEP-PER is quite
low.

-DSP is slightly anticorrelated with SEP and
PER.
-There is no correlation between PER and ECC
(the result by Fofi et al. 1983 for the spec-
troscopic binaries does not hold for this
sample}

It has to be remarked that, being the sample
with both spectral types of about 100 objects,
the correlations lower than 0.5 could even be
not meaningful.

If we look for the distributions of stars in

PER
DMA
DUR
SP1
SP2

PER
DMA
DUR
SP1
SP2

PER
DMA
DUR
SP1

PER DMA DUR SP1
1.00
0.00 1.00
-0.05 -0.04 1.00
0.45 -0.10 0.00
-0.01 0.65 -0.14

1.00
0.34

SP2

1.00

Weighted

DMA DUR SP1 SP2PER
1.00
-0.12 1.00
0.17 -0.05 1.00
0.67 -0.20 0.14 1.00
-0.12 0.69 -0.19 0.11 1.00

2 (724)Unweighted

PER DMA DUR SP1
1.00
0.09 1.00
-0.24 -0.01 1.00
0.23 -0.04 -0.04 1.00
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PER
DMA
DUR
SP1

PER
DMA
DUR

2 Weighted

PER DMA DUR
1.00
0.06 l.QO

-0.11 -0.01 1.00
0.42 -0.10 -0.02

3 (2076)
Unweighted

PER DMA DUR
1.00
0.12 1.00
-0.27 -0.03 1.00

SP1

1.00

Weighted
PER
1.00
0.08
-0.19

DMA

1.00
-0.03

DUR

1969-70 General Catalogue of Variable Stars,
vol.1-2 (Moscow: Academy of Sciences).
Kukarkin B.V., Kholopov P.N., Efremov Yu.N.,
Pskovski Yu.P., Kukarkina N.P., Kurochkin
N.E., Hedvedeva G.I., Perova N.B., Fedorovich
V.P. and Frolov M.S. 1971-1974-1976 General
Catalogue of Variable Stars, Supplements 1-3
(Moscow: Academy of Sciences).

Worley C.E. and Heintz W.D., 19B3,
logue of orbits of Visual binary stars; Publ.
U.S. Naval Obs. XXIV/VII.

4 t h Cata-

1.00

The poor correlations make the reduction to
factorial axes not too significant. Neverthe-
less, the analysis has been completed up to
the search of best clustering, with a parti-
cular attention to the problem of mass ratio.
The detailed results (as for the ones invol-
ving the visual binaries) will be published
elsewhere.
At a very preliminary level we can remark
that:
-The correlations are in general very low;
-The correlation spectral type-period, yet
found in the classical analysis (Farinella
et al.,1979), is present but perhaps lower
than expected;
-the spectral types of the components (when
both known) are not strongly correlated; twin
systems are not prevalent;

-a correlation SP2-DMA is present in sample 1.

4.CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we report only preliminary re-
sults with' poor attempts of physical interpre-
tation. Nevertheless some general conclusion
can be outlined:

l)The structure of data regarding visual bina-
ries is statistically. Interesting; neve the-
less most of the effects one can discover
are connected to observational selection
effects;
2)The quantities corresponding to eclipsing
systems-are, in general, poorly correlated;
multivariate and clustering analysis cannot
aim to give striking and undoubtful results.
3)Every statistical method has to be used to
obtain informations on the main original
characteristics of binaries; nevertheless the
problem of eliminating biases of various kind
seems extremely difficult,
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THE ROLE OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER TO DETERMINE THE MASS RATIO OF BINARIES

P.Paolicchi, M.Bellesi, F.Ferrlni (1) and H.Bossi (2)

(1) Istituto di Astronomia, Universita di Pisa, Piazza
Torricelli 2, 1-56100 Pisa (Italy)

(2) Osservatorio Astronomico dl Brera, Merate (Co) (Italy)

A thermodynamical approach to the problem of star formation, presented in a previous
paper, shows how, at leart when the last stages of collapse are assumed as adiabatlc,
the characteristics of the outcomes depend on the initial conditions (thermal and
rotational energies ) and on the distribution of the angular momentum among the va-
rious parts of the system. In the case of a binary outcome, the distribution can be
profitably expressed in terms of two parameters, roughly corresponding to a)the spin
ratio as function of the mass ratio and b)the fraction of a.m. involved in the orbi-
tal motion.
A systematic exploration of these parameters allows us to analyze the different kinds
of results. In this paper we present some preliminary results, assuming that both
single and binary outcomes have an equilibrium Me Laurln ellipsoidal shape, but not
taking into account the possible formation of a system star+protoplanetary disc.

The last stages of star formation process
involve some of the most difficult and intri-
guing problems of stellar astrophysics. In
this phase a protostellar system, already se-
parated from the other parts of the parent
cloud, has to "decide" what its final confi-
guration will be: a single star, a binary
star (with a given separation and mass ratio
between the components), or a star surrounded
by u protoplanetary disc.

In a previous paper (Bossi et al. 1986,
hereinafter referred as Paper I) the whole
problem has been thoroughly discussed, poin-
ting out how the conventional approaches are,
at least for the present time, able to face
only particular aspects of the problem, with-
out allowing any general, even qualitative,
analysis and the building up of any kind of
paradigm. The thermodynamical approach emplo-
yed in Paper I is based on the assumption that
the stages of interest of protostellar evolu-
tion are exactly adiabatic, i.e. that all the
energy from the gravitational condensation is
converted into heat: an assumption which, in
these last stages, is not too unrealistic.
Within this > "adiabatic" model we are allowed
to guess that the system shall evolve into
the final state corresponding to the maximum
of entropy, given the values of conserved
quantities (energy, mass and angular momentum).
Paper I pointed into evidence how the partit
tion of angular momentum among spins of the
components and orbital angular momentum is
critical to determine the final outcomes. If
we assume that each part retains its origi-
nal angular momentum, we obtain that systems
with a large initial rotation evolve systema-
tically into twin binaries; if the initial ro-
tation is smaller the twin solution is incon-
sistent with the geometrical requirement that
the separation between the components must
exceed the sum of the radii, and we obtain
systems with a mass ratio smaller than the

unity or single outcomes; no protoplanetary
discs are formed. If we assume that the angu-
lar momentum is freely transferred, we can
assume tidal synchronization of the whole
system (spins + orbit); in this extreme case
we obtain always runaway of a zero-mass se-
condary to infinite distance. In a similar
but realistic case only wide binaries with a
very low mass ratio are formed, no single
stars, no close binaries, no twin systems,
no protoplanetary discs.
A better fit (at least at a qualitative level)
with the observed reality can be obtained if
we assume an "intermediate" angular momentum
transfer. Mathematically speaking, the inter-
mediate cases can be defined in terms of cur-
ves in the plane ( \, *i = fractions of total
angular momentum involved in spin of the pri-
mary (2) and of the secondary component). In
this plane the curves corresponding to vario-
us initial conditions and to synchronization
are envelopped within the shadowed region,
the curve corresponding to no transfer is
dashed, and the solid curve corresponds to a
typical intermediate case (Fig.l).
Moreover, 9very point on a given curve cor-
responds to a particular value of the mass
fraction in the secondary component (x).
Given the curve on the plane (^i,St), a model
is defined by means of the function:

^ = f(x)

For what concerns the protoplanetary discs
we assumed that each of them has to be compa-
red with a binary system where the primary
has the same characteristics of the central
star; the remaining mass, energy and angular
momentum are retained in the former case by
the disc, in the latter by the secondary com-
ponent.
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Figure 1 : The plane (From Paper I)

Paper I discusses In great detail the case
of a typical intermediate model, chosen for
its simplicity, leading to the formation of
twin systems (high initial rotation), binari-
es with a low mass ratio (intermediate ini-
tial rotation), stars + protoplanetary discs
of low mass (low initial rotation).

Figure 2. The outcomes of the intermediate
model represented in the plane of initial
conditions <* and p> ( values of thermal and
rotational energies in units of the gravi-
tational one) (From Paper I).

The model presented inPaper I seems to sug-
gest some interesting answers to two key
questions concerning formation processes:

the mass ratio distribution is bimodal, with
a peak corresponding to twins and a second
one corresponding to low values (for the dis-
cussion of the observations, see Fofi et a!..
1983);

the mass of protoplanetary discs (in units of
the mass of the system) cannot exceed few
percent; this result agrees with the cosmo-
gonic models by Safronov (1969) and his scho-
ol, contrasting with the massive hot disc mo-
del envisaged by Cameron (1973).

Nevertheless two kinds of strong limitati-
ons (If not else) affect the model:
1) The outcomes (single stars, binaries, cen-
tral star of a protoplanetary system) are
assumed to be spherical. It is obviously a
very rough assumption, which is probably
among the causes of the resulting complete
lack of single outcomes in the intermediate
model.
2) The intermediate model is one among infi-
nite possibilities; even If we tested that
the qualitative behaviour of other interme-
diate models was widely similar, a more sys-
tematic exploration is necessary.
In this paper we present a preliminary report
of a new work, where we try to overcome both
of the abovementioned limitations.

We Introduced in the computations the hy-
pothesis that each outcome has a shape corres-
ponding to the equilibrium HcLaurln sequence
for its particular value of p> . Moreover,
a systematic exploration of intermediate mo-
dels is planned.
A class of intermediate models can be defined
by means of two parameters, say t and A. t
fixes the dependence of the spin ratio on x:

( 2 )*

while A defines the drift from the "no tran-
sfer curve" (A=0 means that the curve in the
plane overlaps the no-transfer one).
The computation is complex and time consuming.
For the moment only the case of single or bi-
nary outcomes has been analyzed, neglecting
the possible formation of protoplanetary
discs. A preliminary exploration of "interme-
diate models" has been made, by varying the
parameters t and A, respectively between 5/3
(corotation) and 3 (no tranfer) and between
O and 20. At first sight, the main results of
previous computation are confirmed: high ini-
tial rotation entails twins, lower rotation
leads to systems with a lower mass ratio,
while it is now possible, for even lower
values, to obtain single ellipsoids. The Fi-
gure represents a typical scheme in the pla-
ne v, (1 (the specific case has t= 7/3 and
A=l). We remark that these results are pre-
liminary and incomplete: we hope to obtain a
satisfactory scenario in the next future.
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LUHINOUS ACCRETION DISKS ANO HIGH IONIZATjON EMISSION LINES IN INTERACTING BINARIES

Ronald S. Polidan

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Multifrequency /500.-7000 A/. observations * f a Mard«ty ef intMaiftttingt htMse*
stars are reviewed, discussed and l^t,»r,fPnpBred. Emphasis Is placed M the
Character of the continuous flux that is thought to arise in the Luminous accretion
disk in each system and the /possiJU.,/ ,rpUjt«d high ionization e . i .s ion lines, l.ta
from the Voyager ultraviolet spectrometers /UVS/, IUE high and ION resolution
Images, and ground-based spectrophotometry frre used in this analysis. Detailed
comparisons of the emitted spectrum qf the accretion disks in active Algol systems
and in cataclysmic variables shou Important similarit ies and very few significant
differences. Recent high resolution IUE observations of the UV emission lines in
the active Algol system V356 Sgr supply new Insights into the physical conditions
and geometrical properties of the high i m i t a t i o n emission line region.

This work has been supported by NASA Grants NAGU-587 and NA6S-441.

Discussion:

Plavec: Is there any evidence of the presence
of the central star inside the accretion disk of
0Lyr?

Polidan: At this time I must say no, there is
probably no evidence of the central star in the
0 Lyr disk. But, I believe that with more complete
observations near phase 0.5 it would be possible
to firmly state whether or not there is evidence
of the central object.
Selve l l l : I t seems to me that the depression in
the flex observed in dwarf novae in outburst around
1 000 A could be attributed to the crowding of
numerous Lyman absorption lines (of "stel lar" ,
"circumstellar", and interstel lar origin) in the
region close to the head of the Lyman series. Could
you comment on this?

Polidan: Line blocking due to the Lyman lines
is certainly a possibil i ty. To unambiguously answer
this question we must await higher resolution data.
Our study of the problem using Voyager observations
of standard stars, however, suggests that while
Lyman blanketing is important, i t cannot explain
the entire effect.

Kriz: I would l ike to point out that Wilson's
model does not correspond to the theory. The theory
predicts thin disk with increasing thickness.

Polidan: I fu l ly agree that his disk is not phy-
s ica l . We are attempting to model (3 Lyr with a
more physically reasonable disk. Our analysis is
just beginning but i t appears that i f we use a
th in disk with a radial temperature gradient that
we can reproduce the observed l ight curve. The
inclination of the system suggested by Wilson roust
be also reduced, to accomodate a thinner disk and
to account for the lack of eclipses at short wave-
lengths .

Hananec: May I ask you to visualize your explana-
t i on , why the eclipse of p Lyr Is not observed
in the far UV wavelengths?
Polidan: The easiest way to visualize why the
eclipses stop is to realize that the disk has a
radial temperature gradient. Thus the "photometric
radius" of the disk, i .e . the monochromatic effec-
t ive radius, is a strong function of wavelength.
So at 5 000 A the apparent radius of the disk i s
large since the outer portions of the disk contr i -
bute most of the l i gh t . At 1 000 A, however, most
of the flux originates in the inner 10% of the
disk, thus producing a much smaller secondary
"star".
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MODELS OF ACCRETION DTSKS IN INTERACTING BINARIES

Svatopluk Kfiz

Astronoaical Institute, 251 65 Ondrejov, Czechoslovakia

Jhe properties of tha standard accretion disk are sunaarized. Recant aodols of
steady and tlae dependant dlaka are discussed. The two-dimensional calculations
of accretion flows are exaainad.

1. Particle trajectories

Pioneering sDectroscopic studies of
Algol-like blnariaa by 3oy, Huang, Kulper.
Struve and others (see aany articles in
Aatrophys. 3. in tha 1940s) revealed that
tha cool subgiants in theea systems lose
•attar which foraed a ring or disk-like en-
velopee around the hot components. 6oae
aubeequent investigators triad to aodel
such gaseous formations via computing the
trajectories of single particles (see, e.g.
Gould. 1957, 1959, Kopal. 1956, Plavac et
al.. 1964, Plavec and Kfii, 1965). However,
not only these calculations neglected par-
ticle collisions, but also often used ia-
proper boundary conditions.

KHi (1970), Paczynski and Sienkiewlcz
(1972), and Lubow and Shu (1975) ahowed
that when the •ass-losing component fills
its Rochs lobs, the outflow of natter in
tha vicinity of the tagrangian point Li
reaeablee the flow of a hot gas through a
nozzle into a vacuua. The velocity of out-
flow near the Li-point is of the order of
sound vslocity c8. This velocity ie several
ka/s for late type stars.

Kfii (1971). Lubow and Shu (1975,
1976), Flannery (1975 a ) investigated the
stream ejected froa Lj atill ueing the
classical aethod of particle trajectories.
In this case the trajectory represents a
centre! etreaaline of the gaseous bridge
between both components. If the relative
size (with respect to the distance of the
centres of both components) of the aass
gaining component is larger than a certain
llait that depends on the aass ratio, tha
etreem directly impinges on tha surface of
this component. This la the case of short-
period Algols. If this size ie emeller,
the etreaa orbits the central star end
foraa a gaseous ring of radius correspond-
ing to the angular momentua of lncoaing
aatter,

2. Canonical disk

Already Gorbateky (1965) showed that
in vhe presence of sufficient viscosity
tha ring broadens and foras an accretion
disk. Unfortunetely, hie aathenetical
solution is incorrect. The theory of ac-
cretion dleke wae developed only in the
late 1960s and the early 1970s (Prender-

?aat and Burbldge, 1968, Lyndon-Bell,969, Pringle and Roes, 1972, Novikov and
Thorns, 1973, Shakura and Sunyaev, 1S73,
Lynden-Bell end Pringle, 1974, Eardley and
Llghtman, 1975). This theory is thoroughly
explained in the excellent Pringle a (1981)
review. We shall only shortly suaaarlz?

soae basic formulae.
The canonical model assumes a

geometrically thin, oylindrically
symmetric, Keplerlan disk. Any influ-
ence of the secondary component is
neglected, the rotation velocity

(1) v = ( G B / R 3 ) 1 / 2

G is the gravitational constant, a the
mass of the central star, R the distance
froa the axis of synaetry going through
the centre of the star and perpendicular
to the orbital plane of the disk. The gas
rotates differentially, the viscosity
tries to damp out the sheering motions end
the energy of these motions is dissipated
in the gee as heat. Consequently, the
matter is spiralling down to the central
star. The excessive angular momentum is
transported to the outer parts of the disc.

It is useful to introduce surface
density I as a density integrated perpen-
dicularly to the disk, viz.

(2) /> dz.

z being the distance froa the central
plane. Then it can be deduced that the
radial aotion in the disk is described by
a diffusion equation

where t is time and * vertically averaged
viscosity per unit mass. The ffictional
dissipation rate per unit surface 6rea of
the disk

(4) 9

In the case of steady dixk the flux of
matter through the cylinder of radius R is
constant everywhere and it is equal to m.
Then the equations (3) and (4) can be
rewritten as

(5) *» [ 1/23
(6) D

R^is the radius of the central star.
The dissipation of energy and, hence,
the total flux of radiation from the unit
surface of the disk are viscosity
independent in steady disks. On the other
hand, the surface density is determined
by the viscosity.
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3. Viscosity

The nature of the viscosity in ac-
cretion disks is completely unknown up 'to
the preeent. Molecular, Ion or radiative
viscosity is Incapable of providing the
requisite transport rates. Turbulence and
magnetic reconnectlon were proposed ae poss-
ible sources of viscosity, but there is no
detailed theory of these mechanisms.

It is usual to parametrize the size of
the viscosity in the fora

(7) y - <Xc8H.

where H is the semithickneee of the disc
and i it a dimensionlese parameter intro-
duced by Shakura and Sunyaev (1973). Some
authors use the hypothesis of Lynden-Bell
and Pringle (1974) that the effective
Reynolds number Re of the accretion flovi
should be equal to the critical Reynolds
number for ths onsst of turbulence. Then

-7000

(8) V = Rv/Re

(see. e.g., Kfii, 1982a, Williams and
Ferguson, 1982).

4. Radiation of steady-state disks

There ia a number of papers devoted to
the modelling of stationary disks end com-
puting the theoretical spectra. In a steady
disk, the total flux of radiation from the
surface of the disk is D/2 - see Eq. (6).
The corresponding effective tenperature

.1/4
(9) 'eff

Simple models (Evans, 1974, Bath et al.,
1974, Bath, 1976, Schwarzenberg-Czerny and
Rozyczka, 1977, Tylanda, 1977) assume
blackbody enissivity corresponding to the
local effective tenperature given by (9).
The total disk spectrum is calculated by
integrating the various contributions over
The whole disk surface. More involved
models by Herter et al. (1979), Kiplinger
(1979), Mayo et al. (1980), Wade (1984)
aseuse hydrostatic equilibrium in the ver-
tical direction and use taodel stellar at-
mospheres to predict the flux at each
point. Meyer and Meyer-Hofneister (1982,
1983) performed a very detailed calcula-
tions of the vertical structure of ac-
cretion disks using a method similar to
aethoda for modelling stellar interiors.
Unfortunately, they did not calculate the
emergent spectrum.

All models mentioned above assume an
optically thick disk. On the other hand,'
Williams (1980), Tylenda (1981), Williams
and Fergusson (1982) developed a simple and
useful method for nodelling the cool and
optically thin parts of the disk. Their
approach include also the calculation of
enission-line profiles.

Fig. 1 show9 some properties of
a theoretical disk around a main-sequence
star computed by Kfiz gnd Hubeny (1987)
using modified Tylenda'3 approach. Note
that the calculated temperature is much
higher than the blackbody temperature
corresponding to Eq. (9). The most striking
result is that there are three different
solutions in some parts of the disk. Bath
snd Pringle (1982) already expected such

possible behaviour of aome disks. According

-2000

1000

25

Figure 1. Structure of the disk with
a = 1E-6 i,/yr around a main-sequence star
with n = lma, R^= 1RO. The semlthickness
of ths disk is shown by full lines, the
temperature by dashed lines. The effective
temperature calculated using Eq. (9) is
depicted by a dot-dashed line.

to them the middle solution is unetable.
Tti9 presence of two stable solutions
cannot raise the instability of the disk,
but it can amplify small effects of vari-
able maas exchange.

Kriz and Hubeny (1986) tried to pro-
pose a self-consistent method which avoids
some simplifications used in the previous
studies. For example, no a priori assump-
tion about the optical thickness is made.
Instead, its ve'ue is implied by the raodel.
The disk is divided into a set of concen-
tric rings, each of them behaving like an
independent plane-parallel slab. The ver-
tical structure of each ring is determined
by solving simultaneously the hydrostatic
equilibrium, the energy balance and the
radiative transfer equations. The resulting
set of non-linear equations is solved by
means of a suitable modification of the
complete linearization technique. An
example of computed flux distributions is
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, the
calculations of this kind are very time
consuming.

5. Time dependant models

The time-dependence of the surface
density, Z , is governed by Eq. (3). If
the viscosity varies as a given power of
radius, this equation can be solved ana-
lytically (Lyndon-Bell and Pringle, 1974).
The first tine dependent models of disks
with oC-paraneter were computed by Lightman
(1974a,b) for accretion on neutron stars
and black holes. More recently, ssveral
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Figure 2. Emergent flux from the disk
around a white dwarf of lm . The three sys-
tems ol: lines correspond (rroa top to
bottom) to ft = lE-6, 1E-10 (dashed lines),
and 1E-11 mB/yr, respectively. In each
system, the three curves correspond to
inclinations O°, 30° and 600. The observed
energy distribution of the dwarf nova
WX Hyi (Hassal et al., 1983) is shifted
along the ordinate to yield the best fit
between the observed quiescent spectrum and
the model with m = 1E-11 m./yr, inclination
= 300.

authors constructed similar models around
white dwarfs to investigate two present
theories of tha outbursts in dwarf novas.

Bath {1969, Bath et al., 1974) pro-
posed that a variation in the mass transfer
from the secondary is the cause of out-
bursts. Such hypothesis is supported by
analysis of the stability of stars filling
Roche lobe (Bath, 1975, Papaloizou and Bath
1975, Wood, 1977, Edwards, 1984,1987).Corre-
sponding sequences of time dependent disks
modelling the outbursts of dwarf novae were
constructed by Bath and Prlngle (1981,
1982), Bath et al. (1983).

Competing hypothesis by Osaki (1974),
Smak (1976), MadeJ and Paczynski (1977),
assumes a constant mass transfer and postu-
lates some instability of the disk itself.
Recently, Hoshi (1979), Meyer and Meyer-
Hofmeister (1981), Smak (1982), Cannizzo
et al. (1982) found that there exist two
possible disk equilibria in a certain
temperature range. The steady accretion
is not possible in such a circumstance,
but a cyclic behavior between these two

Figure 3. The spectra of VW Hyi on the
rise to outburst. Top left: Mass-transfer
burst model. Top right: Model of un-
stable accretion disk. Bottom:
Observations of IUE.

states occurs* Many Investigators calcu-
lated the tiae evolution of unstable ac-
cretion disks (Faulkner et al., 1983,
Mineshige and Osaki, 1983, 1985, Papa-
loizou et al.. 1983, Cannizzo and Wheeler,
1984, Meyer and Meyer-Hofneister, 1984,
Saak, 1984, Cannizzo et al., 1986, Duschl,
1986) .

Pringle at al. (1986) carefully mod-
elled the outbursts for both cases. They
found that the behavior on the rise to
outburst is the strongest discriminator
between the theoretical models. Only the
model with variable mass transfer ia able
to fit the rise of the optical flux before
the outburst starts in the ultraviolet -
see Fig. 3.

Unfortunately, time dependent models
strongly depend on the viscosity law. After
an appropriate adjustment of this law
nearly everything can be calculated.

6. Disk edges

The viscosity transfers the angular
momentum outwards to the outer edge of the
disk. Lin and Pringle (1976), Paczynski
(1977), Papaloizou and Pringle (1977), Lin
and Papaloizou (1979) demonstrated the
importance of tidal torques which are able
to transfer the excess angular mcmantum
from the disk back into the orbital motion.
Thus, the tidal processes determine tha
radius of the disk, nhlch is usually some-
what smaller than the radius of the cor-
responding Roche lobe. Kfli (1982a) has
shown that the tides also influence the
structure of the disk. The surface density
is substantially reduced in comparison with
the model without tides.

The structure of the outer parts of
the disk is also strongly affected by the
stream fron the mass losing component.
Lubow and Shu (1976), Bath et al. (1983),
Livio et al. (1986), demonstrated that the
stream penetrates deep into the disk
forming an extended bright spot. Hadrava
(1983, 1984) constructed model9 of
streams.

If the magnetic field of the central
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Figure 4. Density contours and velocity
vectors in the vicinity of the central star
according to Kley and Hensler (1987).

star is sufficiently weak, the disk extends
to the surface of this star. For a slowly
rotating star; nearly half of the total
available accretion energy can be released
in the boundary layer between the star and
the disk (Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974).
Discussion of the properties of this layer
can be found in the review by Shaviv (1987)
and references therein. Recently, Kley and
Hensler (1987) presented a two-dimensional
numerical method for computing axisymmetric
accretion flows. Fig. 4 shows an example of
their results. The boundary laver envelopes
the star completely and the structure of
the disk is much more complex than predic-
ted by the canonical model.

The disks around central star rotating
close to the break-up velocity was studied
by Krii (1982b). These disks differs from
the standard model considerably.

7. Two-dimensional hvdrodynamic calcu-
lations

Because of the phenomena mentioned in
the previous paragraph, the assumption of
cylindrical symmetry is valid only in the
inner region of the disk. To improve the
picture of the whole accretion flow includ-
ing the stream from the secondary component
several investigators tried to solve the
two-dimensional hydrodynamic problem di-
rectly in the orbital plane using some
simple assumption about the vortical struc-
ture of the disk. Some additional restric-
tive assumptions were usually made.

The first attempts by Prendergast
(1960) and Sobouti (1970) were
oversimplified and consequently the re-
sulting velocity fields were unrealistic.
Biermann (1971) and Spfrensen et al. (1975)
considered the accretion flow resulting
from a stellar wind driven from the
secondary's surface. Prendergast and Team
(1974) calculated the mass flow in a
short-period Algol-like binary with an

Figure 5. The particle distribution at
maximum light of the outburst (Bath. 1987).

Figure K. Accretion shocks computed by
Sawada et al. (1987).

almost direct impact of the incoming natter
on the primary star. Flannery (1975) ob-
tained a ring-like envelope as he
n»alected viscosity.

Because the first-order hydrodynamical
finita difference methods were not very
suitable for accretion flows, Lin and
Pringle (1976) adopted a multiparticle
approach to the problem. Hensler (1982,
1985) substantially improved this pseudo-
particle method. Whitehurst (see Bath,
1987) used another version of this approach
to follow a rapidly evolving flow in a
dwarf nova during the outburst. The par-
ticle distribution corresponding to the
peak luminosity is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Boyle and Walker (1986) and Zhou (1987)
also calculated models of that kind.

Sawada 3t al. (1986a,b, 1987) revived
interest at the direct solution of the
partical differential equations of the
fluid hydrodynamics. They computed a very
detailed rcodels of accretion flow using the
second-order accurate Osner upwind scheme.
They discovered spiral-shaped shock waves
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on the accretion disk corresponding to a
tidal dissipation of energy - see Fig. 6.
The gas lose angular momentum at the shock
and can spiral in without the help of a
viscosity.

Although • considerable progress has
been Bade in the last two decades in our
understanding of accretion flows in close
binat'iss. the p-oblema of proper viscosity
and tidal effects remain unsolved as yet.
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Discussion:

Polidan: One persistent problem with models for
steady state accretion disks has been their predic-
tion of deep Balmer jumps in the flux dis tr ibut ion.
Whereas, observations of accretion disks show very
small Balmer jump, or no discontinuity at a l l .
What do your models predict for Balmer disconti-
nuity?

Kriz: Dr. Hubeny and I obtained such a distribution
for a disk which is par t ia l ly optically thirk and
par t ia l ly optically thin.

de loore: Concerning the two possible explanations
generally believed to be able to explain dwarf
nova outbursts, a change in the mass transfer ,
or a limit cycle behaviour, do you think now that
the limit cycle hypothesis is completely ruled
out?

Kri/: I am not quite convinced that the limit
cycle hypothesis 15 completely ruled out. May be
that an appropriate modification of the viscosity
law can improve the agreement of the limit cycle
hypothesis with the observations.

Hannanec: Several years ago, you studied the struc-
tural difference between accretion and outflowing
disks. Mew, with Ron Polidan's Voyager observations
at hand, one should be able to distinguish between
these two poss ib i l i t ies for particular Be s tars
as you argued that the difference became significant
just for UV wavelengths.

Kriz: You are r ight . The theoretical spectra uf
accretion and excretion disks differ especially
below 1000 A.
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ON THE NATURE OF THE COMPONENT STARS IN BETA LYRAE

Mirek J. Plavec

Department of Astronomy, University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1562, U. S. A.

An attempt has been made to determine the continuous flux distribution separately
for the two components of S Lyrae, first from optical spectrophotometric scans, then
from ultraviolet (IUE) spectra. Both components have anomalous flux distribution,
not matching any standard star. For the primary, this is probably due to its Roche
lobe filling; the secondary is a disk.

Otto Struve once stated that B Lyrae is
the most expensive star, alluding to the vast
observational effort that already by his time
had gone into the studies of this bizarre
eclipsing binary system. This is probably no
longer true today, since modern observing
techniques, aimed mostly at extragalactic
objects, are much more expensive. It is,
however, quite possible that a complete syn-
opsis of all the observations of g Lyrae may
properly be called "A Tale of 1,001 Nights."

To these observations, we have added 48
spectrophotometric scans with the ITS scan-
ners of Lick Observatory, and 50 spectra ob-
tained with the IUE satellite. I cannot say
that on all those nights or shifts we were
faithful to that one star. In fact, some of
the observations had to be done almost clan-
destinely, in the course of other projects,
sitice not many of our colleagues sitting on
the various review committees are ready to
believe me that the star deserves additional
observations. Yet it is so: 8 Lyrae is with-
out doubt a crucial object for understanding
the evolution of interacting binaries, but
important parameters of the system are still
unknown. An excellent review of our know-
ledge about B Lyrae was recently published by
Sahade (1980), and I attempted to review the
problems (Plavec 1985).

One important aspect of e Lyrae that we
must attempt to know better is the flux dis-
tribution of the component stars, or, stated
more plainly but less accurately, their spec-
tral types. For the primary star (the one
that dominates the optical spectrum), the
tradition is that the spectral type is B8 II
or something quite close to it. This clas-
sification is essentially based on the con-
centrated effort by Struve and collaborators
in the 1940's and 1950's. They were well
aware of the fact that the line spectrum is
peculiar. Even if wo ignore the emission
lines and the absorption lines originating
in circumstellar structures, the lines that
we would call photospheric do not match any
one spectral type satisfactorily, although
in general the spectrum does approach B8 II
more closely >.han any other spectral type —
that is, if we use stars of standard (solar)
composition as comparison stars. However, it
has long been suspected that the chemical
composition of the star is not normal. Frora
among several studies, the one recently pub-
lished by Balachandrar, Lambert, Tomkin, and
Parthasarathy (1986) is the most relevant.
They have found that profile fitting of se-
lected spectral lines requires significant
helium overabundance and hydrogen underabun-
dance, namely such taat hydrogen atoms con-
stitute only 40% of the total atomic populace.

Another important conclusion reached by the
Texas group is that the effective tempera-
ture of the primary component is 13,300 K
with an uncertainty of about t 800 K, which
makes its spectral classification changed to
about B6 III-II.

The conclusions derived by Balachandran
et al. are plausible. The consensus cf opin-
ions is that the masses of the components
are approximately 2 mQ and 12 mG , respect-
ively, or something of that order. This im-
plies that this rather massive system is
well advanced in its mass transfer process,
and it is plausible to assume that the CNO-
processed material is now exposed to our
eyes. Indeed, Balachandran et al. find that
C and 0 are strongly underabundant relative
to N; and, naturally, the process has also
converted much of the hydrogen into helium.

As to the character of the secondary star
the consensus is that it is some kind of a
disk, greatly flattened perpendicular to the
orbital plane, and that its central star may
be completely hidden inside the disk. Very
little is known about its flux distribution
with wavelength. The goal of the present
work is to improve this situation.

OPTICAL SCANS

The spectrophotometric scans in the opti-
cal region were made in two observing sea-
sons, in 1979 and 1982. The 1982 observa-
tions are very homogeneous; they were al]
made by Dr. Janet L. Weiland and the author
with the 3m Shane telescope and a green tube
which gives reliable response between 340 -
810 nm. The infrared end of the spectrum is
less informative because of strong telluric
bands, but the ultraviolet end yields a good
picture of the Balmer jump and is of primary
importance. The 1979 scans are less homo-
geneous; they were obtained by R.P.S. Stone,
J.J. Dobias, Dr. C D . Keyes, and the author
with three different telescopes (3n, Iru, and
0.6m), and the scanner on the smaller tele-
scopes did not cover the Balmer jump short-
ward of about 375 nm. The 1979 observations
carry as a rule a lower weight, but I did
not find any systematic differences.

Fig. 1 shows the typical flux distribution
in full light and at the two eclipses. At
primary eclipse, the brighter component is
partially eclipsed by the disk-like second-
ary. The eclipse is partial, since the ab-
sorption "lines of the primary star remain
visible. Therefore the task of separating
the fluxes from the two components is not at
all easy, and requires the adoption of a
working model.
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The best quantitative model fitting the
light curve of 8 Lyrae was developed by H. E,
Wilson V1974), who kindly provided we with a
detailed theoretical light curve valid for
wavelengths in the vicinity of 425 nm. The
fundamental concept of the model is essential
for this work: It is assumed that the light
of the disk-shaped secondary object is inde-
pendent of phase in the orbital cycle, and
that it is decreased only by a bodily eclipse
by the primary star during the secondary
eclipse. On the other hand, the primary star
is assumed to fill a highly distorted Roche
critical lobe, as a consequence of which its
flux varies continuously and periodically
during one orbital cycle. Its light curve
has two maxima and two minima. Fig. 2 shows
the light curves of the two components, and
the resulting light curve of the system. We
notice that the primary minimum of the system
light curve is caused entirely by light loss
of the primary star, but this light loss has
two causes: a partial bodily eclipse by the
disk, and phase-locked rotation of the prima-
ry star, which at that time suu.o "s a smal-
ler cross-section than at the quadratuic
On the other hand, during the secondary mini-
mum, both stars lose some light: the seconda-
ry is partially eclipsed and the primary has
another minimum of its light.

The strategy of my work is based on this
model. If the primary minimum is due to loss
of light by the primary star only, then we
should obtain the flux distribution of the
primary star by subtracting a scan taken deep
in the primary eclipse from any scan taken
near the light maximum of the system. The
relative flux distribution is obtained cor-
rectly if the Wilson model is qualitatively
correct. Absolute values of the fluxes are
derived correctly only if Wilson's model is
also quantitatively correct. Thus a crucial
test on the applicability of my approach will
be obtained if the blue magnitudes extracted
from our scans (in the vicinity of 425 nm)
agree with Wilson's theoretical light curve.
The observed magnitudes are plotted against
the theoretical light curve in Fig. 3. All
our scans were dereddened using the reddening
curve published by Seaton (1979) and a color
excess E(B-V) = 0.04 mag according to Dobias
and Plavec (1985). The sizes of the circles
are proportional to weights; the largest ones
correspond to first-class scans taken with
the 3m Shane telescope.

I think that the agreement between the
observations and Wilson's theoretical curve
is encouraging. There are no systematic
deviations. The observed magnitudes are cor-
rect within about ± 0.05 mag; if we realize
this fact, the scatter around the predicted
light curve becomes less important. Our
scans always give more accurate relative
flux distributions as functions of wave-
length, and less accurate absolute values of
the fluxes. There appears to be larger
scatter deep inside the primary eclipse,
from one cycle to another. This is a well-
known fact, pointed out e.g. by Wilson (1974).
Our observations seem to indicate that the
central part of the secondary eclipse may be
deeper than Wilson's model predicts, but all
the observations there were made during only
one eclipse.

Following the scheme outlined above, I per-
formed all possible subtractions of the scans
taken deep in primary eclipse from i';r* scans

taken in full light. The mutual agreement
is very satisfactory, and leads to the flux
distribution for the primary component seen
in Fig. 4.

T I I I I

I I I I I I I J I 1 1 t I I f 1 1

Fig. 1. - Optical flux distribution in B
Lyrae at maximum light and at the two minima.
Vertical scale is in magnitudes, wavelengths
are in Angstroms.

4 . 7

ConBlnfld l ight

- 0 . 2
PHASE

Fig. 2. - Theoretical light curves of the
two components in Wilson's model, and the
resulting light curve of the system. Verti-
cal scale is in magnitudes.

Obtaining the flux distribution of the
secondary star is a less straightforward pro-
cedure, since there are no two phases for
which the flux difference would be due to
the secondary component only. Thus the un-
certainty in the absolute flux distribution
of the primary star affects even the relat-
ive flux distribution of the secondary, and
renders it less reliable; yet there seems to
exist no better approach. The effect of the
primary star is minimized deep in the prima-
ry eclipse. Therefore the flux distribution
of the system at phases near the mid-primary
eclipse was used, and the flux of the prima-
ry star, multiplied by the proper factor re-
sulting from the Wilson modrl, has been sub-
tracted. The flux distribution of the secon-
dary star derived in this way is also shown
in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. - Blue magnitudes extracluu from op-
tical scans (circles) are compared with the
Wilson light curve for the system.
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Fig. 4. - Continuum fluxes of the two stars
in 0 Lyrae in the optical region.

The spectra of the two component stars as
shown in Fig. 4 are devoid of all strong spec-
tral lines, except near the Balmer limit. The
strong H and He I lines are mostly in emis-
sion, therefore they belong to neither com-
ponent and cannot be used for classification
anyway. They were eliminated from the plots
because small wavelength shifts, either real
Doppler shifts or wavelength scale errors,
would cause spurious sharp emission and/or
absorption at several places, detracting us
from an inspection of the continuum.

The two quasi-continua shown cannot be
satisfactorily matched by any standard star
or model a< nosphere. The slope of the Pa-
schen continuum of the secondary can be ap-
proximated by a model atmosphere at an ef-
fective temperature near 8,500 K. This is in
agreement with the conclusions of the early
photometrists that the secondary star is "of
spectral type F". This is, of course, valid
only for the relatively short segment of its
spectrum usually represented by the B and V
magnitudes. The size of the Balmer jump is
much smaller than would be proper for an F
star of an early subtype.

Fig. 5.- The overall flux distributions at
three principal phases. Note that both the
primary and the secondary eclipse become
shallow near 2,000 A, and that shortward of
about 1,600 A, the secondary eclipse becomes
deeper than the primary eclipse.

The flux distribution of the primary compo-
nent in the optical region is also complex.
As will be shown in Fig. 7, the effective
temperature of about 13,000 K adopted by
Balachandran et al. can give an acceptable
fit over most part of the Paschen continuum
shown in Fig. 4, but there is an excess of
flux from the star in the red and near infra-
red. If an attempt is made to match the en-
tire Paschen continuum shown, then the ef-
fective temperature becomes impossibly low,
much less than the 11,500 K corresponding to
the more traditional spectral type, B8 II,
The size of the Balmer jump is much too small
for 13,000 K and the discrepancy grows if we
attempt a fit with a lower temperature. The
observed Balmer jump corresponds to Teff of
16,000 K or 17,000 K, impossibly high.

We must conclude that the assumption that
the change of light between the maximum light
and the primary eclipse is due only to a loss
of light of the primary component is not en-
tirely valid. There is a contribution due
to the circumstellar matter, and it occurs
at the Balmer jump and then in the red part
of the spectrum. Bound-free radiation of
circumstellar hydrogen is certainly present,
but it is not clear if this is only factor.
Nevertheless, if we make allowance for this
extra light, it would seem that the primary
star could still be represented by a simple
model, not very different from the one used
by Balachandran et al.: effective temperature
near 13,000 K, log (surface gravity) = 2.5,
and abundance of hydrogen by number 40%. I
must stress here that new models kindly com-
puted for me by Dr. R. L. Kurucz for hydro-
gen abundances 20%, 30%, and 40% differ, in
the optical region, so very little that the
observational errors are much larger. Thus,
although the underabundace of H claimed by
the Texas group and previous investigators
is quite plausible, my scans cannot furnish
any evidence for it. We will see in the next
section and in Fig. 7 that the flux distri-
bution of the primary star deviates from the
13,000 K model so much that the continuum
does not yield any such c-vidence even when
a wider spectral region is considered.
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Fig. 6, - Flux distributions for the two stars
in B Lyrae, between 1200 and 6900 A.

FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE ULTRAVIOLET

The ultraviolet IUE spectra accumulated du-
ring several years were used to determine the
flux distributions in the ultraviolet. The
difficulties are much larger than in the op-
tical region, since at a number of places the
emission lines are so strong and so numerous
that they create a spurious continuum, less
affected than the stellar continua by the
eclipses. The most striking region lies near
2,000 A. Fig. 5 shows that both eclipses are
spuriously shallow there, since most radia-
tion is coming from circumstellar emission of
Fe III, Ni II, and a few other ions.

A very meticulous work involving both the
low and high-dispersion spectra and fluxes as
observed at both eclipses was necessary in
order to obtain at least a preliminary pic-
ture of the continuum flux distributions of
the two components, shown in Fig. 7. This
work must continue before I can say with con-
fidence that these are reliable data. Yet it
seems that the fundamental character of the
two spectra is correctly shown in Fig. 7. As
is already indicated by the fact that the se-
condary eclipse becomes the deeper one in the
far ultraviolet, the secondary component is
more luminous at short wavelengths, and the
slope of its Lyman continuum can be formally
represented by a higher temperature than for
the primary. However, the deepening of the
secondary eclipse is also partly caused by
the surprising decline in the flux of the
primary star, which falls far below the level
required by the 13,000 K model (independent-
ly of the abundance effect, which plays a
minor role even in the far UV).

The resulting flux distribution of the
secondary star does not come as any surprise
since it has long been agreed that this is
a disk. The new aspect is that we are ap-
proaching a more quantitative description of
the flux distribution, important for model
fitting. I think that the anomaloue flux
distribution of the primary star is due to
the fact that that star is very distorted as
it presumably fills its critical Roche lobe.
A good theoretical model of such a star is
now needed. 6 Lyrie is almost unique in this
respect; in ordinary Algols the Roche lobe
filling stars are less luminous than the

Fig.7, - The flux from the primary star is
much lower in the far ultraviolet than a
13,000 K model requires, and it also deviates
strongly from models near 11,000 K; under-
abundance of hydrogen plays a small role.

other component. Perhaps V356 Sagittarii is
the only other suitable system. It seems to
me that theoretical modeling must be the next
step if we want to understand g Lyrae better.

It is noteworthy that my results confirm
the conclusions attained already in 1976 by
Kondo, McCluskcy, and Eaton (1976) from the
photometry by the 0A0-2 satellite. That in-
cludes their realization that the UV flux is
variable, which further complicates the case.
A continuous run through one cycle is desir-
able, but is probably only a dream. When I
look back at the many problematic steps one
has to take, I am reminded of a discussion I
once had with Dr. Alan Batten: We agreed
that a real hell for a sinful astronomer (if
any such exists) would be a round trip thru
heavens, with a close look at systems like B
Lyrae.

I would like to express my gratitude to Drs
Charles D. Keyes and Zdenka Plavec for the
computer programs that plotted the Figures.
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Discussion:

Dlaitrov: What would be the change in the 11 000K
curve if you assume a half-and-half mixture of
H and He (ratio He/H = 1.0 by number density)?

Plavcc: The models with higher He content kindly
calculated for me by Dr. Kurucz show very little
difference even if the hydrogen content is as low
as 20*. The differences are smaller than uncertainty
in the observed fluxes.

Dlaitrov: How can you explain the discrepancy
between your very recent classification of the
primary as B9 - B9.5 II - Ib and T .„ as high as
13 300 K?

Plavec: I explain it by an even more recent reduc-
tion of all my Lick scanner data. But I wish to
qualify the statement: "In the region of about
3700 through 5000 A, the best fitting Kurucz model
seems to be that corresponding to about T ,f =
13 000 K. The primary spectrum cannot be in its
entirety described by any one simple model atmos-
phere or standard star".

Dlraitrov: Is it possible to imagine an earlier
spectral type, say B3, for the primary star and
at the same time a quite thick envelope surrounding
It, the latter having a lower temperature (about
11 000 K)?

Plavec: It would be difficult, I think, to find
evidence supporting such a model.

Harmanec: Is not it possible, after all, that
the primary of (3 Lyr is something like a shell
star? This reasoning may be supported by the result
of Dr. Dimitrov (unpublished thesis). He found
that the RV of the rather narrow Na I 5889 and
5895 lines of (3 Lyr followed closely the RV curve
of the primary. One would not expect the presence
of the strong Na I lines in the atmosphere of
a B star.

Plavec: We must remain quite openminded as to
the interpretation of Beta Lyrae. Although the
Algol-like model of semidetached system seems most
plausible, there is no guarantee that it is cor-
rect. Moreover, I would like to see a model of
the situation when a star almost fills its critical
Roche lobe, and develops a substantial wind.

de Loore: Were there infrared observations made
of Beta Lyrae? They could tell us something concern-
ing the existence of a shell.

Plavec: Infrared observations exist, but I have
not been able yet to compare them with my results.

Polidan: Regarding the possibility of a hot star
plus a shell mimicking the B8 star in P Lyr. If
such an object exists then the shell must be comple-
tely optically thick. Our Voyager observations
show that the B8 star does indeed look like a B8
star. If a hotter star is present it must be fully
and completely hidden.
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We present some effects of an increasing He abundance in the stellar atmo-
sphere. The run of b-factors with depth for various He abundances is given u
woll aa the theoretical equivalent widths of He I and Balmer lines. The appear-
ance of certain shell lines suggests a strong influence from a cireumatellax
envelope.

Some more results after an abundance

analysis of the primary component of /3 Lyr

are presented. Namely, employing a non-LTE

(HLTE) approach to selected He I lines, the

NLTE populations of various He I atomic lev-

els were obtained. Their ratios to the LTE

populations define so called b-factors, rep-

resenting the departures from the condition

of LTE in the stellar atmosphere. Further-

more, from the appearance of certain spec-

tral lines the influence of a circumstellar

envelope is clearly evident.

Here, the run of b-factors with depth

in the stellar atmosphere is displayed as

well as their dependence on the adopted he-

lium abundance. The basic model parameters

for fl Lyr primary are Tef:f = 12000 K and

log g = 2.5 for all models. Various models

differ by the adopted He abundance: values

bl]"NLTt'\Tt

D1.S

He/H = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 3.0

were considered. The effects of increasing

He abundance are illustrated by means of b-

-factors for He/H = 0.25 and 3.0.

The inadequacy of an assumption of de-

tailed radiative balance in the resonance

lines in the outermost layers(at lower den-

sities) leads to the decrease of all b-fac-

tors there. Excepting transitions in de-

tailed radiative balance all others are op-

tically thin and without such an assumption

the 1s S level should overpopulate. How

this mechanism is not possible and between

higher levels statistical equilibrium is

established. If we assume that the ground

level is in detailed balance, more atoms

will be excited and as a consequence the

njje I x population is enhancedj this causes

the rise of LTE populations of all levels,

»A

lA

„ a D ° ° " ,«««»«••••••**

Figure 1: The run of b-factors of some He I lines with depth for He/H=0.25 and 3.0.
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i.e. a decrease of b^ = nj/ni * a expected

(i^ and n£ denote the HITE and LTE popula-

tions, respectively).

The 2sJS level is overpopulated due to

line transitions (the continuum rate is by

three orders of magnitude lower). The He I

10830 line (transitior 2s3S - 2p3P) shows

oase A BLTE effect (=large overpopulation

of the lower level, Hubenjf, 19861.Similarly,

the behaviour of the b-faetors for other a-

tomic levels can be explained as a result

of various transitions occuring with higher

or lower probability (different gf), even-

tually by a close coupling (decoupling) be-

tween levels (or on the account of differ-

ent collision rates).

V?ry interesting is the appearance of

b-factors for different helium abundance.

It was found that layers with a certain

fixed optical depth move deeper with in-

creasing He abundance. Accordingly, it is

evident that the shapes of the displayed

curves remain virtually the same, yet, ap-

parently "depressed" to the right (toward

larger m ) .

On the other hand, fixing a mass-depth

point, it turns out that the electron den-

sity n decreases for larger He abundances.

Since the radiative rates (excepting recom-

bination) do not depend on n and collision

rates are proportional to n , the decrease

of n g leads to reduction of collision rates.

Hc/H-1.0

.... L T E

• - • NLTE

5001 5011 5021 5031 5041 5051

H . I

He/H

187! tt

•1.0

\

He! 1

\

SBB.tS

1 r

I f

i
H , 1 W OS

M
X

N 1 3900%
Til l J90031
MM 3900«

He I 3941.73 v

He/H=1.0 Cal l 396B.17

3875 3885 3895 3905 3955

?igure 2: Observed (full line) and synthetic (dashed line) spectra of shell He I lines

3889 A, 3965 A, and 5016 I.
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fiftlft 1t Theoretical equivalent widths (A)

of He -I lines calculated for • . j ^ ^ = 2 km/s.

• - calculated without hydrogen lines

Method LIE ULTE LTE HLTE LTE NLTE

XV 0.25 1.0 3.0

3820
38€7
3872
3889*
3927
3965*
4009
4026
4121
4144
4169
4388
4438
4471
4713
4922
5016
5048
5876
6678
7065
7281
10830
20581

.478

.118

.101

.193

.094

.135

.260

.451

.102

.207

.038

.199

.045

.362

.097

.163

.092

.036

.209

.096

.066

.022

.186

.019

.493

.122

.104

.218

.099

.157

.270

.471

.106

.218

.039

.213

.048

.424

.114

.202

.118

.043

.319

.171

.115

.040

.356

.029

.860

.229

.209

.326

.207

.269

.617

.910
«202
.456
.090
.416
.102
.681
.158
.311
.149
.063
.302
.147
.101
*036
.262
.038

.881

.235

.215
.353
.215
.297
.638
.939
.208
.476
.094
.439
.107
.758
.178
.366
.164
.074
.427
.247
.165
.065
.460
.057

1

1
1

1

.421

.462

.439

.627

.481

.575

.314

.692

.341

.960

.225

.841

.249

.231

.283

.593

.269

.119

.446

.224

.147

.0^8

.345

.066

1

1
1

1

.446

.468

.449

.654

.492

.609

.346

.725

.348

.989

.230

.874

.257

.318

.304

.667

.311

.134

.582

.350

.222

.098

.585

.099

Table 2 j Balmer lines* calculated equivalent

widths ior different helium abundances.

Column lot.(A) indicates the integration

interval.

line
HoC
H(3

Hf
He
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15

6562.797
4861.323
4340.462
4101.734
3970.072
3889.048
3835.384
3797.898
3770.630
3750.152
3734.368
3721.939
3711.971

int.(l)
+50
±55
±55
±40
±30
±20
±17
±14

10.-M3
-8,+10
- 6 , +8
-5 +7
- 4 +5

0.25
eq .

3.922
5.515
5.661
5.592
5.459
5.197
4.841
4.594
4.005
3.462
2.724
2.073
1.563

1.0
widths

4.639
6.711
6.997
6.926
6.732
6.258
5.741
5.270
4.408
3.593
2.653
1.940
1.451

3.0
(X)
5.246
7.961
8.466
8.406
8.124
7.318
6.587
5.791
4.590
3.526
2.472
1.787
1.423

Meanwhile, the radiative rates remain almost

unchanged if the coupling to continuum is

•eeak. In this manner, as the collision rates

tend to introduce LTE and the radiative

rates destroy it, the reduction of collision

rates due to the enhanced He abundance actu-

ally enlarges the BI/TE effects. These ef-

fects are Btronger when the coupling to the

continuum is weaker (lower levels of the

triplets) and vice versa (singlets).

Concerning the appearance of certain

shell and resonance lines in the optical

spectrum of fl Lyr, our figures give an evi-

dence that their profiles are strongly af-

fected 'by circumstellar matter. The most

striking result is that the radial veloci-

ties of the displayed He I liE.es as wjll as

those of Ca II and Ha I resonance lines

(not shown here), coincide with RV derived

from other photospheric lines, e.g. Si II,

Pe II, etc.; the value being it the order

of -140 km/s. The easiest explanation is

that all such lines originate in the outer-

most, with much lower density, atmospheric

layers, or in a cool gaseous envelope very

close to the primary star. Yet, there is

still another explanation: namely, an ex-

panding gas shell may exist in the system

of (i Lyr, having expansion velocity w -140

km/s and the agreement between radial ve-

locities of shell (and resonance) lines and

those of photospheric lines is just an

exact coincidence at phases around 0,39 (as

in our case).

With regard to the tabulated equiva-

lent widths of various He I lines, the cal-

culations using a HLTE approach versus the

LTE approximation show a similar trend as

according to Auer and Mihalas (1973): the

KLTE effects are stronger for lines with

longer wavelengths.

We present as well the equivalent

widths of the Balmer lines for different He

abundance: thsy are predicted greater for

a helium-rich atmosphere.

S0TE: This text is only a short summary of

the subject. A detailed presentation will

be published aoon (Diaitrov and Kubat, 1987).
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THE UV SPECTRA OP CATACLYSMIC AND SYMBIOTIC VARIABLES

P.L.Selvelli1^,R.Viotti2)

1)-Osservatorio Astronomico di Trieste-Italy
2)-CNR-Istituto di Astrofisica Spaziale-Frascati-Italy

ABSTRACT. UV observations of cataclysmic and symbiotic variables with the IUE satel-
lite have given and are giving a fundamental contribution to our knowledge of the
nature of these objects. The study of the UV resonance and interconbination lines
of the most abundant elements has been used as a diagnostic of the physical condi-
tions in the disk, circumstellar region, and ejecta. Most objects display a strong
UV continuum which is usually attributed to emission from the hot component and/or
from the accretion disk. The exceptionally long lifetime of IUE has allowed the stu-
dy of these objects during different activity phases. In the recurrent nova T Cr B
dramatic UV variations have been observed during phases of optical quiescence. Of
particular interest has been the UV study of the recent outbursts of the symbiotic
stars AG Dra, Z And, and PU Vul, as well that of CH Cyg during the activity phases
associated to the formation of a jet. The results of multi-frequency observations
(from radio to x-rays) of some symbiotic variables and their implications for the
models are also discussed.

The term cataclysmic variables (CV's) was
first proposed by Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin to
indicate the common property of rather dif-
ferent objectr (classical novae, dwarf novae,
recurrent novae), all having in common the
presence of at least one observed outburst
(OB) in their historical lightcurve.

It is commonly accepted that CV's are clo-
se binary systems (with orbital periods of
the order of a few hours), in which a red
near-main sequence star filling its Roche lo-
be tranfers material via an accretion disk
onto a white dwarf companion. Well-known ex-
ceptions are the recurrent nova T Cr B,where
the red component is a giant and the orbital
period is 227.6 days, and the old nova GK Per
whose orbital period is 1.901) days.

In recent years the term CV's has been
used more extensively to include any short-
period binary system in which the accreting
object is a white dwarf, and which shows
spectral and photometric characteristics simi-
lar to those of the "classical" CV's. Thus,
both AM Her-type stars (which contain a stron-
gly magnetic white dwarf with B—10 gauss)
and nova-like stars have been included in the
CV class, although there is no certain record
of an historical OB for them. "A fortiori",
the symbiotic novae (RR Tel, AG Peg, V 1016
Cyg, etc.), whose behavior during OB finds a
natural explanation in terms of TNR's on the
surface 'of a white dwarf, should be included
in the CV's class.

In the first part of this review we will
restrict ourselves to outlining some results
of the IUE observations of classical novae and
recurrent novae in quiescence only. The vari-
ous aspects of the UV behavior of the symbio-
tic stars will be considered in the second
part .

1)-Classical Novae

The importance of UV observations of CV's
is twofold:
a,: the bulk of the continuum radiation emitted
by CV's falls, with very few exceptions,in the
satellite UV spectral region. The study of
such radiation provides fundamental informa-
tion about the physical processes which take
place in the hot regions of the system, gene-
rally associated with the innermost disk part
and the white dwarf surface. Clearly, esti-

mates of temperatures and luminosities are
crucially dependent on observations in this
wavelength range.
b_: in the satellite UV region of the spectrum
several important, strong resonance lines be-
longing to abundant elements (such as CIV X.
1550, SilVXlfOO, NVX124O) are observed.
Most of these elements lack strong lines in
the optical region. High excitation lines
such as Hell 161)0, and the OIII Bowen's
lines are also observed in CV's . Moreover,
nebular lines (such as SiIII\l892, CIII X
1909, OIIIX1660, NIVX1486 etc.) are obser-
ved in recurrent novae, in a few old novae,
and in novae during the aebular stage. The
study of all the categories or lines reported
above provides valuable information on the
excitation processes, the region(s) of line
formation, the presence of outflow phenomena,
the intensity of the radiation field in the
unacaessible EUV spectral range, and the phy-
sical conditions in the low density regions
(if any) which surround the system.

Two comprehensive reviews on the subject
of CV's by ^tarrfield and Snijders (1987) and
by Friedjung (1987) have just appeared (or
are to appear soon). We refer to these re-
views for a more detailed description of the
behavior of single objects. Here, we limit
ourselves to presenting a few general consi-
derations and to describing briefly some as-
pects of the UV observations which have not
been emphasized previously.

After the first marginal detection of the
two brightest members of the old novae class
(V 603 Aql and RR Pic) by Gallagher and Code
(1971*) using 0A0-2. the launch of the IUE sa-
tellite (Boggess et al. 1978) opened up a
new era in the UV study of old novae, allow-
ing the acquisition of about 150 spectra for
a dozen objects within the limiting magni-
tude m(v)<15.

The Continuum.
A general characteristics of most objects

is the presence, after correction for redden-
ing , of a hot continuum, as indicated by the
increase of the flux toward shorter wave-
lengths. The hot continuum is generally attri-
buted to the accretion disk, although a possi-
ble contribution from the white dwarf, still
active a long time after 0B, cannot be exclu-
ded. The determination of the temperature of
such a continuum is not a well-established
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operation as is,,for example, that of fitting
a stellar continuum with a model atmosphere.
While a steeper slope toward shorter wave-
lengths is obviously interpreted as an indi-
cation of higher temperature, the actual va-
lue is very dependent on the details of the
model chosen. Accretion disk models are based
on sums of emissions of Kurucz models at dif-
ferent temperatures or on sums of emissions
of black bodies at different temperatures.
These sums tend to produce a Lynden-Bell dis-
tribution F(X)~ XexpC-2.33) over a certain
wavelength range. See , however, Wade (1984)
for criticism on the models limitations.
Large differences in temperature are encoun-
tered between fits made using different mo-
dels. In several cases, the observed conti-
nuum can be fitted equally well by a single
component (e.g. a power law) or by two compo-
nents (e.g. two black bodies or a black body
and a power law). As a consequence it is not
surprising that for the same object, fits
with rather different temperature components
have been made by different authors.See, for
example the determinations of the temperature
in HR Del made by Hutchings (1979).Krautter
et al (1981), Rosino et al (1982), and Fried-
jund et al (1982).

In several cases (e.g. RR Pic, HR Del, V 603
Aql ) the slope of the UV continuum distribu-
tion, after correction for reddening, does not
deviate significantly from that expected
from the Lynden-bell distribution. Exceptions
to this trend are GK Per, DQ Her, BT Mon, and
T Aur. GK Per is quite peculiar, since its
continuum is peaked toward the visible, thus
indicating a lower temperature , but high ion-
ization lines are present. Moreover, unlike
in other old novae, there is some contribution
in the UV from the K2 IV-V companion. GK Per
is also a copious hard x-ray emitter and this
emission shows a strong coherent modulation
with a period of 351 s. (Watson et al, 1985).
This is a 'signature of the "intermediate po-
lars" or DQ Her class of CV's, characterized
by the presence of,.a strong magnetic field,
of the order of 103-10 gauss. Probably this
magnetic field causes the disruption of the
innermost disk part, where the missing UV
continuum would otherwise be produced.
The intermediate polar DQ Her is a system
seen at quite high inclination which shows
eclipse phenomena. Its far UV continuum is
nearly flat and can be represented by F(\)~
X over the whole UV range. It is tempting to
ascribe this peculiarity in the continuum slo-
pe in DQ Her to an inclination effect which
causes the disk to be seen in its outermost,
coolest components. This suggestion is suppor-
ted by the nearly flat continua of BT Mon (i~
84°) and T Aur (i~68°), and is in agreement
with an optical study of Warner (1986) who
found a strong correlation between the abso-
lute visual magnitude and the inclination of
the system. Warner interpreted this result
in terms of the darkening of the disk limb
when viewed at different inclination angles.
It is noteworthy that none of the three ob-
jects mentioned above has been detected as an
x-ray emitter. Becker and Marshall (1981)
from an exclusively x-ray study of a sample
of old novae, suggested that the suostantial
lack of x-ray emission in DQ Her and T Aur
was attributable to the high inclination of
these systems. From this standpoint it is
disturbing to note that RR Pic, which shows
a hot UV continuum and is detected as an x-
ray emitter, is reported to have a high in-
clination angle, as derived from the presence
of photometric eclipse-like effects (Vogt,

1975 )•
Most of UV luminosity of CV's in quies-

cence is due to the dissipation, through vis-
cous processes, of the gravitational energy
released when mass is tansferred , via an ac-
cretion disk,onto the surface of the white
dwarf. Thus, the disk luminosity can be linked
to the mass accretion rate M, a quantity whose
knowledge is fundamental for understanding the
evolution of the system and the physics of the
outburst. Basic formulae for M in classical
disks are given in Bath et al.(198O).
The_considerable differences in the disk lumi-
nosities estimates are due to two main factors:
1) uncertainties in the fitting of the observed
curves with models, 2) uncertainties regarding
the distances. These uncertainties are reflec-
ted in the uncertainties in M, and quite seri-
ous discrepancies between the M values propo-
sed by various authors for the same object are
present..Thus* for HE Del Friedjung et al(1982)
derived M~10 Moyr~ jpwhile Krautter et al.
(1981) found M-4.6 10 c M.yr , and Hutchings
(19g9) gave indication of a value in excess of
10 . Kenyon_and Webbink (1984) have suggested
determining M by fitting the observed flux at
different wavelengths to models of diks seen
at different inclinations and emitting like
the sums of blackbodies. With this method,
they_gbtained for HR Del a ft of the order of
4-10" MByr , in fair agreement with Kraut-
ter's et al. value, which is a lower limit
based on the "observed " UV luminosity only.
A compilation of mass accretion rates can be
found in Verbunt and Wade (1984).

It is noteworthy that, while the observed
UV luminosity of the best studied old novae is
of the order of lO-3 -10'>D erg s (but selec-
tion effects are important ! ) , their x-ray lu-
minosity is much weaker. Quiescent novae are,
at best, low luminosity x-ray sources, with a
mean luminosity in the 0.1-5 Kev range of the
order of 6-I0-1 erg s (Becker and Marshall,
1981, Cordova and Mason 1984). The brightest
sources are GK Per (Watson et al.,,1985) with
a 2-20 Kev luminosity of about 10 erg s
during activity phases, and V 603 Aql (Drechsel
et al, 1983)_ipth a 0.15-20 Kev luminosity of
3-10-JJ erg s Various reasons have been gi-
ven to interpret tr.1-: discrepancy between the
UV and the x-ray luminosity in CV's. See, for ex-
ample Jensen (1984), Kallman and Jensen (19
U9«5), and Patterson and Raymond (1985).

The Line Spectrum.
A common characteristic of the line spec-

trum of old novae is the presence of strong
emission lines of high excitation like NV V
1240, SilV Xl400, CIVX155O, and HeIlXl64O.
Intercombination lines like Niv\l486, NIII X
1750, SiIIlXl892, and CIIlXl9O8, or lines
of low excitation like 01 X 1304 are general-
ly much weaker or absent.

Certainly , one important result of IUE
observations of CV's is the detection of the
P Cyg profiles in several dwarf novae during
OB phases. See sfor example, Cordova and Mason
(3 984) and references therein.
Krautter et ai.(198l) reported the presence of
P Cyg profiles also in the spectra of the old
novae HR Del, RR Pic and V 603 Aql. Although
the presence of P Cyg profiles in RR Pic and
in V 603 Aql is questionnable (Selvelli, 1982),
they are clearly present in KR Del. The presen-
ce of such profiles indicates that material is
still outflowing a long time after the outburst,
and this poses several questions about the na-
ture of the mechanism which originates the wind
and the duration of the process. Krautter et al.
(1981), with some rather crude assumptions,
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estimated the mass-loss rate as 2.6-10 "^
M s yr"

1.
A marginal wind detection has been claimed by
Cordova and Mason (1985) in the CIV doublet
in DQ Her. If the wind geometry in old novae
is similar to that of dwarf novae in OB, this
result seems to contradict the indication by
Cordova and Meson (1984) that P Cyg profiles
in dwarf novae are more common in objects with
low inclination (unlike DQ Her). Cordova and
Mason (1984) suggested the presence of a coni-
cal outflow, perpendicular to the disk plane.
Recent Observations of V 811 Oph (Cassatella
et al.) indicate the presence of P Cyg profi-
les in its UV spectrum also.

V 603 Aql is the sole old nova that has
been observed with IUE in the high resolution
mode (Selvelli and Cassatella, 1980). The two
spectra, although at about 50% or the optimal
exposure, clearly show emission lines of 3iIV,
CIV, and Hell. These emissions are wide and
shallow and centered on the.nominal wavelength.
FWHM indicates v-1800 km s , while PWZJ (at
the continuum level) gives v-4000 km s .
These velocities are those expected from mate-
rial in the innermost region of an accretion
disk around a white dwarf. At first sight
these data do not support the suggestion of
Perland et al. (198<O, who, after a detailed
study of this system , indicated that the
emission lines were originated in an exten-
ded coronal-like region with radius compa-
rable with the binary separation.

Even for the brightest old novae, the time
separation between successive IUE images in
the same spectral region has a lower limit of
about 'JO minutes (the sum of the exposure time
and of the camera preparation time). Therefore,
a satisfactory time resolution (as compared
with a typical orbital period of about 200 min)
can be achieved for the brightest objects
on]y.
In V 603 Aql, Rahe et al.(198O) and Drechsel
et al.(198l) have detected variations of the
emission intensities and of the continuum both
in the optical and in the UV ranges. These va-
riations seem tc be related to the orbital pe-
riod. Occultation or partial eclipse effects
have been invoked in order to explain the va-
riations, but the small inclination of the
system sheds serious doubt on this hypothesis.
Selvelli and Cassatella (1982) have studied
the variations in the X 2OOO-J2OO region.
Maxima in the line emissions and continua occur
near phase 0.0 , in disagreement with previous
results. This suggests that the variations
might be due to transients, and not to phase-
related phenomena.
In HR Del, Priedjung et al.(1982), in a de-
tailed study of homogeneous material , detec-
ted clear phase-related variations with mi-
nima near phase 0.9.
Significant variations, both in the lines and
in the continuum are clearly evident in spec-
tra of RR Pic taken by Selvelli (1982). The
variations are in disagreement with the photo-
metric behavior in the optical range reported
by Vogt (1975) and by Haefner and Metz (1982).
In addition, UV spectra taken at nearly the
same phase in two different cycles show differ-
ent characteristics, thus suggesting the pre-
sence of transient phenomena.

To conclude this review on the UV behavior
of old novae, it is worth emphasizing that, of
the dozen old novae which are accessible to
IUE, only a few have been studied in detail.
Selection effects could be very serious, and
thus we might risk drawing general conclusions
(for example on L, T, M) based on the behavior
of the more luminous members of the class. It

is therefore mandatory to improve this rather
poor statistics by observing carefully all ob-
jects which are accessible to IUE.

2)-Recurrent Novae

The main problem fo understanding recur-
rent novae is the nature of their outbursts,
and the nature of the accreting object. Models
of the outbursts have been made both for the
case of a main sequence accretor and for a
white dwarf accretor. In the first class of
models the outburst is powered by the transfer
of a burst of matter from the companion.In this
case the accretion rate between the outbursts
is expected to be very low. In the second clase
of models the OB is explained by a thermonuc-
lear runaway, as in classical novae. In this
cas the inter-outburst accretion rate., is ex-
pected to be very high (~2-10 M yr ),
also compared to classical novae (Starrfield
et al. , 1985).
The regularly recurrent nova T Pyx has been
observed by Bruch et al (1980). Because of its
faintness and the severe reddening, the IUE
spectrum was underexposed. However, a hot con-
tinuum is clearly evident, together with emis-
sion lines of CIV and Hell. It is notable
that, unlike in other recurrent novae, the
Mgll doublet is absent. A new spectrum of T Pyx
has been recently obtained (Cassatella et al.
1987). The UV continuum is essentially the
same as in Bruch's observations. On the con-
trary, the CIV and the Hell emissions appear
brighter. The very hot UV continuum indicates
a very high interoutburst accretion rate and
suggests the applicability of the TNR model.

The recurrent nova RS Oph is quite faint
because of the strong reddening and only under-
exposed spectra were obtained before its recent
outburst. The continuum is quite flat and the
only spectral feature which is evident is
the NIIIX175O semi-forbidden emission.

The recurrent nova T Cr B has been obser-
ved from the early phases of IUE's life until
very recently (Cassatella et al.,1986).The UV
continuum distribution can be represented , at
the various epochsi by a single power-law
spectrum P (\)~A\ over the entire IUE range;
oc ranges from 0.1 to 1.1 with a mean value of
about 0.7. In general, when the flux is higher
the continuum is steeper.
A distinctive peculiarity of T Cr B is that
significant UV variations correspond to very
small changes in the visible light.
The UV emission line spectrum shows a wide
range of ionization and excitation with the
presence of ions from 01 to NV and Hell.
Radial velocity studies of Kraft (19581,Paczin-
ski (I965) and , more recently, by Kenyon and
Garcia (1986) have indicated that the compa-
nion of the red giant is a main-sequence star.
However, the UV and X-ray observations seem
to suggest a white dwarf companion.In fact :
1) The disk luminosity is radiated mostly in
the UV, with a negligible contribution to the
optical, contrary to what expected from a m.s.
accr-tor- ,
2) A quite strong HeIlXl6'tO is present at se-
veral epochs, with an average luminosity of
1.3 1CK5 erg s . This line is an indicator
of a temperature of the order of 105°K .
3) A recent high resoluticn spectrum (Cassa-
tella et al., 1987) has shewn that the emis-
sion lines are wide and shallow and resemble
those observed in the high resolution spectrum
of V 603 Aql.
4) The x-ray luminosity,in the range 0.16-4.5
Kev is of 5 lO-5 erg s , with the same order
of magnitude of the few other detections oS
"classical" CV's.
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3)-The Symbiotic Stars .

Symbiotic stars enbody features which are
typical of many different categories of astro-
physical objects: planetary nebulae, bipolar
nebulae and jets, Mira and OH/IR variables,
peculiar Be stars, and especially novae and
cataclysmic variables. In addition, there is
evidence for phenomena possibly associated
with physical processes such as stellar winds,
mass transfer and accretion, disks and strains,
thermonuclear outbursts, circumstellar dust,
shocks, etc.

It is generally accepted that symbiotic
stars are interacting binary systems, with
mean separation larger than in cataclysmic
variables, but their nature still is matter
of discussion. It is even unclear whether a
class of symbiotic stars really exists. Thus,
it appears more appropriate to speak of the
SYMBIOTIC PHENOMENON, which is characterized
by the presence of a composite spectrum and
by a large and irregular spectral and photo-
metric variability. On this regard two kinds
of time behaviour have been observed in
symbiotic stars :
(i) the Z And-type, with a light curve sho-
wing a sequence of maxima with an amplitude
of 1-2 mag., separated by some hundred days,
and long lasting quiescen^ phases, and
(ii) the RR Tel-type, characterized by only
one major ( = a few magnitudes) outburst, and
by photometric and spectroscopic evolution
similar to that of novae, but on a much lon-
ger time scale. These latter stars are also
called 'symbiotic novae' (Allen, 1980).

The basic problem of the symbio'ic pheno-
menon is to explain the nature of ';he hot
spectral component (whether it could be asso-
ciated to an enhanced chrosphere-corona
around the cool giant or to a circumstellar
nebula ionized by the uv radiation of a hot
star, or to an accretion disk or stream),and
the origin of the photometric ans spectro-
scopic variations.
Before the IUE era, several models (single
and binary) were proposed. For instance,
Boyarehuck (1966, 1968) from the analysis of
the optical energy distribution of symbiotic
stars suggested the presence of three spec-
tral components, a nebular component and a
hot dwarf star, both variable in time, and a
stable M giant.
A new inpact on the symbiotic phenomenon was
given by the satellite UV observations.
AG Peg was the first symbiotic star observed
in the UV. The OAQ-2 observations revealed
the presence of a strong UV flux rising to-
ward the far-UV (Gallagher et al. 1979).
An important progress was made after the
launch of IUE. Its long life-time has permit-
ted the study of the UV variability of many
symbiotic objects and to follow a number of
"outbursts". In the following we shall descri-
be the main results obtained after nine years
oT IUE observations. An overview of the pro-
perties of symbiotic stars in different wave-
lengths was recently made by Viotti (1987).

The UV Spectrum of Symbiotic Stars.
One of the most important results of the

UV observations is the discovery in the ma-
jority of the symbiotic objects of a far-UV
continuum,which could be associated to the
mysterious hot component of the symbiotic sys-
tems, and to a rich emission line spectrum,
including the high ionization resonance lines
of CIV, SilV, and NV, and the intercombination
lines of NIV, CIII, NIII, and Silll. However,
a correct interpretation of the UV -spectrum

requires a precise estimate of the interstel-
lar extinction. Also in this field the IUE
observations have been quite useful. The pre-
sence in most symbiotic objects of a measura-
ble and flat UV continuum allowed a precise
measure of the I.S. absorption band near 2200 A,
and an estimate of E(B-V) with an error of
_+ O.O3-O.O5. An independent determination of the
interstellar extinction can be derived from
the relative intensity of the emission lines in
the UV and optical ranges. For instance, from
the NeV and Hell line fluxes in the UV spec-
trum of V1016 Cyg, Nussbaumer and Sehild (1981)
obtained E(B-V)=0.3, in agreement with the va-
lue of 0.25 derived from the depth of the 2200
A band.

For the high velocity symbiotic star AG Dra
the relative intensities of the Hell UV lines
give a colour excess of about 0.05, while the
2200 A band gives E(B-V)=0.06 (Viotti et al.,
1983). In this star the far-UV continuum is so
strong that the region can be easily observed
at high resolution with IUE. Several I.S. lines
have been identified in AG Dra by Viotti et al.
in spite of the low reddening. The I.S. Ly-al-
pha line is present as a broad absorption, and
from the extension of the wings a hydrogen log
column density of 20.2 was derived, which agrees
with the above E(B-V) if one takes into account
the lower fraction of hydrogen in form of H2
at the high galactic latitude of AC- Dra (+41°).

In the case of CH Cyg, a prominent Ly-alpha
emission appeared in 1985 which is doubled by
the I.S. absorption (Selvelli and Hack, 1985)-
Its strength corresponds to log(NH)=19.7,or
E(B-V)=0.015 , which is the lowest extinction
so far estimated in a symbiotic star.

Once the UV spectra are corrected for the
I.S. extinction, the far-UV continuum appears
quite steep and approaches the Rayleigh-Jeans
tail of a hot black body, implying temperatu-
res larger than about 40,000 °K. This also sug-
gests that the size of the hot source could be
as small as one tenth of a solar radius, or
less, i.e. close to that of a hot subdwarf.
Most of the hot source radiation should there-"-
fore be emitted in the EUV and soft x-ray re-
gions, and this is also supported by the in-
tensity of the Hell 1610 A recombination line
and b.v the soft x-ray flux observed in some
symbict:- :.ars (Viotti, 1987).

Other possible models for the x-ray emis-
sion in symbiotic stars have .however, also
been proposed (Willson et al. 1984, Kwok and
Leahy, 198^). In any case, the low reddened
symbiotic stars should be good targets for EUV
satellites, and a few successful observations
have already been made with the Voyager expe-
riments (Holberg, 1987).

In the hot subdwarfs, the far-UV continuum
generally displays a large amount of absorp-
tion lines of highly ionizesospecies. In parti-
cular, the region near 1400 A is dominated by
the blend of several FelV and FeV absorptions
(Bruhweiler et al. 1984, Rossi et al. 1984).
No sign of photospheric absorption, in parti-
cular of the 1400 A blend , has been so far
found in symbiotic stars. The resonance lines,
if present, are masked by the strong nebular
emission, and the same is true for the Hell
1640 X line. In addition, no 'stellar' absorp-
tion lines have been observed at high resolu-
tion with IUE in the hot continuum of AG Dra
(Viotti et al. 1983)-
The conclusion is that to date there is no evi-
dence of the presence of photospheric features
in symbiotic stars with hot far-UV continuum,
so that the hypothesis of a photospheric ori-
gin of the hot continua is not yet supported
by the observations, and other models, such as
emission from an accretion disk, are possible.
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The near-UV continuum generally appears flat
and could be attributed to Balmer continuum
emission. In some cases, such as CH Cyg at
maximum, BX Mon; and PU Vul, the OV conti-
nuum presents absorption features of low exci-
tation species (e.g. Pell) which are probably
not of photospheric origin. For PU Vul they
could be attributed to abssorption in an A-

type shell ejected as a result of a thermonu-
clear runaway on the surface of a white dwarf
companion of the M giant (Kenyon, 1986a).
Also for CH Cyg, a circumstellar origin of
the absorption lines has been suggested (Per-
sic et al. 1984).

The UV emission lines can be used as diag-
nostics of the physical conditions in the emit-
ting regions, such as temperature, density and
chemical composition. This i3, for instance,
illustrated by the work of Nussbaumer and
Schild (1981) on V 1016 Cyg . In this object,
the UV emission lines are so strong that they
can be rather easily been observed at high re-
solution, thus allowing an accurate measurement
of the line ratios and of the line profiles.

The study of the line profile is a precious
mean to derive the velocity fields in the en-
vironments of the symbiotic systems.
P Cyg profiles are , in general, difficult to be
seenbecause of the faintness of the continuum
(except in AG Dra). The presence of a short-,
ward displaced absorption of a few 100 km s
has been indirectly inferred by the asymmetry
of the emission lines, or by the depression of
the shortward component of resonance doublets
as in the case of RX Pup.
In AG Dra, a P Cyg profile is clearly visible
in the NV doublet, with absorption components
shifted by -120 km s"1 (Viotti et al. 1983).
This component is not seen in the lower tem-
perature CIV and SilV lines,and might suggest
a very high temperature (larger than 10s K)
for the expanding envelope of AG Dra. In gene-,
ral, the IUE observations suggest the presence
of an intermediate velocity (a few 100 km s )
dense , hot, expanding envelope, which could be
either matter ejected from the hot component
of the symbiotic system, or (and) the cool
giant wind ionized by the UV radiation of the
hot source. The latter hypothesis is also sup-
ported by the UV variability as discussed be-
low.

Variability is the second main distingui?
shing feature of symbiotic stars. It can also
be used as a probe of the physics of the sym-
biotic phenomenon. One main result of several
years of IUE observations is the discovery of
long term variability in many symbiotic stars,
also when the star appeared quiescent in the
visual. The study of the UV variability of
AG Dra (Viotti efc al. 19810 V 1329 Cyg
(Mueller et al. 1986) and Z And (Fernandez
Castro e.t al.1987), led to the conclusion that
they should be associated to the orbital mo-
tion of the binary system.
Eccentricity of the orbits is also suggested
by the UV observations. This can, for instan-
ce , explain the recurrent active phases dis-
played by R Aqr during its recent history
(Kafatos et al, 1986)

A number of outbursts of symbiotic stars
occurred during the IUE lifetime, and were
studied for the fir3t time also in the UV.
In two cases (AG Dra in 1985 and 1986, and
CH Cyg in 1985) they were also observed in the
x-ray region with EXOSAT.
The 1980 outburst of AG Dra and its following
decline was discussed by Viotti et al. (1981)
who found a large increase of the UV continuum
and emission line fluxes, without a signifi-
cant change of the ionization temperature.

The 1984 radio outburst of CH Cyg, discussed
by Taylor et al (1986), was observed in the
UV by Selvelli and Hack (1985), who noticed
a large increase of the emission line spec-
trum.

4)- Prospects of Future Observations

IUE observations have largely contributed
to our knowledge of the physical nature of
cataclysmic and symbiotic variables, but ser
veral problems are still open.
High spatial resolution observations (both
in the radio and in the optical ranges) have
revealed the presence of small nebulae
around symbiotic stars. The closest object,
R Aqr, presents a number of jet-like fea-
tures which have been studied in the UV with
IUE (Kafatos et al. 1986). High spatial re-
solution associated with a moderate spectral
resolution is required, e.g.the FOC in the
HST .

Small amplitude, rapid variations in the op-
tical light (flickering) have been frequently
observed in CV's and in some symbiotic stars.
Generally, the amplitude of these irregular
fluctuations increases toward shorter wave-
lengths. We think that a systematic study of
these variations in the satellite UV can
provide important information about the ac-
cretion processes.
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Discussion:

Polidan: Two comments. First, our Voyager obser-
vations of V 603 Aql show that its flux distribution
is that of a "steady state disk", that is it has
a flux distribution that is indistinguishable fron
that of dwarf novae In outburst or that of the
UX UHa stars.
Second, I caution you on your association of the
broad emission lines necessarily with a rapidly
rotating disk. In my paper I presented data on
a non-degenerate binary, V 356 Sgr, that displayed
very broad, lines, with a total velocity width of
2000 km.s , that clearly do not arise in accre-
tion disk. Also measurements of these emission
lines In eclipsing dwarf novae have shown that
they do not show eclipse effects. Thus, again,
the emission cannot originate in the accretion
disk. These lines are also very broad. Certainly
novae may have a different physical structure than
either of the two classes of active binaries I
mentioned. But it Is clear that line width Is not
a sufficient condition to require the gas to be
located in a rapidly rotating disk.
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RADIATION OF THE SYMBIOTIC STAR CH CYGNI IN THE PERIOD 1982 - 3ULY 198*
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Spectroscopic behaviour of the symbiotic star CH Cygni in the period of the activity 1982 - 3uly
198* is described. Observed variations of the intensities of the emission lines and absorption shell
lines are discussed. An analysis of these lines support an idea that a few different regions of
radiation exist in CH Cygni. Drop of brightness and development of jets are interpreted as a con-
sequence of an accretion disk evolution.

1. Introduction

During the periods of the activity of symbiotic
star CH Cygni it is possible to describe its
radiation as a two component composite spectrum of M6
III cool giant and hot compact component with an
accretion disk. Besides these periods of the activity
CH Cygni sho»s practically only the spectrum of cool
component (e.g. Ipatov et al. 1984).

Symbiotic phenomena were observed in CH Cygni
regularly in the periods 1963 - 65, 1967 - 70, and in
1977 - 1986. They were described in detail by many
authors (e.g. Hack et al., 1986). We can say briefly
that during the periods of activity the blue continu-
um as well as intensities of the emission components
of all elements, mainly HI, Fe II and Fe II, became
stronger. Great majority of the spectroscopic and
photometric parameters show irregular changes: the
ratio V/R of the Intensities of the hydrogen lines
components, ratio of the intensities Fe 11/ Fe II
emission lines, radial velocities of the absorption
components, flickering in U band (e.g. Hack and
Selvelli, 1981). Due to the fact that CH Cygni is an
eclipsing binary with orbital period 5700 days
(Nikolajewski et al., 1987), the short term irregular
changes reflect complicated dynamics of interacting
matter in the system, their changes and development.

The main features of the spectroscopic and
photometric development of CH Cygni in the last
period of activity weres 1. Sudden drop of brightness
in the period duly 25 - August 15, 1984 (Mikolajewski
and Tomov, 1986), 2. Since April 1984, radio outburst
and bipolar expanding jets were observed by Taylor et
al. (1986), 3. In May 1985, soft X-ray emission was
detected (Leahy and Taylor, 1986), 4. Two minima in U
light curve observed in 1985 and 1986 correspond to
the eclipse of the hot active component by a cool
giant (Hikolajewski et al., 1987).

In the Investigated period 1982 - July 1984,
long-termed changes of the spectrophotometric param-
eters, besides of their rapid irregular changes, were
observed at our spectrograms. They are discussed as
the developed changes of the main regions of radia-
tion in CH Cygni: of the accretion disk, its edged
cooler parts and an envelope surrounding a whole
system.

2. Observations and Results

The spectroscopic observational material used in
the present work was obtained in the period Hay 1982
- Duly 1984. It consists of 61 moderately high disper-
sion (1.8 run/mm ) spectra of CH Cygni obtained with
the Canadian Copernicus Spectrograph and covers the
spectral region 350 - 430 nm (22 spectrograms) and
420 - 500 nm (59 spectrograms). The spectrograph is
attached to the f/15 focus of the Schmidt-Cassegrain
telescope-at the Torun Observatory.

The intensity tracings of the spectra were
obtained by means of the automatic reduction system
using a calibration obtained with a spot sensitometer
at the Torun Observatory.

The observed spectroscopic changes concern of
the radiation in spectral lines. During the observed
period the increase of emission components of all
elements was observed. The Intensity changes in the
violet and red component of H Beta line, rest inten-
sity of TiO 495.5 nm band, I+/I", are on Fig. 1. I"
is the continuum intensity in front of the band, I+

is the Intensity in the band. It is interesting to
note, that while the I /I* parameter did not show any
changes and its value is practically constant during
the whole period (0.70 - 0.01 for 48 values) the main
increase of the emission is observed after 30
2445500.

The Intensity changes of the He I 402.6 nm and
He I 447.1 nm emission lines are shown in Fig. 2. In
1982, He I 402.6 emission line was very weak. The
emission lines of permitted iron show similar beha-
viour. In 1984, only weak increase of forbidden lines
of iron was observed. An example of changes in depth
of the absorption components of ionized metals Si II
365.6 nm (E,nn = 8.15 eV), Ti II 450.1 nm (E. =
6.82 eV), Sr"TI 421.5 ran (E, = 5.70 eV) and flan II
490.0 nm (E. = 5.21 eV) fson Fig. 3. While line
depths of tire elements with higher ionization poten-
tial decrease, the line depths of elements with lower
ionization potential exhibit opposite behaviour.
Besides these basic changes the complicated and
irregular changes mainly in the violet wings of H I,
Fe II and ionized metals emission components were
observed during this period. The development of the
blue shifted absorption component of emission lines
profile was seen at 3D 2 445 500. In 1984, this
absorption component was weak and even was not
present in July.

3. Discussion

The increase of line intensities of all elements
indicates an enhancement of the effective emission
volume. The rise of the emission He I 402.6 nm line
in 1983, simultaneously implies an increase of its
electron temperature. If the emission hydrogen and
helium components originate in accretion disk, these
changes mean that disk became hotter and geometrical-
ly thicker. Simultaneously the lonizatioh .temperature
of the disk edged parts decrease and mass outflow
from accretion disk is observed practically during
the whole period <Flg. 3 and 4). The increase of the
disk density is indirectly indicated by the increase
of the intensity ratio Fe 11/ Fe II.

The radial expansion of the accretion disk is
probably caused by 1) Hydrodynamical motions of a
matter In accretion disk. According to Urpin (1984)
the radial velocity component of matter in disk's
surface is positive and indirectly proportional to
the distance from central body. 2) The increase of a
radiation power of the accretion disk (mainly after
3D 2445500) leads to the mass outflow from accretion
disk by directly transferred radiative impuls to
matter.

From the above-mentioned reasons the rotating
and expanding disk model in CH Cygni is now possible
to take as a real fact.
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Fig. 1 Intensity changes of the emission H Beta violet (HBv) and red (Her) component to the local
continuum intensity I c and the TiO 495.5 nm band rest intensity (see text).

In whole period 1982 - 3uly 1984 : 1. The U, B,
V brightness of star was not conspicuously changed
(Luud et al. 1986), 2. The IVI" parameter was
practically constant, 3. Radial velocities of the
absorption components of Ionized and neutral metals
(without Ca II, Kg II, Si II, He I) In optical region
of spectrum reflect the orbital motion of the hot
component (Tomov and Luud, 1984; Skopal et al., in
preparation), 4. The typical triangular profiles of
the Ca II K and Ca I 422.7 nm lines belonging to H
giant were not observed. These facts imply the
existence of an outer shell around the whole system
CH Cygni. The radiative transfer process depends on
physical conditions In this shell.

h. Conclusion

From the facts mentioned above It is clear that
the observed changes in spectrum of CH Cygni in the
period of activity 1982 - 3uly 1964 are caused by
development of the accretion disk.

It is possible to summarize that In this period
took place: 1. The increase of geometrical size of
the accretion disk, 2. The increase oT its temperatu-
re, 3. The cooling of its edged parts, 4. The radial
expansion of the accretion disk connected with mass
outflow from disk, 5. The existence of an outer shell
surrounding the whole system CH Cygni.

In 3uly 1984, the accretion disk development led
to the dynamical Instability and collapse of the
outer parts ot the disk, which was observed as a
sudden drop in brightness of the star coincident with
the radio outburst and the bipolar expanding jets.
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Fig. «• The line profiles of Fe II *23.3 nm in 3uly
30th, 1983 (dotted line), 3uly 31st, 1983 (broken
line), 3uly 8th, 1984 (full line). The dot-dashed
line represents the heliocentric radial velocity v =
0. One unit at the x-axis is equal to 0.1 nm.
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CHEMICALLY PECULIAR BIHAR* U> VUl WITH ELLIPTICAL ORBIT

L. Hric

Astronomical Inatitute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences.
Skalnat<5 Pleso Observatory, 059 60 Satranslca1 Loonies, Czechoslovakia

Results of radial velocity measurements from our spectrograms and orbital el«*»
meats with elliptical orbit computed from them and published data are presented*
It is suggested that light variations could be explained by eclipsing nature of

UMa. Changes of equivalent widths of some lines are interpreted by rotation*

1. Introduction

The spectroacopic binary <a UMa (HZ) 94334*
HR 4248, A1p Si, my • 4.68) has been includ-
ed into our program of complex spectroacopic
and photometric investigation of stars sus-
pected of chemical peculiarity. In this pa-
?er I present some of physical parameters of
his star newly derived from our and publi-
shed data.

A binary nature of a» Una was discovered
spectrosoopically by Vogel (1903) and Parker
(1911) derived apectrosoopic orbital ele-
ments* Harper (193?) published eight and
Beardsley (1969) seventeen radial velocity
measurements* Bbblghausen (1959) determined
from 104 speotrograms new orbital elements
and discussed apsidal motion* So far further
observed properties have been published
Sha;fn and Struve (1929). testgate (1933) and
Slettebak (1954) measured r sin i. The valw
of T sin i « <2Q.2 t 4*1) ka/s represents
mean of their measurements. Cameron (1966)
and Hauok and Mermilliod (1975) performed
uvby/J system. Cowley et al. (1969) identi-
fied this star as chemically peculiar pos-
sibly of Si-type. Philip et al. (1976) pub-
lished effective temperature and Hric (1985)
published detailed identification of lines
in the spectrum of the star.

2. Observational material

The new spectroaoople observational ma-
terial consists of 16 spectrograms obtained
during period from February 16, 1975 to Oc-
tober 4* 1985* Eleven spectrograms of dis-
persion of 0*85 nm/am were obtained in the
Coudtf focus of the 2-m reflector of Astrono-
mical Inatitute of Czechoslovak Aoademy of
Soienoes in Ondfejov and the remaining five
ones of dispersion of 0*9 nm/mm were obtain-
ed in the Coude* fooua of the Z-m, telescope
at Rational Astronomical Observatory of Bul-
garian Aoademy of Scienoes in Roshen* All
speotrograms oover region from 360 to 490
tm. A detailed description of the material
will be published elsewhere (Uric, 1987).

Photoelectric observations of <o UMa in
16 nights covering period from January 12,
1983 to December 3, 1984 were obtained by
60 cm Caaaegrain reflector at Skalnate* Ple-
so Observatory of Astronomical Institute of
Slovak Academy of Soienoes* Xhe measurements
were made with two medium-band Interference
filters (referred as 76, 75) of a half-width
19*5 tm centered to wavelenghts 526 and 472
ma, respectively. A typical observation run
consists of a sequence 7 6 - 7 5 - 7 6 with
aproximately one hour lasting measurement
in eaoh filter, provided that observational

conditions were good. All the data were cor-
rected for the effect of differential ex-
tinction.

3* Investigation methods and results

All the spectrograms obtained were meas-
ured on the laser-lnterferometric XT-Abbe*
comparator at Skalnate' Pleso Observatory
and radial velocities were computed by a
code kindly provided to me by Dr. P. Haraa-
nee. thus I added new values to those al-
ready published by other authors. A total
number of 196 radial velooity values of
at UMa art now available* All the data were
divided into four groups (I - 17) according
to the epoch of observation* She value of
orbital period was found using the phase
dispersion minimisation method after Stel-
lingwerf (1978). Orbital sleaents were de-
termined for eaoh of the four groups of da-
ta, using a code kindly provided to me by
Dr. J. Horn* The results are presented in
Table 1. She radial velocities of w UMa
together with the computed spectrosoopie
orbit are displayed in Tig. 1.

Variations of equivalent widths of lines
B> and Hr were found, these can be explain-
ed, adopting the general interpretation of
such variations by Madei (1983), by an in-
fluence of eleotroaagnetic forces aotlng on
the surface of the rotating star. Jrequenoy
analysis of these variations yields a peri-
od of 2.6543 d. This period oould be ex-
plained as a rotation period of 10 UMa*
However, a possibility that whole analysis
could be affeoted by inhoaogeneity of our
aaterial cannot be excluded. 7or this rea-
son, a definitive interpretation of the pe-
riod requires additional data. Nevertheless,
a physical nature of the period Is support-
ed by an independent evidence, namely by the
changes observed in the equivalent widths
ofSi XI A* 413*1 and 412.8 na lines.

The 2*6543 d period was not confiraed by
frequency analysis of the photoaetrie data*
On the contrary, the results of the analy-
sis admit a possibility of light changes
associated with orbital motion* Twelve ob-
servational runs obtained during the nights
with the best conditions in the fora of
phase diagram shown in fig* 2* The arrows
mark times of formal primary and secondary
speotrosoopioally determined minima. The
light curve of to UMa obtained in this way
oould be interpreted by eelipses in the bi-
nary system although the low number of the
observations do not allow further consider-
ations.

Effective temperature and surface gravi-
ty were also determined. The effeotive tem-
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Table 1

Orbital elements of cu Ulte for the period of orbital motion (S0_D « 15.8318283 d)

Group I II
(probably errors in parentheses)

III IV

T(max. RV)
(prim, min.)
(sec. min.)

e

Ot)
(V)
(0 + R)

a1 sin i
f(ffl)
PB (• probable
of one oeaauri

18 497.7990
(0.2595)

18 497.6328
18 500.0215
18 495.0186

0.295
(0.028)
7.26
(6.67)
19.35
(0.67)

- 21.18(0.89)
- 17.94(2.02)
- 19.91(0.48)

5.78

0.0104
error 3*28
aent)

27 997.6856
(0.1521)

27 997.0300
27 999.1101
27 993.9742

0.318
(0.018)
29.72
(3.79)
22.36
(0.41)

36 356.8137
(0.1039)

36 356.2231
36 358.3410
36 353.2414

O.3U
(0.016)

26.61
(2.70)

22.23
(0.41)

20.22(0.72)

18.75(0.33) - 18.44(0.24)

6.63

0.0156
1.40

6.60

0.0154

1.93

45 064.4903
(0.2296)

45 063.8512
45 066.1301
45 060.7481

0.282
(0.020)
26.62
(5.49)
22.35
(0.53)

- 22.52(0.36)
6.71
0.0162
1.11

(A * Allegheny, H • Harper, Ot - Ottawa, V * Victoria , 0 + R • Ondfejjov + Roshen)
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[km/s]
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Fig. 1. Radial velocity curve of <i> UMa. It ±m obvious, that our observations fit the atan

* RV curve in the best way.
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1.2*

PHASE

fig. 2. Differential photometry at to W a (P6). The arrows mark times of formal primary
and secondary spectroscopically determined minima.

perature *,^ * (10 370 ± 8 0 ) K was computed
from TOY cliibration by Seinse (1969). Ac-
cording to relation given by Gray (1976),
from B - V results value of surface gravity
log « • (2.15 ± 0.01) m/s 2. The errors of
T and log g are only formal. T 1 1 and

f values were determined also'froa the
d H

ing 1
(12 000 ± 750) X

log g • (2.1 ± 0.3) «/e2.
Values of T sin 1 for all the spectrograms

were determined from the half-width of Kg II
% 448.1 nm line. She m a n value from all
spectrograms Is following*

T sin i - (49*9 ± 5.8) km/*
I mads a stellar atmosphere analysis oom-

paring of the real spectrum with a synthetic
one computed by the SX1SPSC 1, a code kindly
provided to me by Dr. I. Bub*n#. The atmo-
sphere model with % t t - 10 500 X, log g -
2 m/s* and turbulent velooity Tturb • • *•/•
is the best choioe from this comparison.
Projected Telocity value T .sin 1 - 5 0 km/s
used to figure out the synthetio speotrum Is
la good agreement with the real spectrum*

On the basis of the spectrum appearance
It is possible to classify m tUfa as a CP2
star with the Sr - Or - Bu peculiarity type
though not sufficiently developed.

Theft art several observational facts
leading to a persuasion that the U p spectral
type determination of cu DMa. published by
•any authors is not exaot. first, as follows
from its position in the two-colour diagram
(U - B)/(B - 7) that the speotral type is
earlier than AO. Seoond, aooordiag to Popper
(1960) the effeotive temperature (T#ff -
10 370 X) corresponds to a spectral type
B9.5. third, the same* speotral type for
<» Uma follows from the comparison of the e-
quivalent width of the hydrogen line % with
the raluea published by Milldward and Walker
(1965)..fourth, the B9.5 olassifioatlon is
supported also by the presence of He 1X447.1
nm line in the spectrum of the star which is
in agreement with the synthetio speotrum.

4. Conclusions

finally I would like to stress that some

of the results presented, here are based on
the phenomena very close to the deteetabili-
ty threshold. The changes are comparable
with the instrumental effects and, there-
fora, very oritlcal approach ia required as
for the results obtained. This holds mainly
for th« finding of the eclipsing nature of
to UMs as well as for the proposed value of
the rotation period. There la a clear need
for the further observational material.
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Oil T U POSSIBILITY OF TAKING INTO ACCOUNT TUG GUCTBOHAGIUTIC SAW ADI ON III TH1 ATMOSPHBBIS
OF CIOSE BINABY STABS

Igor Kadsaj
Buaeane People Observatory,06680 Immeaae, Chechoslovakia

Tba calculation procedure of optical characteristic! of attllar atmospheres la described
for tba modal of homogeneous partially ioatMd aearalatiriatic lsetreple plasma with tka
account of individual particle* collision. A advance is daacribad far calculation ef the
refracted electromagnetic radiation magnitude ef aa eclipsed component la tke ataeaphere
of aa tcllpsiag oae is the claaa binary ayatea daring total oellpee.The frequeaeiaa of the
iacidoat electromagnetic ware and the cbaractariatica af taa atmeaphere layer are indicated
in which the real refraction effect in the latter a»y generate seme additional radiatiaa
throughout the total aclipae observed in twelve claaa biaary ayateai.

The presence of interstellar matter in binary
stara causes deformation of different parts of
light curvoa.Tbe diaturbaacaa are mainly iahereat
to aa axtraeclipsad part af tka licbt curve,
though tba branches af minima uadergo chancea as
well.Oaly that part of a light curve ia aot defer-
M d which It coaslsteat with a total eclipse
wherever It is present in the eysten.Duriag the
total eclipse passing from the 2-rd t» tin 3-rd
contact alone tba lisa af sight eae can see only
the eclipsiag coapoaeat the light af the syatea
at the girea moment can be represeated by a
constaat part of tba light carva parallel to the
axis of tin*.
Ceatrary ta the said above la investigating

photoelectric light carves of eclipsing binary
stara some irregalaritiea have beea found ia some
systems throaghaat a total ecllpse.Ia the light
curve theaa are manifested by tba ana? presence
that taatifiea ta the additional radiatiaa at tba
tiae when in the fiald of aa observer's sight
there la ealy a big eclipsing coaponeat of the
biaary systoa.Tbo additional radiation ranges
from 55' to 13?* of the eclipsing component light
and it is registered in the systems:fla Ori.flV Opb,
AK Her,BE Peg.Zeta Fbs,!tT AadtAR Lnc.V 729 Cyg,
SI Cnm.ns Her,AW UHa.TY UM*. ( figure 1,2 ).

It follows fro*, the light of all the atara
•taple that the additional radiation causes a
eaooth ligbt iucrease which after reaching the
•axlaua at ths aontnt of the Middle of a total
eclipse decreases gradually up ta the initial va-
lue.In aoaw systeas its little shift is observed
towards the phase increase. Coapariaon* of diffe-
rent epochs show the tiaja Independence af the
altitude and huap shape.

The problem ea the aeehaaiss) interpretation
briagiag about the defarawtlaa of light carves
daring the total aclipae is described ia aeaM
works aaoag which works by Sv-Shu-HHang (1975)
and Walter (1971) are ef particular laterest.
lewever there la aet any aatiafaetery ajtplana-
tioa glvea ta the above aaoaaly en the basis af
classical or noadassical fine offsets of biaary
iyate*s.A aedel is suggested by as peralttlag
ta explain this effect by tha refraction of
eloctreaagaetlc radiation of tha star which ia
eclipsed In tha ataesphera or evea ths eavelepe
ef the star which ecllpses.Tals approach ta
aolviag the preblea aakea it paasible ta eaaaldar
the atmosphere ef the star which eclipses ma mm .
original liaaa by aeaas af which a part of radia-
tion of tha atar eclipsed eaters tha flax ef tha
eclipsing atar as a result af which the addltiam
aal radiatiaa canaas brightemlag registered 1*
tha light curve at tha aoaeat ef total eclipse.

To the solve the problem set it is necessary
to calculate the anglea ef refraction to which
the rays of an eclipsed atar deviate when passing
tha ataospbera of ths eclipsing star.The rays
propagate in heterogenpua aedlua of the ataospha-
ra of aa eellpsisg star.The optically active
part of tba atmosphere chaages their trajectory,
and finally tba rays are distributed at different
angles.the value of which ia unaalignoualy deter-
mined by the coordinates of tbe entrance ef tha
ray late tbe atmosphere and in tbla way it deter-
mines the ray path lenght la ths star's atmosphe-
re. To calculate the values af refraction asglas
we used tbe method of "plaaetary refraction"
with which tba angles of ray* passing through
heterogeneous atmaspbere la saaa regions
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(Kolosov and Sckabelnikov,I976) are studied ( 1 ) ;

|_|

t C 1 dn nta+hlsinz dh
£ n d h CCa+h^^-lnCa+^si

where n - the coefficient of refraotloa,
• - tkt distance frea the ceatre of tba

star to tke photosphere,
a - a eurront altltade of tbo layer above

tho star's surface,
I.- • i a l — altitude of • ray above tke

star's surface when, passing *he
ataospbere,

s - tko anelo betwea tko ray's tangent
at tko given point and its radlus-
vocter.

Wo subdivide*- tko ataespaere of tko H U H I H
star into i layors (1*0,1,2,... ) aad solved tko
preblea for k rays (kxl,2,... ) of tka oclipsod
star.rroa all tko rays rofmctod wo kave takoa
lato aeeout oily the** wale* M leaving *••
atawsphere of tko eclipsing star propagate p«n-
llol to tbo obsorvor's Urn* of slfkt.Tko rays ia
tho ataoapkoro of tko oelipoinc star fora a rlaj
wklck at tko mm»*% of • total oelipso fOMrato
an additloaal radiation roclatorod at tko liffct
ear** la tko fora of a JMMP.TO tako iato aeeonat
tko absorptioa of radlatloa «koa paosiac of tko
ataospaoro of tbo oelipsimg star tbo oqwatioa of
traasfar « u mod for tko aodina witfc • chaalac
eoofficioat of rofraetioa (sobolo»,I967 ) *

S,
9 C C s ) d^» (2)

s«
«korot J « -|- •

at ( ) - tko abforptloa cooffioioat,
s - tko loacht of tko ray's path,
I - tko radiation intensity.

As a rosHlt wo obtals tko lualaosity of A1?
ring foraod by rofractod ray* around tho oelip-
siag star ia tko binary systoa witk tbo account
of absorption la its ataospkorot

CBB l~.rl -L- . /U/I/-N * \*)

Iy- tho radiation Intensity at tbo oatlot of
tko staospboro,

- tko aagnltHdo of tbo square of a rofraetinc
ring ia tko projection onto tko tangent
piano,

s,- tko angle of tko ray's incidence to the
star's ataospkoro,

- tko angle botwon the ray of an eclipsed
star aad tbe line connecting tko control of
both stars.

Fro* tko data obtained in tbo abcro way wo
calculate tbo toorotlcal value of tko nltitndo
»f tko rofractiag staesphere by tko fcranial

m

2a,

•here: I - tfco atop of ckaago of a sighting
distance,

a< - tka radius of an eclipsing star*
lesldes fiifliling tko eoaditioa of refraction

in tho Utorral 40,1) ttke focusing aast bo
carried oat in tko systoa as well. In tkls east
tko trajectory of an electroaacaetlc ware aast
fate tke star's centre by its concavlty^ich is
porforaod at tho positive refraction when in tko
systoa there occurs tko refraction coefficient
decrease witk tke altitude.The calcalatioaa have
skowa taat tko fsensing ease Is inherent for tho
ckroaosphero and corona or tko star's envelope.
In this case tko positive toaporatnro gradient
censes a positive gradient of electronic con-
cetratiea wbick Is a sufficient condition for
the rays'focusing •orforaoMO la the systoa, 0a
tkls basis a aodol was constructed of tko feon*
sing ataespkere.vklck altitude 1* M karo calcu-
lated by the forawlat

whore: r,a - nuabora of boHadary layors of a

retractlag ring,

(5)

where t *-tbe noaa velocity of a heat aotlen
V( - tko velocity of a turbulent action
g - tin gravity,
M#(o) - the concentration of nontrt>l

particles in tko altitude ia the
ataospkoro where M e ) a •.(£•!)
Is fnlftiled,

H(kl) - the concentration of nontral
particles In the altitude in tho
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atmosphere where \Vkf* ".(£ =1 - i ) ;i=0,I,2,...
is fulfilled,
£ - the dielectric permeability of the medium.
The values of the altitude of the refracting

B* and focusing H^ atmosphere are compared with
that of the ring thickness which is able to create
a hump observed In the light curve.The value of
the above ring which we called a minimum altitude
of the refracting atmosphere H*in is calculated
by the formula (Zessewitch,I97I )

Hmin =_. 'ob "

where: 0*' - the Stephan-Boltzmann constant,

Tt — the temperature of a radiating star,

•L - the luminosity of the ring creating

an additional radiation which causes

brightening.

We obtain * L * from the light curve,from the

light curve,from the value of the hump observed.

The Inequality below is a necessary and suffi-

cient condition of the rays refraction and focusing

in the binary system:

(7)

As folows from the results of calculations

summarised in the Table pertaining condition (?)

the magnitudes estimated and observed give a sa-

tisfactory fit.

la order to carry out the above calculations it

was necessary to estimate distributions of opti-

calcharacteristics of stellar atmospheres of the

stars' sample.

It was possible to solve integral (I) wherein

there figures magnitude dn/dh only in the pre-

sence of values of variations of dielectric perme-

ability £ , conductivity Q" and absorption index

tt> with tuo altitude. In the estimations we con-

fined ourselves to the Model of a homogeneous,slig-

htly ionizer',nonrelativistic,isotropic pluzoa

{Kudzej,X98!> ) . The uain numerical data were

taken from Kurucz (l!?7S) models. In order to des-

cribe the ncdiun jiven we used the iiethod of a

kinetic equation and United to the ran^e of fre-

quences from 03 = 4.I011 ;ix to 't.lO1^ Hz and the

values of the magnetic field of an eclipsing star

from I0-4 to IO"1 T. '.'•> estimated the values of

the refraction coefficient by the formula ( Gin-

xburg,I9S7 ) :

n [1-
2(a-b+c)

b*-4ac)''*

where: a = £« cos 8 ,
b = £x £» I I+cos1 e) + sin4 a C

W
h

6 - iiie alible betwan the direction of

the axis of the .a^netic field of an eclipsing

star aud the line connecting the centres of uoth

stars.

According to Adamian,'!ayer and Tkatsclienko

^I9o3) for the tensor of a dielectric permeabi-

lity

0

tvt 0
0

is fulfilled

£1

t = Cxj-

whereto = (

Ĉ j — tlie frequency of an incident wave,

H^ _ the tine of a free path,

^ H - the Larmor precession frequency,

(Op - the plasma frequency.

The calculations of optical characteristics
n*v* shewn that in -Investigating the change of
the altitude of the refracting atmosphere de-
pending upon the frequency of incident radiation

the thickness of refraction zone as a rule is

bigger in the presence of the magnetic field in

the system than in its absence.lt is stated

that refracted radiation can be registered in

the optical range only in the magnetic field is

present iu the system. The dependence has been

found of the amplitude observed in the radiation

light curve upon the direction of the magnetic

field of an eclipsing star.In Figure 3 is given

the above dependence for B.U Ori at the variation

of 0 from 0* to 90*. The .comparison of numeri-

cal data have shown that the dependence above

is a dominating parameter determining the beba-
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viour of the refraction coefficient in the given

star.

The above effect accounts well for the phenome-

non observed the anomaly in the light curve and

there are new possibilities in investigating

fiae effects of the eclipsed binary stars.

DM Ori

BV Oph

HS Bar
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Z e t a Phe
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O.i;400
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0.0327
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THE SPBCTROSCOPIC BOART XI CXORZ

B. OnderliSka and D. Handlfreva*

Department of astronomy, PurkynS University, 61137 Brno, Czechoslovakia

and M. Copernicus Obscrratory and Planetarium, 61600 Brae, Czechoslovakia

Sadial Telocity variations of the K auperglant Zi Cygni are Investigated
on the basis of published as well as new values frea spectrograms in the -visual
and near infrared region obtained In the period of 1977-1984 at Ondrejov, She-
makha, and Crimea observatories.

A circular orbit (P « 113.3873 days, Taax «2430214.33 HJD, K1 * 3,47 km/a,
To =-20.0 ka/s), still preliminary, confirms the period derived by Parsena (1983).
More accurate data are needed and the problem of the long period (Reimers 1-981)
should be investigated.

It was at the beginning of the century
when Campbell (Campbell and Moore 1907)
discovered the variability of the radial ve-
locity of XI Cygni with the notice "ita pe-
riod is probably long". But it laated more
than 70 years (although this star appeared
in catalogues as "spectroscopie binary")
before it was attempted to derive a period
or confirm the binary nature of this star,
obviously because the amplitude is very
small, of the order of 5 ka/s.

Reimers (1981), in a paper devoted to
stellar wind* in red giants presented in a
figure variations of the radial velocity of
XI Cygni in the years 1954-72 showing not
a complete coainus wave and estimated the
period to be 7350 days.

Parsons, in a programme of ultraviolet
and optical studies of binaries with lumi-
nous cool primaries and hot companions, de-
rived (1981) a preliminary period 102,59
days from published radial velocities of XI
Cygni and reported on photometry by means of
the satellites TD1, ANS and IUB, which show-
ed a contribution of a spectral type A2V
companion, about 5*4 mag fainter in the vi-
sual than the primary. In a later paper
Parsons 1983) new Retieon radial velocities
are presented and for XI Cyg a new period
P * 113*464 days and orbital elements are
derived, using 3 new RV values.

We put Xi Cyg on a list of giant and su-
pergiant K stars for a programme of spec-
trographic studies 10 years ago* We obtai-
ned spectra with the 2m telescope at Ondfe-
jov observatory, mainly in visual-red and
near infrared regions with a dispersion of
8.4 A/am* Infrared exposures were performed
with an image intensifier (Handlirovtf 1985).
We obtained also high dispersion spectro-
grams from Shemakha and Crimea observa-
tories*

The primary component of the Xi Cyg
binary is classified aa E4-5 Ib-II. visual
mag 3*72 (Hoffleit and Jeschek 1982). We
have found that the enrgy distribution for
this star in the UBVRIJKL system (Johnson
et al. 1966) corresponds to the type K5 I
(Johnson 1966) with the exception of the in-
dex V-L, which indicates, that the radia-
tion of XI Cyg ia stronger in the zegion L
than that of a normal X5 supergiamt. The-
refore from the index I-L used at a good
temperature Indicator follows Teff»35OO K,

Xi Cyg T-L » 3.98 I-L * 1*88
W I 3*15 1.40
K5 I 3*85 1.75

corresponding to H2 I, while the tempera-
ture for the type K4-5 Ib-II ia about
400 E higher - see Rldgway et al.(1980) and
Johnson H.R. and Stelnuan-Cameron (1981)*
further peculiarities are the low luminosi-
ty, mv « -2.0 (Wilson 1976) and low turbu-
lent velocity 2.1 km/a* aa well aa high
carbon ratio 12C/13C - 35 (Somkin et al.
1976), which all support the conception,
that this star belong* to a relatively
young population I and did not yet evolve
very much after leaving the main sequence
(Habdlirova1 1985).

For a rediacusslon of the spectrosoopic
orbital elements of Xi Cygni we used besi-
des our measurements (Vo.13-23 in Table 1)

Table 1
Radial velocities of Xi Cygni

Ho. JD Phase RT

1 2
2
3
4
5
67
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

'416681.98
16785.66
17786.79
17800.71
17834.66
19276.85
22947.737
22967.659
22967.668
39240.5
39261.5
39262.5
43382.478
43398,918
43745.394
43745.428
43745.428
43753.331
43760.344
43760.466
43761.450
44685.594
44846.589
45236.800
45450.881

•654
.568
.397
.520
.820
.539
.911
.089
.089
.605
.290
,799
.134
.279
.335
.335
.335
.405
.467
.468
.477
.627
.047
.488
.376

-18.8
-24.8
-23*4
-14.0
-17.6
-16.7
-16.6
-17.0
-21.8
-18.4
-18.9
-20.0
-23.4
-21.4
-19.3

—22.3
-21.6
-23.6
-21.7
-24.4
-14.6
-24.6
-23.0

__-23»g

the RT values of Parsons (1983) Ho.24-26,
further from Abt and Bigga(1972) Vo.1-6
No. 1-6 (Publ.Iriek Obs.Tol.16,310,1928),
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Ho.7-9 (Harper W.B.t 1933, Publ.Dominion Ap.
Obs.Victoria, Vol.6, 194), and Ho.10-12
(Griffin R.P.: 1967, Astrophys.J. Vol.148.

It appeared impossible to fit the old Lick
values with the other ones in a period of
of reasonable length. Therefore only the va-
lues 7-26 were used to find a period and
compute a circular orbit. The scatter is
conspicuous. The Lick values are also narked
but three of them (no.2,5,6) are too far
above the curve. The ascending Branch is
well defined by Griffins measures, most va-
lues* are scattered near the minimum, and the
rest defines the maximim and the descending
branch. The elements are P - 113,3873 days,
Tmax - 2430214,33 HJD, K1 - 3,47 km/s, Vo «
-20.0 km/s, a1 sin i - 1,4 . 10(+6) km,
f(M) « 4.9 • "

A .2 .3 .? .8ft .5 .$
PHASE

Pig.1
Radial velocity curve for Xi Cyg

Symbols: + Lick (Ho. 1-6), X DAO (7-9),
o Griffin (10-12), • this payer (13-23)
6 Parsons (24-26)
If we take plausible values for the mas-

ses Ml • 5 Mo (progenitor of the primary
about B5 V), H2 • 2,5 Ho (A2 V), we get
a = ai + a2 « 0,897 AU « 135 . 10 (+6) km,
a2 sin i - 10.6 . 10(+6) and finally i=7 deg.
The radius of the primary is certainly
v20 Ro and* 100 Ro. If we take R1 • 40 Ro,
i.e. 23 . 10?+6) km, it is small enough com-
pared with a.

An effort has been aade to find a period
which satisfies all the measured radial velo-
cities. At last an elliptical orbit with c
P - 10,3734 days, Tmax • 44846.0 (JD -24 .105),
e - 0.48, omega - 12 deg, K1 « 4.6 km/s,
a1 sin i - 5.8 . 10(+5) km, f(M)-7 .10(-5)Ho
was derived. At'the first glance the scatter
of points is smaller, but still Lick values
No. 1,2,4 fall off too much from the RV cur-
ve. The main reason, of course, for rejec-
ting this orbit is the small value a • 0.18
AU, which may be even smaller than the ra-
dius of the primary.

We wish to resume by stressing that the
orbit found in the present paper is still
preliminary. More accurate RV data for this
peculiar system are urgently needed. At a
first glance the lines are easy to measure
but for accurate results it is absolutely
necessary to be sure that the line is not
affected by a blend. The worst is the situ-
ation in the blue region and that is v/hy we
were forced to postpone the evaluation of
these spectrograms* A small example are the
values of RV Ho.16 and 17 in the Table 1:
they represent measurements of the sane spec-
trogram (dispersion 5.8 A/mm) with different

sets of lines. The mean error of each va-
lue is 0.1 km/s, but the results differ
by more than 2 km/s.

Further, it cannot be excluded that Xi
Cyg is a triple system, the long period
shewn by Reimers (1981) may be real. A com-
plex solution of all problems is very de-
sirable.

We like to thank very much Dr.Boyarchuk
from Crimea and Dr.Aelanov from Shemakha
for kindly loaning valuable high dispersion
spectrograms. Our sincere thanks are due
to colleagues from Ondfejov for friendly
hospitality and allotting observing time
at the 2m telescope. Especially we thank
Drs. Harmanec, Horn and Koubsky for effecti-
ve help with computer prograran«s.
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THE BINARY MODEL OF HD 94033 AND THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF DWARF CEPHEID

Jiang Shi Vang

Beijing Astronomical Observatory, 3eijing, China

ABSTRACT.

HD 94033 was discovered by PrzybylsM in 1975 as an dwarf cepheid with a pul-

sation period of 86 min.. From 1981 to 1984, we have observed it many times, and

found its /o-c/ values of the time of maxima exhibiting regular variation with a

long period of about 9 years. The new observation until 1987 still fits this vari-

ation very well. We believe it is due to the light-time effect in a binary system.

Then we discuss some physical nature about the dwarf cepheid and <f Scuti stars.

I. INTRODUCTION

HD 94033 was discovered by Przybylsiti

in i975 as »n ultrashort period dwarf cep

hcid with a pulsation period of only about

86 ain. and an amplitude in V band of about

0.8 nag. It is very important to study the

duplicity of this star. FroM I98'i to 1984,

we have observed this star Many tine* and

got 16 times of maxiaa. Coabined with 25

tiMes of maxima given by PrzybylsKi and

Besscl /"i979/, we have done soae analysis of

the period and found that the /0-C/ values

of the tines of maxima exhibiting regular

variation with a long period of about 9

/ears. Yang and Jiang in 1985 Mentioned that

the aost plausible interpretation of this

periodicity is the light tiae effect in a

binary system. Subsequently we have continu-

ed the observation and paid attention to the

new observations published In the literature

to check this idea. Four new tiaes of Maxima

published by McNaaara /1985/ and 38 by Hobart

/i985/ have stimulated us to Make a new analy-

sis of all the available tines of aaxiaa to

sec if the data are still in line with the

long period variation of the hypothetical bi-

nary.

2. THE BINARY MODEL

Between 1985 to 1987 we observed 6 new

tines of Maxima. After a least squares sol-

ution of all the times of maxima using the

linear equation

T M . X " T0 P0 E IM

with E, in it we have enclosed the new

points with a box. Evidently, they fit the

long period variation arising from a binary

orbital movement very well/ therefore we

have derived a new least squares solution

according to the equations

Tmax " To* PO 6* O # 5 E A > < nf *B C 0 f f

u» • 2 f/PQ6 -Z' * • s1nf

and obtained a solution as follows

TQ » HJO 2442516.1550 - 0.0002

Pn * /0.0595i1162 - 0.000000017/ d

0
A

B
f

e

X

• Z8.94 - 2.

« /-0.00456

» /O.OOli 2

• /0.0002966

* 0.41

• 192.2

65/ E-13/C

- 0.00013/ d

0.0002/ d

- 0.0000032/ C/d

we get figure i showing how the /0-C/ vary

FroM the errors of the solution we can see

clearly that all the data fit a binary

aodel vary well. Of course the best way to

check this bin*.-y hypothesis Is to Measure

the averaged radial velocities of this star

accurately within a pulsation period, to see

if there is a variation with an amplitude

of - 2.8 icm/s. By the uuy, we would like to

mention that the mean R.V. given by

Przybylski /1979/ is 267 ka/s but that given

by McNanara /1985/ is 268 Km/s, both fit

well with the phases on the binary orbit,

although the quality is not very good.

3. MASS FUNCTION AND THE TIDAL EFFECTS

Compared with SZ Lyn we find
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o-c

0.0 IXtO*

Figur* 1. Th» variation of (O-C) of tiaaa of

7XfO*

of XZ Hy« with period nuabcr E

htrt N , • and i art tht aass of SZ Lyn,
its unsttn companion, and tht orbital Ink-
linttion rtsptctivtly* Hhd» mM and * M art
tht i m quant1t1ts of HD 94033. If N f Z •
2.5M. ., as we can sat lattr on, thtn wt havt

"sx'"hd " *•• '•*"

If sin 1
M

* 1

tin 4.9.hd or

So, tht tidal tfftcts In HO 94033 1B aaalltr
than that In SZ Lyn and th* light variation

••plitudt of SZ Lyn should bt saatlor than
that of HB 94033. Mally, for SZ Lyn
V • 0.5, for HD 94033 &V • 0.8, the ratio
It 1.6, ntar to 1.75. Thit may bt an vary
Important tvidtnet to «ho* that tht tidal
tfftet of tht companion it ont factor for
dtttraing tht radial pulsation aaplituda.

4. SOME PHYSICAL NATURE OF DWARF CEPHEIDS
AND DELTA SCUTI STARS

Recently aany ptoplt Inttrttt on tht nature
of dwarf ctphtidt and dtlta Scuti ttara. In
tablt 1 Mt havt collected toae important
data of 18 dwarf ctphtids. In tht first
coluasn art tht naat of tht variablta, tht
ttcond coluan art tht losarith* of thtrt
••in pulsation ptriod, tht third colunn art
tht logarithm of tht turfact gravitation,
tht fourth colunn art tht UttttUnk radii,
tht fifth column art tht pulsation •••» 1n
solar aass unit, tht 6th coluan art tht
gravity Mass, tht 7th colunn art the pul-
sation aodt, tht 8th colunn art tht aass
givtn by NcNaatra, tht 9th coluan srt tht
•ass calculated froa tht formula

and use tht pulsation •••• of SZ Lyn as a
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standard, tha 10th coiuan 1s the yaarly

variation rat* of the pulsation ptriod. Froa

this tablt Ht can saa clearly that thara Is

two groups ona Is tha aetal noraal group

Mith aass naar 2 to 3 solar aass and aost

of thasi hava larger pariod variation rate}

ona 4s aetal poor variables Mith aass naar

1 solar aass and saallar pariod variation

rata. Tha pariod variation rata of EH Lib

and VZ Boo Is very Ion but their aatal

content 1s near noraal, so If they are F

aode their aass are near to 2 solar aass.

Ue need aora data to check this phenoaenon.
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Table 1. The Bass and period variation of duarf Ccpheids

stars

•u Caa

SX fha

Ki Mya.

cr Aor
»V »ag

IN Lib

rz loo
AI Vel

IZ Lyn

AO cm
XX Cyg

M <ru

OT Her

V2 Cne

is Aqr
VX Hya

»C Lac

ts ••«

log P

-1.40S

-1.259

-1.225

-1.214

-1.137

-1.0S3
-0.983

-0.952

i0.919

-0.910
-0.870

•0.833

-0.828

-0.759

•0.704

-0.652

-0.596

-0.541

log g

4.18/.4/

4.20

4.14

4.13

4.00

4.08

3.97

3.98

3.88

3.94

3.66
3.83

3.66

3.62
3.60

3.47

3.57

3.29

R

1.6

1.4

2.4
1.9
3.1

3.0

3.0

2.4

3.0

2.7
2.9
3.2

H
P

1.2
0.6

2.0
0.7

2.6

1.9

1.2

1.4

1.0

0.5
0.9

1.2
0.7

1.3

3.3

2.5

2.9

1.0

2.2

1.2

1.2

1.5

aode

F
f

F
F
F
F
F
F

F
S

F

F

F
S

F

F

F

"ac

0.96

1.18

1.19

1.22

1.54

1.54

1.54

1.61

1.61

1.73

1.59

1.72

1.89

1.89

1.69

2.29

"»P

0.17/.76/

0.76

0.68
0.71

0.56

2.20

1.96

2.80

1.9

2.9

0.65

2.97

0.96

2.0

1.99

1.31

1.05

beta /d/y/

-3.2x10"'

5.5
-3.5
-2.0

-0.25

3.0

8.9

19.0

1.9

0.7

•20.0

-16.3
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